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INTRODUCTION 

This survey of schoolhouses was funded by the Winneshiek County Historic Preservation 
Commission in an effort to revisit the structures and update/correlate findings with the previous 
schoolhouse survey conducted by Steve Johnson in the mid-1980s.  The research design for this 
project consisted of four primary objectives: 1) Documentation of the original and/or moved 
locations of schoolhouses through field visitation; 2) Data entry within a GIS shapefile; 3) 
Generation of comprehensive presentation layouts; 4) Preliminary development of a Google 
Earth© application for data display and interaction.  Included with this report is a map of all the 
schoolhouse locations in the county (Figure 1), maps of schoolhouse locations in each township 
(Figures 2-21), and a map of those outside the county (Figure 22).  The complete set of 
presentation layouts for all schoolhouse locations follows in Appendix A, while complete 
comment sections and additional information provided by landowners are found in Appendices B 
and C respectively.  The report concludes with an instructional guide regarding the Google 
Earth© interface (Appendix D). 

Much of the baseline data presented in this survey is based on Steve Johnson’s (1985-
1986) report titled “The Survey of Schoolhouses in Winneshiek County, Iowa,” which contains 
data regarding original and moved schoolhouses, associated architectural classifications, site 
inventory forms, personal interviews with former teachers/students, along with data collected 
through extensive research and field investigation.  Utilizing a 1933 plat map of Winneshiek 
County that indicated schoolhouses (based on the travels of former superintendent Charles 
Stoen), Johnson investigated 145 locations including: 55 original locations with standing 
structures, 35 locations with moved structures, and 55 locations with razed structures.   

Winneshiek County represents a unique scenario to the state in regards to a county still 
possessing a surprisingly large number of extant school structures.  This is largely due to rural 
apprehension toward changing political and educational landscapes, in addition to Winneshiek 
County having a late beginning with the reorganization of its own rural school system.  Although 
the Iowa Legislature passed the school district reorganization law that authorized county-wide 
planning of school re-districting in 1945, this reorganization did not begin in Winneshiek County 
until the late 1950s, with the last school year for rural districts occurring in 1959-1960 (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  Four districts emerged from this reorganization:  Decorah, North 
Winneshiek, South Winneshiek, and Turkey Valley.  By 1960, only 24 rural schoolhouses were in 
use in the county, compared to the 145 schoolhouses that were in use in the mid-1930s (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986). 

This investigation focused its data collection on schools present prior to the school 
reorganization that occurred within Winneshiek County in the late 1950s. In addition to the 
Johnson survey information (1985-1986), plat maps from 1875, 1886, 1905, and 1915, along with 
aerial images from the 1930s-2010 (excluding the 1940s), were utilized to determine unique 
schoolhouse locations.  Additional site inventory forms, provided by Mr. Berry N. Bennett at the 
State Historic Preservation Office, were also used for information regarding early rural schools of 
the county including: the Bouska Log Cabin, the First Norwegian School, the Branhagen School, 
and the Rovang (Gregg) School.  In regards to moved schoolhouses, Johnson’s survey work was 
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particularly beneficial in eliminating the exhaustive detective work involved with locating these 
structures.  This included the location of four schools moved outside of Winneshiek County, in 
addition to providing clarity in identifying moved school structures that had been altered for 
adaptive use that largely consisted of private residences and farm outbuildings (Steve Johnson 
1985-1986) 

In all, a total of 225 original schoolhouse locations were investigated during this survey 
(Appendix A; Figures 1-22).  This included 39 school locations with standing structures, 64 
school locations that have had the structure razed, 39 locations where the structure has been 
moved, and 83 locations where a structure was not standing and it is currently unknown if the 
school has been razed or moved (Table 1).  Of the 83 school locations where the school’s current 
status is unknown, 20 are based on 1875 Andreas map locations where no extant structures were 
observed by this investigation (Table 1).  Additionally, of the 225 original schoolhouse locations, 
five were Catholic schools, nine were Norwegian schools, and 33 were possible alternate 
locations to a school’s original setting (Table 1).   

                  Table 1.  Correlation between the current survey and the Johnson survey. 
Summary of Current Survey  Summary of Johnson Survey 
Total Locations-225 
 Standing/Original-39 
 Razed-64 
 Moved-39 
  Standing-34 
  Razed-2 
  Unknown- 4 
 Unknown-83 
 
The above numbers include: 
Catholic-5 
 Standing-2 
 Unknown-3 
Norski-9 
 Moved-1 
 Razed-1 
 Unknown-7 
Possible Alternate Location-33 
 Razed-5 
 Unknown-28 
1875 Andreas-20 

Total Locations-145 
 Standing/Original-55 
 Razed –55 
 Moved –35 
 
 
 
 
 
Based on the current survey 
Of the Standing/Original 55 
 Standing-32 
 Unknown-20 
 Razed-1 
 Moved-2* 
 
Of the Moved 35** 
 Standing-30 
 Razed-2 
 Unknown-4 
 

                   *Guttormson School and Bluffton School are the recent moves since Johnson’s survey 
                   **Two schools were moved from the original Rotvold location 

 

With regards to the 55 locations where a school structure was standing as recorded by the 
Johnson investigation (1985-1986), this survey located a total of 32 schools still extant, two of 
which are known to have been moved to a new location, one schoolhouse that is known to have 
been razed, and 20 original locations in which the school’s current status is unknown (Table 1).   

Of the 35 locations where a school structure had been moved (which represents a total of 
36 school structures since two separate schools were moved from the original Rotvold location) 
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as first recorded by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), this survey was able to relocate a total 
of 30 moved schools which are still standing, two moved schools which are known to have been 
razed, and four moved schools in which it is unknown as to whether the moved structure has been 
razed or moved to a separate location (Table 1). 

The fieldwork portion of this investigation centered on the completion of several 
objectives for each original and moved schoolhouse location.  This included describing basic field 
conditions, such as land-use, ground cover, and/or the current conditions of any extant school 
structures, in addition to using a handheld Global Positioning System (GPS) to record each 
visited school location for verification within the GIS database.  Several digital photographs were 
also taken of each location.  All preliminary documentation was conducted from the existing 
public right-of-way (ROW), and for those locations not immediately observable from this 
location, landowner contact was pursued.  The fieldwork portion of this investigation began July 
of 2012 and was completed in October of the same year after all original and moved schoolhouse 
locations had been visited and documented. 

Following basic documentation of each original and moved school location, data entry 
into the GIS database was completed in order to produce comprehensive presentation layouts 
(Appendix A).  Basic fields on the current layouts include the school’s name, alternate school 
name(s) if applicable, the township name, and the district number.  Each school location’s district 
number was determined based on those depicted on the 1915 plat map.  These numbers ranged 
from 1 to 10, with 11 representing an unknown district number (i.e. an independent school 
district).  Moved school locations retained the district number from their original location.  These 
numbers, in turn, were used to produce a unique identification (ID) number for each original and 
moved schoolhouse location.  This ID number operates on the premise of using the respective 
school’s three-digit township number (096-100), two-digit range number (07-10), two-digit 
district number (01-11), and two-digit sequential identifier.  The sequential identifier operates in 
numerical order for multiple schoolhouse locations within the same township, range, and district 
number, thus allowing for any additional schoolhouse locations that may be added in the future.   

 

The bulleted list below defines the remaining fields included on the presentation layouts 
(Appendix A): 

 Conditions:  includes designations for whether or not a school structure is 
present and is based on a classification of: standing, moved, razed, or unknown. 

• Standing: structure is extant, further refined by classifications of 
condition that include: excellent, fair, poor, or unknown. 

• Moved/Razed/Unknown: structure is no longer present at its respective 
original site location and is further refined by classifying any observed 
evidence into: 
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 Strong Evidence: clearly observable evidence of a former 
structure is present, such as foundation remains. 

 Minimal Evidence: remains were observed that could potentially 
be related to a former structure, such as an observed limestone 
scatter. 

 No Evidence: no remains clearly visible from the public ROW. 
 Unknown: the structure and/or location could not be investigated 

due to inaccessibility or insufficient knowledge of the precise 
school location. 

 Integrity: applies to extant structures and describes how much a structure has 
retained its original architectural design based on the following classifications:  

• Excellent: little to no alterations to the structure, much of the original 
condition/character retained. 

• Fair: minor to moderate alterations to the structure with some of the 
original condition/character retained. 

• Poor: extensive alterations to the structure with the original 
condition/character completely lost. 

• Unknown: there is not enough information known about the 
structure’s original appearance, or the structure was inaccessible for 
observation. 

 Dimensions: includes the length and width of a school structure if applicable.  
Dimensions are listed in feet and inches. 

 Landowner Contact: any interaction made with current or nearby landowners is 
recorded in this field, along with any relevant data obtained from such 
interactions (see Appendix C for complete landowner comments).  The 
designation "NA” signifies no landowner interaction occurred. 

 Significant Dates: contains relevant dates related to the school, such as when the 
building was constructed, razed, moved, closed, etc. 

 Remnants Visible: correlates with the condition field, and elaborates on what 
evidence was observed from the public ROW. 

 Landform: designation of basic landform type (i.e. upland, alluvial, urban), in 
addition to landform positions (i.e. summit, shoulder, sideslope, terrace). 

 Land Use: describes how the site area was being utilized at the time of 
investigation.  This includes such designations as agricultural, residential, forest, 
rural lot, etc. 

 Ground Cover: contains a basic description of ground conditions at the time of 
investigation.  This includes such classifications as manicured lawn, prairie grass, 
deciduous trees, concrete, corn/soybean field, etc. 

 Related structures: brief description of any structures that are directly 
associated with the school itself, and/or any pertinent structures near the 
investigated area. 
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 Comments: consists of a more extensive elaboration on the fields listed above in 
relation to all gathered data from the field investigation portion of this survey.  
This can include more detailed descriptions of observed remains, landform 
position and slope, site area location, related structures, etc.  Additionally, this 
field also allows for greater structural detail regarding extant schools which can 
include such aspects as relevant dates, architectural types, building material, 
current use, etc. (see Appendix B for complete comment sections). 

Aside from the data fields described above, the remaining presentation layout includes 
relevant images related to the investigated site area and the school structure itself (Appendix A).  
Each layout includes two digital photographs of the location with directional views and field 
dates.  Below the digital photographs is an aerial-based road map for each location.  UTM 
coordinates, latitude/longitude, legal location, and locational confidence of the school location are 
included just below this image.  For moved schoolhouse locations, a county-wide map displaying 
the original and moved locations is used along with a smaller aerial-based road map.   

The second page of each layout includes a topographic map and plat map depictions 
(1886, 1905, and 1915) of the original school location (Appendix A).  Four aerial images are also 
included ranging from the 1930s to the modern 2010 imagery (1940s aerial imagery was not 
available).  Generally speaking, the 1930s and 2010 aerial images are included on all layouts in 
order to provide a temporal perspective regarding the investigated site area and/or the 
schoolhouse itself in relation to previous and present day conditions.  For moved school locations, 
the topographic map, plat map depictions (1886, 1905, and 1915), and aerial images of the 
original school location are used. 

Layouts that apply to the 1875 Andreas school locations have slightly different attributes 
that warrant further explanation (Appendix A).  These layouts are based on school locations that 
are only depicted on the 1875 map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with the 1875 map, 
circles encompassing a diameter of one kilometer were used to identify the potential school 
location.  The images included on these layouts appear much the same as those for the original 
and moved school locations.  Digital photographs of the site area and an aerial-based road map 
are included on the first page along with the 1875 Andreas plat map depiction of the school 
location.  A topographic map and the remaining plat map depictions (1886, 1905, and 1915) of 
the site area are included on the second page.  Due to the general absence of identifiable 
structures present in aerial imagery of these school locations, a standard layout was used that 
includes the 1930s, 1950s, 1990s, and modern 2010 aerial images. 

The schoolhouse data collected by this investigation is also presented in a GIS format 
using the Google Earth© application.  Data displayed in this format allows for more informed 
observations of the schoolhouses, in addition to providing easy access to the available data for 
each location.  Once Google Earth© has been installed on an individual’s computer, a file 
included on the accompanying DVD can be accessed.  Data in this file is presented in a series of 
“layers” that organize schoolhouse locations based on township, condition, location type, 
inventoried status, and last known imagery year.  Individual schoolhouse locations also contain 
their own “pop-up” windows which display the school name, a portion of the comments section 
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from the associated presentation layout, and a field photograph.  Hyperlinks are included within 
these pop-up windows that connect to the full comments section, presentation layouts, previously 
documented site inventory forms, and Google Earth© directions to and from the schoolhouse 
location.  To facilitate the transition to an online website, additional hyperlinks are included for 
accessing archival images, audio clips, and a data submittal form.  Included at the end of this 
report is a detailed description for operation of the Google Earth© interface (Appendix D).   

Future aspirations for this project include expanding the dataset through public input and 
peer review by those individuals with first-hand knowledge of the historic schoolhouses in 
Winneshiek County.  While this investigation was largely based on the information compiled by 
Steve Johnson (1985-1986), it is hoped that the additional data presented here will serve as a new 
baseline in a continuing effort to expand and develop a comprehensive collection of data 
regarding these historic resources.  The following bulleted list presents additional work 
considerations that could be implemented for future project enhancement: 

 Collection of historic photographs associated with Winneshiek County schools. 
 Collection of oral histories/interviews and any other relevant data from former 

students and/or teachers of Winneshiek County schools. 
 Determine the status of those school structures where current conditions could 

not be assessed by this investigation (i.e. possess “unknown” designations). 
 Seek input from current landowners of original and moved school locations 

regarding long term objectives. 
 Development of a system of public resources to help restore/protect standing 

school structures (several landowners have expressed their desire to save moved 
school structures located on their property from further deterioration, but lack 
the financial support to do so). 

 Raise public awareness to the ongoing data collection process. 
 Research the availability of any school names associated with the 1875 Andreas 

locations and possible alternate locations.  If no name is associated, then 
develop a system of nomenclature for these unnamed locations.  Washington 
Township, in particular, lacks a nomenclature for any of the original school 
locations. 

 Research the location of any potential schools that existed prior to the 1875 
Andreas map (e.g. the first school near Canoe Creek and the first two school 
locations in Burr Oak, Iowa). 

The rural schools of Winneshiek County represent an important part of the county’s 
history and played a vital role in the lives of people and the development of society at local, 
regional, and national levels.  These distinctive architectural expressions of rural history provide 
individuals a link with their past and a symbolization of early social institutions in local 
communities.  Unfortunately, the structures that remain today are an increasingly finite historical 
resource that is vanishing from the landscape and from the minds of future generations.  It is 
increasingly relevant that preservation efforts continue, in order to maintain our understanding of 
social development, awareness of our ancestral heritage, and the connection with our rural 
identity. 
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Figure 10.  Schoolhouse locations in Glenwood Township (T98N R07W).
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Figure 11.  Schoolhouse locations in Decorah Township (T98N R08W).
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Figure 12.  Schoolhouse locations in Madison Township (T98N R09W).
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Figure 13.  Schoolhouse locations in Lincoln Township (T98N R10W).
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Figure 14.  Schoolhouse locations in Pleasant Township (T99N R07W).
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Figure 15.  Schoolhouse locations in Canoe Township (T99N R08W).
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Figure 16.  Schoolhouse locations in Bluffton Township (T99N R09W).
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Figure 17.  Schoolhouse locations in Orleans Township (T99N R10W).
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Figure 18.  Schoolhouse locations in Highland Township (T100N R07W).
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Figure 19.  Schoolhouse locations in Hesper Township (T100N R08W).
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Figure 20.  Schoolhouse locations in Burr Oak Township (T100N R09W).
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Figure 21.  Schoolhouse locations in Fremont Township (T100N R10W).
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Index By Township

School Name ConditionPageID
Bloomfield Township (Original School Location)

Pleasant Ridge School Razed096-07-01-01 A1
Oak Hill School Standing096-07-03-01 A3
District 4 Bloomfield School Razed096-07-04-01 A5
Knudsvig School Razed096-07-06-01 A7
Crossroads School Standing096-07-07-01 A9
Mundt School Razed096-07-08-01 A11
Possible Alternate Location 1 Razed096-07-08-02 A13
Dahmes School Unknown096-07-09-01 A15
Blumhagen School Standing096-07-10-01 A17
Castalia School Standing096-07-11-01 A19
Moneek School Unknown096-07-11-02 A21
Possible Alternate Location 1 (Moneek School) Unknown096-07-11-03 A23

School Name ConditionPageID
Bloomfield Township (1875 Andreas School Location)

Bloomfield Andreas School 1 Unknown096-07-01-02 A491

School Name ConditionPageID
Bluffton Township (Original School Location)

Bluffton School Moved099-09-01-01 A305
Casey School Standing099-09-02-01 A307
McCaffrey School Razed099-09-03-01 A309
Sexton School Razed099-09-04-01 A311
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown099-09-04-03 A315
Henry School Razed099-09-05-01 A317
Moore School Moved099-09-06-01 A319
Bruening School Moved099-09-07-01 A321

School Name ConditionPageID
Bluffton Township (Moved School Location)

Bluffton School (Moved) Standing099-09-01-02 A461
Moore School (Moved) Standing099-09-06-03 A463
Bruening School (Moved) Standing099-09-07-02 A465

School Name ConditionPageID
Bluffton Township (1875 Andreas School Location)

Bluffton Andreas School 1 Unknown099-09-02-02 A519
Bluffton Andreas School 3 Unknown099-09-03-02 A521
Bluffton Andreas School 2 Unknown099-09-06-02 A523

School Name ConditionPageID
Burr Oak Township (Original School Location)

Possible Alternate Location 2 Unknown099-09-04-02 A313
Rollins School Razed100-09-01-01 A375
Snell School Moved100-09-02-01 A377
Gossman School Razed100-09-03-01 A379
Cold Water School Unknown100-09-04-01 A381
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown100-09-04-02 A383
Underbakke School Moved100-09-06-01 A385
McCabe School Razed100-09-07-01 A387
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown100-09-07-02 A389
Lost Nation School Standing100-09-08-01 A391
Burr Oak School Standing100-09-11-01 A393

School Name ConditionPageID
Burr Oak Township (Moved School Location)

Snell School (Moved) Unknown100-09-02-02 A483
Underbakke School (Moved) Standing100-09-06-02 A485
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Index By Township

School Name ConditionPageID
Calmar Township (Original School Location)

Lee School Unknown097-09-01-01 A113
Phillips School Moved097-09-02-01 A115
Ryant School Unknown097-09-05-01 A117
Bouska Log Cabin Moved097-09-05-02 A119
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown097-09-05-03 A121
Conover School Standing097-09-06-01 A123
District 7 School Calmar Township Razed097-09-07-01 A125
Calmar Norwegian School 1 Unknown097-09-07-02 A127
Calmar Public School Standing097-09-11-01 A129
Czech Parochial School and Convent Standing097-09-11-02 A131
St. Wenceslaus School Standing097-09-11-03 A133
Spillville Village School Unknown097-09-11-04 A135
Old Spillville Catholic School Unknown097-09-11-05 A137
St. Aloysius Catholic School Unknown097-09-11-06 A139
Calmar Norwegian School 2 Unknown097-09-11-07 A141
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown097-09-11-08 A143
Spillville School Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown097-09-11-09 A145
First Public School of Spillville Unknown097-09-11-10 A147

School Name ConditionPageID
Calmar Township (Moved School Location)

Phillips School (Moved) Standing097-09-02-02 A423
Bouska Log Cabin (Moved) Standing097-09-05-04 A425

School Name ConditionPageID
Canoe Township (Original School Location)

Pot Hollow School Moved099-08-01-01 A283
Brick School Razed099-08-02-01 A285
Johnson School Razed099-08-04-01 A287
Willson School Unknown099-08-05-01 A289
Possible Alternate Location 1 (Willson School) Razed099-08-05-02 A291
Knoke School Unknown099-08-06-01 A293
Sharp School Razed099-08-07-01 A295
White School Razed099-08-08-01 A297
Turner School Razed099-08-09-01 A299
Springwater School Standing099-08-11-01 A301
Possible Alternate Location 1 (Springwater School) Razed099-08-11-02 A303

School Name ConditionPageID
Canoe Township (Moved School Location)

Pot Hollow School (Moved) Standing099-08-01-02 A459

School Name ConditionPageID
Decorah Township (Original School Location)

Guttormson School Moved098-08-02-01 A191
Moore School Razed098-08-03-01 A193
Freeport Village School Unknown098-08-04-01 A195
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown098-08-04-02 A197
Clay Hill School Moved098-08-05-01 A199
Hamre School Unknown098-08-06-01 A201
Hjelle School Standing098-08-07-01 A203
Ronglien School Moved098-08-08-01 A205
Viste School Standing098-08-09-01 A207
Blout School Razed098-08-10-01 A209
West Side Elementary School Standing098-08-11-01 A211
Decorah Middle School Standing098-08-11-02 A213
Decorah East Side Elementary School Razed098-08-11-03 A215

School Name ConditionPageID
Decorah Township (Moved School Location)

Guttormson School (Moved) Standing098-08-02-02 A433
Clay Hill School (Moved) Standing098-08-05-02 A435
Bruvold School (Moved) Standing098-08-08-02 A437

School Name ConditionPageID
Decorah Township (1875 Andreas School Location)

Decorah Andreas School 1 Unknown098-08-05-03 A505
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Index By Township

School Name ConditionPageID
Frankville Township (Original School Location)

Pagin School Razed097-07-02-01 A75
Frankville Norwegian School 1 Unknown097-07-02-02 A77
McKay School Moved097-07-03-01 A79
Birdsell School Unknown097-07-04-01 A81
Centennial School Razed097-07-05-01 A83
Hyde School Standing097-07-06-01 A85
Bakke School Unknown097-07-07-01 A87
Monson School Razed097-07-08-01 A89
Frankville School Standing097-07-11-01 A91

School Name ConditionPageID
Frankville Township (Moved School Location)

McKay School (Moved) Standing097-07-03-02 A419

School Name ConditionPageID
Fremont Township (Original School Location)

Plymouth Rock School Moved100-10-01-01 A395
Kendallville School Standing100-10-02-01 A397
Lybbert School Razed100-10-03-01 A399
Johnson School Moved100-10-04-01 A401
Webb School Unknown100-10-05-01 A403
Todd School Razed100-10-06-01 A405
Easler School Razed100-10-07-01 A407
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown100-10-07-02 A409

School Name ConditionPageID
Fremont Township (Moved School Location)

Plymouth Rock School (Moved) Unknown100-10-01-02 A487
Johnson School (Moved) Standing100-10-04-02 A489

School Name ConditionPageID
Glenwood Township (Original School Location)

Ryan School Moved098-07-01-01 A171
Drake School Unknown098-07-02-01 A173
Baker School Moved098-07-03-01 A175
Rocksvold School Moved098-07-04-01 A177
Lee School Standing098-07-05-01 A179
1915 Index Map Potential School Unknown098-07-05-02 A181
Lynne School Razed098-07-06-01 A183
First Norwegian School Razed098-07-06-02 A185
Sheggrud School Razed098-07-07-01 A187
Renass School Razed098-07-08-01 A189

School Name ConditionPageID
Glenwood Township (Moved School Location)

Ryan School (Moved) Standing098-07-01-02 A427
Baker School (Moved) Standing098-07-03-02 A429
Rocksvold School (Moved) Standing098-07-04-02 A431

School Name ConditionPageID
Hesper Township (Original School Location)

Rotvold School(s) Moved100-08-02-01 A359
Kenyon School Moved100-08-03-01 A361
Van Vliet School Razed100-08-04-01 A363
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown100-08-04-02 A365
Darrington School Razed100-08-05-01 A367
Chase School Razed100-08-06-01 A369
Hesper School Razed100-08-11-01 A371
First Hesper School Razed100-08-11-03 A373

School Name ConditionPageID
Hesper Township (Moved School Location)

Rotvold School(s) (Moved) Razed100-08-02-02 A477
Rotvold School(s) (Moved) Standing100-08-02-03 A479
Kenyon School (Moved) Standing100-08-03-02 A481
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Index By Township

School Name ConditionPageID
Highland Township (Original School Location)

Roosevelt School Razed100-07-01-01 A341
Possible Alternate Location 1 (Roosevelt School) Unknown100-07-01-02 A343
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown100-07-01-03 A345
Kjome School Moved100-07-02-01 A347
Grindeland School Razed100-07-03-01 A349
Exey School Razed100-07-04-01 A351
Sacquitne School Moved100-07-06-01 A353
Possible Alternate Location 1 (Sacquitne School) Unknown100-07-06-02 A355
Highlandville School Standing100-07-11-01 A357

School Name ConditionPageID
Highland Township (Moved School Location)

Kjome School (Moved) Unknown100-07-02-03 A473
Sacquitne School (Moved) Standing100-07-06-04 A475

School Name ConditionPageID
Highland Township (1875 Andreas School Location)

Highland Andreas School 1 Unknown100-07-02-02 A527
Highland Andreas School 2 Unknown100-07-04-02 A529

School Name ConditionPageID
Jackson Township (Original School Location)

Herold School Razed096-10-01-01 A55
Jack School Razed096-10-02-01 A57
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown096-10-03-01 A59
Wichman School Razed096-10-04-01 A61
Bakula School Moved096-10-05-01 A63
Navan School Moved096-10-06-01 A65
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown096-10-06-02 A67
Holub School Moved096-10-07-01 A69
Hageman School Unknown096-10-08-01 A71
Jackson Junction School Standing096-10-11-01 A73

School Name ConditionPageID
Jackson Township (Moved School Location)

Bakula School (Moved) Standing096-10-05-02 A413
Navan School (Moved) Standing096-10-06-04 A415
Holub School (Moved) Standing096-10-07-02 A417

School Name ConditionPageID
Jackson Township (1875 Andreas School Location)

Jackson Andreas School 1 Unknown096-10-06-03 A497

School Name ConditionPageID
Lincoln Township (Original School Location)

Hovden School Razed098-10-01-01 A239
Possible Alternate Location 1 (Hovden School) Unknown098-10-01-02 A241
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown098-10-01-03 A243
Beucher School Razed098-10-02-01 A245
Lincoln Valley School Moved098-10-03-01 A247
Pleasant View School Razed098-10-04-01 A249
Wemark School Moved098-10-05-01 A251
Haga School Moved098-10-06-01 A253
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown098-10-06-02 A255
Ridgeway Independent School Addition Standing098-10-11-01 A257
Ridgeway Independent School Razed098-10-11-02 A259

School Name ConditionPageID
Lincoln Township (Moved School Location)

Lincoln Valley School (Moved) Standing098-10-03-02 A449
Wemark School (Moved) Standing098-10-05-03 A451
Haga School (Moved) Standing098-10-06-03 A453

School Name ConditionPageID
Lincoln Township (1875 Andreas School Location)

Lincoln Andreas School 2 Unknown098-10-01-04 A509
Lincoln Andreas School 3 Unknown098-10-04-02 A511
Lincoln Andreas School 1 Unknown098-10-05-02 A513
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Index By Township

School Name ConditionPageID
Madison Township (Original School Location)

Horgen School Moved098-09-01-01 A217
Tollefson School Moved098-09-01-02 A219
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown098-09-01-03 A221
Knutson School Standing098-09-02-01 A223
Gilbertson School Moved098-09-02-02 A225
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown098-09-02-03 A227
Wagner School Razed098-09-03-01 A229
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown098-09-03-02 A231
White Hill School Unknown098-09-04-01 A233
Drew School Moved098-09-04-02 A235
Frana School Moved098-09-05-01 A237

School Name ConditionPageID
Madison Township (Moved School Location)

Tollefson School (Moved) Standing098-09-01-04 A439
Horgen School (Moved) Standing098-09-01-05 A441
Gilbertson School (Moved) Standing098-09-02-04 A443
Drew School (Moved) Standing098-09-04-03 A445
Frana School (Moved) Standing098-09-05-03 A447

School Name ConditionPageID
Madison Township (1875 Andreas School Location)

Madison Andreas School 1 Unknown098-09-05-02 A507

School Name ConditionPageID
Military Township (Original School Location)

Collins School Razed096-08-04-01 A25
Stavanger School Moved096-08-05-01 A27
Nesvik School Razed096-08-06-01 A29
Massman School Standing096-08-07-01 A31
District 3 School Military Township Razed096-08-09-01 A33
Ossian Town Independent School Unknown096-08-11-01 A35

School Name ConditionPageID
Military Township (Moved School Location)

Stavanger School (Moved) Standing096-08-05-02 A411

School Name ConditionPageID
Military Township (1875 Andreas School Location)

Military Andreas School 1 Unknown096-08-06-02 A493
Military Andreas School 2 Unknown096-08-07-02 A495

School Name ConditionPageID
Orleans Township (Original School Location)

Horn School Razed099-10-01-01 A323
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown099-10-01-02 A325
Morgan School Unknown099-10-02-01 A327
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown099-10-02-02 A329
Steinmetz School Moved099-10-03-01 A331
Morton School Moved099-10-04-01 A333
Hovey School Moved099-10-05-01 A335
Libbey School Razed099-10-06-01 A337
Pollet School Razed099-10-07-01 A339

School Name ConditionPageID
Orleans Township (Moved School Location)

Steinmetz School (Moved) Standing099-10-03-02 A467
Morton School (Moved) Standing099-10-04-02 A469
Hovey School (Moved) Standing099-10-05-02 A471

School Name ConditionPageID
Orleans Township (1875 Andreas School Location)

Orleans Andreas School 1 Unknown099-10-02-03 A525

School Name ConditionPageID
Pleasant Township (Original School Location)

Sattre School Standing099-07-01-01 A261
Bigler School Standing099-07-01-02 A263
Possible Alternate Location 1 (Bigler School) Razed099-07-01-03 A265
Leidahl School Standing099-07-02-01 A267
Locust School Standing099-07-03-01 A269
Pleasant View School Standing099-07-04-01 A271
Pleasant Valley School Standing099-07-05-01 A273
Larson School Moved099-07-05-02 A275
Daubney School Standing099-07-06-01 A277
Paulson School Standing099-07-07-01 A279
Richards School Moved099-07-07-02 A281
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Index By Township

School Name ConditionPageID
Pleasant Township (Moved School Location)

Larson School (Moved) Razed099-07-05-03 A455
Richards School (Moved) Unknown099-07-07-03 A457

School Name ConditionPageID
Pleasant Township (1875 Andreas School Location)

Pleasant Andreas School 2 Unknown099-07-04-02 A515
Pleasant Andreas School 1 Unknown099-07-06-02 A517

School Name ConditionPageID
Springfield Township (Original School Location)

Red Oak School Standing097-08-01-01 A93
Springfield Norwegian School 2 Unknown097-08-01-02 A95
Branhagen School Razed097-08-01-03 A97
Broghammer School Unknown097-08-02-01 A99
Lee School Standing097-08-03-01 A101
Knutson School Razed097-08-04-01 A103
Springfield Norwegian School 3 Unknown097-08-04-02 A105
Nerlie School Razed097-08-05-01 A107
Nordness School Standing097-08-06-01 A109
Springfield Norwegian School 1 Moved097-08-06-02 A111

School Name ConditionPageID
Springfield Township (Moved School Location)

Springfield Norwegian School 1 (Moved) Standing097-08-06-03 A421

School Name ConditionPageID
Springfield Township (1875 Andreas School Location)

Springfield Andreas School 1 Unknown097-08-03-02 A499

School Name ConditionPageID
Sumner Township (Original School Location)

Anderson School Standing097-10-01-01 A149
Sumner Norwegian School 2 Unknown097-10-01-02 A151
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown097-10-01-03 A153
Herold School Unknown097-10-02-01 A155
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown097-10-02-02 A157
Sumner Norwegian School 1 Unknown097-10-02-03 A159
Praska School Standing097-10-03-01 A161
Possible Alternate Location 1 Unknown097-10-03-02 A163
Huber School Razed097-10-04-01 A165
Polansky School Unknown097-10-05-01 A167
Bouska School Razed097-10-06-01 A169

School Name ConditionPageID
Sumner Township (1875 Andreas School Location)

Sumner Andreas School 2 Unknown097-10-02-04 A501
Sumner Andreas School 1 Unknown097-10-05-02 A503

School Name ConditionPageID
Washington Township (Original School Location)

Festina School Unknown096-09-01-01 A37
District 2 School Washington Township Razed096-09-01-02 A39
District 1 School Washington Township Unknown096-09-01-03 A41
Unknown School Washington Township Unknown096-09-01-04 A43
District 1 School Washington Township Razed096-09-01-05 A45
Fort Atkinson Public School Standing096-09-02-01 A47
St. John Nepomucene Catholic School Unknown096-09-02-02 A49
District 3 School Washington Township Razed096-09-03-01 A51
District 4 School Washington Township Razed096-09-04-01 A53
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Index By Condition

School Name DetailPageID
Standing (Bloomfield Township)

096-07-03-01 Oak Hill SchoolA3 Fair
096-07-07-01 Crossroads SchoolA9 Fair
096-07-10-01 Blumhagen SchoolA17 Fair
096-07-11-01 Castalia SchoolA19 Fair

School Name DetailPageID
Standing (Bluffton Township)

099-09-02-01 Casey SchoolA307 Excellent/Fair
099-09-01-02 Bluffton School (Moved)A461 Fair/Poor
099-09-06-03 Moore School (Moved)A463 Excellent/Fair
099-09-07-02 Bruening School (Moved)A465 Fair/Poor

School Name DetailPageID
Standing (Burr Oak Township)

100-09-08-01 Lost Nation SchoolA391 Poor
100-09-11-01 Burr Oak SchoolA393 Excellent
100-09-06-02 Underbakke School (Moved)A485 Fair

School Name DetailPageID
Standing (Calmar Township)

097-09-06-01 Conover SchoolA123 Fair/Poor
097-09-11-01 Calmar Public SchoolA129 Excellent/Fair
097-09-11-02 Czech Parochial School and ConventA131 Excellent
097-09-11-03 St. Wenceslaus SchoolA133 Excellent
097-09-02-02 Phillips School (Moved)A423 Fair/Poor
097-09-05-04 Bouska Log Cabin (Moved)A425 Fair

School Name DetailPageID
Standing (Canoe Township)

099-08-11-01 Springwater SchoolA301 Fair
099-08-01-02 Pot Hollow School (Moved)A459 Fair

School Name DetailPageID
Standing (Decorah Township)

098-08-07-01 Hjelle SchoolA203 Excellent
098-08-09-01 Viste SchoolA207 Fair
098-08-11-01 West Side Elementary SchoolA211 Excellent
098-08-11-02 Decorah Middle SchoolA213 Excellent/Fair
098-08-02-02 Guttormson School (Moved)A433 Excellent
098-08-05-02 Clay Hill School (Moved)A435 Excellent
098-08-08-02 Bruvold School (Moved)A437 Poor

School Name DetailPageID
Standing (Frankville Township)

097-07-06-01 Hyde SchoolA85 Excellent/Fair
097-07-11-01 Frankville SchoolA91 Fair
097-07-03-02 McKay School (Moved)A419 Poor

School Name DetailPageID
Standing (Fremont Township)

100-10-02-01 Kendallville SchoolA397 Excellent/Fair
100-10-04-02 Johnson School (Moved)A489 Fair

School Name DetailPageID
Standing (Glenwood Township)

098-07-05-01 Lee SchoolA179 Fair
098-07-01-02 Ryan School (Moved)A427 Poor
098-07-03-02 Baker School (Moved)A429 Poor
098-07-04-02 Rocksvold School (Moved)A431 Excellent

School Name DetailPageID
Standing (Hesper Township)

100-08-02-03 Rotvold School(s) (Moved)A479 Excellent
100-08-03-02 Kenyon School (Moved)A481 Fair

School Name DetailPageID
Standing (Highland Township)

100-07-11-01 Highlandville SchoolA357 Excellent
100-07-06-04 Sacquitne School (Moved)A475 Excellent
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Index By Condition

School Name DetailPageID
Standing (Jackson Township)

096-10-11-01 Jackson Junction SchoolA73 Excellent
096-10-05-02 Bakula School (Moved)A413 Fair
096-10-06-04 Navan School (Moved)A415 Excellent
096-10-07-02 Holub School (Moved)A417 Fair/Poor

School Name DetailPageID
Standing (Lincoln Township)

098-10-11-01 Ridgeway Independent School AdditionA257 Fair
098-10-03-02 Lincoln Valley School (Moved)A449 Poor
098-10-05-03 Wemark School (Moved)A451 Excellent
098-10-06-03 Haga School (Moved)A453 Fair/Poor

School Name DetailPageID
Standing (Madison Township)

098-09-02-01 Knutson SchoolA223 Excellent
098-09-01-04 Tollefson School (Moved)A439 Fair
098-09-01-05 Horgen School (Moved)A441 Fair
098-09-02-04 Gilbertson School (Moved)A443 Fair/Poor
098-09-04-03 Drew School (Moved)A445 Poor
098-09-05-03 Frana School (Moved)A447 Poor

School Name DetailPageID
Standing (Military Township)

096-08-07-01 Massman SchoolA31 Poor
096-08-05-02 Stavanger School (Moved)A411 Excellent

School Name DetailPageID
Standing (Orleans Township)

099-10-03-02 Steinmetz School (Moved)A467 Fair
099-10-04-02 Morton School (Moved)A469 Fair
099-10-05-02 Hovey School (Moved)A471 Excellent

School Name DetailPageID
Standing (Pleasant Township)

099-07-01-01 Sattre SchoolA261 Poor
099-07-01-02 Bigler SchoolA263 Excellent
099-07-02-01 Leidahl SchoolA267 Excellent
099-07-03-01 Locust SchoolA269 Excellent
099-07-04-01 Pleasant View SchoolA271 Fair
099-07-05-01 Pleasant Valley SchoolA273 Poor
099-07-06-01 Daubney SchoolA277 Poor
099-07-07-01 Paulson SchoolA279 Excellent

School Name DetailPageID
Standing (Springfield Township)

097-08-01-01 Red Oak SchoolA93 Excellent/Fair
097-08-03-01 Lee SchoolA101 Fair
097-08-06-01 Nordness SchoolA109 Fair
097-08-06-03 Springfield Norwegian School 1 (Moved)A421 Fair

School Name DetailPageID
Standing (Sumner Township)

097-10-01-01 Anderson SchoolA149 Poor
097-10-03-01 Praska SchoolA161 Fair

School Name DetailPageID
Standing (Washington Township)

096-09-02-01 Fort Atkinson Public SchoolA47 Excellent/Fair

School Name DetailPageID
Moved (Bluffton Township)

099-09-01-01 Bluffton SchoolA305 No Evidence
099-09-06-01 Moore SchoolA319 Minimal Evidence
099-09-07-01 Bruening SchoolA321 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Moved (Burr Oak Township)

100-09-02-01 Snell SchoolA377 No Evidence
100-09-06-01 Underbakke SchoolA385 Minimal Evidence
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Index By Condition

School Name DetailPageID
Moved (Calmar Township)

097-09-02-01 Phillips SchoolA115 Minimal Evidence
097-09-05-02 Bouska Log CabinA119 Unknown

School Name DetailPageID
Moved (Canoe Township)

099-08-01-01 Pot Hollow SchoolA283 Minimal Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Moved (Decorah Township)

098-08-02-01 Guttormson SchoolA191 Strong Evidence
098-08-05-01 Clay Hill SchoolA199 Minimal Evidence
098-08-08-01 Ronglien SchoolA205 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Moved (Frankville Township)

097-07-03-01 McKay SchoolA79 Minimal Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Moved (Fremont Township)

100-10-01-01 Plymouth Rock SchoolA395 Unknown
100-10-04-01 Johnson SchoolA401 Unknown

School Name DetailPageID
Moved (Glenwood Township)

098-07-01-01 Ryan SchoolA171 Minimal Evidence
098-07-03-01 Baker SchoolA175 No Evidence
098-07-04-01 Rocksvold SchoolA177 Strong Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Moved (Hesper Township)

100-08-02-01 Rotvold School(s)A359 Minimal Evidence
100-08-03-01 Kenyon SchoolA361 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Moved (Highland Township)

100-07-02-01 Kjome SchoolA347 Minimal Evidence
100-07-06-01 Sacquitne SchoolA353 Strong Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Moved (Jackson Township)

096-10-05-01 Bakula SchoolA63 No Evidence
096-10-06-01 Navan SchoolA65 Unknown
096-10-07-01 Holub SchoolA69 Minimal Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Moved (Lincoln Township)

098-10-03-01 Lincoln Valley SchoolA247 Strong Evidence
098-10-05-01 Wemark SchoolA251 No Evidence
098-10-06-01 Haga SchoolA253 Minimal Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Moved (Madison Township)

098-09-01-01 Horgen SchoolA217 Minimal Evidence
098-09-01-02 Tollefson SchoolA219 No Evidence
098-09-02-02 Gilbertson SchoolA225 No Evidence
098-09-04-02 Drew SchoolA235 Unknown
098-09-05-01 Frana SchoolA237 Minimal Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Moved (Military Township)

096-08-05-01 Stavanger SchoolA27 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Moved (Orleans Township)

099-10-03-01 Steinmetz SchoolA331 No Evidence
099-10-04-01 Morton SchoolA333 No Evidence
099-10-05-01 Hovey SchoolA335 Minimal Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Moved (Pleasant Township)

099-07-05-02 Larson SchoolA275 Minimal Evidence
099-07-07-02 Richards SchoolA281 Unknown

School Name DetailPageID
Moved (Springfield Township)

097-08-06-02 Springfield Norwegian School 1A111 No Evidence
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Index By Condition

School Name DetailPageID
Razed (Bloomfield Township)

096-07-01-01 Pleasant Ridge SchoolA1 No Evidence
096-07-04-01 District 4 Bloomfield SchoolA5 Unknown/No Evidence
096-07-06-01 Knudsvig SchoolA7 No Evidence
096-07-08-01 Mundt SchoolA11 No Evidence
096-07-08-02 Possible Alternate Location 1A13 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Razed (Bluffton Township)

099-09-03-01 McCaffrey SchoolA309 No Evidence
099-09-04-01 Sexton SchoolA311 No Evidence
099-09-05-01 Henry SchoolA317 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Razed (Burr Oak Township)

100-09-01-01 Rollins SchoolA375 No Evidence
100-09-03-01 Gossman SchoolA379 No Evidence
100-09-07-01 McCabe SchoolA387 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Razed (Calmar Township)

097-09-07-01 District 7 School Calmar TownshipA125 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Razed (Canoe Township)

099-08-02-01 Brick SchoolA285 Unknown
099-08-04-01 Johnson SchoolA287 Minimal Evidence
099-08-05-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Willson School)A291 No Evidence
099-08-07-01 Sharp SchoolA295 Minimal Evidence
099-08-08-01 White SchoolA297 No Evidence
099-08-09-01 Turner SchoolA299 Minimal Evidence
099-08-11-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Springwater School)A303 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Razed (Decorah Township)

098-08-03-01 Moore SchoolA193 Minimal Evidence
098-08-10-01 Blout SchoolA209 Unknown/No Evidence
098-08-11-03 Decorah East Side Elementary SchoolA215 Minimal Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Razed (Frankville Township)

097-07-02-01 Pagin SchoolA75 Unknown/Minimal Evidence
097-07-05-01 Centennial SchoolA83 No Evidence
097-07-08-01 Monson SchoolA89 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Razed (Fremont Township)

100-10-03-01 Lybbert SchoolA399 No Evidence
100-10-06-01 Todd SchoolA405 Minimal Evidence
100-10-07-01 Easler SchoolA407 Minimal Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Razed (Glenwood Township)

098-07-06-01 Lynne SchoolA183 Unknown
098-07-06-02 First Norwegian SchoolA185 No Evidence
098-07-07-01 Sheggrud SchoolA187 Unknown
098-07-08-01 Renass SchoolA189 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Razed (Hesper Township)

100-08-04-01 Van Vliet SchoolA363 Minimal Evidence
100-08-05-01 Darrington SchoolA367 No Evidence
100-08-06-01 Chase SchoolA369 Minimal Evidence
100-08-11-01 Hesper SchoolA371 No Evidence
100-08-11-03 First Hesper SchoolA373 No Evidence
100-08-02-02 Rotvold School(s) (Moved)A477 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Razed (Highland Township)

100-07-01-01 Roosevelt SchoolA341 Minimal Evidence
100-07-03-01 Grindeland SchoolA349 Minimal Evidence
100-07-04-01 Exey SchoolA351 Unknown

School Name DetailPageID
Razed (Jackson Township)

096-10-01-01 Herold SchoolA55 No Evidence
096-10-02-01 Jack SchoolA57 No Evidence
096-10-04-01 Wichman SchoolA61 Minimal Evidence
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Index By Condition

School Name DetailPageID
Razed (Lincoln Township)

098-10-01-01 Hovden SchoolA239 Strong Evidence
098-10-02-01 Beucher SchoolA245 Unknown
098-10-04-01 Pleasant View SchoolA249 Minimal Evidence
098-10-11-02 Ridgeway Independent SchoolA259 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Razed (Madison Township)

098-09-03-01 Wagner SchoolA229 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Razed (Military Township)

096-08-04-01 Collins SchoolA25 No Evidence
096-08-06-01 Nesvik SchoolA29 No Evidence
096-08-09-01 District 3 School Military TownshipA33 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Razed (Orleans Township)

099-10-01-01 Horn SchoolA323 No Evidence
099-10-06-01 Libbey SchoolA337 No Evidence
099-10-07-01 Pollet SchoolA339 Minimal Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Razed (Pleasant Township)

099-07-01-03 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Bigler School)A265 Minimal Evidence
099-07-05-03 Larson School (Moved)A455 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Razed (Springfield Township)

097-08-01-03 Branhagen SchoolA97 Minimal Evidence
097-08-04-01 Knutson SchoolA103 No Evidence
097-08-05-01 Nerlie SchoolA107 Minimal Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Razed (Sumner Township)

097-10-04-01 Huber SchoolA165 Minimal Evidence
097-10-06-01 Bouska SchoolA169 Unknown

School Name DetailPageID
Razed (Washington Township)

096-09-01-02 District 2 School Washington TownshipA39 Unknown/Minimal Evidence
096-09-01-05 District 1 School Washington TownshipA45 Unknown
096-09-03-01 District 3 School Washington TownshipA51 No Evidence
096-09-04-01 District 4 School Washington TownshipA53 Unknown

School Name DetailPageID
Unknown (Bloomfield Township)

096-07-09-01 Dahmes SchoolA15 No Evidence
096-07-11-02 Moneek SchoolA21 Strong Evidence
096-07-11-03 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Moneek School)A23 No Evidence
096-07-01-02 Bloomfield Andreas School 1A491 Unknown/No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Unknown (Bluffton Township)

099-09-04-03 Possible Alternate Location 1A315 No Evidence
099-09-02-02 Bluffton Andreas School 1A519 No Evidence
099-09-03-02 Bluffton Andreas School 3A521 Unknown
099-09-06-02 Bluffton Andreas School 2A523 Unknown/No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Unknown (Burr Oak Township)

099-09-04-02 Possible Alternate Location 2A313 No Evidence
100-09-04-01 Cold Water SchoolA381 No Evidence
100-09-04-02 Possible Alternate Location 1A383 No Evidence
100-09-07-02 Possible Alternate Location 1A389 No Evidence
100-09-02-02 Snell School (Moved)A483 Minimal Evidence
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Index By Condition

School Name DetailPageID
Unknown (Calmar Township)

097-09-01-01 Lee SchoolA113 Unknown/No Evidence
097-09-05-01 Ryant SchoolA117 Minimal Evidence
097-09-05-03 Possible Alternate Location 1A121 Unknown/Minimal Evidence
097-09-07-02 Calmar Norwegian School 1A127 Unknown
097-09-11-04 Spillville Village SchoolA135 Minimal Evidence
097-09-11-05 Old Spillville Catholic SchoolA137 No Evidence
097-09-11-06 St. Aloysius Catholic SchoolA139 Unknown/Strong Evidence
097-09-11-07 Calmar Norwegian School 2A141 No Evidence
097-09-11-08 Possible Alternate Location 1A143 Minimal Evidence
097-09-11-09 Spillville School Possible Alternate Location 1A145 No Evidence
097-09-11-10 First Public School of SpillvilleA147 Unknown

School Name DetailPageID
Unknown (Canoe Township)

099-08-05-01 Willson SchoolA289 No Evidence
099-08-06-01 Knoke SchoolA293 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Unknown (Decorah Township)

098-08-04-01 Freeport Village SchoolA195 No Evidence
098-08-04-02 Possible Alternate Location 1A197 No Evidence
098-08-06-01 Hamre SchoolA201 Minimal Evidence
098-08-05-03 Decorah Andreas School 1A505 Unknown/No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Unknown (Frankville Township)

097-07-02-02 Frankville Norwegian School 1A77 No Evidence
097-07-04-01 Birdsell SchoolA81 Minimal Evidence
097-07-07-01 Bakke SchoolA87 Minimal Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Unknown (Fremont Township)

100-10-05-01 Webb SchoolA403 Strong Evidence
100-10-07-02 Possible Alternate Location 1A409 Minimal Evidence
100-10-01-02 Plymouth Rock School (Moved)A487 Unknown

School Name DetailPageID
Unknown (Glenwood Township)

098-07-02-01 Drake SchoolA173 No Evidence
098-07-05-02 1915 Index Map Potential SchoolA181 Minimal Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Unknown (Hesper Township)

100-08-04-02 Possible Alternate Location 1A365 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Unknown (Highland Township)

100-07-01-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Roosevelt School)A343 Minimal Evidence
100-07-01-03 Possible Alternate Location 1A345 Minimal Evidence
100-07-06-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Sacquitne School)A355 Unknown
100-07-02-03 Kjome School (Moved)A473 No Evidence
100-07-02-02 Highland Andreas School 1A527 No Evidence
100-07-04-02 Highland Andreas School 2A529 Unknown/No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Unknown (Jackson Township)

096-10-03-01 Possible Alternate Location 1A59 No Evidence
096-10-06-02 Possible Alternate Location 1A67 No Evidence
096-10-08-01 Hageman SchoolA71 Minimal Evidence
096-10-06-03 Jackson Andreas School 1A497 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Unknown (Lincoln Township)

098-10-01-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Hovden School)A241 No Evidence
098-10-01-03 Possible Alternate Location 1A243 No Evidence
098-10-06-02 Possible Alternate Location 1A255 Minimal Evidence
098-10-01-04 Lincoln Andreas School 2A509 Unknown/No Evidence
098-10-04-02 Lincoln Andreas School 3A511 No Evidence
098-10-05-02 Lincoln Andreas School 1A513 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Unknown (Madison Township)

098-09-01-03 Possible Alternate Location 1A221 Minimal Evidence
098-09-02-03 Possible Alternate Location 1A227 No Evidence
098-09-03-02 Possible Alternate Location 1A231 No Evidence
098-09-04-01 White Hill SchoolA233 Unknown/No Evidence
098-09-05-02 Madison Andreas School 1A507 No Evidence
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School Name DetailPageID
Unknown (Military Township)

096-08-11-01 Ossian Town Independent SchoolA35 No Evidence
096-08-06-02 Military Andreas School 1A493 Unknown/No Evidence
096-08-07-02 Military Andreas School 2A495 Unknown

School Name DetailPageID
Unknown (Orleans Township)

099-10-01-02 Possible Alternate Location 1A325 No Evidence
099-10-02-01 Morgan SchoolA327 Minimal Evidence
099-10-02-02 Possible Alternate Location 1A329 Unknown
099-10-02-03 Orleans Andreas School 1A525 Minimal Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Unknown (Pleasant Township)

099-07-07-03 Richards School (Moved)A457 No Evidence
099-07-04-02 Pleasant Andreas School 2A515 Unknown
099-07-06-02 Pleasant Andreas School 1A517 Unknown

School Name DetailPageID
Unknown (Springfield Township)

097-08-01-02 Springfield Norwegian School 2A95 No Evidence
097-08-02-01 Broghammer SchoolA99 No Evidence
097-08-04-02 Springfield Norwegian School 3A105 No Evidence
097-08-03-02 Springfield Andreas School 1A499 No Evidence

School Name DetailPageID
Unknown (Sumner Township)

097-10-01-02 Sumner Norwegian School 2A151 No Evidence
097-10-01-03 Possible Alternate Location 1A153 No Evidence
097-10-02-01 Herold SchoolA155 Minimal Evidence
097-10-02-02 Possible Alternate Location 1A157 Minimal Evidence
097-10-02-03 Sumner Norwegian School 1A159 No Evidence
097-10-03-02 Possible Alternate Location 1A163 Unknown
097-10-05-01 Polansky SchoolA167 No Evidence
097-10-02-04 Sumner Andreas School 2A501 No Evidence
097-10-05-02 Sumner Andreas School 1A503 Unknown

School Name DetailPageID
Unknown (Washington Township)

096-09-01-01 Festina SchoolA37 No Evidence
096-09-01-03 District 1 School Washington TownshipA41 No Evidence
096-09-01-04 Unknown School Washington TownshipA43 Minimal Evidence
096-09-02-02 St. John Nepomucene Catholic SchoolA49 No Evidence
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Two rural residences are found just east of the site area.

SHPOName Pleasant Ridge School Township Bloomfield District 1

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Pleasant Ridge School is a razed structure that was originally located west of the T-intersection of Centennial Road and 150th 

Street.  The original site area appears to reside on shoulder slope (2-4%) and a portion of upland summit (0-2%) that is bisected by Centennial 

Road.  However, aerial images seem to indicate that Centennial Road was originally located farther to the east.  Subsequent alterations to the 

location of Centennial Road appear to have it running through the original school location, thus heavily disturbing the site area.  No access drive 

was observed leading to the site area from Centennial Road.  There were no observed remains by this investigation, although the ground cover 

made this difficult to determine.  Any remains of the original site area  are likely located west of Centennial Road.  Two rural residences are located 

just east of the site area along 150th Street.  Based on the dates of the 1950s and 1960s aerial images, it appears that the Pleasant Ridge School was 

razed sometime between 1952 (6/29) and 1964 (7/22).  This date may be closer to 1964, as there appears to be foundation remains present within 

the site area in the 1960s aerial image.

Landform Upland summit and shoulder; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1952-1964 | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/16/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/16/12).

ID:  096-07-01-01

Location NE, NW, NE,  Sec. 9, T96N,  R7W  |  N: 4778788   E: 608172 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair

Printed: 11/09/12 Page A1



Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The Oak Hill Cemetery is adjacent to the west.

SHPO 96-00012Name Oak Hill School Township Bloomfield District 3

Other Names Red School

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Original site; fair

Land Use Rural lot

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; few older-growth deciduous trees

                          The Oak Hill School is a standing structure located north of Old Oak Road and just east of the Oak Hill Cemetery.  The Oak Hill 

School is actually a second generation school at the site area, with the first school being known as the Red School.  The Red School was built in 

1854 and served for social gatherings, religious services, business meetings, funerals, and weddings (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was 

moved to a new site in the same area in 1865 where it remains until 1872 when the Oak Hill School was built at its current site by Henry Walrath 

(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The site area appears to rest on the summit (0-2%) onto the shoulder slope (1-3%) of an upland lobate extension that 

runs toward the northeast.  The site area is composed of manicured lawn with a few scattered older-growth deciduous trees (mostly oak) that are 

predominantly located to the north.  The Oak Hill Cemetery is found adjacent and to the west of the site area, composed of manicured lawn and 

scattered evergreen trees.  Soybean field is found to the north and east of the rural lot containing the school structure.  There is a small fire pit 

composed of a tire rim surrounded by landscaping stone that is northwest of the school.  The Oak Hill School is a south-facing, single story frame 

structure with a (concrete) block foundation containing a basement.  There are a set of three large, boarded-up windows on both the west and east 

walls, with a set of three smaller glass basement windows just...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

First constructed: 1854 | First moved: 1865 | Second construction: 1872; closed: 1955 | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure; a former road visible in the aerial images can still be seen from the ROW at the eastern and northern perimeters 

of the rural lot despite being currently covered by manicured lawn.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/16/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/16/12).

ID:  096-07-03-01

Location SW, SE, NE,  Sec. 14, T96N,  R7W  |  N: 4776456   E: 611470 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName District 4 Bloomfield School Township Bloomfield District 4

Other Names

Condition Razed | Unknown; no evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Alfalfa

                          This unnamed school of Bloomfield Township was originally located just southeast of the intersection of 115th Avenue and 

Highway 52 prior to being razed.  The site appears to be located on a portion of upland summit (0-2%) onto gently sloping shoulder slope (1-3%) 

in an area that is currently composed of alfalfa.  Aerial images show the school being located on a lot at the northwest corner of the field.  Although 

there were no observed remains by this investigation, it was difficult to analyze the site area due to the location being at a higher elevation than 

both Highway 52 and 115th Avenue, and not easily viewed from the current ROW.  Based on the dates of the 1950s and 1960s aerial images, it 

appears that the school was razed sometime between 1952 (8/21) and 1964 (7/29).

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1952-1964 | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown; none

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/16/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/16/12).

ID:  096-07-04-01

Location NW, SE, SW,  Sec. 25, T96N,  R7W  |  N: 4772832   E: 612317 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair

Printed: 11/09/12 Page A5



Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is located north of the site area across 140th Street.

SHPOName Knudsvig School Township Bloomfield District 6

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field; mowed grass/alfalfa

                          The Knudsvig School was originally located just southeast of the intersection of 140th Street and 155th Avenue prior to being 

razed.  The site area appears to rest on a portion of upland shoulder slope (1-4%) that sideslopes (5-7%) to the east and south toward what seems to 

be a perennial stream that feeds into the Yellow River to the east/northeast.  The site area levels out noticeably (0-2%) as it approaches the 

intersection of 155th Avenue and 140th Street, and is composed of corn field.  There appears to be a mowed grass/alfalfa access drive that runs to 

the south along 155th Avenue and the west edge of the site area.  It is difficult to determine the precise location of the Knudsvig School, as there 

are no visible remains of the original structure, although the ground cover makes this difficult.  There is a square, concrete block with a steel pole in 

the center located at the southwest corner of the site area near the ROW of the 155th Avenue.  The origin of this artifact is unknown, as its 

appearance at this location cannot be definitively explained, nor can it be definitively associated with the Knudsvig School.  Based on the dates of 

when the 1950s and 1960s aerial images were taken, it appears that the school was razed sometime between 1952 (6/29) and 1964 (7/22).

Landform Upland shoulder and sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1952-1964 | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

There is a square, concrete block with a steel pole in the center that is located at the southwest edge of the site area near the ROW 

of 155th Avenue.  The origin of this artifact is unknown and cannot be definitively associated with the Knudsvig School.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/16/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/16/12).

ID:  096-07-06-01

Location NW, NW, NW,  Sec. 17, T96N,  R7W  |  N: 4777105   E: 605452 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair

Printed: 11/09/12 Page A7



Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  096-07-06-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A8



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A storage shed is located just north of the structure on the rural lot.

SHPO 96-00025Name Crossroads School Township Bloomfield District 7

Other Names Pebble-Dash School

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Original site; good

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn

                          The Crossroads School was initially a frame structure that was later replaced by the south-facing Pebble-Dash School around 1917, 

which later closed in 1951 (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was remodeled into a home after it's closing, and remains a private residence at 

it's original site.  The Crossroads School is found just northeast of the intersection of 130th Avenue with Highway 52.  The site area rests on gently 

sloping upland sideslope (2-5%) that is composed of manicured lawn, mixed grass, a few scattered trees, and a gravel driveway leading to the 

structure.  The site area appears to be disturbed, however, as the structure rests on very level terrain (0-2%) that appears to be artificially-leveled.  

An upland drainage area appears to run along the south/southeastern edge of the rural lot, with corn field surrounding.  The Crossroads School 

possesses a hip roof and a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that the structure had a small 

addition to the south wall which was the main entrance, in addition to an attached double garage to the west wall on the southwest corner (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  The owners also added dormers to the west, east, and south sides of the roof (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  It appears that 

renovations have continued to the structure since the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  The attached garage to the west wall appears to have been 

renovated and is no longer a double garage with a different...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1917 | Closed: 1951 | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Fair to poor Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/16/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/16/12).

ID:  096-07-07-01

Location SW, SW, NE,  Sec. 27, T96N,  R7W  |  N: 4773251   E: 609484 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent

Printed: 11/09/12 Page A9



Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  096-07-07-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A10



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is located just to the southwest across 110th Street.

SHPOName Mundt School Township Bloomfield District 8

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Mundt School is a razed structure of Bloomfield Township that was originally located just northwest of the T-intersection of 

the 110th Street and 155th Avenue.  The site area is found on a portion of upland shoulder slope (1-3%)that slopes to the west/southwest to what 

appears to be a perennial stream that eventually feeds into Quinn Creek to the south.  The site area is fairy level (0-2%) and currently composed of 

corn field.  The existing ROW and southern portion of the site area is composed of prairie grass, with a standing fence line at the south perimeter.  

A mowed, grass-covered access drive leads from 155th Avenue toward the center portion of the site area.  It is unknown if this access drive is 

originally associated with the Mundt School.  There is no plat map (1886, 1905, and 1915) depiction of the Mundt School at this location, as it 

appears that this investigated site area likely represents an alternate location.  This is based off of a school that was found to the southeast along 

150th Avenue near the center of Section 32 that is depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps and shares the same district number.  There are 

no aerial images of this original school location depicted in the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915).  Aerial images depict the Mundt School as being 

located at the center of rural lot with trees forming the north and west perimeters.  The topographic map (1981) does not depict a structure at the 

plotted school location, but does indicate a tree/brush...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Razed: >1952-1981 | Razed: 1952-1964 | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/21/12).

ID:  096-07-08-01

Location SE, SE, SE,  Sec. 30, T96N,  R7W  |  N: 4772350   E: 605419 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Bloomfield District 8

Other Names Possible alternate location to the Mundt School

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          This Bloomfield Township school is depicted in the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) but is not visible in any of the aerial 

images.  This would seem to suggest that this school was raised sometime prior to the 1930s aerial images, which was taken in 1940.  This school 

also bears the same district number as the Mundt School, which is found approximately one mile to the northwest.  This would seem to suggest that 

this particular school is an alternate location to the Mundt School, since the later school is only visible in the aerial images and not any of the plat 

maps.  This particular school is depicted as being west of 150th Avenue and just south of an east/west running fence line.  The current location 

appears to rest on the edge of upland shoulder slope (1-3%) that is bisected by 150th Avenue, leaving only a small portion of this fairly level 

landform position west of the road.  The summit of the landform found to the east, with sideslope (3-7%) immediately west of the site area toward 

an intermittent drainage that eventually feeds into Quinn Creek to the southwest.  The site area is currently composed of corn field with no visible 

remains of the original school structure.  Unlike many of the previously investigated original school locations, this particular school site does not 

have an access drive leading toward the site area.  The locational confidence for this school location is poor given its absence from the aerial images.

Landform Upland shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Razed: prior to 1940 | Razed: <1940 | Last Visible: 1915 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/16/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/16/12).

ID:  096-07-08-02

Location NE, SE, NW,  Sec. 32, T96N,  R7W  |  N: 4771916   E: 606226 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor

Printed: 11/09/12 Page A13



Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Farmsteads/rural residences are located south and east of the original school location.

SHPO 96-00015Name Dahmes School Township Bloomfield District 9

Other Names Vance School

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; deteriorated

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Dahmes School, also referred to as the Vance School, was originally located west of 155th Avenue and northwest of the roads 

intersection with Highway 52.  The school rested on a portion of upland summit (0-2%) onto the shoulder slope (0-3%) at the west edge of the site 

area.  The location is currently composed of corn field with no visible remains of the original structure and it's status is currently unknown.  The 

Johnson investigation (1985-1986) listed the school as standing at it original site but being vacant and in a deteriorating state.  This school was a 

east-facing frame structure with a deteriorating frame addition on the east wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The building had no basement and a 

foundation made of stone (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A set of three windows were found on both the north and south walls, with the chimney 

located toward the center of the structure at the roof peak (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The roof was made of metal, with two lightning poles at the 

west and east ends (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Little is known of the Dahmes School history, outside of the structure being used as a farm 

outbuilding for period of time after closing as a school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A large, grass covered access drive is found at the southeast 

corner of the corn field near the intersection of 155th Avenue and Highway 52 that appears to be original to the school site based on the 1930s 

aerial image.

Landform Upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1990s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/16/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/16/12).

ID:  096-07-09-01

Location NE, SE, NE,  Sec. 19, T96N,  R7W  |  N: 4775118   E: 605396 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  096-07-09-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A16



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00014Name Blumhagen School Township Bloomfield District 10

Other Names

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Original site; good

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; gravel; few deciduous trees

                          The Blumhagen School is a stranding structure that is currently being utilized as private residence, and is located just southwest of 

the intersection of 135th Street and 130th Avenue.  The site area appears to be found on gently sloping upland sideslope (2-4%) that becomes 

strongly sloping to the north.  However, the landform with which the school is found appears to be artificially-leveled (0-2%) and disturbed, with 

135th Street being at a lower elevation.  There is also a very flat (0-2%) area to the south that is somewhat square in appearance and composed of 

alfalfa.  This area is at a slightly higher elevation than where the structure stands and does not appear to conform with the surrounding landscape, 

possibly being disturbed.  A gravel driveway leads from the intersection southwest to the structure.  The site area is composed of manicured lawn 

and a few deciduous trees along the south and west perimeters.  Soybean field is found to the south and west as well.  The original portion of the 

Blumhagen School was built in 1855 and consisted of a one room school with a side door located in the northeast area (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  

The east wall had two equally spaced windows and the west wall had three windows (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Johnson investigation (1985-

1986) indicated that the frame school faced the east, with a small enclosed room added at an early date to protect the original entry into the main 

room near the northeast corner.  The Blumhagen School was...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1855 | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Poor Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing Structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/16/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/16/12).

ID:  096-07-10-01

Location NE, NE, SW,  Sec. 15, T96N,  R7W  |  N: 4776388   E: 609394 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  096-07-10-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A18



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Private residences nearly surround the Castalia School.

SHPO 96-00024Name Castalia School Township Bloomfield District 11

Other Names Bloomfield Independent School District 2

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Original site; good

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; few scattered trees; landscaped areas; concrete

                          The Castalia School is a standing structure currently serving as a converted apartment building found north/northeast of Greene 

Street and northwest of the T-intersection of Centennial Road and Greene Street in the town of Castalia, Iowa.  The structure appears to reside on 

upland summit (0-2%), but due to the residential location the site area is likely disturbed.  Manicured lawn, landscaped areas, concrete sidewalk, 

and a few scattered trees currently compose the location.  The first District 2 Bloomfield Independent School was founded at Castalia in 1855 and 

was originally a two-story frame structure that faced to the west (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  In the early 1960s the school was extensively 

renovated during the reorganization of the county school system (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The second story was removed, with further 

extensive renovations occurring on the remaining portion of the building (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The current single story frame structure 

appears to face to the southwest and is currently used as apartments.  The structure appears to consist of three separate apartment entrances that 

were used for the elderly during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  It is unknown if they continue to serve this purpose.  There are concrete 

steps leading from Greene Street to the centrally located apartment of the structure.  It is unknown if these steps are original to the structure when it 

served as a school.  The Castalia School appears to be in fair condition,...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed; upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1855 | Renovated: early 1960s | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Poor Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/21/12).

ID:  096-07-11-01

Location SE, NW, SW,  Sec. 21, T96N,  R7W  |  N: 4774386   E: 607382 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is found just east of the site area.

SHPO 96-00008Name Moneek School Township Bloomfield District 11

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Strong evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; fair

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Pasture grass; prairie grass; older-growth deciduous trees

                          This Moneek School was actually the second school located at this site area, receiving its name from the former town of Moneek 

that was in the county seat contest with Decorah in the 1850's (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  At the time of the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), 

the Moneek School was described as standing vacant at its original site and in fair condition.  The school was built in 1914 a short distance west of 

the first Moneek School and consisted of a south-facing frame structure with a basement possessing an interior entrance (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  The structure had an open column porch with a double door entry to a small entry room area that followed into the large main room (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  A bell tower was located on the south peak of the gable roof and a brick chimney was found at the north end (Steve Johnson 

1985-1986).  The small entry room had a small set of windows on the side walls and the main room had a set of three larger windows on the west 

and east walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There were also a couple of small basement windows located in the cement block foundation (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  Today, the second generation Moneek School is no longer standing at its original site and it is unknown if the school has 

been moved or razed.  Strong evidence of the school still remains at the original location that largely consists of the structure's original foundation.  

The basement window openings still remain with the foundation, while...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope and footslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1914 | Last Visible: 1990s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

The cement block foundation, basement, and open column porch are still present at the original school site.  Limestone and debris 

associated with the school, largely consisting of red brick, are scattered throughout the investigated site area.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/16/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/16/12).

ID:  096-07-11-02

Location SE, SW, NW,  Sec. 2, T96N,  R7W  |  N: 4779840   E: 610596 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is located to the east, while remains of the second generation Moneek School are found just to the west.

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 (Moneek School) Township Bloomfield District 11

Other Names Moneek School

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Pasture grass; older-growth deciduous trees

                          The investigated site area is based off of the Johnson investigation's (1985-1986) description of the first Moneek School being 

located just east of where the second-generation Moneek School was built.  Due to the close proximity of the two structure locations, plat map 

depictions (1886 and 1905) do not provide any clarity as to where the first Moneek School was located and the structure is not visible in any of the 

aerial images.  There are no visible remains of the first Moneek School and the locational confidence for this structure is poor outside of the 

investigated site area being north of Moneek Road.  Based on the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), the first Moneek School was a frame 

structure built a short distance to the east of the existing Moneek School, and did not have a basement but had a an off-centered door to the west on 

the south wall.  Additionally, two "side (pair)" windows were found on the west and east walls, with a brick chimney located on the north end peak 

of the building (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The described school location of the first Moneek School appears to be found on a combination of 

gently sloping footslope and toeslope (1-3%) of an upland landform that slopes toward a low, flat area (0-2%) composed of alluvial terrace 

associated with an intermittent drainage that flows south to the Yellow River.  The site area is currently composed of pasture grass with older-

growth deciduous trees found just to the north/northwest.  The foundation remains...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland footslope and toeslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved/razed: 1914 | Last Visible: 1905 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (10/24/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (10/24/12).

ID:  096-07-11-03

Location SE, SW, NW,  Sec. 2, T96N,  R7W  |  N: 4779836   E: 610616 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Collins School Township Military District 4

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The original location of the Collins School is found just southwest of the intersection of B32 and 210th Avenue in an area 

currently composed of corn field.  The razed school appears to have resided on a portion of upland summit (0-2%) onto the shoulder (1-3%) of a 

large upland lobate extension toward the east.  A greater portion of the summit is found toward the existing ROW of the B32, with the road 

bisecting the landform that largely slopes to the south/southeast through the site area.  The aerial images (1930s and 1950s) show the school as 

existing within a triangular-shaped lot composed largely of trees, with the school structure being located near the west/southwest corner of the lot.  

This triangular-shaped lot appears much the same today as it did in the aerial images, only now composed of corn field.  There were no observed 

remains, but a grass-covered access drive leads from B32 toward the west/southwest corner of the lot where the Collins School once stood.  Based 

on the dates for the 1950s and 1960s aerial images, the Collins School appears to have been razed sometime between 1952 (6/29) and 1964 (7/22).  

This date may be closer to 1964, as the 1960s aerial image seems to show a recently disturbed foundation area.

Landform Upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1952-1964 | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/16/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/21/12).

ID:  096-08-04-01

Location SE, SE, SW,  Sec. 8, T96N,  R8W  |  N: 4777047   E: 596353 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The Stavanger Church and associated cemetery is found to the northeast across 115th Street.

SHPO 96-00028Name Stavanger School Township Military District 5

Other Names Rogness School

Condition Moved | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Stavanger School, also known as the Rogness School, was originally found east of W42 and south of the road's intersection 

with 115th Street.  It appears that the site area rests on broad, nearly level upland shoulder slope (0-3%) composed of corn field, with the likely 

school location fairly level (0-2%) in slope.  The landform is bisected by W42, with the site area at a higher elevation than the road and located a 

distance away from due to the relatively large ROW composed of mixed grass.  Although no remains were observed, this is difficult to assess given 

these circumstances.  The investigated school location is based largely off of a grass-covered access drive leading from W42 to the probable site 

area, which appears to correspond with its appearance in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s).  The Stavanger School was a frame gable roof 

structure that originally faced to the west, possessing a shed addition on the west wall that ran the entire width (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There 

was also a smaller extension on the roof of the shed serving an unknown purpose that was centrally located that had three windows lights on its 

west wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A brick chimney was found on the east end of the school running through the peak of the roof, with a set of 

three windows on both the north and south walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A block basement was also present with the building that had a set of 

two windows on the north and south elevations (Steve Johnson...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/16/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/16/12).

ID:  096-08-05-01

Location NW, NW, SW,  Sec. 27, T96N,  R8W  |  N: 4772937   E: 598938 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is found to the north.

SHPOName Nesvik School Township Military District 6

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Nesvik School was originally located east of 167th Avenue prior to being razed.  The site area appears to reside on a lobate 

extension of broad upland shoulder slope that is gently sloping at the school location (1-3%).  The summit of the landform is found to the east, with 

sideslope (5-7%) immediately occurring outside of the site area to the west and north toward what appears to be an intermittent drainage that 

eventually feeds into Nutting Creek located to the southwest.  Currently, the site area is composed of corn field with a very wide access area that 

runs along the site area.  This access area is flush with 167th Avenue, appearing to be of recent construction and composed of gravel with mixed 

grass/alfalfa on the surface.  There is no ROW along the original site area of the school, in addition to the soil within the corn field appearing to be 

disturbed.  Observations by this investigation revealed exposed light-colored subsoil (parent material) at the surface.  Although there were no other 

observed remains associated with the original school structure, it does appear that the site area has experience recent disturbances.  A 

farmstead/rural residence is found to the north that may be the current property owners of where the Nesvik School once stood.  Based on the dates 

for the 1950s and 1960s aerial images, it appears that the Nesvik School was razed sometime between 1952 (6/29) and 1964 (8/2).  This date is 

likely closer to 1964 given the appearance of a former foundation...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1952-1964 | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/16/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/16/12).

ID:  096-08-06-01

Location SE, SE, NW,  Sec. 25, T96N,  R8W  |  N: 4773174   E: 602918 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A grain bin is located to the north/northeast.

SHPO 96-00032Name Massman School Township Military District 7

Other Names Meyer School

Condition Standing | Poor | Johnson (1985):Original site; deteriorated

Land Use Rural lot; agricultural

Ground Cover Prairie grass; few deciduous trees; gravel

                          The Massman School is a structure found at its original site that has succumb to severe deterioration and is no longer standing.  

The previous investigation of this school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986) already listed the present condition as being so deteriorated that "the 

likelihood for its existence was limited."  Unfortunately, the Massman School has fallen victim to this and now is completely destroyed with the 

original integrity completely lost.  The original site area is located east of 202nd Avenue on the shoulder slope (1-3%) of an upland landform, with 

the actual school location relatively level (0-2%).  A gravel access drive leads from 202nd Avenue to the site area, with the school remains located 

just north of the road.  The access drive appears to be original to the school, as it is visible in the aerial images (1930s, 1950s and 1990s).  Strongly 

sloping sideslope (7-12%) is found south of the access drive.  The site area itself appears to be part of a larger rural lot that is used for agricultural 

purposes that seem to include hay and silage storage, with a grain bin located just to the north/northeast.  The immediate site area is composed of 

prairie grass and a few scattered deciduous trees, with corn field found to the east and alfalfa to the south/southeast.  Although the Massman School 

is no longer standing, it does appear that the structure remains still reside at its original site in the form of a large rubble pile.  Clearly visible in this 

rubble pile are wood...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Poor Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/16/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/21/12).

ID:  096-08-07-01

Location NE, NW, NW,  Sec. 32, T96N,  R8W  |  N: 4772058   E: 596098 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName District 3 School Military Township Township Military District 9
Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural
Ground Cover Corn field; mixed grass

                          This unnamed District 3 school of Military Township was originally located south of 155th Street prior to being razed.  The site 
area appears to rest on gently sloping upland shoulder slope (1-3%), with a greater portion of the upland summit found to the west/northwest.  The 
landform slopes somewhat steeply (7-12%) to the east toward a perennial stream referred to as Dry Branch.  The site area is currently composed of 
corn field, with an existing fence line running to the south that appears to go right through the middle of where the school was originally located.  
Prairie grass is found on both sides of the fence, with a greater concentration found toward the existing ROW of 155th Street.  In regards to the 
portion of the site location found in and around the existing ROW, there appears to have been recent activity in this area with a portion of the fence 
line removed.  An existing access drive is found leading from 155th Street to the east edge of the site area as depicted in the aerial images (1930s 
and 1950s).  There were no observed remains by this investigation. Based on dates for the 1950s and 1960s aerial images, it appears that this 
school was razed sometime between 1952 (6/29) and 1964 (7/22).

Landform Upland shoulder

Significant 
Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: | Last Visible: 1950s aerial
Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 
Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 
Structures
Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/16/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/16/12).

ID:  096-08-09-01

Location NE, NE, SW,  Sec. 5, T96N,  R8W  |  N: 4779443   E: 596389 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The South Winneshiek Elementary and Middle School is found just southeast of the original school location.  Private residences 

surround the location.

SHPOName Ossian Town Independent School Township Military District 11

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Concrete; manicured lawn; scattered trees; landscaped areas

                          The Ossian Town Independent School was the original school structure for the town of Ossian, Iowa that has now been replaced by 

the current South Winneshiek School District structures.  The South Winneshiek School (Elementary and Middle School) standing today is found 

to the south of the where the original Ossian Town Independent School stood.  According to the aerial images (1930s and 1950s), the original 

school stood near the southeast corner of the town of Ossian.  Today, this residential location is composed of poured cement parking areas and 

access drives, isolated areas of landscaping and manicured lawn, and a few scattered deciduous trees all associated with the current South 

Winneshiek School.  There no visible remains of the original Ossian Town Independent School, with its current status unknown.  It is likely that 

the school was razed in order to allow for the construction of the current South Winneshiek Elementary and Middle School.  Given the ground 

cover of the original school location and its situation within an urban setting, the site area is heavily disturbed.  The site area, however, does appear 

to reside on some form of an upland summit (0-2%), since the surrounding area strongly slopes (9-12%) to the southeast toward an intermittent 

drainage area located east/southeast of the playground equipment associated with the current school.  There is little to no information regarding the 

original school of Ossian that stood at the site area, and further research is...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed; upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1980s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/16/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/16/12).

ID:  096-08-11-01

Location NW, SW, SW,  Sec. 11, T96N,  R8W  |  N: 4777486   E: 600600 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The Festina Parish Center is located to the southeast of the original school location, with the St. Mary's (German) Catholic Church 

and its associated cemetery found east and northeast respectively.  A storage shed is north of the private residence.

SHPOName Festina School Township Washington District 1

Other Names Twin Springs School

Condition Unknown; razed (?) | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Private residence; manicured lawn; scattered trees; gravel; concrete

                          The Festina School was originally called the Twin Springs School, as was the town, until it was discovered by Winneshiek County 

that they had two locations referred to as "Twin Springs."  This resulted in the name of Festina for the town and the associated school.  The Festina 

School is depicted in the 1886 and 1905 plat maps of the town as being located just west of the St. Mary's German Catholic Church and it's 

associated cemetery found to the north/northeast of the site area.  Aerial images through the 1990s appear to depict the school as existing in this 

location north of B32 and east of its intersection with 236th Avenue.  In fact, the topographic map of Festina (1981) labels the school structure as 

the St. Mary's School.  However, this investigation did not observe any evidence of the Festina School structure, nor any associated remains at the 

original site area.  This would seem to indicate that the structure was either moved or razed sometime after the 1990s aerial image was taken in 

1994 (4/19).  Currently, the site area contains a private residence that appears to be of recent construction and does not have any resemblance to the 

original school structure shown in the aerial images.  The ground cover consists of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, a few scattered deciduous 

trees, and a combination of gravel and concrete leading to the two-stall garage of the private residence.  Evergreen trees are found at property line 

perimeters to the west and northeast.  There is...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed; upland sideslope (?)

Significant 

Dates

Moved/razed: >1994? | Moved/razed: >1994? | Last Visible: 1990s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/21/12).

ID:  096-09-01-01

Location NE, SE, NE,  Sec. 23, T96N,  R9W  |  N: 4774775   E: 592214 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName District 2 School Washington Township Township Washington District 1

Other Names

Condition Razed | Unknown; minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          This District 2 school of Washington Township was originally located east of the T-intersection of B32 and 252nd Avenue until 

the structure was razed.  This location is based largely off of the school's depiction in the plat maps (1875, 1886, 1905, and 1915).  The 1930s 

aerial image, taken in 1940 (9/26), seems to depict a structure located east of and adjacent to B32, which ran in a primarily north/south direction 

along the site area.  However, it cannot be substantiated that the structure visible in this aerial image is in fact the original school.  What the image 

does clearly demonstrate is that extensive alterations have occurred to the road which may or may not have impacted the original site area.  The 

1950s aerial image, taken in 1952 (6/29), does not depict this structure east of B32.  If what is depicted in the 1930s aerial was indeed the school, 

then this would suggest that the structure was razed sometime between 1940 and 1952.  Today, the site area rests on upland summit (0-2%) that is 

much higher in elevation than the adjacent 252nd Avenue to the west.  The location is currently composed of corn field, sloping to the 

north/northwest (3-5%) where a gravel access drive is found at the edge of the field north of the site area that runs to the east.  There were a few 

large fragments of limestone observed in the field, but this cannot be definitively associated with the original school site since it is located away 

from and at a higher elevation than the existing ROW...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Razed: 1940-1952 | Razed: 1940-1952 | Last Visible: 1930s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

A few fragments of limestone were observed within the corn field, but these cannot be definitively associated with a structure given 

the project school location is away from, and at a higher elevation, than the existing ROW.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/16/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/16/12).

ID:  096-09-01-02

Location NW, NE, NW,  Sec. 15, T96N,  R9W  |  N: 4776924   E: 589582 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName District 1 School Washington Township Township Washington District 1

Other Names

Condition Unknown; razed (?) | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          This unnamed District 1 school of Washington Township was originally located northeast of the T-intersection of 110th Street and 

227th Avenue prior to being razed.  The District 1 association with this school is based off its depiction in the 1886 plat map.  Otherwise, there is 

no affirmative name associated with this structure.  The 1930s aerial image, taken in 1940 (8/20), shows a potential structure along 227th Avenue 

near the intersection within a relatively square lot composed largely of trees.  This structure does not appear to be present in the 1950s aerial image 

taken in 1952 (6/29).  Therefore, it can be surmised that the structure was likely razed sometime between 1940 and 1952.  Today, the site area 

consists of corn field with no observed remains.  The landform with which the structure resided is interesting, since only a small sliver of upland 

shoulder slope (1-3%) suitable for containing a structure is found adjacent and east of 227th Avenue.  This correlates with the probable structure 

seen in the 1930s aerial image.  The landform then immediately strongly slopes (sideslope; 7-12%) to the east toward an intermittent upland 

drainage that eventually feeds a tributary of the perennial stream referred to as Dry Branch to the southeast.  There appears to be a "flat" access area 

not composed of ROW at the east corner of the T-intersection leading toward the original school location covered in mixed grass and dense 

vegetation that does not seem to be of current utilization....(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland shoulder and sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Razed: 1940-1952 | Last Visible: 1930s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/21/12).

ID:  096-09-01-03

Location SW, SE, SW,  Sec. 25, T96N,  R9W  |  N: 4772200   E: 592899 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Farmstead located just east of the site area.

SHPOName Unknown School Washington Township Township Washington District 1

Other Names

Condition Unknown; razed (?) | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Rural residence; rural lot

Ground Cover Mowed grass; mixed trees; hay bales/silage; miscellaneous farm equipment

                          This Washington Township school of an unknown name was originally located east of the Little Church Road and north of a 

private access drive to a farmstead located just to the east.  The site area rests on an alluvial terrace of Brockamp Creek found to the east that 

eventually feeds into the Turkey River to the south/southeast.  The St. Anthony Padua Chapel and Smallest Church Park are also found to the south 

near where Brockamp Creek feeds into the Turkey River.  The site area is very level (0-2%) and appears to be currently used as rural lot for the 

farmstead found to the east.  The area is currently composed of mowed grass, miscellaneous farm equipment, hay bales, and silage.  A few older-

growth trees form the east perimeter of this rural lot, while mostly evergreen trees form the north perimeter.  There is also a small gravel road 

leading to the site area from the access drive that runs to the farmstead.  There were no observable remains of a previous structure from the existing 

ROW of Little Church Road.  However, an older-growth tree stands at the approximate location of the school based on the 1930s aerial image.  The 

immediate area around this tree has a slight rise in elevation, given the appearance that the tree rests on a small bump.  It is unknown if this feature 

is associated with the school structure and/or if contains potential remains.  The small bump is rather shallow, but is noticeable against the 

surrounding flat (0-2%) landscape.  While the school appears...(See Full Comments)

Landform Alluvial terrace

Significant 

Dates

Razed: 1940-1952 | Last Visible: 1930s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

A lone, older-growth tree (oak) stands at the approximate location of the school structure on a small, shallow "bump" that may or 

may not be associated with a structure.  There were no observed remains but may be contained within this feature.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/16/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/16/12).

ID:  096-09-01-04

Location NW, NW, SE,  Sec. 27, T96N,  R9W  |  N: 4772933   E: 590028 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName District 1 School Washington Township Township Washington District 1

Other Names

Condition Razed | Unknown | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Forest; agricultural

Ground Cover Older-growth deciduous trees; underbrush; alfalfa

                          This Washington Township school appears to be of District 1, but is only depicted in the 1886 plat map.  The structure's absence 

from the aerial images makes accurately determining its precise location difficult.  The 1886 plat map indicates that the razed school was originally 

found west of Highway 150 and north of a former road that appeared to run around the edge of an upland landform to its summit.  This location is 

away from the existing ROW of Highway 150, although a gated-off access drive does lead toward the site area.  Due the school's original location 

being away from the existing ROW, its is difficult to determine the precise landform position and to identify any observable remains if they do 

indeed exist.  The site area appears to be composed of mixed older-growth deciduous forest with thick underbrush found on a combination of 

upland sideslope (3-7%) and upland footslope (1-4%).  Southeast/east of the site area is a marshy area composed of water-tolerant vegetation, while 

south of the location is a pastured area resting on a low alluvial terrace of a perennial stream.  A fence line separates the pasture area from alfalfa 

field found to the southwest/west of the site area that largely rests on an upland "spur" of the same landform as the projected school location.  

Further investigation is suggested in order to better define the school's original site location, in addition to determining if any visible remains exist 

given that the plotted site area is far removed...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope and footslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: unknown | Last Visible: 1886 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/16/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/16/12).

ID:  096-09-01-05

Location NE, SE, SE,  Sec. 2, T96N,  R9W  |  N: 4778949   E: 592301 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The Forth Atkinson Community Center is located adjacent to the east, with private residences to the north and west.

SHPO 96-00532Name Fort Atkinson Public School Township Washington District 2

Other Names Country Road Player's Club House; Washington Independent District School

Condition Standing | Excellent to fair | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; concrete

                          The Fort Atkinson Public School is found just northwest of the T-intersection of 3rd Street Northwest and 10th Avenue at an 

address of 302 3rd Street Northwest within the town of Fort Atkinson, Iowa.  The current structure location is actually depicted as containing a 

school in the 1886 and 1905 plat maps of Fort Atkinson.  However, the standing Fort Atkinson Public School was built in 1915, which would 

suggest a previous structure that served as a school existed at the site prior.  Further research is suggested in order to develop a better understanding 

and comprehensive historical context of the school structure(s) that existed at the site area prior to 1915.    The current school structure is a one-

story building with a basement and of brick construction with a block (concrete) foundation with concrete overlay (?).  The school faces to the 

south, with the main entrance to the building found in the center of the south wall.  Concrete steps with a brick and concrete railing lead to the 

entrance.  Clearly visible above the entrance door and engraved into the concrete are the words "Public School" and "1915."  Two wings appear to 

comprise the school to the west and east of the main entrance.  Both wings contain a set of three equally spaced windows on both their south and 

north walls.  In addition, there is a separate extension from the middle of the north wall that appears to be an addition entrance/exist area with an 

east facing door and windows on it’s a north wall.  A handicap-accessible...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed; upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1915 | Closed: 1960 | Dedicated (library/museum): 1995 | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/16/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/16/12).

ID:  096-09-02-01

Location SW, NE, SW,  Sec. 8, T96N,  R9W  |  N: 4777464   E: 586475 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The site area is surrounded by private residences, with the St. John Nepomucene Catholic Church located just to the west.

SHPOName St. John Nepomucene Catholic School Township Washington District 2

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Gravel; concrete

                          This Catholic school location was investigated based on its depiction in the 1886 and 1905 plat maps of Fort Atkinson, Iowa.  The 

site area is found north of Oak Street and east of its intersection with 2nd Street SE.  The Catholic school appears to have been associated with the 

St. John Nepomucene Catholic Church that is found just to the west of the site area.  Aerial images depict a structure just east of the church along 

Oak Street, but it is unknown if this is the actual St. John Nepomucene Catholic School.  The 1990s aerial image seems to show a different 

structure at the plotted school location, but again it is unknown if this is the actual St. John Nepomucene Catholic School.  If the structure shown in 

the 1990s aerial image is the same structure shown in earlier aerial images, which it likely seems to be, then it appears that the structure received 

multiple additions to its north side.  Further research is required to not only determine when the St. John Nepomucene Catholic School was built, 

but also when it was removed as it appears to be sometime after the 1990s aerial image was taken in 1994 (4/19).  The investigated site area is 

found in a residential portion of Fort Atkinson, making the location likely heavily disturbed with the original landform position lost.  The location 

where the structure stood in the aerial images is completely composed of gravel and appears to be a parking area associated with the St. John 

Nepomucene Catholic Church.  There is an adjacent...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Potential additions: >1952 (6/29) | Moved/razed: >1994 | Last Visible: 1990s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the south (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/21/12).

ID:  096-09-02-02

Location SE, NW, SE,  Sec. 8, T96N,  R9W  |  N: 4777414   E: 586955 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Farmsteads located to the west and east of the plotted school location.

SHPOName District 3 School Washington Township Township Washington District 3

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Alfalfa; soybean field

                          The original location of this Washington Township school is difficult to accurately determine given that its appearance is only in 

the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  The aerial images (1930s and 1950s) do not depict a school structure in the current plotted location, 

although the school being razed at some point may explain the absence.  The site area that was documented by this investigation indicates that the 

school was located north of 105th Street on gently sloping upland sideslope (3-5%) that increases in slope south of 105th Street.  A fence line runs 

to the north through the site area, with west of the fence being composed of alfalfa and east being composed of soybean field.  The 1886 plat map 

depiction of the school seems to indicate that the structure was located on the west side of the fence line.  The upland landform appears to level out 

slightly (1-3%) toward either side of the fence, with a relatively square area barely visible in the soybean field east of the fence that may indicate a 

structure once existed there.  This "square" plot is faintly visible in the 1930s aerial image.  However, a structure once existing in this location 

cannot currently be substantiated and it remains that the school's precise original location is still relatively unknown.  There were no observed 

structure remains at the investigated site area.  Farmsteads are located west and east of the proposed school's original site.  Further investigation is 

suggested in order to better determine...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: unknown | Last Visible: 1886 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/21/12).

ID:  096-09-03-01

Location SE, SE, NW,  Sec. 32, T96N,  R9W  |  N: 4771357   E: 586787 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Private residences are located to the north and south of the site area.

SHPOName District 4 School Washington Township Township Washington District 4

Other Names

Condition Razed | Unknown | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Standing grove

Ground Cover Mixed trees; underbrush; mixed grass

                          This unnamed school of Washington Township is a razed structure originally located west of W14.  Today, the site area is 

composed of a standing grove of mixed trees/bushes and thick underbrush/vegetation (mixed grass).  The very low surface visibility due to the 

ground cover makes identifying the exact landform position difficult.  It appears that the site area is found on very gently sloping sideslope (1-3%) 

associated with a broad, gently undulating upland landform.  Private residences are found to the north and south of the original school location.  

Due to the thick ground cover, it is unknown if any visible remains associated with the original school structure are present.  However, a discussion 

with a nearby landowner revealed that the current property owner of the original school site area has mentioned a school once existing back in the 

wooded area but that no foundation and no remains are present (personal correspondence 7/16/2012).  Aerial images (1930s and 1950s) seem to 

indicate the school structure being located in/around the current ROW of W14.  Based on the dates for the 1950s and the 1960s aerial images, it 

appears that the school was razed sometime between 1952 (6/29) and 1964 (7/22).

Landform Upland sideslope (?)

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1952-1964 | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown; a nearby landowner indicated that a school did exist at/or near the plotted school location, but that no visible 

(foundation) remains exist (personal correspondence 7/16/2012).

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/16/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/16/12).

ID:  096-09-04-01

Location SW, NE, SE,  Sec. 20, T96N,  R9W  |  N: 4774311   E: 587221 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A private residence appears to be where the school was originally located, in addition to a storage shed located just to the 

northwest.  Additional private residences/farmsteads to the south and east.

SHPOName Herold School Township Jackson District 1

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; mixed trees; gravel

                          The Herold School is a razed structure that was originally located west of 295th Avenue on what appears to be gently sloping 

upland sideslope (2-4%).  However, today the site location appears to be disturbed and artificially-leveled (0-2%) to accommodate rural residences 

throughout the immediate area.  A private residence now exists where the school once stood based on the original location in the aerial images 

(1930s and 1950s).  This residence rests on an artificially-built, shallow terrace that is very level (0-2%) with a gravel access drive leading to it 

from 295th Avenue.  The area is composed of manicured lawn and mixed tree cover.  Older-growth deciduous and evergreen trees form the west 

and north perimeters of the rural residence lot.  A storage shed is located just to the northwest of the private residence, but cannot be definitively 

associated with the owner.  There were no observed remains of the school structure, but a grass covered access drive found just to the north of the 

gravel access drive leading to the private residence may be potentially related to the former school.  Based on the dates for when the 1970s and 

1980s aerial images were taken, it appears that the Herold School was razed sometime between 1971 (7/27) and 1982 (4/24).

Landform Urban; disturbed; upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1971-1982 | Last Visible: 1970s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/17/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/17/12).

ID:  096-10-01-01

Location NE, NE, SE,  Sec. 11, T96N,  R10W  |  N: 4777661   E: 582677 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Farmstead/rural residence located to the northeast

SHPOName Jack School Township Jackson District 2

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The original site of the Jack School is found south of V64 on the gently sloping sideslope (2-4%) of a broad, shallow upland 

landform.  The actual school location is fairly level (0-3%) and composed of corn field.  There is an unmaintained, grass-covered access drive that 

leads to the site area and appears to correspond with a barely visible access drive leading to the school in the 1930s aerial image.  This is the best 

indication of where the school once stood, as there are no clearly visible remains.  A farmstead/rural residence is located to the northeast across 

V64.  Based on the dates of the 1970s and 1980s aerial images, it appears that the Jack School was razed sometime between 1971 (7/27) and 1982 

(4/24).

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1971-1982 | Last Visible: 1970s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/17/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/17/12).

ID:  096-10-02-01

Location NW, SE, NW,  Sec. 20, T96N,  R10W  |  N: 4774812   E: 576702 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Jackson District 3

Other Names Possible alternate location to the Wichman School

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Open land; agricultural

Ground Cover Prairie grass; scattered younger-growth trees; corn field

                          The location of this District 3 school of the Jackson Township is based on its depiction in the 1905 and 1915 plat maps.  This 

makes accurately defining the site location difficult given the structures absence from aerial imagery.  The Wichman School of the same township is 

also District 3, making this investigated school a potential alternate location.  The plotted school location is found west of County Road V68 in an 

area composed of prairie grass and scattered, recently planted tree saplings with corn field found to the north and south.  The landform with which 

the school originally stood appears to be a combination of upland toeslope and low, alluvial terrace associated with a perennial stream found just to 

the north/east that flows to the northeast.  The general site area is rather level (0-2%), yet slightly changes to the south where the upland toeslope is 

found (1-3%).  There is a shallow, small "bump" in the site area that cannot be definitively associated with the former school structure.  Otherwise, 

there were no observed remains from the existing ROW.

Landform Alluvial terrace; upland toeslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1915 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None; there is a shallow, small "bump" at the plotted school location that cannot be definitively be associated with a former 

structure.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/17/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/17/12).

ID:  096-10-03-01

Location SE, SE, SW,  Sec. 28, T96N,  R10W  |  N: 4772092   E: 578699 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Wichman School Township Jackson District 4

Other Names

Condition Razed | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Wichman School appears to have originally been located southwest of the T-intersection of 295th Avenue and a long, 

unnamed access drive on a portion of gently sloping (2-4%) upland sideslope.  The original school location, however, is very flat (0-2%) with a 

grass-covered (unmaintained) access drive leading to the site area from 295th Avenue that may be original to the school.  There is small "bump" 

(rise in elevation) just west of the end of this access drive that appears to be where the school once stood.  This is difficult to accurately determine 

as there were no other observed remains.  The site area consists of corn field, with a farmstead/rural residence found to the northeast across 295th 

Avenue.  Although the Wichman School is listed as District 3, it should be noted that the school is depicted as District 4 in the plat maps (1886, 

1905, and 1915).  Based on the dates of the 1960s and 1970s aerial images, it appears that the Wichman School was razed sometime between 1964 

(7/22) and 1971 (7/24).

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1964-1971 | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

There is a slight rise in elevation (small "bump") just west of an access drive leading to the original school location.  It is unknown 

if this related to a former structure.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/17/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/17/12).

ID:  096-10-04-01

Location NE, NE, NE,  Sec. 35, T96N,  R10W  |  N: 4772075   E: 582753 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00048Name Bakula School Township Jackson District 5

Other Names

Condition Moved | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Bakula School was originally an east-facing structure located north of 128th Street in a gently undulating landscape.  It 

appears that the site area is situated on gently sloping upland sideslope (2-4%), however the plotted school location is fairly level (0-2%) and 

currently composed of corn field.  The site area appears to be somewhat "square" in appearance and at a slightly lower elevation than the portion of 

the upland landform adjacent to the east, corresponding to its appearance in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s).  But this is difficult to accurately 

determine given the dense ground cover.  There is a unmaintained, grass-covered access drive leading to the site area that also seems to correspond 

to the access drive shown leading to the school in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s).  There are few younger-growth trees/bushes along the fence 

line running to the north that is where the west perimeter of the original school lot was located.  There were no observed remains that could be 

definitively associated with the structure.  The Bakula School was moved to Cresco, Iowa in the early 1960s to be used as a shop/car garage (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure was moved in sections, each comprising of one wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None; the original rural lot within which the Bakula School was originally located is barely visible in the landscape but cannot be 

definitively defined.  A grass-covered, unmaintained access drive leads to the site area.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/17/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/17/12).

ID:  096-10-05-01

Location SW, NW, NE,  Sec. 23, T96N,  R10W  |  N: 4774966   E: 581966 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is located northeast of site area

SHPO 96-00049Name Navan School Township Jackson District 6

Other Names Vrzak School

Condition Moved | Unknown | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field; scattered deciduous trees

                          The original location of the Navan School is difficult to precisely determine since the site area is based off of plat map depictions 

(1886, 1905, and 1915).  The school was supposedly moved in 1932-1933 (Steve Johnson 1985-1986), a date prior to when the 1930s aerial image 

was taken.  This would explain the structures absence from its original location in any of the aerial images.  The site area is found well-away from 

the end of 336th Avenue that stops at a farmstead located northeast of the original school location.  This makes accurately defining landform 

position and identifying any visible remains impossible.  It appears that the Navan School was once situated on the sideslope of a gently sloping 

upland landform that is currently composed of corn field and scattered deciduous trees along the existing fence lines.  A man-made pond of recent 

construction is found immediately north of the plotted site location that appears to a leisure/entertainment area of the property owner.  There is an 

east-flowing intermittent drainage is found just north of this pond that eventually feeds into the Turkey River to the northeast of the site area.  

Further investigation is suggested in order to more accurately define the original location of the Navan School.

Landform Upland sideslope (?)

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: 1932-1933 | Moved: early 1960s | Last Visible: 1915 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/21/12).

ID:  096-10-06-01

Location SW, NE, NE,  Sec. 31, T96N,  R10W  |  N: 4771661   E: 575939 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Jackson District 6

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural; standing grove

Ground Cover Soybean field; older-growth deciduous trees

                          This investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1886 plat map.  The site area is found just east of 330th 

Avenue and just south of a west/east running fence line that is not currently standing.  The site area is on what appears to be a portion of gently 

sloping upland sideslope onto upland footslope (1-3%) that slopes to the west/southwest toward an upland intermittent drainage that eventually 

feeds into the Turkey River to the southwest.  However, it is difficult to precisely identify where the school originally stood, in addition to its exact 

landform position, since there is no visual verification of a structure in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s).  Currently, the site area is composed of 

soybean field with a standing grove of older-growth trees just to the east that are predominantly deciduous..  There is no existing access drive 

leading to the site area, although the existing ROW of 330th Avenue along the plotted school location is rather shallow.  There were no observed 

remains from the existing ROW related to a previous structure existing at the site area.  The plotted school site is considered to be an alternate 

location to a Jackson Township school that was originally located to the northeast along County Road V68.  This 1886 plat map depicted location 

is considered an potential alternate location based on the proximity of the two schools within the same township and the fact that they share the 

same District.  Additionally, the school...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope and footslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1886 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/21/12).

ID:  096-10-06-02

Location NW, SW, NE,  Sec. 32, T96N,  R10W  |  N: 4771615   E: 577160 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00044Name Holub School Township Jackson District 7

Other Names Bouska School

Condition Moved | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field; gravel

                          The Holub School was originally found east of the T-intersection of 150th Street and V64 before being moved in the early 1960s 

to be used as a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The site area appears to be located on a portion of shoulder slope (1-3%) associated with a 

relatively shallow, gently sloping upland landform.  A recent aerial image (2010) depicts the site as a "circular" area composed of mixed trees and 

underbrush, surrounded by agriculturally developed land.  Today, the entire site area is now under corn field, with a slight rise in elevation (bump) 

at the plotted location of the school.  There appears to be recent disturbances near the existing ROW, with exposed soil at the surface and patchy 

grass/alfalfa ground cover.  There is a large, gravel access drive that leads from V64 to the site area.  This access drive appears to run "around," not 

through, the original school location, moving to the east down the existing fence line.  The access drive is composed of mowed mixed grass once it 

is north of the site area and running to the east.  A few pieces of limestone were observed in the access drive amongst abundant gravel.  The Holub 

School was actually a second generation school at the original site, with the first school being of pebble-dash construction (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  The Holub School originally faced to the south, consisting of a cement block foundation and a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  

There was no visible evidence of a former foundation...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

A large, gravel access drive leads to the original site area where there appears to a be a slight rise in elevation ("bump") where the 

projected school location is that may contain remains.  A few pieces of limestone were observed on the access drive.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/17/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/17/12).

ID:  096-10-07-01

Location NW, NW, NW,  Sec. 8, T96N,  R10W  |  N: 4778453   E: 576297 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence/rural residence is located just to the northwest.

SHPO 96-00046Name Hageman School Township Jackson District 8

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; deteriorated

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Hageman School was located west of 315th Avenue in an area that is currently composed of corn field.  The location is very 

level (0-2%), appearing to rest on a portion of footslope associated with a shallow, very gently sloping upland landform.  An intermittent drainage 

is found to the south that flows to the east where prairie grass and wetland vegetation is found across 315th Avenue.  A farmstead/rural residence is 

found to the northwest that this likely the current landowner.  A grass-covered access drive leads from 315th Avenue to where the Hageman School 

once stood.  This school was listed as standing at its original site during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), being utilized as a storage shed for 

hay but in a deteriorating state.  There were no observed remains, although there was a very slight rise in elevation (small bump) at the site area.  

The Hageman School was originally a frame gable roof structure that faced to the east and did not possess a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  

A set of three, equally spaced windows were found on the north and south walls, with a chimney once existing at the peak of the roof near the east 

wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

Landform Upland footslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Closed: mid-1930s | Last Visible: 1990s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

There is a small "bump" located at the approximate school location that may contain structure remains.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/17/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/17/12).

ID:  096-10-08-01

Location NE, SE, NE,  Sec. 9, T96N,  R10W  |  N: 4778043   E: 579419 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A private residence is found just west of the school structure, with the Turkey Valley Community School and associated 

recreational fields to the south and southwest.

SHPO 96-00545Name Jackson Junction School Township Jackson District 11

Other Names Jackson School; Village of Jackson Junction School

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):Original site; excellent

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; concrete; mixed trees

                          The Jackson Junction School is a standing structure at its original site that is found just west of County Road V68 within the small 

community of Jackson Junction.  The current site area consists of manicured lawn with landscaped areas and a concrete driveway/parking lot 

associated with the school.  Evergreen trees are found to the north and south of the school, with older-growth trees that are predominantly 

deciduous found to the west.  A private residence is also found west of the school structure.  The landform with which the structure currently is 

found appears to level upland summit (0-2%), although the residential location may indicate that the site area is disturbed.  Heavy disturbances in 

the landform are found to the south and west were recreational fields are found consisting of a football field and baseball/softball field.  These areas 

are associated with the Turkey Valley Community School that is found to the southwest.  The Jackson Junction School is an east-facing, frame 

gable roof building that contains a full basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The foundation of the structure appears to be red brick and mortar 

over concrete that is at the ground level.  The brick itself appears to be in very condition while the concrete appears to be deteriorating.  It is 

unknown if the red brick portion of the foundation is original to the school or if it was a subsequent addition.  The main room of the building has a 

set of four equally spaced windows on the north and south...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed; upland summit (?)

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent to fair Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/17/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/17/12).

ID:  096-10-11-01

Location SE, SE, SW,  Sec. 21, T96N,  R10W  |  N: 4773680   E: 578665 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is located to the north across Highway 9

SHPOName Pagin School Township Frankville District 2

Other Names

Condition Razed | Unknown; minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Standing grove; agricultural

Ground Cover Few deciduous trees; underbrush; mixed grass; alfalfa; soybean field

                          The Pagan School was originally located south of Highway 9 prior to being razed.  This site area appears to reside on the shoulder 

(1-3%) onto the gently sloping sideslope (3-5%) of a small upland "bump" that slopes to the east toward an intermittent drainage.  There is 

currently an isolated, small standing grove of a few deciduous trees with underbrush and mixed grass at the original location of the school.  

Soybean field is found south of this standing grove and a narrow strip of alfalfa field to the north.  A grass covered access drive is found south of 

the site area but cannot be definitively associated with the original school.  Due to the site area being a distance away from the existing ROW of 

Highway 9, it is difficult to determine if any visible remains of the structure currently exist.  However, there is good potential remains to exist 

within the isolated standing grove, as the area stands out from the surrounding landscape and serves no immediate purpose outside of marking 

where the Pagan School once stood.  Based on the dates for the 1960s and 1970s aerial images, the Pagan School appears to have been razed 

sometime between 1964 (7/26) and 1971 (7/27).

Landform Upland shoulder and sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1964-1971 | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown; due to the site area being away from the existing ROW, it is unknown if any visible remains exist.  A small, isolated 

standing grove of a few deciduous trees marks the original location of the Pagan School and may contain potential remains.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/11/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/11/12).

ID:  097-07-02-01

Location NE, NE, NE,  Sec. 11, T97N,  R7W  |  N: 4788424   E: 611696 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Frankville Norwegian School 1 Township Frankville District 2

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          This Frankville Township Norwegian school was located southwest of the intersection of Highway 9 and Glenville Road on gently 

sloping (3-5%) upland sideslope.  The site area is composed of corn field and appears to level out slightly (1-3%) toward the existing ROW's.  A 

grass-covered access drive leads from Glenville Road to the school location.  It is unknown if this feature is originally associated with the school.  

There were no observed remains, although the site area may likely be disturbed due to improvements made to Highway 9.

Landform Upland sideslope; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1930s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/11/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/11/12).

ID:  097-07-02-02

Location NE, NE, NW,  Sec. 11, T97N,  R7W  |  N: 4788428   E: 610877 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00080Name McKay School Township Frankville District 3

Other Names

Condition Moved | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The McKay School was originally an south-facing building located just northwest/west of the intersection of Frankville Road and 

131st Avenue.  The site area rests on gently sloping upland sideslope (3-5%) that slopes to the west/southwest toward Trout River.  However, the 

site area itself is fairly level (1-4%) and has a barely visible "square" appearance that closely matches the school lot's depiction in the aerial images 

(1930s and 1950s).  In addition, there is a "low" spot in the site area visible from the existing ROW that closely corresponds with where the McKay 

School once stood.  The structure did originally contain a basement with a stone foundation (Steve Johnson 1985-1986), so this "low" spot within 

the site area may be evidence of this feature.  The site area is currently composed of corn field, with a grass-covered access drive leading from 131st 

Avenue to the south/southwest corner of the site area that closely matches the location of the access drive to the school lot depicted in the aerial 

images (1930s and 1950s).  A few limestone fragments were observed from the existing ROW within the site area/corn field.  The McKay School 

was moved in the early 1960s to the Robert O'Hara farm to the southwest  to be used as a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

The site area appears to be somewhat square and level (1-3%) which may correspond to the original lot.  A few fragments of 

limestone were observed in addition to a "low" spot within the site area that may represent the school's original basement location.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/11/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/11/12).

ID:  097-07-03-01

Location SW, SW, NE,  Sec. 15, T97N,  R7W  |  N: 4786250   E: 609379 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00087Name Birdsell School Township Frankville District 4

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; fair

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Alfalfa; corn field

                          The Birdsell School was originally an east facing structure located south of 175th Street.  The school was listed as standing at its 

original site during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), with the structure being utilized as a storage shed.  However, the school was also 

recorded as being endangered since the owner was performing no upkeep and the building was only existing as long as it served a function (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  Today, the Birdsell School no longer stands at its original site, with its current status unknown.  The site area rests on a 

combination of upland summit (0-2%) onto the shoulder slope (1-3%), with the landform sloping to the east toward what appears to be an 

intermittent drainage.  A gravel access drive leads from 175th Street that is found just west of the site area and appears to be originally associated 

with the farmstead/rural residence that was located immediately west of the Birdsell School in the aerial images (1930s, 1950s and 1990s).  No 

structures are currently standing that can be associated with either the school or the former farmstead/rural residence.  The site area is currently 

composed of alfalfa, with corn field found to the south and east.  The Birdsell School was a frame structure that had an entry area with a small gable 

roof found at the east entrance that was about two-thirds the width of the building (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The entry area had a door off-set to 

the south of the east elevation, with a window on the north...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1980s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

A small debris pile of a few concrete fragments and sawed/cut logs (fence posts?) were observed near the entrance to the access 

drive just west of the site area.  The origin of these remains is unknown, but are likely related the former farmstead.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/11/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/11/12).

ID:  097-07-04-01

Location NE, NW, SW,  Sec. 27, T97N,  R7W  |  N: 4782803   E: 608964 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A private residence is found just northwest of the original school location.

SHPOName Centennial School Township Frankville District 5

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural; rural residence

Ground Cover Corn field; manicured lawn; scattered trees

                          The Centennial School is a razed structure that was originally found west of Centennial Road and just to the northwest of the 

Centennial Cemetery.  The site area appears to reside on broad, gently sloping (1-3%) upland shoulder slope that increases in slope immediately 

north of the site area toward a perennial stream referred to as North Fork.  The original structure location as shown in the aerial images (1930s and 

1950s) has the school on a rural lot with private residences/farmsteads to the north and northeast.  These private residences/farmsteads still exist 

today, but the original site area appears to reside on fairly level terrain (0-2%) with two separate ground covers.  A currently standing fence line 

running east/west seems to run through the middle of the site area where the school once stood.  To the south of this fence line is corn field and to 

the north is private property composed of manicured lawn and a gravel driveway leading to the private residence.  There are also a few scattered 

trees on the property, with a line of evergreens forming the south perimeter.  Upland sideslope is found immediately north of the private residence, 

with the structure residing on a landform that appears to be an artificially constructed terrace that is very level (0-2%).  There were no observed 

remains of the original school by this investigation, with the site area residing on both agricultural field and private property.  Based on the dates of 

the 1950s and 1960s aerial images, it...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland shoulder; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1952-1964 | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/11/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/21/12).

ID:  097-07-05-01

Location NW, SE, SE,  Sec. 31, T97N,  R7W  |  N: 4780708   E: 605035 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A one-stall garage and storage shed are located north of the structure.

SHPO 96-00086Name Hyde School Township Frankville District 6

Other Names

Condition Standing | Excellent to fair | Johnson (1985):Original site; good

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; few older-growth trees; gravel

                          The Hyde School is a standing structure at its original location that has undergone renovations/additions since becoming a private 

residence and is one of thirteen houses that were former schoolhouses of the county (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure remains a private 

residence, located west of the T-intersection of Centennial Road and 185th Street residing a portion of long, narrow upland summit (0-2%).  The 

landform slopes to the east and west toward two separate perennial streams, with the site area likely disturbed due alterations made to the landform 

in relation to renovations/additions made to the school structure and surrounding lot.  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn, 

landscaped areas, older-growth trees scattered throughout the lot, and two gravel driveways leading to an attached one-stall garage and a separate 

one-stall garage building to the north.  The Hyde School is a frame clipped gable roof structure with a cement block foundation and a full basement 

(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The building faces to the east with an open roof porch, an attached two car garage on the south wall, and a gable roof 

room addition to the north wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Originally, the Hyde School had five or six windows on the south wall without cross-

lighting on the north wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The chimney was also located on the west end of the roof, which is no longer present (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  Today, the window and door locations...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Fair to poor Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/11/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/11/12).

ID:  097-07-06-01

Location SW, NW, NE,  Sec. 19, T97N,  R7W  |  N: 4784813   E: 604611 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00054Name Bakke School Township Frankville District 7

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; deteriorated

Land Use Rural lot; agricultural

Ground Cover Mowed grass; few deciduous trees; soybean field

                          The Bakke School was located east of Oil Well Road at the summit (0-2%) and onto the shoulder (1-3%) of an upland landform 

composed largely of mowed grass with a gravel access drive running through the site area to the northeast.  The access drive consists of fresh gravel 

and appears to be of recent incorporation.  The rural lot contains a few older-growth deciduous trees south of the access drive with soybean field 

found to the east/northeast.  The 2010 aerial image shows abundant tree cover at the site area, with much of these trees having been subsequently 

cleared out.  A park bench is located north of the access drive near the existing ROW.  The soil at the site area looks recently disturbed, with 

exposed areas at the surface.  The grass also appears to have been recently planted.  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that the 

Bakke School was still standing but being vacant and deteriorating.  The school was a red brick structure with a set of three windows and a frame 

lean-to at the south wall that was not original with the structure (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The entry door was centrally located with a window 

on each side and a chimney was located on the gable roof at the north end (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Two outhouses were located in the back of 

the structure and a woodshed to the east (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There are no structures or structure remains observed within the site area.  

The school originally used fuel oil with the furnace found in the...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1990s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

The investigated site area appears to have been recently cleared out and now contains an access drive and recently planted grass.  

Disturbances include areas of exposed soil on the surface.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/11/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/21/12).

ID:  097-07-07-01

Location SW, NW, SE,  Sec. 5, T97N,  R7W  |  N: 4788840   E: 606163 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence located to the east of the site area.

SHPOName Monson School Township Frankville District 8

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Monson School was originally located just northeast of the intersection of 145th Avenue and 170th Street prior to being 

razed.  The site area rests on the gently sloping upland sideslope (2-4%) that levels out slightly (1-3%) toward the ROW of 170th Street.    This 

"leveling" toward 170th Street appears to coordinate with the location of the original lot that the school resided in as depicted in the aerial images.  

The landform itself slopes to the southeast toward an intermittent drainage that eventually feeds into the Yellow River to the southeast.  The site 

area is currently composed of corn field, with a grass covered access drive near the intersection leading from 170th Street to the original school 

location.  There were no observed remains, although this was difficult to determine given the site area being at a higher elevation than both 145th 

Avenue and 170th Street.  A farmstead/rural residence is located just east of the site area.  Based on the dates of the 1960s and 1970s aerial images, 

the Monson School appears to have been razed sometime between 1964 (7/26) and 1971 (7/27).

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1964-1971 | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/11/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/11/12).

ID:  097-07-08-01

Location SW, SW, SW,  Sec. 28, T97N,  R7W  |  N: 4782028   E: 607020 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

There is a playground/recreational area located south/southwest of the school and a cemetery to the east/southeast.

SHPO 96-00533Name Frankville School Township Frankville District 11

Other Names Frankville Village School; Frankville Stone School

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Original site; NA

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn, landscaped areas, few mixed trees

                          The Frankville School was constructed in 1872 at its current site which is found just southeast of the T-intersection of 175th Street 

and Frankville Road within the unincorporated town of Frankville, Iowa.  The standing structure is actually a second generation school that 

replaced an earlier school building that was erected in the mid-1850s (Klimesh 1978).  The structure is two stories high, with a gable roof and a 

brick chimney that runs up along the outside of the south wall and coming out through the roof just east of its peak.  The school appears to face to 

the northeast and is constructed of rock-faced ashlar limestone, with the stones more carefully dressed on the front façade that any of the other walls 

(Klimesh 1978).  The north/northeast entrance consists of a centrally located door and window just above it at the second floor.  A round arch is 

used for the main entrance and the window above that are formed by carefully dressed stone voussoirs and keystones (Klimesh 1978).  Lintels and 

sills on the remaining walls consist of massive blocks of rock-faced stone (Klimesh 1978).  A set of three, equally spaced windows are found on 

each floor of the east and west walls.  However, these windows are equally spaced from each other and not equally spaced on the wall itself, being 

located as sets toward the south wall of the structure.  The east wall is interesting in regards to the fact that the window location on each story found 

closest to the south wall is actually a door/entrance,...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed; upland summit

Significant 

Dates

First school constructed: mid-1850s | Standing school constructed: 1872 | Closed: 1962 | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent Dimensions 40' × 30'

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/11/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/11/12).

ID:  097-07-11-01

Location SW, SW, NW,  Sec. 25, T97N,  R7W  |  N: 4782968   E: 611988 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

There is a storage shed located west of the school.  A church is found to the north and an electrical utility area to the south across 

Lincoln Highway Road.

SHPO 96-00134Name Red Oak School Township Springfield District 1

Other Names

Condition Standing | Excellent to fair | Johnson (1985):Original site; good

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; scattered trees; underbrush; gravel

                          The Red Oak School is an east-facing stone building with a single story frame gable roof addition (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  

The stone appears to be largely limestone.  The school was originally located a half a mile west of the present structure, also being built of stone in 

1862 and located across the road from Branhagen on a 20-acre field that he owned (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  It was the first school built in the 

township.  The existing Red Oak School is the second structure and was built at the present site in 1870 on a piece of land bought from Torgrimson 

for $30 (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school appears to be on the summit (0-2%) of a large upland landform, located just northwest of the T-

intersection of W42 and the Lincoln Highway Road.  The school was built by Paul Warner and derived its name from the Red Oak Creamery that 

was located across the road and was surrounded by numerous red oak trees (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Red Oak School was originally heated 

by a box stove located toward the back of the room, with the stove pipe running the whole length of the room, as the chimney was found in the 

front (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The oak trees were later cut down and replaced by evergreen trees on the west and north sides (Steve Johnson 

1985-1986).  A cellar was later excavated with a furnace installed and a new chimney was built on the north side by L. Wangsness (Steve Johnson 

1985-1986).  The woodshed was originally located on the north side but later...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1870 | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure; there is a small, vacant foundation area found along the west wall.

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/11/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/11/12).

ID:  097-08-01-01

Location SE, SE, NE,  Sec. 11, T97N,  R8W  |  N: 4787608   E: 601983 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The Washington Prairie Church is located to the south along Washington Prairie Road.

SHPOName Springfield Norwegian School 2 Township Springfield District 1

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Non-residential; agricultural

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; scattered older-growth trees; corn field; soybean field; gravel

                          The location of this Norwegian school in the Springfield Township is depicted in the 1905 and 1915 plat maps as being associated 

with the Norwegian church property.  This church is the Washington Prairie Lutheran Church, with the school plotted as being located north of the 

structure and east of W42.  It is difficult to accurately identify the original location of the school due to poor plat map depictions and no discernible 

structure in the aerial images.  Two plausible locations include the north perimeter of the Washington Prairie Lutheran Church cemetery or the 

agricultural field composed of corn and soybean to the northeast.  A structure is observed near the northwest corner of the cemetery in the 1930s 

aerial image, but this cannot be definitively defined as being the original Norwegian school.  Both the cemetery and agricultural field locations rest 

on gently sloping upland sideslope (2-5%).  The cemetery consists of manicured lawn and older-growth trees that are scattered in addition to 

forming the west, north, and east perimeters that consist primarily of evergreen trees.  A gravel access drive runs along and to the north of the 

cemetery's north perimeter.  The location of the structure observed in the 1930s aerial image is fairly level (1-3%) and at a higher elevation than the 

gravel access drive.  There were no observed remains or any indication of a school once existing in the area.  Further investigation is required in 

order to accurately determine the original location...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1930s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/21/12).

ID:  097-08-01-02

Location SW, NE, NW,  Sec. 12, T97N,  R8W  |  N: 4788146   E: 602404 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The Branhagen farmstead is located just northeast of the site area across Lincoln Highway Road.

SHPO 96-00135Name Branhagen School Township Springfield District 1

Other Names Branhagen School Site

Condition Razed | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Alfalfa

                          The Branhagen School was constructed in 1862 when the school region was redistricted, making the structure a second-generation 

school.  The original school was located to the northeast along Valdres Road next to the North Washington Prairie Cemetery (Old Pioneer 

Cemetery).  The original location of the Branhagen School is found south of Lincoln Highway Road and just southwest of the road's intersection 

with a private gravel driveway that runs to the south.  The school was built on land purchased by Tosten Branhagen in 1861, who later sold the land 

to his son Andrew in 1883 (Steve Johnson 1990).  The Branhagen farmstead is located just northeast of the original site area of the school across 

Lincoln Highway Road and is still in existence today.  The Branhagen School was built on a 20-acre field across from the Branhagen farm and was 

a 16' x 20' structure constructed of two foot thick stone walls and contained home-made desks (Steve Johnson 1990).  This stone was obtained from 

the Branhagen quarry which was supposedly located just northwest of the original school location.  Based on an interview with the Mr. Branhagen, 

who currently resides at the original Branhagen farmstead, the stone quarry was found west of Stone Hill Road and northwest of the roads 

intersection with Lincoln Highway Road.  Stone from the Branhagen farm quarry was also used for Branhagen farm buildings, the construction of 

the Washington Prairie Methodist Church which began in the 1860s, and for many other buildings...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland shoulder and sideslope; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1862 | Closed: 1870 | Razed: unknown

Integrity Dimensions 20' × 16'

Remnants 

Visible

The site area appears to have high archaeological potential, with introduced limestone observed scattered throughout the surface of 

the site area.  Rodent burrows revealed deposits of introduced limestone and whiteware/porcelain fragments.

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the south (08/22/12).

ID:  097-08-01-03

Location NE, NE, SW,  Sec. 11, T97N,  R8W  |  N: 4787527   E: 601157 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00170Name Broghammer School Township Springfield District 2

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; fair

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Broghammer School was originally found east of W42, being the second sub-district for the township (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) described the school as standing at its original site, but no longer remains today with its current 

status unknown.  The site area appears to be situated on gently sloping upland sideslope (3-5%) that levels out slightly (1-4%) as it approaches the 

existing prairie grass covered ROW of W42.  A fence line runs to the north that appears to represent the southern edge of the site area according to 

the aerial images (1930s, 1950s, and 1990s).  Corn field is found on both sides of the fence line, with no observed remains.  Two prairie grass 

covered access drives leading from W42 are found at the northern and southern edges of the site area, with both not appearing to be currently 

utilized and may be original to the school.  The Broghammer School was a west-facing frame gable roof structure with a single story addition to the 

southeast area that contained the entrance.  Both the west and north walls contained several windows, with the smaller entry room having a window 

on its south and east walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A red brick chimney was found on the east end of the gable roof, with a frame wood shed 

in the southeast corner of the yard and a pump in the northwest corner of the lot (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure also had a stone 

foundation and a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986), but there was no...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: early 1860s | Last Visible: 1980s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/11/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/11/12).

ID:  097-08-02-01

Location SW, SW, SW,  Sec. 24, T97N,  R8W  |  N: 4783565   E: 602102 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

There are multiple additions to the original school structure.  A storage shed is found to the south on the property.

SHPO 96-00171Name Lee School Township Springfield District 3

Other Names

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Original site; fair

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; prairie grass; landscaped areas; concrete; older-growth deciduous trees; underbrush

                          The Lee School is a structure that currently serves as a private residence and is found east of the Middle Ossian Road.  The rural 

property with which the school stands appears to rest on the summit and shoulder of an upland lobate extension to the east that is associated with 

the upland sideslope of a large landform whose summit is found to the southwest.  The property is fairly level throughout (0-2% to 1-3% in areas) 

but likely disturbed given the multiple additions and renovations to the property.  The original school structure is at the edge of the upland lobate 

extension that is steeply sloping immediately to the east toward an unknown perennial stream.  The property contains a poured cement driveway 

leading to the residence that is surrounded by manicured lawn, prairie grass, and landscaped areas.  Older-growth deciduous trees and thick 

underbrush are found to the north, south and east of the residence.  The Lee School was originally a brick gable roof structure that faced to the 

west, possessing a basement with stone foundation walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Multiple additions to the structure were already present 

during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) that include a single story frame addition to the west wall, a large addition to the south wall, and 

small addition on the north wall.  There have been additional additions since the Johnson investigation, primarily to the west wall addition.  There 

appears to be a entry-way addition to the west wall addition,...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope; upland lobate extension

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: ca. 1875 | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Poor Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/11/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/11/12).

ID:  097-08-03-01

Location NE, NW, SW,  Sec. 27, T97N,  R8W  |  N: 4782669   E: 599171 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Knutson School Township Springfield District 4

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural; open land

Ground Cover Corn field; mixed grass; scattered younger-growth trees

                          The Knutson School was originally located just east of the T-intersection of Middle Calmar Road and 177th Street as show in the 

aerial images (1930s and 1950s).  However, alterations conducted on the Middle Calmar Road seem to show the road running through the original 

site area, which may be a factor in the school being eventually razed after the 1950s aerial image.  The restructuring of the Middle Calmar Road 

make it somewhat difficult to precisely observe the original school location, although there is high probability that the site is heavily 

disturbed/destroyed and residing in the existing ROW.  The general site area appears to be a combination of upland shoulder (1-3%) and sideslope 

(3-5%) with large ROW's associated with the Middle Calmar Road.  Corn fields are found west and south/southeast of the intersection, while mixed 

grass with scattered younger-growth trees (saplings) are found to the north/northeast.  There were no observed remains within the site area from the 

existing ROW's.  Based on dates of when the 1950s and 1960s aerial images were taken, the Knutson School appears to have been razed sometime 

between 1952 (6/29) and 1964 (7/26).

Landform Upland shoulder and sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1952-1964 | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None; the original site area has likely been heavily disturbed/destroyed by improvements made to the Middle Calmar Road.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/10/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (08/21/12).

ID:  097-08-04-01

Location SE, NE, NW,  Sec. 29, T97N,  R8W  |  N: 4783120   E: 596319 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Farmstead located across Highway 52 from the site area.

SHPOName Springfield Norwegian School 3 Township Springfield District 4

Other Names Norwegian Parochial School

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field; prairie grass; water-tolerant vegetation

                          This Norwegian School of the Springfield Township is depicted as a Norwegian Parochial School in the plat maps (1886, 1905, 

and 1905), with the 1886 plat map depicting the school a Norwegian Parochial School Number 2.  No structure is shown in any of the aerial images 

(1930s and 1950s), although the 1930s aerial image clearly depicts a triangular-shaped lot within an agriculturally-developed field.  This likely 

represents an area that contained a former structure, with the structure being the Norwegian School.  The plotted location is south of Highway 52, 

residing on gently sloping upland sideslope (2-4%) composed of corn field that levels out slightly toward the northwest corner of the field (1-3%).  

A small portion of upland summit is found just to the east of the site area that has a small grass-covered access area at within the south ROW of 

Highway 52.  A farmstead is also found north across Highway 52 at this location.  An intermittent upland drainage appears to be found just to the 

west of the site area, composed of prairie grass and water-tolerant vegetation.  There were no observed remains, with the west perimeter of the lot 

and corn field appearing today as it does in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s).

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1915 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/10/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/10/12).

ID:  097-08-04-02

Location NW, NW, SE,  Sec. 32, T97N,  R8W  |  N: 4780910   E: 596406 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Farmsteads/rural residences are located east and west of the site area.

SHPOName Nerlie School Township Springfield District 5

Other Names Woodside School

Condition Razed | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Pasture grass; scattered deciduous trees

                          The original location of the Nerlie School, also referred to as the Woodside School, is north/northwest of the Middle Calmar Road 

in area composed of pasture grass intended for horses.  This area is likely associated with the farmstead/private residence found just to the west.  

The site area rests on a landform that appears to be the summit (0-2%) and shoulder (1-4%) of an upland lobate extension originating from the 

south/southeast that slopes to the north/northwest.  This landform is bisected by the Middle Calmar Road, with the landform being at a slightly 

higher elevation south of the road.  Scattered trees are found throughout the site area, with a forested area composed largely of older-growth 

deciduous trees found to the north/northeast.  There clearly observable remains at the original school location that are clearly visible from the 

existing ROW.  These include abundant amounts of limestone fragments and red brick.  The red brick is in both fragment and complete forms, with 

some still possessing mortar.  There are some locations at the site area with exposed soil at the surface, though this may be a function of the 

location being a horse pasture.  Based on dates provided by the 1930s and 1950s aerial images, it appears that the Nerlie School was probably razed 

sometime between 1940 (9/4) and 1952 (6/29).

Landform Upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1940-1952 | Last Visible: 1930s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Abundant amounts of limestone fragments and red brick were observed throughout the investigated site area.  The brick is in both 

fragment and complete forms, some still possessing mortar.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/10/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/10/12).

ID:  097-08-05-01

Location NE, NW, NE,  Sec. 17, T97N,  R8W  |  N: 4786540   E: 596647 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00550Name Nordness School Township Springfield District 6

Other Names

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Original site; deteriorated

Land Use Rural lot

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; deciduous trees; mixed vegetation

                          The Nordness School is a stone building that primarily faces to the east found south of the Lincoln Highway Road and east of a 

private gravel driveway.  It appears that the structure is of stone (limestone) construction.  The location seems to be on the sideslope (2-4%) of an 

upland landform that steeply slopes (7-12%) just east of the school toward a perennial stream.  However, the actual structure location is very level 

(0-2%) and likely of artificial design.  The site area is composed of manicured lawn with deciduous trees found to the east and south.  Mixed 

vegetation currently surrounds the structure foundation.  The Nordness School was built in the 1890s at about the same time of the construction of 

the Nordness creamery (Steve Johnson 1984).  The building was heated with a wood stove until a furnace was added in 1903 (Steve Johnson 

1984).  The school served all eight grades until it was closed in 1962, when the school system was re-organized (Steve Johnson 1984).  The school 

was also used for voting and village meetings (Steve Johnson 1984).  The structure was briefly rented out after 1962 until fired damage occurred 

(Steve Johnson 1984).  The extent of this damage has yet to be defined.  The building has subsequently sat vacant, having no running water nor 

indoor plumbing (Steve Johnson 1984).  Currently, the structure appears to remain vacant and in need of some stone masonry repair.  Despite this, 

the school appears to have been maintained and is in fair condition,...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: ca. 1890s | Closed: 1962 | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent to fair Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure; there is disturbed soil with observed limestone fragments on the surface of the lawn west of the school.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/11/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/11/12).

ID:  097-08-06-01

Location NW, NW, SE,  Sec. 10, T97N,  R8W  |  N: 4787526   E: 599577 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00161Name Springfield Norwegian School 1 Township Springfield District 6

Other Names Rovang School; Greg School House; Old Norwegian Log School; Trollhaugen School

Condition Moved | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Forest

Ground Cover Deciduous trees; underbrush; prairie grass

                          This Norwegian school located in Springfield Township has been referred to by multiple names that include the Rovang School, 

the Gregg School House, the Trollhaugen School, and the Old Norwegian Log School.  The Rovang School was originally located east of the 

Middle Ossian Road on the summit (0-2%) of an upland landform.  The site area is composed of forest cover composed largely of deciduous trees, 

prairie grass, and underbrush.  Prairie grass is found north of the tree line and a private residence is found to the southeast.  The site of the Rovang 

School has been disturbed, partially dug out during improvements made to the Middle Ossian Road that consisted of widening the ditches (Steve 

Johnson 1990).  Stones are described as being found which were associated with the school's foundation (Steve Johnson 1990).  No remains were 

observed by this investigation outside of the original site area appearing very level (0-2%), possibly due to the presence of a structure once existing 

at the location.  The Rovang School was built in 1879, supposedly by the Washington Prairie congregation, and served as a public and parochial 

school until sometime between 1917 and 1926 (Steve Johnson 1990).  The school was moved to the Luther College Museum in the 1920s and was 

preserved (Steve Johnson 1990).  The school is now part of the Vesterheim Museum, found in the outdoor division.

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1879 | Moved: 1920s | Closed: 1917-1926 | Last Visible: 1915 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

The investigated site area appears to be very level (0-2%), and this may be related to a structure once existing at the projected 

school location.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/22/12).

ID:  097-08-06-02

Location NW, SW, NW,  Sec. 15, T97N,  R8W  |  N: 4786316   E: 598793 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A large metal shed is located to the east.

SHPO 96-00176Name Lee School Township Calmar District 1

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Unknown; no evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; good

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; scattered mixed trees; gravel

                          The Lee School originally resided north of 210th Street in a gently undulating landscape of relatively narrow, shallow upland 

landforms.  The school was listed as standing at its original site and facing the south during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), with the 

structure having extensive renovation since closing as a school and becoming a private residence.  The Lee School originally consisted of a 

rectangular frame building with a basement, and two doors centrally located at the main entrance (south elevation) and to the west edge (basement 

door).  The school had a two-room floor plan with three sets of windows on the east and west walls, along with a brick stepped chimney located at 

the peak of the roof on the north side (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  After becoming a private residence, a two-stall garage was added to the east wall 

and a living room addition to the west wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Furthermore, the south wall was resided while the east wall maintained its 

original siding with filled in portions of the central window (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The original Lee School that served as a house during the 

Johnson investigation (1985-1986) is no longer standing and has been replaced by a new private residence of recent construction.  Based on the 

1980s and 1990s aerial images, and the fact that the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) listed the structure as standing at its original site, this 

transition occurs sometime between 1985/1986 and 1994 (4/19).  The...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved/razed (?): 1982-1994 | Last Visible: 1980s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None; the investigated site area is largely disturbed due to the construction of the new private residence that appears to reside on an 

elevated landform of artificial origin.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/11/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/11/12).

ID:  097-09-01-01

Location SW, SW, SE,  Sec. 2, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4788263   E: 591482 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A private residence of recent construction is found just to the west.

SHPO 96-00178Name Phillips School Township Calmar District 2

Other Names Kubik School

Condition Moved | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Forest; rural lot

Ground Cover Prairie grass; mixed older-growth trees; sawed/cut logs

                          The Phillips School, also known as the Kubik School, was originally found in a rural location composed largely of older-growth 

forest north and west of an unnamed rural access drive.  The site area is currently under prairie grass ground cover with scattered sawed/cut logs.  

The rural lot rests on what appears to be a portion of upland summit onto the shoulder (1-3%).  The original location of the school, however, is very 

level (0-2%) and coupled with its maintenance as a rural lot (cleared trees), this would seem to indicate a structure once existed in the area.  The 

upland landform steeply slopes to the east toward a perennial stream that feeds into the Turkey River to the southwest.  The lot is bordered by older-

growth trees (largely deciduous) at the west, north and east perimeters.  There are also substantial amounts of recently cut/sawed logs at these 

perimeters, particularly at the west edge.  These may be related to the clearing of a larger lot area immediately to the west that contains a private 

residence of recent construction.  The Phillips School originally faced the east and did not possess a basement.  Numerous amounts of field stone 

(glacial erratics) and limestone were observed in the area, but cannot be definitively associated with the school's previous foundation.  The Phillips 

School was moved in the early 1960s to the Arnold Erland farm to be used as a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

Landform Upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: ca. early 1960s | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

The presence of a level (0-2%), rectangular location covered by prairie grass within a forested area seems to indicate the presence 

of a former structure.  Fieldstone (glacial erratics) and limestone was also observed at the site area.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/10/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/10/12).

ID:  097-09-02-01

Location SE, NE, SE,  Sec. 7, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4786990   E: 585772 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A storage shed is found with three compartments is found at the northeast corner of the rural lot.

SHPO 96-00185Name Ryant School Township Calmar District 5

Other Names Mikesh School

Condition Unknown | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; good

Land Use Rural lot

Ground Cover Mowed grass

                          The Ryant School was originally built on the Marten Mikesh farm, hence to the structure as also being referred to as the Mikesh 

School (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The original location where this school operated is found just southwest of the T-intersection of 265th Avenue 

and 175th Street.  The site area appears as a square, rural lot set on gently sloping upland sideslope (2-4%) within an agricultural field composed of 

soybean and alfalfa.  The rural lot itself appears to be very level (0-2%) and of artificial production in order to serve as a flat terrace for a structure, 

thus the lot area is likely disturbed.  The site area is currently composed of mowed  mixed grass (with alfalfa) , with a steel storage shed found at the 

northeast corner of the lot that appears to have recently been either constructed or resided.  A gravel access drive leads from 265th Avenue to the 

rural lot.  The Ryant School was described as standing at its original site and being utilized as a house during the Johnson investigation (1985-

1986).  The building no longer stands at its original site area today, with its current status unknown.  The Ryant School was a frame hip roof 

structure that faced the east with a semi-open porch that was enclosed on the lower half (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The square structure had a 

stucco-cover foundation that housed a basement, with outhouses located to the south and east of the school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There 

were no observed remains of these outhouses,...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Closed: 1925 | Last Visible: 1990s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

There were no observed structure remains, but the original school location is clearly disturbed and appears to be artificially built-

up and terraced (leveled).

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/10/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/10/12).

ID:  097-09-05-01

Location NE, NW, SW,  Sec. 28, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4782513   E: 587814 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00183Name Bouska Log Cabin Township Calmar District 5

Other Names Martin Bouska Log Cabin Schoolhouse; Martin Bouska House; Martin Bouska House and School; Mary Kopet House

Condition Moved | Unknown | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Forest; agricultural

Ground Cover Deciduous trees; underbrush; prairie grass; pasture grass

                          The Bouska Log Cabin was originally constructed in the spring of 1854 by Martin Bouska to be used as his house and actually 

served as a residence/dwelling for over a century (NRHPRF 1993).  Upon finishing the construction of his house, Martin Bouska built a separate 

structure to be used as a schoolhouse.  The log cabin house was built in a typically European style, with walls composed of walnut and oak logs, 

and a roof composed of wood shingles set on a stone foundation (NRHPRF 1993).  At its original site the school was a simple shed built of logs, 

mud, and sod.  Mr. Bouska, who attended school in Krumau of the Czech Republic to become a teacher, served as the instructor in addition to 

performing his duties as a farmer.  He stopped teaching in 1861 and had the schoolhouse added on to the existing log cabin house.  This involved 

the school structure being numbered and dismantled before being reattached to the house.  The building is still sided today with wood siding 

original to both structures.  The downstairs walls were also plastered in an authentic Bohemian style after the structures were attached.  Together, 

they served as a school until 1866 when the Bouska family left the community for Crawford County, Wisconsin.  The schoolhouse/log cabin was 

sold to Mary Kopet and subsequently served as her home.  Although a school is not depicted on any of the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915), there 

is a structure depicted within the property lines of a Wenzel Kopet in the 1886 and...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope and footslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1854 | Addition to log house: 1861; closed as school: 1866 | Moved: 1993; dedicated: 1994 | Last Visible: 1980s 

aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/23/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/23/12).

ID:  097-09-05-02

Location SE, SE, SE,  Sec. 20, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4783499   E: 587264 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Calmar District 5

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Unknown; minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Soybean field; alfalfa; prairie grass; older-growth deciduous trees; underbrush

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  There is not a 

clearly visible structure in the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images, which makes precisely locating where the original structure once stood and 

its associated landform difficult.  Based on the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions, the school was located just west of the road currently 

referred to as 265th Avenue and just northwest of its intersection with a former access drive that runs to the west.  This former access drive is 

clearly visible in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images and appears to be an extended access drive utilized for agricultural purposes.  The investigated 

site area currently is on what appears to be gently sloping upland sideslope (1-4%) that slopes to the east/southeast.  The investigated location is 

agriculturally developed and currently composed of soybean field north of the former access drive and alfalfa to the south.  The former access drive, 

itself, appears to still be intact but is heavily overgrown with older-growth deciduous trees, thick underbrush, and prairie grass.  The investigated 

site area is at a lower elevation than 265th Avenue, with a large gravel access drive leading from 265th Avenue to the former access drive.  Prairie 

grass is found along the access drive and the existing ROW of 265th Avenue.  There were no observed remains within the site area that could be 

associated with a former structure existing...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1886 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

The plotted school location is very flat (0-2%) and somewhat square in shape to faintly resemble a potential former structure site.  

It is unknown if this is a potential remnant of a former school.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/10/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/10/12).

ID:  097-09-05-03

Location SE, NW, SW,  Sec. 28, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4782166   E: 587834 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

There is a moved playhouse near the northwest corner of the structure.

SHPO 96-00180Name Conover School Township Calmar District 6

Other Names

Condition Standing | Fair to poor | Johnson (1985):Original site; deteriorated

Land Use Standing grove; rural residence

Ground Cover Older-growth mixed trees; underbrush

                          The Conover School is a standing structure that was once part of the town of Conover that has subsequently become a ghost town 

(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Conover was located at the junction of two railroads and the town attempted to become the county seat of Winneshiek 

County at one point (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school itself closed in 1948 and was utilized for storage by the South Winneshiek School 

District (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Today, the school remains standing at its original setting in what appears to be a portion of upland summit (0-

2%) found within a standing grove of older-growth trees of both evergreen and deciduous varieties.  The school cannot be viewed from the existing 

ROW and is associated with a private rural residence located just south of 256th Avenue and north of where the school is found.  The previous 

Johnson investigation (1985-1986) listed the Conover School as being located at an overgrown, deserted site with the structure in need of repair 

(deteriorated).  However, following the Johnson investigation a new owner purchased the deed to the rural residence (approximately 23 years ago) 

located north of the school and  one to three years later purchased the deed to the Conover School from the South Winneshiek School District 

(personal correspondence 8/21/2012).  The owner took lengths to clear the thick underbrush/overgrowth and restore the school to the best of his 

abilities, which included putting tin shingles on the roof that had nearly collapsed...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Closed: 1948 | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent to fair Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/21/12).

ID:  097-09-06-01

Location NE, SW, SW,  Sec. 15, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4785307   E: 589316 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A cellphone tower is located to the east and a private residence to the south.

SHPOName District 7 School Calmar Township Township Calmar District 7

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural; commercial?

Ground Cover Corn field; mixed grass; gravel

                          This school located within the Calmar Township only has a district number (7) but does not have an official name.  Aerial images 

show a structure located just east of Highway 9.  However, subsequent expansion of this road have likely impacted the original site area, which is 

probably found in and around the existing ROW.  It appears that the location is found on the summit (0-2%) and potential shoulder slope (1-3%) of 

an upland lobate extension to the east that slopes to the north and south.  A gravel access drive runs through the site area to a cellphone tower found 

just to the east.  To the north and south of this access drive toward the existing ROW of Highway 9, the ground cover consists of mixed grass that is 

predominately alfalfa along with other mixed vegetation.  Farther east of this location along the ROW the ground cover turns to predominately corn 

field.  A private residence is found to the south of the site area.  There were no observed remains outside of a large chunk of concrete resting on a 

fence post just south of the access drive.  This remain cannot be definitively be associated with the original school structure.  Based on dates for the 

1970s and 1980s aerial images, it appears that this district 7 school of Calmar Township was razed sometime between 1971 (7/27) and 1982 (4/24).

Landform Upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1971-1982 | Last Visible: 1970s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

A large concrete fragment of unknown origin is found resting on a fence post just south of the access drive near the projected 

school location.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/21/12).

ID:  097-09-07-01

Location NE, SE, SW,  Sec. 23, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4783753   E: 591328 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Calmar Norwegian School 1 Township Calmar District 7

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Unknown | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Forest

Ground Cover Older-growth trees; underbrush; mixed grass

                          This Norwegian School of the Calmar Township is depicted in the 1905 and 1915 plat maps, but is not easily discernible in any of 

the aerial imagery (1930s and 1950s).  It appears that the school was originally located south of 190th Street within a forested area composed 

largely of older-growth trees that are primarily deciduous, thick underbrush, and grass that is a mix of prairie and water-tolerant varieties.  Based on 

the school's plotted location in the plat maps, the structure was found just west of what appears to be an intermittent drainage to the feeds into a 

perennial stream located to the northeast.  It is difficult to determine the precise landform position and if any visible remains exists due to the low 

visibility resulting from the ground cover and the fact that the site area is a good distance away from the existing ROW.  It appears that the school 

may have been located on a combination of upland foot/toeslope or low alluvial terrace.  The current status of this Norwegian school is unknown 

and further investigation is suggested in order to accurately determine its original location and if any remains exist within the site area.

Landform Upland footslope and toeslope; alluvial terrace

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1915 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/10/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/10/12).

ID:  097-09-07-02

Location NE, NW, NE,  Sec. 23, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4784950   E: 591733 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The school has an addition near the southwest corner of the building, in addition to related school structures found immediately 

west on the same lot.

SHPO 96-00611Name Calmar Public School Township Calmar District 11

Other Names South Winneshiek Community High School; Calmar Town School

Condition Standing | Excellent to fair | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; few scattered deciduous trees; concrete

                          The Calmar Public School is a standing structure at its original location within the city of the Calmar, Iowa and is between South 

Webster Street and South Washington Street to the west and east, and between West Clay Street and West South Street to the north and south.  The 

name "Calmar Public School" is derived from the name depicted on the front of the building above the east entrance that would appear to be 

original to the school.  Today, the school is referred to as the South Winneshiek Community High School, which would indicate that the building is 

still used for education purposes.  The current site area with the standing structure appears to be original to the school location depicted in the 1886 

and 1905 plat maps of the city of Calmar.  The residential location of the school makes determining its landform position difficult and likely 

indicates that the area is likely disturbed.  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, concrete sidewalks/access 

areas, and a few scattered deciduous trees that are found along the east perimeter of the block and its northeast corner.  The structure described by 

this investigation is based off of the one depicted in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images, which is the east-facing building located on the east-half of 

the block.  Little information is known regarding the history of this building, nor any previous structures that may have served as educational 

facilities prior to the current school.  Further research...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: <1940 | Additions: >1952 | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/11/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/11/12).

ID:  097-09-11-01

Location SW, NE, NE,  Sec. 35, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4781493   E: 592095 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Playground area located south of the structure.  Chihak Hall and St. Wenceslaus School are located to the west.

SHPO 96-00181Name Czech Parochial School and Convent Township Calmar District 11

Other Names

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; few evergreen trees

                          The Czech Parochial School and Convent is a standing structure at its original site located south of Church Street within the town 

of Spillville, Iowa.  The structure was constructed in 1870 where served as a school until 1900 when it was then used as a home for boarders and 

sisters.  This change in use my reflect the burning down of the old Catholic school that was located just north of the building on the same lot.  The 

school is located in a residential portion of Spillville, so the landform has a high probability of being disturbed due to previous construction in the 

immediate vicinity.  However, the landform appears to be intact and may be a portion of upland toeslope or part of a high alluvial terrace associated 

with Wonder Creek to the south that eventually feeds into the Turkey River just to the southeast near the edge of town.  The general site area is very 

level (0-2%) composed of manicured lawn, landscaped areas surrounding the structure, and a few evergreen trees.  Older-growth deciduous trees 

and additional manicured lawn is found south of the site area.  Additionally, a recreational area consisting of sand and playground equipment is 

found near the south wall of the school.  The structure itself appears to be a two-story building of block (cinder?) construction/foundation that has 

been stucco-over, lightly in certain areas of the structure.  It is unknown if a basement is present with the school.  The building faces to the east, 

where an attached two-story entrance...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed; upland toeslope (?)

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1870 | Closed/used as a home: 1900 | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/10/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/10/12).

ID:  097-09-11-02

Location NE, NE, SW,  Sec. 19, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4784087   E: 584909 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Chihak Hall is an attached structure located at the northwest corner of the St. Wenceslaus School.  The Czech Parochial School 

and Convent is located to the east.

SHPOName St. Wenceslaus School Township Calmar District 11

Other Names

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; concrete

                          Due to its construction in 1953, the St. Wenceslaus School is not depicted in any of the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) nor the 

1930s or 1950s aerial images.  The structure is located south of B16 (Church Street) within the town of Spillville, Iowa.  The site area appears to be 

on a portion of upland footslope (1-3%) onto alluvial terrace (0-2%) associated with Wonder Creek located to the south that feeds into the Turkey 

River to the southeast.  However, due to its residential location, the site area is likely disturbed.  The site area is composed of manicured lawn with 

concrete sidewalk areas and scattered deciduous trees throughout the immediate vicinity.  The St. Weneceslaus School appears to be a flat-roof, 

single story structure constructed primarily of brick.  It is unknown if there is an associated basement with the structure.  The building appears to 

face the east, with the entrance located near the northeast corner of the structure on the east wall.  Two large windows are found on the north wall, 

with a brick chimney located on the roof near the center of the north wall.  Two concrete sidewalks lead from B16 (Church Street) to the northwest 

and northeast corners of the building respectively.  A sidewalk also runs down along the east wall of the building.  Chihak Hall is a connected 

addition to the northwest corner of the St. Wenceslaus School on the west wall.  This building is also composed of brick with a shingled roof.  

Chihak Hall has an entrance on its east wall...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed; upland footslope/terrace

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1953 | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/21/12).

ID:  097-09-11-03

Location NE, NE, SW,  Sec. 19, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4784084   E: 584882 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A private residence is located in/near the approximate original structure location, along with the Spillville Public Library and 

Community Center along Oak Street.

SHPOName Spillville Village School Township Calmar District 11

Other Names Village of Spillville School; Spillville School

Condition Unknown | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; good

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; few deciduous trees; concrete parking area; few deciduous trees

                          The Spillville Village School was originally located just west of the T-intersection of Oak Street and Park Street in a residential 

portion of the town of Spillville, Iowa.  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that this was a standing structure at its original site that 

had been converted into the Spillville town hall, with a library unit being added in the yard located to the southwest.  Prior to becoming a town hall, 

though, sources indicate that the structure was converted to a library, and at one time was both served as a school and library (personal 

correspondence 8/21/2012).  This may well represent the need for  the addition of a library unit in order to convert the Spillville Village School to a 

town hall.  However, the former school is no longer standing at its original site and all indications are that the structure has been razed based on 

discussions with the head librarian of the Spillville Public Library and Community Center and local, knowledgeable resident.  The Spillville 

Village School was originally a full two story frame structure that possessed a stone foundation with a full basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  

The square-form structure faced to the east with centrally located entrance and a two story portico (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The north wall had 

a set of six windows in each story and the south wall had two windows in each story, along with an iron fire escape (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  

The chimney was also located centrally in the west...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1980s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

The original playground equipment associated with this school is still standing at the original site location.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/21/12).

ID:  097-09-11-04

Location SE, NE, SW,  Sec. 19, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4783927   E: 584992 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The Czech Parochial School and Convent is found to the south of the original site area, and the St. Wenceslaus School and Chihak 

Hall are found to the west/southwest.

SHPOName Old Spillville Catholic School Township Calmar District 11

Other Names

Condition Unknown; burned | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; few mixed trees; concrete

                          Very little is known in regards to this first Catholic school of Spillville, Iowa, outside of its depiction in the 1886 plat map and 

potential depiction in the 1905 plat map.  The plotted location is south of Church Street just north of the Czech Parochial School and Convent, and 

east/northeast of St. Wenceslaus School and Chihak Hall.  The site area is located in a residential portion of Spillville, so the landform may be 

disturbed.  If the landform is indeed intact, it may be a portion of upland toeslope  or part of a high alluvial terrace associated with Wonder Creek to 

the south that eventually feeds into the Turkey River to the southeast near the edge of town.  The site area is composed of manicured lawn with a 

mix of a few evergreen and deciduous trees, along with concrete sidewalks that appear to form the west and east perimeters of where the Catholic 

school was likely located.  The site area is very level (0-2%) and represents an ideal location for a structure.  It is unknown when the school was 

constructed, but likely that is was built before 1886 given its plat map depiction.  The school did burn down at an unknown date.  However, the 

1930s and 1950s aerial images do show a structure immediately north of the Czech Parochial School and Convent.  This structure is absent from 

the 1960s aerial image, which would suggest a disappearance between  1952 (6/29) and 1964 (7/26) based on the aerial dates.  It is unknown what 

structure is visible in these aerial images, or if...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed; upland toeslope (?)

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Burned: <1900 (?) | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/21/12).

ID:  097-09-11-05

Location NE, NE, SW,  Sec. 19, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4784111   E: 584909 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The currently standing St. Aloysius Catholic School is not the original structure depicted in the 1905 plat map, nor aerial images 

(1930s and 1950s).  It is unknown if the structure located just south is the original Catholic School.

SHPOName St. Aloysius Catholic School Township Calmar District 11

Other Names Unknown Catholic School of Calmar

Condition Unknown; razed (?) | Unknown; strong evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; concrete; few scattered deciduous trees

                          This site area was investigated based off of a 1905 plat map depiction of a Catholic School located just north of the St. Aloysius 

Church in Calmar, Iowa.  This location is found just southeast of the intersection of the East Clay Street and South Maryville Street in a residential 

portion of the Calmar, Iowa.  The aerial images (1930s and 1950s) show two separate structures north of St. Aloysius Church, with both structures 

being in the vicinity of the 1905 plat map depiction of the Catholic school.  The structure located closest to the intersection of East Clay Street and 

South Maryville Street in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s) is no longer standing today and has been replaced by the currently standing St. 

Aloysius Catholic School that was built sometime after 1952 (6/29) when the 1950s aerial image was taken.  The structure located just north and 

adjacent to St. Aloysius Church is still standing today and it is unknown what function the building currently serves.  The structure is of brick 

construction with what appears to be a brick foundation and faces to the west toward South Maryville Street.  The building is in excellent condition 

with probable excellent original external integrity, although it does appear renovations/restoration has occurred to the roof (freshly shingled?) and 

the window areas.  The main building appears to be two-stories with a basement.  Each story has windows of varying design on all the walls, in 

addition to the basement/foundation having what...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Standing Catholic School constructed: >1952 | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/11/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/11/12).

ID:  097-09-11-06

Location SE, NE, NE,  Sec. 35, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4781498   E: 592262 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The Calmar Evangelical Lutheran Church and its associated cemetery are found just north of the plotted school location.

SHPOName Calmar Norwegian School 2 Township Calmar District 11

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential; agricultural

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; few mixed trees; gravel; corn field

                          This Norwegian School of Calmar Township is depicted in the 1905 plat map of Calmar, Iowa.  The location is found east of 

232nd Avenue and north of its intersection with Highway 52.  There is an 1886 plat map depiction of two structures at the investigate site area, but 

only the Norwegian Lutheran Church and its cemetery are mentioned.  The 1905 plat map depiction indicates the school was located just south of a 

Norwegian Lutheran Church, which is the Calmar Evangelical Lutheran Church, and its associated cemetery which are still present today.  

However, the plat map depiction appears to be somewhat general and the school is not visible in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s).  This would 

seem to indicate that the school was either razed or moved sometime prior to when the 1930s aerial image was taken in 1940 (8/20).  It is 

interesting to note how the lot south of the church remains vacant and is not utilized for residential or agricultural purposes as the surrounding 

landscape is.  In fact, an access drive is visible in the 1930s aerial image that leads from 232nd Avenue to the plotted school location, with the site 

area being vacated of a structure but possessing what appears to be a line of trees at the north perimeter.  This access drive appears to be connected 

with a large driveway that goes around the cemetery lot in the 1950s aerial.  It is unknown if this access drive was originally associated with a 

previous structure (i.e. Norwegian School) or if it has always been associated...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed; upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved/razed: <1940 | Last Visible: 1905 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/21/12).

ID:  097-09-11-07

Location NE, NW, NW,  Sec. 36, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4781743   E: 592709 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Private residences are found to the north and south of the site area

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Calmar District 11

Other Names Possible alternate location to an unknown Calmar Township school

Condition Unknown | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural; residential

Ground Cover Grain; few older-growth trees; manicured lawn; landscaped areas

                          The location of this District 7 school of the Calmar Township is based off of its depiction in the 1875 and 1886 plat maps.  This 

school appears to be an alternate to an additional District 7 of the Calmar Township found to the north that has a definable site area given its 

appearance in the aerial images.  The current investigated school, unfortunately, is not clearly observed in any of the aerial images and this makes 

precisely defining its site area difficult.  Based on the plat map depictions (1875 and 1886), this particular District 7 school was located just 

northeast of the intersection of 240th Avenue/W North Street and 175th Street.  Both the 1930s and 1950s aerial images show the plat map location 

as being a vacant lot, with a structure located just to the north that is completely surrounded by trees.  It is unknown if this structure is the former 

District 7 school prior to its relocation to the north.  The investigated site area rests on upland summit that appears to be a residential subdivision of 

the city of Calmar.  The plat map depicted location is currently composed of agriculturally developed grain field.  This location, however, has very 

level terrain (0-2%) with a "square" appearance that would seem to indicate it was once a lot that held a structure(s).  Regardless, the landform at 

this location appears to be have been artificially manipulated.  Just north of this site area is a series of private residence east of 240th Avenue, with 

the terrain composes of...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1886 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

The plat map (1875 and 1886) depicted location of the school is composed of very level terrain (0-2%) with a faintly visible 

"square" shape that would be indicative of a former structure once existing within the investigated site area.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/10/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/10/12).

ID:  097-09-11-08

Location SW, SW, NE,  Sec. 26, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4782617   E: 591509 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Private residences are located throughout the site area, with the Billy Clock Museum and moved Bouska School located to the 

southeast.

SHPOName Spillville School Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Calmar District 11

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; gravel

                          This potential alternate location of the Spillville Village School is based off of its isolated depiction in the 1886 plat map.  The 

potential site area is found north of School Street, which would seem to indicate a school was located in the immediate area at some point.  The site 

area is currently composed of private residences and associated miscellaneous structures, none of which appear to be an original school structure.  

In addition, the ground cover consists of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, and a gravel driveway running to the north through the site area.   Due 

to the site area being located in a residential portion of Spillville, Iowa, the location is likely heavily disturbed due to previous construction 

activities.  The original landform is likely lost, although it appears that it would probably be a high alluvial terrace associated with the Turkey River 

found to the east/southeast near the edge of the town.  The were no observed remains of the potential school structure, although this hard to 

determine given its residential location.  However, located across School Street directly from the plotted site area is paved/asphalt parking area and 

what appears to be a former tennis court.  It is unknown if these features were originally associated with a school or any structure for that matter.  

These two areas south of School Street are currently being used for parking associated with the Billy Clock Museum and the moved Bouska School 

located east and southeast of the...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1886 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/10/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/10/12).

ID:  097-09-11-09

Location SW, NW, SE,  Sec. 19, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4783821   E: 585137 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Surrounded by private residencies.

SHPOName First Public School of Spillville Township Calmar District 11

Other Names Possible alternate location to the Spillville Village School

Condition Unknown | Unknown | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; few scattered deciduous trees; concrete

                          Based on brief research conducted at the Spillville Public Library, records indicate that the first public school found in Spillville 

was located halfway between the river (Turkey River) and the hotel (now the Speakeasy Restaurant?).  Neither the plat maps nor aerial images seem 

to depict this structure, making precisely locating the schools original site very difficult.  However, there is currently an empty lot located 

approximately halfway between the Turkey River and the former hotel.  This site area is found along Bridge Street (north of) and is composed of 

manicured lawn and a few scattered deciduous trees with a paved driveway bordering it to the east.  It likely rests on an alluvial terrace of the 

Turkey River found to the east, but due to its residential setting the area is likely disturbed.  This empty lot cannot be associated with the first public 

school of the community with any certainty and further research is suggested in order to accurately define the precise location.

Landform Urban; disturbed; alluvial terrace (?)

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown; a flat, empty lot located approximately halfway between the Turkey River and the former hotel is present but cannot be 

definitively be associated with the first public school of Spillville, Iowa.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/23/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/23/12).

ID:  097-09-11-10

Location NE, SW, SE,  Sec. 19, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4783680   E: 585326 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00186Name Anderson School Township Sumner District 1

Other Names

Condition Standing | Poor | Johnson (1985):Original site; deteriorated

Land Use Standing grove

Ground Cover Deciduous trees; underbrush; mixed vegetation

                          The Anderson School is a standing structure found north of 210th Avenue on an alluvial terrace that is associated with the Turkey 

River found to the east.  The school sits in a standing grove composed of deciduous trees, thick underbrush, and mixed vegetation.  Two access 

drives are present at the site location, one leading directly to the school and another found on the east end of the rural lot.  Both of these access 

drives are covered in mixed vegetation.  The Anderson school is a frame structure with a gable roof that possesses a basement and a cement block 

foundation (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This foundation is relatively high and likely associated with its location being on an alluvial terrace 

(floodplain).  Both the west and east walls of the foundation possess a set of three windows that appear to have red brick trim around them.  There 

are also a set of three windows on both the west and east walls of the main structure.  The south-facing school has an entry room at the south wall 

that nearly encompasses the entire width of the school.  Concrete/poured cement steps with a steel pipe railing along the west side lead to a larger 

concrete pad at the entrance door of the entry room.  A light fixture is found just above this door.  The roof of the main room of the structure has 

mostly collapsed in, although the red brick chimney is still standing at the north wall of the school.  The roof of the entry room, which is at a lower 

elevation than the main roof but is of a similar...(See Full Comments)

Landform Alluvial terrace

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent to fair Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/10/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/10/12).

ID:  097-10-01-01

Location SE, SE, SW,  Sec. 2, T97N,  R10W  |  N: 4788194   E: 581747 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Satellite farm located to the south across 210th Street.

SHPOName Sumner Norwegian School 2 Township Sumner District 1

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The location of this Norwegian school within the Sumner Township is based off 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat map depictions.  It is 

difficult to accurately identify a structure in any of the aerial images, so the precise location of the original structure is unknown.  It appears that the 

school was found north of 210th Street and east of north-south running fence line.  The area is positioned on fairly level (0-2%) upland summit 

composed of corn field.  The intersection of the fence line with 210th Street is composed of mixed grass/vegetation.  There are no observed remains 

from the existing ROW related to the original Norwegian school.  A satellite farm is found south of the plotted site area across 210th Street.

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1915 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/10/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/21/12).

ID:  097-10-01-02

Location SW, SW, SE,  Sec. 3, T97N,  R10W  |  N: 4788168   E: 580178 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Sumner District 1

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural; public ROW

Ground Cover Corn field; mixed grass; gravel; concrete; public ROW

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  There is not a 

definitive structure visible in the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images, which makes identifying the school's precise location and landform 

position difficult.  Based on the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions, the school was located just north of 210th Street and just northwest of 

its intersection with W14 as they are known today.  However, the 1875 Andreas and the 1886 plat maps do not depict these roads as they appear 

today.  Instead, W14 was located slightly further to the east and running directly to the north for a short distance before running at a slight angle to 

the northwest.  In the 1905 and 1915 plat maps, W14 has been altered by moving its intersection with 210th Street to the west slightly and forming 

a T-intersection with W14 running in a straight line to the north.  It is quite possible that the reason the depicted school was removed was due to 

these road alterations experienced within the school's plotted site area.  Today, W14 has received subsequent alterations as shown in the 1930s and 

1950s aerial images, that include W14 forming a gently curve before running to the north while 210th Street "splits" to run to the east and to the 

north.  This creates a rural median of sorts between W14 and 210th Street that appears today as a triangular-shaped area that is grass covered.  In 

terms of where the plotted school location was...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1886 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/10/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/10/12).

ID:  097-10-01-03

Location SW, SE, SE,  Sec. 1, T97N,  R10W  |  N: 4788186   E: 583817 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is found to the north/northwest of the investigated site area.

SHPO 96-00188Name Herold School Township Sumner District 2

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; fair

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Herold School was originally found north of 210th Street on what appears to be a combination of upland toeslope (0-2%) and 

alluvial terrace (0-2%) associated with a perennial stream found to the west and south.  This stream flows east and eventually feeds into the Turkey 

River.  A private gravel driveway located west of the site area leads to a farmstead/rural residence located to the north/northwest.  Currently,, the 

school location is composed of corn field.  There is a slight rise in elevation at the location where the school once existed, appearing as a small 

"bump" in the landscape.  Although there were no other observed remains, this feature may contain remains associated with the Herold School.  

There is also a grass and gravel covered access drive leading from 210th Street to the site area.  The school itself was a red brick hip roof building 

that faced to the south (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was built in the late 1930s with a basement and windows on the west and east 

elevations of the foundation (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There were windows on the north and south walls of the main structure, with a chimney 

centrally located along the west wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  It is unknown of the present condition of the Herold School since the Johnson 

investigation (1985-1986), in which the structure was described as a standing, vacant building in fair condition.

Landform Alluvial terrace; upland toeslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: late 1930s | Last Visible: 1990s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

A small, raised area  ("bump") that stands out from the surrounding landscape was observed within the site area and may contain 

potential structure remains.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/10/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/10/12).

ID:  097-10-02-01

Location SW, SW, SE,  Sec. 5, T97N,  R10W  |  N: 4788165   E: 576972 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Farmstead/rural residence located just to the south

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Sumner District 2

Other Names Herold School

Condition Unknown | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Pasture grass; alfalfa; scattered deciduous trees; disturbed soil

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps.  This location is found 

south of 210th Street and just southeast of its intersection with a private gravel driveway that leads to a farmstead/rural residence to the south.  The 

site area appears to be on a portion of alluvial terrace (0-3%) associated with an intermittent/perennial stream that feeds into the Turkey River to the 

east/northeast.  At the time of this investigation, the site area was composed of pasture grass used for beef cattle and scattered deciduous trees.  A 

fence line runs from the intersection of the private gravel driveway and 210th Street to the southwest parallel with the intermittent/perennial stream 

before running south toward the farmstead/rural residence.  This fence separates the pasture area from the an area composed of alfalfa that runs 

adjacent and east of the private gravel driveway.  It appears the investigated site area is experiencing heavy erosion due to livestock activity, with 

large amounts of exposed soil at the surface that lack vegetation cover.  No structure is visible in the 1930s nor 1950s aerial images which makes 

precisely locating where the school originally stood difficult.  However, remains that appear to be observed with a former structure were observed 

from the existing ROW.  At the approximate plat map depicted location (1886, 1905, and 1915) several large slabs of concrete were observed that 

appear to have been associated...(See Full Comments)

Landform Alluvial terrace

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1915 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Several large slabs of concrete were observed that appear to have been associated with a possible foundation of a structure, but this 

cannot be accurately determined.  The site area is experiencing rapid erosion/disturbance due to livestock.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/10/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/10/12).

ID:  097-10-02-02

Location NW, NW, NE,  Sec. 8, T97N,  R10W  |  N: 4788067   E: 576958 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor

Printed: 11/09/12 Page A157



Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  097-10-02-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A158



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Farmsteads/rural residences are located north and south of the plotted school location.

SHPOName Sumner Norwegian School 1 Township Sumner District 2

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Alfalfa; soybean field

                          The location of this Norwegian school in the Sumner Township is based off a depiction in 1905 and 1915 plat maps.  However, no 

structure is clearly shown in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s) and the precise original location is difficult to determine outside of the isolated 

grove of trees visible in the aerial images.  The general site area appears to consist of gently sloping upland sideslope (2-4%) that is under a 

combination of alfalfa and soybean field.  There are no observed remains of the potential school from the existing ROW and no indications of a 

former foundation east of 325th Avenue.  There are a few isolated remains (disturbed soil; fieldstone) of a potential former farmstead located 

directly across the school site area west of 325th Avenue in a very small standing grove of older-growth trees.  Existing farmsteads/rural residences 

are found to the north and south of the plotted school location.

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1915 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/10/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/10/12).

ID:  097-10-02-03

Location NW, SW, NW,  Sec. 4, T97N,  R10W  |  N: 4789239   E: 577827 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  097-10-02-03Printed: 11/09/12 Page A160



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

There are two badly deteriorating wood frame structures north of the school in the tree line that are of very poor condition.  One 

appears to be a woodshed and the other being one of the two original privy structures previously described.

SHPO 96-00189Name Praska School Township Sumner District 3

Other Names

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Original site; fair

Land Use Rural lot

Ground Cover Mowed grass; older-growth trees; gravel

                          The Praska School is a standing structure located east of Protivin, Iowa and north of B16 on what appears to be a rural lot found 

on a portion of upland footslope (0-3%).  However, the location where the school stands appears to be artificially-leveled (0-2%) as the east 

perimeter of the lot is at a slightly higher elevation.  The current ground cover consists of mowed grass, a gravel access drive to the structure, and 

older-growth trees that form the west, north, and east perimeters.  Although there is a mailbox at the entrance to the rural lot, in addition to a 

connection to an electrical grid, there appears to be little evidence that the school is currently resided in.   The Praska School was listed as being a 

township hall by Johnson investigation (1985-1986), one of six schoolhouses in the county that have been used as village or township halls.  The 

structure itself is a frame gable roof building facing the south with a stone foundation and basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The foundation 

appears to consist of stone (limestone) "blocks" with mortar at the south wall, and the remaining foundation walls being of potential limestone slab 

construction.  Both the east and west walls have a set of three windows, with a red brick chimney at the peak of the roof at the north end.  A wood 

ramp with a steel pipe railing leads to a concrete pad with two steps.    The three glass window pane above the door (Steve Johnson 1985-1986) is 

no longer present and has been boarded over....(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland footslope; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/10/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/10/12).

ID:  097-10-03-01

Location SW, SW, SE,  Sec. 17, T97N,  R10W  |  N: 4784924   E: 577001 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  097-10-03-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A162



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Sumner District 3

Other Names Praska School

Condition Unknown | Unknown | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Forest; agricultural

Ground Cover Deciduous trees; mowed grass; miscellaneous farm equipment

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depicted in the 1875 Andreas and the 1886 plat maps.  This location is 

found north of B16 and just north of the currently standing Praska School found just east of Protivin, Iowa.  The 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map 

depictions show a school located along a former road that ran to the northeast.  This former road was south/southeast of the meandering Bohemian 

Creek and appears to have ran parallel with the creek in regards to where the school structure is depicted.  This former road is not depicted in the 

1905 plat map, with B16 and the presently standing Praska School both being depicted in their current locations.  Bohemian Creek also appears to 

meander close to its present location in the 1905 plat map.  The site area of the school depicted in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps appears to 

be located well away from the existing ROW of B16, thus making it difficult to make any accurate observations.  Additionally, the lack of the 

former road in conjunction with the continued meandering of Bohemian Creek over the years makes accurately identifying the original school site 

area difficult.  No structure is shown in the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images where the school is depicted in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat 

maps, so it is unknown where the potential school exactly stood.  The investigated site area of the proposed alternate school location, though 

removed from the existing ROW, appears to be on a combination...(See Full Comments)

Landform Alluvial terrace; upland toeslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1886 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/21/12).

ID:  097-10-03-02

Location SE, SE, SW,  Sec. 17, T97N,  R10W  |  N: 4784993   E: 576952 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  097-10-03-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A164



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Huber School Township Sumner District 4

Other Names

Condition Razed | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural; rural lot?

Ground Cover Alfalfa; mowed grass

                          The original site area for the Huber School appears as a rectangular shaped lot found along 303rd Avenue just east of its 

intersection with Poverty Hollow Road.  This rural lot is fenced off at the north and east perimeters, surrounded by soybean fields.  It appears that 

the lot is currently utilized for alfalfa crop.  The location is set on gently sloping sideslope (2-5%) of a broad upland landform, with the lot itself 

being fairly level (1-3%).  A grass-covered access drive found near the southeast corner of the lot leads to the site area.  It is unknown if this access 

drive is original to the school.  The presence of this small lot composed largely of alfalfa would seem to indicate the presence of a structure once 

existing here.  A few large limestone cobbles/slabs were observed in the existing ROW that may have been associated with a foundation.  Based on 

the dates of when the 1950s and 1960s aerial images were taken, it appears that the Huber School was razed sometime between 1952 (6/29) and 

1964 (7/26).

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1952-1964 | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

The nearly level terrain (1-3%) of the rural lot, in addition to being fenced-off, would seem to indicate a structure once existed.  A 

few large limestone cobbles/slabs were observed in the existing ROW that may have been associated with a foundation.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/10/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/10/12).

ID:  097-10-04-01

Location NE, SW, NW,  Sec. 23, T97N,  R10W  |  N: 4784503   E: 581398 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  097-10-04-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A166



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00193Name Polansky School Township Sumner District 5

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; deteriorated

Land Use Open land; agricultural

Ground Cover Prairie grass; soybean field; corn field; few deciduous trees

                          The Polansky School was originally an east-facing structure located just to the south/southeast of Swan Road.  The landscape 

setting is very level (0-2%), potentially a combination of upland toeslope and high alluvial terrace to a perennial stream located just to the west that 

feeds Wonder Creek to the northeast near Spillville, Iowa.  The site area is currently composed of prairie grass, with soybean field found 

immediately to the south and corn field to the southeast.  A few younger-growth deciduous trees appear to also be apart of the site location.  There 

is an access drive leading from Swan Road to the site area just to the west of the original location of the school.  Although the Polansky School was 

listed as standing at its original site during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), it is no longer present with its current status unknown.  The 

school was originally a brick structure that had been stucco over, one of only a few schoolhouses in the county that were in this form (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  A set of three windows were found on the north and south walls for cross lighting, with the chimney being found on the west 

edge of the gable roof (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A wood shed was also found in the southeast corner of the yard that is no longer present today.  

The school was thought to have closed in the 1940s and was listed as deteriorating with the owner performing no maintenance and using the school 

as a storage shed during the Steve Johnson investigation...(See Full Comments)

Landform Alluvial terrace; upland toeslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Closed: 1940s | Last Visible: 1990s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/10/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/10/12).

ID:  097-10-05-01

Location SW, SW, SE,  Sec. 26, T97N,  R10W  |  N: 4781678   E: 582013 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A storage shed with metal paneling is found along the current gravel access drive.

SHPOName Bouska School Township Sumner District 6

Other Names

Condition Razed | Unknown | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Bouska School is a razed structure that was located north of Swan Road and south/southeast of Wonder Creek.  The site area 

is currently situated far away from the existing ROW and cannot be easily observed.  Therefore, landform position and visible remains cannot be 

determined.  Based on a recent aerial image (2010), the original school location seems to be in an upland setting just west of what appears to be a 

grass-covered upland drainage area that runs to the northeast toward Wonder Creek.  Based on observations made from the existing ROW of Swan 

Road, the upland landform where the site area is located seems to relatively shallow and gently sloping, with the ground cover consisting of corn 

field.  There is a gravel access drive leading from Swan Road toward the original school location, but it is unknown if this leads all the way to the 

site area.  There is what appears to be a tin-covered storage shed just east of this access drive.  The 1930s and 1950s aerial images indicate that the 

current access drive used to be a former road that ran through a farmstead no longer present and located roughly where the current storage shed is 

standing.  There was also a farmstead located southeast of the site area that is no longer present today.  These aerial images seem to also show 

foundation remains of a former structure at the projected school location, but this is difficult to accurately determine.  Further investigation is 

suggested in order to more accurately determine the...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: unknown | Last Visible: 1915 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/21/12).

ID:  097-10-06-01

Location NW, NW, NE,  Sec. 32, T97N,  R10W  |  N: 4781627   E: 576974 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

There is a concrete pad found to the north that is a possible foundation area not original to the Ryan School itself.

SHPO 96-00209Name Ryan School Township Glenwood District 1

Other Names West School; Irish Ridge School

Condition Moved | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Soybean field; gravel

                          The Ryan School was originally located west of West Ridge Road on what appears to be the shoulder slope (1-3%) of a large 

upland landform.  The site area itself is fairly level (0-2%) and composed of soybean field with a gravel access drive running just north of the 

original school location.  The location where the school once stood appears to be heavily disturbed, with sub-surface soil (parent material) that is 

light in color exposed at the surface.  The Ryan School originally faced to the east and had a basement with the foundation composed of red tile 

(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There was no observed evidence of this feature outside of scattered limestone cobbles/fragments found on the surface 

in and around the site area.  Given the exposed sub-surface soil at the site location and the presence of the gravel access drive, it is likely that the 

general site area is disturbed.  Just north of the access drive is a fenced-off pasture area consisting of scattered deciduous trees, scattered 

miscellaneous farm equipment, and cut/sawed logs that appear to be former fence posts or telephone poles.  Within this area is a concrete, 

rectangular pad that appears to be the former foundation of an unknown structure that faced to the east or west.  However, this feature is found 

north of the original site location and is not of the actual Ryan School.  It unknown if it may have been associated at one time with the actual 

school.  The Ryan School was moved across the road in the early 1960s...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: ca. 1920s | Moved: early 1960s | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

There is exposed sub-surface soil at the site location, with limestone cobbles/fragments scattered throughout the investigated site 

area.  A gravel access drive and concrete foundation pad is found to the north.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/22/12).

ID:  098-07-01-01

Location NE, NE, NW,  Sec. 12, T98N,  R7W  |  N: 4798043   E: 612342 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00203Name Drake School Township Glenwood District 2

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; deteriorated

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Drake School was listed as a standing, vacant structure at its original site location by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), 

but is no longer present today with its current status unknown.  The original site area is found on the summit onto the shoulder (0-2%) of a small, 

relatively shallow upland landform that is agriculturally developed and composed of corn field at the time of investigation.  The location is west of 

the Drake Hill Road where the landform is truncated/bisected and found at a higher elevation than the ground surface of the road and the eastern 

portion of the landform.  A perennial stream is found to the north that feeds into the Upper Iowa located to the northeast.  There are no visible 

remains, although this is difficult to determine since the site area is at a higher elevation than the existing ROW.  The Drake School was a frame hip 

roof building built after 1900 that faced to the east with a centrally located entrance door that a window on either side (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  

The north wall had a set of five windows, while the south wall had no openings (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  It appears that the chimney was 

located near the peak of the roof on the east-facing side.  The deserted school structure was described as deteriorated and not being maintained by 

the owner during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  Based on the dates of the 1980s and 1990s aerial images, it appears that the Drake School 

is no longer present at its original site sometime...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: after 1900 | Last Visible: 1990s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/09/12).

ID:  098-07-02-01

Location NW, SE, NW,  Sec. 7, T98N,  R7W  |  N: 4797434   E: 604039 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is located directly across 143rd Avenue to the west.

SHPO 96-00215Name Baker School Township Glenwood District 3

Other Names

Condition Moved | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The original location for the Baker School appears to be on an upland lobate extension (1-3%) east of 143rd Avenue.  This upland 

landform appears as a small "bump" east of that gently slopes (2-5%) to the east toward Trout River.  The summit of this landform where the school 

appears to have been located in the aerial images is fairly level (0-2%).  Although the depicted school location appears to be under tree cover in the 

most recent aerial image (2010), at the time of this investigation these trees had been removed and the entire site area was under corn field.  

Deciduous trees are found to the south and east, along with a farmstead/rural residence located directly across 143rd Avenue from the original 

school location.  There is an access drive to the field located just north of the site area directly across from the access driveway to the 

farmstead/rural residence.  This access drive appears to be recently "built-up" in elevation in order to allow access to the summit of the truncated 

upland lobate extension.  It is unknown if this access drive is originally associated with the Baker School.  The west-facing school building had a 

basement with a stone foundation at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  However, there were no observed remains and no evidence of 

a basement and/or stone foundation at the site area from the existing ROW.  The Baker School was moved to the Mr. and Mrs. Milton Hove 

residence in the early 1960s to be used as a storage shed (Steve Johnson...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland lobate extension

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/09/12).

ID:  098-07-03-01

Location SW, NE, NW,  Sec. 21, T98N,  R7W  |  N: 4794608   E: 607198 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The school was moved to the farmstead/rural residence directly across Glenville Road.

SHPO 96-00211Name Rocksvold School Township Glenwood District 4

Other Names

Condition Moved | Strong evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Standing grove; rural lot

Ground Cover Deciduous trees; underbrush; mixed vegetation

                          The original location for the Rocksvold School is found east of the T-intersection of Glenville Road and 258th Street at the level 

summit (0-2%) of a large upland landform.  The site area currently consists of a standing grove of deciduous trees and underbrush/mixed 

vegetation.  Round hay bales are on the rural lot just west of the standing grove, suggesting that the area serves an agricultural function.  The 

current field investigation revealed a sub-surface basement still present at the original site consisting of a foundation walls composed of limestone 

slabs (stone).  There also appears to be a concrete entrance area to the main foundation that indicates the school originally faced to the west.  It was 

difficult to determine from the existing ROW if there were steps associated with this concrete entrance to the main foundation.  Directly in front of 

the entrance area is a shallow concrete pad that likely served as the entry area.  The Rocksvold School was moved in the early 1960s west across 

Glenville Road to the John O'Hara farmstead to be used as a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: ca. early 1960s | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

There is a sub-surface feature (basement) still present at the original site location consisting of a limestone (stone) slab foundation, 

in addition to a concrete entrance and an associated concrete entry-way pad west of the main foundation.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/08/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/08/12).

ID:  098-07-04-01

Location NW, SE, NW,  Sec. 14, T98N,  R7W  |  N: 4796061   E: 610402 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00216Name Lee School Township Glenwood District 5

Other Names

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Original site; fair

Land Use Rural lot; open land

Ground Cover Prairie grass; mixed grass; few deciduous trees

                          The Lee School is currently a north-facing, standing structure found south of the T-intersection of Pontoppidan Road and A52 

(Old Stage Road).  The school is set in an upland sideslope setting that is largely covered by prairie grass south of the structure.  However, the 

actual structure is found on a very level (0-2%) portion of the landform that appears to have been artificially-leveled at some point, perhaps to 

accommodate the school structure.  The square rural lot with which the school currently stands if fenced-off and composed of prairie grass that does 

not appear to be maintained.  The Lee school is a frame structure with a gable roof that was described as being used a machine shed during the 

Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  Currently, however, the school and the surrounding landscape does not appear to be maintained and seems to 

indicate that the structure is vacant and/or not being used.  Vines have also begun growing along the structure, particularly at the north wall.  A bell 

tower is found on the south end of the roof and a red brick chimney on the north end of the roof.  A set of three windows are found on both the east 

and west walls, with the middle window being boarded up on both sides.  The west wall also appears to be somewhat recently painted (white) in 

comparison to the rest of the structure.  The north wall has a single story addition with a door opening to the east and two windows on the north 

side.  Originally there had been a centrally located door...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope; disturbed (?)

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/08/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/11/12).

ID:  098-07-05-01

Location NE, NE, SE,  Sec. 26, T98N,  R7W  |  N: 4792460   E: 611604 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is located to the south directly across Pontoppidan Road.

SHPOName 1915 Index Map Potential School Township Glenwood District 5

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field; mowed grass; prairie grass; few older-growth deciduous trees; round hay bales

                          This potential school location was investigated based on a potential depiction on the 1915 historic index map in which the label 

"School" is found next to a structure depiction that is just west of the intersection of Pontoppidan Road and Glenville Road in Glenwood 

Township.  However, there is reason to believe that this is a misprint on the 1915 historic index map.  The 1905 and 1915 plat maps both depict a 

church at this location rather than a school, with the 1886 plat map having no depiction of a structure at the location.  Both the 1905 and 1915 plat 

maps depict cemeteries to the northeast and southeast of the structure location along Glenville Road, which would make it likely for a church to be 

found at the plotted location rather than a school.  The 1886 plat map only depicts the cemetery located to the northeast.  Additionally, the Lee 

School is found extant a short distance to the east along Pontoppidan Road.  It would seem impractical to have two schools located so closely 

together.  The 1930s and 1950s aerial images show a structure at the plotted location that more closely resembles a church based on the structure 

being more elongated and appearing to have a steeple.  There does appear to be any privy areas present with the structure that are generally 

associated with school sites.  The investigated site area is found on a portion of upland summit (0-2%) that is currently composed of corn field with 

a few older-growth deciduous trees found along Pontoppidan Road where...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

A few small limestone slabs (fragments) were observed in the access drive.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (08/22/12).

ID:  098-07-05-02

Location SE, SE, NW,  Sec. 26, T98N,  R7W  |  N: 4792492   E: 610604 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A trailer home is found to the south.

SHPOName Lynne School Township Glenwood District 6

Other Names Aschim School

Condition Razed | Unknown; potential strong evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; few scattered trees

                          The original location of the Lynne School, also known as the Aschim School, is positioned on the sideslope (3-5% to 5-7%) of a 

large upland landform, with the summit found to the west.  The site area appears to be part of a lot associated with a trailer home located just to the 

south.  The location is found just south of the T-intersection of Ranch and Oil Well roads, with the site area being a combination of manicured 

lawn, landscaped areas, and a few scattered trees.  Clearly visible from the existing ROW are two potential foundation areas.  The first has a short, 

grass-covered access drive leading from Oil Well Road to a concrete pad with shallow cinder block walls located at the north, west, and south 

elevations.  The feature is "cut" into the upland sideslope, forming a level (0-2%) area flush with Oil Well Road.  The concrete pad appears to be 

east-facing and contains miscellaneous items likely associated with the trailer home.  There is also a shed just to the north.  Immediately west of this 

potential foundation area are what appear to be limestone slab walls at the east and north elevations that exist within the existing ROW and into the 

upland sideslope.  This potential foundation area is completely filled with soil, and covered by manicured lawn and a few ornamental plants.  It is 

unknown if this is actually associated with a structure foundation or is a decorative landscaping feature.  Additionally, the upland landform appears 

to be artificially-leveled a few meters...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: unknown | Last Visible: 1980s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Two potential foundation areas are present.  One consists of a concrete floor with cinder block walls, and the other is composed of 

limestone slabs at the east and north walls.  The landform appears disturbed a few meters to the northwest as well.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/09/12).

ID:  098-07-06-01

Location NE, NE, NE,  Sec. 31, T98N,  R7W  |  N: 4791502   E: 605078 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The North Washington Prairie Cemetery (Old Pioneer Cemetery) is found just west and partially on the original school site area.  

A rural residence is found just to the northeast.

SHPO 96-00261Name First Norwegian School Township Glenwood District 6

Other Names First school (log) site

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural; non-residential

Ground Cover Corn field; manicured lawn; few older-growth evergreen trees

                          The investigated site area represents the first public schoolhouse in Winneshiek County that was built in 1852 where the Decorah, 

Glenwood, Springfield, and Frankville Townships meet (ISIFES 1990).  Records indicate that the school was located just east of the Old Pioneer 

Cemetery (North Washington Prairie Cemetery) and completely within Section 31 of the Glenwood Township rather than a portion of the building 

being situated in the a portion of each township (ISIFES 1990).  Elisabeth Koren's diary indicates that the school was located on "Ole Gjermund 

Johnson Hedalen's farm, the southwest quarter of Section 31, Glenwood Township" (ISIFES 1990).  Oral history also indicates that the school 

existed off of Valdres Road on what is now the south edge of the ditch next to the cemetery, thus the original site has been disturbed by 

improvement made to the gravel road (ISIFES 1990).  The schoolhouse was originally log with a gable roof that faced north and south (ISIFES 

1990).  The entrance was south-facing, with one window on each of the west and east walls  (ISIFES 1990).  The school had the dimensions of a 

standard homesteading cabin, which was 14' x 16' (ISIFES 1990).  The school closed in 1862 when the area was redistricted and a large stone 

structure was built to replace the school since it proved to be too small and not located in a area well-suited for the people it served (ISIFES 1990).  

This second school that was built was known as the Branhagen School and was located to the...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland shoulder and sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1852 | Closed: 1862 | Burned/razed: 1862

Integrity Dimensions 16' × 14'

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/22/12).

ID:  098-07-06-02

Location SW, SW, SW,  Sec. 31, T98N,  R7W  |  N: 4789994   E: 603638 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Farmstead/rural residence located to the east

SHPOName Sheggrud School Township Glenwood District 7

Other Names Renass School; Lake View School

Condition Razed | Unknown | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The original location for the Sheggrud School is difficult to determine given that it only appears in the historical plat maps (1886, 

1905, and 1915) and not in the aerial images.  Only the 1930s aerial photograph seems to show a potential foundation area at the plotted school 

location.  Given the location's distance from the existing ROW, it is unknown if any observable remains are present.  The likely site area is found 

on an alluvial terrace just east of the Trout River.  Currently, the location is under corn field with a farmstead/rural residence found to the east and 

deciduous forest to the west.  There is a slight "rise" in elevation at the plotted school location that is barely visible from the existing ROW.  It is 

unknown if this is a feature associated with the original location of the Sheggrud School, as this is difficult to accurately determine from the 

existing ROW.

Landform Alluvial terrace

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: unknown | Last Visible: 1915 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

There is a slight rise in elevation in the corn field at the plotted school location, but this is difficult to accurately determine from 

the existing ROW.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/11/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/11/12).

ID:  098-07-07-01

Location SW, NW, NW,  Sec. 34, T98N,  R7W  |  N: 4791398   E: 608405 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

There is a rural residence and an associated garage/shed at the approximate school location.

SHPOName Renass School Township Glenwood District 8

Other Names Lake View School; Sheggrud School

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; gravel; mixed trees

                          The Renass School, also known as the Lake View School, was located on the sideslope of a large upland landform north/northeast 

of Nordic Hills Road.  The sideslope is often steeply sloping in areas, ranging from 7-12% to greater than 15%.  There is a private residence 

currently built "into" the sideslope with an associated one-stall garage/shed on a portion of the landform that is likely disturbed given how "level" 

(1-3%) it is in relation to the surrounding sideslope.  Currently, the ground cover consists of manicured lawn, scattered mixed trees, and a gravel-

covered driveway that appears to go through where the school was once located.  However, it is difficult to determine the precise original location 

of the school structure, as there are no visual remains or evidence indicating this location.  There is a portion of a red brick chimney being used in 

the landscaping for growing ornamental plants that is found in the lawn just south of the private residence.  It is unknown if this is originally 

associated with the razed school.  Dense forest is found to the west and east of the plotted school location, with the upland summit found to the 

north.  Based on the aerial images, it is difficult to determine when the Renass School was razed.  The 1980s and 1990s aerial images would seem 

to suggest that this occurred sometime between 1982 (4/24) and 1994 (4/22).  However, given the Johnson investigation's (1985-1986) designation 

of the school as razed, this would narrow the date to...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1982-1985/1986 (?) | Last Visible: 1980s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None; there appears to be a portion of a brick chimney in the yard that is of an unknown origin.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/22/12).

ID:  098-07-08-01

Location SW, SW, NE,  Sec. 4, T98N,  R7W  |  N: 4798873   E: 607557 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Several private residences are found to the east and north of the site area.

SHPO 96-00236Name Guttormson School Township Decorah District 2

Other Names

Condition Moved | Strong evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; fair

Land Use Standing grove

Ground Cover Disturbed soil; older-growth deciduous trees; mixed grass

                          The Guttormson School was originally located west of Decorah, Iowa and just south of Madison Road on a portion of gently 

sloping upland shoulder slope (1-3%) onto gently to moderately (3-7%) sloping upland sideslope.  It appears that the original school location has 

been artificially-leveled as the site area is rather flat (0-2%) and appears to be slightly built up into the upland sideslope into the form of a man-

made terrace.  Steeply sloping sideslope (7-12%) is found south of the location as the landform slopes toward a perennial stream that empties into 

the Upper Iowa River to the southeast.  The Guttormson School was listed as standing and facing to the west at its original site during the Johnson 

investigation (1985-1986), being utilized for corn storage.  The school is no longer standing at this location and has in fact been moved just across 

Madison Road to the north.  This move was of a recent date, as the school appears at its original location in the modern (2010) aerial image.  

Exposed soil that has clearly been recently disturbed is now present at the original site location, with patchy mixed grass and older-growth 

deciduous trees that form the south and east perimeters of the site area.  There is also a natural gas tank located near the south edge of the site area 

that appears to have been associated with the school structure.  The Guttormson School had a basement supported by a stone foundation at the 

original location, but no evidence if this was observed outsides...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland shoulder and sideslope; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: Unknown | Moved: >2010 | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

There is abundant amounts of disturbed, exposed soil at the original school location, with scattered gravel and concrete fragments 

on the surface.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/11/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/11/12).

ID:  098-08-02-01

Location SE, NE, NW,  Sec. 18, T98N,  R8W  |  N: 4795898   E: 594559 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Moore School Township Decorah District 3

Other Names

Condition Razed | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Grain

                          The Moore School was originally located north of the Pole Line Road just east of its intersection with Highway 52 on a high 

alluvial terrace (floodplain) north/northeast of the Upper Iowa River.  The terrain is very level at this location (0-2%), consisting of agriculturally 

developed land composed of planted grain field.  An artificial intermittent drainage is located to the east and open prairie to the south.  There is a 

shallow, gravel-covered access drive in the shallow ROW that leads to the original school location.  In addition, there is a very shallow "bump" 

where the school is projected as standing prior to being razed.  Potential remains may be contained within this "bump."  Based on the dates for 

when the 1950s and 1960s aerial images were taken, it appears that the Moore School was razed sometime between 1952 (7/4) and 1964 (7/26).  

Based on the images, it seems that the school may have been razed in relation to Highway 52 construction/improvements.

Landform Alluvial terrace

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1952-1964 | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

There is a shallow access drive leading to the original site location where a shallow "bump" is found that may contain potential 

structure remains.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/09/12).

ID:  098-08-03-01

Location SE, SE, NW,  Sec. 8, T98N,  R8W  |  N: 4797100   E: 596266 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Two private residences are currently standing at the approximate original school location.  There are additional private residences 

that surround the location.

SHPO 96-00231Name Freeport Village School Township Decorah District 4

Other Names Freeport School; Freeport Independent School

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; deteriorated

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; scattered deciduous trees; concrete

                          The Freeport School was organized in the 1860s, but the school described by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) was actually a 

second generation school.  This school was a single story, tar shingle structure with a gable roof covered in sheet metal (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  The rectangular structure originally had its main entrance facing the south and inset into the south wall, with a window on each side of the 

entry and a chimney located opposite from the main entrance (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There were originally a set of four windows on the west 

and east walls, with the north wall having no openings (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Freeport School was used for storage and pallet making 

after its closing (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school is no longer standing today, but an interview with a property owner at the original location 

revealed that the structure was located just northwest of the T-intersection of 172nd Avenue and A6W (River Road) between two private residences 

(personal correspondence 8/22/2012).  These two residences are of the same architectural design and likely of the same recent construction date 

since they both appear in the 1990s aerial image.  There were no visible remains of the original school, although the residential setting and recent 

construction of the two private residences at the site area indicate that the location is likely heavily disturbed. The Johnson investigation (1985-

1986) also revealed that a smaller one room school was moved...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Organized: 1860s | Additional moved school: ca. 1940s | Last Visible: 1980s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/09/12).

ID:  098-08-04-01

Location SE, NW, SW,  Sec. 13, T98N,  R8W  |  N: 4795163   E: 602190 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Two private residences are currently standing at the approximate original school location.  There are additional private residences 

that surround the location.

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Decorah District 4

Other Names Freeport Village School; Freeport School; Freeport Independent School

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; scattered deciduous trees; concrete

                          This possible alternate location of the Freeport Village School is based off of the 1886 and 1905 plat map depictions of Freeport, 

Iowa.  The 1886 plat map depicts a small "lot" with two separate structures found near the west and east perimeters of the lot just north of 

Broadway Street, known as River Road/A6W today, and just northwest of its T-intersection with Franklin Street, known today as 172nd Avenue.  

While the small lot depicted in the 1886 plat map contains a "school" label, it is unknown which of the two structures this label is referring to.  The 

1905 plat map depicts the same small lot at the same location shown in the 1886 plat map with the "school" label. However, there are no structures 

depicted within the small lot in the 1905 plat map.  The historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images show the two structures as depicted in the 1886 plat 

map, with a third structure found north of the two structures along the north perimeter of the small lot.  Although the Freeport Village School was 

listed as standing at its original location during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), no clarity was provided as to which structure depicted in the 

1886 plat maps and the 1930s and 1950s aerial images was the original school.  The Freeport Village School is no longer standing today and the 

site area contains private residences within a residential portion of Freeport, Iowa.  The current residential structures found at the original school 

location are shown in the 1990s and modern (2010)...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Organized: 1860s | Additional moved school: ca. 1940s | Last Visible: 1970s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/09/12).

ID:  098-08-04-02

Location SE, NW, SW,  Sec. 13, T98N,  R8W  |  N: 4795163   E: 602167 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A rural residence is found just to the east.

SHPO 96-00225Name Clay Hill School Township Decorah District 5

Other Names

Condition Moved | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; scattered trees

                          The original location of the Clay Hill School is found just northwest of the T-intersection of Quarry Hill Road and Clay Hill Road 

on a portion of what appears to be the shoulder of a broad upland landform (1-3%).  However, the plotted school location is found on an empty lot 

that is very level (0-2%) and likely of artificially-leveled.  Both the school location and the lot to the west consist of manicured lawn, with older-

growth deciduous trees lining the west perimeter.  Scattered deciduous and evergreen trees are found throughout the investigated site area.  A rural 

residence is found adjacent, and to the east, of the original school location.  There is an access drive leading from Clay Hill Road through the ROW 

toward the plotted school location that appears to be of limestone slab construction (gravel-covered) and considerable antiquity.  No other visible 

remains associated with the original site location were observed.  The Clay Hill School was moved in 1962 to Wonder Cave to be used as an office 

until it closed in the late 1970s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

Landform Upland shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: 1962 | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

The original location of the Clay Hill School appears to be artificially-leveled, in addition to an access drive leading from Clay Hill 

Road that appears to be of some antiquity given its limestone slab composition.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/09/12).

ID:  098-08-05-01

Location SE, SE, NW,  Sec. 3, T98N,  R8W  |  N: 4798768   E: 599441 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is south of the site areas across the road.

SHPO 96-00241Name Hamre School Township Decorah District 6

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; fair

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Hamre School was a south-facing, stone building with a gable roof that was stucco-over at an early date (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  The school originally had smaller frame entrance enclosed room in the 1910s that later had a cement block addition built to enlarge the 

entry area (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This entry room was later stucco-over ca. 1930's to match the main room (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 

main room had a set of three windows with the main entrance having a centrally located door with a window on either side (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  Additionally, the chimney was originally located on the north gable peak of the building but was moved to the west wall near the south 

entrance of the main room in the 1920-1930s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This structure was listed as standing at its original site during the 

Johnson investigation (1985-1986) and being utilized by a farmer for hay storage.  Today, the school is no longer standing and the current status is 

unknown.  The original site area appears to located on upland sideslope that is somewhat steeply sloping (7-9%) to the north but levels out (0-3%)  

toward the school site area north of Town Line Road.  It is unknown if this is the result of artificial manipulation during the construction of the 

school.  A farmstead/rural residence is also found on relatively level ground (1-3%) across the site area south of Town Line Road.  The current 

ground cover consists of corn field.  There is no visible indication of...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1980s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Abundant limestone (cobbles) and introduced rock (fieldstone) were observed within the investigated site area, with the ROW 

absent along the investigated school location.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/09/12).

ID:  098-08-06-01

Location SW, SW, SW,  Sec. 32, T98N,  R8W  |  N: 4789865   E: 595533 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A two-stall garage is located just to the northwest of the school.

SHPO 96-00240Name Hjelle School Township Decorah District 7

Other Names

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):Original site; good

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; few scattered deciduous trees

                          The Hjelle School is found northwest of the intersection of Siewers Spring Road and Trout Run Road on a high alluvial terrace 

south of Trout Run Creek.  The school is currently standing at its original site and has experienced extensive renovation since closing in the early 

1950s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The original frame school at this site burnt down in 1922 or 1923, with the Hjelle School that is currently 

standing being built thereafter (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Numerous subsequent alterations have been done to the school that include changing 

the window arrangement, additions to the north wall and southwest corner of the structure, and adding two dormer windows on the south roof 

(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There was also a small gable roof addition to the east of the main room (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Presently, the 

site area consists of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, and scattered trees, with terrain being fairly level (0-2%).  A line of hedges/bushes line the 

east perimeter along Siewers Spring Road.  An asphalt driveway leads to a two-stall garage northwest of the structure that appears to be of recent 

construction.  The school structure itself is still under private occupation and appears to have recently been resided and reshingled.   The current 

window and roof arrangements appear to be the same as it was during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  The brick chimney, however, that 

appeared to be original with the school is no longer present.  There also...(See Full Comments)

Landform Alluvial terrace

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1922 or 1923 | Closed: ca. early 1950s | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Poor Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/09/12).

ID:  098-08-07-01

Location SE, NW, SW,  Sec. 27, T98N,  R8W  |  N: 4792090   E: 598968 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Farmsteads/rural residences are located to the west and east.

SHPO 96-00255Name Ronglien School Township Decorah District 8

Other Names Bruvold School

Condition Moved | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Soybean field

                          The Ronglien School, also referred to as the Bruvold School, was originally located at the summit (0-2%) and onto the shoulder (1-

3%) of an upland landform (extension) that slopes to the north, west, and south.  The school was located east of W42 and originally faced to the 

west.  The north-south running W42 bisects the landform, with the site area being at a higher elevation than the road to the east.  Located south is a 

private driveway leading to a farmstead/rural residence found to the east.  The site area is currently under soybean field, with no observable remains 

from the existing ROW.  A standing tree grove is found just to the north/northeast.  The Ronglien School was moved south to the Ivan W. Haugen 

farm in the late 1950s to be used as a granary (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

Landform Upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: ca. late 1950s | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/22/12).

ID:  098-08-08-01

Location SW, NW, NE,  Sec. 36, T98N,  R8W  |  N: 4791257   E: 602783 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A wood storage shed located to the east and a private residence to the southwest.

SHPO 96-00246Name Viste School Township Decorah District 9

Other Names

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Original site; good

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; few scattered deciduous trees; gravel

                          The Viste School is found on the gently sloping upland sideslope (2-4%) east/southeast of the T-intersection of Heritage and Stone 

Hill roads.  The school is found on a rural lot composed of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, and a few scattered deciduous trees.  Corn field 

surrounds the residential lot area to the east and south.  A private residence is located to the southwest, in addition to a wood storage shed found to 

the east of the school.  The structure appears to rest on an artificially-terraced area that is slightly built up in elevation and level (0-2%).  The school 

is a frame structure with a clipped gable roof that faces to the west (Steve Johnson 1985-1986), possessing green siding and a concrete/cement 

block foundation.  A pair of windows are found on the foundation at both the north and south walls.  There is also a set of three windows on the 

main structure at both the north and south walls, with these windows having been altered from their larger, original size (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  A brick chimney is found at the east clipped gable end of the structure, in addition to a one-stall garage addition at the east wall (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  A gravel drive leads to this garage, with the garage door appearing to be in the process of being replaced during this 

investigation.  The main entrance at the west wall has a stepped roof cover over the door, with a window on either side of it.  The Johnson 

investigation (1985-1986) indicated that some original siding...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Fair Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/09/12).

ID:  098-08-09-01

Location NW, NW, SW,  Sec. 35, T98N,  R8W  |  N: 4790717   E: 600401 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Miscellaneous commercial buildings/structures surround the investigated site area.

SHPOName Blout School Township Decorah District 10

Other Names Beard School

Condition Razed | Unknown; no evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Commercial; open land

Ground Cover Mowed grass, mixed trees; mixed vegetation; gravel; miscellaneous equipment

                          The Blout School, also referred to as the Beard School, was originally located in area that is now largely disturbed due to 

commercial development and activity.  The plotted location is based off plat map depictions (1886, 1905, 1915) and aerial images, although it is 

difficult to precisely pinpoint the original location in the field given the current ground cover that consists of mowed grass, mixed vegetation, 

abundant gravel, and miscellaneous equipment.  Much of this equipment appears to be associated with construction purposes.  Due to the heavy 

disturbances resulting from commercial development in the immediate area, it is difficult to determine the original landform and associated 

landform position.  The general site area is fairly level (0-3%), with a line of older-growth mixed trees just west of the depicted site location that 

appear to be associated with those visible in aerial images.  Theses standing trees seems to represent an area of little to no recent disturbances.  

There is a rectangular concrete foundation for a structure that originally faced to the east or west.   This foundation exists as a level platform 

covered in miscellaneous machinery and mixed vegetation.  This feature is also at a slightly higher elevation than the immediate surroundings, 

suggesting that it has been artificially manipulated to accommodate a previous structure.  This foundation appears to be associated with a structure 

that appears in the 1960s aerial image, with the Blout School appearing...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1952-1964 | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

A concrete foundation of a structure that faced to the east is present at the investigated site area.  This foundation is related to a 

structure that was constructed after the Blout School was razed based on aerial images.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/23/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (10/24/12).

ID:  098-08-10-01

Location NW, NW, SW,  Sec. 21, T98N,  R8W  |  N: 4793692   E: 597142 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Playground area and equipment are located in recreational area just west of the school.

SHPO 96-00613Name West Side Elementary School Township Decorah District 11

Other Names West Side Early Childhood Center

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; scattered trees; concrete; asphalt

                          The West Side Elementary School, now known as the West Side Early Childhood Center, was originally depicted in the 1886 and 

1905 plat maps of the city of Decorah, Iowa.  The original school that was located here, which is found on a circular lot that is at the 

epicenter/intersection of Iowa Avenue and Center Street, was replaced in 1939 by the current single story West Side School that consisted of a 

concrete foundation, brick walls, and a flat asphalt roof.  The significance of this structure is related to its architect Charles Altfillisch, who's work 

encompasses a large number of commissions in a wide variety of building types large located in Allamakee, Winneshiek, Howard, and Fayette 

counties (Anderson 1996).  The original West Side School was 136 by 72 feet and contained only two classrooms on either side of the entrance and 

recreation room (Anderson 1996).  In 1954 Altfillisch added classrooms and other spaces to the existing core that closely matched the 1939 

segment (Anderson 1996).  Additional changes made to the structure after this date include replacing the classroom windows at an unknown date, 

with the core structure essentially remaining in its original condition (Anderson 1996).  Today, the irregular-shaped structure measures 

approximately 270 by 85 feet, with the floor plan consisting of 6-8 classrooms, office spaces, storage facilities, a nurse's station, and a recreation 

room with a stage (Anderson 1996).  The structure is composed of two wings with two skylights...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1939 | Additions: 1954 | New windows: unknown | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent Dimensions 270' × 85'

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/09/12).

ID:  098-08-11-01

Location SE, SW, NW,  Sec. 16, T98N,  R8W  |  N: 4795639   E: 597322 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The Decorah East Side Elementary School was originally located to the east prior to its deconstruction in 2008.  There is a large 

addition to the north that appears to be the current Decorah Middle School.  Numerous private residences surround.

SHPOName Decorah Middle School Township Decorah District 11

Other Names Decorah High School; Decorah East Side Elementary and Middle School; Carrie Lee Elementary

Condition Standing | Excellent to fair | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; few scattered deciduous trees; landscaped areas; concrete; asphalt; miscellaneous playground equipment

                          The investigated school structure is located north of Vernon Street between River Street and Winnebago Street in Decorah, Iowa 

and represents the Decorah Middle School which still stands today.  This structure was Decorah's first high school and was originally attached to 

the Decorah East Side School to the west by a narrow corridor prior to the school's deconstruction in 2008.  The Decorah Middle School was 

constructed in 1922 and was designed by the firm of Temple and Burrows which formed in 1910 and was based out of Davenport, Iowa until 1925 

(Anderson 1997).  The school is based on a rectangular plan and is three stories high, originally being approximately 140 feet by 109 feet 

(Anderson 1997).  The rooms are arranged on the outside of the corridor which flanks the central space (Anderson 1997).  The construction 

throughout the original Decorah Middle School structure is reinforced concrete, with the exterior clad with dark brick and carved limestone trim 

(Anderson 1997).  During its construction, fireproof materials were used as fire prevention was important during the 1920s (Anderson 1997).  In 

addition, the entrance and circulation stairways were sealed off and the number of floors were limited (Anderson 1997).  In 1935 the Decorah-based 

architect Charles Altfillisch was commissioned to enlarge the school with the addition of a classroom wing to the west and a new gymnasium on the 

north side (Anderson 1997).  Charles Altfillisch was born in Bellevue, Iowa and came to Decorah...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1922 | Expanded: 1935 | North addition: 1974 | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (10/24/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (10/24/12).

ID:  098-08-11-02

Location SE, SW, SE,  Sec. 16, T98N,  R8W  |  N: 4794834   E: 598281 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The Decorah East Side School has received multiple additions that the middle school, a west wing, a gymnasium, and north end 

addition.

SHPO 96-00501Name Decorah East Side Elementary School Township Decorah District 11

Other Names East Side School; Decorah East Side Elementary and Middle School; Decorah East Side School; Decorah Public School

Condition Razed | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; few scattered deciduous trees; landscaped areas; concrete; asphalt; miscellaneous playground equipment

                          The investigated site area is based on the location of a school depicted in the 1886 and 1905 plat maps, and represents the original 

site of the Decorah East Side Elementary School.  This location is found north of Vernon Street and just west of Winnebago Street in Decorah, 

Iowa.  The first school at this location was actually constructed in 1867 and was later demolished for the construction of the Decorah East Side 

Elementary School in 1896 (Anderson 1997).  Initially occupied in 1897, this building was Romanesque-influenced and designed by Orff and 

Joralemon Architects (Anderson 1997).  This firms was formed in 1893 by Fremont D. Orff and Edgar E. Joralemon and were based out of 

Minneapolis, Minnesota until 1897 (Anderson 1997).  This particular firm actually produced many designs for a wide variety of property types 

throughout the Upper Midwest (Anderson 1997).  The Decorah East Side Elementary School consisted of two floors over a raised basement, 

containing a total of twenty classrooms that were arranged so that light came in from one side only (Anderson 1997).  The exterior and interior 

bearing walls consisted of brick over the basement walls and footings composed of local limestone that was also used for window ledges, in the 

entrances, and for the other exterior trim (Anderson 1997).  An entrance was found on each the building's four sides, with two leading only to the 

first door and the other two leading to both the basement and the first floor (Anderson 1997).  Fire...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

First school constructed: 1867 | Decorah East Side Elementary constructed: 1896 | Closed (?): 1964 | Last Visible: 1990s aerial

Integrity Dimensions 140' × 109'

Remnants 

Visible

None; there is a limestone block wall at the southeast corner of the lot that contains a plaque acknowledging the former existence 

of the East Side School at the location.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (10/24/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/09/12).

ID:  098-08-11-03

Location SW, SE, SE,  Sec. 16, T98N,  R8W  |  N: 4794859   E: 598330 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00268Name Horgen School Township Madison District 1

Other Names

Condition Moved | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Standing grove

Ground Cover Deciduous trees; underbrush; prairie grass

                          The Horgen School of Madison Township was originally located on the summit and shoulder (0-3%) of an upland landform west 

of 235th Avenue.  Today, the location consists of a standing grove of deciduous trees with thick underbrush and prairie grass. Corn field 

completely surrounds this standing grove of trees.  It is difficult to determine if there are any existing remains at the site location due to the low 

ground surface visibility.  It has been documented that the school had a basement added to it at a later date at this location (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  There is an existing access drive, covered in a combination of gravel and mixed grass, that does not appear to be utilized but does leads 

toward the original school location.  There is a deteriorated fence running adjacent to 235th Avenue where the projected school location is.  The 

Horgen School was moved in the 1960s to the Telford Ansten farm to the southwest to be used as a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

Landform Upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: ca. early 1960s | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown; none

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/23/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/23/12).

ID:  098-09-01-01

Location NE, NE, SE,  Sec. 11, T98N,  R9W  |  N: 4797023   E: 592139 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00267Name Tollefson School Township Madison District 1

Other Names

Condition Moved | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Mixed grass; mixed vegetation

                          The original location for the Tollefson School appears to be on a small remnant of the summit and shoulder of an upland lobate 

extension that slopes to the north at 3-7% toward a drainage area.  This landform is bisected by Madison Road, with a greater portion of the upland 

summit found to the south.  The plotted location only has a small portion of relatively level landform remaining (1-3% slope) suitable for a 

structure to exist, with the greatest potential being in and/or near the existing ROW.  The landform north of Madison Road appears to have been 

agriculturally developed in the past, but has recently become fallow.  The ground cover consists largely of mixed grass and vegetation (invasive 

plant species).  There are no visible remains of a school once existing at the location, including no evidence of a basement that was described as 

originally existing with the school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There is a gated access drive to the field just east of where the school would have 

likely stood.  The Tollefson School was moved to the Gerald Bakken farm in the early 1960s to be used as a granary (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

Landform Upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: ca. early 1960s | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/19/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/19/12).

ID:  098-09-01-02

Location SW, SW, SE,  Sec. 10, T98N,  R9W  |  N: 4796219   E: 589789 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Rural residences/Farmsteads located to the south and east

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Madison District 1

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field; prairie grass

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1875 Andreas, and the 1886 and 1905 plat maps.  There 

is no clearly visible school structure in the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images, which makes precisely locating where the original structure once 

stood difficult.  Based on the plat map depictions (1875, 1905, and 1915), the school was located just northeast of the T-intersection of what is 

currently referred to as Happy Hollow Road and Madison Road.  The investigated site area currently is found on what appears to be upland 

shoulder slope (1-3%) that slopes to the east toward a perennial stream that feeds the Upper Iowa River to the southeast.  The investigated location 

is agriculturally developed and currently composed of corn field with rural residences/farmsteads located to the south and east.  There were no 

observed remains from the existing ROW relating to a structure once existing within the site area, although the depicted school location near the T-

intersection is somewhat square in appearance and fairly level (0-2%).  It is unknown if this is related to a structure once existing at the site area or 

results from improvements made to the existing roads/ROW's.  Regardless, it seems reasonable enough to include as potential evidence of a 

structure once existing at the site area considering the landform with which it is found.  Both the 1930s and the 1950s aerial images depict a few 

older-growth trees along Happy Hollow Road at the plotted...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1905 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

The plotted school location is somewhat square in shape and fairly level (0-2%) in relation to the surrounding landform(s).  It is 

unknown if this is related to a former structure.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/09/12).

ID:  098-09-01-03

Location SW, SW, SE,  Sec. 11, T98N,  R9W  |  N: 4796246   E: 591383 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-09-01-03Printed: 11/09/12 Page A222



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A two-stall steel garage/shed is located to the south/southwest of the school, while a small storage shed is found to the west.

SHPO 96-00270Name Knutson School Township Madison District 2

Other Names

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):Original site; good

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; scattered trees

                          The Knutson School is frame structure with a gable roof that is found north/northwest of the T-intersection of 250th Street and 

270th Avenue.  The east-facing school is currently utilized as a private residence.  The investigated site area rests on what appears to be a small, 

upland lobate extension (knoll) that gently slopes (2-4%) to the west. There is a strong possibility that this landform has been disturbed.  The 

current structure location is relatively flat (1-3%) and consists of manicured lawn and mixed trees lining the west and south perimeters of the rural 

lot.  There is a steel two-stall garage/shed found to the south/southwest of the school, in addition to a small storage shed found to the west.  The 

structure appears to have new siding, in addition to a new metal roof.  The east wall also appears to have recently had an enclosed entry-way 

addition over, and to the north, of where the original entrance door was located.  A recently constructed wood porch has also been added to the 

south wall where a bay window was once found toward the center of the structure (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The building has a cement block 

foundation with a full basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Some of the window openings on the structure have been covered and/or reduced 

(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The brick chimney once located about six feet in from the east wall at the roof peak has since been removed.  This 

chimney was described as appearing to be original to the school structure...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland lobate extension

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Fair to poor Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/09/12).

ID:  098-09-02-01

Location SE, SE, SW,  Sec. 17, T98N,  R9W  |  N: 4794614   E: 586504 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-09-02-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A224



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is found to the north and is the property where the Gilbertson School was moved to in 1964.

SHPO 96-00264Name Gilbertson School Township Madison District 2

Other Names

Condition Moved | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Alfalfa; pasture grass

                          The Gilbertson School was originally located north of 270th Street and just west of its intersection with 270th Avenue.  There are 

no plat map depictions of this school location (1886, 1905, and 1915), but the school is clearly visible standing at its original site in the 1930s and 

1950s aerial images.  The original site area is found on what appears to be a portion of upland shoulder slope (1-3%) that slopes to the south toward 

an upland intermittent drainage that eventually feeds into Ten Mile Creek to the south/southeast.  The site area represents a portion of the landform 

most suitable for containing a structure along 270th Street, as moderately sloping sideslope (5-7%) is found to the east and west.  The site area is 

currently composed of alfalfa, with pasture grass found just to the east that is utilized for beef cattle associated with the farmstead/rural residence 

located to the north along 270th Avenue.  The investigated school located, based on the aerial images (1930s and 1950s), is actually fairly level (0-

2%) although no structure remains were observed.  It appears that recent improvements have been to the existing ROW of 270th Avenue directly 

south of the site area, with extensive disturbances occurring in the form of removed soil.  A new gravel access drive was constructed just 

west/southwest of the site area that leads to two grain silos east of the original school location that are also of recent construction.  The Gilbertson 

School originally faced to the south...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: 1964 | Last Visible: 1970s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/19/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/19/12).

ID:  098-09-02-02

Location SE, SE, SW,  Sec. 5, T98N,  R9W  |  N: 4797771   E: 586423 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-09-02-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A226



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Madison District 2

Other Names Possible alternate location to the Tollefson School

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          This Madison Township school location is based off depictions in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  It is considered to be an 

alternate location to the Tollefson School since it is in the same township with the same district number (2).  The plotted location appears to be on a 

combination of footslope and toeslope west of 270th Avenue that is associated with an upland landform whose summit is located to the north.  The 

landform is steeply sloping (9-12%) toward Ten Mile Creek to the south before the landform levels out at the gently sloping (1-3%) footslope.  The 

relatively flat terrain at the plotted school location represents a good potential for containing a former structure.  The area is agriculturally 

developed with corn field at the site area and soybean field just to the south.  A gravel access drive south of the investigated site area leads to 

farmstead/rural residence located to the west.  There were no observed remains.

Landform Upland footslope and toeslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1915 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/09/12).

ID:  098-09-02-03

Location SE, SE, NW,  Sec. 8, T98N,  R9W  |  N: 4797007   E: 586500 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-09-02-03Printed: 11/09/12 Page A228



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Several farmsteads/rural residences are found to the northwest and southwest.

SHPO 96-00273Name Wagner School Township Madison District 3

Other Names Bergan School

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; fair

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field; mowed grass

                          The Wagner School, also known as the Bergan School, was originally located just northeast of the T-intersection of 230th Street 

and 270th Avenue prior to being razed.  There are no plat map depictions of this school location (1886, 1905, and 1915), but the school is clearly 

visible standing at its original site in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images.  Originally, 270th Avenue ran slightly to the northeast so that it was found 

north of the school before returning to a northwest running direction as shown in the 1930s aerial image.  But the road was later altered to its 

current position, running slightly to the northwest, as shown in the 1950s aerial image.  The original site area is found on a portion of broad upland 

summit (0-2%) that is currently composed of corn field.  The Wagner School was a frame structure with a gable roof that faced to the west and had 

a small enclosed entrance area with a south facing door (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Three sets of windows were found on the south and north 

elevations, with a set of basement windows beneath these windows (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A chimney was located about six feet in from the 

west edge at the peak of the roof, and a four step entry lead to the entrance door (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Johnson investigation (1985-

1986) listed the Wagner (Bergan) School as being vacant and in fair condition, indicating that the owners had serious interest in keeping the 

structure.  There appears to be an access drive composed of mowed...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1982-1985/1986 | Last Visible: 1980s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/19/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/19/12).

ID:  098-09-03-01

Location SW, SE, SW,  Sec. 29, T98N,  R9W  |  N: 4791353   E: 586219 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-09-03-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A230



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is located to the east.

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Madison District 3

Other Names Possible alternate location to the Gilbertson School or the Wagner School

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Soybean field

                          The original location of this school is based solely off of all the available plat maps (1875 Andreas, 1886, 1905, and 1915), as it is 

not present in any of the aerial images which makes defining its precise location difficult.  The current location of this Madison Township school 

appears to be east of 270th and north of a private access drive to a farmstead/rural residence located to the east.  The investigated site area is found 

on a portion of gently sloping (1-3%) shoulder slope onto sideslope (2-4%) of an upland landform that slopes to the south toward an intermittent 

drainage.  There were no observed structure remains at the plat map depicted location (1875 Andrea, 1886, 1905, 1915), although the site area does 

possess potential for containing a former structure given the gentle slope of the landform.  The ground cover consisted of corn field at the time of 

investigation.  The current landowner to the east has heard of a school existing within the investigated site area, but has not seen any evidence of 

this structure himself (personal correspondence 7/9/2012).

Landform Upland shoulder and sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1915 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/09/12).

ID:  098-09-03-02

Location SW, SW, NE,  Sec. 29, T98N,  R9W  |  N: 4792171   E: 586621 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-09-03-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A232



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A private residence with associated structures now occupy the original school location.

SHPO 96-00271Name White Hill School Township Madison District 4

Other Names Dibbs School

Condition Unknown | Unknown; no evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; fair

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; gravel

                          The White Hill School, also known as the Dibbs School, was originally located on the summit (0-2%) of an upland landform that 

was truncated by Highway 9.  The structure was standing at its original site during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), being described as a 

frame gable roof building that faced to the north, with three sets of windows on the west and east walls.  A brick chimney was located on the peak 

of the roof near the north end of the structure, with the school being built with about three courses of block above the ground surface to allow light 

into the basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Additionally, the school had a small enclosed entrance area with a north window and a east-facing 

door (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure was vacant and in fair condition with little to no modern alterations during the Johnson 

investigation (1985-1986).  Today, the original White School no longer exists and has been replaced by a private residence with an attached garage 

and a shed located northwest of the house.  The landform that the school originally located on has since been heavily disturbed and largely "carved" 

out to give a basin-like appearance.  However, a small portion of the original landform appears to still be intact near the ROW of Highway 9 where 

the school appears to have originally been located.  The current ground cover consists of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, and gravel access 

drives/parking areas.  There were no observed remains of the original...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1990s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/09/12).

ID:  098-09-04-01

Location NE, NE, NW,  Sec. 26, T98N,  R9W  |  N: 4792989   E: 591264 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00272Name Drew School Township Madison District 4

Other Names

Condition Moved | Unknown | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Standing grove

Ground Cover Deciduous trees; underbrush

                          It is difficult to determine the precise original location and landform position of the Drew School given the dense deciduous tree 

and underbrush cover throughout the area.  It appears that the structure resided west of 255th Avenue on upland toeslope found to the east of an 

upland drainage area.  The general terrain within the standing grove appears to be fairly level (1-3%), potentially associated with gently sloping 

upland footslope.  There are a few very small "bumps" of disturbed soil covered in dense underbrush that may or may not be associated with the 

school.  The Drew School originally faced the south and had a cement block wall basement with a furnace at the site location.  Although the plotted 

site area appears to be slightly disturbed, it is difficult to precisely determine if any visible remains are present given the very low ground surface 

visibility.  A roll of wire fence of unknown origin was observed at the plotted school location.  In regards to the standing tree grove, a large portion 

of the northern section (approximately one third of the entire grove) of the trees have been removed since the most recent aerial photograph (2010).  

Mixed grass/vegetation is now present at this location, with a new, large gravel access drive recently being added to where the removed trees once 

stood.  This area of recent disturbance appears to be north of the plotted school site location.  The Drew School was moved in the early 1960s to the 

Drew property located approximately...(See Full Comments)

Landform Unknown; upland footslope (?)

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: ca. early 1960s | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown; a few small "bumps" of what appear to be disturbed soil covered by underbrush are present that may contain potential 

structure remains.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/19/12).

ID:  098-09-04-02

Location SE, SE, NE,  Sec. 28, T98N,  R9W  |  N: 4792197   E: 588992 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is located to the north where the school was actually moved to.

SHPO 96-00275Name Frana School Township Madison District 5

Other Names Forester School

Condition Moved | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Frana School, also referred to as the Forester School, was originally located northeast of the T-intersection of 240th Avenue 

and Dry Run Road.  It appears that the structure was found on the shoulder (1-3%) slope onto the gently sloping (3-5%) sideslope of an upland 

landform that slopes to the east and south.  The investigated site area is composed of corn field and appears to be partially disturbed by the existing 

ROW composed of mixed grass.  A fence line running along 240th Avenue has a couple of shrubs/bushes at the site area that do not conform with 

the surrounding vegetation.  Additionally, a few concrete fragments were observed in the ROW along with a couple of limestone fragments in the 

field.  The school building had a stone foundation and full basement at its original location, but these features were not observed by this 

investigation.  The Frana School, which originally faced to the south, was moved approximately one half of a mile to the northeast in 1974 or 1975.

Landform Upland shoulder and sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: 1974 or 1975 | Last Visible: 1970s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

A few concrete fragments were observed in the existing ROW and a few limestone fragments were observed in the agricultural 

field at the investigated school location.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/09/12).

ID:  098-09-05-01

Location SW, SW, NE,  Sec. 35, T98N,  R9W  |  N: 4790636   E: 591446 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Several farmsteads/rural residences are found to the west.

SHPOName Hovden School Township Lincoln District 1

Other Names

Condition Razed | Strong evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Pasture grass; few scattered deciduous trees

                          The Hovden School is a razed structure that was located just northwest of the T-intersection of 315th Avenue and A46.  The site 

area is found on gently sloping (2-4%) upland sideslope  that increases in slope (3-7%) to the north and west  where an intermittent drainage is 

found that flows west toward the Turkey River.  The actual school location, however, is very level (0-2%) terrain and appears to have potentially 

been artificially-leveled at some point, perhaps in relation to the school's construction.  The site area is presently composed of pasture grass with a 

few scattered deciduous trees.  There are no plat map depictions of a school at the investigated site area, but the Hovden School is visible in the 

aerial images as an east/west facing structure with two privy structures north of the structure.  Based on when the 1960s and 1970s aerial images 

were taken, it would appear that the school was razed sometime between 1964 (7/26) and 1971 (7/29).  This date is likely closer to 1971, since the 

remnants of a foundation area are clearly visible in the 1970s image.  Today, there are still foundation remains where the school once stood.  Four 

very shallow wall remnants can be seen that barely extend past the ground surface level, with soil largely filling in and around the former 

foundation.  There is a small portion of the south wall that extends past the ground surface level and appears to consist of concrete.  The north and 

south walls are longer than the east and west walls,...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1964-1971 | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Portions of the original foundation walls of the Hovden School can still be seen at the site area, although they are largely buried by 

the current ground surface.  A small, square concrete pad with a water pump is found at the SE corner.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (10/24/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (10/24/12).

ID:  098-10-01-01

Location SE, SE, SE,  Sec. 16, T98N,  R10W  |  N: 4794503   E: 579268 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-10-01-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A240



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A structure is visible in the aerial images just west of the plotted school location that is no longer present today.

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 (Hovden School) Township Lincoln District 1

Other Names Hovden School

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1905 and 1915 plat maps.  This investigated site area is 

found just north of A46 in an agricultural field currently composed of corn.  The 1905 and 1915 plat map depictions indicate that the school was 

located just west of a former road that ran to the north from A46.  This former road is no longer present today but is shown in the 1930s and 1950s 

aerial images based on a visible tree line.  No structure is visible in any of the aerial images at the plotted school location, although a structure does 

appear just to the west in the 1950s through the 1990s aerial images.  This structure is no longer standing and its purpose is unknown, although it 

was not a school given its absence from the 1930s aerial image.  The site area is found on a portion of gently sloping upland footslope (1-3%) that 

slopes to the northwest/west toward an intermittent drainage that empties into the Turkey River to the southwest just across A46.  The site area 

appears to be very level (0-2%), particularly toward the intermittent drainage to the west and in the vicinity of the structure visible in the 1950s 

through the 1990s aerial images.  This appears to be the result of artificial disturbance as the landscape does not conform to the natural progression 

of the upland landform.  There is a gravel access drive leading from A46 to the site area and it is unknown if this is originally associated with the 

school.  There were no observed...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland footslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1915 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (10/28/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (10/28/12).

ID:  098-10-01-02

Location SE, SE, SW,  Sec. 16, T98N,  R10W  |  N: 4794502   E: 578473 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-10-01-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A242



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Lincoln District 1

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Open land; agricultural

Ground Cover Prairie grass; soybean field

                          This investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1886 plat map.  This investigated site area is found just 

northeast of the T-intersection of A46 and a private driveway leading to a farmstead found to the south.  The school location is also plotted just east 

of a fence line that runs to the north that is no longer present today but visible in the aerial images.  The site area is found on a portion of gently 

sloping upland shoulder slope (1-3%) that slopes to the south/southeast toward an intermittent drainage that empties into the Turkey River to the 

south/southwest.  None of the aerial images show a structure at the plotted site location, which makes precisely identifying where the potential 

school structure once stood difficult.  The investigated site area is currently composed of prairie grass with soybean field found just to the west.  

There are two access drives leading from A46 toward the plotted school location, with one found directly north of the private driveway that leads to 

the soybean field and one to the east that does not appear to be recently utilized.  There were no observed remains related to a former structure 

observed from the existing ROW of A46.  The investigated site area is considered a potential alternate location t the Hovden School, since the 

locations share the same district number (1) and are within close proximity.  The Hovden School represents a unique scenario of a school 

potentially having multiple alternate locations....(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1886 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/09/12).

ID:  098-10-01-03

Location SW, SE, SW,  Sec. 15, T98N,  R10W  |  N: 4794521   E: 579725 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor

Printed: 11/09/12 Page A243



Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-10-01-03Printed: 11/09/12 Page A244



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is located just to the east.

SHPOName Beucher School Township Lincoln District 2

Other Names

Condition Razed | Unknown | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural; rural residence

Ground Cover Pasture grass; manicured lawn; few scattered trees

                          The location of the Beucher School is based off plat map depictions (1886, 1905, and 1915) and aerial images.  However, it is 

difficult to determine the precise location of the school since no definitive structure is clearly visible in the aerial images in the forested area west of 

the farmstead/rural residence that still exists today.  An access drive that may have potentially led to the school from Highway 9 is visible but is no 

longer present in the ROW.  The current location is found between what appear to be two small, shallow upland landforms on a combination of 

upland shoulder and sideslope that are gently sloping (1-4%) toward the highway.  The area is composed of pasture grass, manicured lawn, and a 

few scattered trees that are primarily older-growth and deciduous (oak).  There were no observed remains from the existing ROW, although 

immediate access to the site area was not pursued.  Based on the dates of when the 1950s and 1960s aerial images were taken, it appears that the 

Beucher School was razed sometime between 1952 (7/4) and 1964 (7/26).

Landform Upland shoulder and sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1952-1964 | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown; none

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (04/07/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/09/12).

ID:  098-10-02-01

Location NW, SW, SE,  Sec. 4, T98N,  R10W  |  N: 4797929   E: 578530 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-10-02-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A246



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is found to the north/northeast.

SHPO 96-00277Name Lincoln Valley School Township Lincoln District 3

Other Names Samec School

Condition Moved | Strong evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Pasture grass; deciduous trees

                          The Lincoln Valley School, also known as the Samec School, was originally located just north of the T-intersection of 335th 

Avenue and Madison Road.  Today, a clearly visible, well-intact foundation remains at the original site location.  This foundation appears to be of 

concrete and faces to the west.  In fact, Steve Johnson documented that the original structure at the location had a poured cement wall basement 

with a cement block foundation (1985-1986).  No cement blocks were observed at the site area, although the concrete wall basement still remains 

that rises approximately 1-2 meters above the ground surface.  The foundation itself appears to have been built "into" the sideslope (3-5%) of a 

large upland landform that slopes to the north/northeast at the location.  Clearly visible from the ROW are concrete steps that lead to a concrete 

entrance pad that connects with the main foundation/basement walls.  In regards to the entrance pad, this was likely where the small open porch 

was centrally located on the west elevation as mentioned in the Steve Johnson site form (1985-1986).  This entrance area had windows on either 

side of the door.  Presently, it appears that a portion of the south wall of the basement has collapsed in (and is in a state of continued deterioration), 

with the remaining foundation/basement still relatively intact.  The site area is currently under pasture grass with deciduous trees scattered 

throughout the area.  The Lincoln Valley School was moved in 1965...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: 1965 | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions 32' 4'' × 28'

Remnants 

Visible

A concrete foundation/basement area that faces to the west is present at the original school location that is still largely intact.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (04/07/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/09/12).

ID:  098-10-03-01

Location SW, SW, SW,  Sec. 8, T98N,  R10W  |  N: 4796101   E: 576126 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent

Printed: 11/09/12 Page A247



Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-10-03-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A248



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A small grain bin/silo with a natural gas tank is within the rural lot.

SHPOName Pleasant View School Township Lincoln District 4

Other Names

Condition Razed | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Rural lot

Ground Cover Mowed grass/alfalfa; older-growth deciduous trees; miscellaneous farm equipment

                          The original location of the Pleasant View School is currently a rural lot of unknown function that is found on the broad summit of 

a relatively shallow, gently sloping upland landform.  The area is north of 230th Street and is currently composed of mixed grass and alfalfa that is 

mowed.  Older-growth deciduous trees line the north and east perimeter of the rural lot with miscellaneous farm equipment/rubble located within 

this perimeter.  A small grain bin/silo is found at the plotted site location today with a natural gas tank located just east of the structure.  There is a 

water pump, appearing to be of some antiquity, perched on a small concrete pad found near where the south-facing school entrance would have 

been.  It is unknown if this water pump was originally associated with the school.  An access drive with a light covering of gravel runs to the north 

into the rural lot just east of the water pump.  There is a relatively "square", level (0-2%) area located adjacent and just north of the water pump that 

rises very slightly in elevation.  This is potentially where the school may have been located, with this area having a curiously high proportion of 

alfalfa growing within the mixed grass cover.  There appears to be a pile of "rubble" consisting of concrete, limestone, and field stone found at the 

edge of the tree line along the north perimeter of the rural lot.  It is unknown if these remains are associated with the Pleasant View School.  Based 

on the dates provided by...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1971-1982 | Last Visible: 1970s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

There is a relatively square, level area where the school was likely located.  A water pump found on a small concrete pad is to the 

south of this location and a debris pile composed of concrete fragments, limestone, and fieldstone is to the north.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/09/12).

ID:  098-10-04-01

Location SW, SW, SE,  Sec. 29, T98N,  R10W  |  N: 4791258   E: 576929 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-10-04-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A250



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00279Name Wemark School Township Lincoln District 5

Other Names

Condition Moved | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Wemark School was originally located north of 230th Street on the summit (0-2%) of a broad, shallow upland landform that is 

gently sloping throughout the immediate area.  However, it appears that this landform has had its landscape modified for agricultural purposes (i.e. 

artificial drainage) outside of the site area, with exposed soil found south of 230th Street.  There are no visible remains at the school location 

outside of a grass-covered access drive that leads directly to the site location.  This access drive appears to coincide with the one original to the 

school that is visible in the aerial images.  Just north of this access drive there is  a slight rise in elevation in the corn field, although it is unknown if 

this is the result of the Wemark School once existing at the location.  The school was described as having a stone foundation without a basement, 

and a well at the site location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There is no clearly visible evidence of this today.  Based on the aerial images, there is a 

high likelihood that the original site area was disturbed due the ROW/improvements of 230th Street.  The Wemark School was moved into Decorah 

in the early 1960s to be used as a private residence and is the only known school of Winneshiek County to be moved into the Decorah community 

for this purpose (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s | Last Visible: 1930s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/09/12).

ID:  098-10-05-01

Location SE, SE, SW,  Sec. 26, T98N,  R10W  |  N: 4791297   E: 581597 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-10-05-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A252



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00278Name Haga School Township Lincoln District 6

Other Names

Condition Moved | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field; alfalfa

                          The Haga School of Lincoln Township was located on what appears to be the gently sloping shoulder onto sideslope (3-5%) of a 

small upland landform that is currently under a combination of corn field and alfalfa east of W14 (Pole Line Road).  A gravel-covered access drive 

leads to the site location where a relatively level area (1-3%) appears to have been slightly "carved" into the upland sideslope.  This is the probable 

foundation location of where the Haga School was once located.  Outside of this, there were no other visible remains.  The Haga School was moved 

to the Vern Hovden farm to the south in the 1960s where it continues to face west as it did at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

Landform Upland shoulder and sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: 1960s | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

A gravel access drive leads to a relatively level area (1-3%) that appears slightly carved into the upland sideslope and is a potential 

foundation location.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/09/12).

ID:  098-10-06-01

Location SW, NW, NW,  Sec. 12, T98N,  R10W  |  N: 4797405   E: 582549 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-10-06-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A254



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Due to the original location being on a farmstead, a private residence and numerous outbuildings surround the plotted site location

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Lincoln District 6

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; older-growth evergreen trees; gravel; concrete

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  There is not a 

visible structure in the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images that is definitively a school structure, but this is difficult considering the plotted 

school location is within an existing farmstead.  The lack of a definable school structure in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s) also makes 

precisely locating where the original structure once stood difficult.  Based on the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions, the school was 

located just east of what is currently referred to as W14.  The investigated site area currently is found on what appears to be gently sloping upland 

sideslope (3-5%) that slopes to the north/northeast toward an upland intermittent drainage.  The investigated location is chosen based not only on 

its 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions, but also due to a curious aspect of the farmstead property.  At the approximate plotted school 

location within the property of the farmstead is a standing grove of older-growth evergreen trees that form a line at the north and south perimeters.  

The aerial images (1930s and 1950s) seem to indicate that evergreen trees completely encompassed the location.  The fact that the evergreen 

formed a perimeter at the location would seem to indicate a structure or structures were located in the center.  However, field investigation of the 

site area only revealed what appears to be a storage shed found...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1886 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

The investigated site area has a curious perimeter of older-growth evergreen trees and an encompassing access drive that are visible 

in the aerial images.  This would seem to indicate a structure once existed near the projected school location.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (10/28/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (10/28/12).

ID:  098-10-06-02

Location SW, SW, NW,  Sec. 12, T98N,  R10W  |  N: 4796965   E: 582576 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-10-06-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A256



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The Ridgeway Elementary School is an addition to the west/southwest corner and south walls.  Numerous private residences 

surround the school structure.

SHPOName Ridgeway Independent School Addition Township Lincoln District 11

Other Names Ridgeway Independent School; Ridgeway Elementary School

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; asphalt; concrete; scattered mixed trees

                          This investigated structure represents what appears to be an addition to the Ridgeway Independent School, as the building does not 

appear to be depicted in the 1886 and 1905 plat maps.  This school appears in the aerial images in its current location between County Street and 

South Street in Ridgeway, Iowa, with what is considered to be the original Ridgeway Independent School found to the west and attached at their 

east and west walls respectively.  It is not known for certain if the joined structure to the west that is visible in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images is 

the same structure depicted in the 1886 and 1905 plat maps.  Regardless, it appears that the structure was razed sometime between 1964 (7/26) and 

1971 (7/29) based on the dates for the 1960s and 1970s aerial images.  The structure was replaced by the Ridgeway Elementary School which still 

stands today.  The addition visible throughout the aerial images that continues to stand today is attached to the Ridgeway Elementary School at its 

south wall and toward the southwest corner of it's west wall.  This addition has a square floor plan and appears to be several stories high.  It is of 

red brick construction with what appears to be a concrete foundation.  Seven windows are located along the north wall and one window is found 

near the southeast corner of the structure.  An entrances is found near the northwest corner of the building and an exit is below the window found 

near the southeast corner.  The roof of the building...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Ridgeway Elementary School addition: 1964-1971 | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent to fair Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure; there is a small, square concrete pad near the north wall that has metal bolts found at the corners that would 

indicate that it previously supported an unknown object.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (10/24/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (10/24/12).

ID:  098-10-11-01

Location NW, SE, NE,  Sec. 23, T98N,  R10W  |  N: 4793997   E: 582138 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-10-11-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A258



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The Ridgeway Elementary School is currently standing at the approximate original location of the Ridgeway Independent School.  

Private residences surround the location.

SHPOName Ridgeway Independent School Township Lincoln District 11

Other Names Ridgeway Elementary School

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; asphalt; concrete; scattered mixed trees

                          The Ridgeway Independent School location is based on 1886 and 1905 plat map depictions of a school structure between South 

Street and County Street in Ridgeway, Iowa.  Aerial images show this school structure with an addition to the east that is still standing today.  It is 

unknown if this addition is original to the Ridgeway Independent School, as it does not appear to be depicted in the 1886 and 1905 plat maps.  

According to the aerial images, it appears that the original Ridgeway Independent School was razed sometime between 1964 (7/26) and 1971 

(7/29), based on the dates of the 1960s and 1970s aerial images.  The 1970s aerial image, in particular, shows the plat map (1886 and 1905) 

depicted school being replaced by the Ridgeway Elementary School that still stands today.  This brick structure no longer operates as a school and 

it is unknown of the buildings current function.  There was no observed evidence of the original Ridgeway Independent School, although it is 

unknown if the structure visible in the 1960s aerial image is original to the plat map (1886 and 1905) depicted school that was replaced by the 

Ridgeway Elementary School.  The investigated site area is fairly level (0-3%) but likely disturbed due to its residential location.  The ground cover 

is currently composed of manicured lawn, a few scattered trees, concrete sidewalk, and asphalt parking areas located north and south of the 

structure.  There is a playground/recreational area found to the south/southeast that...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1964-1971 | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/09/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/09/12).

ID:  098-10-11-02

Location NE, SW, NE,  Sec. 23, T98N,  R10W  |  N: 4794017   E: 582117 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-10-11-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A260



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is located to the south.

SHPO 96-00287Name Sattre School Township Pleasant District 1

Other Names

Condition Standing | Poor | Johnson (1985):Original site; deteriorated

Land Use Rural lot; standing grove

Ground Cover Mixed grass; underbrush; deciduous trees

                          The Sattre School is a brick structure that currently faces the north and is found south of Sattre Ridge Road and west of a private 

driveway.  The building rests on the nearly level summit of a large upland landform.  Mixed grass predominately covers the site area to the north 

and east of the school, with thick underbrush surrounding the entire structure.  Younger growth deciduous trees are along the west and south walls 

of the school, with older-growth varieties located to the west and south.  The structure is of red brick construction with a gable roof and basement.  

It is difficult to confirm many of the school attributes described by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) due to the thick underbrush surrounding 

the structure.  It is clearly visible that the school is vacant and in poor condition due to continued deterioration.  It is evident that the current owner 

is performing no maintenance on the structure, with the east wall originally described as crumbling by Steve Johnson (1985-1986) now completely 

collapsed.  Due to the rapid deterioration, it is likely the school will soon perish without immediate attention.

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: ca. 1870s | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Fair Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure; scattered remains of the east wall (red brick) are found along the school.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/08/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/08/12).

ID:  099-07-01-01

Location NW, NW, SW,  Sec. 14, T99N,  R7W  |  N: 4805292   E: 609348 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  099-07-01-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A262



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

There is an attached one-stall garage to the school structure.

SHPO 96-00281Name Bigler School Township Pleasant District 1

Other Names Ellingson School; Brick School (early reference)

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):Original site; excellent

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; asphalt; landscaped areas

                          The Bigler is a second generation school of the site area, being built in the late 1930s or early 1940s after the first brick school 

(south-facing) was torn down due to deterioration and poor heating (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Based on the dates of the 1930s and 1950s aerial 

images, it appears that the first school located a short distance to the east toward Old Bridge Road was replaced sometime between 1940 (9/12) and 

1952 (7/4).  This second generation Bigler School was "modernized" by including indoor plumbing and a kitchen for the school children (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  The current structure is a private residence with an attached one-stall garage to the west-facing wall.  It is of cement block 

construction that appears to have been recently resided along with fresh red shingles.  The roof has been altered on the west end with the original 

chimney-bell tower having been removed and replaced by a cinder block chimney (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The south-facing, open air entrance 

has cement steps and its own overhang supported by metal posts.  The residential lot is fenced off on the west and north sides from agriculturally 

developed land.  Evergreen hedges form the east and south perimeters of the lot, along with a few scattered older-growth deciduous trees.  This lot 

is found on level (0-2%) upland summit northwest of the intersection of Big Canoe Road and River Road.  A shallow, lawn-covered access "path" 

in the ROW of Old Bridge Road leads to the original location...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: early 1940s (1940-1952) | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Fair Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure; there are a few limestone slabs to the northeast in the ROW that appear to form a path, along with a shallow, 

lawn-covered access path to the south found near the intersection that leads to the school location.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/12/12).

ID:  099-07-01-02

Location SE, SW, NW,  Sec. 1, T99N,  R7W  |  N: 4808548   E: 611208 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent

Printed: 11/09/12 Page A263



Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  099-07-01-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A264



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The second Bigler School and current private residence is found on the same rural lot just to the west of the original school 

location.

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 (Bigler School) Township Pleasant District 1

Other Names Bigler School

Condition Razed | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; evergreen trees; few scattered deciduous trees

                          The original Bigler School was located closer to the intersection of Big Canoe Road and Old Bridge Road/River Road.  This 

investigated school site represents the location of the first Bigler School that is depicted in the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) and the 1930s 

aerial image.  The structure shown originally faced to the south and was adjacent to the Old Bridge Road and just northwest of its intersection with 

Big Canoe Road.  The site area is found a portion of upland summit (0-2%) and shoulder slope (1-3%), although a portion of the original site area 

may partially disturbed by the exiting ROW of Old Bridge Road.  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn, a few scattered older-

growth deciduous trees, and evergreens that form the south and east perimeter of the rural residence lot.  There is an access drive that appears to be 

more of a path that extends from Old Bridge Road through the existing ROW to where the first Bigler School stood.  This access drive is covered 

by manicured lawn and does not appear to be currently used for any purpose.  There is a strong possibility that this access drive is originally 

associated with the first Bigler School.  There is also a couple of limestone slabs in the existing ROW of Old Bridge Road that lead to the northeast 

corner of the rural residence lot.  It is unknown what purpose these limestone slabs served or if they are associated with the first Bigler School, but 

appear as if they served as some form of a path.  Judging...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Razed: 1940-1952 | Razed: 1940-1952 | Last Visible: 1930s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

There is a small, lawn-covered access drive along with a few limestone slabs in the ROW leading from Old Bridge Road to where 

the first Bigler School entrance and privy area was respectively.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/08/12).

ID:  099-07-01-03

Location SW, SE, NW,  Sec. 1, T99N,  R7W  |  N: 4808543   E: 611241 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Additions to east wall

SHPO 96-00282Name Leidahl School Township Pleasant District 2

Other Names

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):Original site; fair

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; asphalt

                          The Leidahl School is a red brick structure constructed in the 1870s that is located on the gently sloping (1-3%) footslope of a 

steeply sloping upland landform east of Echo Valley Road.  The Leidahl School is one of only two schools which are used seasonally as summer 

residencies (Steve Johnson, 1986).  During the current investigation, ongoing construction/renovations were being made to the east side (addition).  

The school rests on a combination of manicured lawn and landscaped terrain, with an asphalt entrance to the north of the structure.  The school 

itself appears to have been restored/renovated and in excellent condition.  The west-facing entrance has had slight modifications to the centrally 

located entrance door itself, and the removal of a sign that was once located above the door.  The roof appears to be restored and  reshingled, 

although the chimney once located near the west-facing entrance being removed.  There is a "bell" located just north of the driveway near the 

school in the lawn that is of an unknown origin, but seems to be from a church or school.  The gable roof originally had no bell tower according to 

the Steve Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  The structure currently appears to be a private residence with additions to the east wall of the 

school.  The school's owner was listed by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) as allowing the building to be used during the hunting season in 

exchange for improvements being made to the roof and soft red bricks....(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland footslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1870s | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Fair Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure; there is a metal (brass?) "bell" found along the driveway that may be originally associated with the school.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/08/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/08/12).

ID:  099-07-02-01

Location NW, SW, SW,  Sec. 3, T99N,  R7W  |  N: 4808012   E: 607675 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A standing privy area is near the northeast corner of the school, along with the St. John's Lutheran Church and playground to the 

east.

SHPO 96-00284Name Locust School Township Pleasant District 3

Other Names

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):Original site; NA

Land Use Non-residential; rural lot

Ground Cover Manicured lawn

                          The Locust School is a one-room structure of rubble ashlar that is of excellent condition and exterior integrity.  The school is 

found northeast of the intersection of Locust and Big Canoe roads on what appears to be the gently sloping (1-3%) shoulder slope of an upland 

landform that sideslopes in all directions .  A standing privy area is found near the northeast corner of the school, along with a playground and the 

St. John's Lutheran Church to the east.  The school itself is south-facing with a centrally located entrance door and an stepped, wooden entrance 

pad below the door.  The east and west walls both have three equally spaced windows, while the north wall has no openings.  The gable roof is 

composed of shingles, with a covered bell platform containing round-arched openings and a small hipped roof is found near the entrance (Klimesh. 

1978).  A brick chimney is also found near the north end of the school, which appears to have been originally located near the entrance end of the 

structure just behind the bell tower.  The Locust School is one of the earliest school buildings in Winneshiek County being built shortly after the 

village of Locust was first surveyed and settled in 1864 (Klimesh, 1978).  The school was in use every year until it closed in 1960, which is a 

record in Iowa for continuous service for the same building and location.  Several church groups used the school for a meeting place prior to the 

building of their own churches.  The "Locust Lane" post office...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1854 | Closed: 1960 | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent Dimensions 40' × 30'

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure; a playground area is found to the east.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/06/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/06/12).

ID:  099-07-03-01

Location SE, SE, NW,  Sec. 6, T99N,  R7W  |  N: 4808459   E: 603449 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

There are additions to the south, east, and north walls.  The north wall addition is advertised as the "Ellickson Studio and Gallery."  

A two-stall garage is at the north end of the north addition.

SHPO 96-00290Name Pleasant View School Township Pleasant District 4

Other Names Matter School

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Original site; good

Land Use Rural residence; commercial

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; deciduous trees

                          The Pleasant View School is found west of Middle Sattre Road and rests on the shoulder (1-3%) of a large upland landform that 

sideslopes (3-5%) west of the structure.  Currently, the ground cover around the school includes manicured lawn, landscaped areas, and deciduous 

trees throughout the lot, with older-growth varieties along the south and west perimeters.  The brick structure appears to currently be a private 

residence with a gable roof that faces the east.  The school still has a frame lean-to with a window on either side at the east entrance of the school.  

However, the roof has experienced alterations in only having a skylight on the south side, and no longer possessing the brick chimney that existed 

at the east end of the roof peak (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There are also substantial additions to the south and north walls of the school that 

possess their own individual east entrances.  In particular, the north addition is advertised as the "Ellickson Studio and Gallery," with a two-stall 

garage at the north end of the addition.  The original integrity of the school still appears to be fair on the exterior and the condition good despite the 

additions.  It is unknown if the owners have continued to re-use the wainscot on the interior and/or saved the old blackboards as described by the 

Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  In regards to the exterior lot, it is also unknown if the old outhouse is still on the grounds.

Landform Upland shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Fair Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/06/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/06/12).

ID:  099-07-04-01

Location NE, SW, NE,  Sec. 17, T99N,  R7W  |  N: 4805674   E: 605489 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00291Name Pleasant Valley School Township Pleasant District 5

Other Names Stone School

Condition Standing | Poor | Johnson (1985):Original site; deteriorated

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Alfalfa; underbrush; prairie grass; younger-growth deciduous trees

                          The Pleasant Valley School, also known as the Stone School, is a standing structure found on what appears to be an gently sloping 

(1-3%) upland footslope that leads to an alluvial floodplain of Canoe Creek to the east.  This location is just north of the Middle Sattre Road in 

Pleasant Township.  The site is found on an alfalfa field that had been recently cut at the time of the investigation; with prairie grass to the east 

toward the creek.  Immediately surrounding the school structure is underbrush, younger-growth deciduous trees, and prairie grass.  The structure 

itself is a stone gable roof building that primarily faces to the south (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This stone appears to be limestone, with the roof 

of the school completely collapsed in.  The Pleasant Valley School originally had a central door, with a set of three windows found on the west and 

east walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There is also a covered exterior entrance to the basement on the east side that is slightly off-set to the south 

(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Due to the thick ground cover surrounding the structure, no evidence of this was observed.   At the time of the Steve 

Johnson investigation (1985-1986) the corners of the structure appeared to be settling at different rates.  Again, this was difficult to determine due 

to the thick vegetation surrounding the school at the time of this investigation.  However, Mr. Johnson did indicate that this settling may have been 

the result of a basement being...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland footslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Fair to poor Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/06/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/06/12).

ID:  099-07-05-01

Location SW, SW, SE,  Sec. 19, T99N,  R7W  |  N: 4802847   E: 603703 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The Young farmstead/rural residence is to the south across the road.

SHPO 96-00309Name Larson School Township Pleasant District 5

Other Names Young School

Condition Moved | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Standing grove; forest

Ground Cover Deciduous trees; thick underbrush; mowed grass

                          The Larson School was located on the summit (0-2%) of a large upland landform that slopes to the south, located across the Canoe 

Ridge Road from the Young farm in which the school was moved to in the 1950s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The original site area appears to be 

a standing grove of deciduous trees and thick underbrush.  Older-growth deciduous trees are found along the west perimeter where a gravel access 

drive is found running to the north between the corn field and the former school location.  The remaining grove is mostly younger-growth 

deciduous trees and thick underbrush, making surface visibility very low.  There are no visible remains or indications of where the structure existed. 

There is an access path of mowed grass leading through the grove toward the original school location.

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: 1950s | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None; there is an access path composed of mowed grass that leads toward original school location.

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/12/12).

ID:  099-07-05-02

Location SW, SE, SW,  Sec. 32, T99N,  R7W  |  N: 4799745   E: 604976 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00308Name Daubney School Township Pleasant District 6

Other Names

Condition Standing | Poor | Johnson (1985):Original site; deteriorated

Land Use Standing grove

Ground Cover Deciduous trees; underbrush; prairie grass

                          The Daubney School is found west of Pleasant View Road on gently sloping (3-5%) sideslope of an upland landform covered by 

prairie grass to the south, west, and north.  The school is an east-facing stone (potentially of limestone slabs/blocks) building that has been stucco 

over.  This stucco has been scribed over to give the appearance of cement blocks (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The standing grove within which the 

school rests consists of deciduous trees, underbrush, and prairie grass.  A barbed-wire fence separates the school from the ROW along Pleasant 

View Rd.  The Daubney School is described as having a no basement, which is may be a result of it being closed in the late 1930s or early 1940s 

(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school continues to be in a deteriorating state, with the roof appearing to be completely collapsed in.  A large 

portion of the red brick chimney is still visible through the centrally located door at the east entrance.  Despite its poor condition, some of the 

original integrity still remains.  However, the owner does not appear to be maintaining the vacant school and immediate repair is required or the 

Daubney School will be completely lost.

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Closed: late 1930s or early 1940s | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Fair Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (10/24/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/06/12).

ID:  099-07-06-01

Location SE, NE, SW,  Sec. 28, T99N,  R7W  |  N: 4801718   E: 606904 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

An outbuilding/shed is located just east of the school.

SHPO 96-00307Name Paulson School Township Pleasant District 7

Other Names

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):Original site; fair

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; deciduous trees

                          The Paulson School exemplifies the ideal perception of the rural school, retaining excellent condition and integrity.  The school is 

found west of River Road and south of a private access drive, resting on a low alluvial terrace (0-2%) of a perennial stream that feeds Canoe Creek 

to the south.   However, the landform with which the school is found appears to have been potentially artificially "built-up" as it seems to be 1.5-2 

meters above the immediate surrounding ground level.  An intermittent upland drainage runs northeast to the southwest north of the school.  The 

Paulson School was originally a log building that was later taken down and replaced by a frame building (Mary Helgeson interview; Steve Johnson 

1985-1986).  Two outhouses were located to the northeast and a flag pole located near the entrance, with electricity not being wired into the 

building until the late 1950s (Mary Helgeson interview; Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The two outhouses no longer exist today, but the flagpole 

does.  Currently, the school faces to the southwest, with a concrete bridge going over the intermittent drainage located to the north.  The frame 

gable roof building still retains a stone foundation, along with the brick chimney on the east end of the roof and the bell tower on the west end of 

the roof.  The school is also described as possessing a basement with windows on the north and south elevations (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 

school and the bell tower appear to have been recently resided...(See Full Comments)

Landform Alluvial terrace

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: ca. 1872 | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent Dimensions 30' × 20'

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/08/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/08/12).

ID:  099-07-07-01

Location NE, SE, NE,  Sec. 27, T99N,  R7W  |  N: 4802521   E: 609313 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Numerous farm-related outbuildings and the rural residence are located within the site area.

SHPO 96-00311Name Richards School Township Pleasant District 7

Other Names

Condition Moved | Unknown | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; gravel; mixed trees; miscellaneous equipment

                          The original site location of the moved Richards School has been difficult to determine due to discrepancies between the plat map 

depictions (1886, 1905, and 1915) and aerial images.  The current projected school location is based of the fact that the land for the original site 

was purchased from Sam Richards (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school is not depicted in any of the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) and is 

difficult to precisely locate in the aerial images.  Correspondence with the current landowner could not be achieved, and nearby landowners were 

unaware of where the school originally existed.  The investigated site area is found at a rural residence located just east of the T-intersection of 

Beaver Dam Road and Lundy Bridge Road of Pleasant Township.  The location appears to have one time been a functioning farmstead given the 

farm-related outbuildings present and isolated areas of pasture grass.  The investigated site is on portions of upland sideslope that slopes to the 

southeast.  The area appears largely disturbed given the varying slopes (1-9%) and the presence of multiple access drives and outbuildings.  The 

projected Richards School location is covered by a combination of manicured lawn, gravel access drives, mixed trees that are primarily older-

growth, outbuildings, and scattered miscellaneous equipment.  There are no visual indications of a school once existing, although future landowner 

contact may resolve this.  There was an observed pile of limestone...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: late 1950s or early 1960s | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/12/12).

ID:  099-07-07-02

Location SE, NE, NE,  Sec. 35, T99N,  R7W  |  N: 4800977   E: 610829 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  099-07-07-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A282



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00334Name Pot Hollow School Township Canoe District 1

Other Names Headington School

Condition Moved | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Open land; agricultural

Ground Cover Pasture grass; deciduous trees; underbrush; prairie grass

                          The Pot Hollow School is a moved structure that was originally located south/southeast of Wagon Road.  The first Pot Hollow 

school was built in 1858 of stone but burned in 1919, with the second Pot Hollow school being moved just west of the Burr Oak School in Burr 

Oak, Iowa in the 1960s  (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The location for the Pot Hollow School is largely based on plat map depictions (1886, 1905, 

1915) and what appears to be a structure present in the 1950s and 1960s aerial images.  However, it is difficult to determine the precise location of 

the school due to the heavy tree cover present in the images and the lack of a definitive building.  The structure appears to have been located on a 

low, gently undulating (0-3%) terrace of a second order stream that feeds into the Upper Iowa River to the south.  The investigated site area is 

composed of pasture grass (for horses) and scattered deciduous trees.  The ROW and the immediate area to the northeast/east consists of prairie 

grass and mixed tree cover with thick underbrush.  The landscape in the plotted school location is somewhat incised due to alluvial activity.  A very 

small "bump" was observed near the plotted school location that appears artificial in its development and has a thin amount of scattered limestone 

in and around it.  These remains may be related to a former foundation area.  Additional remains may also exist within the small "bump" itself.    

There is a strong possibility that alluvial activity and road...(See Full Comments)

Landform Alluvial terrace

Significant 

Dates

First construction: 1858 | Second constructed: 1919 | Moved: 1960s | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Scattered limestone was observed within the investigated site area in and around a small "bump" that appears to be artificial in it's 

origin and may contain potential structure remains.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/06/12).

ID:  099-08-01-01

Location NE, SW, NW,  Sec. 32, T99N,  R8W  |  N: 4800602   E: 595156 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Brick School Township Canoe District 2

Other Names

Condition Razed | Unknown | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Standing grove

Ground Cover Deciduous trees; underbrush

                          The Brick School is a razed structure that was originally located just northwest of the intersection of Meadowlark Road and Middle 

Hesper Road.  The investigated site area is currently composed of deciduous trees and thick underbrush, making it difficult to accurately determine 

landform position and if any visible remains exist.  The general site area appears to relatively level (1-3%) despite being located on gently sloping 

upland sideslope (2-4%), and is set at a higher elevation then the Middle Hesper Road to the east.  Correspondence with a nearby landowner (Mr. 

Young; 8/12/2012) indicated that this school was a brick structure that had burned down at an unknown date.  Based on the dates for when the 

1950s and 1960s aerial images were taken, it appears that some form of disturbance occurs to the structure between 1952 (7/4) and 1964 (6/27).

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1952-1964 (?) | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/12/12).

ID:  099-08-02-01

Location SE, SE, SE,  Sec. 28, T99N,  R8W  |  N: 4801164   E: 598029 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  099-08-02-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A286



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Johnson School Township Canoe District 4

Other Names Barth School

Condition Razed | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural; open land

Ground Cover Prairie grass; alfalfa

                          The Johnson School, also known as the Barth School, was originally located west of Middle Hesper Road and south of 325th 

Street and a perennial stream.  The school location appears to be built into the gently (3-5%) to moderately (5-7%) sloping sideslope of a large 

upland landform that is currently under a combination of alfalfa and prairie grass to the west, south, and north.  Prairie grass with a few younger-

growth deciduous trees compose the immediate school location, with deciduous forest to the west/northwest.  There is a slight rise in elevation at 

the site location that is fairly level (1-3%) and clearly "square" in its form.  This feature represents where the school structure stood and may contain 

potential remains.  Based on the dates of the 1960s and 1970s aerial images, it appears that the Johnson School was razed sometime between 1964 

(6/27) and 1971 (7/31).

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1964-1971 | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

A slightly elevated area that clearly "square" in shape likely represents where the school once stood and may contain potential 

remains.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/06/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/06/12).

ID:  099-08-04-01

Location NW, SW, SW,  Sec. 11, T99N,  R8W  |  N: 4806216   E: 599607 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses Church currently stands at the approximate original location of the Willson School.  

Several trailer homes are found to the east, with a farmstead/rural residence to the southeast.

SHPO 96-00325Name Willson School Township Canoe District 5

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; good

Land Use Non-residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; limestone; scattered trees; gravel; concrete

                          The Willson School was one of the last schools to be built in Winneshiek County and was as a second-generation school that was 

described by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) as being constructed in the late 1930s or early 1940s.  This was in relation to an earlier fire that 

destroyed the first Willson School that stood a short distance to the northeast (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The subsequent Willson School was 

constructed after 1940 (9/08) which is when the 1930s aerial image was taken that shows the first Willson School and before 1952 (7/04) which is 

when the 1950s aerial image was taken that shows the second-generation Willson School.  The second school building was a cement block gable 

roof structure that had a centrally located entrance on the west wall and a basement door located off-centered on the south wall (Steve Johnson 

1985-1986).  The entrance door had steps and an open porch with a roof located over the entrance area (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school 

had no cross-lighting and had indoor plumbing along with other "modern" conveniences that were not associated with earlier schools (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  The Willson School was listed as standing at its original location during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) and being 

utilized as the Jehovah's Witnesses Church.  Today, the original school is no longer standing and has been replaced by the Kingdom Hall of 

Jehovah's Witnesses Church that is a southeast-facing brick structure.  Based on a plaque...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland footslope; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: early 1940s (1940-1952) | Razed (?): 1994 | Last Visible: 1990s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None; abundant limestone slabs of an unknown origin are throughout the investigated site area but cannot be definitively be 

associated with the Willson School.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/22/12).

ID:  099-08-05-01

Location NE, NE, SE,  Sec. 18, T99N,  R8W  |  N: 4805074   E: 594621 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Several trailer homes are found at the approximate original location with a private residence/farmstead found to the southeast and 

the Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses Church found to the west/southwest.

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 (Willson School) Township Canoe District 5

Other Names Willson School

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Forest; rural residence

Ground Cover Mixed trees; manicured lawn; gravel; limestone

                          The investigated site area represents the first Willson School that was depicted in the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) as existing 

east of Highway 52.  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that the school burned in the late 1930s or early 1940s.  However, the 

original Willson School is shown in the 1930s aerial image which was taken in 1940 (9/08), while the 1950s historical aerial image taken in 1952 

(7/04) shows the second-generation Willson School.  This would indicate that the original Willson School was razed sometime between 1940 and 

1952.  The investigated site area is found on what appears to be gently sloping upland footslope (1-3%) that slopes to the northwest/west toward an 

intermittent drainage.  However, the landform appears to be disturbed since it is quite level (0-2%) where several trailer homes are located and at a 

slightly higher elevation than where the Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses Church is located to the west/southwest.  A gravel driveway leads to 

where a trailer home rests where the approximate original school location was.  Abundant amounts of limestone slabs were observed throughout the 

area, particularly in landscaped areas around the church and compose several steps with a railing that lead from where the church is located up in 

elevation to where the trailer home is found.  There was also a small pile of bricks of unknown origin found at the north fence/tree line.  None of 

these remains can be definitively associated with the original...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland footslope; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Burned/razed: early 1940s (1940-1952) | Last Visible: 1930s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Limestone slabs and a small pile of bricks where observed within the immediate vicinity of the original school location but cannot 

be definitively associated with the Willson School.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (10/24/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (10/24/12).

ID:  099-08-05-02

Location NE, NE, SE,  Sec. 18, T99N,  R8W  |  N: 4805086   E: 594633 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00316Name Knoke School Township Canoe District 6

Other Names Oak Grove School; Baily Springs School; Maricle (or Miricle) School

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; fair

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Soybean; alfalfa

                          The original Knoke School location was found north of 337th Street on a portion of gently sloping upland shoulder slope (1-3%) 

and sideslope (3-5%).  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) listed the school as standing at its original site, consisting of a frame structure with a 

gable roof that faced to the south.  An entry room with a gable roof was centrally located on the south wall, while the exterior door had three small 

window lights over it (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The chimney was internally built and was located at the peak of the roof at the north wall (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  Three sets of windows were found on the east and west walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The foundation was of stone, with 

the school lacking a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The remains of a woodshed were described as existing north and east of the school.  

The Knoke School is no longer standing at its original location and its current status is unknown, although the structure remains standing in the 

1990s aerial image.  There were no observed remains were related to the woodshed or the school's foundation.   Trees appear to have recently been 

cleared that were located at the former school location based on aerial images.  There are areas of recent disturbance and exposed soil, along with 

scattered patches of grass.  The investigated site area rests on portions of alfalfa and soybean field.  A gravel access drive leads to the school 

location from 337th Street.

Landform Upland shoulder and sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1990s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None; there appears to be recent disturbances at the school location based on recently cleared trees and exposed soil.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/06/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/06/12).

ID:  099-08-06-01

Location SE, SW, NE,  Sec. 3, T99N,  R8W  |  N: 4808505   E: 598970 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  099-08-06-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A294



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is located to the south across the road.

SHPOName Sharp School Township Canoe District 7

Other Names

Condition Razed | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Sharp School is a razed structure that was originally located just northwest of the T-intersection of 300th Street and 211th 

Avenue.  The investigated site area is located on the level (0-2%) summit of an upland landform that is currently composed of corn field .  A rubble 

pile consisting of limestone slabs (many fragmented) and a few red brick fragments was observed at the edge of the field near 300th Street.  These 

remains appear to be related to a structure and could potentially result from the Sharp School being razed.  Based on the dates of when the 1970s 

aerial and the 1980s aerial images were taken, it appears that the school was razed sometime between 1971 (7/31) and 1982 (4/24).  A 

farmstead/rural residence is located just south of 300th Street.

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1971-1982 | Last Visible: 1970s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

A rubble pile consisting largely of limestone (slab) fragments and red brick were observed at edge of the field that appear to be 

related to a former structure at the location.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/06/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/06/12).

ID:  099-08-07-01

Location SE, SW, SE,  Sec. 20, T99N,  R8W  |  N: 4802744   E: 595934 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The Whispering Pines Cabin is found just to the north, in addition to a farmstead/rural residence.

SHPOName White School Township Canoe District 8

Other Names 4 Mile School

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Commercial; standing grove

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; evergreen trees; concrete

                          The White School, also known as the Four (4) Mile School, was originally located just northeast of the intersection of Canoe 

Ridge Road and Locust Road.  The plotted location of the school is found on level (0-2%) summit onto gently sloping (1-3%) shoulder slope of an 

upland landform that appears to have been artificially-leveled at some point within the investigated site area (flat; 0-2%).  Currently, this location is 

composed of evergreen trees and manicured lawn that appear to be associated with the Whispering Pines Cabin found just to the north.  A 

farmstead/rural residence is found north of the cabin structure.  There are no visible remains, although the site area is likely further disturbed due to 

a concrete driveway running through the projected school location from Canoe Ridge Road to the Whispering Pines Cabin.  Based on the dates for 

the 1960s and 1970s aerial images, it appears that the White School was razed sometime between 1964 (6/27) and 1971 (7/31).  This date is likely 

closer to 1971 given the faint appearance of a foundation area at the school location in the aerial image.

Landform Upland summit; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1964-1971 | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None; the investigated site area appears to be disturbed.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/06/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/06/12).

ID:  099-08-08-01

Location NW, NW, NE,  Sec. 35, T99N,  R8W  |  N: 4801095   E: 600563 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A rural residence is found across the road to the east.

SHPOName Turner School Township Canoe District 9

Other Names Thompson School; Carl School (1889-1891)

Condition Razed | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Turner School is a razed structure that was originally located just southwest of the intersection of 332nd Street and 218th 

Avenue.  The investigated site area is found on gently (3-5%) to moderately (5-7%) sloping upland sideslope of a landform that slopes to the south.  

The site area was composed of corn field at the time of investigation.  The plotted school location, however, is fairly level (1-3%) and appears to be 

indicative of once containing a structure.  A gravel access drive leads from 332nd Street to the school location.  Just south of this access drive 

within the investigated site area is what appears to be heavily disturbed and/or eroded soil, with exposed parent material at the surface.  It is 

unknown if this disturbance is related to the school being razed.  Additionally, there is an approximately 5 x 10 meter "bare" spot in the corn field 

at the approximate school location.  Based on when the 1960s and 1970s aerial images were taken, it appears that the Turner School was razed 

sometime between 1964 (6/27) and 1971 (7/31).  A rural residence is found to the east across 218th Avenue.

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1964-1971 | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

There appears to be disturbed soil (observed parent material exposed at the surface) found within the investigated site area, in 

addition to a bare spot within the corn field near the original school location.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/06/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/06/12).

ID:  099-08-09-01

Location NE, SE, SE,  Sec. 6, T99N,  R8W  |  N: 4807882   E: 594740 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

 A metal shed/garage area is located to the southwest, with private residences to the north and south.

SHPO 96-00330Name Springwater School Township Canoe District 11

Other Names

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Original site; good

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; asphalt; landscaped areas; mixed trees

                          The current location for the Springwater School is near the former village of the Springwater, a settlement formed by the Quakers 

that lasted until the mid-1870s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Springwater Cemetery and the Springwater Mill Stone are found to the south 

along, and west of, the Locust Road (W38).  The site area is found on what appears to be an level upland summit (0-2%), although the general area 

appears to be largely disturbed (artificially-leveled) due to property improvements/private residences.   The landform becomes steeply sloping 

sideslope (7-12%) immediately to the east.  The site area consists of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, an asphalt driveway, and mixed trees 

scattered throughout.  The Springwater School itself currently remains a private residence as was first described by the Johnson investigation (1985-

1986).  It is a cement block hip roof structure that has been sided over with additions on the north and south walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 

school also supposedly has a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Although in fair condition, the Springwater School has drastically had the 

original integrity lowered due to extensive renovations in converting the structure into a private residence.  The Springwater School is actually the 

third generation of schools in the immediate area.  The original school was closer to Canoe Creek but later burnt down, and the new site was 

located just south of the current school location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986)....(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: late 1930s or early 1940s | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Fair to poor Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/22/12).

ID:  099-08-11-01

Location NW, SE, NW,  Sec. 24, T99N,  R8W  |  N: 4803917   E: 601816 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  099-08-11-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A302



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 (Springwater School) Township Canoe District 11

Other Names Springwater School

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; scattered deciduous trees; private residence and associated outbuildings

                          The original Springwater School was located closer to Canoe Creek and was part of the former Springwater Village formed by 

Quakers that only lased until the mid-1870s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This investigated school site represents the second location of the 

Springwater School after the first one burned down.  This school location is depicted in the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) and the 1930s aerial 

image.  The second Springwater School was a frame structure that was located west of Locust Road (W38) and north of the Springwater Church 

and associated cemetery.  The site area is found on a portion of upland shoulder slope (1-4%) that slopes to the southeast toward an intermittent 

upland drainage and to the south toward Canoe Creek.  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, and scattered 

trees that are primarily older-growth deciduous varieties.  It appears that a garage/storage shed is now located at the approximate school location, 

with a private residence and associated garage/shed found just to the south.  Its difficult to accurately determine where the school stood, although 

the site area is likely disturbed to the recent construction activities, as many of the structures/private residences don’t begin to appear until after the 

1981 topographic map depiction and the 1990s aerial image.  There were no observed remains within the site area, but again this is difficult to 

determine given the recent disturbances in the area.  The second generation...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland shoulder; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: > mid-1870s | Burned/razed: late 1930s or early 1940s | Last Visible: 1930s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the south (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/22/12).

ID:  099-08-11-02

Location NW, SE, NW,  Sec. 24, T99N,  R8W  |  N: 4803874   E: 601806 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

There is a private residence at/near the original school location.

SHPO 96-00340Name Bluffton School Township Bluffton District 1

Other Names

Condition Moved | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; good

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; gravel; deciduous trees

                          The original location of the Bluffton School is found northeast of the end of West Ravine Road in Bluffton, Iowa.  The 

investigated site area is on gently sloping upland sideslope that slopes 5-7% north of the location, leveling out to 2-4% at the original school 

location.  Although the school was listed as existing on its original site by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), it has since been moved 

approximately 25 yards northeast of this location.  The school is raised up and rests on a man-made foundation.  The building now faces to the 

southwest, previously facing the west at its original location.  The structure originally had a basement, but there is no visual evidence of where this 

existed.  It is likely that the school was moved due to the construction of the private residence that currently exists near the original site area.  This 

residence is of recent origin, since it does not appear until after the 1990s aerial image.  The original school location is likely heavily disturbed due 

to the construction of this structure.  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn, with a gravel parking area for the private residence and 

a gravel access path leading to the moved Bluffton School from W Ravine Road.  Deciduous trees are found to the south and north.

Landform Upland sideslope; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: >1994 | Last Visible: 1990s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (10/24/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (10/24/12).

ID:  099-09-01-01

Location NE, SE, SE,  Sec. 9, T99N,  R9W  |  N: 4806160   E: 588300 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  099-09-01-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A306



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A large, elongated shed is south of the school and a smaller shed north of the school within the fenced area.  The function of these 

structures is unknown.

SHPO 96-00342Name Casey School Township Bluffton District 2

Other Names

Condition Standing | Excellent to fair | Johnson (1985):Original site; good

Land Use Rural lot

Ground Cover Mixed grass; mowed grass; gravel

                          The Casey School is found on a rural lot of unknown use that is located on what appears to be a portion of an upland toeslope 

located northwest of the intersection of the Bluffton and Scenic River roads.  The school is found on a very level portion of the landform (0-2%) 

that is fenced/gated off from the rest of the lot, with a separate shed located just to the north within the enclosure.  A larger, more elongated shed is 

located south of the school that is outside of the fenced area.  The function of these buildings is unknown.  The enclosure with which the school and 

the smaller shed are located consist of mixed grass, with trees lining the northwest corner of the rural lot to the north and west of the school.  The 

remaining ground cover for the lot is a combination of manicured grass and gravel-covered access areas.  The Casey School appears much as it did 

during the Steve Johnson report (1985-1986), being of stone construction that has been stucco over with three side windows on the west and east 

walls, along with an enclosed entry area that covers nearly one-half of the south wall.  However, the brick chimney located on the gable peak on the 

north end of the roof is no longer present.  The school currently faces the southeast and is still of exceptional condition and integrity.  It has also 

been documented that the interior of the school has been previously restored (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The current use of the school is 

unknown, although it appears to still be used...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland toeslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1854 | Closed: 1955-56 | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/06/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/06/12).

ID:  099-09-02-01

Location SE, SE, NE,  Sec. 26, T99N,  R9W  |  N: 4801915   E: 591587 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Private residencies to the north and northeast

SHPOName McCaffrey School Township Bluffton District 3

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Rural residence; standing grove

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; gravel; older-growth deciduous trees

                          The McCaffrey School is a razed structure that was originally located north of Hitching Post Road.  The investigated site area is 

located on level (0-2%) upland summit that is composed of manicured lawn and gravel access drives that lead to two private residences found to the 

north and northeast.  The presence of these two residences, along with the gravel access drives, would seem to indicate that the original site area of 

the school has been disturbed.  Older-growth deciduous trees nearly encompass the location, being found to the immediate west, north, and east. 

There were no observed remains of the former school structure.  Aerial images show the school within a densely forested area.  Based on the dates 

of when the 1960s and 1970s aerial images were taken, it appears that the McCaffrey School was razed sometime between 1964 (6/27) and 1971 

(7/31).

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1964-1971 | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/22/12).

ID:  099-09-03-01

Location SW, NW, NW,  Sec. 12, T99N,  R9W  |  N: 4807088   E: 591598 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A rural residence is located to the east across the road, with a farmstead/rural residence found to the south.

SHPOName Sexton School Township Bluffton District 4

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Alfalfa

                          The Sexton School is a razed structure that was originally located northwest of the intersection of 290th Street and W34 (Pole Line 

Road) on the summit (1-3%) of an upland landform composed of recently cut alfalfa at the time of investigation.  The landform slopes to the north 

and south.  A gravel access drive is located just south leading toward the original school location through the ROW that is composed of dense, 

prairie grass.  There were no observed remains, although the school location was difficult to investigate due to its distance away from the access 

drive and the existing wide ROW.  Based on the dates of the 1960s and 1970s aerial images, it appears that the Sexton School was razed sometime 

between 1964 (6/27) and 1971 (7/31).  This may be closer to the 1971 date, as the 1970s aerial image seems to the suggest the presence of a 

foundation area.

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1964-1971 | Last Visible: 1970s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/06/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/06/12).

ID:  099-09-04-01

Location SE, SE, SE,  Sec. 30, T99N,  R9W  |  N: 4800996   E: 585167 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead is located to the east across Cattle Creek Road.

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 2 Township Burr Oak District 4

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Alfalfa

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1886 plat map of structure located just north of the township line 

of Burr Oak and Bluffton.  There are no clearly visible structures in the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images, which makes precisely locating 

where the original structure once stood difficult.  Based on the 1886 plat map depiction, the school was located just west of what is currently 

referred to as Cattle Creek Road and north of an existing fence line running to the west.  The site area is found on a combination of gently sloping 

upland shoulder slope (1-3%) and moderately sloping upland sideslope (5-7%), although it is difficult to determine the precise landform position 

without visual verification from the aerial images (1930s, 1950s, and 1990s).  The upland landform slopes to the west and northwest toward an 

intermittent drainage that feeds into Cold Water Creek to the northeast, which empties into the Upper Iowa River to the east.  The investigated 

location is currently composed of alfalfa, with a farmstead located east of the site area across Cattle Creek Road.  There were no observed remains 

from the existing ROW relating to a structure once existing within the site area, although the plotted school location near Cattle Creek Road and 

north of the fence line is very level (0-2%).  The 1930s and 1950s aerial images do show a few isolated, older-growth trees along the fence line at 

the plotted site location.  The 1930s aerial image, in...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland shoulder and sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1886 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/01/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/06/12).

ID:  099-09-04-02

Location NW, NE, NE,  Sec. 6, T99N,  R9W  |  N: 4808931   E: 584707 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is found to the southeast.

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Bluffton District 4

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Alfalfa; corn field; prairie grass

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  There is not a 

clearly visible structure in the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images outside of the farmstead/rural residence to the southeast, which makes 

precisely locating where the original school once stood difficult.  Based on the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions, the school was located 

just west of what is currently referred to as Pole Line Road and just south of a east/west running fence/property line.  The site area is found on very 

gently sloping upland sideslope (1-4%), although the likely school location is very level (0-2%) toward both Pole Line Road and the existing fence 

line.  The investigated location is currently composed of alfalfa that turns to prairie grass toward the Pole Line Road and its existing ROW.  Corn 

field is found just to the north of the fence line and could potentially be part of the original site area since it is difficult to accurately locate where 

the structure once stood without visual verification from the aerial images (1930s and 1950s).  There were no observed remains from the existing 

ROW of Pole Line Road relating to a structure once existing within the site area, but this is difficult considering the landform is at a higher 

elevation than the road.  The investigated location is considered a potential alternate location to the District 4 Sexton School of Bluffton Township, 

which was located just to the south also...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1886 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/22/12).

ID:  099-09-04-03

Location NE, NE, SE,  Sec. 30, T99N,  R9W  |  N: 4801697   E: 585165 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Henry School Township Bluffton District 5

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field; alfalfa; mixed grass

                          The Henry School was once located on the sideslope of an upland landform that is currently under combination of corn field with a 

strip of alfalfa leading to the summit of the landform from 310th Street.  This sideslope begins at 5-9% slope after the shoulder that gradually levels 

out to 1-4% near the plotted location, and continues to level out to the southeast toward the intersection of 310th Street and Chimney Rock Road 

where the ground cover is a combination of corn and mixed grass near the existing ROW.  It is likely that the school was built into this sideslope.  

A gravel access drive leads toward the original school location from 310th Street to the north.  There were no observed remains, although this was 

difficult to determine given the dense ground cover.  Based on the dates for when the 1970s and 1980s aerial images were taken, it appears that the 

Henry School was razed sometime between 1971 (7/31) and 1982 (4/24).

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1971-1982 | Last Visible: 1970s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/06/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/06/12).

ID:  099-09-05-01

Location SE, SE, SE,  Sec. 18, T99N,  R9W  |  N: 4804178   E: 585099 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00344Name Moore School Township Bluffton District 6

Other Names

Condition Moved | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Pasture grass; older-growth deciduous trees

                          The Moore School was originally located on the level summit (0-2%) and onto the gently sloping shoulder (1-3%) of a large 

upland landform north of 290th Street.  The area is currently under pasture grass with older-growth deciduous trees (mainly oaks) forming the north 

and east perimeters of the original school location.  A gravel access drive leading to the site area is found at the upland summit at the east tree line 

coming from 290th Street.  The Moore School originally faced to the south before being moved in the early 1960s to become an addition to a 

private residence located to the east (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There was an observed scatter of limestone slab fragments throughout the site 

area that may be potential foundation remains.

Landform Upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Scattered limestone (slab) fragments were observed throughout the investigated school location that may be related to a former 

foundation.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/06/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/06/12).

ID:  099-09-06-01

Location SE, SW, SW,  Sec. 27, T99N,  R9W  |  N: 4800996   E: 588805 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00341Name Bruening School Township Bluffton District 7

Other Names

Condition Moved | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Bruening School was originally located south of 310th Street and southwest of a private driveway that runs to the north.  The 

investigated site area is found on a nearly level (1-3%) portion of gently sloping (2-5%) upland sideslope.  Currently, the location is agriculturally-

developed and was composed of corn field at the time of investigation.  There were no observed remains of a structure existing at the plotted 

location, although ground surface visibility was very low at the site area.  Several grain bins are found to the northwest across the road, and a hog 

confinement operation to the west.  The Bruening School was moved to the Mayson Mitchell farm in the early 1960s to be used as shop/garage 

(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: ca. early 1960s | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/06/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/06/12).

ID:  099-09-07-01

Location NE, NE, NE,  Sec. 21, T99N,  R9W  |  N: 4804143   E: 588338 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A large metal storage shed and what appears to be a firing kiln are found at the former Horn School location.

SHPOName Horn School Township Orleans District 1

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Standing grove

Ground Cover Deciduous trees; underbrush; mixed grass

                          The Horn School is a razed structure that was originally located immediately west/southwest of the T-intersection of W14 and 

Cattle Creek Road.  The investigated site area appears to be built into the gently sloping sideslope (2-5%) of a relatively shallow upland landform 

that slopes to the east.  The plotted location is found at a higher elevation than W14, with older-growth deciduous trees forming the west, north, 

and south perimeters.  Within this standing grove is a large metal storage shed and what appears to be a firing kiln.  The area is fenced and gated 

off.  A gravel access drive does lead from W14 to the southeast corner of the standing grove that is similar to the location of the access drive visible 

in the aerial images that leads to the school.  There were no observed remains related to a school structure, but this was difficult to determine given 

the low ground surface visibility due to underbrush and mixed grass.  Based on when the 1950s and 1960s aerial images were taken, it appears that 

the Horn School was razed sometime between 1952 (7/4) and 1964 (6/27).  This date is likely closer to 1964 given the faint presence of a former 

foundation area in the 1960s aerial image.

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1952-1964 | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (04/02/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/18/12).

ID:  099-10-01-01

Location NE, NE, NW,  Sec. 11, T99N,  R10W  |  N: 4807272   E: 581079 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Orleans District 1

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Soybean field

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  There are no clearly 

visible structures in the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images, which makes precisely locating where the original structure once stood difficult.  

Based on the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions, the school was located just southwest of the intersection of what is currently referred to 

as 325th Street and W14.  However, the 1875 Andreas and the 1886 plat maps show the intersection actually located just south of where it is 

presently located, with the school depicted north of the 325th Street.  The 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps depict 325th Street actually dipping to 

the south of where the school is plotted.  Since 325th Street is at its present day location in the 1905 plat map, this would seem to indicate that 

alterations occurred to the road at some point.  It is possible that the school depicted in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps was moved due to the 

slight relocation of the 325th Street that appears to now run through, or just to the north, of the original school location.  The investigated site area 

currently is found on what appears to be gently sloping upland toeslope (1-3%) that slopes to the east/southeast toward an upland intermittent 

drainage that eventually feeds the Upper Iowa River to the northeast.  The investigated location is agriculturally developed and currently composed 

of soybean field with a farmstead located...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland toeslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1886 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/06/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/06/12).

ID:  099-10-01-02

Location NE, NE, SW,  Sec. 11, T99N,  R10W  |  N: 4806472   E: 581078 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is found to the northwest.

SHPO 96-00347Name Morgan School Township Orleans District 2

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; fair

Land Use Standing grove; rural lot

Ground Cover Prairie grass; underbrush; younger-growth deciduous trees

                          The Morgan School was originally located north of 325th Street and east of 333rd Avenue.   This was a frame gable roof building 

that faced to the south and was one of the few schools in the county to have a flag pole on the structure itself (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 

school had a centrally located door with three window lights over it and a cement platform under it, along with a stucco-over brick chimney that 

was found on the north end of the roof (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A set of three windows were located on the west and east walls, while a small 

frame shed was located behind the school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) listed the Morgan School as 

standing at it's original site and in fair condition, being used for storage purposes by the owner.  However, the school is no longer present at this 

location today and the current condition of the building is unknown.  The 1990s aerial image does show the school still standing at the investigated 

site area.  A square plot is fenced-off where the school stood, which is currently composed of prairie grass, underbrush, and  deciduous trees that 

line the west and north perimeters.  This square rural lot is fairly level (0-3%) and appears to be on an upland lobate extension, or knoll, that 

extends to the north from across the road.  The school location appears to be artificially-leveled and slightly "built-up," as it becomes abruptly 

moderately sloping (5-9%) to the north and west where pasture...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland lobate extension; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1990s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

The site is fenced-off and isolated from the surrounding landscape, composed of a standing grove of deciduous trees.  The 

landform also appears to have been artificially-leveled and manipulated.  This evidence suggests the former presence of a structure.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/18/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/18/12).

ID:  099-10-02-01

Location SW, SW, NE,  Sec. 8, T99N,  R10W  |  N: 4806497   E: 576461 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Orleans District 2

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Unknown | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural; standing grove

Ground Cover Corn field; few deciduous trees; underbrush; prairie grass

                          This investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1886 plat map.  The site area is found just north of the 

T-intersection of 325th Street and 328th Avenue, just west of a north/south running fence line.  The site area appears to reside on a portion of 

gently sloping upland sideslope (2-5%) that slopes north toward Minor Creek.  Currently, the site area is composed of corn field with prairie grass 

toward the existing ROW.  There is also a small standing grove of younger-growth trees that are primarily Birch that are just east at the 

intersection.  This is area is curious, as it appears to be disturbed and "built-up."  The location has thick underbrush and mixed grass, with a portion 

of the grove near the intersection having recently been cleared.  The plotted school location is at a lower elevation than where the small standing 

grove is located and it is unknown to what extent the disturbances are at this location.  The historic 1930s and 1950s aerials show a bright white 

object within the site area that does not appear to be a structure.  Judging by the standing trees at the location that primarily are Birch, the white 

depiction in the aerials (1930s and 1950s) may very well be a small quarry that has been filled in.  This could explain why the area appears 

disturbed and at a higher elevation than the plotted school location just to the west.  A large gravel access drive leads from the T-intersection to the 

site area.  Scattered limestone was observed,...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1886 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown; disturbed soil and scattered limestone/gravel was observed at the investigated site area, but it is unknown if these 

remains are associated with a former school structure or a potential former quarry at the location based on aerial images.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (10/24/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (10/24/12).

ID:  099-10-02-02

Location SE, SE, NE,  Sec. 8, T99N,  R10W  |  N: 4806492   E: 577052 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00350Name Steinmetz School Township Orleans District 3

Other Names

Condition Moved | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Steinmetz School is a moved structure that was located south of Pole Line Road on gently sloping sideslope (3-5%) of a 

shallow upland landform.  The plotted school location, however, is relatively level (1-3%) toward the existing ROW of 328th Avenue and is 

currently found within a corn field.  A gravel access drive utilized for agricultural purposes leads from the gravel road to where the school once 

stood.  There were no visible remains at the site location, even though the building had a full basement with limestone walls (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  The Steinmetz School was moved to Cresco, Iowa in the early 1960s to be used as a private residence (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/18/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/18/12).

ID:  099-10-03-01

Location NW, NW, NW,  Sec. 28, T99N,  R10W  |  N: 4802433   E: 577140 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Storage shed, four grain bins/silos, and miscellaneous farm equipment are found throughout the site area, with a farmstead/rural 

residence located to the northeast.

SHPO 96-00349Name Morton School Township Orleans District 4

Other Names

Condition Moved | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Rural lot; agricultural

Ground Cover Gravel; mixed grass; mowed grass

                          The original site location for the Morton School is found southwest of the gravel road intersection on what appears to be an upland 

summit (0-2%), although the site area is likely largely disturbed (artificially-leveled; 0-2%).  This is primarily due to the recent addition of various 

farm outbuildings at the original school location that include a large storage shed, grain bins/silos (4), and miscellaneous farm equipment.  The area 

is covered with gravel and mixed grass, surrounded by soybean field to the west and south.  There were no visible structure remains associated with 

the school, although this is difficult to determine given the recent development/disturbance of the site area.  The Morton School was moved in the 

early 1960s to the Obed A. Lee farm to the south to be used as a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school originally faced to the north 

with a stone foundation but did not have a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A farmstead/rural residence is found to the northeast across the 

intersection.

Landform Upland summit; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: ca. early 1960s | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (04/02/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (08/18/12).

ID:  099-10-04-01

Location NE, NE, NE,  Sec. 23, T99N,  R10W  |  N: 4804064   E: 581881 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00351Name Hovey School Township Orleans District 5

Other Names Linderbaum School

Condition Moved | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Soybean field

                          The Hovey School was is a moved structure that was originally found south of 290th Street and west of a north-south running 

fence line.  The school appears to have existed on the somewhat gently to moderately sloping sideslope (3-7%) of a small upland landform 

composed of soybean field at the time of investigation.  However, the landform levels out (1-3%) just south of the access drive leading directly to 

the original site location.  This "level" area is approximately 15 x 15 meters in size and is the likely spot where the Hovey School once stood.  

Otherwise, there were no observed remains.  The school primarily faced north at this location, with a stone foundation but no basement (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  It was moved to the Bernard Livinggood's farm possible in the early 1960s to be used as a chicken house (Steve Johnson 

1985-1986).

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: possibly early 1960s | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

There is an approximately 15 x 15 meter area that is level (0-2%) and somewhat "square" in shape found just south of the access 

drive where the school likely existed.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/06/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/06/12).

ID:  099-10-05-01

Location NE, NE, NW,  Sec. 35, T99N,  R10W  |  N: 4800850   E: 581137 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  099-10-05-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A336



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Libbey School Township Orleans District 6

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The original location of the razed Libbey School is found on moderately sloping upland sideslope (5-7%) southeast of the T-

intersection of 333rd Avenue and 285th Street.  The sideslope levels out slightly toward the intersection (3-5%) and where the projected school 

location is.  A field (intermittent) drainage is found just to the east of the site area that drains to the south/southeast.  There were no observed 

remains at the plotted school location.  However, there was a small scatter of observed concrete and potential brick fragments located at the summit 

of the upland landform located approximately 8o yards to the south.  It is unknown if these remains are associated with the school.  Based on the 

dates of the 1970s and 1980s aerial images, it appears that the Libbey School was razed sometime between 1971 (7/31) and 1982 (4/24).

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1971-1982 | Last Visible: 1970s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None; there was an observed scatter of concrete and potential brick fragments to the north that are of an unknown origin.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/06/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/06/12).

ID:  099-10-06-01

Location NW, NW, SE,  Sec. 32, T99N,  R10W  |  N: 4800011   E: 576380 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A small shed is found at the northwest corner of the investigated school location that may potentially be related to the former 

school.  Two larger farm-related outbuildings are found to the west and north.

SHPOName Pollet School Township Orleans District 7

Other Names

Condition Razed | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Rural lot; standing grove

Ground Cover Mowed grass; mixed grass; underbrush; older-growth deciduous trees

                          The Pollet School is a razed structure that was originally located west of 318th Avenue and south of 325th Street.  The investigated 

site area is found on a rural lot that was once an operating farmstead as depicted in the aerial images, but only consists of a few outbuildings today 

and may only operate as a satellite farm.  The precise school location is difficult to accurately determine based on the aerial images, since numerous 

structures are present throughout the location.  The site area is found on what appears to be gently sloping (1-3%) upland shoulder slope composed 

of mowed and mixed grass, underbrush, and older-growth deciduous trees that form the south, west, and north perimeters.  The southeast corner of 

the rural lot has an additional area bordered by older-growth deciduous trees to the south, west, and north as well.  This area is very level (0-2%) 

and composed of combination of mowed grass and underbrush.  It is believed this area is the original Pollet School location, given the curious tree 

border within the rural lot and the very level terrain.  There were no observed remains of a former school, although a small shed is found just to the 

northwest that does not conform to the larger farm-related outbuildings located to the west and north.  It is unknown if this small shed is related to 

the Pollet School.  A gravel access drive leads from 318th Avenue to the center of the rural lot.  Based on the dates of the 1980s and 1990s aerial 

images, it appears that the...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1982-1985/1986 | Last Visible: 1980s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

The southeast corner of the rural lot has a level (0-2%) area bordered by older-growth deciduous trees to the south, west, and 

north.  This appears to be the likely location of the Pollet School.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (08/18/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/18/12).

ID:  099-10-07-01

Location NE, NE, SE,  Sec. 9, T99N,  R10W  |  N: 4806287   E: 578655 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Roosevelt School Township Highland District 1

Other Names Bakken School

Condition Razed | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Soybean field

                          The Roosevelt School is a razed structure that was located north of 380th Street on what appears to be a gently sloping (1-3%) 

upland lobate extension to the southwest that becomes moderately sloping (5-7%) to the west.  The actual school location appears to be a relatively 

flat area (0-2%) that would indicate the potential for once containing a structure.  The site area was composed of soybean field at the time of 

investigation.  There were no observed remains pertaining to a former structure, although this was difficult to determine given the low ground 

surface visibility and the school's location away from the existing ROW.  Older-growth trees (oak) are found to the southwest where a possible 

alternate location to the Roosevelt School is found based on plat map depictions (1905 and 1915).  The 1930s aerial image seems to show a former 

foundation area located southwest of the Roosevelt School.  Based on the date of when the 1980s aerial image was taken, and the fact that the 

Johnson investigation (1985-1986) listed the structure as razed, it appears that the Roosevelt School was razed sometime between 1982 (4/24) and 

1985/1986.

Landform Upland lobate extension

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1982-1985/1986 | Last Visible: 1980s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

The surface was difficult to observe given the dense ground cover, although the projected school location appears to be level (0-

2%) in relation to containing a former structure.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/08/12).

ID:  100-07-01-01

Location SE, SW, SW,  Sec. 12, T100N,  R7W  |  N: 4815738   E: 610957 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 (Roosevelt School) Township Highland District 1

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Forest; agricultural

Ground Cover Deciduous trees; underbrush; pasture grass; mixed grass

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1905 and 1915 plat maps.  This location is found west 

of 380th Street where the road curves to run in a south/southwest direction.  The site area appears to be on upland sideslope that is gently (3-5%) to 

moderately (5-7%) sloping to the west  The investigated location is composed primarily of deciduous trees with mixed grass and soybean field 

found to the north and northeast.  The site area is fenced off at the north perimeter and the east perimeter along the ROW of 380th Street and 

appears to be a pasture area composed of pasture grass and some underbrush within the forested area.  It is unknown if the original school location 

was extended north past the existing fence line.  Although the site area rests on upland sideslope, the plotted school location seems to be fairly level 

(1-3%) and this fairly level area is faintly square in shape, appearing to be "built" into the upland sideslope.  The soil also appears relatively settled 

and compacted at this location, but this may be a result of livestock activity due to the area being used for what appears to be pasture.  There were 

no other observed remains from the existing ROW.  Although there is no structure visible in the  aerial images, there is what appears to be a 

potential foundation area at the plotted school location that appears as a small "white" square that is faintly visible.  This is most distinctive in the 

1930s aerial image and may indicate...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved/razed: 1915-1940 (9/08) | Last Visible: 1915 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

The plotted school location appears to be fairly level (1-3%) on the upland sideslope, with this level area being somewhat faintly 

square in appearance as to suggest the location of a former structure.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/12/12).

ID:  100-07-01-02

Location NW, NW, NW,  Sec. 13, T100N,  R7W  |  N: 4815684   E: 610890 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-07-01-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A344



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Highland District 1

Other Names Possible alternate location to the Roosevelt School

Condition Unknown | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Open land

Ground Cover Prairie grass

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  There are no visible 

structures in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images, which makes precisely locating where the original structure once stood difficult.  Based on the 

1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions, the school was located west of and along what today is N Bear Road on gently sloping upland 

sideslope (3-5%) that slopes to the west/northwest toward Bear Creek.  The site area is composed of prairie grass and appears to have at one point 

been agriculturally developed based on the aerial images (1930s, 1950s, and 1990s).  Older-growth deciduous trees and strongly sloping sideslopes 

are found just to the east of the site area across N Bear Road, in addition to what appears to be a private camping area.  There were no observed 

structural remains at the investigated site area.  However, there is an area that is fairly level (1-3%) and somewhat triangular in appears along N 

Bear Road that corresponds with the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map locations of the school.  It is unknown if this is associated with a former 

structure(s) existing at the location, as none appear in the aerial images (1930s, 1950s, and 1990s).  This site area is considered a potential alternate 

location to the District 1 Roosevelt School of Highland Township.  This is based on the close proximity of the two locations within the Highland 

Township and the fact that the Roosevelt School does not...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1915 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

There is a relatively flat (1-3%) area that is triangular in shape along N Bear Road that is found at the approximate 1886 plat map 

school location.  It is unknown if this related to a former structure.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/08/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/08/12).

ID:  100-07-01-03

Location SE, NE, SE,  Sec. 14, T100N,  R7W  |  N: 4814606   E: 610696 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is found just west of the original school location.

SHPO 96-00354Name Kjome School Township Highland District 2

Other Names Rock Springs School

Condition Moved | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Open space

Ground Cover Scattered deciduous trees; underbrush; prairie grass; mowed grass

                          The original location of the Kjome School, also known as the Rock Springs School, is found west of Highlandville Road on gently 

(3-5%) to moderately sloping (5-7%) sideslope of an upland landform.  This landform slopes to the south toward what appears to be an intermittent 

drainage that empties into North Bear Creek to the east.  However, the actual site area is fairly flat (1-3%) and appears to have been artificially-

leveled, likely for the school structure itself.  Older-growth deciduous trees form the north and west perimeters of the investigated site area that is 

largely composed of prairie grass and underbrush.  The Kjome School originally faced to the north and had a stone foundation with a basement at 

this location, in addition to a single story addition to the north wall that was later removed (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  However, there were no 

observed remains from the existing ROW related to these features or the school structure itself.  A plaque placed by former students of the Kjome 

School is found at the entrance to the school location that refers to the Kjome School existing in the area.  A mowed grass access area leads up to 

this plaque from Highlandville Road.  A farmstead/rural residence is found just west of the original school location.  The Kjome School was moved 

to the Hesper, Iowa in the 1960s (Steve Johnson 1985-1985).

Landform Upland sideslope; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: 1960s | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

The investigated site area is fairly level (1-3%) and indicative of a former structure once existing at the site.  A plaque placed by 

former students of the Kjome School is found at the entrance to the original school location.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/08/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/08/12).

ID:  100-07-02-01

Location NE, SE, NE,  Sec. 16, T100N,  R7W  |  N: 4815167   E: 607476 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is found to the south along Locust Road.

SHPOName Grindeland School Township Highland District 3

Other Names

Condition Razed | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field; mixed grass

                          The Grindeland School is a razed structure that was originally located just southwest of the intersection of Locust Road (W38) and 

380th Street (A14) in the Highland Township.  This location appears to be on gently sloping upland sideslope (2-4%), although a relatively level (0-

2%), "square-shaped" area is found near the intersection that would indicate the potential for once containing a structure.  However, this may be 

related to improvements made to the existing road(s) given the school location's proximity to the intersection that has likely resulted in disturbed 

portions of the site area due to the existing ROW.  The location is currently composed of a combination of corn field and mixed grass.  There were 

no observed remains on the ground surface pertaining to a former structure.  Based on the dates for when the 1970s and 1980s aerial images were 

taken, it appears that the Grindeland School was razed sometime between 1971 (7/31) and 1984 (5/22).  A farmstead/rural residence is found to the 

south along Locust Road (W38).

Landform Upland sideslope; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1971-1984 | Last Visible: 1970s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

The projected school location appears to be fairly level (0-2%) and somewhat "square" in shape, but it is unknown if this is related 

to a former structure or improvements made to the existing ROW/Locust Road.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/01/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/08/12).

ID:  100-07-03-01

Location NE, NE, NE,  Sec. 18, T100N,  R7W  |  N: 4815605   E: 604242 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-07-03-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A350



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Private residence to the south.

SHPOName Exey School Township Highland District 4

Other Names Exe School

Condition Razed | Unknown | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Forest

Ground Cover Mixed trees; thick underbrush; prairie grass

                          The Exey School is a razed structure that was originally located east of 360th Street where the road splits to the north and south.  

Based on the when the 1970s and 1980s aerial images were taken, it appears that the school was razed sometime between 1971 (7/31) and 1984 

(5/22).  The investigated site area is currently under forest cover with thick underbrush, making it difficult to determine if any remains are present.  

It appears the school location is found on gently sloping upland shoulder slope (1-3%), although the site area appears to be fairly level (0-2%).  A 

wide access drive covered by prairie grass runs to the west just north of the school location.  A private residence is found to the south.

Landform Upland shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1971-1984 | Last Visible: 1970s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/08/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/08/12).

ID:  100-07-04-01

Location NE, NE, NW,  Sec. 29, T100N,  R7W  |  N: 4812407   E: 605153 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-07-04-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A352



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

It appears that access drive covered by mowed grass leads to a rural residence found south of the school location.

SHPO 96-00360Name Sacquitne School Township Highland District 6

Other Names

Condition Moved | Strong evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Standing grove; open land

Ground Cover Prairie grass; mixed trees

                          The location of the Sacquitne School is found west of 360th Street, and east and south of a private access drive covered by mowed 

grass.  This school location is away from the ROW on private property that does not permit trespassing.  This site area cannot be easily seen from 

the existing ROW, making it difficult to determine the precise landform position or if any existing remains are present.   It appears that the school 

location is found on gently sloping upland shoulder slope (1-3%) that is composed of prairie grass with mixed trees to the north.  Some of these 

trees (evergreens) appear to planted at a recent date.  A survey conducted by Bear Creek Archeology near the school location in 2012 revealed a 

slight depression where the school likely originally stood.  Galvanized steel and the remains of a brick chimney were observed on the surface. The 

first Sacquitne School was actually dismantled in the 1930s-1940s to increase the size of the building (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This school 

location is believed to be the possible alternate location found just to the northeast across the access drive based on plat map depictions (1886, 

1905, and 1915) and the 1930s aerial image which seems to show a foundation area.  Based on aerial images, the renovated Sacquitne School faced 

to the east, with a privy area located west of the structure.  The school was moved in 1984 to be used as a private residence.

Landform Upland shoulder

Significant 

Dates

First constructed: unknown | Dismantled: 1930s-1940s | Moved: 1984 | Last Visible: 1980s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown; this investigation was not able to investigate the school location, although a previous survey conducted by Bear Creek 

Archeology in 2012 indicated a depression was observed along with galvanized steel and brick chimney remains on the surface.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/12/12).

ID:  100-07-06-01

Location NW, NW, NW,  Sec. 25, T100N,  R7W  |  N: 4812476   E: 610822 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-07-06-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A354



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 (Sacquitne School) Township Highland District 6

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Unknown | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Forest

Ground Cover Deciduous trees; underbrush; mowed grass

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps.  This location is found 

west of 360th Street and north of an unnamed access drive that appears to be a private driveway that leads to a rural residence found south of the 

plotted location.  The access drive is composed of mowed grass and is fenced-off at its intersection with 360th Street near where the plotted school 

location is.  A sign at this intersection indicates that the site area is found on private property with no trespassing allowed.  Therefore, this 

investigation was unable to obtain close inspection from the existing ROW and the precise landform position and location of the school is difficult 

to determine.  It appears the structure was once located on upland sideslope that slopes to the east/northeast toward North Bear Creek.  The site area 

appears to be composed of forest that is predominantly deciduous trees with thick underbrush and areas of mixed grass.  Although there is no 

structure visible in the aerial images, there is what appears to be a foundation area that is faintly visible as a "white" square.  This is most distinctive 

in the 1930s aerial image and may indicate that the structure was moved/razed a short time prior to when the aerial image was taken in 1940 (9/12).  

It is unknown if the school depicted in the plat maps (1886, 1905, 1915) was moved or razed and further investigation is suggested in order to 

determine this.  The investigated site...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved/razed: 1915-1940 | Last Visible: 1915 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/08/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/08/12).

ID:  100-07-06-02

Location SW, SW, SW,  Sec. 24, T100N,  R7W  |  N: 4812503   E: 610903 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-07-06-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A356



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Two privy structures are found to the north.

SHPO 96-00538Name Highlandville School Township Highland District 11

Other Names Village of Highlandville School

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):Original site; fair

Land Use Non-residential; urban lot

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; gravel; deciduous trees

                          The Highlandville School is a east-facing frame structure of excellent condition and integrity within the community of 

Highlandville, Iowa.  The building is located on an flat (0-2%) alluvial terrace north of the South Bear Creek that is composed of manicured lawn 

and a gravel parking area west of the school, along with a gravel access loop drive to the northeast of the school.  Deciduous trees are along the 

South Bear Creek and along a north-south running drainage found to the east.  A trailer park area is found to the east, a campground to the south, 

and the Iowa Wildlife Unit Headquarters to the west.  In relation to the Highlandville School, two privy buildings are found to the north of the 

structure along with a handicap-accessible ramp leading to the entrance.  Over the school entrance in the southwest corner is an off-set bell tower 

and brick chimney.  There are two classrooms within the school, in addition to possessing a full basement (Steve Johnson 1984).  Originally there 

was a one room school at the current site area that was removed around the 1890s and replaced by a second school that burnt down a few years 

after opening (Steve Johnson 1984).  Of interesting note is the clearly visible foundation outline in the grass northeast of the Highland School 

within the gravel access loop.  An east-facing structure foundation is visible in the form of brown (dead) grass and warrants further investigation.  It 

is unknown if this may be associated with any of the first two...(See Full Comments)

Landform Alluvial terrace

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1911 | Closed: 1964 | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure; there is a potential foundation area located to the northeast that consists brown grass in the form of east-facing 

structure outline within the gravel access loop.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/08/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/08/12).

ID:  100-07-11-01

Location NE, NE, NE,  Sec. 33, T100N,  R7W  |  N: 4810785   E: 607618 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is found to the east.

SHPO 96-00374Name Rotvold School(s) Township Hesper District 2

Other Names First Rotvold School; Second Rotvold School

Condition Moved | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Mixed grass; alfalfa; miscellaneous farm equipment

                          This school site found north of W40 in Hesper Township represents a location where two schools were built, both referred to as the 

Rotvold School(s).  The first school was constructed at an unknown date and originally faced to the south, being moved in 1926 to a location along 

Middle Hesper Road (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The second school was subsequently built in 1926 and originally faced to south as well, 

possessing a cement block basement with stairs at the southeast corner (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This second Rotvold School was later moved 

in the early 1960s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The investigated site area for the two Rotvold Schools is found on level summit (0-2%) of an 

upland landform that becomes moderately sloping (5-9%) south of W40.  The site area is currently composed of mixed grass and alfalfa, with 

scattered farm equipment throughout the location.  There were no visible remains from the existing ROW, although there is a small  "bump" that 

does not appear to maintained in that it is composed of mixed grass.  There is a strong potential that this "bump" at the original school location 

contains potential structure remains.  A farmstead/rural residence is found immediately to the east.

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

First school constructed: unknown | First school moved/second school constructed: 1926 | Second school moved: early 1960s | Last 

Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

There appears to be a small, raised area ("bump") that is at the approximate school location that has a strong potential for 

containing structure remains.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/12/12).

ID:  100-08-02-01

Location SE, SE, SE,  Sec. 23, T100N,  R8W  |  N: 4812402   E: 601076 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Farmsteads/rural residences are found to the west and east.

SHPO 96-00375Name Kenyon School Township Hesper District 3

Other Names Young School

Condition Moved | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Soybean field

                          The Kenyon School, also referred to as the Young School, was originally located just southeast of the intersection of 360th Street 

and 198th Street.  There were actually two schools at this location, the first being of red brick construction with an external two-door entry (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  The construction date of the first school is unknown, but does appear to be present in the 1930s aerial image and facing to 

the west.  The second school was built in the 1930s by WPA workers (Steve Johnson 1985-1986) and is visible in the 1960s aerial image.  This 

structure had indoor bathrooms with a cement block basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school location(s) is (are) found on gently sloping 

upland sideslope (2-4%) that was composed of soybean field at the time of investigation.  There is a deep depression (sinkhole) consisting of 

underbrush and mixed vegetation (grass) that is just south of the original school location.  There were no observed remains from the existing ROW, 

although the existing depression (sinkhole) has the potential for containing structure remains related to the school(s).  Farmsteads/rural residences 

are found to the west and east.

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

First school constructed: unknown | Second school constructed: ca. 1930s | Second school moved: 1960s | Last Visible: 1960s 

aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None; potential structure remains may be found in a deep depression (sinkhole) that is near the investigated school location.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/12/12).

ID:  100-08-03-01

Location NW, NW, NW,  Sec. 27, T100N,  R8W  |  N: 4812309   E: 597933 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-08-03-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A362



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A structure appears in the 1980s aerial image after the school disappears to the west, which is no longer present today.  A 

farmstead/rural residence is also found to the west.

SHPOName Van Vliet School Township Hesper District 4

Other Names

Condition Razed | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Rural lot

Ground Cover Prairie grass; bushes/hedges; deciduous trees

                          The Van Vliet School is a razed structure that was located south of 350th Street.  The investigated site area appears to be found on 

very gently sloping upland sideslope (1-4%), with the rural lot largely composed of prairie grass.  There is a line of bushes/hedges along the west 

perimeter, with older-growth deciduous trees (oak) along the east and south perimeters of the lot.  An access drive composed of mowed grass leads 

from 350th Street and runs to the south along the west perimeter of the rural lot.  There were no observed remains, although there is a slight rise in 

elevation ("bump") that is level in nature (0-2%), but not natural to the surrounding landscape.  This feature is located toward the south perimeter of 

the rural lot and appears to be where the school was once located, potentially being a former foundation area.  There is a strong potential for this 

level "bump" to contain potential structure remains.  Based on the dates of when the 1970s and 1980s aerial images were taken, it appears that the 

Van Vliet School was razed sometime between 1971 (7/31) and 1982 (4/24).  A structure (outbuilding) also appears in the 1980s aerial image in 

the rural lot west of where the school was located.  This location corresponds where the mowed grass access drive runs through, with this structure 

no longer present today.  A farmstead/rural residences is found to the west.

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1971-1982 | Last Visible: 1970s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

There is a "bump" were the school structure was likely located near the south lot perimeter that has a strong potential for 

containing structure remains.  This feature may be a former foundation area.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/01/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/01/12).

ID:  100-08-04-01

Location NE, NE, NW,  Sec. 32, T100N,  R8W  |  N: 4810659   E: 595492 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-08-04-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A364



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Hesper District 4

Other Names Possible alternate location to the Van Vliet School

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Open land; agricultural

Ground Cover Prairie grass; water-tolerant vegetation; few older-growth deciduous trees; corn field

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  There are no clearly 

visible structures in the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images, which makes precisely locating where the original structure once stood difficult.  

Based on the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions, the school was located just north of what is currently referred to as 350th Street.  The 

site area is found on a combination of gently sloping upland toeslope (1-3%) and low alluvial terrace (0-2%), although it is difficult to determine 

the precise landform position without visual verification from the aerial images (1930s, 1950s, and 1990s).  The upland landform slopes to the east 

toward the Canoe Creek which is adjacent to the site area.  The investigated location is currently composed of a mix of prairie grass and water-

tolerant grass varieties, with a few older-growth deciduous trees within the site area.  A portion of the site area also appears to be composed of 

agriculturally developed land currently composed of corn field to the west.  There were no observed remains from the existing ROW of 350th Street 

relating to a structure once existing within the site area.  However, the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images do show an isolate, small standing 

grove of trees at the plotted site location.  This may be a good indication of a structure once existing at the plotted school location, given the 

isolated nature of the small grove of trees....(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland toeslope; alluvial terrace

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1886 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/01/12).

ID:  100-08-04-02

Location SE, SE, SE,  Sec. 30, T100N,  R8W  |  N: 4810734   E: 594717 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-08-04-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A366



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is found to the south/southeast.

SHPOName Darrington School Township Hesper District 5

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Soybean field; younger-growth deciduous trees

                          The Darrington School is a razed structure that was originally located west of 218th Avenue.  The site area is found on a shallow, 

very level (0-2%) upland landform composed of soybean field at the time of investigation.  It is said that this school location is the site of the first 

Winneshiek County Fair, although evidence is lacking to support this claim.  There were no observed remains of the school, with younger-growth 

deciduous trees along the east and south perimeters of the plotted school location.  Based on the dates of when the 1950s and 1960s aerial images 

were taken, it appears that the Darrington School was razed sometime between 1952 (7/4) and 1964 (6/27).  There is a farmstead/rural residence 

located to the south/southeast.

Landform Shallow upland landform (summit)

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1952-1964 | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/01/12).

ID:  100-08-05-01

Location SE, SW, NW,  Sec. 20, T100N,  R8W  |  N: 4813126   E: 595032 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is found to the west.

SHPOName Chase School Township Hesper District 6

Other Names

Condition Razed | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Soybean field

                          The Chase School is a razed structure that was originally located just northwest of the intersection of Prairie Springs Road and 

A14.  The plotted school location is found on nearly level (1-3%) shoulder slope of a shallow upland landform composed of soybean field.  The site 

area is positioned at a slightly higher elevation than both Prairie Spring Road and A14.  The general school location appears to be very level (0-2%) 

and "square" in shape, indicative of once containing a structure.  In fact, there seems to be a brown-colored area that is square in shape at the 

projected school location that resembles a former foundation.  There is a debris pile consisting of concrete and red brick fragments next to an older-

growth oak tree at the south perimeter of the site area along A14.  These remains appear to be related to a former structure and could potentially be 

associated with the former school.  There seems to be Based on the aerial dates of the 1960s and 1970s aerial images, it appears that the Chase 

School was razed sometime between 1964 (6/27) and 1971 (7/31).  A farmstead/rural residence is found to the west.

Landform Upland shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1964-1971 | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

There is a debris pile next to an older-growth oak tree consisting of concrete and red brick fragments.  There also seems to be a 

brown-colored, square-shaped area at the plotted school location that resembles a former foundation.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/01/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/01/12).

ID:  100-08-06-01

Location SE, SE, SE,  Sec. 7, T100N,  R8W  |  N: 4815538   E: 594532 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A private residence stands at the approximate original location of the Hesper School, with the Hesper Friend's Church found to the 

east.  A private residence is also found to the northwest of the school location along 190th Avenue.

SHPO 96-00536Name Hesper School Township Hesper District 11

Other Names Hesper Village School; Village of Hesper School

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; few scattered deciduous trees; gravel

                          The Hesper School location is based of its depiction in the 1886 and 1905 plat maps of Hesper, Iowa.  This location is found north 

of A14 and just northeast of the road's intersection with 190th Avenue.  The site appears to be found on a portion of the level upland summit (0-

2%), although the residential location indicates that the site area is likely disturbed.  According to the National Register of Historic Places Inventory 

Nomination Form (NRHPINF) prepared by Mary Housker (1977), the Hesper School was built in 1872 by Charles Morgan and was actually a 

second-generation school (NRHPINF 1977).  The first school of Hesper, Iowa was built in 1857 across A14 from the current site area and was 

discontinued as a school in 1872 as it was inadequate for the large number of students enrolled (NRHPINF 1977).  The Hesper School was 

subsequently built and started out as a two-story frame building with painted white clapboard that faced to the south (NRHPINF 1977).  The aerial 

images show the Hesper School as a single structure facing the south and surrounded by trees that form the perimeter of the school lot.  The Hesper 

School had threes sides with four windows and/or openings each, centered two above the other, with the fourth side having eight openings arranged 

symmetrically with four found at the ground level and four above (NRHPINF 1977).  There was a total of five doors on the building, with two 

found on the south wall, two on the north wall, and one on the west wall (NRHPINF 1977)....(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed; upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1872 | Additions: 1952-1964 | Closed: 1969; Razed: 1978 (?) | Last Visible: 1970s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

No remains associated with the original Hesper School were observed, although a short pathway composed of a few limestone 

slabs running toward the original school location were observed partially within the existing ROW.

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/12/12).

ID:  100-08-11-01

Location SE, SE, SE,  Sec. 10, T100N,  R8W  |  N: 4815593   E: 599248 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Several outbuildings that appear to be farm-related are found south of the investigated site area and a private residence to the west 

near the intersection of A14 and 190th Avenue.

SHPOName First Hesper School Township Hesper District 11

Other Names Hesper School; Hesper Village School; Village of Hesper School

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; scattered trees; gravel

                          The investigated site area represents the mention of the first school of Hesper, Iowa in the National Register of Historic Places 

Inventory Nomination Form (1977) that was prepared by Mary Housker.  The first school building was built in 1857 across the street of where the 

second-generation Hesper School was located (NRHPINF 1977).  The first school of Hesper was found to be inadequate fort he large number of 

students enrolled and was discontinued as a school in 1872 (NRHPINF 1977).  The building continue as a community hall and Grange hall for a 

number of years before being torn down (NRHPINF 1977).  It is difficult to accurately determine where the first Hesper school was originally 

located, as it is not depicted in any of the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) since the structure was discontinued as a school in 1872, and no 

building is clearly shown in any of the aerial images.  The investigated site area is based off of the 1886 plat map depiction of a structure that is 

found south of the second-generation Hesper School approximately where the location is described in the National Register of Historic Places 

Inventory Nomination Form (1977).   This location is found south of A14 and appears to be on a portion of level upland summit (0-2%), although 

the site area is likely disturbed due to its residential location.  Structures are visible throughout the aerial images at the investigated location, but 

none of these are the first school of Hesper since the building was razed prior...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed; upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1857 | Closed: 1872 | Razed: unknown

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the south (10/24/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (10/24/12).

ID:  100-08-11-03

Location NE, NE, NE,  Sec. 15, T100N,  R8W  |  N: 4815537   E: 599284 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Farmsteads/rural residences are found across Highway 52 to the northwest and west/southwest

SHPOName Rollins School Township Burr Oak District 1

Other Names Miller School

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Pasture grass; prairie grass

                          The Rollins School, also known as the Miller School, is a razed structure that was originally located just northeast of the 

intersection of A14 and Highway 52.  The plotted school location appears to be found on gently sloping (1-4%) upland footslope that was 

composed of a combination of pasture grass and prairie grass at the time of investigation.  The pastured area is currently fenced and the prairie grass 

is found toward the existing ROW, with the immediate location consisting of very gently undulating terrain that may result from previous 

disturbances.  Due to the school location's proximity to the existing ROW of a major road, it is likely that the site area is disturbed.  There were no 

observed remains, with farmsteads/rural residences found to the northwest and west/southwest.  Based on the aerial dates of the 1930s and 1950s 

aerial images, it appears that the Rollins School was razed sometime between 1940 (9/8) and 1952 (7/4).

Landform Upland footslope; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1940-1952 | Last Visible: 1930s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/01/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (07/01/12).

ID:  100-09-01-01

Location SW, SW, SW,  Sec. 12, T100N,  R9W  |  N: 4815501   E: 591364 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair

Printed: 11/09/12 Page A375



Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-09-01-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A376



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00377Name Snell School Township Burr Oak District 2

Other Names

Condition Moved | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Snell School was originally located along 258th Avenue, just north of the road's intersection with A14.  The plotted school 

location appears to be on the sideslope of a shallow, gently sloping (2-4%) upland landform composed of corn field at the time of investigation.  

The Snell School faced to the south at its original location and had a block foundation with a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There were no 

observed remains of a former structure and no visible evidence of the area once containing a school outside of an access drive that leads to the 

plotted school location from 258th Avenue.  A farmstead/rural residence is located just to the northwest across the road.  The Snell School was 

moved to a satellite farm in the early 1960s and re-adapted as a farm outbuilding (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/08/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/08/12).

ID:  100-09-02-01

Location SW, SW, SW,  Sec. 10, T100N,  R9W  |  N: 4815526   E: 588138 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-09-02-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A378



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is found to the east.

SHPOName Gossman School Township Burr Oak District 3

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Gossman School is a razed structure that was originally located just southwest of the intersection of A14 and 279th Avenue. 

The site area is located on gently sloping (1-3%) upland shoulder slope, although the plotted school location is very level (0-2%).  The investigated 

site area has a gravel access drive that leads from 279th Avenue to the school location, which is found at a higher elevation than both A14 and 

279th Avenue.  The site area was composed of corn field at the time of investigation, with a farmstead/rural residence located to the east across 

279th Avenue.  There were no observed remains pertaining to a former structure.  Based on the dates if the 1930s and 1950s aerial images, it 

appears that the Gossman School was razed sometime between 1940 (9/8) and 1952 (7/4).  This razed date is probably closer to 1952, since the 

1950s aerial image seems to still show foundation areas.

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1940-1952 | Last Visible: 1930s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None; the school location is very level (0-2%) which can be indicative of once containing a structure.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/01/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/01/12).

ID:  100-09-03-01

Location NE, NE, NE,  Sec. 18, T100N,  R9W  |  N: 4815353   E: 584871 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair

Printed: 11/09/12 Page A379



Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-09-03-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A380



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A metal livestock shed is located near the original school location, with a private residence found to the west/southwest.

SHPO 96-00382Name Cold Water School Township Burr Oak District 4

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; fair

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Pasture grass

                          The Cold Water School was originally located south of both Coldwater Creek Road and Cold Water Creek, found on gently 

sloping (1-4%) upland shoulder slope related to a northeast lobate extension of the landform.  This school was listed as originally standing during 

the Steve Johnson investigation (1985-1986), but is no longer present today.  The Cold Water School originally faced to the northeast and was 

actually the second school built at the location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was a frame structure with a gable roof and a stone 

foundation that did not possess a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The entrance door was centrally located, with three sets of windows on the 

east and west walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school had a large and a small room in the interior, with a shed addition to the south exterior 

wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The chimney was located on the south end of the roof at the peak (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Johnson 

investigation (1985-1986) listed the school as being in fair condition at its original site and being used for storage by the owner.  It is unknown of 

the current condition of the Cold Water School.  A metal livestock shed stands near the original location, with the investigated site area composed 

of pasture grass.  West of this shed is a standing grove of planted evergreen trees, with a private residence found further west/southwest past the tree 

line.  There was no observed evidence related to a former school structure....(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved/razed: 1986-1994 | Last Visible: 1980s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the south (08/12/12).

ID:  100-09-04-01

Location NW, NE, SE,  Sec. 31, T100N,  R9W  |  N: 4809587   E: 584866 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair

Printed: 11/09/12 Page A381



Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-09-04-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A382



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A private residence and an associated storage shed are located in the immediate vicinity of the plotted school location.

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Burr Oak District 4

Other Names Cold Water School

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; few scattered trees

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas and the 1886 plat maps.  This location is found 

north of Coldwater Creek Road and just west of its intersection with 278th Avenue.  The site area is found on the level summit (0-2%) of an upland 

bluff that steeply slopes (>15%) to the west and south toward Cold Water Creek that feeds into the Upper Iowa River to the southeast.  The site area 

is fenced at its southern and western perimeters where the steeply sloping sideslope of the bluff begins.  Structures are shown at the site area in the 

1930s and 1950s aerial images, but it is difficult to determine if the original school structure is one of these.  Therefore, the original location of the 

plotted school structure is difficult to determine.  Currently, the site area is composed of manicured lawn with a private residence and an associated 

storage shed in the immediate vicinity.  These structures appears in the 1990s aerial image.  There were no observed remains, although the site area 

appears to be disturbed to some degree based on how level the terrain is (0-2%).  A telephone pole had just been added within the site area at the 

time of the investigation, representing a known area of recent disturbance.  This location is considered one of two potential alternate locations of 

the District 4 Cold Water School of the Burr Oak Township, with the other potential alternate location found to the southwest along Cattle Creek 

Road.  This investigate site...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1886 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/12/12).

ID:  100-09-04-02

Location NW, NW, SW,  Sec. 32, T100N,  R9W  |  N: 4809618   E: 585201 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-09-04-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A384



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00380Name Underbakke School Township Burr Oak District 6

Other Names Pierce School

Condition Moved | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Rural lot

Ground Cover Mixed grass; few scattered deciduous trees

                          The Underbakke School, also known as the Pierce School, is a moved structure that was originally located just northwest of the 

intersection of 365th Street and 258th Avenue.  The plotted school location is within a fenced-off rural lot that appears to be used for agricultural 

purposes (hay bale storage), and is currently composed of mixed grass and a few scattered deciduous trees.  The investigated site area is found on a 

portion of gently to moderately sloping upland sideslope (3-7%), although the rural lot is fairly level (1-4%) and at a higher elevation than 365th 

Street and 258th Avenue.  This rural lot appears to have disturbances, with a small, flat area near the center that slightly rises in elevation in relation 

to the immediate surroundings.  Additionally, the northwest corner of the lot appears to be fenced-off where the school once existed as depicted in 

aerial images.  This area coincides with the former location of the school and may be a former foundation area that contains potential structure 

remains.  However, there were no observed remains from the existing ROW, with a gravel access drive leading from 365th Street to the site area.   

The Underbakke School was moved in 1963 to be used as a private residence (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: ca. early 1960s | Last Visible: 1960s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

There is a slight rise in elevation ("bump") near the center of the rural lot, with a fenced-off area at the northwest corner of the lot 

that coincides with the original school location and may contain potential structure remains.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/01/12).

ID:  100-09-06-01

Location SE, SE, NE,  Sec. 21, T100N,  R9W  |  N: 4813057   E: 588131 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-09-06-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A386



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName McCabe School Township Burr Oak District 7

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Open land

Ground Cover Prairie grass

                          The McCabe School is a razed structure that was originally located west of 279th Avenue between 370th Street and A18.  The 

plotted school location is found on the level (0-2%) summit of an upland landform covered by prairie grass..  An access drive located just to the 

south marks the shoulder of the upland landform and could potentially be related to the former school.  There were no visible remains, although the 

location has a high potential for previously containing a structure.  Based on the dates for when the 1950s and 1960s aerial images were taken, it 

appears that the McCabe School was razed sometime between 1952 (7/4) and 1964 (6/27).

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1952-1964 | Last Visible: 1950s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/12/12).

ID:  100-09-07-01

Location NW, NE, SE,  Sec. 19, T100N,  R9W  |  N: 4812927   E: 584769 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair

Printed: 11/09/12 Page A387



Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-09-07-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A388



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Burr Oak District 7

Other Names Possible alternate location to the McCabe School

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Open land

Ground Cover Prairie grass; deciduous trees

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  There are no visible 

structures in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images, which makes precisely locating where the original structure once stood difficult.  Based on the 

1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions, the school was located east of and adjacent to what is currently known as 279th Avenue.  The site area 

is found on gently sloping upland landform positions (2-7%) onto low alluvial terrace (1-3%) that slope to the south and west.  It is difficult to 

determine the precise landform position without visual verification from the aerial images (1930s, 1950s, and 1990s), which is the why the structure 

may have been located on an upland landform and/or a low alluvial terrace associated with an intermittent drainage found south and east of the site 

area.  This intermittent drainage feeds into the Pine Creek just west of the site area across 279th Avenue.  The site area is composed of prairie grass, 

with deciduous trees found to the south along the intermittent drainage.  The site area appears to have at one point been agriculturally developed 

based on the 1990s aerial image.  The 1930s and 1950s aerial images do not depict this, but rather show the site area as a separate lot that possess a 

fence line to the north.  Although this fence line is no longer present, its curious as to the purpose for the site area being fenced off as it does not 

represent a property line based...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland landform; alluvial terrace

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1886 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/12/12).

ID:  100-09-07-02

Location SW, NW, NW,  Sec. 20, T100N,  R9W  |  N: 4813523   E: 585018 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-09-07-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A390



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00383Name Lost Nation School Township Burr Oak District 8

Other Names

Condition Standing | Poor | Johnson (1985):Original site; fair

Land Use Rural lot; agricultural

Ground Cover Mowed grass; mixed grass; underbrush; deciduous trees; miscellaneous farm equipment; wood debris; corn field

                          The Lost Nation School is a standing, east-facing structure found west of 248th Avenue.  This location is found on gently sloping 

(2-5%) upland sideslope, with a farmstead/rural residence located just to the north.  The Lost Nation School is a frame structure with a square floor 

plan and a hip roof that has an opening for a chimney (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This chimney penetrates the roof toward the east wall.  The 

school's main entrance has two doors and originally had steps with a small landing leading to it before alterations were made to main entrance 

(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).   One of the entrance doors to the school is currently boarded off.  The main floor is high off the ground that allows for 

part of the basement to above ground level, with the foundation appearing to consist of concrete blocks.  A basement door is found toward the 

southeast corner of the structure on the east wall that has a window opening just above.  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) listed the Lost 

Nation School as being in fair condition and being utilized as a granary by the owner.  The current use is unknown, although the building appears 

to be vacant.  The school is surrounded by a combination of mowed and mixed grass, thick underbrush, miscellaneous farm equipment, wood 

debris, round hay bales, and a few deciduous trees.  Corn field is found just to the west. The structure itself does not appear to be maintained by the 

current landowner and is in poor condition.  The wood appears to...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent to fair Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/12/12).

ID:  100-09-08-01

Location SE, NE, NE,  Sec. 34, T100N,  R9W  |  N: 4810401   E: 589845 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-09-08-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A392



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

Private residences are found to the west and south, with the moved Pot Hollow School found just to the west along 235th Avenue.

SHPO 96-00381Name Burr Oak School Township Burr Oak District 11

Other Names Burr Oak Village School

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):Original site; fair

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; mixed trees; landscaped areas; gravel

                          The Burr Oak School is a standing structure currently used as a private residence that is found south of 360th Street and east of 

235th Avenue in Burr Oak, Iowa.  The current, standing structure is actually the third generation of the Burr Oak Village schools, with the first 

school consisting of a small stone house utilized in 1859 to 1869 (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The second generation school was built on a hill in 

the east part of town in 1868-1869 and consisted of a two story brick structure (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The present structure was built 

sometime between 1900-1905 and was in use until the early 1960s when the North Winneshiek School District was created (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  The current structure is located in a residential setting with private residences to the west and south.  Although the location is likely 

disturbed due to its urban setting, it appears that the structure is found on the summit and shoulder of a small upland landform with older-growth 

deciduous trees along 360th Street.  The Burr Oak School is a frame structure that faces to the north and originally had two rooms, one for higher 

grades and one for primary grades (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure has a hip roof with a centrally located extension on the north wall 

(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This north extension has a round opening which may have been for venting (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Today, the 

Burr Oak School appears to be have completely restored and in exceptional condition,...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed; upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

First school: 1859-1869; second school: 1868-1869 | Burr Oak school construction: 1900-1905 | Closed: early 1960s | Last Visible: 

2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent to fair Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the south (08/12/12).

ID:  100-09-11-01

Location NW, NE, NW,  Sec. 25, T100N,  R9W  |  N: 4812211   E: 591957 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-09-11-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A394



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A concrete foundation of a south-facing structure no longer standing is found to the west, while a private residence and several 

farm-related outbuildings are found to the north/northwest.

SHPO 96-00396Name Plymouth Rock School Township Fremont District 1

Other Names

Condition Moved | Unknown | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural; rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; corn field; gravel

                          The Plymouth Rock school was originally found on a high terrace west of the Upper Iowa River and west of 303rd Avenue.  The 

plotted school location is largely based off of 1886 and 1905 plat map depictions of the school.  However, it is difficult to determine the precise 

location based off of the available aerial images due to the presence of multiple structures in the immediate area that were located to the west and 

north.  The Johnson investigation lists the Plymouth Rock School as originally facing to the west and having a stone foundation with a basement 

(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  However, based on the plat map depictions (1886 and 1905), there is no structure visible in the aerial photos that 

faces this direction at the location outside of a private residence to the north that still stands today.  The structure selected from the aerial images 

that best corresponds to the plat map depicted location (1886 and 1905) appears to face to the south.  This investigated site area is found on level (0-

2%) terrain composed of manicured lawn along the gravel road and corn field to the west/southwest.  Immediately west of this location is a south-

facing concrete foundation related to a structure that is visible in the aerial images but no longer standing today. The existing ROW along 303rd 

Avenue to the west runs along the road and ends just before the current plotted school location.  Nearby landowners that were interviewed were 

unaware of the original location of the school.  There...(See Full Comments)

Landform Alluvial terrace

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: possibly early 1960s | Moved: 1971-1983 (?) | Last Visible: 1970s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown; none; there is a concrete foundation of a south-facing structure to the west that does not appear to be associated with the 

Plymouth Rock School.

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the south (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/12/12).

ID:  100-10-01-01

Location SE, NE, SW,  Sec. 35, T100N,  R10W  |  N: 4809419   E: 581051 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-10-01-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A396



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00392Name Kendallville School Township Fremont District 2

Other Names

Condition Standing | Excellent to fair | Johnson (1985):Original site; good

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; older-growth deciduous trees

                          This Kendallville School is a standing brick building found north of County Road A23 and east of 333rd Avenue.  The school has 

a south-facing entrance that has an open wood porch/patio that appears to be of recent addition.  The entrance originally had cement steps (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  On each side of the entrance door is a window, with an open roof stoop over it.  A set of five windows are found on the east 

wall, while the west wall has no openings.  All of the windows of the structure appear to be boarded over.  The main roof of the school is a clipped 

gable and the location of the brick chimney is located approximately six feet from the south edge and off in the west section of the roof (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  There is an additional ventilation opening just east of the chimney.  The structure does possess a basement that has an 

exterior door located on the southeast corner of the structure (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Kendallville School is found on the small, level (0-

2%) summit of an upland landform that slopes to the south, with older-growth deciduous trees along the east, west, and north perimeters.  The 

current structure appears to be a private residence, with a maintained garden just east of the structure.  During the Johnson investigation (1985-

1986), the school was used as a town hall.  Overall, both the condition and the integrity of this building are exceptional.  The Kendallville school 

was built in 1935 after the original school had burned, with there...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1935 | Last Visible: 2010 aerial

Integrity Excellent Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/12/12).

ID:  100-10-02-01

Location SE, SW, NE,  Sec. 32, T100N,  R10W  |  N: 4809692   E: 576554 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-10-02-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A398



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is found to the south across the road.

SHPOName Lybbert School Township Fremont District 3

Other Names

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Soybean field

                          The Lybbert School is a razed structure that was originally located just north/northeast of the T-intersection of 360th Street and 

333rd Avenue.  The plotted school location is found on gently sloping (2-4%) upland sideslope related to a lobate extension to the south, with the 

summit of the landform found to the north.  A small gravel access drive leads from 360th Street toward the site area that may be associated with the 

former school, as it does not appear to be currently utilized.  There were no observed remains related to a structure.  Based on the dates of when the 

1970s and 1980s aerial images were taken, it seems that the Lybbert School was razed sometime between 1971 (7/31) and 1982 (4/24).  A 

farmstead/rural residence is located to the south across 360th Street.

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1971-1983 | Last Visible: 1970s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/12/12).

ID:  100-10-03-01

Location SW, SW, SE,  Sec. 20, T100N,  R10W  |  N: 4812123   E: 576160 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair

Printed: 11/09/12 Page A399



Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-10-03-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A400



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPO 96-00388Name Johnson School Township Fremont District 4

Other Names Red School

Condition Moved | Unknown | Johnson (1985):Moved

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Johnson School, also known as the Red School, is a moved structure that was originally located south of A14 and east of 

333rd Avenue.  The structure was constructed in 1902-1903 and originally faced to the north with a stone foundation that lacked a basement (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  The plotted school location is found on a large upland landform that moderately slopes (5-9%) to the south/southeast and 

was composed of corn field at the time of investigation.  It is difficult to determine the precise school location since only a small portion of the 

gently sloping (1-3%) upland shoulder slope exists south of the road suitable for containing a structure, with the summit found north of the road.  

Visible remains were not able to be determined due the existence of wide ROW that has likely disturbed the site, and the lack of an access drive at 

the school location that would allow for closer examination.  However, a gravel access drive is located just to the east where a more stable portion 

of the landform is found.  The school was moved to serve as a home for an Amish family in Fillmore County, Minnesota (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  Based on the dates of the 1970s and 1980s aerial images, it appears that the Johnson School was moved sometime between 1971 (7/31) and 

1983 (4/24).  A farmstead/rural residence is located to the northeast across the road.

Landform Upland shoulder and sideslope; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1902-1903 | Moved: 1971-1983 | Last Visible: 1970s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown; none

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/08/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the south (07/08/12).

ID:  100-10-04-01

Location NW, NE, NE,  Sec. 17, T100N,  R10W  |  N: 4815262   E: 576434 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair

Printed: 11/09/12 Page A401



Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-10-04-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A402



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A farmstead/rural residence is found to the south/southeast.

SHPO 96-00387Name Webb School Township Fremont District 5

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Strong evidence | Johnson (1985):Original site; deteriorated

Land Use Standing grove

Ground Cover Younger-growth deciduous trees; thick underbrush; mixed grass

                          The Webb School was originally located just northwest of the T-intersection of A14 and 298th Avenue.  The investigated site area 

is found on the gently sloping sideslope (2-4%) of an upland landform that slopes to the east toward Deer Creek.  The location is composed of a 

standing grove of younger-growth deciduous trees with thick underbrush and mixed grass.  Corn field was found to the north and west at the time 

of investigation.  The Webb School was listed as standing at it's original site by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), but is no longer present 

today, and its current condition is unknown.  A red brick foundation does remain that is located near the center of the standing grove, with the 

foundation walls slightly above ground level.  A grass-covered access drive leads to the standing grove from 298th Avenue and it is unknown if this 

is original to the school.  The Webb School was a frame gable roof structure that faced to the south (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).   The school had a 

set of three equally spaced windows on the east and west walls, with a brick chimney located approximately six feet in from the south end of the 

roof (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There is no evidence of the small shed that existed to the west of the school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986), but this 

was difficult to determine given the very low ground surface visibility.  The Webb School was listed as being vacant with no apparent up-keep by 

the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  A farmstead/rural residence...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1990s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

A foundation (foundation walls) consisting of red brick is present at the projected school location toward the center of the standing 

grove of trees.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (07/01/12).

ID:  100-10-05-01

Location SE, SE, SE,  Sec. 11, T100N,  R10W  |  N: 4815351   E: 581629 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent

Printed: 11/09/12 Page A403



Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-10-05-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A404



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

A rural residence is found just to the east, with a farmstead/rural residence located to the southeast across the road.

SHPOName Todd School Township Fremont District 6

Other Names

Condition Razed | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; few scattered deciduous trees

                          The Todd School is a razed structure that was originally located north of A18.  The investigated site area is found on gently sloping 

(3-5%) upland sideslope that is currently composed of manicured lawn with a few scattered deciduous trees.  However, the plotted school location 

is rather level (0-2%) with a somewhat "square" indentation that is indicative of containing a former structure.  Outside of this feature, there were 

no other observed remains related to the former school.  A rural residence is found to the east and a farmstead/rural residence is located to the 

southeast across A18.  Based on the dates in which the 1930s and 1950s aerial images were taken, it appears that the Todd School was razed 

sometime between 1940 (9/25) and 1952 (7/4).  This razed date is likely closer to 1952, as there appears to be a remnant of the school's foundation 

in the 1950s aerial image.

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1940-1952 | Last Visible: 1930s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

There is a level (0-2%) area with a somewhat "square" indentation at the plotted school location that may be related to a former 

structure.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/01/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (07/01/12).

ID:  100-10-06-01

Location SW, SW, SE,  Sec. 23, T100N,  R10W  |  N: 4812155   E: 581003 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-10-06-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A406



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

SHPOName Easler School Township Fremont District 7

Other Names

Condition Razed | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Razed

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The Easler School is a razed structure that was originally located east of 318th Avenue.  The plotted school location is found on 

the gently sloping sideslope (3-5%) of a large upland landform that slopes to the west toward a drainage that empties into the Upper Iowa to the 

south/southwest.  There is a gravel access drive that leads from the road to the site area where the landform becomes slightly level (1-3%) near 

former school location.  The site area was composed of corn field at the time of investigation, with a few visible surface remains that consisted of 

scattered pieces of limestone and gravel.  Based on the aerial dates of the 1970s and 1980s aerial images, it appears that the Easler School was 

razed sometime between 1971 (7/31) and 1983 (4/24).  The 1930s aerial image also seems to show an access drive/path leading to from the 

southeast to the school.

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Razed: 1971-1983 | Last Visible: 1970s aerial

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Gravel and few pieces of limestone were observed on the surface at the investigated school location.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/08/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/08/12).

ID:  100-10-07-01

Location SW, SW, NW,  Sec. 15, T100N,  R10W  |  N: 4814506   E: 578488 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair

Printed: 11/09/12 Page A407



Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-10-07-01Printed: 11/09/12 Page A408



Map of the location (1" = 2000').

The Fremont Cemetery is located to the west across 370th Street.

SHPOName Possible Alternate Location 1 Township Fremont District 7

Other Names Possible alternate location to the Easler School

Condition Unknown | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  There are no visible 

structures in the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images, which makes precisely locating where the original structure once stood difficult.  Based on 

the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions, the school was located just northeast of the intersection of 370th Street and 318th Avenue.  The 

site area is found on gently sloping upland sideslope (3-5%), although it is difficult to determine the precise landform position without visual 

verification from the aerial images (1930s, 1950s, and 1990s).  The landform slopes to the west/southwest toward the Upper Iowa River.  The site 

area is currently agriculturally developed and composed of corn field at the time of the investigation.  The Fremont Cemetery is located just to the 

west across 318th Avenue, which is the site of the former Fremont Lutheran Church.  The fact that a church did previously exist in the immediate 

area increases the probability that a school once stood at its depicted location.  There were no observed remains from the existing ROW relating to 

a structure within the site area.  However, the landform does become quite level (0-2%) and somewhat square in shape toward the intersection, but 

it is unknown if this is a result of agricultural and/or road improvement activities.  There is what appears to be a shallow access drive covered in 

mixed vegetation/grass leading from 318th Avenue...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1886 plat

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

There is a level (0-2%), somewhat square area near the intersection that correlates with the plotted school location.  There is also a 

shallow, unmaintained access drive leading to the investigated site area that may be related to the school.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/01/12).

ID:  100-10-07-02

Location SW, SW, SW,  Sec. 15, T100N,  R10W  |  N: 4813700   E: 578502 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-10-07-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A410



Numerous farm-related outbuildings are found to the south and southeast, with the house attached to the east wall of the Stavanger 

School.

SHPO 96-00028Name Stavanger School (Moved) Township Military District 5

Other Names Rogness School

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = destroyed

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; concrete; few older-growth trees

                          The Stavanger School, also known as the Rogness School, is a frame gable roof structure that faced to the west and had a block 

basement with a set of two windows on the north and south walls at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved in the 

early 1960s to a rural residence approximately one half of a mile to the southwest where it became an addition to a house (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  The current site is found south of 110th Street and to the west of the road's T-intersection with W42.  The Stavanger School now faces to 

the east and continues to be an addition to a private residence, receiving extensive alterations subsequent to the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  

The school originally had a shed addition to the west wall, now the east wall, that had a south facing entry door with a central west windows that 

was removed when the building was moved (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The entrance door was centrally located to the main room and a brick 

chimney was located on the east wall, now the west wall, that went through the peak of the structure (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The original 

outline of the brick chimney on the current west that was described by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) is no longer present.  The original 

east wall entrance of the school has been incorporated into the west wall of the house toward the center.  The original house is two stories with an 

addition to the east wall with a centrally located door that serves as...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s | Extensive renovations: >2006

Integrity Poor Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/21/12).

ID:  096-08-05-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NW, NE, NE,  Sec. 33, T96N,  R8W  |  N: 4772199   E: 598597 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  096-08-05-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A412



The private residence which currently utilizes the Bakula School as a garage/shop is found just to the northwest.

SHPO 96-00048Name Bakula School (Moved) Township Jackson District 5

Other Names

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = damaged

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; gravel; few scattered trees

                          The Bakula School is a frame gable roof structure that faced to the south at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 

school originally had three sets of windows on the east and west walls, with the chimney located on the north wall that protruded through the peak 

of the roof (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure was moved in the early 1960s approximately nineteen miles northwest to Cresco, Iowa where 

its current location is found east of 3rd Street West between 6th Avenue West and 7th Avenue West.  This process of moving the school entailed 

transporting it in sections composed of one wall at a time, where the structure was converted into a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 

Bakula School now faces to the west and appears much as it did at the time of the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) and still is utilized as 

shop/garage.  The west wall has large garage door opening installed that is slightly off-centered and set toward the south wall.  The south wall has 

one window opening which is located near the southeast corner of the structure.  The east wall has an addition composed of metal paneling that 

encompasses the entire wall.  This addition has a centrally located window on it's east wall, while it appears that the window located on the south 

wall has recently been covered by metal paneling.  The north wall of the Bakula School was not viewed by this investigation, but according to the 

Johnson investigation (1985-1986) consists of two small windows...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s

Integrity Poor Dimensions 26' 4'' × 14' 5''

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (10/24/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (10/24/12).

ID:  096-10-05-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location SW, SW, NW,  Sec. 23, T99N,  R11W  |  N: 4803323   E: 571295 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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There is a large addition to the west wall that is of recent construction and appears to serve as the current residence.

SHPO 96-00049Name Navan School (Moved) Township Jackson District 6

Other Names Vrzak School

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = completely destroyed

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; few scattered deciduous trees; gravel; concrete

                          The Navan School, also referred to as the Vrzak School, was originally a frame gable roof structure that faced to the west and had 

stone foundation without a basement at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved approximately one third of a mile 

to the northeast to a location that is just south of Highway 24 and just west of its T-intersection with 336th Avenue.  The Johnson investigation 

(1985-1986) provides two moved dates that include 1932-1933 and the early 1960s.  The 1930s and 1950s aerial images do depict a structure that 

appears to face the north at the moved location and resembles a school structure.  All subsequent aerial images show the structure facing to the 

east.  It is unknown if the Johnson investigation was referring to the Navan School being relocated to its moved location in 1932-1933 and then 

being moved to east facing direction in the early 1960s.  The building originally had a set of three windows on the north and south walls, with the 

east wall having a central step chimney located on the exterior (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school had a centrally-located exterior door that 

had a wood platform below and led to an interior coat room that possessed two off-centered doors that lead to the main classroom (Steve Johnson 

1985-1986).  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) described the Navan School was being in good conditions but having the structure's design 

and integrity completely destroyed due to extensive renovations in converting...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: 1932-1933 | Moved: early 1960s

Integrity Poor Dimensions 30' × 20'

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/21/12).

ID:  096-10-06-04

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location SE, SE, SE,  Sec. 30, T96N,  R10W  |  N: 4772063   E: 576223 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  096-10-06-04Printed: 11/09/12 Page A416



Numerous farm-related outbuildings and grains bins are found to the south and east of the school, with the private residence of the 

farmstead located just to the southwest.

SHPO 96-00044Name Holub School (Moved) Township Jackson District 7

Other Names Bouska School

Condition Standing | Fair to poor | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = destroyed

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; evergreen trees; concrete

                          The Holub School, also known as the Bouska School, is a frame hip structure with a ridge roof that faced to the south and had a 

cement block foundation with a basement at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved in the early 1960s 

approximately one and half miles southeast to a farmstead south of 140th Street where it was subsequently modified into a shop/garage (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  The building now faces to the east and rests on a site area composed of manicured lawn and landscaped areas along the south 

and west walls.  A line of evergreen trees are found north the structure along 140th Street.  The Holub School originally had approximately five 

cement steps leading to a centrally located landing at the entrance wall that are no longer present (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The entrance wall, 

which is now the east wall, also had an open porch roof and a window on either side of the entry which have been removed (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  The original openings on the east wall have been replaced by two garage doors with a concrete driveway leading up to them.  The west wall 

is solid while the south wall has a set of five adjoining windows near the southeast corner of the structure and a door at the southwest corner which 

is original to the structure.  The door at the southwest corner of the building actually was the entry to the basement and has a small concrete stepped 

stoop (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A tin/metal pipe extends from the western...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s

Integrity Poor Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/21/12).

ID:  096-10-07-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NW, NE, NW,  Sec. 16, T96N,  R10W  |  N: 4776864   E: 578358 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  096-10-07-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A418



Two outbuildings that appear to be farm-related are found to the north and east respectively, while a private residence is found to 

the south/southwest.

SHPO 96-00080Name McKay School (Moved) Township Frankville District 3

Other Names

Condition Standing | Poor | Johnson (1985):Fair; integrity/design = low

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; gravel; concrete

                          The McKay School is a frame hipped roof structure that originally faced to the south/southeast and had a stone foundation with a 

basement at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved in the early 1960s to the Robert O'Hara farm approximately 

one half of a mile to the southwest from its original location.  The current site is found west of 131st Avenue.  The McKay School currently faces to 

the west, with two farm-related outbuildings found to the east and northwest, and the private residence of the farmstead located to the southwest.  

The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn with a few scattered deciduous trees that are of older-growth found in the immediate vicinity 

of the building.  The south wall of the school, originally the east wall, has a set of adjoining windows set near the southeast corner of the structure.  

The east wall, originally the north wall, has two small windows set toward the roof that are located near the southeast and northeast corners 

respectively.  The north wall, originally the west wall, has no windows.  The current south, east, and north walls remain in their original condition.  

The west wall, originally the south wall entrance of the McKay School, has been extensively altered by the inclusion of a garage door opening near 

the northwest corner of the structure.  An entrance door opening is found south of the garage door opening near the southwest corner of the 

structure and it is unknown if this original to...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s

Integrity Fair Dimensions 28' 9'' × 26' 9''

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/21/12).

ID:  097-07-03-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NW, SE, SW,  Sec. 15, T97N,  R7W  |  N: 4785518   E: 608986 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Several buildings that are part of the Vesterheim Museum outdoor division are found to the north and south, with private 

residences to the west.

SHPO 96-00161Name Springfield Norwegian School 1 (Moved) Township Springfield District 6

Other Names Rovang School; Greg School House; Old Norwegian Log School; Trollhaugen School

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; few scattered deciduous trees

                          The Rovang School has multiple names that include the Greg School House, the Old Norwegian Log School, and the Trollhaugen 

School.  The school was originally an west-facing structure found east of Middle Ossian Road southwest of the former town of Nordness in the 

Springfield Township.  The building was moved to the Luther College Museum in the 1920s where it was preserved and used as a public and 

parochial school until sometime between 1917 and 1926 (Steve Johnson 1990).  The Rovang School now serves as a museum exhibit that is a part 

of the Vesterheim Museum's outdoor division.  The location is found in a residential portion of Decorah, Iowa east of North Mill Street and north 

of the Vesterheim Museum.  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn with a few scattered deciduous trees.  Several buildings 

associated with the Vesterheim Museum outdoor exhibit are found to the north and south, while private residences are found to the west.  The 

Rovang School continues to the face the west and rests on a foundation that appears to be limestone slabs.  The walls of the structure are composed 

of hand-hewn logs that have been painted white.  A centrally located entrance door is found on the west wall that has a wooden platform with a 

small hand rail.  Both the north and south walls have a set of two centrally located windows.  The east wall is solid with no openings.  The gable 

roof is composed of what appears to be wood shingles.  The red brick chimney is centrally located...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1879 | Moved: 1920s | Closed: 1917-1926

Integrity Excellent Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/23/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/23/12).

ID:  097-08-06-03

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NW, NW, SE,  Sec. 16, T98N,  R8W  |  N: 4795391   E: 597978 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Numerous farm-related outbuildings surround the Phillips School, with the private residence of the farmstead located to the 

southeast.

SHPO 96-00178Name Phillips School (Moved) Township Calmar District 2

Other Names Kubik School

Condition Standing | Fair to poor | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = low

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Mowed grass; gravel; miscellaneous farm equipment

                          The Phillips School, also known as the Kubik School, is a frame structure with a gable roof that faced to the east at its original 

location and did not have a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved around 1960 to its current location on a farmstead south 

of 195th Street where it was converted into a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The building currently faces to the north and is surrounded 

by numerous farm-related outbuildings, with the private residence of the farmstead located to the southeast.  The site area is currently composed of 

mowed grass, scattered miscellaneous farm equipment, and gravel access driveways to the west, east, and north.  The Phillips School originally had 

a set of four windows on the east wall (originally the south wall) that were replaced by a garage door near the southeast corner and sliding doors 

that run for the remaining length of the structure.  The west and south walls are solid, which is original to the school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  

The current entrance area on the north wall originally had an addition that covered about two-thirds the width of the building that was removed 

after the school was moved (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A centrally located entrance door is found on the north wall, with a window located 

toward the northwest corner of the building.  These appear to be the original locations of these features.  A door was installed above the original 

entrance door to allow access for storage (Steve Johnson...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s

Integrity Fair to poor Dimensions 32' 9'' × 20' 6''

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/21/12).

ID:  097-09-02-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NE, SW, SE,  Sec. 16, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4785253   E: 588499 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  097-09-02-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A424



SHPO 96-00183Name Bouska Log Cabin (Moved) Township Calmar District 5

Other Names Martin Bouska Log Cabin Schoolhouse; Martin Bouska House; Martin Bouska House and School; Mary Kopet House

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; concrete; few scattered deciduous trees

                          The Bouska Log Cabin, also known as the Martin Bouska Log Cabin Schoolhouse, was built as two separate structures in 1854 

that were joined together in 1861.  The log cabin was of European style architecture, while the school was a simple shed of logs, mud, and sod.  

The school had to be numbered and dismantled prior to being reattached to the log cabin house.  The Bouska Log Cabin was closed as a school in 

1866 where it subsequently served as a private residence to Wenzel Kopet after the Bouska family moved to Crawford County, Wisconsin.  In 

1993, the Bouska Log Cabin was moved approximately two kilometers west to its new location in Spillville, Iowa behind the Bily Clocks Museum 

and Antonin Dvorak Exhibit.  The structure was dedicated to Martin Bouska and his family in 1994.  The Bouska Log Cabin currently faces to the 

east and has a centrally located entrance door that leads to an entrance hallway.  To the left (south) of this hallways represents the school addition.  

To the right (north) of this hallway is a sixteen by sixteen foot room that served as the bedroom, dining room, and sitting room.  The walls of this 

room were chinked with clay and whitewashed.  The original cabin was constructed of whole logs running the length of the cabin that were eleven 

logs high with dovetailed corners.  When the school was added on, the downstairs walls were plastered in an authentic Bohemian style with split 

willow twigs nailed to the logs, and clay mud put over and between them.  The...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1854 | Addition to log house: 1861; closed as school: 1866 | Moved: 1993; dedicated: 1994

Integrity Excellent Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (07/10/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/10/12).

ID:  097-09-05-04

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location SW, NW, SE,  Sec. 19, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4783762   E: 585176 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  097-09-05-04Printed: 11/09/12 Page A426



SHPO 96-00209Name Ryan School (Moved) Township Glenwood District 1

Other Names

Condition Standing | Poor | Johnson (1985):Deteriorating; integrity/design = high

Land Use Forest

Ground Cover Deciduous trees; mixed grass; underbrush

                          The Ryan School is a frame structure with a hip roof with a ridge that had a red tile foundation with a basement at its original 

location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved in the early 1960s approximately three hundred yards to the south where the it was 

used as a goat shed (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The moved site area is south of West Ridge Road.  The building currently faces the east as it did at 

its original location and is within a remote, forested area (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The site area is fenced off with a system of gates in the 

immediate vicinity that would seem to correspond with the school being used as goat shed within a pastured area.  The school appears to currently 

be vacant, but landowner contact was unsuccessful.  The site area is composed of deciduous trees, mixed grass, and underbrush.  The building is 

located a short distance from the existing ROW of West Ridge Road, so only the west and south walls of the structure could be observed.  The 

Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicates that a group of four windows were located on the north wall, while the east wall had a centrally 

located entrance door with a window on either side.  The Ryan School is mentioned as having a short entry hall into the main room with a small 

room on either side (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  It is unknown if the north and east walls remain as described during the Johnson investigation 

(1985-1986).  The west wall was also described as originally having two windows...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: ca. 1920s | Moved: early 1960s

Integrity Fair to poor Dimensions 28' × 20'

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (07/11/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/22/12).

ID:  098-07-01-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location SW, NW, NE,  Sec. 12, T98N,  R7W  |  N: 4797769   E: 612397 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-07-01-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A428



A few farm-related outbuildings are found to the east, while the private residence of the farmstead is found to the southeast.

SHPO 96-00215Name Baker School (Moved) Township Glenwood District 3

Other Names

Condition Standing | Poor | Johnson (1985):Fair; integrity/design = high

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Mowed grass; mixed grass; mixed trees; underbrush; miscellaneous farm equipment

                          The Baker School is a frame gable roof structure that originally faced to the west with a stone foundation and associated basement 

(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved in the early 1960s to a farmstead where it was used as a storage shed (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  The current site area is north of 155th Avenue.  The building currently faces to the south, with the site area composed of mowed and mixed 

grass, underbrush, and scattered miscellaneous farm equipment surrounding the school.  Deciduous and evergreen trees are found to the west and 

north of the structure.  The school is found just northwest of the private residence, with farm-related outbuildings to the east.  The Baker School has 

a centrally located entrance door on the south wall that leads to an entry room that has its own window on the east and west walls.  Both the east 

and west walls have a set of four equally spaced windows, with the three located closest to the north wall being part of the main room of the 

structure (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A window is located just above the entrance door in the doorway, with the door itself removed from its 

hinges and within the building.  Above the entrance area is a small light fixture and above this near the peak is a small ornamental window.  There 

is also a plaque that reads "Iowa Standard School" found at above the window at the entrance door area.  The school appears to have a power line 

connection currently.  According to the Johnson investigation (1985-1986),...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s

Integrity Excellent Dimensions 28' 4'' × 22' 4''

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/22/12).

ID:  098-07-03-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location SE, NE, SE,  Sec. 18, T98N,  R7W  |  N: 4795329   E: 605129 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-07-03-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A430



Numerous farm-related outbuildings are found to the west and south, while the private residence of the farmstead is located east of 

the Rocksvold School.

SHPO 96-00211Name Rocksvold School (Moved) Township Glenwood District 4

Other Names

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = severely damaged

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; gravel

                          The Rocksvold School is a frame gable roof structure that originally faced to the west and had a stone foundation with a basement 

(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved in the early 1960s approximately two hundred yards to the west across Glenville Road to the 

John O'Hara farm where it  was converted into a two stall garage and shop (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The building currently faces to the south 

and appears to have a concrete foundation.  The Rocksvold School originally had three equally spaced windows on the east and west walls that are 

still present today.  However, the window located near the northeast corner of the building has been converted into a door.  The remaining windows 

appear to have been replaced since the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  The south wall has had two garage doors installed that have gravel 

driveways leading up to them.  This wall was originally the entrance to the school that had an off-centered door and an off-set window, with the 

entry door leading into the coat room (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school had chimney located centrally in the partition wall at the original site 

that had a door to either side of it (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The chimney is no longer present with the structure and the previously shingled roof 

has been recently replaced by metal/tin siding.  The walls of the structure have also been recently resided.  The site area is currently composed of 

manicured lawn with landscaped areas along the north and...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: ca. early 1960s

Integrity Fair to poor Dimensions 27' 6'' × 20' 6''

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/22/12).

ID:  098-07-04-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NE, SW, NW,  Sec. 14, T98N,  R7W  |  N: 4796029   E: 610223 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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A private residence is found to the northeast and a farm-related outbuilding is found to the east

SHPO 96-00236Name Guttormson School (Moved) Township Decorah District 2

Other Names

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Disturbed soil; prairie grass; manicured lawn; scattered trees

                          The Guttormson School is a gable frame building that originally faced to the west and was supported by a stone foundation with a 

basement at its original location along Madison Road (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  During the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), the school was 

described as being in fair condition with little alterations being conducted on the structure that was being utilized for corn storage.  The school was 

subsequently moved approximately two hundred yards across Madison Road to the north where it is currently located just south of a private 

residence and west of a farm-related outbuilding.  This move occurred at a recent date, as the school appears standing at its original location in the 

2010 aerial image.  The Guttormson School is currently being restored with very few alterations to the original integrity of the structure.  The 

school is thought to have had steps and a landing to enter the building originally, which no longer exist with it (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  All 

openings appear to remain original to the school, with structure currently facing to the east at its moved location.  There is a centrally-located entry 

door that has a window on each side and window directly above the entrance door.  There is also an additional window located above the entrance 

toward the peak of the gable roof.  A set of five windows are set toward the center of the south wall, while the north wall has two windows set 

toward the west wall of the school.  The west wall, itself,...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: >2010

Integrity Excellent to fair Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (10/27/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (10/27/12).

ID:  098-08-02-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NE, NE, NW,  Sec. 18, T98N,  R8W  |  N: 4796086   E: 594525 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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A private residence and a few related outbuildings are located to the east.

SHPO 96-00225Name Clay Hill School (Moved) Township Decorah District 5

Other Names

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = moderate

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Mowed grass; mixed trees; underbrush; landscaped areas

                          The Clay Hill School is a frame gable roof structure that faced to the south at its original location where it had a stone foundation 

that lacked a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved in 1962 approximately one half of a mile to its current location west of 

Locust Road.  The Clay Hill School was initially moved to Wonder Cave to be used as an office and a historic site for several years until its closing 

in the late 1970s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Clay Hill School is actually one of two schools in Winneshiek County to be moved and used for 

commercial use (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  After the closing of Wonder Cave, the school has sat vacant and appears to continue to do so today.  

The structure currently faces to the east with a centrally-located door on the east wall that has a stepped wooden entrance pad.  At the school's 

original location, the structure had an enclosed entry room that was about two-thirds the width of the building and had a gable roof with both the 

exterior and interior door in a straight line (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There was also a window on either side of the entry (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  Neither the entry room nor the associated windows are currently present with the school.  The Clay Hill School also had an external brick 

chimney that went through the peak at the north wall (now west wall) at its original location that is no longer present with the building (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  Both the north and south walls have...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: 1962

Integrity Excellent to fair Dimensions 32' × 24'

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/22/12).

ID:  098-08-05-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NE, NW, NW,  Sec. 3, T98N,  R8W  |  N: 4799523   E: 598918 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Numerous farm-related outbuildings surround the Bruvold School, with a private residence located to the southeast.

SHPO 96-00255Name Bruvold School (Moved) Township Decorah District 8

Other Names Ronglien School

Condition Standing | Poor | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = moderate

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Mowed grass; gravel; miscellaneous farm equipment

                          The Bruvold School, also known as the Ronglien School, is a frame gable roof structure that originally faced to the west and did 

not have a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved in the late 1950s approximately a half mile to the south to the Ivan W. 

Haugen farm where it was converted into a granary (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Bruvold currently faces to the east and is surrounded by 

numerous farm-related outbuildings, with a private residence located to the southeast.  At its original site location, the school had a shed addition 

installed at the entrance that is still present with the structure.  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that lap siding is found inside this 

addition that appeared to be weathered on the wall which entered into the main classroom.  The entrance to this addition has a centrally located 

door with a window on either side.  There is also a centrally located door inside the addition that leads to the main room (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  The school originally had a stepped chimney that is no longer present that was located on the wall opposite of the entrance (Steve Johnson 

1985-1986).  There were originally three windows located on both the north and south walls.  When the school was moved, these windows were 

closed off and a door was cut into both the north and south walls.  Above each of these doors is a small window.  The south wall has two openings 

cut into the structure that appear to be small doors that are located...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: ca. late 1950s

Integrity Fair Dimensions 30' 8'' × 18' 4''

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/22/12).

ID:  098-08-08-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location SE, NE, SW,  Sec. 36, T98N,  R8W  |  N: 4790537   E: 602712 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Numerous farm-related outbuildings are scattered to the north east and south of the school, with the private residence found to the 

south/southwest.

SHPO 96-00267Name Tollefson School (Moved) Township Madison District 1

Other Names

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = lowered

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Mowed grass; gravel; miscellaneous farm equipment

                          The Tollefson School is a frame gable roof structure that originally had an entry hall with two small rooms to either side (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  To the right was the internal stairs to the basement and to the left was the coat room (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 

interior portion wall had a central chimney with the two doors off-centered to the rooms (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The brick chimney went all 

the way to basement that was original to the school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Tollefson School was moved in the early 1960s 

approximately one half of a mile northeast to the Gerald Bakken farm yard where it was used as a granary (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The site 

area is currently composed of mowed grass with scattered miscellaneous farm equipment surrounding.  Numerous farm-related outbuildings and 

grain bins are found to the north, east and south, with the private residence found to the south/southwest.  The Tollefson currently faces to the east 

and appears to continue to be used as a granary.  When the school was initially moved, the original windows located on the east and west walls in 

sets of three were filled but still visible (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Today, the entire Tollefson School has been recently covered by tin/metal 

siding and this includes the roof.  The roof consists of white tin/metal siding and the walls of the school are covered by red tin/metal siding.  It is 

unknown if the original school design/architecture remains underneath.  A portion...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s

Integrity Poor Dimensions 30' 4'' × 20' 2''

Remnants 

Visible

Abundant fragments of concrete, limestone, and red brick with "Kbros" inscriptions were observed surrounding the school 

structure.  It is unknown if these remains are original to the Tollefson School.

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (08/23/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/23/12).

ID:  098-09-01-04

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NW, NE, SE,  Sec. 10, T98N,  R9W  |  N: 4796883   E: 590218 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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A series of grain bins are found to the west and southwest, while a number of farm-related outbuildings surround the school.  A 

house is found to the southeast on the rural lot.

SHPO 96-00268Name Horgen School (Moved) Township Madison District 1

Other Names

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Fair; integrity/design = destroyed

Land Use Rural lot

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; mixed grass; underbrush; miscellaneous farm equipment; concrete

                          The Horgen School is a gable roof frame structure that originally faced to the east and did not originally contain a basement until 

one was added at a later date (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved to the Telford Ansten farm in the early 1960s to used as a 

shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Today this location appears to be a satellite farm that is not currently resided at, although this cannot be 

certain since landowner contact attempts were unsuccessful.  The site area is found north of Madison Road and northeast of the its T-intersection 

with Happy Hollow Road.  At it original location, the Horgen School had a wood shed attached to the structure at a later date that was used as an 

entry area (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This entry area was removed when the school was moved, as was the original chimney that was located four 

feet in from the east wall that went all the way to the basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  When the Horgen School was first moved to the 

Ansten farm it faced to the west.  After removing the entry area that covered nearly two-thirds of the gable end, the entrance door was changed to a 

window and the original window was covered up (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The east wall, which originally was the west wall that had no 

openings, was altered by the installation of a door toward the southeast corner of the structure and a garage door toward the northeast corner (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  There is currently a concrete pad in front the door...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: ca. early 1960s

Integrity Fair to poor Dimensions 30' 3'' × 20' 3''

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/23/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/23/12).

ID:  098-09-01-05

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location SW, SW, SE,  Sec. 11, T98N,  R9W  |  N: 4796311   E: 591568 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Numerous farm-related outbuildings are found to the east, southwest, and north/northwest, with the private residence of the 

farmstead found to the northeast.

SHPO 96-00264Name Gilbertson School (Moved) Township Madison District 2

Other Names

Condition Standing | Fair to poor | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = low

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; gravel

                          The Gilbertson School is a frame gable roof structure that originally faced to the south (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school 

was moved in the early 1960s to the Blekeberg farm approximately 350 yards north of its original location. The current site is found west of 270th 

Avenue and northwest of the road's T-intersection of 270th Street.  The Gilbertson School now faces to the west and was converted into a 

shop/garage after it was moved (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The west wall, originally the south wall, had a garage door installed off-center toward 

the northwest corner.  This wall originally had a centrally located entrance door with a window to either side (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 

chimney is longer present with the structure, but was originally located about eight feet from the entrance door that went through the roof peak and 

had a large two by three foot heat register in front of it (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The south entrance wall, now the west wall, also had an open 

stoop over the entrance door that was removed after the school was moved (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The east wall, originally the north wall, is 

solid and this is original to the school and at one point held the blackboards on the interior side (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The north and south 

walls, originally the east and west walls, have a set of three equally spaced windows set toward the east (originally north) wall.  These window 

openings are original to the school except for the window opening...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s

Integrity Poor Dimensions 30' 4'' × 20' 4''

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

No photograph available. No photograph available.

ID:  098-09-02-04

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NE, SE, SW,  Sec. 5, T98N,  R9W  |  N: 4798097   E: 586413 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Two outbuildings are located to the north and northwest, while a private residence is found to the northeast.

SHPO 96-00272Name Drew School (Moved) Township Madison District 4

Other Names

Condition Standing | Poor | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = low

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; gravel; scattered trees

                          The Drew School is a frame gable roof structure that originally faced to the south at its original location where it had a cement 

block wall basement with a furnace and interior basement steps in the southwest corner (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A small coat room was found 

beyond the central exterior door that had access to main room where a large floor register was located on the central north end (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  The Drew School was moved approximately a half of a mile to the north in the early 1960s to be used initially a gift-antique shop before 

being converted into a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This locations if just south of Highway 9 and southwest of its intersection with 

255th Avenue.  The Drew School currently faces to the north and has had alterations done to the entrance wall (now the north wall) since being 

relocated.  A garage door was installed toward the northeast corner of the structure, while an entrance door was installed toward the northwest 

corner.  A small concrete entrance pad is found in front of the entrance door.  Although the original chimney is no longer present on the school, the 

original opening for the chimney is still present at the peak of the gable roof at the south wall.  The Drew School originally had a set of three 

equally spaced windows on the east and west walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The original windows locations are still present on the building, 

but the window openings have been extensively altered on both walls....(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: ca. early 1960s

Integrity Poor Dimensions 28' × 20'

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/19/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/19/12).

ID:  098-09-04-03

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NE, NE, NE,  Sec. 28, T98N,  R9W  |  N: 4792892   E: 588917 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-09-04-03Printed: 11/09/12 Page A446



Numerous farm-related grain bins and outbuildings are found to the east and north of the school, with the private residence of the 

farmstead located to the northwest.

SHPO 96-00275Name Frana School (Moved) Township Madison District 5

Other Names Forester School

Condition Standing | Poor | Johnson (1985):Exceptional; integrity/design = exceptional

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; mixed grass; scattered trees

                          The Frana School, also known as the Forester School, is a frame gable roof structure that was that originally faced to the south and 

had a stone foundation with a full basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved approximately one-fifth of a mile to the northeast 

to be used for storage on a farmstead (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Frana School currently faces the north and is found on a farmstead located 

east of 240th Avenue and northeast of the roads T-intersection with Dry Run Road.  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn, mixed 

grass along the structure's walls, and scattered trees that are primarily deciduous.  Numerous farm-related grain bins and outbuildings are found to 

the north and east of the school, with the private residence of the farmstead located to the northwest.  The building has a central door with a 

window on either side.  According the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), once you enter the central door the basement stairs are found to the right 

and the left contains an open area where coats were hung.  An off-center door to the left entered into the main room and it seems that the internal 

entry into the main room may have been two doors, with one closed off and made into a bookshelf possibly due to the introduction of the basement 

(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A set of three equally spaced windows are found on the east and west walls.  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) 

indicated that the original chimney was located on the partition...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: 1974 or 1975

Integrity Excellent Dimensions 28' 5'' × 20' 5''

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the south (08/23/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/23/12).

ID:  098-09-05-03

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NW, SW, NE,  Sec. 35, T98N,  R9W  |  N: 4790817   E: 591604 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Several farm-related outbuildings and grain bins are found north and east of the school.

SHPO 96-00277Name Lincoln Valley School (Moved) Township Lincoln District 3

Other Names Samec School

Condition Standing | Poor | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = lowered

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Mowed grass; scattered trees; gravel

                          The Lincoln Valley School, also known as the Samec School, is a frame hip structure with a ridge roof that originally faced to the 

west with a poured cement wall basement and a cement block foundation at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was 

moved in 1965 approximately twelve miles to the southwest to the Jacksonville Township in Chickasaw County, Iowa.  This moved location is 

found just west of the T-intersection of Quinlan Avenue and B22/V46, and west of Saude, Iowa.  Today this location appears to be a satellite farm, 

with the Lincoln Valley School continuing to be utilized as a private residence as initially described by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  At 

the school's original location, the structure had a small open porch centrally located on the west elevation with windows on either side of the door 

that was removed when the school was moved (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There was also a set of steps which led to the open porch (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure currently faces to the south at its moved location and appears much as did during the Johnson investigation, 

although the building is in a state of deterioration.  The school has been raised higher above the ground than its original site, with one of the 

windows on the east wall being filled in (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure had a set of five windows on the south wall at its original 

location that do not appear to be present on the structure and have likely been...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: 1965

Integrity Fair to poor Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (10/24/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (10/24/12).

ID:  098-10-03-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location SW, SE, SE,  Sec. 26, T97N,  R12W  |  N: 4781575   E: 563064 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-10-03-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A450



The Wemark School is surrounded by private residences due to its residential location within Decorah, Iowa, with the West Side 

Elementary School found to the west.

SHPO 96-00279Name Wemark School (Moved) Township Lincoln District 5

Other Names

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = destroyed

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; few scattered trees; asphalt; concrete

                          The Wemark School is a frame structure with a gable roof that had a stone foundation without a basement at its original location 

(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved to East Street in Decorah, Iowa in the early 1960s to be used as a private residence (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  The Wemark School had an addition on the front of the building that covered about two-thirds of the width of the building 

and served as a coat/entry area (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This entry room was moved with the building but is no longer present today.  The 

original brick chimney of the school was located in the center of the opposite wall to the entrance area and run up the wall through the peak of the 

roof (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This chimney appears to still be present with the structure on the current north wall.  The window locations 

present on the school during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) appear to be the same today.  The Wemark School originally had a set of three 

windows on the west and east walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Since the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), the structure has had a one-stall 

garage attached to the south wall.  This garage addition is two stories and connects to the gable roof of the house.  A asphalt driveway leads from 

East Street to the garage, while a concrete sidewalk leads from the driveway to the east entrance of the house.  A small open porch is over the 

entrance door that has its own gable roof that connects to the main gable roof...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s

Integrity Poor Dimensions 24' 4'' × 24' 3''

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/23/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/23/12).

ID:  098-10-05-03

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location SE, SW, NW,  Sec. 16, T98N,  R8W  |  N: 4795617   E: 597392 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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The moved Haga School is surrounded by outbuildings associated with the farmstead/rural residence, with the house located to the 

south/southwest.

SHPO 96-00278Name Haga School (Moved) Township Lincoln District 6

Other Names

Condition Standing | Fair to poor | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = high

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Mowed grass; scattered trees; gravel

                          The Haga School represents an exceptional structure with unusual architecture as it is the only schoolhouse in Winneshiek County 

that exists with a double entry (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The type of schoolhouse architecture was common in the county in the 1870s and 

1880s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  At its original location, the school faced to the west and had a cement landing in front of both doors (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  There was a small entry room through each entry door that was designated either for girls or boys, with each entry room 

having access to the main classroom (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Haga School originally had a basement, a cement block foundation, and a 

brick chimney that was located on the east wall that went through the roof peak (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved to the Verne 

Hovden farm in the 1960s where it was used for corn storage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Haga School remains standing at its moved location 

which is east of W14 (Pole Line Road) on a farmstead/rural residence.  The site area is currently composed of mowed grass with scattered trees 

throughout the farmstead/rural residence.  Related farm outbuildings surround the school, with the private residence located to the south/southwest.  

A gravel access drive is found just south of the building.  The structure continues to face to the west, although a few subsequent alterations have 

occurred since the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  The original set of three...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: 1960s

Integrity Excellent to fair Dimensions 32' 5'' × 22' 4''

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/19/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/19/12).

ID:  098-10-06-03

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location SW, SW, NW,  Sec. 12, T98N,  R10W  |  N: 4797100   E: 582630 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-10-06-03Printed: 11/09/12 Page A454



The moved location of the Larson School has farm-related outbuildings to the east/southeast, with the private residence located to 

the northeast.

SHPO 96-00309Name Larson School (Moved) Township Pleasant District 5

Other Names Young School

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Deteriorating; integrity/design = exceptional

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; bushes

                          The Larson School, also known as the Young School, was originally a frame gable roof structure that faced to the south at its 

original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The entrance had a centrally located door with a window on either side and a cement landing with 

steps on the three sides (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Both the west and east walls had a set of three windows while the north wall had no window 

openings (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Larson School had a stone foundation without a basement at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  The school was moved in the 1950s across the road to the Milton Young farm as the structure had been vacant prior to the reorganization of 

the early 1960s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Minor alterations occurred to the structure after being moved in order to the convert the building into 

a cattle shed.  The window size was reduced, with center windows filled in and two small windows installed on the south upper story (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  The front entrance door was enlarged, with the school subsequently facing the north after being moved (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).    An exterior stairs with a central door and a window on either side was added for a chicken coop (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The entire 

school was painted red from its original white appearance (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Despite these relatively minor modifications, the Johnson 

investigation still considered the original design and integrity to be exceptional...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: 1950s

Integrity Dimensions 30' 6'' × 20' 4''

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/12/12).

ID:  099-07-05-03

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NE, NE, NE,  Sec. 6, T98N,  R7W  |  N: 4799615   E: 605004 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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SHPO 96-00311Name Richards School (Moved) Township Pleasant District 7

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Fair; integrity/design = low

Land Use Agricultural; standing grove

Ground Cover Corn; prairie grass; deciduous trees; underbrush

                          The Richards School was a frame gable roof structure that was constructed in two stages at it original site, with the large main 

room first followed by a large addition to the south entrance wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Also located at the south wall was a cement porch 

that covered the entire width of the structure with three steps leading to the porch landing (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The main room had three 

sets of windows on the eat and west walls, with a bell tower located on the roof above the entry area (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There was also 

an exterior brick chimney located on the wall opposite to the entry room (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A partial basement with a furnace was added 

later on to the school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Richards School was moved to the Roger Holkesvik farm in the late 1950s or early 1960s to 

be used for the storage of corn (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Richard's School faced to the north at its moved location, with the owner doing 

little to alter the original appearance of the structure (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  However, the owner did introduce an external second floor stairs 

and enclosed the window openings that lowered the original integrity and design of the school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Johnson 

investigation (1985-1986) also indicated that the Richard's School was in need of repairs and that the owner was not performing any maintenance 

of the building.  The Richard's School is no longer standing at its moved...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: late 1950s or early 1960s | Moved/razed: 1994-2006

Integrity Dimensions 40' 8'' × 16' 3''

Remnants 

Visible

None; there does appear to be areas of disturbed soil/landform within, and north of, the standing grove of trees that is likely related 

to the former farmstead/rural residence that existed at the location.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the south (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/22/12).

ID:  099-07-07-03

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location SE, NW, SW,  Sec. 2, T99N,  R8W  |  N: 4808104   E: 599785 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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The Burr Oak Village School is located just to the east on the same block.

SHPO 96-00334Name Pot Hollow School (Moved) Township Canoe District 1

Other Names Headington School

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = moderate

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; few scattered trees

                          The Pot Hollow School is a frame gable roof structure that originally faced to the west and was signification based on its window 

arrangement of having all the windows on one wall rather than the previous cross-lighting style (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure was 

moved in the 1960s during the school reorganization and was used for awhile as a wood shop for making wood pallets (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  

The structure continues to stand today at its moved location which is east of 235th Avenue and southeast of the roads T-intersection with 360th 

Street in Burr Oak, Iowa.  The Pot Hollow School currently faces to the north in an area composed of manicured lawn and a few scattered trees, 

with landscaped areas around the structure.  The former Burr Oak Village School is found just to the east on the same block.  The Pot Hollow 

School was actually moved to Burr Oak, Iowa after the closing of the Burr Oak Village School and is one of two schools in the county to be used as 

a school at its original and moved locations (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The entrance has a centrally located door with a window on either side.  

An open porch covers the entrance area that has a concrete pad below the door.  The south wall has a window located near the southeast corner of 

the structure, with what appears to be a small, attached outhouse toward the southwest corner.  The west wall has no window openings with a 

portion of what appears to be a cinder block chimney near the center of the wall....(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1919 | Moved: 1960s

Integrity Excellent Dimensions 30' 2'' × 20' 1''

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (07/01/12).

ID:  099-08-01-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NW, NE, NW,  Sec. 25, T100N,  R9W  |  N: 4812205   E: 591933 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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A private residence is found just to the west/southwest.

SHPO 96-00340Name Bluffton School (Moved) Township Bluffton District 1

Other Names

Condition Standing | Fair to poor | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; scattered deciduous trees; gravel

                          The Bluffton School is a frame building that originally faced to the west (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Johnson investigation 

(1985-1986) indicated that the school appeared to be a later built architectural type based on the lack of cross-lighting and the fact that the west 

wall had split levels of the two doors.  The Bluffton School was standing at its original location during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) but 

has recently been moved to a short distance to the northeast.  The moved distance appears to be less then 25 yards and is likely the result of the 

construction of a private residence located to the west/southwest of the school's current standing location.  The 1990s aerial image taken in 1994 

(4/19) shows the Bluffton School at its original location, while the 2006 aerial image shows the school at its moved location.  Therefore, the school 

was moved sometime between 1994 and 2006.  The moved location is found just northeast of the end of West Ravine Road in Bluffton, Iowa.  The 

site area is currently compose of manicure lawn with scattered deciduous trees to the north and south.  A gravel driveway leads from the end of 

West Ravine Road to the moved school structure.  The Bluffton School originally had a foundation of cement blocks that is no longer present 

(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There was also an enclosed small addition to the west wall that covered about two-thirds of the width of the structure 

(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This addition is no longer present...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: 1994-2006

Integrity Fair Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (07/06/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/22/12).

ID:  099-09-01-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NW, SW, SW,  Sec. 10, T99N,  R9W  |  N: 4806173   E: 588320 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 300').

1905 map of the location (1" = 300'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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There are a few outbuildings found to the east and south of the private residence that appear to have originally been associated with 

a former farmstead.

SHPO 96-00344Name Moore School (Moved) Township Bluffton District 6

Other Names

Condition Standing | Excellent to fair | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = low

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; few scattered deciduous trees; gravel

                          The Moore School is a frame gable roof structure that faced to the south at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 

school was moved in the early 1960s to Donald Casey's property (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This location is found east of Bluffton Road and 

southeast of the roads intersection with Scenic River Road.  The Moore School currently faces to the east and currently serves as private residence 

that is rented out by the owner who lives to the east along Scenic River Road.  There is a large addition to the west wall and the southwest portion 

of the south wall.  This addition faces to the south and serves as the main entrance to the residence.  There is also a small addition to the center of 

the east wall of the school that was described by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) as being 6.17 by 8.92 feet in size and originally having a 

door that faced the west with a window across from it in the addition.  This addition currently has no openings, with a window located north of the 

addition on the east wall of the school near the northeast corner.  The north wall of the school has a small centrally located window, while the south 

wall has a window located near the southeast corner of the school outside of the large addition.  Prior to being moved when the Moore School faced 

to the south at its original location, the east wall was solid while the west wall had found windows adjoining each other (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  Additionally, there was a central, internal...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s

Integrity Poor Dimensions 26' × 24'

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/22/12).

ID:  099-09-06-03

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location SE, NW, SW,  Sec. 25, T99N,  R9W  |  N: 4801565   E: 591834 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Multiple farm-related outbuildings are found to the east and south with the private residence of the rural property found to the 

north.

SHPO 96-00341Name Bruening School (Moved) Township Bluffton District 7

Other Names

Condition Standing | Fair to poor | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = moderate

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Gravel; mixed grass; manicured lawn; scattered trees; miscellaneous farm equipment

                          The Bruening School is a frame gable roof structure that faced to the east at its original location with a stone foundation that did 

not contain a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The interior of the school also contained a small coat closet in the northeast corner (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  The Bruening School was moved in the early 1960s to the Mayson Mitchell farm east of Scenic River Road to be used as a 

shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school currently faces to the south with multiple farm outbuildings to the east and south, along with 

the private residence located to the north.  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn and scattered older-growth trees to the west and 

north, while gravel, mixed grass, and miscellaneous farm equipment composes the site area to the south and east.  The building has received 

multiple alterations since being moved and converted into a shop/garage.  The south wall currently has a centrally located garage door installed.  

This location originally had the centrally located entrance door to the school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Bruening School had a brick 

chimney that was centrally located on the west wall and ran through the peak of the roof at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This 

chimney is no longer present.  A door was later added to the left of the internal chimney at the school's original location when the a 10 by 12 foot 

woodshed was attached to the south half of the west wall (Steve Johnson...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s

Integrity Fair Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/22/12).

ID:  099-09-07-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NW, SW, NW,  Sec. 26, T99N,  R9W  |  N: 4802115   E: 590037 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  099-09-07-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A466



Due to its residential location, the Steinmetz School is surrounded by private residences

SHPO 96-00350Name Steinmetz School (Moved) Township Orleans District 3

Other Names

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = destroyed

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; few deciduous trees; concrete

                          The Steinmetz School was originally a frame structure with a gable roof that faced to the north (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 

school also originally had a full basement with limestone walls, a central brick chimney on the south wall that went through the peak, and a 

centrally located entrance door with a low platform and concrete steps (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The windows were originally found on the east 

and west walls in sets of three (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Steinmetz School was moved to Cresco, Iowa in the early 1960s to be used as a 

private residence (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This area is found east of 2nd Street SE in a residential portion of the Cresco, Iowa.  The legal 

location for the moved location is.  The site area currently consists of manicured lawn, landscaped areas around the building, and a few deciduous 

trees.  The Steinmetz School has received extensive alterations since being converted into a private residence that have resulted in a very poor 

original integrity.  The structure was made into a two story house with two dormer windows installed on the roof (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 

structure appears very similar today as it did during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), with very few subsequent alterations.  The window 

locations appear to remain the same, including the two dormer windows.  The siding appears to have possible been replaced, but of the same 

material as was on the building during the Johnson investigation.  The one stall...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s

Integrity Poor Dimensions 30' × 24'

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/23/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/23/12).

ID:  099-10-03-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NW, SE, NW,  Sec. 26, T99N,  R11W  |  N: 4801816   E: 571718 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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The property owners private residence is located to the south, with outbuildings found to the northeast and southeast on the 

farmstead/rural residence.

SHPO 96-00349Name Morton School (Moved) Township Orleans District 4

Other Names

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = lowered

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; gravel; few scattered trees

                          The Morton School is a frame gable roof structure that faced to the north at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  At its 

original location, the school had a stone foundation but no basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated 

that the building did appear to one time have an interior partition about five inches from the north exterior wall that had two doors off-centered 

which entered into the main room.  The Morton School was moved in the early 1960s to the Obed A. Lee residence where the structure was 

converted into a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn with landscaped areas around the 

school and scattered trees throughout the farmstead/rural residence.  A gravel access/parking area is east of the structure, with the private residence 

located just to the south.  The current owner's mother is actually Mrs. Obed A. Lee who attended the school at its original location.  The Morton 

School currently faces the south, with major alterations done to the east wall that include installing a large sliding garage door where two window 

openings were originally located.  An original window of the east wall still remains near the northeast corner of the structure.  Three equally spaced 

windows set toward the northwest corner that are original to the school still remain on the west wall, with the center window boarded up.  The 

south wall remains largely unaltered as well, with a centrally...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s

Integrity Fair Dimensions 30' 6'' × 20' 5''

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/18/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/18/12).

ID:  099-10-04-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NW, SW, NW,  Sec. 24, T99N,  R10W  |  N: 4803599   E: 581995 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  099-10-04-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A470



A private residence and a few outbuildings are found to the north and east.

SHPO 96-00351Name Hovey School (Moved) Township Orleans District 5

Other Names Linderbaum School

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):Fair; integrity/design= high

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; prairie grass; few deciduous trees

                          The Hovey School, also known as the Linderbaum School, is frame gable roof structure that originally had a stone foundation 

without a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that the school was moved to the Bernard 

Livinggood farm possibly in the early 1960s.  However, this investigation was able to determine through correspondence with the current property 

owner that the school was at its moved current location when he purchased the farm in 1957 (personal correspondence 8/18/2012).  The 1950s 

aerial image taken in 1952 (7/04) does not show the school on the Bernard Livinggood farm.  Therefore, it would appear that the Hovey School 

was moved to the farm in sometime between 1952 and 1957.  The school is found at the end of a dead-end road known as 318th Avenue.  The 

building remains standing and faces to the north as it did at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The building appears to have recently 

been restored and is well-preserved.  The roof was shingled during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) but has now been recently replaced by 

tin/sheet metal siding.  The school original had an internal, stepped brick chimney that was located on the gable peak opposite  to the entry door 

(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This chimney does not appear to be externally present to the structure.  There were also the remains of a bell tower 

near the front of the building (Steve Johnson 1985-1986) but these are no longer present as well,...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: possibly early 1960s | Moved: late 1950s

Integrity Excellent Dimensions 30' 8'' × 20' 4''

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/18/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/18/12).

ID:  099-10-05-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NW, NW, SW,  Sec. 34, T99N,  R10W  |  N: 4799981   E: 578861 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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A private residence currently stands at the likely moved location of the Rock Springs School

SHPO 96-00354Name Kjome School (Moved) Township Highland District 2

Other Names Rock Springs School

Condition Unknown; likely razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Fair; integrity/design= damaged

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; scattered trees

                          The Kjome School, also known as the Rock Springs School, was originally a frame gable roof structure that had a single story 

addition to the north wall along with a stone foundation and basement at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The north wall addition 

had a centrally located exterior that had a small window on either side of it with a single-west facing window (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 

main room had a set of size equally spaced windows found on the east wall, while two windows were found on the west wall near the corners of the 

structure (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The south wall had a walk-out basement door and a centrally-located brick chimney on the exterior at the 

south gable elevation (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The north end of the east wall also had a door leading to the basement (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  The Kjome School was moved to Hesper, Iowa where it became a north addition to the original Hesper School.  This north addition appears 

to have originally been mislabeled by the National Register of Historic Places Inventory Nomination Form prepared by Mary Housker (1977) for 

the Hesper School.  The nomination form lists the north addition as a small church moved from the Highlandville area, but based on pictures 

associated with the nomination form, this addition was actually the Kjome School moved from the Highland Township.  The school was moved to 

northeast of the of the intersection of A14 and 190th Avenue in Hesper, Iowa where it was owned...(See Full Comments)

Landform Urban; disturbed

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: 1960s | Razed: unknown

Integrity Dimensions 30' 3'' × 20' 3''

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (10/24/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (10/24/12).

ID:  100-07-02-03

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location SE, SE, SE,  Sec. 10, T100N,  R8W  |  N: 4815607   E: 599253 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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SHPO 96-00360Name Sacquitne School (Moved) Township Highland District 6

Other Names

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design= damaged

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; scattered deciduous trees

                          The Sacquitne School is a clipped gable roof structure that had an east entry at its original site which it retains today (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved in 1984 (Steve Johnson 1984) to it current site that is east of Lannon Hill Road.  The school 

continues to be used as the private residence of Steve and Laura Demuth as was initially documented by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  

There Sacquitne School remains to be an east-facing structure with entrances at the east wall and southwest corner.  With the southwest entrance, 

this door initially led to the cement block basement of the school at its original site (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The owners have put a small 

addition at the southwest entrance that serves as an entry way with a window on its west wall.  A set of five windows are found at the south 

elevation that were originally the only source of light for the school (personal correspondence 8/22/2012).  The Johnson investigation indicated that 

the old windows were replaced with thermo-panes (1985-1986).  The east wall has a window on either side of the entrance door and window just 

above.  These windows were installed by the owner.  The school originally had an external brick chimney that was slightly off-center to the right on 

the west wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This chimney was removed when the school was moved and the owners ran up windows where the 

chimney had been (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  It appears there are currently four windows...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: 1984

Integrity Fair to Poor Dimensions 32' × 24'

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (08/22/12).

ID:  100-07-06-04

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NW, NE, SE,  Sec. 6, T98N,  R7W  |  N: 4798797   E: 604852 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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A large metal shed was built right at the moved site location, with an associated outbuilding found to the north and a private 

residence to the southwest.

SHPO 96-00374Name Rotvold School(s) (Moved) Township Hesper District 2

Other Names First Rotvold School

Condition Razed | No evidence | Johnson (1985):Deteriorating; integrity/design = good

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Gravel; mixed grass

                          This particular Rotvold School represents the first-generation at the original site located approximately a half mile to the northeast 

and north of W40.  The school was moved in 1926 to its current location east of Middle Hesper Road where it was converted into a hog house.  

This particular Rotvold School was a small frame structure with a gable roof that originally faced to the south.  The south wall had a central 

entrance door and the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that the building had an internal entry room that was four to five feet in depth.  

The south wall also had a gable roof addition that was centrally located (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The north wall was solid, while the east and 

west walls each had a set of two centrally-located windows (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  After the school was moved, a metal roof was installed 

that left no indication of the original chimney location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The current landowner indicated that this Rotvold School was 

used as a hog house up until the late 1980s (personal correspondence 8/12/2012).  The building had to be torn down six to seven years ago due to 

deterioration and the fact that the building had become unsafe to enter (personal correspondence 8/12/2012).  A large metal shed was constructed in 

2006 adjacent to and south of the moved site location of the school.  The site area is currently composed of gravel with isolated areas of mixed 

grass.  There were no observed remains of the Rotvold School....(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: 1926 | Razed: 2005-2006

Integrity Dimensions 24' × 20'

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact Yes (See Appendix C)

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/12/12).

ID:  100-08-02-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NW, SW, NE,  Sec. 26, T100N,  R8W  |  N: 4811895   E: 600438 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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A large metal shed is located to the west while several farm-related outbuildings are found to the south/southeast.

SHPO 96-00374Name Rotvold School(s) (Moved) Township Hesper District 2

Other Names Second Rotvold School

Condition Standing | Excellent | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = good

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; exposed soil; few older-growth evergreens

                          This particular Rotvold School is a second-generation structure that was built in 1926 and was originally located approximately six 

miles to the northwest and north of W40.  The school was moved in the early 1960s to its current location that is on a farmstead south of Paint 

Creek Road at the end of a private gravel driveway.  The second Rotvold School is frame hip structure with a ridge roof that originally had a 

cement block basement with stairs in the southeast corner (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure faces to the south same as at its original 

location and has been extensively modified to become a house.  The south entry had an open stoop with a centrally located door and a window on 

either side (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The open stoop has been replaced by a much larger one that spans the entire south wall.  It is unknown if 

the window opening east of the door is original, while the window opening west of the door has been extensively altered.  A set of four equally 

spaced located toward the north wall were found on the east and west walls originally (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The original windows on the 

east wall have been removed with a large open porch now located along this wall and the south wall entrance area.  A large addition that appears to 

be of recent addition is now located along the west wall, with the original windows appearing to be completely lost.  The Johnson investigation 

(1985-1986) indicated that there was a room on either side of the short...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1926 | Moved: early 1960s

Integrity Poor Dimensions 34' × 24'

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/12/12).

ID:  100-08-02-03

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NE, NW, SE,  Sec. 10, T99N,  R7W  |  N: 4806750   E: 608838 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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A private residence is located just south of the school, with associated outbuildings to the north.

SHPO 96-00375Name Kenyon School (Moved) Township Hesper District 3

Other Names Young School

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design= low

Land Use Residential

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; landscaped areas; concrete; asphalt; scattered trees

                          The Kenyon School, also known as the Young School, was originally built by WPA workers in the 1930s as a frame hip 

schoolhouse with a ridge roof and a cement block basement  (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This was a second generation school, with the first being 

of red brick construction (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Kenyon School originally had four or five windows on the east wall and no window 

openings on the south wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The south wall appears to now a set of two windows near the southwest corner, with the 

entrance door located near the southeast corner.  Above the south entrance door is a sign that reads "Hesper School 3."  The west wall had one 

window that was somewhat off-centered (Steve Johnson 1985-1986), but this does not appear to be present today.  The north wall does have a 

window located near the northeast corner of the structure, with a opening in the cement block foundation below this window.  The Kenyon School 

was moved to 107 West North Street in Calmar, Iowa in the 1960s to be used as the office for the Pavlovec Construction Company, the only school 

of the county which was moved and made into commercial use (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school continues to stand today, but property 

owner contact was unsuccessful during this investigation.  It is unknown of the current function of the structure, although it appears to be possible 

be used for storage.  A garden area is found east of the structure, with areas of concrete/asphalt found...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: ca. 1930s | Moved: 1960s

Integrity Poor Dimensions 30' 5'' × 22' 3''

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/21/12).

ID:  100-08-03-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NE, SE, SE,  Sec. 26, T97N,  R9W  |  N: 4782114   E: 592221 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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There are a few grain bins and farm-related outbuildings associated with the satellite farm that are east/northeast of the moved 

location.

SHPO 96-00377Name Snell School (Moved) Township Burr Oak District 2

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design= moderate

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Mowed grass; mixed grass

                          The Snell School was originally a frame structure with a hip-ridge roof and an open entry porch leading into the building (Steve 

Johnson 1985-1986).  The school faced to the south with a window on either side of the centrally located door and a set of six windows on the 

north wall and a set of two windows on the west wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The foundation was of rough textured cement block with a 

basement and brick chimney that protruded the roof where the hip met the ridge lines (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school had two rooms and a 

design above the main entry area that consisted of a rising sun with its rays on a roof projection (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Snell School was 

moved to a satellite farm northwest of Dry Creek Road in the early 1960s to be used as a farm outbuilding (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Snell 

School is longer standing at its moved location, with its current status unknown.  The 1990s aerial image seems to depict the school on the satellite 

farm facing to the north, as described during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  This building is no longer visible in the modern aerial image 

(2010).  The likely location where the school was moved to on the satellite farm appears to consist of a small "bump" that appears to be disturbed 

and unnatural to the surrounding landscape.  It is unknown if any potential remains are contained within this small feature, as it was composed of 

mixed grass at the time of investigation.  A few storage sheds/farm...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: early 1960s

Integrity Dimensions 32' 3'' × 24' 3''

Remnants 

Visible

There is small raised area ("bump") at the approximate moved location of the Snell School.  It is unknown if any potential remains 

exist within this disturbed feature, as ground surface visibility was very low at the time of investigation.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the south (08/12/12).

ID:  100-09-02-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location SE, SE, NE,  Sec. 29, T100N,  R9W  |  N: 4811419   E: 586519 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Fair
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-09-02-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A484



SHPO 96-00380Name Underbakke School (Moved) Township Burr Oak District 6

Other Names Pierce School

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Good; integrity/design = low

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; scattered deciduous trees; landscaped areas; gravel

                          The Underbakke School, also known as the Pierce School, originally had an enclosed entrance on the south wall and a set of five 

windows on the north wall that were closed off (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There was also one window on the west wall, with an internal chimney 

found on the east gable peak (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved in 1963 to its present site to be used as a private residence and 

has received multiple subsequent alterations (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The current location of the Underbakke School is north of 365th Street.  

The site area is composed of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, and scattered deciduous trees.  The structure currently faces to the south and has a 

central entrance door with a stoop that remains the same it was during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  There is large window east of the 

entrance door and a smaller window to the west.  The window to the west appears to have been closed-off and now contains an air conditioning 

unit.  After the school was moved, a north lean-to was added (Steve Johnson 1985-1986) that was not able to be viewed by this investigation.  The 

Johnson investigation  (1985-1986) also indicated that the east wall of the structure had a one-stall garage added to it after it was moved.  This 

garage appears to have been expanded to two-stalls, with a gravel driveway leading to it from 365th Street.  The original chimney of the school was 

removed at the time of moving (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Underbakke...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: 1963

Integrity Poor Dimensions 44' 5'' × 28' 5''

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/12/12).

ID:  100-09-06-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location SE, SW, NW,  Sec. 23, T100N,  R9W  |  N: 4813087   E: 590176 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1960s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-09-06-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A486



Unknown; based on the modern aerial image (2010) there are two structures located at the northeast and southeast rural lot corners.

SHPO 96-00396Name Plymouth Rock School (Moved) Township Fremont District 1

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Unknown | Johnson (1985):Deteriorating; integrity/design = good

Land Use Agricultural; rural lot

Ground Cover Unknown

                          The Plymouth Rock School was originally located in the former town of Plymouth Rock and was a frame gable roof building that 

faced to the west (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure had a stone foundation and an internal brick chimney on the gable end opposite to the 

entry door (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The door between the entry area and the main room was centrally located, with a set of three windows 

found on the north and south walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There was no basement with the Plymouth Rock School at its original location 

(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved to the Lawrence Bird in the early 1960s to be used as a chicken house (Steve Johnson 1985-

1986).  There was some difficulty in accurately locating where the Lawrence Bird farm originally was, since the farmstead no longer exists today.  

Interviews were conducted with surrounding landowners, in particular Joe Gaul the son of Dwain Gaul whom Steve Johnson had originally 

interviewed (1985-1986), in order to determine the moved location of the school and the location of the Lawrence Bird Farm (personal 

correspondence 8/22/2012).  It appears that the Plymouth Rock School was moved just west of W14 and north of the Upper Iowa River.  A long 

gravel access drive leads to the former Lawrence Bird Farm that is far removed from the existing ROW.  Attempts to contact the existing landowner 

for the moved school location were unsuccessful (8/22/2012).  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Moved: possibly early 1960s

Integrity Dimensions 30' 5'' × 20' 4''

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/23/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/23/12).

ID:  100-10-01-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location SE, SE, NE,  Sec. 34, T100N,  R10W  |  N: 4809717   E: 580153 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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The Johnson School is currently attached to the south wall of an addition to the east wall of the main residence.  Several farm-

related outbuildings are found to the west/southwest.

SHPO 96-00388Name Johnson School (Moved) Township Fremont District 4

Other Names Red School

Condition Standing | Fair | Johnson (1985):Fair; integrity/design = low

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; pasture grass

                          The Johnson School, also known as the Red School, is a frame structure with a gable roof that faced to the north with a stone 

foundation that lacked a basement at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure also had a bell tower on the roof near the front 

and an attached flag pole at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Based on aerial images, the Johnson School was moved sometime 

between 1971 (7/31) and 1983 (4/24) to the Canton Township in Fillmore County, Minnesota.  The building was moved a distance of 

approximately twelve mile to the northeast by the Amish to an Amish farmstead which still exists today, as does the school.  The moved location is 

found east of Deer Road and approximately one and a half miles northeast of the town of Lenora, Minnesota.  The Johnson School is the only 

known school from Winneshiek County to be moved out of the state of Iowa (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school is currently faces to the south 

and is attached to the south wall of what appears to be an addition to the east wall of the main residence.  This addition to the main residence with 

which the school is joined to appears to be a wood shed, but this was not confirmed.  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) described that a 

woodshed was attached to the south wall at a later date that went across the wall two-thirds of the "way beginning" at the southeast corner.  The 

entry to the attached shed was on the east with a window on the south wall (Steve Johnson...(See Full Comments)

Landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: 1902-1903 | Moved: 1971-1983

Integrity Poor Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Standing structure

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (10/24/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (10/24/12).

ID:  100-10-04-02

Map of the moved location (1" = 2000').Original (red) and moved (blue) locations.

Location NW, NE, NE, Sec. 1, T101N, R9W  |  N: 4826670   E: 592567 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Excellent
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1970s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1980s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  100-10-04-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A490



SHPOName Bloomfield Andreas School 1 Township Bloomfield District 1

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Unknown; no evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural; standing grove

Ground Cover Corn field; prairie grass; deciduous trees

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 

1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  This particular school 

depiction has multiple discrepancies.  The 1875 Andreas map depiction seems to have school being location along the Yellow River, yet just east of 

a T-intersection in the road and south of the section line (Section 16) of the Bloomfield Township.  However, this location would not be likely 

today, since the Yellow River is currently found north of the both the T-intersection and the section line (Section 16) of the Bloomfield Township.  

The 1886 plat map depicts a structure not labeled as a school found just east of the T-intersection and just north of the section line (Section 16), but 

not along the Yellow River.  No structure near the 1875 Andreas map school location is depicted in either 1905 or 1915 plat maps.  Based on the 

available evidence, this investigation is determining the projected school location as being just southeast of the T-intersection of 140th Street and 

Centennial Road, while at the same time being south of the section line (Section 16) of the Bloomfield Township.  Additionally, this location is 

found both west and south of the Yellow River.  An intermittent drainage is found to the south that empties into the Yellow River just to the east.  

The investigated site area is found on combination...(See Full Comments)

Landform Unknown

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1875 Andreas map

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown; none

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/21/12).

ID:  096-07-01-02

1875 map of the location (1" = 3000').Map of the location (1" = 3000').

Location NE, NW, NE,  Sec. 16, T96N,  R7W  |  N: 4777154   E: 608109 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  096-07-01-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A492



Several grain bins are found to the south with farmsteads/rural residences located to the west and southeast.

SHPOName Military Andreas School 1 Township Military District 6

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Unknown; no evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 

1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  The 1886 plat map does 

depict a structure at the 1875 Andreas map location, but does not label the structure as a school.  Both the 1905 and 1915 plat maps depict a 

structure located to the east near a perennial stream that appears to be a separate structure to the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions.  It is 

anticipated that the 1905 and 1915 plat map depictions are referring to an existing farmstead/rural residence found southeast of the investigated site 

area.  In addition to this farmstead/rural residence, an additional one is found to the west and several grain bins to the south.  No structure is clearly 

visible at the projected school location in the aerial images outside of the existing farmsteads/rural residences to the west and southeast.  The 

investigated site area is found east of 180th Avenue on what appears to be portions of level upland summit (0-2%) and gently sloping shoulder 

slope (1-3%), with the landform moderately to strongly sloping to the east and west.  The projected school location was composed of corn field at 

the time of investigation.  There were no remains pertaining to the a former structure observed from the existing ROW of 230th Street, although the 

projected school location was not immediately...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1875 Andreas map

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown; none

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/21/12).

ID:  096-08-06-02

1875 map of the location (1" = 3000').Map of the location (1" = 3000').

Location NW, NW, SE,  Sec. 26, T96N,  R8W  |  N: 4773011   E: 601414 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  096-08-06-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A494



Numerous farm-related outbuildings and grain bins are found to the west and southwest across 202nd Avenue.

SHPOName Military Andreas School 2 Township Military District 7

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Unknown | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural; rural lot; forest

Ground Cover Corn field; mowed grass; deciduous trees; underbrush; gravel; miscellaneous farm equipment

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 

1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  No structure is depicted at 

the projected site area in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, and no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  However, all the plat 

maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) and aerial images do show a farmstead located to the west/southwest across the road.  This farmstead is still present 

today, but appears to be a satellite farm composed of numerous farm-related outbuildings and grain bins.  The investigated site area is located 

east/southeast of 202nd Avenue and south/southwest of a perennial stream that feeds into Dry Branch Creek to the southeast.  Due to the existing 

landscape at the investigated site area, there are two likely landform positions where the school may have been located.  Immediately 

south/southwest of the perennial stream is flat alluvial terrace (0-2%) composed of a combination of a mowed and mixed grass, scattered deciduous 

trees, and scattered miscellaneous farm equipment.  A gravel access drive leads from 202nd Avenue to the potential school location, with the 

landform at a lower elevation than the existing road.  It is unknown of the current use of this rural lot, as the area has been largely cleared of trees 

likely for previous agricultural purposes.  However, the...(See Full Comments)

Landform Unknown

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1875 Andreas map

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/21/12).

ID:  096-08-07-02

1875 map of the location (1" = 3000').Map of the location (1" = 3000').

Location NW, NE, SE,  Sec. 31, T96N,  R8W  |  N: 4771362   E: 595482 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  096-08-07-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A496



Farmstead/rural residences are found to the southeast and northeast.

SHPOName Jackson Andreas School 1 Township Jackson District 6

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field; deciduous trees

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 

1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  No structure is depicted at 

the projected school location in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, and no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  The investigated 

site area is located north/northeast of Highway 24 and an existing railroad on what appears to be a combination of very gently sloping (1-3%) to 

nearly level (0-2%) footslope and toeslope associated with a shallow upland landform.  This landform slopes to the east toward an intermittent 

drainage and was composed of corn field at the time of investigation with area of deciduous trees found to the south, east, and northwest of the 

projected school location.  There were no observed remains pertaining to a former structure, although a small, very shallow "bump" was observed 

within the investigated site area.  It is unknown if this faintly visible feature is natural to the landform or is associated with a former structure.  A 

school depicted in the 1886 plat map was found over one half of a mile to the south along 330th Avenue, while the Navan School was located 

approximately three-quarters of a mile to the southwest that was depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps.  None of these two school 

locations have an 1875 Andreas map depiction and it is...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland footslope and toeslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1875 Andreas map

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/21/12).

ID:  096-10-06-03

1875 map of the location (1" = 3000').Map of the location (1" = 3000').

Location SW, NE, SW,  Sec. 29, T96N,  R10W  |  N: 4772537   E: 576903 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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SHPOName Springfield Andreas School 1 Township Springfield District 3

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Soybean field; alfalfa

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 

1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  No structure is depicted at 

the projected site area in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, and no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  However, the 1886 plat 

map does depict a stone quarry just west of the project school location.  The investigated site area is located west of 185th Avenue and northwest of 

the roads T-intersection with W42.  A private gravel access drive is found south of the depicted location that leads to a farmstead found to the 

west.  The investigated site area is located on gently sloping upland sideslope (2-5%) that is composed of a combination of soybean field and 

alfalfa.  There are two small (shallow), relatively level (1-3%) "bumps" west and east of one another at the depicted school location that appear 

natural to the upland landform but could represent potential structure locations.  There were no structure remains observed from the existing ROW 

of 185th Avenue.  The Lee School is found just over one kilometer to the west and is depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps but not the 

1875 Andreas map.  It is unknown if the investigated site area represents a potential alternate location to the Lee School.

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1875 Andreas map

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (08/21/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/21/12).

ID:  097-08-03-02

1875 map of the location (1" = 3000').Map of the location (1" = 3000').

Location SE, NE, SE,  Sec. 27, T97N,  R8W  |  N: 4782434   E: 600359 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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SHPOName Sumner Andreas School 2 Township Sumner District 2

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field; soybean field

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 

1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  No structure is depicted 

in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, and no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  The investigated site area is just west of the T-

intersection of 210th Street and 325th Avenue, and is found on a combination of gently sloping footslope (1-3%) and nearly level toeslope (0-2%) 

of an upland landform that slopes to the south and east toward intermittent drainages.  There is a small, somewhat shallow "bump" found at the 

projected school location that is relatively isolated.  It is unknown if this "bump" is man-made or natural to the surrounding upland landform.  The 

investigated site area is currently composed of a combination of corn and soybean field with no observed remains related to a former structure.  

There is a gravel access drive that leads to the projected school location that appears to be utilized for agricultural purposes.  It is unknown if the 

investigated 1875 Andreas map depicted school location is related to several schools depicted approximately a third of a mile to the west in the 

1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps.  These particular depictions appear to be related to the Herold School that is no longer standing today.

Landform Upland footslope and toeslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1875 Andreas map

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (10/24/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (10/24/12).

ID:  097-10-02-04

1875 map of the location (1" = 3000').Map of the location (1" = 3000').

Location SE, SE, SE,  Sec. 5, T97N,  R10W  |  N: 4788158   E: 577542 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  097-10-02-04Printed: 11/09/12 Page A502



A farmstead/rural residence is located to the southeast toward 293rd Avenue.

SHPOName Sumner Andreas School 1 Township Sumner District 5

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Unknown | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural; forest

Ground Cover Unknown; pasture grass; prairie grass; scattered trees

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 

1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  No structure is depicted at 

the projected site area in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, and no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  An existing 

farmstead/rural residence is found just to the southeast which is depicted in the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) and shown in the aerial images.  

The 1875 Andreas map actually depicts the school along a former road and just southwest of the confluence of Wonder Creek and an unnamed 

perennial stream.  This former road is depicted in all of the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) and runs just south/southwest of the existing 

farmstead/rural residence from 293rd Avenue northwest to 183rd Street.  This former road is faintly visible in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images, 

but is difficult to clearly view.  Due to its location away from the existing ROW, the project school location cannot be closely investigated.  It 

would appear that the site area is found on a combination of gently sloping upland footslope onto alluvial terrace associated with Wonder Creek 

and/or the perennial stream to the east/northeast.  The ground cover also appears to be a combination of prairie grass and forest cover with pasture 

grass to the southwest based on the modern (2010) aerial image....(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland footslope; alluvial terrace

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1875 Andreas map

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (10/24/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the west (10/24/12).

ID:  097-10-05-02

1875 map of the location (1" = 3000').Map of the location (1" = 3000').

Location NW, NW, NW,  Sec. 25, T97N,  R10W  |  N: 4783283   E: 582646 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  097-10-05-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A504



An existing farmstead/rural residence is found to the south/southwest while two rural residences are found to the northwest and 

north/northeast of the investigated site area.

SHPOName Decorah Andreas School 1 Township Decorah District 5

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Unknown; no evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Soybean field; pasture grass

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 

1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  The 1886 plat map does 

depict a structure at the Andreas map location, but does not label the structure as a school.  Both the 1905 and 1915 plat maps also depict a 

structure just south/southwest of the investigated site area which appears to correspond with an existing farmstead/rural residence.  The aerial 

images do not show a structure at the plotted school location.  The investigated site area is found east of Locust Road/W38, with existing 

farmsteads/rural residences found to the west and south/southeast.  There is also a private residence found just north of the investigated site area 

that does not appear until after the 1990s aerial image.  The plotted school location appears to be found on an east/west running fence line that is 

composed of soybean field to the south and pasture grass to the north.  The investigated site area is found on a portion of gently sloping sideslope 

(2-5%) of an upland landform that slopes to the north/northwest.  There were no observed remains pertaining to a former structure observed from 

the existing ROW.  There is a gravel access drive that leads from Locust Road/W38 toward the plotted school location that appears to be used for 

agricultural purposes since this feature does not appear until...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1875 Andreas map

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (10/27/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (10/27/12).

ID:  098-08-05-03

1875 map of the location (1" = 3000').Map of the location (1" = 3000').

Location NW, NE, NW,  Sec. 3, T98N,  R8W  |  N: 4799425   E: 599153 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-08-05-03Printed: 11/09/12 Page A506



SHPOName Madison Andreas School 1 Township Madison District 5

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field; alfalfa

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack precision associated with 

1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  No structure is depicted at 

the project site area in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, and no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  The investigated site area 

is located east of 240th Avenue with a gravel access drive leading from the road to the projected site area that is currently used for agricultural 

purposes.  This access drive is visible in all of the aerial images and is unknown if it is originally associated with a former structure/school.  The 

investigated site area appears to be located on an upland lobate extension to the northeast that is gently sloping (1-4%).  The landform becomes 

moderately sloping (5-9%) to the north and east where the landform slopes toward an intermittent drainage.  The projected school location is 

currently composed of a combination of corn field and alfalfa.  There were no remains pertaining to a former structure observed from the existing 

ROW of 240th Avenue.  The most stable landform position for potentially containing a structure is found on the upland lobate extension to the 

northeast, particularly near 240th Avenue.  The White Hill (Dibbs) School was located just over a half of a mile to the north and is depicted in the 

1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps but not he 1875...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1875 Andreas map

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/19/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/19/12).

ID:  098-09-05-02

1875 map of the location (1" = 3000').Map of the location (1" = 3000').

Location NW, NW, SE,  Sec. 26, T98N,  R9W  |  N: 4792004   E: 591458 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-09-05-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A508



Farmstead located to the east and a rural residence adjacent to the United Cemetery to the south/southwest.

SHPOName Lincoln Andreas School 2 Township Lincoln District 1

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Unknown; no evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Rural residence

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; pasture grass; scattered mixed trees; asphalt

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 

1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  The 1875 Andreas map 

actually depicts the school south of a former road that ran from 315th Avenue near its intersection with A46 to the southeast before abruptly 

running to the northeast to A46.  No structure nor the former road are depicted at the projected site area in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps that 

is clearly labeled as a school.  However, these plat maps do depict  an unusual L-shaped parcel around a structure that roughly corresponds with the 

school location depicted in the Andreas map.  Aerial images consistently show what appears to be a private residence at the approximate school 

location, with outbuildings to the south/southwest.  The investigated site area is located south of A46 and appears to be an existing farmstead 

located on upland sideslope (3-7%) that slopes to the east/southeast toward an intermittent drainage.  A private residence is found at the end of a 

paved/asphalt driveway, with several outbuildings surrounding that appear to be farm-related.  The site area is currently composed of manicured 

lawn and scattered trees, with areas of pasture grass and additional trees that are largely deciduous found to the south and east.  There were no 

observed remains that could be definitively associated with...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1875 Andreas map

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown; none

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the south (10/27/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (10/28/12).

ID:  098-10-01-04

1875 map of the location (1" = 3000').Map of the location (1" = 3000').

Location SW, NE, NW,  Sec. 22, T98N,  R10W  |  N: 4794231   E: 579726 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-10-01-04Printed: 11/09/12 Page A510



A farmstead is located north of 230th Street just to the west of the projected school location.

SHPOName Lincoln Andreas School 3 Township Lincoln District 4

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Soybean field

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 

1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  The 1886 plat map does 

depict a structure at the 1875 Andreas map location, but does not label the structure as a school.  Both the 1905 and 1915 plat maps depict a 

structure located to the west that represents a farmstead that exists today.  No structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  However, there 

is a curious access drive that runs at and/or adjacent to the projected school location from 230th Street to the northwest to the farmstead.  The 1930s 

and 1950s aerial image show the access drive running in a straight line to the northeast at or adjacent to the projected school location.  The 1960s 

and 1970s aerial images, however, show an access drive running from 230th Street to the projected site location before running to the west and then 

curving to the north toward the farmstead.  This access drive/road is no longer present in the 1990s aerial image.  No access drive was observed by 

this investigation leading from 230th Street to the projected school location, with the landform at a slightly higher elevation than the existing road.  

It is unknown what this access drive/road represents as no clearly definable structure is present in the aerial images, but is worth mentioning since 

the access drive/drive begins...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1875 Andreas map

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/19/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/19/12).

ID:  098-10-04-02

1875 map of the location (1" = 3000').Map of the location (1" = 3000').

Location SE, SW, SE,  Sec. 30, T98N,  R10W  |  N: 4791256   E: 575687 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-10-04-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A512



SHPOName Lincoln Andreas School 1 Township Lincoln District 5

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 

1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurate determine.  No structure is depicted at 

the projected site area in 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps.  A small structure is visible in the 1930s aerial image at the investigated school location 

that is no longer present in the 1950s aerial image.  It is unknown if this structure is the school depicted in the 1875 Andreas map.  The investigated 

site area is found north of 230th Street and just east of the roads intersection with 307th Avenue.  The site area appears to reside on a portion of a 

small upland lobate extension that is bisected by 230th Street.  This upland landform extends toward the north, with the summit of the landform 

found to the southwest.  The portion of the upland lobate extension north of 230th Street is fairly level (1-3%) and gently slopes (2-4%) to the 

northwest toward what appears to be a perennial stream and to the southeast toward an intermittent drainage.  The site area was composed of corn 

field at the time of investigation.  The were no remains pertaining to a former structure observed from the existing ROW and it unknown of the 

current condition of the structure visible in the 1930s aerial image.  The Wemark School was originally located just over a half of a mile to the east 

and is depicted in the 1886, 1905, and...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1875 Andreas map

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the east (08/19/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/19/12).

ID:  098-10-05-02

1875 map of the location (1" = 3000').Map of the location (1" = 3000').

Location SW, SE, SE,  Sec. 27, T98N,  R10W  |  N: 4791299   E: 580622 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  098-10-05-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A514



SHPOName Pleasant Andreas School 2 Township Pleasant District 4

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Unknown | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Unknown; agricultural; forest

Ground Cover Unknown; prairie grass; trees

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 

1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and land form position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  The 1875 Andreas map 

appears to show the school just west of, and along, a former road that ran from Spring Creek Road north to Sattre Ridge Road.  This former road is 

depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps as well, but is not shown in any of the aerial images.  The 1886 plat map does depict a structure 

near the 1875 Andreas map location, but does not label the structure as a school.  Neither the 1905 nor 1915 plat maps depict this structure.  

Additionally, no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  A faintly visible trail and/or agricultural access drive is show in the aerial 

images that leads toward the plotted school location.  The 1930s, 1950s, and 1990s aerial images show this trail/access drive leading from an 

existing farmstead/rural residence found to the west, while the modern (2010) aerial image shows this trail/access drive leading from a rural 

residence located to the northwest where the Pleasant View (Matter) School is found.  The purpose of this trail/access drive is unknown, nor is it 

known if it is associated with the 1875 Andreas map depicted school.  The projected school location is found east of Middle Sattre Road and north 

of Spring Creek Road, and is far removed from the existing...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1875 Andreas map

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (10/24/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (10/24/12).

ID:  099-07-04-02

1875 map of the location (1" = 3000').Map of the location (1" = 3000').

Location SE, NW, SW,  Sec. 16, T99N,  R7W  |  N: 4804942   E: 606450 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  099-07-04-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A516



Two farmsteads/rural residences are located to the south and southwest.

SHPOName Pleasant Andreas School 1 Township Pleasant District 6

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Unknown | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural; forest

Ground Cover Corn field; alfalfa; deciduous trees

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 

1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  Neither the 1886, 1905, 

and 1915 plat maps depict a school at this investigated location but do depict a structure to the west/southwest that appears to be a farmstead/rural 

residence that still exists today.  There is no structure clearly visible in any of the aerial images that can be definitively identified as a school.  

However, the 1930s aerial image seems to show a small, square-shaped lot within an agricultural field with an isolated tree.  This is less definitive 

in the 1950s aerial image, although the isolated tree appears to remain.  This is a curious feature, as it would seem to indicate that a former structure 

was at this location.  The plotted school location is found west of found west of Pleasant View Road and is difficult to view from the existing 

ROW.  Therefore, it is unknown if there are any existing remains.  The location appears to be located on sideslope of an upland landform that 

slopes to the west toward an intermittent drainage, but this cannot be accurately determined without closer investigation.  The current ground cover 

appears to be a combination of corn field and alfalfa, with a forested area found directly south that is largely composed of deciduous trees.  The 

Daubney School is located approximately...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland sideslope

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1875 Andreas map

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (10/24/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (10/24/12).

ID:  099-07-06-02

1875 map of the location (1" = 3000').Map of the location (1" = 3000').

Location SE, NE, NW,  Sec. 28, T99N,  R7W  |  N: 4802509   E: 606734 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  099-07-06-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A518



A rural residence is found to the southwest and one to the north across Scenic River Road from the projected school location.

SHPOName Bluffton Andreas School 1 Township Bluffton District 2

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Alfalfa; prairie grass; corn field; scattered trees

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 

1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  No structure is depicted 

in the 1886, 1905, or 1915 plat maps and no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  The investigated site area is found south of 

Scenic River Road and potentially west of a fence line that runs from the road to the south and appears to coincide with plat map depictions (1886, 

1905, and 1915) in relation to property boundaries.  The projected school location appears to be located on very level (0-2%) alluvial terrace 

associated with a perennial stream found to the west and south that eventually empties into the Upper Iowa River to the east.  The investigated site 

area was composed of alfalfa at the time of investigation, with corn field found east of the fence line.  Prairie grass and scattered trees are found 

along the fence line and the existing ROW of Scenic River Road.  An gravel access drive leads from the road to the site area that appears to be 

primarily utilized for agricultural purposes and cannot be clearly associated with a potential structure once existing at the location based off of 

aerial images.  The investigated site area is found at a lower elevation than Scenic River Road.  A rural residence is found to the southwest of the 

projected school location and one to north...(See Full Comments)

Landform Alluvial terrace

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1875 Andreas map

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the south (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/22/12).

ID:  099-09-02-02

1875 map of the location (1" = 3000').Map of the location (1" = 3000').

Location SE, NW, SE,  Sec. 26, T99N,  R9W  |  N: 4801598   E: 591189 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  099-09-02-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A520



Several rural residences are located to the northeast/east.

SHPOName Bluffton Andreas School 3 Township Bluffton District 3

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Unknown | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field; few scattered deciduous trees

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 

1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  No structure is depicted at 

the projected school location in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, and no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  The 1875 

Andreas map does depict the school south and east of a former road that runs to the west from Highway 52 and diverges to the northwest and 

southwest at the school location.  This former road is not depicted in any of the historic plats maps (1886, 1905, and 1915), but portions of it are 

faintly visible in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images where it appears to be utilized for agricultural purposes.  Both the 1930s and 1950s aerial 

images show portions of this road leading from a farmstead located to the east/northeast and then abruptly running to the southwest at the 

approximate school location.  There is also a triangular-shaped grove of trees at where the school is depicted in the 1875 Andreas map.  It is 

difficult to determine if this small grove represents a former structure location.  Neither the former road nor the triangular grove of trees at the 

projected school location is present today.  The site area is over a half mile west of Highway 52 and cannot be closely examined due to its location 

and inaccessibility.  It is unknown if there are any existing...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland landform

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1875 Andreas map

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/22/12).

ID:  099-09-03-02

1875 map of the location (1" = 3000').Map of the location (1" = 3000').

Location NE, NW, NE,  Sec. 13, T99N,  R9W  |  N: 4805639   E: 592739 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

ID:  099-09-03-02Printed: 11/09/12 Page A522



There was a previous farmstead/rural residence located to the southwest that was depicted in the 1905 and 1915 plat maps and 

visible in the 1930s aerial image.

SHPOName Bluffton Andreas School 2 Township Bluffton District 6

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Unknown; no evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Soybean field; mixed grass; gravel

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 

1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  No structure is depicted at 

the projected school location in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, and no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  The investigated 

site area is located west of 253rd Avenue and southwest of the T-intersection of Scenic River Road and 253rd Avenue.  The investigated site area 

appears to be found on a combination of upland summit (0-2%) and gently sloping shoulder slope (1-3%).  This upland landform slopes to the east 

and south toward an intermittent drainage.  Although it is difficult to accurately determine where the projected school stood, it would seem that the 

most stable landform position is located a fair west of the existing ROW prior to upland landform sideslope (5-7%).  It is anticipated that the 

projected school location is also found south of an existing west/east running fence line.  There is also a gravel access drive covered by mixed grass 

that runs along and to the south of this fence line toward the investigated site area.  This access drive is visible in the aerial images and appears to 

be originally associated with a farmstead/rural residence that previously existed to the southwest.  This farmstead/rural residence is depicted in the 

1905 and 1915 plat maps and...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1875 Andreas map

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown; none

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the west (08/22/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/22/12).

ID:  099-09-06-02

1875 map of the location (1" = 3000').Map of the location (1" = 3000').

Location NE, SE, NW,  Sec. 27, T99N,  R9W  |  N: 4802086   E: 589031 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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There is a rural residence located to the east.

SHPOName Orleans Andreas School 1 Township Orleans District 2

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Minimal evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Open land; standing grove

Ground Cover Mowed grass; prairie grass; younger-growth deciduous trees

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 

1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  No structure is depicted at 

the projected school location in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, and no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  The investigated 

site area is located just northeast of the intersection of Highway 139 and 335th Street and is found on what appears to be combination of level 

upland summit (0-2%) and gently sloping upland shoulder slope (1-3%).  The investigated area is currently composed of prairie grass and a small 

grove of younger-growth deciduous trees.  An outline composed of mowed grass forms the perimeter of the small grove of trees and the entire field 

composed of prairie grass.  This field appears to have previously agriculturally developed based on the aerial images.  A rural residence is found 

just to the east along 335th Street.  There was no observed indication of where a structure may have been located but a small pile of fieldstone was 

observed at the fence line corner near the intersection of 335th Street and Highway 139.  This fieldstone largely consists of limestone, much of 

which appears to be worked with numerous cobbles having sharp edges with relatively flat sides.  It is unknown if these remains are associated with 

a former structure, potentially a foundation,...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1875 Andreas map

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

A small pile of fieldstone was observed near the intersection that consists largely of limestone that appears to have been worked in 

regards to possessing sharp edges with relatively flat sides.

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the north (08/18/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/18/12).

ID:  099-10-02-03

1875 map of the location (1" = 3000').Map of the location (1" = 3000').

Location SW, SW, NE,  Sec. 5, T99N,  R10W  |  N: 4808112   E: 576300 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Numerous farm-related outbuildings are found to the north and east of the investigated site area, with the private residence of the 

farmstead found to the east.

SHPOName Highland Andreas School 1 Township Highland District 2

Other Names

Condition Unknown | No evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Rural residence; agricultural; open land

Ground Cover Manicured lawn; trees; prairie grass; alfalfa

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 

1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  The 1886 plat map does 

depict a structure at the approximate 1875 Andrea plat map location, but does not label the structure as a school.  Both the 1905 and 1915 plat 

maps depict a structure, but it is located slightly east of the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions.  This appears to represent a separate 

structure and corresponds to the location of a standing private residence associated with an existing farmstead.  The aerial images show this 

farmstead/rural residence at the projected site area and it is difficult to determine if a school structure is shown among the numerous farm-related 

outbuildings.  The investigated site area is found west of the intersection of Highlandville Road and North Bear Road, and just east of a standing 

tree line that is largely composed of older-growth evergreen trees.  The farmstead/rural residence is bordered to the west, north, and east by 

evergreen trees, with alfalfa field found to the north and east.  Within the lot containing the farmstead/rural residence the ground cover consists of 

manicured lawn, scattered trees, a gravel access drive, and numerous farm-related outbuildings.  There is a vacant area near the southwest corner of 

lot that is void of any structures and is considered...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1875 Andreas map

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

None

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the northeast (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the northwest (08/12/12).

ID:  100-07-02-02

1875 map of the location (1" = 3000').Map of the location (1" = 3000').

Location SW, SE, SE,  Sec. 16, T100N,  R7W  |  N: 4814072   E: 607298 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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A farmstead is located to the northeast across Locust Road

SHPOName Highland Andreas School 2 Township Highland District 4

Other Names

Condition Unknown | Unknown; no evidence | Johnson (1985):

Land Use Agricultural

Ground Cover Corn field

                          The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 

1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  The 1886 plat map does 

depict a structure at the 1875 Andreas map location, but does not label the structure as a school.  However, the way the structure is depicted with a 

border in 1886 plat map would seem to suggest that the structure bears special representation.  Both the 1905 and 1915 plat maps do not depict a 

structure at the projected school location.  No structure is clearly visible at the investigated site area in any of the aerial images outside of the 

existing farmstead located to the northeast across the road.  The projected school location is found east of Locust Road and east/southeast of the T-

intersection of 370th Street and Locust Road.  The investigated site area is found on a combination of nearly level upland summit (0-2%) and 

gently sloping shoulder slope (1-4%), with the landform sloping to the northeast/east toward an intermittent drainage.  The site area was composed 

of corn field at the time of investigation with no remains pertaining to a former structure observed from the existing ROW.  However, it was 

difficult to accurately investigate the site area due to the projected school location being found at a higher elevation than the existing ROW of 

Locust Road.  In addition, Locust Road was modified...(See Full Comments)

Landform Upland summit and shoulder

Significant 

Dates

Constructed: unknown | Last Visible: 1875 Andreas map

Integrity Dimensions NA

Remnants 

Visible

Unknown; none

Landowner Contact NA

Related 

Structures

Comments

Photograph of the location.  View to the southeast (08/12/12). Photograph of the location.  View to the southwest (08/12/12).

ID:  100-07-04-02

1875 map of the location (1" = 3000').Map of the location (1" = 3000').

Location NW, NE, NE,  Sec. 19, T100N,  R7W  |  N: 4813935   E: 603978 (UTM Zone 15, NAD83)   |  Confidence: Poor
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Topographic map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1886 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1905 map of the location (1" = 3000'). 1915 map of the location (1" = 3000').

1930s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 1950s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').

1990s aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500'). 2010 aerial photograph of the location (1" = 500').
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Appendix B
(Complete Comments)



Complete Comments

Original School Location

096-07-01-01 Pleasant Ridge School
Comments: The Pleasant Ridge School is a razed structure that was originally located west of the T-intersection of Centennial Road and 150th 
Street.  The original site area appears to reside on shoulder slope (2-4%) and a portion of upland summit (0-2%) that is bisected by Centennial 
Road.  However, aerial images seem to indicate that Centennial Road was originally located farther to the east.  Subsequent alterations to the 
location of Centennial Road appear to have it running through the original school location, thus heavily disturbing the site area.  No access drive 
was observed leading to the site area from Centennial Road.  There were no observed remains by this investigation, although the ground cover 
made this difficult to determine.  Any remains of the original site area  are likely located west of Centennial Road.  Two rural residences are 
located just east of the site area along 150th Street.  Based on the dates of the 1950s and 1960s aerial images, it appears that the Pleasant Ridge 
School was razed sometime between 1952 (6/29) and 1964 (7/22).  This date may be closer to 1964, as there appears to be foundation remains 
present within the site area in the 1960s aerial image.

A1See Pg:ID: School Name:

096-07-03-01 Oak Hill School
Comments: The Oak Hill School is a standing structure located north of Old Oak Road and just east of the Oak Hill Cemetery.  The Oak Hill 
School is actually a second generation school at the site area, with the first school being known as the Red School.  The Red School was built in 
1854 and served for social gatherings, religious services, business meetings, funerals, and weddings (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school 
was moved to a new site in the same area in 1865 where it remains until 1872 when the Oak Hill School was built at its current site by Henry 
Walrath (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The site area appears to rest on the summit (0-2%) onto the shoulder slope (1-3%) of an upland lobate 
extension that runs toward the northeast.  The site area is composed of manicured lawn with a few scattered older-growth deciduous trees 
(mostly oak) that are predominantly located to the north.  The Oak Hill Cemetery is found adjacent and to the west of the site area, composed of 
manicured lawn and scattered evergreen trees.  Soybean field is found to the north and east of the rural lot containing the school structure.  There 
is a small fire pit composed of a tire rim surrounded by landscaping stone that is northwest of the school.  The Oak Hill School is a south-facing, 
single story frame structure with a (concrete) block foundation containing a basement.  There are a set of three large, boarded-up windows on 
both the west and east walls, with a set of three smaller glass basement windows just below that are set into the foundation.  A red brick chimney 
is located on the northern end of the structure at the roof peak.  The roof itself appears to have been reshingled at a recent date.  The school has a 
small entrance addition to the south wall toward the southeast corner of the building that has a bell tower located on the gable roof (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  There are two doors on this addition, the one on the right leads to the main room and the one on the left leads to the 
basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There is a concrete pad in front of the left door that is level with the ground, and a concrete pad with two 
steps to the east for the right door that is higher in elevation.  The entire structure has recently been painted white, and  appears to be currently 
vacant as it was during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  There is a light fixture located just above the right entrance door that would 
seem to indicate that the building had electricity at one point.  The aerial images (1930s and 1950s) shows a former road running to the north 
that begins east of the school from Old Oak Road and going around the edge of the lot moving north of the structure.  Today, this former road is 
covered by manicured lawn but is still visible as a flat, narrow surface in the landscape.  The Oak Hill School is well-preserved and in fair 
condition, possessing excellent external integrity in relation to the original condition.  The school was closed in 1955 (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

A3See Pg:ID: School Name:

096-07-04-01 District 4 Bloomfield School
Comments: This unnamed school of Bloomfield Township was originally located just southeast of the intersection of 115th Avenue and 
Highway 52 prior to being razed.  The site appears to be located on a portion of upland summit (0-2%) onto gently sloping shoulder slope (1-
3%) in an area that is currently composed of alfalfa.  Aerial images show the school being located on a lot at the northwest corner of the field.  
Although there were no observed remains by this investigation, it was difficult to analyze the site area due to the location being at a higher 
elevation than both Highway 52 and 115th Avenue, and not easily viewed from the current ROW.  Based on the dates of the 1950s and 1960s 
aerial images, it appears that the school was razed sometime between 1952 (8/21) and 1964 (7/29).

A5See Pg:ID: School Name:

096-07-06-01 Knudsvig School
Comments: The Knudsvig School was originally located just southeast of the intersection of 140th Street and 155th Avenue prior to being 
razed.  The site area appears to rest on a portion of upland shoulder slope (1-4%) that sideslopes (5-7%) to the east and south toward what seems 
to be a perennial stream that feeds into the Yellow River to the east/northeast.  The site area levels out noticeably (0-2%) as it approaches the 
intersection of 155th Avenue and 140th Street, and is composed of corn field.  There appears to be a mowed grass/alfalfa access drive that runs 
to the south along 155th Avenue and the west edge of the site area.  It is difficult to determine the precise location of the Knudsvig School, as 
there are no visible remains of the original structure, although the ground cover makes this difficult.  There is a square, concrete block with a 
steel pole in the center located at the southwest corner of the site area near the ROW of the 155th Avenue.  The origin of this artifact is 
unknown, as its appearance at this location cannot be definitively explained, nor can it be definitively associated with the Knudsvig School.  
Based on the dates of when the 1950s and 1960s aerial images were taken, it appears that the school was razed sometime between 1952 (6/29) 
and 1964 (7/22).

A7See Pg:ID: School Name:
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Original School Location

096-07-07-01 Crossroads School
Comments: The Crossroads School was initially a frame structure that was later replaced by the south-facing Pebble-Dash School around 1917, 
which later closed in 1951 (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was remodeled into a home after it's closing, and remains a private residence 
at it's original site.  The Crossroads School is found just northeast of the intersection of 130th Avenue with Highway 52.  The site area rests on 
gently sloping upland sideslope (2-5%) that is composed of manicured lawn, mixed grass, a few scattered trees, and a gravel driveway leading to 
the structure.  The site area appears to be disturbed, however, as the structure rests on very level terrain (0-2%) that appears to be artificially-
leveled.  An upland drainage area appears to run along the south/southeastern edge of the rural lot, with corn field surrounding.  The Crossroads 
School possesses a hip roof and a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that the structure had 
a small addition to the south wall which was the main entrance, in addition to an attached double garage to the west wall on the southwest corner 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The owners also added dormers to the west, east, and south sides of the roof (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  It appears 
that renovations have continued to the structure since the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  The attached garage to the west wall appears to 
have been renovated and is no longer a double garage with a different roof installed.  The south entry addition appears to have been renovated as 
well, with windows being replaced by just one window opening, and changes being made to the door and its concrete entrance steps.  The 
dormer additions have been altered with different roofs and new windows.  The main structure, including its additions, appear to have recently 
been reshingled.  The brick chimney that was originally located on the north side of the roof (Steve Johnson 1985-1986) is no longer present.  
The storage shed that was located just east of the structure during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) has been removed/moved.  There is a 
separate storage shed found just north of the structure on the rural lot.  Despite being in fair condition, the Crossroads School has lost much of its 
original external integrity due to the multiple renovations/additions that the structure has experienced since becoming a residence.

A9See Pg:ID: School Name:

096-07-08-01 Mundt School
Comments: The Mundt School is a razed structure of Bloomfield Township that was originally located just northwest of the T-intersection of the 
110th Street and 155th Avenue.  The site area is found on a portion of upland shoulder slope (1-3%)that slopes to the west/southwest to what 
appears to be a perennial stream that eventually feeds into Quinn Creek to the south.  The site area is fairy level (0-2%) and currently composed 
of corn field.  The existing ROW and southern portion of the site area is composed of prairie grass, with a standing fence line at the south 
perimeter.  A mowed, grass-covered access drive leads from 155th Avenue toward the center portion of the site area.  It is unknown if this access 
drive is originally associated with the Mundt School.  There is no plat map (1886, 1905, and 1915) depiction of the Mundt School at this 
location, as it appears that this investigated site area likely represents an alternate location.  This is based off of a school that was found to the 
southeast along 150th Avenue near the center of Section 32 that is depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps and shares the same district 
number.  There are no aerial images of this original school location depicted in the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915).  Aerial images depict the 
Mundt School as being located at the center of rural lot with trees forming the north and west perimeters.  The topographic map (1981) does not 
depict a structure at the plotted school location, but does indicate a tree/brush covered lot at the site area.  There were no observed remains 
pertaining to a previous structure at the investigated site area, with a farmstead/rural residence located just to the southwest across 110th Street.  
Based on the dates of the 1950s and 1960s aerial images, it appears that the Mundt School was razed sometime between 1952 (6/29) and 1964 
(8/2).  This date may be closer to 1964, as the 1960s aerial image seems to show foundation remains/disturbances at the original site location.

A11See Pg:ID: School Name:

096-07-08-02 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: This Bloomfield Township school is depicted in the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) but is not visible in any of the aerial images.  
This would seem to suggest that this school was raised sometime prior to the 1930s aerial images, which was taken in 1940.  This school also 
bears the same district number as the Mundt School, which is found approximately one mile to the northwest.  This would seem to suggest that 
this particular school is an alternate location to the Mundt School, since the later school is only visible in the aerial images and not any of the 
plat maps.  This particular school is depicted as being west of 150th Avenue and just south of an east/west running fence line.  The current 
location appears to rest on the edge of upland shoulder slope (1-3%) that is bisected by 150th Avenue, leaving only a small portion of this fairly 
level landform position west of the road.  The summit of the landform found to the east, with sideslope (3-7%) immediately west of the site area 
toward an intermittent drainage that eventually feeds into Quinn Creek to the southwest.  The site area is currently composed of corn field with 
no visible remains of the original school structure.  Unlike many of the previously investigated original school locations, this particular school 
site does not have an access drive leading toward the site area.  The locational confidence for this school location is poor given its absence from 
the aerial images.

A13See Pg:ID: School Name:

096-07-09-01 Dahmes School
Comments: The Dahmes School, also referred to as the Vance School, was originally located west of 155th Avenue and northwest of the roads 
intersection with Highway 52.  The school rested on a portion of upland summit (0-2%) onto the shoulder slope (0-3%) at the west edge of the 
site area.  The location is currently composed of corn field with no visible remains of the original structure and it's status is currently unknown.  
The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) listed the school as standing at it original site but being vacant and in a deteriorating state.  This school 
was a east-facing frame structure with a deteriorating frame addition on the east wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The building had no basement 
and a foundation made of stone (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A set of three windows were found on both the north and south walls, with the 
chimney located toward the center of the structure at the roof peak (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The roof was made of metal, with two lightning 
poles at the west and east ends (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Little is known of the Dahmes School history, outside of the structure being used as 
a farm outbuilding for period of time after closing as a school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A large, grass covered access drive is found at the 
southeast corner of the corn field near the intersection of 155th Avenue and Highway 52 that appears to be original to the school site based on 
the 1930s aerial image.

A15See Pg:ID: School Name:
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096-07-10-01 Blumhagen School
Comments: The Blumhagen School is a stranding structure that is currently being utilized as private residence, and is located just southwest of 
the intersection of 135th Street and 130th Avenue.  The site area appears to be found on gently sloping upland sideslope (2-4%) that becomes 
strongly sloping to the north.  However, the landform with which the school is found appears to be artificially-leveled (0-2%) and disturbed, 
with 135th Street being at a lower elevation.  There is also a very flat (0-2%) area to the south that is somewhat square in appearance and 
composed of alfalfa.  This area is at a slightly higher elevation than where the structure stands and does not appear to conform with the 
surrounding landscape, possibly being disturbed.  A gravel driveway leads from the intersection southwest to the structure.  The site area is 
composed of manicured lawn and a few deciduous trees along the south and west perimeters.  Soybean field is found to the south and west as 
well.  The original portion of the Blumhagen School was built in 1855 and consisted of a one room school with a side door located in the 
northeast area (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The east wall had two equally spaced windows and the west wall had three windows (Steve Johnson 
1985-1986).  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that the frame school faced the east, with a small enclosed room added at an early 
date to protect the original entry into the main room near the northeast corner.  The Blumhagen School was used as a house and had an addition 
on the west wall during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  The structure also had a block foundation with a basement, with the building 
itself receiving extensive renovation.  The school continues to stand today and is still utilized as a private residence.  The structure has also 
continued to receive extensive renovations since the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  It appears that the roof of the school has been removed 
and a single story addition has been constructed on top.  The two equally spaced windows on the east wall have been removed/filled and a glass-
sliding door is now present near the southeast corner of the building.  A wood porch has also been added to the east wall just south of the entry 
area.  The entire structure appears to have recently been resided and reshingled.  However, the siding of the original school on the east wall and 
the south wall of the entry area is different from the rest of the building (green color) and it is unknown if this is the original fabric of the 
school.  The block foundation can still be observed from the existing ROW.  There is a basement drive located at the northwest corner of the 
structure that currently has a one-stall garage addition with matching siding and roof to the main structure.  The building appears to be in fair 
condition, but the original integrity of the Blumhagen School has largely been destroyed due to extensive renovations.

A17See Pg:ID: School Name:

096-07-11-01 Castalia School
Comments: The Castalia School is a standing structure currently serving as a converted apartment building found north/northeast of Greene 
Street and northwest of the T-intersection of Centennial Road and Greene Street in the town of Castalia, Iowa.  The structure appears to reside 
on upland summit (0-2%), but due to the residential location the site area is likely disturbed.  Manicured lawn, landscaped areas, concrete 
sidewalk, and a few scattered trees currently compose the location.  The first District 2 Bloomfield Independent School was founded at Castalia 
in 1855 and was originally a two-story frame structure that faced to the west (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  In the early 1960s the school was 
extensively renovated during the reorganization of the county school system (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The second story was removed, with 
further extensive renovations occurring on the remaining portion of the building (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The current single story frame 
structure appears to face to the southwest and is currently used as apartments.  The structure appears to consist of three separate apartment 
entrances that were used for the elderly during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  It is unknown if they continue to serve this purpose.  
There are concrete steps leading from Greene Street to the centrally located apartment of the structure.  It is unknown if these steps are original 
to the structure when it served as a school.  The Castalia School appears to be in fair condition, but do to the extensive renovations that the 
building has received, the original integrity of the school is completely lost.

A19See Pg:ID: School Name:

096-07-11-02 Moneek School
Comments: This Moneek School was actually the second school located at this site area, receiving its name from the former town of Moneek 
that was in the county seat contest with Decorah in the 1850's (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  At the time of the Johnson investigation (1985-
1986), the Moneek School was described as standing vacant at its original site and in fair condition.  The school was built in 1914 a short 
distance west of the first Moneek School and consisted of a south-facing frame structure with a basement possessing an interior entrance (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure had an open column porch with a double door entry to a small entry room area that followed into the large 
main room (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A bell tower was located on the south peak of the gable roof and a brick chimney was found at the north 
end (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The small entry room had a small set of windows on the side walls and the main room had a set of three larger 
windows on the west and east walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There were also a couple of small basement windows located in the cement 
block foundation (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Today, the second generation Moneek School is no longer standing at its original site and it is 
unknown if the school has been moved or razed.  Strong evidence of the school still remains at the original location that largely consists of the 
structure's original foundation.  The basement window openings still remain with the foundation, while the basement area itself contains some 
structural debris, soil, and mixed grass/vegetation.  The open column porch still remains as well, and appears to be stucco-over brick with a 
series of steps leading to the west toward the original entrance area.  Both the open column porch and the foundation/basement area are still 
somewhat preserved.  There does appear to be fire damage to the cement block foundation based on observed red and black discolorations.  This 
cannot be verified without closer investigation.  Debris consisting of abundant amounts of limestone and red brick are scattered throughout the 
site area and are likely associated with the school structure.  This site area is situated into the moderately sloping sideslope (5-9%) and onto the 
footslope (1-3%) of an upland landform that slopes to the east/southeast toward an intermittent drainage that empties into the Yellow River to 
the south.  The site area is currently fenced off and is composed of pasture grass and mixed vegetation, with prairie grass and older-growth 
deciduous trees found just to the north.  A farmstead/rural residence is found just to the east.

A21See Pg:ID: School Name:
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096-07-11-03 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Moneek School)
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of the Johnson investigation's (1985-1986) description of the first Moneek School being 
located just east of where the second-generation Moneek School was built.  Due to the close proximity of the two structure locations, plat map 
depictions (1886 and 1905) do not provide any clarity as to where the first Moneek School was located and the structure is not visible in any of 
the aerial images.  There are no visible remains of the first Moneek School and the locational confidence for this structure is poor outside of the 
investigated site area being north of Moneek Road.  Based on the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), the first Moneek School was a frame 
structure built a short distance to the east of the existing Moneek School, and did not have a basement but had a an off-centered door to the west 
on the south wall.  Additionally, two "side (pair)" windows were found on the west and east walls, with a brick chimney located on the north end 
peak of the building (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The described school location of the first Moneek School appears to be found on a 
combination of gently sloping footslope and toeslope (1-3%) of an upland landform that slopes toward a low, flat area (0-2%) composed of 
alluvial terrace associated with an intermittent drainage that flows south to the Yellow River.  The site area is currently composed of pasture 
grass with older-growth deciduous trees found just to the north/northwest.  The foundation remains of the second generation Moneek School are 
still visible to the west, with the current status/use of both Moneek School's currently unknown.  However, it is likely that the first Moneek 
School was razed sometime prior to the second generation school being built in 1914.  A farmstead/rural residence is found to the east.

A23See Pg:ID: School Name:

096-08-04-01 Collins School
Comments: The original location of the Collins School is found just southwest of the intersection of B32 and 210th Avenue in an area currently 
composed of corn field.  The razed school appears to have resided on a portion of upland summit (0-2%) onto the shoulder (1-3%) of a large 
upland lobate extension toward the east.  A greater portion of the summit is found toward the existing ROW of the B32, with the road bisecting 
the landform that largely slopes to the south/southeast through the site area.  The aerial images (1930s and 1950s) show the school as existing 
within a triangular-shaped lot composed largely of trees, with the school structure being located near the west/southwest corner of the lot.  This 
triangular-shaped lot appears much the same today as it did in the aerial images, only now composed of corn field.  There were no observed 
remains, but a grass-covered access drive leads from B32 toward the west/southwest corner of the lot where the Collins School once stood.  
Based on the dates for the 1950s and 1960s aerial images, the Collins School appears to have been razed sometime between 1952 (6/29) and 
1964 (7/22).  This date may be closer to 1964, as the 1960s aerial image seems to show a recently disturbed foundation area.
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096-08-05-01 Stavanger School
Comments: The Stavanger School, also known as the Rogness School, was originally found east of W42 and south of the road's intersection with 
115th Street.  It appears that the site area rests on broad, nearly level upland shoulder slope (0-3%) composed of corn field, with the likely 
school location fairly level (0-2%) in slope.  The landform is bisected by W42, with the site area at a higher elevation than the road and located a 
distance away from due to the relatively large ROW composed of mixed grass.  Although no remains were observed, this is difficult to assess 
given these circumstances.  The investigated school location is based largely off of a grass-covered access drive leading from W42 to the 
probable site area, which appears to correspond with its appearance in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s).  The Stavanger School was a frame 
gable roof structure that originally faced to the west, possessing a shed addition on the west wall that ran the entire width (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  There was also a smaller extension on the roof of the shed serving an unknown purpose that was centrally located that had three windows 
lights on its west wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A brick chimney was found on the east end of the school running through the peak of the 
roof, with a set of three windows on both the north and south walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A block basement was also present with the 
building that had a set of two windows on the north and south elevations (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There was no evidence of this subsurface 
feature observed by this investigation, but this was difficult to accurately determine given the dense ground cover and the site area positioning 
away from the existing ROW of W42.  The Stavanger School was moved in the early 1960s to be utilized as an addition to a house (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).
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096-08-06-01 Nesvik School
Comments: The Nesvik School was originally located east of 167th Avenue prior to being razed.  The site area appears to reside on a lobate 
extension of broad upland shoulder slope that is gently sloping at the school location (1-3%).  The summit of the landform is found to the east, 
with sideslope (5-7%) immediately occurring outside of the site area to the west and north toward what appears to be an intermittent drainage 
that eventually feeds into Nutting Creek located to the southwest.  Currently, the site area is composed of corn field with a very wide access area 
that runs along the site area.  This access area is flush with 167th Avenue, appearing to be of recent construction and composed of gravel with 
mixed grass/alfalfa on the surface.  There is no ROW along the original site area of the school, in addition to the soil within the corn field 
appearing to be disturbed.  Observations by this investigation revealed exposed light-colored subsoil (parent material) at the surface.  Although 
there were no other observed remains associated with the original school structure, it does appear that the site area has experience recent 
disturbances.  A farmstead/rural residence is found to the north that may be the current property owners of where the Nesvik School once stood.  
Based on the dates for the 1950s and 1960s aerial images, it appears that the Nesvik School was razed sometime between 1952 (6/29) and 1964 
(8/2).  This date is likely closer to 1964 given the appearance of a former foundation area in the 1960s aerial image.
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096-08-07-01 Massman School
Comments: The Massman School is a structure found at its original site that has succumb to severe deterioration and is no longer standing.  The 
previous investigation of this school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986) already listed the present condition as being so deteriorated that "the likelihood 
for its existence was limited."  Unfortunately, the Massman School has fallen victim to this and now is completely destroyed with the original 
integrity completely lost.  The original site area is located east of 202nd Avenue on the shoulder slope (1-3%) of an upland landform, with the 
actual school location relatively level (0-2%).  A gravel access drive leads from 202nd Avenue to the site area, with the school remains located 
just north of the road.  The access drive appears to be original to the school, as it is visible in the aerial images (1930s, 1950s and 1990s).  
Strongly sloping sideslope (7-12%) is found south of the access drive.  The site area itself appears to be part of a larger rural lot that is used for 
agricultural purposes that seem to include hay and silage storage, with a grain bin located just to the north/northeast.  The immediate site area is 
composed of prairie grass and a few scattered deciduous trees, with corn field found to the east and alfalfa to the south/southeast.  Although the 
Massman School is no longer standing, it does appear that the structure remains still reside at its original site in the form of a large rubble pile.  
Clearly visible in this rubble pile are wood boards, many of which appear to be apart of the structure's original frame/walls, and red brick 
deposits.  There is also miscellaneous farm equipment and rubber tires at the site area within and around the rubble pile.  Further investigation is 
suggested in order to better determine what remains exist at the site area.  The Massman School was a frame structure that originally had a gable 
roof at one time, with a small entry room at the north wall that had centrally located door leading into the main room (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  A set of three windows were found on the east and west walls, with no previous evidence of a chimney or bell tower (Steve Johnson 
1985-1986).  The structure lacked a basement but did have a stone foundation (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).
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096-08-09-01 District 3 School Military Township
Comments: This unnamed District 3 school of Military Township was originally located south of 155th Street prior to being razed.  The site area 
appears to rest on gently sloping upland shoulder slope (1-3%), with a greater portion of the upland summit found to the west/northwest.  The 
landform slopes somewhat steeply (7-12%) to the east toward a perennial stream referred to as Dry Branch.  The site area is currently composed 
of corn field, with an existing fence line running to the south that appears to go right through the middle of where the school was originally 
located.  Prairie grass is found on both sides of the fence, with a greater concentration found toward the existing ROW of 155th Street.  In 
regards to the portion of the site location found in and around the existing ROW, there appears to have been recent activity in this area with a 
portion of the fence line removed.  An existing access drive is found leading from 155th Street to the east edge of the site area as depicted in the 
aerial images (1930s and 1950s).  There were no observed remains by this investigation. Based on dates for the 1950s and 1960s aerial images, it 
appears that this school was razed sometime between 1952 (6/29) and 1964 (7/22).
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096-08-11-01 Ossian Town Independent School
Comments: The Ossian Town Independent School was the original school structure for the town of Ossian, Iowa that has now been replaced by 
the current South Winneshiek School District structures.  The South Winneshiek School (Elementary and Middle School) standing today is 
found to the south of the where the original Ossian Town Independent School stood.  According to the aerial images (1930s and 1950s), the 
original school stood near the southeast corner of the town of Ossian.  Today, this residential location is composed of poured cement parking 
areas and access drives, isolated areas of landscaping and manicured lawn, and a few scattered deciduous trees all associated with the current 
South Winneshiek School.  There no visible remains of the original Ossian Town Independent School, with its current status unknown.  It is 
likely that the school was razed in order to allow for the construction of the current South Winneshiek Elementary and Middle School.  Given 
the ground cover of the original school location and its situation within an urban setting, the site area is heavily disturbed.  The site area, 
however, does appear to reside on some form of an upland summit (0-2%), since the surrounding area strongly slopes (9-12%) to the southeast 
toward an intermittent drainage area located east/southeast of the playground equipment associated with the current school.  There is little to no 
information regarding the original school of Ossian that stood at the site area, and further research is suggested in order to develop preliminary 
background information on the structure.
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096-09-01-01 Festina School
Comments: The Festina School was originally called the Twin Springs School, as was the town, until it was discovered by Winneshiek County 
that they had two locations referred to as "Twin Springs."  This resulted in the name of Festina for the town and the associated school.  The 
Festina School is depicted in the 1886 and 1905 plat maps of the town as being located just west of the St. Mary's German Catholic Church and 
it's associated cemetery found to the north/northeast of the site area.  Aerial images through the 1990s appear to depict the school as existing in 
this location north of B32 and east of its intersection with 236th Avenue.  In fact, the topographic map of Festina (1981) labels the school 
structure as the St. Mary's School.  However, this investigation did not observe any evidence of the Festina School structure, nor any associated 
remains at the original site area.  This would seem to indicate that the structure was either moved or razed sometime after the 1990s aerial image 
was taken in 1994 (4/19).  Currently, the site area contains a private residence that appears to be of recent construction and does not have any 
resemblance to the original school structure shown in the aerial images.  The ground cover consists of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, a few 
scattered deciduous trees, and a combination of gravel and concrete leading to the two-stall garage of the private residence.  Evergreen trees are 
found at property line perimeters to the west and northeast.  There is also a storage shed located just north of the private residence that appears to 
be unrelated to the Festina School.  The landform with which the site area is found appears to up gently sloping upland sideslope (1-4%) that 
slopes toward Brockamp Creek to the north.  However, the terrain with which the current private residence is found is flat (0-2%) and the 
residential location of the site area likely indicates that it is disturbed.  As was stated previously, the St. Mary's (German) Catholic Church and 
associated cemetery is found to the east/northeast, with a public park and the Festina Parish Center (1999) found to the south and southeast 
respectively.  There is little information regarding the Festina School and further research is suggested considering that the structure appears to 
have been standing into the 1990s.
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096-09-01-02 District 2 School Washington Township
Comments: This District 2 school of Washington Township was originally located east of the T-intersection of B32 and 252nd Avenue until the 
structure was razed.  This location is based largely off of the school's depiction in the plat maps (1875, 1886, 1905, and 1915).  The 1930s aerial 
image, taken in 1940 (9/26), seems to depict a structure located east of and adjacent to B32, which ran in a primarily north/south direction along 
the site area.  However, it cannot be substantiated that the structure visible in this aerial image is in fact the original school.  What the image 
does clearly demonstrate is that extensive alterations have occurred to the road which may or may not have impacted the original site area.  The 
1950s aerial image, taken in 1952 (6/29), does not depict this structure east of B32.  If what is depicted in the 1930s aerial was indeed the school, 
then this would suggest that the structure was razed sometime between 1940 and 1952.  Today, the site area rests on upland summit (0-2%) that 
is much higher in elevation than the adjacent 252nd Avenue to the west.  The location is currently composed of corn field, sloping to the 
north/northwest (3-5%) where a gravel access drive is found at the edge of the field north of the site area that runs to the east.  There were a few 
large fragments of limestone observed in the field, but this cannot be definitively associated with the original school site since it is located away 
from and at a higher elevation than the existing ROW of 252nd Avenue.  The soil of the field did appear to be eroded and slightly disturbed 
given its light-color (mixed parent material in the top soil).  It is unknown the extent of potential impact on the original school site resulting from 
alterations conducted on B32.
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096-09-01-03 District 1 School Washington Township
Comments: This unnamed District 1 school of Washington Township was originally located northeast of the T-intersection of 110th Street and 
227th Avenue prior to being razed.  The District 1 association with this school is based off its depiction in the 1886 plat map.  Otherwise, there 
is no affirmative name associated with this structure.  The 1930s aerial image, taken in 1940 (8/20), shows a potential structure along 227th 
Avenue near the intersection within a relatively square lot composed largely of trees.  This structure does not appear to be present in the 1950s 
aerial image taken in 1952 (6/29).  Therefore, it can be surmised that the structure was likely razed sometime between 1940 and 1952.  Today, 
the site area consists of corn field with no observed remains.  The landform with which the structure resided is interesting, since only a small 
sliver of upland shoulder slope (1-3%) suitable for containing a structure is found adjacent and east of 227th Avenue.  This correlates with the 
probable structure seen in the 1930s aerial image.  The landform then immediately strongly slopes (sideslope; 7-12%) to the east toward an 
intermittent upland drainage that eventually feeds a tributary of the perennial stream referred to as Dry Branch to the southeast.  There appears to 
be a "flat" access area not composed of ROW at the east corner of the T-intersection leading toward the original school location covered in 
mixed grass and dense vegetation that does not seem to be of current utilization.  It is likely that the original site area was disturbed by ROW 
modifications made to 227th Avenue that left only a very small portion of upland landform suitable for containing a structure.
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096-09-01-04 Unknown School Washington Township
Comments: This Washington Township school of an unknown name was originally located east of the Little Church Road and north of a private 
access drive to a farmstead located just to the east.  The site area rests on an alluvial terrace of Brockamp Creek found to the east that eventually 
feeds into the Turkey River to the south/southeast.  The St. Anthony Padua Chapel and Smallest Church Park are also found to the south near 
where Brockamp Creek feeds into the Turkey River.  The site area is very level (0-2%) and appears to be currently used as rural lot for the 
farmstead found to the east.  The area is currently composed of mowed grass, miscellaneous farm equipment, hay bales, and silage.  A few older-
growth trees form the east perimeter of this rural lot, while mostly evergreen trees form the north perimeter.  There is also a small gravel road 
leading to the site area from the access drive that runs to the farmstead.  There were no observable remains of a previous structure from the 
existing ROW of Little Church Road.  However, an older-growth tree stands at the approximate location of the school based on the 1930s aerial 
image.  The immediate area around this tree has a slight rise in elevation, given the appearance that the tree rests on a small bump.  It is 
unknown if this feature is associated with the school structure and/or if contains potential remains.  The small bump is rather shallow, but is 
noticeable against the surrounding flat (0-2%) landscape.  While the school appears in the 1930s aerial image, it is not visible in the 1950s aerial 
image.  Since the 1930s aerial image was actually taken in the year of 1940 (8/20) and the 1950s aerial image in the year 1952 (6/29), this would 
seem to indicate that the structure was razed sometime between these two dates.
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096-09-01-05 District 1 School Washington Township
Comments: This Washington Township school appears to be of District 1, but is only depicted in the 1886 plat map.  The structure's absence 
from the aerial images makes accurately determining its precise location difficult.  The 1886 plat map indicates that the razed school was 
originally found west of Highway 150 and north of a former road that appeared to run around the edge of an upland landform to its summit.  
This location is away from the existing ROW of Highway 150, although a gated-off access drive does lead toward the site area.  Due the school's 
original location being away from the existing ROW, its is difficult to determine the precise landform position and to identify any observable 
remains if they do indeed exist.  The site area appears to be composed of mixed older-growth deciduous forest with thick underbrush found on a 
combination of upland sideslope (3-7%) and upland footslope (1-4%).  Southeast/east of the site area is a marshy area composed of water-
tolerant vegetation, while south of the location is a pastured area resting on a low alluvial terrace of a perennial stream.  A fence line separates 
the pasture area from alfalfa field found to the southwest/west of the site area that largely rests on an upland "spur" of the same landform as the 
projected school location.  Further investigation is suggested in order to better define the school's original site location, in addition to 
determining if any visible remains exist given that the plotted site area is far removed from the existing ROW.
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096-09-02-01 Fort Atkinson Public School
Comments: The Fort Atkinson Public School is found just northwest of the T-intersection of 3rd Street Northwest and 10th Avenue at an address 
of 302 3rd Street Northwest within the town of Fort Atkinson, Iowa.  The current structure location is actually depicted as containing a school in 
the 1886 and 1905 plat maps of Fort Atkinson.  However, the standing Fort Atkinson Public School was built in 1915, which would suggest a 
previous structure that served as a school existed at the site prior.  Further research is suggested in order to develop a better understanding and 
comprehensive historical context of the school structure(s) that existed at the site area prior to 1915.    The current school structure is a one-story 
building with a basement and of brick construction with a block (concrete) foundation with concrete overlay (?).  The school faces to the south, 
with the main entrance to the building found in the center of the south wall.  Concrete steps with a brick and concrete railing lead to the 
entrance.  Clearly visible above the entrance door and engraved into the concrete are the words "Public School" and "1915."  Two wings appear 
to comprise the school to the west and east of the main entrance.  Both wings contain a set of three equally spaced windows on both their south 
and north walls.  In addition, there is a separate extension from the middle of the north wall that appears to be an addition entrance/exist area 
with an east facing door and windows on it’s a north wall.  A handicap-accessible ramp appears to have recently been installed leading to this 
back entrance/exit along the north wall.  A set of two equally spaced windows are also found at the west and east walls of the structure.  The 
west wall also has an addition near its center at ground level that may be of recent construction.  It is composed of concrete block and brick, with 
a south-facing door that appears to lead to the basement.  In regards to the basement, there is a window in the foundation that corresponds with 
every window found along the west, east, and south walls, but not the north wall.  The general condition of the structure is excellent, with the 
recent and ongoing restoration occurring to the building that has resulted in the well-preserved state.  In fact, the roof appears to have recently 
been reshingled.  The original external integrity of the school also appears to be very high as well, with very few structural changes being made.  
The Iowa Site Inventory form (date unknown) for the school indicates that changes made to the original building include removing the belfry 
above the main entrances when the roof was repaired, the installation of aluminum storm windows, and the blocking up of rotted, below-ground-
level windows with concrete block.  The CLG was also in the process during the Iowa Site Inventory form write-up (date unknown) of 
relocating the bell that had been removed from the school, but it is unknown of its current status.  The architect for the Fort Atkinson Public 
School was A. R. Coffeen who operated out of Decorah until at least 1918 and beyond, designing banks in Highlandville, Postville, Festina, and 
Eldorado (PNRNSEF 1991).  The school appears to be an example of Jeffersonian Classicism influenced design (PNRNSEF 1991).  During the 
Iowa Site Inventory submission (date unknown), the Fort Atkinson Public School was owned by the City of Fort Atkinson and was being used 
by Country Road Player's for practice and storage.  However, an inscription found at the south entrance of the building indicates that the Fort 
Atkinson Public School was dedicated on June 25, 1995 as a museum and library, which appears to be the current use.  The immediate site area 
is composed of manicured grass and areas of concrete that correlate with public parking and access to the structure (handicap-accessible).  The 
location appears to reside on a portion of moderately sloping upland sideslope (5-9%) onto gently sloping upland footslope (2-4%) with older-
growth deciduous trees to the north/northwest of the building.  However, the residential location of the school likely indicates that the site area is 
disturbed, resting on relatively level terrain (1-3%).  The Fort Atkinson Community Center is found adjacent to the east of the school, with the 
Fort Atkinson Memorial Park (dedicated in 1991) found to the south/southwest.  Private residences are found to the west and north of the 
building.  Again, further research is suggested in order to determine what school structure(s) existed prior to the Fort Atkinson Public School 
being built in 1915.
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096-09-02-02 St. John Nepomucene Catholic School
Comments: This Catholic school location was investigated based on its depiction in the 1886 and 1905 plat maps of Fort Atkinson, Iowa.  The 
site area is found north of Oak Street and east of its intersection with 2nd Street SE.  The Catholic school appears to have been associated with 
the St. John Nepomucene Catholic Church that is found just to the west of the site area.  Aerial images depict a structure just east of the church 
along Oak Street, but it is unknown if this is the actual St. John Nepomucene Catholic School.  The 1990s aerial image seems to show a different 
structure at the plotted school location, but again it is unknown if this is the actual St. John Nepomucene Catholic School.  If the structure shown 
in the 1990s aerial image is the same structure shown in earlier aerial images, which it likely seems to be, then it appears that the structure 
received multiple additions to its north side.  Further research is required to not only determine when the St. John Nepomucene Catholic School 
was built, but also when it was removed as it appears to be sometime after the 1990s aerial image was taken in 1994 (4/19).  The investigated 
site area is found in a residential portion of Fort Atkinson, making the location likely heavily disturbed with the original landform position lost.  
The location where the structure stood in the aerial images is completely composed of gravel and appears to be a parking area associated with 
the St. John Nepomucene Catholic Church.  There is an adjacent parking area to the west composed of concrete.  There were no observed 
remains related to the original structure, with the site area being very level (0-2%) and surrounded by private residences.  Research potential 
exists in regards to Catholic schools that exist, or formerly existed, within the county.  Often times their plat map depiction is absent or difficult 
to accurately see.
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096-09-03-01 District 3 School Washington Township
Comments: The original location of this Washington Township school is difficult to accurately determine given that its appearance is only in the 
1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  The aerial images (1930s and 1950s) do not depict a school structure in the current plotted location, although 
the school being razed at some point may explain the absence.  The site area that was documented by this investigation indicates that the school 
was located north of 105th Street on gently sloping upland sideslope (3-5%) that increases in slope south of 105th Street.  A fence line runs to 
the north through the site area, with west of the fence being composed of alfalfa and east being composed of soybean field.  The 1886 plat map 
depiction of the school seems to indicate that the structure was located on the west side of the fence line.  The upland landform appears to level 
out slightly (1-3%) toward either side of the fence, with a relatively square area barely visible in the soybean field east of the fence that may 
indicate a structure once existed there.  This "square" plot is faintly visible in the 1930s aerial image.  However, a structure once existing in this 
location cannot currently be substantiated and it remains that the school's precise original location is still relatively unknown.  There were no 
observed structure remains at the investigated site area.  Farmsteads are located west and east of the proposed school's original site.  Further 
investigation is suggested in order to better determine the school's original location.
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096-09-04-01 District 4 School Washington Township
Comments: This unnamed school of Washington Township is a razed structure originally located west of W14.  Today, the site area is composed 
of a standing grove of mixed trees/bushes and thick underbrush/vegetation (mixed grass).  The very low surface visibility due to the ground 
cover makes identifying the exact landform position difficult.  It appears that the site area is found on very gently sloping sideslope (1-3%) 
associated with a broad, gently undulating upland landform.  Private residences are found to the north and south of the original school location.  
Due to the thick ground cover, it is unknown if any visible remains associated with the original school structure are present.  However, a 
discussion with a nearby landowner revealed that the current property owner of the original school site area has mentioned a school once 
existing back in the wooded area but that no foundation and no remains are present (personal correspondence 7/16/2012).  Aerial images (1930s 
and 1950s) seem to indicate the school structure being located in/around the current ROW of W14.  Based on the dates for the 1950s and the 
1960s aerial images, it appears that the school was razed sometime between 1952 (6/29) and 1964 (7/22).
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096-10-01-01 Herold School
Comments: The Herold School is a razed structure that was originally located west of 295th Avenue on what appears to be gently sloping upland 
sideslope (2-4%).  However, today the site location appears to be disturbed and artificially-leveled (0-2%) to accommodate rural residences 
throughout the immediate area.  A private residence now exists where the school once stood based on the original location in the aerial images 
(1930s and 1950s).  This residence rests on an artificially-built, shallow terrace that is very level (0-2%) with a gravel access drive leading to it 
from 295th Avenue.  The area is composed of manicured lawn and mixed tree cover.  Older-growth deciduous and evergreen trees form the west 
and north perimeters of the rural residence lot.  A storage shed is located just to the northwest of the private residence, but cannot be definitively 
associated with the owner.  There were no observed remains of the school structure, but a grass covered access drive found just to the north of 
the gravel access drive leading to the private residence may be potentially related to the former school.  Based on the dates for when the 1970s 
and 1980s aerial images were taken, it appears that the Herold School was razed sometime between 1971 (7/27) and 1982 (4/24).
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096-10-02-01 Jack School
Comments: The original site of the Jack School is found south of V64 on the gently sloping sideslope (2-4%) of a broad, shallow upland 
landform.  The actual school location is fairly level (0-3%) and composed of corn field.  There is an unmaintained, grass-covered access drive 
that leads to the site area and appears to correspond with a barely visible access drive leading to the school in the 1930s aerial image.  This is the 
best indication of where the school once stood, as there are no clearly visible remains.  A farmstead/rural residence is located to the northeast 
across V64.  Based on the dates of the 1970s and 1980s aerial images, it appears that the Jack School was razed sometime between 1971 (7/27) 
and 1982 (4/24).
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096-10-03-01 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: The location of this District 3 school of the Jackson Township is based on its depiction in the 1905 and 1915 plat maps.  This makes 
accurately defining the site location difficult given the structures absence from aerial imagery.  The Wichman School of the same township is 
also District 3, making this investigated school a potential alternate location.  The plotted school location is found west of County Road V68 in 
an area composed of prairie grass and scattered, recently planted tree saplings with corn field found to the north and south.  The landform with 
which the school originally stood appears to be a combination of upland toeslope and low, alluvial terrace associated with a perennial stream 
found just to the north/east that flows to the northeast.  The general site area is rather level (0-2%), yet slightly changes to the south where the 
upland toeslope is found (1-3%).  There is a shallow, small "bump" in the site area that cannot be definitively associated with the former school 
structure.  Otherwise, there were no observed remains from the existing ROW.

A59See Pg:ID: School Name:

096-10-04-01 Wichman School
Comments: The Wichman School appears to have originally been located southwest of the T-intersection of 295th Avenue and a long, unnamed 
access drive on a portion of gently sloping (2-4%) upland sideslope.  The original school location, however, is very flat (0-2%) with a grass-
covered (unmaintained) access drive leading to the site area from 295th Avenue that may be original to the school.  There is small "bump" (rise 
in elevation) just west of the end of this access drive that appears to be where the school once stood.  This is difficult to accurately determine as 
there were no other observed remains.  The site area consists of corn field, with a farmstead/rural residence found to the northeast across 295th 
Avenue.  Although the Wichman School is listed as District 3, it should be noted that the school is depicted as District 4 in the plat maps (1886, 
1905, and 1915).  Based on the dates of the 1960s and 1970s aerial images, it appears that the Wichman School was razed sometime between 
1964 (7/22) and 1971 (7/24).

A61See Pg:ID: School Name:

096-10-05-01 Bakula School
Comments: The Bakula School was originally an east-facing structure located north of 128th Street in a gently undulating landscape.  It appears 
that the site area is situated on gently sloping upland sideslope (2-4%), however the plotted school location is fairly level (0-2%) and currently 
composed of corn field.  The site area appears to be somewhat "square" in appearance and at a slightly lower elevation than the portion of the 
upland landform adjacent to the east, corresponding to its appearance in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s).  But this is difficult to accurately 
determine given the dense ground cover.  There is a unmaintained, grass-covered access drive leading to the site area that also seems to 
correspond to the access drive shown leading to the school in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s).  There are few younger-growth trees/bushes 
along the fence line running to the north that is where the west perimeter of the original school lot was located.  There were no observed remains 
that could be definitively associated with the structure.  The Bakula School was moved to Cresco, Iowa in the early 1960s to be used as a 
shop/car garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure was moved in sections, each comprising of one wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

A63See Pg:ID: School Name:
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096-10-06-01 Navan School
Comments: The original location of the Navan School is difficult to precisely determine since the site area is based off of plat map depictions 
(1886, 1905, and 1915).  The school was supposedly moved in 1932-1933 (Steve Johnson 1985-1986), a date prior to when the 1930s aerial 
image was taken.  This would explain the structures absence from its original location in any of the aerial images.  The site area is found well-
away from the end of 336th Avenue that stops at a farmstead located northeast of the original school location.  This makes accurately defining 
landform position and identifying any visible remains impossible.  It appears that the Navan School was once situated on the sideslope of a 
gently sloping upland landform that is currently composed of corn field and scattered deciduous trees along the existing fence lines.  A man-
made pond of recent construction is found immediately north of the plotted site location that appears to a leisure/entertainment area of the 
property owner.  There is an east-flowing intermittent drainage is found just north of this pond that eventually feeds into the Turkey River to the 
northeast of the site area.  Further investigation is suggested in order to more accurately define the original location of the Navan School.

A65See Pg:ID: School Name:

096-10-06-02 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: This investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1886 plat map.  The site area is found just east of 330th 
Avenue and just south of a west/east running fence line that is not currently standing.  The site area is on what appears to be a portion of gently 
sloping upland sideslope onto upland footslope (1-3%) that slopes to the west/southwest toward an upland intermittent drainage that eventually 
feeds into the Turkey River to the southwest.  However, it is difficult to precisely identify where the school originally stood, in addition to its 
exact landform position, since there is no visual verification of a structure in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s).  Currently, the site area is 
composed of soybean field with a standing grove of older-growth trees just to the east that are predominantly deciduous..  There is no existing 
access drive leading to the site area, although the existing ROW of 330th Avenue along the plotted school location is rather shallow.  There were 
no observed remains from the existing ROW related to a previous structure existing at the site area.  The plotted school site is considered to be 
an alternate location to a Jackson Township school that was originally located to the northeast along County Road V68.  This 1886 plat map 
depicted location is considered an potential alternate location based on the proximity of the two schools within the same township and the fact 
that they share the same District.  Additionally, the school location found along County Road V68 does not have an 1886 plat map depiction.  
Both school locations do not have a structure visible in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s).

A67See Pg:ID: School Name:

096-10-07-01 Holub School
Comments: The Holub School was originally found east of the T-intersection of 150th Street and V64 before being moved in the early 1960s to 
be used as a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The site area appears to be located on a portion of shoulder slope (1-3%) associated with a 
relatively shallow, gently sloping upland landform.  A recent aerial image (2010) depicts the site as a "circular" area composed of mixed trees 
and underbrush, surrounded by agriculturally developed land.  Today, the entire site area is now under corn field, with a slight rise in elevation 
(bump) at the plotted location of the school.  There appears to be recent disturbances near the existing ROW, with exposed soil at the surface and 
patchy grass/alfalfa ground cover.  There is a large, gravel access drive that leads from V64 to the site area.  This access drive appears to run 
"around," not through, the original school location, moving to the east down the existing fence line.  The access drive is composed of mowed 
mixed grass once it is north of the site area and running to the east.  A few pieces of limestone were observed in the access drive amongst 
abundant gravel.  The Holub School was actually a second generation school at the original site, with the first school being of pebble-dash 
construction (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Holub School originally faced to the south, consisting of a cement block foundation and a 
basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There was no visible evidence of a former foundation or basement area, nor any definitive foundation or 
school remains.

A69See Pg:ID: School Name:

096-10-08-01 Hageman School
Comments: The Hageman School was located west of 315th Avenue in an area that is currently composed of corn field.  The location is very 
level (0-2%), appearing to rest on a portion of footslope associated with a shallow, very gently sloping upland landform.  An intermittent 
drainage is found to the south that flows to the east where prairie grass and wetland vegetation is found across 315th Avenue.  A farmstead/rural 
residence is found to the northwest that this likely the current landowner.  A grass-covered access drive leads from 315th Avenue to where the 
Hageman School once stood.  This school was listed as standing at its original site during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), being utilized 
as a storage shed for hay but in a deteriorating state.  There were no observed remains, although there was a very slight rise in elevation (small 
bump) at the site area.  The Hageman School was originally a frame gable roof structure that faced to the east and did not possess a basement 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A set of three, equally spaced windows were found on the north and south walls, with a chimney once existing at 
the peak of the roof near the east wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).
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096-10-11-01 Jackson Junction School
Comments: The Jackson Junction School is a standing structure at its original site that is found just west of County Road V68 within the small 
community of Jackson Junction.  The current site area consists of manicured lawn with landscaped areas and a concrete driveway/parking lot 
associated with the school.  Evergreen trees are found to the north and south of the school, with older-growth trees that are predominantly 
deciduous found to the west.  A private residence is also found west of the school structure.  The landform with which the structure currently is 
found appears to level upland summit (0-2%), although the residential location may indicate that the site area is disturbed.  Heavy disturbances 
in the landform are found to the south and west were recreational fields are found consisting of a football field and baseball/softball field.  These 
areas are associated with the Turkey Valley Community School that is found to the southwest.  The Jackson Junction School is an east-facing, 
frame gable roof building that contains a full basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The foundation of the structure appears to be red brick and 
mortar over concrete that is at the ground level.  The brick itself appears to be in very condition while the concrete appears to be deteriorating.  It 
is unknown if the red brick portion of the foundation is original to the school or if it was a subsequent addition.  The main room of the building 
has a set of four equally spaced windows on the north and south walls.  However, it appears that the window on the south wall located closest to 
the southwest corner of the building has recently been altered.  A door has been inserted at this location that has a wood, handicap-accessible 
ramp leading up to it along the south wall.  Approximately half of the originally window is located above the door.  There are a set of two 
equally spaced basement windows set in the red brick foundation that are found below the main room windows at the north and south walls.  
There is a single story addition to the east wall that contains a central doorway with a window on each side (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There 
are six steps and a small open landing leading to the entry door, that appear to be a combination of concrete and red brick with a metal hand-
railing on either side.  Landscaped areas are found on either side of the entrance area.  There is also an addition to the west wall near the 
southwest corner of the building.  The foundation and construction materials are recent to this addition (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A red brick 
chimney runs up the exterior of the west wall that comes out at the peak of the roof at the west end.  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) 
originally listed the Jackson Junction School as being made into a town hall and community center.  It appears that the structure is currently only 
a community center based on the sign located near the east entrance toward County Road V68 that reads "Jackson Junction Community Center."  
The Jackson Junction School appears to be well-preserved and in excellent condition.  The siding on the structure seems to be of recent 
additions, as does the roof shingles and the rain gutter/drainage system.  Despite the additions made to the structure, the original external 
integrity of the school is still high.

A73See Pg:ID: School Name:

097-07-02-01 Pagin School
Comments: The Pagan School was originally located south of Highway 9 prior to being razed.  This site area appears to reside on the shoulder 
(1-3%) onto the gently sloping sideslope (3-5%) of a small upland "bump" that slopes to the east toward an intermittent drainage.  There is 
currently an isolated, small standing grove of a few deciduous trees with underbrush and mixed grass at the original location of the school.  
Soybean field is found south of this standing grove and a narrow strip of alfalfa field to the north.  A grass covered access drive is found south of 
the site area but cannot be definitively associated with the original school.  Due to the site area being a distance away from the existing ROW of 
Highway 9, it is difficult to determine if any visible remains of the structure currently exist.  However, there is good potential remains to exist 
within the isolated standing grove, as the area stands out from the surrounding landscape and serves no immediate purpose outside of marking 
where the Pagan School once stood.  Based on the dates for the 1960s and 1970s aerial images, the Pagan School appears to have been razed 
sometime between 1964 (7/26) and 1971 (7/27).

A75See Pg:ID: School Name:

097-07-02-02 Frankville Norwegian School 1
Comments: This Frankville Township Norwegian school was located southwest of the intersection of Highway 9 and Glenville Road on gently 
sloping (3-5%) upland sideslope.  The site area is composed of corn field and appears to level out slightly (1-3%) toward the existing ROW's.  A 
grass-covered access drive leads from Glenville Road to the school location.  It is unknown if this feature is originally associated with the 
school.  There were no observed remains, although the site area may likely be disturbed due to improvements made to Highway 9.

A77See Pg:ID: School Name:

097-07-03-01 McKay School
Comments: The McKay School was originally an south-facing building located just northwest/west of the intersection of Frankville Road and 
131st Avenue.  The site area rests on gently sloping upland sideslope (3-5%) that slopes to the west/southwest toward Trout River.  However, 
the site area itself is fairly level (1-4%) and has a barely visible "square" appearance that closely matches the school lot's depiction in the aerial 
images (1930s and 1950s).  In addition, there is a "low" spot in the site area visible from the existing ROW that closely corresponds with where 
the McKay School once stood.  The structure did originally contain a basement with a stone foundation (Steve Johnson 1985-1986), so this 
"low" spot within the site area may be evidence of this feature.  The site area is currently composed of corn field, with a grass-covered access 
drive leading from 131st Avenue to the south/southwest corner of the site area that closely matches the location of the access drive to the school 
lot depicted in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s).  A few limestone fragments were observed from the existing ROW within the site area/corn 
field.  The McKay School was moved in the early 1960s to the Robert O'Hara farm to the southwest  to be used as a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 
1985-1986).
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097-07-04-01 Birdsell School
Comments: The Birdsell School was originally an east facing structure located south of 175th Street.  The school was listed as standing at its 
original site during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), with the structure being utilized as a storage shed.  However, the school was also 
recorded as being endangered since the owner was performing no upkeep and the building was only existing as long as it served a function 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Today, the Birdsell School no longer stands at its original site, with its current status unknown.  The site area rests 
on a combination of upland summit (0-2%) onto the shoulder slope (1-3%), with the landform sloping to the east toward what appears to be an 
intermittent drainage.  A gravel access drive leads from 175th Street that is found just west of the site area and appears to be originally 
associated with the farmstead/rural residence that was located immediately west of the Birdsell School in the aerial images (1930s, 1950s and 
1990s).  No structures are currently standing that can be associated with either the school or the former farmstead/rural residence.  The site area 
is currently composed of alfalfa, with corn field found to the south and east.  The Birdsell School was a frame structure that had an entry area 
with a small gable roof found at the east entrance that was about two-thirds the width of the building (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The entry area 
had a door off-set to the south of the east elevation, with a window on the north and south walls of this entry area (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  
No bell tower previously existed with the structure, but the opening for the chimney was centrally located on the peak of the main roof (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was built up with cement blocks and possessed a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  No evidence of this 
subsurface feature was observed by this investigation.  However, a small debris pile consisting of a few fragments of concrete and sawed/cut 
logs that appeared to be telephone poles were observed near the access drive entrance.  It is unknown if these remains are associated with the 
Birdsell School or the former farmstead/rural residence that was located just west where the small debris pile was observed.  There was a small 
grove of young (sapling) oak trees in the existing ROW that where situated where the site area is located.

A81See Pg:ID: School Name:

097-07-05-01 Centennial School
Comments: The Centennial School is a razed structure that was originally found west of Centennial Road and just to the northwest of the 
Centennial Cemetery.  The site area appears to reside on broad, gently sloping (1-3%) upland shoulder slope that increases in slope immediately 
north of the site area toward a perennial stream referred to as North Fork.  The original structure location as shown in the aerial images (1930s 
and 1950s) has the school on a rural lot with private residences/farmsteads to the north and northeast.  These private residences/farmsteads still 
exist today, but the original site area appears to reside on fairly level terrain (0-2%) with two separate ground covers.  A currently standing fence 
line running east/west seems to run through the middle of the site area where the school once stood.  To the south of this fence line is corn field 
and to the north is private property composed of manicured lawn and a gravel driveway leading to the private residence.  There are also a few 
scattered trees on the property, with a line of evergreens forming the south perimeter.  Upland sideslope is found immediately north of the 
private residence, with the structure residing on a landform that appears to be an artificially constructed terrace that is very level (0-2%).  There 
were no observed remains of the original school by this investigation, with the site area residing on both agricultural field and private property.  
Based on the dates of the 1950s and 1960s aerial images, it appears that the school was razed sometime between 1952 (6/29) and 1964 (7/26).  
This date may be closer to 1964, as there is a visible foundation/disturbed area at the school location in the 1960s aerial image.  It is likely that 
the Centennial School was razed in order to allow for the construction of the current private residence found at the north/northwest end of the 
site area.

A83See Pg:ID: School Name:

097-07-06-01 Hyde School
Comments: The Hyde School is a standing structure at its original location that has undergone renovations/additions since becoming a private 
residence and is one of thirteen houses that were former schoolhouses of the county (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure remains a private 
residence, located west of the T-intersection of Centennial Road and 185th Street residing a portion of long, narrow upland summit (0-2%).  The 
landform slopes to the east and west toward two separate perennial streams, with the site area likely disturbed due alterations made to the 
landform in relation to renovations/additions made to the school structure and surrounding lot.  The site area is currently composed of manicured 
lawn, landscaped areas, older-growth trees scattered throughout the lot, and two gravel driveways leading to an attached one-stall garage and a 
separate one-stall garage building to the north.  The Hyde School is a frame clipped gable roof structure with a cement block foundation and a 
full basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The building faces to the east with an open roof porch, an attached two car garage on the south wall, 
and a gable roof room addition to the north wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Originally, the Hyde School had five or six windows on the south 
wall without cross-lighting on the north wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The chimney was also located on the west end of the roof, which is no 
longer present (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Today, the window and door locations on the school structure and its additions appear as they did 
during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  However, both the garage and entrance doors have been replaced, in addition to the structure and 
its additions being recently resided.  The east entrance now has an attached walk-up porch, and there appears to be a recent small addition to the 
northwest corner of the north addition to the school structure.  There is also a separate one-stall garage located north of the structure that has 
matching siding and roofing.  A storage shed is found to the north of this separate garage.  The structure appears to be in excellent to fair 
condition given the recent renovations, but the multiple additions have lowered the original external integrity of the school structure.
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097-07-07-01 Bakke School
Comments: The Bakke School was located east of Oil Well Road at the summit (0-2%) and onto the shoulder (1-3%) of an upland landform 
composed largely of mowed grass with a gravel access drive running through the site area to the northeast.  The access drive consists of fresh 
gravel and appears to be of recent incorporation.  The rural lot contains a few older-growth deciduous trees south of the access drive with 
soybean field found to the east/northeast.  The 2010 aerial image shows abundant tree cover at the site area, with much of these trees having 
been subsequently cleared out.  A park bench is located north of the access drive near the existing ROW.  The soil at the site area looks recently 
disturbed, with exposed areas at the surface.  The grass also appears to have been recently planted.  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) 
indicated that the Bakke School was still standing but being vacant and deteriorating.  The school was a red brick structure with a set of three 
windows and a frame lean-to at the south wall that was not original with the structure (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The entry door was centrally 
located with a window on each side and a chimney was located on the gable roof at the north end (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Two outhouses 
were located in the back of the structure and a woodshed to the east (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There are no structures or structure remains 
observed within the site area.  The school originally used fuel oil with the furnace found in the northwest corner, and water had to be obtained 
from the Phillip Bakke residence across the road (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure had no basement and no bell tower, but the school 
grounds did have a complete set of playground equipment (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

A87See Pg:ID: School Name:

097-07-08-01 Monson School
Comments: The Monson School was originally located just northeast of the intersection of 145th Avenue and 170th Street prior to being razed.  
The site area rests on the gently sloping upland sideslope (2-4%) that levels out slightly (1-3%) toward the ROW of 170th Street.    This 
"leveling" toward 170th Street appears to coordinate with the location of the original lot that the school resided in as depicted in the aerial 
images.  The landform itself slopes to the southeast toward an intermittent drainage that eventually feeds into the Yellow River to the southeast.  
The site area is currently composed of corn field, with a grass covered access drive near the intersection leading from 170th Street to the original 
school location.  There were no observed remains, although this was difficult to determine given the site area being at a higher elevation than 
both 145th Avenue and 170th Street.  A farmstead/rural residence is located just east of the site area.  Based on the dates of the 1960s and 1970s 
aerial images, the Monson School appears to have been razed sometime between 1964 (7/26) and 1971 (7/27).

A89See Pg:ID: School Name:

097-07-11-01 Frankville School
Comments: The Frankville School was constructed in 1872 at its current site which is found just southeast of the T-intersection of 175th Street 
and Frankville Road within the unincorporated town of Frankville, Iowa.  The standing structure is actually a second generation school that 
replaced an earlier school building that was erected in the mid-1850s (Klimesh 1978).  The structure is two stories high, with a gable roof and a 
brick chimney that runs up along the outside of the south wall and coming out through the roof just east of its peak.  The school appears to face 
to the northeast and is constructed of rock-faced ashlar limestone, with the stones more carefully dressed on the front façade that any of the other 
walls (Klimesh 1978).  The north/northeast entrance consists of a centrally located door and window just above it at the second floor.  A round 
arch is used for the main entrance and the window above that are formed by carefully dressed stone voussoirs and keystones (Klimesh 1978).  
Lintels and sills on the remaining walls consist of massive blocks of rock-faced stone (Klimesh 1978).  A set of three, equally spaced windows 
are found on each floor of the east and west walls.  However, these windows are equally spaced from each other and not equally spaced on the 
wall itself, being located as sets toward the south wall of the structure.  The east wall is interesting in regards to the fact that the window location 
on each story found closest to the south wall is actually a door/entrance, with an iron/steel fire escape running from ground level up to the 
second floor.  Each window appears to a have a blocky, rough-cut slab above it and a thinner, finer-cut slab of limestone below it.  There are no 
window openings located on the south wall.  The roof consists of composition shingles (Klimesh 1978) with a bell tower located at the peak near 
the main entrance/north wall.  There appears to a be bell still present, although there is also a bell located at ground level on top of what appears 
to a be a millstone found near the school toward the east/southeast.  It is unknown if this bell is also associated with the Frankville School.  The 
original bell chamber was badly damaged during a storm in the 1960s, with the wreckage removed (Klimesh 1978).  The bell currently found on 
the millstone in the lawn may be associated with this original wreckage.  A concrete sidewalk leads from the Frankville Road to the school's 
main entrance, which has a flagpole near the northeast corner of the building and a plaque outlining a brief history near the northwest corner.  
Frankville Road, itself, actually was once a popular stage route between Decorah and McGregor (Klimesh 1978).  The site area with which the 
school currently is found consists of manicured lawn, with water-worn pebbles used in landscaping that surround the building.  A few scattered 
trees/bushes are found on the lot, with older-growth evergreens forming the west perimeter along 175th Street and primarily deciduous trees 
forming the south and east lot perimeters.  A recreational area composed of sand, playground equipment, a privy/picnic area are found south of 
the school, in addition to a softball field south of this.  A cemetery is found adjacent to and east of the school.  Overall, the Frankville School is 
in fair condition and needing stone repair work in isolated areas.  The original external integrity of the building is excellent, with the school 
receiving only minor modifications in the recent past.  Electricity was installed early in the 20th century (Klimesh 1978) and an electrical 
connection is still visible today, in addition to a TV antenna and modern rain-gutters.  Running water was implemented in the building in the 
1930s, with the fire escape along the east wall being a 20th century addition (Klimesh 1978).  The original wood stoves with the school were 
replaced by a furnace, thus resulting in the brick chimney (Klimesh 1978).  The Frankville School provided adequate facilities for area students 
until it closed in 1962, which largely due to the absence of a railroad through the town of Frankville that discouraged settlement within the 
community (Klimesh 1978).  A high school was even established on the second floor in 1920 due to the village of Frankville remaining small 
(Klimesh 1978).  From 1958 until the school closed in 1962, the primary composition of the school was kindergarten and 7th and 8th graders, 
with elementary and high school grades being removed to Decorah during the school redistricting (Klimesh 1978).  The Winneshiek County 
Historical Society has owned the Frankville School since 1963, where the building was subsequently used as a local museum during the Mary 
Klimesh site report (1978).  It is unknown if the school continues to serve this function.
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097-08-01-01 Red Oak School
Comments: The Red Oak School is an east-facing stone building with a single story frame gable roof addition (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 
stone appears to be largely limestone.  The school was originally located a half a mile west of the present structure, also being built of stone in 
1862 and located across the road from Branhagen on a 20-acre field that he owned (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  It was the first school built in 
the township.  The existing Red Oak School is the second structure and was built at the present site in 1870 on a piece of land bought from 
Torgrimson for $30 (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school appears to be on the summit (0-2%) of a large upland landform, located just 
northwest of the T-intersection of W42 and the Lincoln Highway Road.  The school was built by Paul Warner and derived its name from the Red 
Oak Creamery that was located across the road and was surrounded by numerous red oak trees (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Red Oak 
School was originally heated by a box stove located toward the back of the room, with the stove pipe running the whole length of the room, as 
the chimney was found in the front (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The oak trees were later cut down and replaced by evergreen trees on the west 
and north sides (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A cellar was later excavated with a furnace installed and a new chimney was built on the north side 
by L. Wangsness (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The woodshed was originally located on the north side but later moved to the west of the school 
that improved the school ground and allowed for playground equipment to be added (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  In 1923, Sig Hanson built a 
large entry to the school that had furnace heat installed (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Today, the site area consists of manicured lawn, mixed 
vegetation along the structure walls, scattered trees, and gravel access areas found to the west and north.  There are evergreen trees forming the 
west and north perimeters of the residential lot, with deciduous trees and underbrush mixed in and around.  Corn field surrounds the residential 
lot to the west and north.  The frame gable roof addition is found at the east wall and appears to consist of an entry area with a large window at 
the south wall and small window and door at the east wall.  There is an attached one-stall car garage to the north that also has its own door and 
covers the entrance to the basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Both the garage and entry area addition appear to have recently been resided.  
The main school structure has a set of three windows on both the north and south walls, with one of the windows on the north wall being 
covered by the garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Both the roof of the school and the east addition appear to have recently been reshingled.  
There is no chimney associated with the structure.  Connected to the west wall of the school appears to be a small, square foundation area 
composed of concrete walls that are shallow and found at the north, west, and south perimeters.  This area is completely filled with soil and 
currently contains a gas tank and a water pump that rests on a round concrete/cement pad.  Its possible that this area is associated with the 
woodshed that was moved from the north side to the west side of the schoolhouse.  A wood storage shed is found west of the school within the 
tree line.  A church is found north of the residential lot and an electrical utility area to the south across Lincoln Highway Road.  A large rock 
located south of the school near the ROW has a plaque on it that reads "Iowa Standard School."  The Red Oak School appears to be well-cared 
for and in fair to excellent condition.  Despite the east addition, the structure still possesses excellent external integrity.  The building is currently 
rented out by the owner for private residence.
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097-08-01-02 Springfield Norwegian School 2
Comments: The location of this Norwegian school in the Springfield Township is depicted in the 1905 and 1915 plat maps as being associated 
with the Norwegian church property.  This church is the Washington Prairie Lutheran Church, with the school plotted as being located north of 
the structure and east of W42.  It is difficult to accurately identify the original location of the school due to poor plat map depictions and no 
discernible structure in the aerial images.  Two plausible locations include the north perimeter of the Washington Prairie Lutheran Church 
cemetery or the agricultural field composed of corn and soybean to the northeast.  A structure is observed near the northwest corner of the 
cemetery in the 1930s aerial image, but this cannot be definitively defined as being the original Norwegian school.  Both the cemetery and 
agricultural field locations rest on gently sloping upland sideslope (2-5%).  The cemetery consists of manicured lawn and older-growth trees that 
are scattered in addition to forming the west, north, and east perimeters that consist primarily of evergreen trees.  A gravel access drive runs 
along and to the north of the cemetery's north perimeter.  The location of the structure observed in the 1930s aerial image is fairly level (1-3%) 
and at a higher elevation than the gravel access drive.  There were no observed remains or any indication of a school once existing in the area.  
Further investigation is required in order to accurately determine the original location of this Norwegian school.
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097-08-01-03 Branhagen School
Comments: The Branhagen School was constructed in 1862 when the school region was redistricted, making the structure a second-generation 
school.  The original school was located to the northeast along Valdres Road next to the North Washington Prairie Cemetery (Old Pioneer 
Cemetery).  The original location of the Branhagen School is found south of Lincoln Highway Road and just southwest of the road's intersection 
with a private gravel driveway that runs to the south.  The school was built on land purchased by Tosten Branhagen in 1861, who later sold the 
land to his son Andrew in 1883 (Steve Johnson 1990).  The Branhagen farmstead is located just northeast of the original site area of the school 
across Lincoln Highway Road and is still in existence today.  The Branhagen School was built on a 20-acre field across from the Branhagen 
farm and was a 16' x 20' structure constructed of two foot thick stone walls and contained home-made desks (Steve Johnson 1990).  This stone 
was obtained from the Branhagen quarry which was supposedly located just northwest of the original school location.  Based on an interview 
with the Mr. Branhagen, who currently resides at the original Branhagen farmstead, the stone quarry was found west of Stone Hill Road and 
northwest of the roads intersection with Lincoln Highway Road.  Stone from the Branhagen farm quarry was also used for Branhagen farm 
buildings, the construction of the Washington Prairie Methodist Church which began in the 1860s, and for many other buildings of the area 
(Steve Johnson 1990).  According to Mr. Branhagen, stone from this quarry was also used to construct the Red Oak School and the Nordness 
School (8/22/2012).  The Branhagen School was closed in 1870 due to congestion and a larger school was constructed about one-half mile to the 
east just northwest of the T-intersection of Lincoln Highway Road and W42.  This school was also constructed of stone and is known as the Red 
Oak School.  Based on an interview with Mr. Branhagen, the original school location is found in an agricultural field currently composed of a 
combination of alfalfa and soybean field.  The site area appears to reside on a portion of upland shoulder slope (1-3%) onto gently sloping 
upland sideslope (2-4%).  This landform becomes moderately sloping (5-9%) south of Lincoln Highway Road toward an intermittent drainage to 
the north that eventually feeds into a perennial stream to the west/southwest near the former town of Nordness.  Mr. Branhagen's location of the 
former school is based on his grandfather's account and a photo of the actual school taken circa 1903 (8/22/2012).  Mr. Branhagen, his father, 
and his grandfather all farmed the land with which the school was once located on. (8/22/2012).  The land is currently rented out by Mr. 
Branhagen, but he did allow this investigator access to the site area for close inspection.  Mr. Branhagen indicated that the school was "dug" into 
its original location, meaning that the landform was artificially level prior to the school's construction.  This may also indicate that there were 
subsurface aspects of the original structure.  In addition, the private gravel driveway located east of the site area was actually thinner in width 
than it is today, and Mr. Branhagen believes that the original school site has been disturbed due to the widening of this road.  Due to the 
Branhagen School being closed in 1870, there is no school depicted at the site area in the plat maps (1886, 1905, 1915).  However, these maps 
do indicate Andrew T. Branhagen as the owner of the twenty acre parcel of land where the school originally stood.  The 1886 plat map does 
depict a blacksmith shop where the Branhagen School originally stood.  It is unknown if this represents the school structure and/or if the school 
was converted into a blacksmith shop.  There is obviously no structure shown in the aerial images, but the 1930s and 1950s aerial images do 
show the private gravel driveway being much thinner than it is today.  Mr. Branhagen did grant this investigator access to the immediate site 
area.  Upon close inspection, introduced limestone is found scattered on the surface throughout the site area.  There were also several large 
rodent burrows in the site area.  Inspection of this rodent burrows revealed thick deposits of introduced limestone along with a few fragments of 
whiteware/porcelain.  Much of the observed limestone appeared to be artificially "cut," possessing sharp, level edges on many of the fragments.  
It is unknown if the observed remains are associated with the Branhagen School, but is clear that a structure once existed at the site area.  There 
also seems to be a high archaeological potential for sub-surface remains at the original school location.  The current landowner seems willing to 
grant access to the site area in the future for further investigation and was very approachable and forth giving of information regarding the 
Branhagen School.  The site area appears to have been disturbed due to rodent burrows, agricultural activity, and the widening of the adjacent 
private gravel driveway to the east.
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097-08-02-01 Broghammer School
Comments: The Broghammer School was originally found east of W42, being the second sub-district for the township (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) described the school as standing at its original site, but no longer remains today with its current 
status unknown.  The site area appears to be situated on gently sloping upland sideslope (3-5%) that levels out slightly (1-4%) as it approaches 
the existing prairie grass covered ROW of W42.  A fence line runs to the north that appears to represent the southern edge of the site area 
according to the aerial images (1930s, 1950s, and 1990s).  Corn field is found on both sides of the fence line, with no observed remains.  Two 
prairie grass covered access drives leading from W42 are found at the northern and southern edges of the site area, with both not appearing to be 
currently utilized and may be original to the school.  The Broghammer School was a west-facing frame gable roof structure with a single story 
addition to the southeast area that contained the entrance.  Both the west and north walls contained several windows, with the smaller entry room 
having a window on its south and east walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A red brick chimney was found on the east end of the gable roof, with 
a frame wood shed in the southeast corner of the yard and a pump in the northwest corner of the lot (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure 
also had a stone foundation and a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986), but there was no observed evidence of these features by this 
investigation, including no evidence of the older-growth evergreen trees the formed the north and east perimeters of the school site area 
according to the aerial images (1930s, 1950s, and 1990s).  It should be noted that determining the presence of any observable remains was 
difficult given the dense ground cover and the fact that the site area was a fair distance away from the existing ROW.  According to the Johnson 
investigation (1985-1986), records indicate that the Broghammer School was on its original site in the early 1860s.
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097-08-03-01 Lee School
Comments: The Lee School is a structure that currently serves as a private residence and is found east of the Middle Ossian Road.  The rural 
property with which the school stands appears to rest on the summit and shoulder of an upland lobate extension to the east that is associated with 
the upland sideslope of a large landform whose summit is found to the southwest.  The property is fairly level throughout (0-2% to 1-3% in 
areas) but likely disturbed given the multiple additions and renovations to the property.  The original school structure is at the edge of the upland 
lobate extension that is steeply sloping immediately to the east toward an unknown perennial stream.  The property contains a poured cement 
driveway leading to the residence that is surrounded by manicured lawn, prairie grass, and landscaped areas.  Older-growth deciduous trees and 
thick underbrush are found to the north, south and east of the residence.  The Lee School was originally a brick gable roof structure that faced to 
the west, possessing a basement with stone foundation walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Multiple additions to the structure were already 
present during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) that include a single story frame addition to the west wall, a large addition to the south 
wall, and small addition on the north wall.  There have been additional additions since the Johnson investigation, primarily to the west wall 
addition.  There appears to be a entry-way addition to the west wall addition, that covers up the original south wall that possessed a window in 
the southern part.  The entry addition has its roof at the same elevation and connected with the original west wall addition.  To the west of the 
recent entry-way addition is a connected garage that appears to consist of three-stalls.  This large addition has a roof at a higher elevation than 
any of the additions to the residence, including the original school structure.  The south addition to the school has west-facing door with two 
south windows and a larger "bay" window on the west wall.  A storage shed associated with the property is found just to the south.  It appears 
that the original school structure and all subsequent additions have received recent renovations/repairs since the Johnson investigation (1985-
1986), including new tin/steel roofs on all of the structures/additions.  The poured cement (?) driveway also appears to be of recent construction.  
None of the original brick of the school can be seen, with the entire structure sided over that can be viewed from the existing ROW.  According 
to the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), the east wall is the only remaining original component of the school which has no openings at all.  The 
brick chimney that was located off center from the peak toward the north side of the school near the west end (Steve Johnson 1985-1986) is no 
longer present.  Due to the extensive renovations that the Lee School has experienced since becoming a private residence, the original integrity 
of the structure is largely lost.  However, the building appears to still be in fair condition despite being constructed around the year 1875 (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).
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097-08-04-01 Knutson School
Comments: The Knutson School was originally located just east of the T-intersection of Middle Calmar Road and 177th Street as show in the 
aerial images (1930s and 1950s).  However, alterations conducted on the Middle Calmar Road seem to show the road running through the 
original site area, which may be a factor in the school being eventually razed after the 1950s aerial image.  The restructuring of the Middle 
Calmar Road make it somewhat difficult to precisely observe the original school location, although there is high probability that the site is 
heavily disturbed/destroyed and residing in the existing ROW.  The general site area appears to be a combination of upland shoulder (1-3%) and 
sideslope (3-5%) with large ROW's associated with the Middle Calmar Road.  Corn fields are found west and south/southeast of the intersection, 
while mixed grass with scattered younger-growth trees (saplings) are found to the north/northeast.  There were no observed remains within the 
site area from the existing ROW's.  Based on dates of when the 1950s and 1960s aerial images were taken, the Knutson School appears to have 
been razed sometime between 1952 (6/29) and 1964 (7/26).
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097-08-04-02 Springfield Norwegian School 3
Comments: This Norwegian School of the Springfield Township is depicted as a Norwegian Parochial School in the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 
1905), with the 1886 plat map depicting the school a Norwegian Parochial School Number 2.  No structure is shown in any of the aerial images 
(1930s and 1950s), although the 1930s aerial image clearly depicts a triangular-shaped lot within an agriculturally-developed field.  This likely 
represents an area that contained a former structure, with the structure being the Norwegian School.  The plotted location is south of Highway 
52, residing on gently sloping upland sideslope (2-4%) composed of corn field that levels out slightly toward the northwest corner of the field (1-
3%).  A small portion of upland summit is found just to the east of the site area that has a small grass-covered access area at within the south 
ROW of Highway 52.  A farmstead is also found north across Highway 52 at this location.  An intermittent upland drainage appears to be found 
just to the west of the site area, composed of prairie grass and water-tolerant vegetation.  There were no observed remains, with the west 
perimeter of the lot and corn field appearing today as it does in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s).
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097-08-05-01 Nerlie School
Comments: The original location of the Nerlie School, also referred to as the Woodside School, is north/northwest of the Middle Calmar Road in 
area composed of pasture grass intended for horses.  This area is likely associated with the farmstead/private residence found just to the west.  
The site area rests on a landform that appears to be the summit (0-2%) and shoulder (1-4%) of an upland lobate extension originating from the 
south/southeast that slopes to the north/northwest.  This landform is bisected by the Middle Calmar Road, with the landform being at a slightly 
higher elevation south of the road.  Scattered trees are found throughout the site area, with a forested area composed largely of older-growth 
deciduous trees found to the north/northeast.  There clearly observable remains at the original school location that are clearly visible from the 
existing ROW.  These include abundant amounts of limestone fragments and red brick.  The red brick is in both fragment and complete forms, 
with some still possessing mortar.  There are some locations at the site area with exposed soil at the surface, though this may be a function of the 
location being a horse pasture.  Based on dates provided by the 1930s and 1950s aerial images, it appears that the Nerlie School was probably 
razed sometime between 1940 (9/4) and 1952 (6/29).
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097-08-06-01 Nordness School
Comments: The Nordness School is a stone building that primarily faces to the east found south of the Lincoln Highway Road and east of a 
private gravel driveway.  It appears that the structure is of stone (limestone) construction.  The location seems to be on the sideslope (2-4%) of 
an upland landform that steeply slopes (7-12%) just east of the school toward a perennial stream.  However, the actual structure location is very 
level (0-2%) and likely of artificial design.  The site area is composed of manicured lawn with deciduous trees found to the east and south.  
Mixed vegetation currently surrounds the structure foundation.  The Nordness School was built in the 1890s at about the same time of the 
construction of the Nordness creamery (Steve Johnson 1984).  The building was heated with a wood stove until a furnace was added in 1903 
(Steve Johnson 1984).  The school served all eight grades until it was closed in 1962, when the school system was re-organized (Steve Johnson 
1984).  The school was also used for voting and village meetings (Steve Johnson 1984).  The structure was briefly rented out after 1962 until 
fired damage occurred (Steve Johnson 1984).  The extent of this damage has yet to be defined.  The building has subsequently sat vacant, having 
no running water nor indoor plumbing (Steve Johnson 1984).  Currently, the structure appears to remain vacant and in need of some stone 
masonry repair.  Despite this, the school appears to have been maintained and is in fair condition, possessing great original integrity.  A set of 
three windows are found on both the north and south walls, with a concrete entrance pad consisting of three steps and steel pipe railing posts.  
An enclosed frame ante-room was located at the east wall during the Johnson investigation in 1984, but is no longer present.  Additionally, a 
brick chimney that appeared to be on the north wall near the northeast corner of the building is no longer present.  There is, however, "ghost" 
markings on the structure where the chimney originally existed.  The roof of the school appears to have been replaced/repaired, now composed 
of tin over a wood frame.  A few limestone fragments, along with exposed/disturbed soil in the manicured lawn, were observed just west of the 
building.
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097-08-06-02 Springfield Norwegian School 1
Comments: This Norwegian school located in Springfield Township has been referred to by multiple names that include the Rovang School, the 
Gregg School House, the Trollhaugen School, and the Old Norwegian Log School.  The Rovang School was originally located east of the 
Middle Ossian Road on the summit (0-2%) of an upland landform.  The site area is composed of forest cover composed largely of deciduous 
trees, prairie grass, and underbrush.  Prairie grass is found north of the tree line and a private residence is found to the southeast.  The site of the 
Rovang School has been disturbed, partially dug out during improvements made to the Middle Ossian Road that consisted of widening the 
ditches (Steve Johnson 1990).  Stones are described as being found which were associated with the school's foundation (Steve Johnson 1990).  
No remains were observed by this investigation outside of the original site area appearing very level (0-2%), possibly due to the presence of a 
structure once existing at the location.  The Rovang School was built in 1879, supposedly by the Washington Prairie congregation, and served as 
a public and parochial school until sometime between 1917 and 1926 (Steve Johnson 1990).  The school was moved to the Luther College 
Museum in the 1920s and was preserved (Steve Johnson 1990).  The school is now part of the Vesterheim Museum, found in the outdoor 
division.
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097-09-01-01 Lee School
Comments: The Lee School originally resided north of 210th Street in a gently undulating landscape of relatively narrow, shallow upland 
landforms.  The school was listed as standing at its original site and facing the south during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), with the 
structure having extensive renovation since closing as a school and becoming a private residence.  The Lee School originally consisted of a 
rectangular frame building with a basement, and two doors centrally located at the main entrance (south elevation) and to the west edge 
(basement door).  The school had a two-room floor plan with three sets of windows on the east and west walls, along with a brick stepped 
chimney located at the peak of the roof on the north side (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  After becoming a private residence, a two-stall garage was 
added to the east wall and a living room addition to the west wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Furthermore, the south wall was resided while the 
east wall maintained its original siding with filled in portions of the central window (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The original Lee School that 
served as a house during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) is no longer standing and has been replaced by a new private residence of recent 
construction.  Based on the 1980s and 1990s aerial images, and the fact that the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) listed the structure as 
standing at its original site, this transition occurs sometime between 1985/1986 and 1994 (4/19).  The current standing structure also faces the 
south, with an attached garage to the west wall and a large, metal shed found to the west.  The rural residence does not appear to possess any of 
the original Lee School attributes, since the current roof peak runs in a west-east direction rather than the north-south direction of the school.  
Also, the attached two-stall garage, living room addition, and chimney that were associated with the school during the Johnson investigation 
(1985-1986) are no longer present.  The current residence seems to rest on a portion of gently sloping upland sideslope (1-4%).  However, the 
site area appears to be largely disturbed, with the current structure resting on a very flat (0-2%) foundation that has clearly been artificially "built-
up."  The ground cover consists of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, and several gravel access drives leading from 218th Street to the residence 
and steel shed to the east.  Older-growth trees line the west perimeter that appear to be concurrent with the original aerial depiction of the Lee 
School.  Scattered deciduous trees are also found throughout the site area.
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097-09-02-01 Phillips School
Comments: The Phillips School, also known as the Kubik School, was originally found in a rural location composed largely of older-growth 
forest north and west of an unnamed rural access drive.  The site area is currently under prairie grass ground cover with scattered sawed/cut 
logs.  The rural lot rests on what appears to be a portion of upland summit onto the shoulder (1-3%).  The original location of the school, 
however, is very level (0-2%) and coupled with its maintenance as a rural lot (cleared trees), this would seem to indicate a structure once existed 
in the area.  The upland landform steeply slopes to the east toward a perennial stream that feeds into the Turkey River to the southwest.  The lot 
is bordered by older-growth trees (largely deciduous) at the west, north and east perimeters.  There are also substantial amounts of recently 
cut/sawed logs at these perimeters, particularly at the west edge.  These may be related to the clearing of a larger lot area immediately to the 
west that contains a private residence of recent construction.  The Phillips School originally faced the east and did not possess a basement.  
Numerous amounts of field stone (glacial erratics) and limestone were observed in the area, but cannot be definitively associated with the 
school's previous foundation.  The Phillips School was moved in the early 1960s to the Arnold Erland farm to be used as a shop/garage (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).
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097-09-05-01 Ryant School
Comments: The Ryant School was originally built on the Marten Mikesh farm, hence to the structure as also being referred to as the Mikesh 
School (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The original location where this school operated is found just southwest of the T-intersection of 265th 
Avenue and 175th Street.  The site area appears as a square, rural lot set on gently sloping upland sideslope (2-4%) within an agricultural field 
composed of soybean and alfalfa.  The rural lot itself appears to be very level (0-2%) and of artificial production in order to serve as a flat 
terrace for a structure, thus the lot area is likely disturbed.  The site area is currently composed of mowed  mixed grass (with alfalfa) , with a 
steel storage shed found at the northeast corner of the lot that appears to have recently been either constructed or resided.  A gravel access drive 
leads from 265th Avenue to the rural lot.  The Ryant School was described as standing at its original site and being utilized as a house during the 
Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  The building no longer stands at its original site area today, with its current status unknown.  The Ryant 
School was a frame hip roof structure that faced the east with a semi-open porch that was enclosed on the lower half (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  The square structure had a stucco-cover foundation that housed a basement, with outhouses located to the south and east of the school 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There were no observed remains of these outhouses, nor the school structure itself along with its 
foundation/basement.  The Ryant School closed in 1925, when it was purchased and made into a private residence (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).
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097-09-05-02 Bouska Log Cabin
Comments: The Bouska Log Cabin was originally constructed in the spring of 1854 by Martin Bouska to be used as his house and actually 
served as a residence/dwelling for over a century (NRHPRF 1993).  Upon finishing the construction of his house, Martin Bouska built a separate 
structure to be used as a schoolhouse.  The log cabin house was built in a typically European style, with walls composed of walnut and oak logs, 
and a roof composed of wood shingles set on a stone foundation (NRHPRF 1993).  At its original site the school was a simple shed built of logs, 
mud, and sod.  Mr. Bouska, who attended school in Krumau of the Czech Republic to become a teacher, served as the instructor in addition to 
performing his duties as a farmer.  He stopped teaching in 1861 and had the schoolhouse added on to the existing log cabin house.  This involved 
the school structure being numbered and dismantled before being reattached to the house.  The building is still sided today with wood siding 
original to both structures.  The downstairs walls were also plastered in an authentic Bohemian style after the structures were attached.  
Together, they served as a school until 1866 when the Bouska family left the community for Crawford County, Wisconsin.  The schoolhouse/log 
cabin was sold to Mary Kopet and subsequently served as her home.  Although a school is not depicted on any of the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 
1915), there is a structure depicted within the property lines of a Wenzel Kopet in the 1886 and 1905 plat maps, and as Mary Kopet in the 1915 
plat map.  The plotted original school location is based on this structure depiction in the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) and is found east of 
265th Avenue and southeast of its intersection with B16.  This location is far distance from the existing ROW and therefore cannot be 
immediately observed.  There is no structure clearly visible in the aerial images (1930s, 1950s, 1990s, and 2010), which makes precisely 
locating the structure difficult.  However, the 1990s aerial image does appear to show an area of disturbance at the plotted structure location.  
This correlates with the fact that the Bouska Log Cabin was moved from its original site to a lot located behind the Bily Clocks 
Museum/Antonin Dvorak Exhibit in Spillville, Iowa in July of 1993 to be used as a museum display after the structure was given to the town by 
James and Richard Riehle in memory of their brother Michael.  Due to the original site location being in area not observable from the existing 
ROW, it is not possible to accurately determine the landform positions and associated slope, in addition to determining if any observable remains 
exist.  Based on the topographic map (1981), the Bouska Log Cabin appears to have been located on either a portion of upland sideslope and/or 
footslope.  This landform slopes to the north/northeast toward a perennial stream located immediately north of the original site area that feeds 
into the Turkey River to the south/southwest.  From the existing ROW, it would appear that the site area is composed of a combination of prairie 
grass, deciduous trees, and thick underbrush.  However, the original location of the Bouska Log Cabin is also described as being located in the 
middle of a cow pasture prior to being moved according to the National Register of Historic Places Registration Form (NRHPRF 1993).  This 
investigation was unable to determine if any livestock are currently located within the site area.  An area of alluvial terrace composed of corn 
field is found north of the plotted structure location.  There is a grass covered access drive/trail leading from 265th Avenue into the forested area 
and appears to run toward the original Bouska Log Cabin site area.  Closer examination of this area will require landowner permission.  
Restorations to the Bouska Log Cabin continue today at its moved location in Spillville, Iowa, with the building dedicated in 1994 to Martin 
Bouska and his family.
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097-09-05-03 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  There is not a clearly 
visible structure in the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images, which makes precisely locating where the original structure once stood and its 
associated landform difficult.  Based on the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions, the school was located just west of the road currently 
referred to as 265th Avenue and just northwest of its intersection with a former access drive that runs to the west.  This former access drive is 
clearly visible in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images and appears to be an extended access drive utilized for agricultural purposes.  The 
investigated site area currently is on what appears to be gently sloping upland sideslope (1-4%) that slopes to the east/southeast.  The 
investigated location is agriculturally developed and currently composed of soybean field north of the former access drive and alfalfa to the 
south.  The former access drive, itself, appears to still be intact but is heavily overgrown with older-growth deciduous trees, thick underbrush, 
and prairie grass.  The investigated site area is at a lower elevation than 265th Avenue, with a large gravel access drive leading from 265th 
Avenue to the former access drive.  Prairie grass is found along the access drive and the existing ROW of 265th Avenue.  There were no 
observed remains within the site area that could be associated with a former structure existing at the location.  However, the plotted school 
location near 265th Avenue and the former access drive is very flat (0-2%) and somewhat square in shape, giving the faint appearance of small 
former lot.  This cannot be definitively be associated with a structure once existing at the location and could potentially be the result of being a 
borrow area for 265th Avenue.  There is also an additional access drive leading from 265th Avenue to the site that is north of the large gravel 
access drive leading toward the former access drive.  This particular access drive is grass-covered and does not appear to be currently utilized.  It 
is unknown what this particular access drive was originally used for.  The investigated school site is considered a potential alternate location to 
the District 5 Ryant (Mikesh) School of Calmar Township, which was formerly located just to the north along 265th Avenue.  This is based on 
the close proximity of the two school locations within the same township and the fact that they share the same District.  In addition, the Ryant 
(Mikesh) School does not have an 1875 Andreas nor an 1886 plat map depiction.
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097-09-06-01 Conover School
Comments: The Conover School is a standing structure that was once part of the town of Conover that has subsequently become a ghost town 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Conover was located at the junction of two railroads and the town attempted to become the county seat of 
Winneshiek County at one point (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school itself closed in 1948 and was utilized for storage by the South 
Winneshiek School District (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Today, the school remains standing at its original setting in what appears to be a 
portion of upland summit (0-2%) found within a standing grove of older-growth trees of both evergreen and deciduous varieties.  The school 
cannot be viewed from the existing ROW and is associated with a private rural residence located just south of 256th Avenue and north of where 
the school is found.  The previous Johnson investigation (1985-1986) listed the Conover School as being located at an overgrown, deserted site 
with the structure in need of repair (deteriorated).  However, following the Johnson investigation a new owner purchased the deed to the rural 
residence (approximately 23 years ago) located north of the school and  one to three years later purchased the deed to the Conover School from 
the South Winneshiek School District (personal correspondence 8/21/2012).  The owner took lengths to clear the thick underbrush/overgrowth 
and restore the school to the best of his abilities, which included putting tin shingles on the roof that had nearly collapsed in.  The interior was 
also converted into a game/entertainment room to be used primarily by the owner's children.  A playhouse for the owner's daughter was also 
moved to the site area near the northwest corner of the structure.  The converted school contains a pool table, pinball/miscellaneous games, and a 
horseshoe pit located outside along the north wall.  The owner's children have since left the residence and the school currently is largely unused.  
Despite this, the condition of the structure has been restored to a somewhat fair state, with a high integrity remaining in regards to the school 
retaining its original appearance.  The Conover School is a small, south-facing frame hip roof structure, having a set of five windows on both the 
east and west walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The main entrance is found at the south wall with a window on each side of the entrance door.  
The main entry used to have a stepped roof over the door (Steve Johnson 1985-1986) that has since been removed, with general roof of the 
entrance appearing to be slightly renovated, likely during the restoration to the main roof as it is also composed of tin shingles.  A set of three 
concrete steps lead to the entrance door.  Unlike the main room of the structure, the entrance area appears to not have been restored and is 
deteriorating.  The north wall was described as having a single story addition with a door on the west side (Steve Johnson 1985-1986), but this 
was not observed during this investigation.  Instead, the north wall possesses two windows with a two horseshoe pits located along it.  There is 
no basement associated with the structure, but a root cellar is supposedly located to the west in the yard (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This root 
cellar was not observed during this investigation.

A123See Pg:ID: School Name:

097-09-07-01 District 7 School Calmar Township
Comments: This school located within the Calmar Township only has a district number (7) but does not have an official name.  Aerial images 
show a structure located just east of Highway 9.  However, subsequent expansion of this road have likely impacted the original site area, which 
is probably found in and around the existing ROW.  It appears that the location is found on the summit (0-2%) and potential shoulder slope (1-
3%) of an upland lobate extension to the east that slopes to the north and south.  A gravel access drive runs through the site area to a cellphone 
tower found just to the east.  To the north and south of this access drive toward the existing ROW of Highway 9, the ground cover consists of 
mixed grass that is predominately alfalfa along with other mixed vegetation.  Farther east of this location along the ROW the ground cover turns 
to predominately corn field.  A private residence is found to the south of the site area.  There were no observed remains outside of a large chunk 
of concrete resting on a fence post just south of the access drive.  This remain cannot be definitively be associated with the original school 
structure.  Based on dates for the 1970s and 1980s aerial images, it appears that this district 7 school of Calmar Township was razed sometime 
between 1971 (7/27) and 1982 (4/24).
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097-09-07-02 Calmar Norwegian School 1
Comments: This Norwegian School of the Calmar Township is depicted in the 1905 and 1915 plat maps, but is not easily discernible in any of 
the aerial imagery (1930s and 1950s).  It appears that the school was originally located south of 190th Street within a forested area composed 
largely of older-growth trees that are primarily deciduous, thick underbrush, and grass that is a mix of prairie and water-tolerant varieties.  Based 
on the school's plotted location in the plat maps, the structure was found just west of what appears to be an intermittent drainage to the feeds into 
a perennial stream located to the northeast.  It is difficult to determine the precise landform position and if any visible remains exists due to the 
low visibility resulting from the ground cover and the fact that the site area is a good distance away from the existing ROW.  It appears that the 
school may have been located on a combination of upland foot/toeslope or low alluvial terrace.  The current status of this Norwegian school is 
unknown and further investigation is suggested in order to accurately determine its original location and if any remains exist within the site area.
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097-09-11-01 Calmar Public School
Comments: The Calmar Public School is a standing structure at its original location within the city of the Calmar, Iowa and is between South 
Webster Street and South Washington Street to the west and east, and between West Clay Street and West South Street to the north and south.  
The name "Calmar Public School" is derived from the name depicted on the front of the building above the east entrance that would appear to be 
original to the school.  Today, the school is referred to as the South Winneshiek Community High School, which would indicate that the building 
is still used for education purposes.  The current site area with the standing structure appears to be original to the school location depicted in the 
1886 and 1905 plat maps of the city of Calmar.  The residential location of the school makes determining its landform position difficult and 
likely indicates that the area is likely disturbed.  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, concrete 
sidewalks/access areas, and a few scattered deciduous trees that are found along the east perimeter of the block and its northeast corner.  The 
structure described by this investigation is based off of the one depicted in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images, which is the east-facing building 
located on the east-half of the block.  Little information is known regarding the history of this building, nor any previous structures that may 
have served as educational facilities prior to the current school.  Further research is suggested in order to develop a better understanding and 
more comprehensive background of the educational buildings that occupied this site area, as the location appears to be original to educational 
purposes dating back through the plat map depictions of the town (1886 and 1905).  The current standing structure is of brick construction with 
what appears to be a concrete foundation and a flat (asphalt?) roof.  Given the architectural design of the building, it is probably that the 
structure is not original to the school depicted in the plat maps (1886 and 1905), being constructed sometime prior to its appearance in the 1930s 
aerial image which was taken in 1940 (8/20).  The building appears to be two stories, with a probable basement.  Numerous windows are located 
on the east wall for both floors, with two main entrances located at this area.  The center of the east wall protrudes slightly toward South 
Washington Street, with an entrance located to the north and south of the protrusion.  Sidewalks lead from South Washington Street to each 
separate entrance.  Both the north and south walls have a entrance/exit door for each floor, with an iron/steel fire escape leading from the second 
floor door to ground level.  The west wall of the structure near the southwest corner has an addition that connects to multiple additions along 
South Webster Street.  These additions appear to serve educational purposes as well and appear to be of the same construction material (brick) as 
the original school structure on the east half of the block.  These additions do not appear in the 1930s nor 1950s aerial images, which would 
seem to indicate that they were constructed after the 1950s aerial image was taken in 1952 (6/29).  A brick "chimney" is also found on the roof 
near the south wall (boiler room?) that appears to be original to the structure.  Again, further research is needed regarding the history of the 
Calmar Public School and any previous structures that existed at the site that served as schools.
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097-09-11-02 Czech Parochial School and Convent
Comments: The Czech Parochial School and Convent is a standing structure at its original site located south of Church Street within the town of 
Spillville, Iowa.  The structure was constructed in 1870 where served as a school until 1900 when it was then used as a home for boarders and 
sisters.  This change in use my reflect the burning down of the old Catholic school that was located just north of the building on the same lot.  
The school is located in a residential portion of Spillville, so the landform has a high probability of being disturbed due to previous construction 
in the immediate vicinity.  However, the landform appears to be intact and may be a portion of upland toeslope or part of a high alluvial terrace 
associated with Wonder Creek to the south that eventually feeds into the Turkey River just to the southeast near the edge of town.  The general 
site area is very level (0-2%) composed of manicured lawn, landscaped areas surrounding the structure, and a few evergreen trees.  Older-growth 
deciduous trees and additional manicured lawn is found south of the site area.  Additionally, a recreational area consisting of sand and 
playground equipment is found near the south wall of the school.  The structure itself appears to be a two-story building of block (cinder?) 
construction/foundation that has been stucco-over, lightly in certain areas of the structure.  It is unknown if a basement is present with the 
school.  The building faces to the east, where an attached two-story entrance with a centrally-located door is found in the center of the east wall.  
The entrance possess a bell tower/coupe at the center and peak of its roof, with two windows on its north and south walls and one window 
located above the entrance door.  There is a single-story addition to the south wall toward the southeast corner of the main building  has a 
window on both the west and east walls.  The west wall has two single-story additions, one near the northwest corner and the other near the 
southwest corner.  These two additions appear to be of wood construction and may be privy areas.  Both have their own roofs and centrally 
located entrance doors on their west walls, but each additions has its own unique window locations.  The two additions appear to have recently 
been painted a cream color.  The main building of the school has windows on every wall, with a red brick chimney located on the west-facing 
portion of the roof near the center (not at its peak).  A concrete sidewalk leads from Church Street to the school's east entrance.  A concrete 
sidewalk also connects the west wall and its two additions to the St. Wenceslaus School and Chihak Hall found just to the west.  The roof of the 
Czech Parochial School and Convent, along with its additions, appear to have recently been replaced by red steel roofing/paneling.  The stucco 
of the school needs repair in some areas, in addition to some repair/restoration work to the two west wall additions.  Outside of this, the school is 
in excellent condition and possesses excellent original external integrity.  Further research is suggested in order to develop a comprehensive 
historical background of this school.
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097-09-11-03 St. Wenceslaus School
Comments: Due to its construction in 1953, the St. Wenceslaus School is not depicted in any of the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) nor the 
1930s or 1950s aerial images.  The structure is located south of B16 (Church Street) within the town of Spillville, Iowa.  The site area appears to 
be on a portion of upland footslope (1-3%) onto alluvial terrace (0-2%) associated with Wonder Creek located to the south that feeds into the 
Turkey River to the southeast.  However, due to its residential location, the site area is likely disturbed.  The site area is composed of manicured 
lawn with concrete sidewalk areas and scattered deciduous trees throughout the immediate vicinity.  The St. Weneceslaus School appears to be a 
flat-roof, single story structure constructed primarily of brick.  It is unknown if there is an associated basement with the structure.  The building 
appears to face the east, with the entrance located near the northeast corner of the structure on the east wall.  Two large windows are found on 
the north wall, with a brick chimney located on the roof near the center of the north wall.  Two concrete sidewalks lead from B16 (Church 
Street) to the northwest and northeast corners of the building respectively.  A sidewalk also runs down along the east wall of the building.  
Chihak Hall is a connected addition to the northwest corner of the St. Wenceslaus School on the west wall.  This building is also composed of 
brick with a shingled roof.  Chihak Hall has an entrance on its east wall at the northeast corner of the building, with an adjacent 
concrete/pavement parking area to the west.  Two flagpoles and a natural gas tank are found north of St. Wenceslaus School in a small square lot 
composed of manicured lawn.  The Czech Parochial School and Convent is located immediately to the east.  This investigation obtained little 
information regarding the St. Wenceslaus School due to its absence from the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) and the aerial images (1930s and 
1950s), and further research/investigation is suggested.
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097-09-11-04 Spillville Village School
Comments: The Spillville Village School was originally located just west of the T-intersection of Oak Street and Park Street in a residential 
portion of the town of Spillville, Iowa.  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that this was a standing structure at its original site that 
had been converted into the Spillville town hall, with a library unit being added in the yard located to the southwest.  Prior to becoming a town 
hall, though, sources indicate that the structure was converted to a library, and at one time was both served as a school and library (personal 
correspondence 8/21/2012).  This may well represent the need for  the addition of a library unit in order to convert the Spillville Village School 
to a town hall.  However, the former school is no longer standing at its original site and all indications are that the structure has been razed based 
on discussions with the head librarian of the Spillville Public Library and Community Center and local, knowledgeable resident.  The Spillville 
Village School was originally a full two story frame structure that possessed a stone foundation with a full basement (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  The square-form structure faced to the east with centrally located entrance and a two story portico (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 
north wall had a set of six windows in each story and the south wall had two windows in each story, along with an iron fire escape (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  The chimney was also located centrally in the west portion of the roof (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The site area is 
currently composed of manicured grass with a few scattered deciduous trees.  A private residence of recent construction is found in the western 
portion of the site area, along with the Spillville Public Library and Community Center also of recent construction found in the eastern portion of 
the site area near Oak Street along with its associated concrete parking area to the north of the structure.  The structure that was added in the 
yard to the southwest of the Spillville Village School to be used as a library unit is still present, with its current function unknown.  There are no 
observable remains of the original school structure, with the site area consisting of very level terrain (0-2%) that is likely disturbed due to its 
residential location.  However, playground equipment that was associated with the Spillville Village School is still present in the site area.
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097-09-11-05 Old Spillville Catholic School
Comments: Very little is known in regards to this first Catholic school of Spillville, Iowa, outside of its depiction in the 1886 plat map and 
potential depiction in the 1905 plat map.  The plotted location is south of Church Street just north of the Czech Parochial School and Convent, 
and east/northeast of St. Wenceslaus School and Chihak Hall.  The site area is located in a residential portion of Spillville, so the landform may 
be disturbed.  If the landform is indeed intact, it may be a portion of upland toeslope  or part of a high alluvial terrace associated with Wonder 
Creek to the south that eventually feeds into the Turkey River to the southeast near the edge of town.  The site area is composed of manicured 
lawn with a mix of a few evergreen and deciduous trees, along with concrete sidewalks that appear to form the west and east perimeters of where 
the Catholic school was likely located.  The site area is very level (0-2%) and represents an ideal location for a structure.  It is unknown when 
the school was constructed, but likely that is was built before 1886 given its plat map depiction.  The school did burn down at an unknown date.  
However, the 1930s and 1950s aerial images do show a structure immediately north of the Czech Parochial School and Convent.  This structure 
is absent from the 1960s aerial image, which would suggest a disappearance between  1952 (6/29) and 1964 (7/26) based on the aerial dates.  It 
is unknown what structure is visible in these aerial images, or if it is indeed the Catholic school.  The Czech Parochial School and Convent was 
used as a home for boarders and sisters starting in 1900.  This may be a result of the Catholic school burning down at this date, although this 
would not explain the structure in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images.  There were no observed remains at the site area.
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097-09-11-06 St. Aloysius Catholic School
Comments: This site area was investigated based off of a 1905 plat map depiction of a Catholic School located just north of the St. Aloysius 
Church in Calmar, Iowa.  This location is found just southeast of the intersection of the East Clay Street and South Maryville Street in a 
residential portion of the Calmar, Iowa.  The aerial images (1930s and 1950s) show two separate structures north of St. Aloysius Church, with 
both structures being in the vicinity of the 1905 plat map depiction of the Catholic school.  The structure located closest to the intersection of 
East Clay Street and South Maryville Street in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s) is no longer standing today and has been replaced by the 
currently standing St. Aloysius Catholic School that was built sometime after 1952 (6/29) when the 1950s aerial image was taken.  The structure 
located just north and adjacent to St. Aloysius Church is still standing today and it is unknown what function the building currently serves.  The 
structure is of brick construction with what appears to be a brick foundation and faces to the west toward South Maryville Street.  The building 
is in excellent condition with probable excellent original external integrity, although it does appear renovations/restoration has occurred to the 
roof (freshly shingled?) and the window areas.  The main building appears to be two-stories with a basement.  Each story has windows of 
varying design on all the walls, in addition to the basement/foundation having what appears to be a set of three equally spaced windows on the 
north, east, and south walls.  A brick chimney is located on the roof toward the center of the north wall.  An attached wood porch/patio of recent 
construction is found near the northeast corner of the building.  There is entry area located on the west well that extends north past the northwest 
corner of the main building that is also of brick construction with a south-facing entrance door.  Two large windows/openings on the north wall 
of the entrance room appear to have been boarded up and painted red.  What is of particular interest with this entrance room is the appearance of 
brick crucifixes found on the "column areas" between the windows locations of the west and north walls.  These crucifixes would seem to 
indicate that the building is originally associated with the St. Aloysius Church in some fashion.  Despite this evidence, it is still unknown which 
of the two structures appearing in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s), if any, are the original Catholic School depicted in the 1905 plat map of 
Calmar, Iowa.  Further research is required in order to establish the original structure associated with the St. Aloysius Church, and any 
applicable historic context.  The investigated site area is currently composed of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, concrete sidewalk/parking 
areas, and a few scattered deciduous trees.  The residential location makes determine the landform position difficult, with the site area likely 
disturbed.  The currently standing St. Aloysius Catholic School is found adjacent to and just south of East Clay Street, but was not investigated 
as it is not the original school structure.
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097-09-11-07 Calmar Norwegian School 2
Comments: This Norwegian School of Calmar Township is depicted in the 1905 plat map of Calmar, Iowa.  The location is found east of 232nd 
Avenue and north of its intersection with Highway 52.  There is an 1886 plat map depiction of two structures at the investigate site area, but only 
the Norwegian Lutheran Church and its cemetery are mentioned.  The 1905 plat map depiction indicates the school was located just south of a 
Norwegian Lutheran Church, which is the Calmar Evangelical Lutheran Church, and its associated cemetery which are still present today.  
However, the plat map depiction appears to be somewhat general and the school is not visible in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s).  This 
would seem to indicate that the school was either razed or moved sometime prior to when the 1930s aerial image was taken in 1940 (8/20).  It is 
interesting to note how the lot south of the church remains vacant and is not utilized for residential or agricultural purposes as the surrounding 
landscape is.  In fact, an access drive is visible in the 1930s aerial image that leads from 232nd Avenue to the plotted school location, with the 
site area being vacated of a structure but possessing what appears to be a line of trees at the north perimeter.  This access drive appears to be 
connected with a large driveway that goes around the cemetery lot in the 1950s aerial.  It is unknown if this access drive was originally 
associated with a previous structure (i.e. Norwegian School) or if it has always been associated with the Calmar Evangelical Lutheran Church 
cemetery.  The access drive going around the perimeter of the cemetery in the 1950s aerial appears much the same today, with the Calmar 
Evangelical Lutheran Church experiencing significant subsequent structural alterations.  Despite the lack of a visible school structure in the 
aerial images (1930s and 1950s), the 1930s aerial image of the site area seems to present reasonable evidence that a structure may have existed 
at the location at some point prior to 1940.  Further research is required in order to determine if a Norwegian School did in fact exist south of the 
Calmar Evangelical Lutheran Church and its associated cemetery.  Today, the site area to reside on gently sloping upland sideslope (1-4%) that 
levels out (0-2%) toward Highway 52, but may be disturbed due to its residential proximity.  The site area is currently composed of manicured 
lawn and a few deciduous and evergreen trees, with corn field found to the east that may be part of the original site area.  A gravel 
access/parking area associated with the Calmar Evangelical Lutheran Church is found to the north that may also be potentially apart of the 
original site area.  No observed remains of a structure, no any indication of a former foundation area, were observed by this investigation.
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097-09-11-08 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: The location of this District 7 school of the Calmar Township is based off of its depiction in the 1875 and 1886 plat maps.  This 
school appears to be an alternate to an additional District 7 of the Calmar Township found to the north that has a definable site area given its 
appearance in the aerial images.  The current investigated school, unfortunately, is not clearly observed in any of the aerial images and this 
makes precisely defining its site area difficult.  Based on the plat map depictions (1875 and 1886), this particular District 7 school was located 
just northeast of the intersection of 240th Avenue/W North Street and 175th Street.  Both the 1930s and 1950s aerial images show the plat map 
location as being a vacant lot, with a structure located just to the north that is completely surrounded by trees.  It is unknown if this structure is 
the former District 7 school prior to its relocation to the north.  The investigated site area rests on upland summit that appears to be a residential 
subdivision of the city of Calmar.  The plat map depicted location is currently composed of agriculturally developed grain field.  This location, 
however, has very level terrain (0-2%) with a "square" appearance that would seem to indicate it was once a lot that held a structure(s).  
Regardless, the landform at this location appears to be have been artificially manipulated.  Just north of this site area is a series of private 
residence east of 240th Avenue, with the terrain composes of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, and scattered deciduous trees that are 
predominantly older-growth.  There is currently a private residence at the approximate location of the unknown structure in the 1930s and 1950s 
aerial images that is north of plat map depiction of the school location.  Further investigation is suggested in order to more accurately determine 
the precise location of this original District 7 school of the Calmar Township.
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097-09-11-09 Spillville School Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: This potential alternate location of the Spillville Village School is based off of its isolated depiction in the 1886 plat map.  The 
potential site area is found north of School Street, which would seem to indicate a school was located in the immediate area at some point.  The 
site area is currently composed of private residences and associated miscellaneous structures, none of which appear to be an original school 
structure.  In addition, the ground cover consists of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, and a gravel driveway running to the north through the 
site area.   Due to the site area being located in a residential portion of Spillville, Iowa, the location is likely heavily disturbed due to previous 
construction activities.  The original landform is likely lost, although it appears that it would probably be a high alluvial terrace associated with 
the Turkey River found to the east/southeast near the edge of the town.  The were no observed remains of the potential school structure, although 
this hard to determine given its residential location.  However, located across School Street directly from the plotted site area is paved/asphalt 
parking area and what appears to be a former tennis court.  It is unknown if these features were originally associated with a school or any 
structure for that matter.  These two areas south of School Street are currently being used for parking associated with the Billy Clock Museum 
and the moved Bouska School located east and southeast of the plotted school location.  Further research is suggested in order to determine not 
only if a school did originally exist in the plotted site area, but where it stood and what its historical context consisted of.
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097-09-11-10 First Public School of Spillville
Comments: Based on brief research conducted at the Spillville Public Library, records indicate that the first public school found in Spillville was 
located halfway between the river (Turkey River) and the hotel (now the Speakeasy Restaurant?).  Neither the plat maps nor aerial images seem 
to depict this structure, making precisely locating the schools original site very difficult.  However, there is currently an empty lot located 
approximately halfway between the Turkey River and the former hotel.  This site area is found along Bridge Street (north of) and is composed of 
manicured lawn and a few scattered deciduous trees with a paved driveway bordering it to the east.  It likely rests on an alluvial terrace of the 
Turkey River found to the east, but due to its residential setting the area is likely disturbed.  This empty lot cannot be associated with the first 
public school of the community with any certainty and further research is suggested in order to accurately define the precise location.
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097-10-01-01 Anderson School
Comments: The Anderson School is a standing structure found north of 210th Avenue on an alluvial terrace that is associated with the Turkey 
River found to the east.  The school sits in a standing grove composed of deciduous trees, thick underbrush, and mixed vegetation.  Two access 
drives are present at the site location, one leading directly to the school and another found on the east end of the rural lot.  Both of these access 
drives are covered in mixed vegetation.  The Anderson school is a frame structure with a gable roof that possesses a basement and a cement 
block foundation (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This foundation is relatively high and likely associated with its location being on an alluvial 
terrace (floodplain).  Both the west and east walls of the foundation possess a set of three windows that appear to have red brick trim around 
them.  There are also a set of three windows on both the west and east walls of the main structure.  The south-facing school has an entry room at 
the south wall that nearly encompasses the entire width of the school.  Concrete/poured cement steps with a steel pipe railing along the west side 
lead to a larger concrete pad at the entrance door of the entry room.  A light fixture is found just above this door.  The roof of the main room of 
the structure has mostly collapsed in, although the red brick chimney is still standing at the north wall of the school.  The roof of the entry room, 
which is at a lower elevation than the main roof but is of a similar gable form and slope, appears to still be largely intact.  The integrity of this 
school is still good as there have been little, if any, alterations made to the original condition of the structure.  However, the building is not being 
maintained and is quickly deteriorating.  The school was listed as being utilized as a storage shed during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), 
but appears to be vacant today.
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097-10-01-02 Sumner Norwegian School 2
Comments: The location of this Norwegian school within the Sumner Township is based off 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat map depictions.  It is 
difficult to accurately identify a structure in any of the aerial images, so the precise location of the original structure is unknown.  It appears that 
the school was found north of 210th Street and east of north-south running fence line.  The area is positioned on fairly level (0-2%) upland 
summit composed of corn field.  The intersection of the fence line with 210th Street is composed of mixed grass/vegetation.  There are no 
observed remains from the existing ROW related to the original Norwegian school.  A satellite farm is found south of the plotted site area across 
210th Street.
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097-10-01-03 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  There is not a 
definitive structure visible in the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images, which makes identifying the school's precise location and landform 
position difficult.  Based on the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions, the school was located just north of 210th Street and just northwest 
of its intersection with W14 as they are known today.  However, the 1875 Andreas and the 1886 plat maps do not depict these roads as they 
appear today.  Instead, W14 was located slightly further to the east and running directly to the north for a short distance before running at a 
slight angle to the northwest.  In the 1905 and 1915 plat maps, W14 has been altered by moving its intersection with 210th Street to the west 
slightly and forming a T-intersection with W14 running in a straight line to the north.  It is quite possible that the reason the depicted school was 
removed was due to these road alterations experienced within the school's plotted site area.  Today, W14 has received subsequent alterations as 
shown in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images, that include W14 forming a gently curve before running to the north while 210th Street "splits" to 
run to the east and to the north.  This creates a rural median of sorts between W14 and 210th Street that appears today as a triangular-shaped area 
that is grass covered.  In terms of where the plotted school location was in the 1875 Andreas and the 1886 plat maps, the alterations to W14 and 
210th Street appear to have the current grass-covered median over where the school was originally located.  Again, this is difficult to accurately 
determine without visual verification of where the structure was based on the aerial images (1930s, 1950s, and 1990s).  This is why the site area 
has been expanded for this school location to include not only the median area, but areas to the west as well as the existing ROW's in the 
immediate vicinity.  The investigated site area currently is found on what appears to be gently sloping upland sideslope (2-4%) that slopes to the 
south/southeast toward an upland intermittent drainage that empties into the Turkey River to the south/southwest.  The portion of the site area 
that is north of 210th Street and west of the rural median is fairly level (1-3%) and sits at a slightly higher elevation then both 210th Street and 
W14.  This area is currently composed of corn field with no observed remains relating to a former structure.  The site area east of this location is 
composed of a combination of gravel road associated with 210th Street and concrete associated with W14, along with there respective ROW's 
that are composed of mixed grass/vegetation.  The rural median of the intersection that is currently composed of mixed grass is gently sloping (2-
4%), with the landform becoming moderately sloping (5-9%) further east where W14 is found.  Although there is the possibility that a portion of 
the original school site area is still present within the corn field located just west of the rural median, it is not possible to conclusively determine 
this without visual verification from the aerial images (1930s and 1950s) of where the school originally stood.  Based on the school's depiction 
in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps, it appears that the school was originally located in the immediate vicinity of where the rural median 
associated with 210th Street and W14 is currently located.  In relation to this determination, it is highly likely that the original site area is heavily 
disturbed.  This 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depicted school is considered to be a potential alternate location to the District 1 Anderson 
School of Sumner Township, which is currently standing just to the west along 210th Street.  This is based on the close proximity of the two 
school locations within the same township and the fact that they share the same District.  In addition, the Anderson School does not have an 
1875 Andreas nor an 1886 plat map depiction.
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097-10-02-01 Herold School
Comments: The Herold School was originally found north of 210th Street on what appears to be a combination of upland toeslope (0-2%) and 
alluvial terrace (0-2%) associated with a perennial stream found to the west and south.  This stream flows east and eventually feeds into the 
Turkey River.  A private gravel driveway located west of the site area leads to a farmstead/rural residence located to the north/northwest.  
Currently,, the school location is composed of corn field.  There is a slight rise in elevation at the location where the school once existed, 
appearing as a small "bump" in the landscape.  Although there were no other observed remains, this feature may contain remains associated with 
the Herold School.  There is also a grass and gravel covered access drive leading from 210th Street to the site area.  The school itself was a red 
brick hip roof building that faced to the south (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was built in the late 1930s with a basement and windows 
on the west and east elevations of the foundation (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There were windows on the north and south walls of the main 
structure, with a chimney centrally located along the west wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  It is unknown of the present condition of the Herold 
School since the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), in which the structure was described as a standing, vacant building in fair condition.
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097-10-02-02 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps.  This location is found 
south of 210th Street and just southeast of its intersection with a private gravel driveway that leads to a farmstead/rural residence to the south.  
The site area appears to be on a portion of alluvial terrace (0-3%) associated with an intermittent/perennial stream that feeds into the Turkey 
River to the east/northeast.  At the time of this investigation, the site area was composed of pasture grass used for beef cattle and scattered 
deciduous trees.  A fence line runs from the intersection of the private gravel driveway and 210th Street to the southwest parallel with the 
intermittent/perennial stream before running south toward the farmstead/rural residence.  This fence separates the pasture area from the an area 
composed of alfalfa that runs adjacent and east of the private gravel driveway.  It appears the investigated site area is experiencing heavy erosion 
due to livestock activity, with large amounts of exposed soil at the surface that lack vegetation cover.  No structure is visible in the 1930s nor 
1950s aerial images which makes precisely locating where the school originally stood difficult.  However, remains that appear to be observed 
with a former structure were observed from the existing ROW.  At the approximate plat map depicted location (1886, 1905, and 1915) several 
large slabs of concrete were observed that appear to have been associated with a possible foundation of a structure.  It is unknown if these 
remains area associated with the depicted school at the site area.  Just south of these remains was a small area that appeared to be slightly raised 
elevation resembling a small bump.  This "bump" exists not in the pasture area but within the alfalfa field.  The curious aspect of this small 
"bump" was that it was composed of mixed grass that was not "cut" like the surrounding alfalfa field.  There is strong potential for remains 
within this small "bump" given its close proximity to the potential concrete foundation remains.  Both the 1930s and the 1950s aerial images 
show one or more isolated trees that appear to older-growth at the approximate location of the small "bump" and the observed concrete slabs.  It 
is unknown if this isolated area shown in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images represents the original school location.  Abundant amounts of water-
worn cobbles (glacial erratics), commonly referred to as fieldstone, were scattered throughout the site area.  It is unknown if these remains are 
associated with a former structure or were introduced to the area, possibly by the intermittent drainage/perennial stream.  Those remains existing 
within the pasture area are in danger of heavy disturbance due to high amounts of erosion occurring in conjunction with the livestock and the 
intermittent drainage/perennial stream.  This heavy erosion has caused the site area to erode into the intermittent drainage/perennial stream, 
creating moderately sloping sideslope (5-9%).  The investigated site area is considered to be an possible alternate location to the District 2 
Herold School since both locations share the same District (2) within the Sumner Township.  The Herold School was built just to the 
north/northeast across 210th Street in the late 1930s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This would explain why the formerly standing Herold School 
documented during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) is not depicted as a school location in the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915).  Further 
investigation is suggested to determine what structure stood at the depicted school location in the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915), since the 
1930s and 1950s aerial images do not provide any clarity.
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097-10-02-03 Sumner Norwegian School 1
Comments: The location of this Norwegian school in the Sumner Township is based off a depiction in 1905 and 1915 plat maps.  However, no 
structure is clearly shown in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s) and the precise original location is difficult to determine outside of the isolated 
grove of trees visible in the aerial images.  The general site area appears to consist of gently sloping upland sideslope (2-4%) that is under a 
combination of alfalfa and soybean field.  There are no observed remains of the potential school from the existing ROW and no indications of a 
former foundation east of 325th Avenue.  There are a few isolated remains (disturbed soil; fieldstone) of a potential former farmstead located 
directly across the school site area west of 325th Avenue in a very small standing grove of older-growth trees.  Existing farmsteads/rural 
residences are found to the north and south of the plotted school location.
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097-10-03-01 Praska School
Comments: The Praska School is a standing structure located east of Protivin, Iowa and north of B16 on what appears to be a rural lot found on a 
portion of upland footslope (0-3%).  However, the location where the school stands appears to be artificially-leveled (0-2%) as the east perimeter 
of the lot is at a slightly higher elevation.  The current ground cover consists of mowed grass, a gravel access drive to the structure, and older-
growth trees that form the west, north, and east perimeters.  Although there is a mailbox at the entrance to the rural lot, in addition to a 
connection to an electrical grid, there appears to be little evidence that the school is currently resided in.   The Praska School was listed as being 
a township hall by Johnson investigation (1985-1986), one of six schoolhouses in the county that have been used as village or township halls.  
The structure itself is a frame gable roof building facing the south with a stone foundation and basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 
foundation appears to consist of stone (limestone) "blocks" with mortar at the south wall, and the remaining foundation walls being of potential 
limestone slab construction.  Both the east and west walls have a set of three windows, with a red brick chimney at the peak of the roof at the 
north end.  A wood ramp with a steel pipe railing leads to a concrete pad with two steps.    The three glass window pane above the door (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986) is no longer present and has been boarded over.  The flag pole above the door is also no longer present (Steve Johnson 
1985-1986).  Two badly deteriorated wood frame structures are found in the north tree line of the lot, along with miscellaneous farm equipment.  
There were two outhouses and a wood shed originally listed as existing north of the school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986), but only two of these 
structures appear to be barely standing today.
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097-10-03-02 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depicted in the 1875 Andreas and the 1886 plat maps.  This location is 
found north of B16 and just north of the currently standing Praska School found just east of Protivin, Iowa.  The 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat 
map depictions show a school located along a former road that ran to the northeast.  This former road was south/southeast of the meandering 
Bohemian Creek and appears to have ran parallel with the creek in regards to where the school structure is depicted.  This former road is not 
depicted in the 1905 plat map, with B16 and the presently standing Praska School both being depicted in their current locations.  Bohemian 
Creek also appears to meander close to its present location in the 1905 plat map.  The site area of the school depicted in the 1875 Andreas and 
1886 plat maps appears to be located well away from the existing ROW of B16, thus making it difficult to make any accurate observations.  
Additionally, the lack of the former road in conjunction with the continued meandering of Bohemian Creek over the years makes accurately 
identifying the original school site area difficult.  No structure is shown in the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images where the school is 
depicted in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps, so it is unknown where the potential school exactly stood.  The investigated site area of the 
proposed alternate school location, though removed from the existing ROW, appears to be on a combination of high alluvial terrace (0-2%) of 
Bohemian Creek and gently sloping upland toeslope (1-3%).  This area was composed of what appeared to be a combination of deciduous trees; 
mowed/mixed grass, and scattered miscellaneous farm equipment.  It is unknown if any remains exist that may be associated with a former 
school structure due to the thick deciduous forest and the fact that the proposed site area is located too far away from the existing ROW.  A large 
debris pile of wood and other unknown materials was observed from the existing ROW near the proposed site area, but it is unknown 
where/what the remains originate from.  Further research is suggested to not only determine if a former school structure did exist at the proposed 
site area, but also as to where it exactly stood given the changes that have occurred in the immediate landscape since its initial 1875 Andreas and 
1886 plat map depictions.  This investigated site area is considered to be a possible alternate location of the Praska School based on the close 
proximity of the two school depictions.  Additionally, both locations share the same District (2) within the Sumner Township.  The Praska 
School also appears to lack an 1875 Andreas and an 1886 plat map depiction.
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097-10-04-01 Huber School
Comments: The original site area for the Huber School appears as a rectangular shaped lot found along 303rd Avenue just east of its intersection 
with Poverty Hollow Road.  This rural lot is fenced off at the north and east perimeters, surrounded by soybean fields.  It appears that the lot is 
currently utilized for alfalfa crop.  The location is set on gently sloping sideslope (2-5%) of a broad upland landform, with the lot itself being 
fairly level (1-3%).  A grass-covered access drive found near the southeast corner of the lot leads to the site area.  It is unknown if this access 
drive is original to the school.  The presence of this small lot composed largely of alfalfa would seem to indicate the presence of a structure once 
existing here.  A few large limestone cobbles/slabs were observed in the existing ROW that may have been associated with a foundation.  Based 
on the dates of when the 1950s and 1960s aerial images were taken, it appears that the Huber School was razed sometime between 1952 (6/29) 
and 1964 (7/26).
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097-10-05-01 Polansky School
Comments: The Polansky School was originally an east-facing structure located just to the south/southeast of Swan Road.  The landscape setting 
is very level (0-2%), potentially a combination of upland toeslope and high alluvial terrace to a perennial stream located just to the west that 
feeds Wonder Creek to the northeast near Spillville, Iowa.  The site area is currently composed of prairie grass, with soybean field found 
immediately to the south and corn field to the southeast.  A few younger-growth deciduous trees appear to also be apart of the site location.  
There is an access drive leading from Swan Road to the site area just to the west of the original location of the school.  Although the Polansky 
School was listed as standing at its original site during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), it is no longer present with its current status 
unknown.  The school was originally a brick structure that had been stucco over, one of only a few schoolhouses in the county that were in this 
form (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A set of three windows were found on the north and south walls for cross lighting, with the chimney being 
found on the west edge of the gable roof (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A wood shed was also found in the southeast corner of the yard that is no 
longer present today.  The school was thought to have closed in the 1940s and was listed as deteriorating with the owner performing no 
maintenance and using the school as a storage shed during the Steve Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  There were no structure remains or 
noticeable foundation area(s) observed by this investigation.
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097-10-06-01 Bouska School
Comments: The Bouska School is a razed structure that was located north of Swan Road and south/southeast of Wonder Creek.  The site area is 
currently situated far away from the existing ROW and cannot be easily observed.  Therefore, landform position and visible remains cannot be 
determined.  Based on a recent aerial image (2010), the original school location seems to be in an upland setting just west of what appears to be 
a grass-covered upland drainage area that runs to the northeast toward Wonder Creek.  Based on observations made from the existing ROW of 
Swan Road, the upland landform where the site area is located seems to relatively shallow and gently sloping, with the ground cover consisting 
of corn field.  There is a gravel access drive leading from Swan Road toward the original school location, but it is unknown if this leads all the 
way to the site area.  There is what appears to be a tin-covered storage shed just east of this access drive.  The 1930s and 1950s aerial images 
indicate that the current access drive used to be a former road that ran through a farmstead no longer present and located roughly where the 
current storage shed is standing.  There was also a farmstead located southeast of the site area that is no longer present today.  These aerial 
images seem to also show foundation remains of a former structure at the projected school location, but this is difficult to accurately determine.  
Further investigation is suggested in order to more accurately determine the original location of the Bouska School and if any visible remains are 
present.
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098-07-01-01 Ryan School
Comments: The Ryan School was originally located west of West Ridge Road on what appears to be the shoulder slope (1-3%) of a large upland 
landform.  The site area itself is fairly level (0-2%) and composed of soybean field with a gravel access drive running just north of the original 
school location.  The location where the school once stood appears to be heavily disturbed, with sub-surface soil (parent material) that is light in 
color exposed at the surface.  The Ryan School originally faced to the east and had a basement with the foundation composed of red tile (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  There was no observed evidence of this feature outside of scattered limestone cobbles/fragments found on the surface in 
and around the site area.  Given the exposed sub-surface soil at the site location and the presence of the gravel access drive, it is likely that the 
general site area is disturbed.  Just north of the access drive is a fenced-off pasture area consisting of scattered deciduous trees, scattered 
miscellaneous farm equipment, and cut/sawed logs that appear to be former fence posts or telephone poles.  Within this area is a concrete, 
rectangular pad that appears to be the former foundation of an unknown structure that faced to the east or west.  However, this feature is found 
north of the original site location and is not of the actual Ryan School.  It unknown if it may have been associated at one time with the actual 
school.  The Ryan School was moved across the road in the early 1960s to be initially used as garage that was later turned into a goat shed 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).
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098-07-02-01 Drake School
Comments: The Drake School was listed as a standing, vacant structure at its original site location by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), but 
is no longer present today with its current status unknown.  The original site area is found on the summit onto the shoulder (0-2%) of a small, 
relatively shallow upland landform that is agriculturally developed and composed of corn field at the time of investigation.  The location is west 
of the Drake Hill Road where the landform is truncated/bisected and found at a higher elevation than the ground surface of the road and the 
eastern portion of the landform.  A perennial stream is found to the north that feeds into the Upper Iowa located to the northeast.  There are no 
visible remains, although this is difficult to determine since the site area is at a higher elevation than the existing ROW.  The Drake School was a 
frame hip roof building built after 1900 that faced to the east with a centrally located entrance door that a window on either side (Steve Johnson 
1985-1986).  The north wall had a set of five windows, while the south wall had no openings (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  It appears that the 
chimney was located near the peak of the roof on the east-facing side.  The deserted school structure was described as deteriorated and not being 
maintained by the owner during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  Based on the dates of the 1980s and 1990s aerial images, it appears that 
the Drake School is no longer present at its original site sometime between 1982 (4/24) and 1994 (4/22).
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098-07-03-01 Baker School
Comments: The original location for the Baker School appears to be on an upland lobate extension (1-3%) east of 143rd Avenue.  This upland 
landform appears as a small "bump" east of that gently slopes (2-5%) to the east toward Trout River.  The summit of this landform where the 
school appears to have been located in the aerial images is fairly level (0-2%).  Although the depicted school location appears to be under tree 
cover in the most recent aerial image (2010), at the time of this investigation these trees had been removed and the entire site area was under 
corn field.  Deciduous trees are found to the south and east, along with a farmstead/rural residence located directly across 143rd Avenue from 
the original school location.  There is an access drive to the field located just north of the site area directly across from the access driveway to 
the farmstead/rural residence.  This access drive appears to be recently "built-up" in elevation in order to allow access to the summit of the 
truncated upland lobate extension.  It is unknown if this access drive is originally associated with the Baker School.  The west-facing school 
building had a basement with a stone foundation at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  However, there were no observed remains 
and no evidence of a basement and/or stone foundation at the site area from the existing ROW.  The Baker School was moved to the Mr. and 
Mrs. Milton Hove residence in the early 1960s to be used as a storage shed (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).
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098-07-04-01 Rocksvold School
Comments: The original location for the Rocksvold School is found east of the T-intersection of Glenville Road and 258th Street at the level 
summit (0-2%) of a large upland landform.  The site area currently consists of a standing grove of deciduous trees and underbrush/mixed 
vegetation.  Round hay bales are on the rural lot just west of the standing grove, suggesting that the area serves an agricultural function.  The 
current field investigation revealed a sub-surface basement still present at the original site consisting of a foundation walls composed of 
limestone slabs (stone).  There also appears to be a concrete entrance area to the main foundation that indicates the school originally faced to the 
west.  It was difficult to determine from the existing ROW if there were steps associated with this concrete entrance to the main foundation.  
Directly in front of the entrance area is a shallow concrete pad that likely served as the entry area.  The Rocksvold School was moved in the 
early 1960s west across Glenville Road to the John O'Hara farmstead to be used as a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).
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098-07-05-01 Lee School
Comments: The Lee School is currently a north-facing, standing structure found south of the T-intersection of Pontoppidan Road and A52 (Old 
Stage Road).  The school is set in an upland sideslope setting that is largely covered by prairie grass south of the structure.  However, the actual 
structure is found on a very level (0-2%) portion of the landform that appears to have been artificially-leveled at some point, perhaps to 
accommodate the school structure.  The square rural lot with which the school currently stands if fenced-off and composed of prairie grass that 
does not appear to be maintained.  The Lee school is a frame structure with a gable roof that was described as being used a machine shed during 
the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  Currently, however, the school and the surrounding landscape does not appear to be maintained and 
seems to indicate that the structure is vacant and/or not being used.  Vines have also begun growing along the structure, particularly at the north 
wall.  A bell tower is found on the south end of the roof and a red brick chimney on the north end of the roof.  A set of three windows are found 
on both the east and west walls, with the middle window being boarded up on both sides.  The west wall also appears to be somewhat recently 
painted (white) in comparison to the rest of the structure.  The north wall has a single story addition with a door opening to the east and two 
windows on the north side.  Originally there had been a centrally located door for entry into the school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The entry 
addition appears to have been covered by wood shingles as opposed to its original siding that matched the school structure.  The school seems to 
have electrical and phone connections, along with a TV antenna on the roof, although they appear to have been disconnected.  There are two 
posts located just east of the structure that seem to have been used for a clothes line.
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098-07-05-02 1915 Index Map Potential School
Comments: This potential school location was investigated based on a potential depiction on the 1915 historic index map in which the label 
"School" is found next to a structure depiction that is just west of the intersection of Pontoppidan Road and Glenville Road in Glenwood 
Township.  However, there is reason to believe that this is a misprint on the 1915 historic index map.  The 1905 and 1915 plat maps both depict 
a church at this location rather than a school, with the 1886 plat map having no depiction of a structure at the location.  Both the 1905 and 1915 
plat maps depict cemeteries to the northeast and southeast of the structure location along Glenville Road, which would make it likely for a 
church to be found at the plotted location rather than a school.  The 1886 plat map only depicts the cemetery located to the northeast.  
Additionally, the Lee School is found extant a short distance to the east along Pontoppidan Road.  It would seem impractical to have two schools 
located so closely together.  The 1930s and 1950s aerial images show a structure at the plotted location that more closely resembles a church 
based on the structure being more elongated and appearing to have a steeple.  There does appear to be any privy areas present with the structure 
that are generally associated with school sites.  The investigated site area is found on a portion of upland summit (0-2%) that is currently 
composed of corn field with a few older-growth deciduous trees found along Pontoppidan Road where the site area exists.  There is also a 
mowed grass field drive running parallel with Pontoppidan Road that is outside of the corn field, with areas of prairie grass and round hale bales 
found along this road within the site area.  The potential school location is found at a slightly higher elevation than the Pontoppidan Road, with a 
wide grass/gravel access drive leading to the site area.  A few small slabs of limestone were observed within this access drive that may 
potentially be associated with a former structure.  Otherwise, there were no other observed remains.  There is no existing ROW north of 
Pontoppidan Road for a distance that corresponds with the investigated site area, with the landform practically being flush with the adjacent 
road.  This portion of Pontoppidan Road that lacks a ROW matches very closely with the south perimeter of the lot containing the structure 
shown in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images.  Outside of the historic 1915 index map depiction of school that may be a potential misprint, there 
is no concrete plat map evidence of an actual school existing within the investigated site area.  However, further research may be require in order 
to fully determine what structure did exist at the site area.  There is a farmstead/rural residence located directly south of the site area across 
Pontoppidan Road.
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098-07-06-01 Lynne School
Comments: The original location of the Lynne School, also known as the Aschim School, is positioned on the sideslope (3-5% to 5-7%) of a 
large upland landform, with the summit found to the west.  The site area appears to be part of a lot associated with a trailer home located just to 
the south.  The location is found just south of the T-intersection of Ranch and Oil Well roads, with the site area being a combination of 
manicured lawn, landscaped areas, and a few scattered trees.  Clearly visible from the existing ROW are two potential foundation areas.  The 
first has a short, grass-covered access drive leading from Oil Well Road to a concrete pad with shallow cinder block walls located at the north, 
west, and south elevations.  The feature is "cut" into the upland sideslope, forming a level (0-2%) area flush with Oil Well Road.  The concrete 
pad appears to be east-facing and contains miscellaneous items likely associated with the trailer home.  There is also a shed just to the north.  
Immediately west of this potential foundation area are what appear to be limestone slab walls at the east and north elevations that exist within the 
existing ROW and into the upland sideslope.  This potential foundation area is completely filled with soil, and covered by manicured lawn and a 
few ornamental plants.  It is unknown if this is actually associated with a structure foundation or is a decorative landscaping feature.  
Additionally, the upland landform appears to be artificially-leveled a few meters to the northwest from the ROW, creating relatively flat (1-3%) 
terrain.  It is unknown if this area potentially contained the school structure.  The aerial images are inconclusive at determining when the school 
was razed.  The Lynne School site area warrants further investigation given the unknown nature of the observed remains.
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098-07-06-02 First Norwegian School
Comments: The investigated site area represents the first public schoolhouse in Winneshiek County that was built in 1852 where the Decorah, 
Glenwood, Springfield, and Frankville Townships meet (ISIFES 1990).  Records indicate that the school was located just east of the Old Pioneer 
Cemetery (North Washington Prairie Cemetery) and completely within Section 31 of the Glenwood Township rather than a portion of the 
building being situated in the a portion of each township (ISIFES 1990).  Elisabeth Koren's diary indicates that the school was located on "Ole 
Gjermund Johnson Hedalen's farm, the southwest quarter of Section 31, Glenwood Township" (ISIFES 1990).  Oral history also indicates that 
the school existed off of Valdres Road on what is now the south edge of the ditch next to the cemetery, thus the original site has been disturbed 
by improvement made to the gravel road (ISIFES 1990).  The schoolhouse was originally log with a gable roof that faced north and south 
(ISIFES 1990).  The entrance was south-facing, with one window on each of the west and east walls  (ISIFES 1990).  The school had the 
dimensions of a standard homesteading cabin, which was 14' x 16' (ISIFES 1990).  The school closed in 1862 when the area was redistricted and 
a large stone structure was built to replace the school since it proved to be too small and not located in a area well-suited for the people it served 
(ISIFES 1990).  This second school that was built was known as the Branhagen School and was located to the southwest along Lincoln Highway 
Road near the former town of Nordness.  Shortly after its closing the school burned down, likely on the Good Friday of 1862 based on the date 
of the construction of the Branhagen School (ISIFES 1990).  Today, the North Washington Prairie Cemetery (old Pioneer Cemetery) is still 
intact, with a portion of the cemetery standing over a portion of the original school site area.  The cemetery rests on gently sloping upland 
sideslope (3-5%) that is composed of manicured lawn and is fenced off on all perimeters.  A few-older-growth evergreen trees are found within 
the cemetery at its west perimeter in the Decorah Township on a portion of upland shoulder slope (1-3%) that represents a location with good 
potential for containing a structure.  However, records indicate that the school was originally found east of the cemetery in the southwest corner 
of Section 31 in the Glenwood Township.  This area is also found on gently sloping upland sideslope (2-4%) but is very level (0-2%) where the 
school is projected to have been located.  Its difficult to determine if this level area is natural to the upland landform or the result of a structure 
once existing at the location.  Regardless, this particular portion of the site area is composed of manicured lawn with younger-growth evergreen 
trees forming the west and south perimeters.  This portion of the site area really appears as if it has been maintained as a empty lot representing 
the original school location, since little to no alterations have been made to the site area.  A rural residence is found just to the northeast on what 
appears to be an artificially-built "terrace", but the current owners do not appear to have disturbed the original site area.  Agriculturally 
developed land composed of corn field is found west and north of the cemetery and the investigated site area.  An access drive composed of 
manicured lawn leads from Valdres Road to the site area/projected original school location.  It is unknown if this access drive is originally 
associated with the school.  There were no observed remains by this investigation related to the original structure, although the original site of 
this log school has been disturbed by improvements made to Valdres Road (ISIFES 1990).  The existing ROW of Valdres Road along the site 
area is rather shallow, with no observed remains in it despite records showing that the school existed on what is now the south edge of the ditch 
(ISIFES 1990).  Although this log school played a major role in the development of the surrounding community, the lack of a structure or any 
visual evidence removes any degree of architectural integrity (ISIFES 1990).
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098-07-07-01 Sheggrud School
Comments: The original location for the Sheggrud School is difficult to determine given that it only appears in the historical plat maps (1886, 
1905, and 1915) and not in the aerial images.  Only the 1930s aerial photograph seems to show a potential foundation area at the plotted school 
location.  Given the location's distance from the existing ROW, it is unknown if any observable remains are present.  The likely site area is 
found on an alluvial terrace just east of the Trout River.  Currently, the location is under corn field with a farmstead/rural residence found to the 
east and deciduous forest to the west.  There is a slight "rise" in elevation at the plotted school location that is barely visible from the existing 
ROW.  It is unknown if this is a feature associated with the original location of the Sheggrud School, as this is difficult to accurately determine 
from the existing ROW.
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098-07-08-01 Renass School
Comments: The Renass School, also known as the Lake View School, was located on the sideslope of a large upland landform north/northeast of 
Nordic Hills Road.  The sideslope is often steeply sloping in areas, ranging from 7-12% to greater than 15%.  There is a private residence 
currently built "into" the sideslope with an associated one-stall garage/shed on a portion of the landform that is likely disturbed given how 
"level" (1-3%) it is in relation to the surrounding sideslope.  Currently, the ground cover consists of manicured lawn, scattered mixed trees, and a 
gravel-covered driveway that appears to go through where the school was once located.  However, it is difficult to determine the precise original 
location of the school structure, as there are no visual remains or evidence indicating this location.  There is a portion of a red brick chimney 
being used in the landscaping for growing ornamental plants that is found in the lawn just south of the private residence.  It is unknown if this is 
originally associated with the razed school.  Dense forest is found to the west and east of the plotted school location, with the upland summit 
found to the north.  Based on the aerial images, it is difficult to determine when the Renass School was razed.  The 1980s and 1990s aerial 
images would seem to suggest that this occurred sometime between 1982 (4/24) and 1994 (4/22).  However, given the Johnson investigation's 
(1985-1986) designation of the school as razed, this would narrow the date to between 1982 and 1985/1986.  There is no certainty with this date 
given the difficulty in seeing the school in the aerial images.
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098-08-02-01 Guttormson School
Comments: The Guttormson School was originally located west of Decorah, Iowa and just south of Madison Road on a portion of gently sloping 
upland shoulder slope (1-3%) onto gently to moderately (3-7%) sloping upland sideslope.  It appears that the original school location has been 
artificially-leveled as the site area is rather flat (0-2%) and appears to be slightly built up into the upland sideslope into the form of a man-made 
terrace.  Steeply sloping sideslope (7-12%) is found south of the location as the landform slopes toward a perennial stream that empties into the 
Upper Iowa River to the southeast.  The Guttormson School was listed as standing and facing to the west at its original site during the Johnson 
investigation (1985-1986), being utilized for corn storage.  The school is no longer standing at this location and has in fact been moved just 
across Madison Road to the north.  This move was of a recent date, as the school appears at its original location in the modern (2010) aerial 
image.  Exposed soil that has clearly been recently disturbed is now present at the original site location, with patchy mixed grass and older-
growth deciduous trees that form the south and east perimeters of the site area.  There is also a natural gas tank located near the south edge of the 
site area that appears to have been associated with the school structure.  The Guttormson School had a basement supported by a stone foundation 
at the original location, but no evidence if this was observed outsides of disturbed soil with gravel and concrete fragments on the surface.
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098-08-03-01 Moore School
Comments: The Moore School was originally located north of the Pole Line Road just east of its intersection with Highway 52 on a high alluvial 
terrace (floodplain) north/northeast of the Upper Iowa River.  The terrain is very level at this location (0-2%), consisting of agriculturally 
developed land composed of planted grain field.  An artificial intermittent drainage is located to the east and open prairie to the south.  There is a 
shallow, gravel-covered access drive in the shallow ROW that leads to the original school location.  In addition, there is a very shallow "bump" 
where the school is projected as standing prior to being razed.  Potential remains may be contained within this "bump."  Based on the dates for 
when the 1950s and 1960s aerial images were taken, it appears that the Moore School was razed sometime between 1952 (7/4) and 1964 (7/26).  
Based on the images, it seems that the school may have been razed in relation to Highway 52 construction/improvements.
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098-08-04-01 Freeport Village School
Comments: The Freeport School was organized in the 1860s, but the school described by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) was actually a 
second generation school.  This school was a single story, tar shingle structure with a gable roof covered in sheet metal (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  The rectangular structure originally had its main entrance facing the south and inset into the south wall, with a window on each side of 
the entry and a chimney located opposite from the main entrance (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There were originally a set of four windows on 
the west and east walls, with the north wall having no openings (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Freeport School was used for storage and 
pallet making after its closing (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school is no longer standing today, but an interview with a property owner at the 
original location revealed that the structure was located just northwest of the T-intersection of 172nd Avenue and A6W (River Road) between 
two private residences (personal correspondence 8/22/2012).  These two residences are of the same architectural design and likely of the same 
recent construction date since they both appear in the 1990s aerial image.  There were no visible remains of the original school, although the 
residential setting and recent construction of the two private residences at the site area indicate that the location is likely heavily disturbed. The 
Johnson investigation (1985-1986) also revealed that a smaller one room school was moved from a location in the Glenwood Township into 
Freeport in the 1940s for the lower grades.  It is unknown where this location is, nor the current condition of this structure.
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098-08-04-02 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: This possible alternate location of the Freeport Village School is based off of the 1886 and 1905 plat map depictions of Freeport, 
Iowa.  The 1886 plat map depicts a small "lot" with two separate structures found near the west and east perimeters of the lot just north of 
Broadway Street, known as River Road/A6W today, and just northwest of its T-intersection with Franklin Street, known today as 172nd 
Avenue.  While the small lot depicted in the 1886 plat map contains a "school" label, it is unknown which of the two structures this label is 
referring to.  The 1905 plat map depicts the same small lot at the same location shown in the 1886 plat map with the "school" label. However, 
there are no structures depicted within the small lot in the 1905 plat map.  The historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images show the two structures as 
depicted in the 1886 plat map, with a third structure found north of the two structures along the north perimeter of the small lot.  Although the 
Freeport Village School was listed as standing at its original location during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), no clarity was provided as to 
which structure depicted in the 1886 plat maps and the 1930s and 1950s aerial images was the original school.  The Freeport Village School is 
no longer standing today and the site area contains private residences within a residential portion of Freeport, Iowa.  The current residential 
structures found at the original school location are shown in the 1990s and modern (2010) aerial images.  An interview with the owner of one of 
the private residences at the approximate original school location indicated that the Freeport Village School was originally located between her 
residence and the private residence just to the west (8/22).  This location seems to correspond with the structure found along the east perimeter 
of the small lot depicted in the 1886 plat map and the 1930s and 1950s aerial images.  Despite current landowner verification (8/22), the 
structure depicted along the west perimeter of the small lot in the 1886 plat map and the 1930s and 1950s is still considered a potential alternate 
location of the Freeport Village School until more decisive evidence can be gathered pertaining to its original location.  This potential alternate 
location appears to correspond with the private residence found west of the what this investigation is considering the original location of the 
Freeport Village School.  The two standing residencies at the site area appear to be of recent construction and similar architectural design.  There 
were no observed remains of a former school structure, with the site area likely disturbed due to its residential location.  Manicured lawn, a few 
scattered deciduous trees, landscaped areas, and a concrete driveway leading to the private residence currently compose the site area of the 
potential alternate location.  There was a small, one room schoolhouse moved from to Freeport, Iowa in the 1940s from an unknown location in 
the Glenwood Township for lower grades (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  It is unknown if this is one of the structures shown within the small lot in 
the 1930s and 1950s aerial images.
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098-08-05-01 Clay Hill School
Comments: The original location of the Clay Hill School is found just northwest of the T-intersection of Quarry Hill Road and Clay Hill Road 
on a portion of what appears to be the shoulder of a broad upland landform (1-3%).  However, the plotted school location is found on an empty 
lot that is very level (0-2%) and likely of artificially-leveled.  Both the school location and the lot to the west consist of manicured lawn, with 
older-growth deciduous trees lining the west perimeter.  Scattered deciduous and evergreen trees are found throughout the investigated site area.  
A rural residence is found adjacent, and to the east, of the original school location.  There is an access drive leading from Clay Hill Road through 
the ROW toward the plotted school location that appears to be of limestone slab construction (gravel-covered) and considerable antiquity.  No 
other visible remains associated with the original site location were observed.  The Clay Hill School was moved in 1962 to Wonder Cave to be 
used as an office until it closed in the late 1970s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).
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098-08-06-01 Hamre School
Comments: The Hamre School was a south-facing, stone building with a gable roof that was stucco-over at an early date (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  The school originally had smaller frame entrance enclosed room in the 1910s that later had a cement block addition built to enlarge the 
entry area (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This entry room was later stucco-over ca. 1930's to match the main room (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  
The main room had a set of three windows with the main entrance having a centrally located door with a window on either side (Steve Johnson 
1985-1986).  Additionally, the chimney was originally located on the north gable peak of the building but was moved to the west wall near the 
south entrance of the main room in the 1920-1930s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This structure was listed as standing at its original site during 
the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) and being utilized by a farmer for hay storage.  Today, the school is no longer standing and the current 
status is unknown.  The original site area appears to located on upland sideslope that is somewhat steeply sloping (7-9%) to the north but levels 
out (0-3%)  toward the school site area north of Town Line Road.  It is unknown if this is the result of artificial manipulation during the 
construction of the school.  A farmstead/rural residence is also found on relatively level ground (1-3%) across the site area south of Town Line 
Road.  The current ground cover consists of corn field.  There is no visible indication of a foundation once existing in the area outside of 
abundant limestone (cobbles) and introduced rock (fieldstone).  These remains may be associated with the school structure as it was of stone 
construction.  Also of interesting note is the fact that the ROW is flush with the ground surface for approximately 55 yards at the location where 
the Hamre School was located.  This is only location in the immediate area where the ROW is "absent."
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098-08-07-01 Hjelle School
Comments: The Hjelle School is found northwest of the intersection of Siewers Spring Road and Trout Run Road on a high alluvial terrace south 
of Trout Run Creek.  The school is currently standing at its original site and has experienced extensive renovation since closing in the early 
1950s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The original frame school at this site burnt down in 1922 or 1923, with the Hjelle School that is currently 
standing being built thereafter (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Numerous subsequent alterations have been done to the school that include changing 
the window arrangement, additions to the north wall and southwest corner of the structure, and adding two dormer windows on the south roof 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There was also a small gable roof addition to the east of the main room (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Presently, the 
site area consists of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, and scattered trees, with terrain being fairly level (0-2%).  A line of hedges/bushes line 
the east perimeter along Siewers Spring Road.  An asphalt driveway leads to a two-stall garage northwest of the structure that appears to be of 
recent construction.  The school structure itself is still under private occupation and appears to have recently been resided and reshingled.   The 
current window and roof arrangements appear to be the same as it was during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  The brick chimney, 
however, that appeared to be original with the school is no longer present.  There also appears to be a porch area of recent addition toward the 
center of the north wall of the structure, with an additional dormer window(s) on the north-facing roof addition.  The overall condition of the 
structure seems to be excellent, although the integrity is poor given to the numerous alterations done to the original condition of the school.
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098-08-08-01 Ronglien School
Comments: The Ronglien School, also referred to as the Bruvold School, was originally located at the summit (0-2%) and onto the shoulder (1-
3%) of an upland landform (extension) that slopes to the north, west, and south.  The school was located east of W42 and originally faced to the 
west.  The north-south running W42 bisects the landform, with the site area being at a higher elevation than the road to the east.  Located south 
is a private driveway leading to a farmstead/rural residence found to the east.  The site area is currently under soybean field, with no observable 
remains from the existing ROW.  A standing tree grove is found just to the north/northeast.  The Ronglien School was moved south to the Ivan 
W. Haugen farm in the late 1950s to be used as a granary (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).
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098-08-09-01 Viste School
Comments: The Viste School is found on the gently sloping upland sideslope (2-4%) east/southeast of the T-intersection of Heritage and Stone 
Hill roads.  The school is found on a rural lot composed of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, and a few scattered deciduous trees.  Corn field 
surrounds the residential lot area to the east and south.  A private residence is located to the southwest, in addition to a wood storage shed found 
to the east of the school.  The structure appears to rest on an artificially-terraced area that is slightly built up in elevation and level (0-2%).  The 
school is a frame structure with a clipped gable roof that faces to the west (Steve Johnson 1985-1986), possessing green siding and a 
concrete/cement block foundation.  A pair of windows are found on the foundation at both the north and south walls.  There is also a set of three 
windows on the main structure at both the north and south walls, with these windows having been altered from their larger, original size (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  A brick chimney is found at the east clipped gable end of the structure, in addition to a one-stall garage addition at the east 
wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A gravel drive leads to this garage, with the garage door appearing to be in the process of being replaced 
during this investigation.  The main entrance at the west wall has a stepped roof cover over the door, with a window on either side of it.  The 
Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that some original siding on the upper section of the west elevation was still present, but this was 
not observed during this investigation.  A wood fence was recently installed in front of the entrance/west wall.  The school appears to still be 
privately resided in, receiving minimal alterations to the original structure and thus maintaining high original integrity.  The original shape of the 
school can still be seen, but not the original fabric on the exterior.
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098-08-10-01 Blout School
Comments: The Blout School, also referred to as the Beard School, was originally located in area that is now largely disturbed due to 
commercial development and activity.  The plotted location is based off plat map depictions (1886, 1905, 1915) and aerial images, although it is 
difficult to precisely pinpoint the original location in the field given the current ground cover that consists of mowed grass, mixed vegetation, 
abundant gravel, and miscellaneous equipment.  Much of this equipment appears to be associated with construction purposes.  Due to the heavy 
disturbances resulting from commercial development in the immediate area, it is difficult to determine the original landform and associated 
landform position.  The general site area is fairly level (0-3%), with a line of older-growth mixed trees just west of the depicted site location that 
appear to be associated with those visible in aerial images.  Theses standing trees seems to represent an area of little to no recent disturbances.  
There is a rectangular concrete foundation for a structure that originally faced to the east or west.   This foundation exists as a level platform 
covered in miscellaneous machinery and mixed vegetation.  This feature is also at a slightly higher elevation than the immediate surroundings, 
suggesting that it has been artificially manipulated to accommodate a previous structure.  This foundation appears to be associated with a 
structure that appears in the 1960s aerial image, with the Blout School appearing to be originally located near the southwest corner of this now 
removed structure.  Based on the dates of the 1950s and 1960s aerial images, it appears that the Blout School was razed sometime between 1952 
(7/4) and 1964 (7/26).  There are difficulties in accurately determining the original landform position and if any remains exist due to commercial 
development and heavy disturbances within the investigated site area.
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098-08-11-01 West Side Elementary School
Comments: The West Side Elementary School, now known as the West Side Early Childhood Center, was originally depicted in the 1886 and 
1905 plat maps of the city of Decorah, Iowa.  The original school that was located here, which is found on a circular lot that is at the 
epicenter/intersection of Iowa Avenue and Center Street, was replaced in 1939 by the current single story West Side School that consisted of a 
concrete foundation, brick walls, and a flat asphalt roof.  The significance of this structure is related to its architect Charles Altfillisch, who's 
work encompasses a large number of commissions in a wide variety of building types large located in Allamakee, Winneshiek, Howard, and 
Fayette counties (Anderson 1996).  The original West Side School was 136 by 72 feet and contained only two classrooms on either side of the 
entrance and recreation room (Anderson 1996).  In 1954 Altfillisch added classrooms and other spaces to the existing core that closely matched 
the 1939 segment (Anderson 1996).  Additional changes made to the structure after this date include replacing the classroom windows at an 
unknown date, with the core structure essentially remaining in its original condition (Anderson 1996).  Today, the irregular-shaped structure 
measures approximately 270 by 85 feet, with the floor plan consisting of 6-8 classrooms, office spaces, storage facilities, a nurse's station, and a 
recreation room with a stage (Anderson 1996).  The structure is composed of two wings with two skylights over the corridor in each wing 
(Anderson 1996).  The interior walls have cypress paneling above the lockers, while the exterior walls are clad in a light brown brick and a stone 
cap runs along the roofline (Anderson 1996).  The structure currently is found at its original location, with Center Street and Iowa Avenue 
extending around the building.  The residential location likely indicates that the site area is disturbed due to excessive construction activity.  The 
site area is currently composed of isolated area of manicured lawn, concrete sidewalk/parking area, and a few scattered trees.  A playground area 
with recreation facilities is located just outside the recreation room to the west.  The Decorah West Side School is significant under National 
Register Criterion C for architecture as an important work of the Decorah-based architect Charles Altfillisch, and Criterion A for social history 
as an example of the PWA program in Iowa (Anderson 1996).  Further research is suggested in order to better describe the original school 
structure depicted in the plat maps (1886 and 1905) that existed prior to the construction of the West Side Elementary School in 1939.
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098-08-11-02 Decorah Middle School
Comments: The investigated school structure is located north of Vernon Street between River Street and Winnebago Street in Decorah, Iowa and 
represents the Decorah Middle School which still stands today.  This structure was Decorah's first high school and was originally attached to the 
Decorah East Side School to the west by a narrow corridor prior to the school's deconstruction in 2008.  The Decorah Middle School was 
constructed in 1922 and was designed by the firm of Temple and Burrows which formed in 1910 and was based out of Davenport, Iowa until 
1925 (Anderson 1997).  The school is based on a rectangular plan and is three stories high, originally being approximately 140 feet by 109 feet 
(Anderson 1997).  The rooms are arranged on the outside of the corridor which flanks the central space (Anderson 1997).  The construction 
throughout the original Decorah Middle School structure is reinforced concrete, with the exterior clad with dark brick and carved limestone trim 
(Anderson 1997).  During its construction, fireproof materials were used as fire prevention was important during the 1920s (Anderson 1997).  In 
addition, the entrance and circulation stairways were sealed off and the number of floors were limited (Anderson 1997).  In 1935 the Decorah-
based architect Charles Altfillisch was commissioned to enlarge the school with the addition of a classroom wing to the west and a new 
gymnasium on the north side (Anderson 1997).  Charles Altfillisch was born in Bellevue, Iowa and came to Decorah in 1921 where he remained 
until he retired in 1974 (Anderson 1997).  Both the extension and wing are identical in style, material, and plot to the original 1922 school 
structure, consisting of brick with limestone trim (Anderson 1997).  During the addition of the wing to the west end, an entrance portal was 
added that is identical to the two original entrance portals (Anderson 1997).  Between the first two entrance portals reads "High School 1922" 
that is inscribed into the limestone trim, while directly below this on the building it reads "Carrie Lee Elementary."  Between the entrance portal 
of the west wing addition and the western-most entrance portal of the original Decorah Middle School structure reads "1935 Decorah" which is 
also inscribed into the limestone trim.  The north gymnasium addition is the only completely new segment of the building that was actually 
designed by Charles Altfillisch (Anderson 1997).  This includes a combination auditorium/gymnasium that is divided by a set of folding doors 
and is covered with a steel truss support system (Anderson 1997).  This addition originally had a large expanse of windows on both of its long 
sides and small windows on the end that were bricked at an unknown date along with several small windows at the ground floor level (Anderson 
1997).  There was a subsequent addition to the northwest end of the gymnasium in 1974 that was a single story structure that was approximately 
72 feet by 40 feet (Anderson 1997).  However, this structure is no longer standing today and appears to have been replaced by additional 
educational facilities to the north and northeast ends of the same block.  When the original Decorah Middle School opened in the fall of 1935 as 
a high school, it was on the only high school in the county and offered training for prospective country school teachers, up-to-date agricultural 
and commercial training, and an array of extracurricular activities (Anderson 1997).  Prior to the deconstruction of the Decorah East Side 
Elementary School located to the east, the combined facilities measured approximately 343 feet by 312 feet.  The original Decorah Middle 
School is still standing today, including the west wing addition and the gymnasium/auditorium to the north that were constructed in 1935.  The 
structures are significant as an early work of the Decorah architect Charles Altfillisch and as examples of the 1930s-era Public Work 
Administration (PWA) programs in northeast Iowa (Anderson 1997).  Also known as the Federal Emergency Public Works Administration, the 
program was put into operation between 1933 and 1939 by the Roosevelt administration to help alleviate the effects of the Great Depression 
(Anderson 1997).  The site area is currently composed of a combination of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, concrete sidewalk, and a few 
scattered deciduous trees.  Rubber-tiled areas with miscellaneous playground/recreational equipment are found to the east where the Decorah 
East Side Elementary School once stood.  The current landform setting is very level (0-2%), although likely heavily disturbed given the 
residential location.  The original Decorah Middle School appears to be in excellent to fair condition and possessing exceptional integrity in 
relation to its original condition.  It is unknown of the current use of the structure, although appears to still be used for educational purposes 
given the "Carrie Lee Elementary" sign on the south wall.  The current middle school appears to be the large addition to the north/northeast that 
is of recent construction, as it reads "Decorah Middle School" over it's northeast entrance area.  The original Decorah Middle School served the 
community's public education needs from 1897 until 1964 when an additional high school and primary facilities were built north of the 
downtown area (Anderson 1997).
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098-08-11-03 Decorah East Side Elementary School
Comments: The investigated site area is based on the location of a school depicted in the 1886 and 1905 plat maps, and represents the original 
site of the Decorah East Side Elementary School.  This location is found north of Vernon Street and just west of Winnebago Street in Decorah, 
Iowa.  The first school at this location was actually constructed in 1867 and was later demolished for the construction of the Decorah East Side 
Elementary School in 1896 (Anderson 1997).  Initially occupied in 1897, this building was Romanesque-influenced and designed by Orff and 
Joralemon Architects (Anderson 1997).  This firms was formed in 1893 by Fremont D. Orff and Edgar E. Joralemon and were based out of 
Minneapolis, Minnesota until 1897 (Anderson 1997).  This particular firm actually produced many designs for a wide variety of property types 
throughout the Upper Midwest (Anderson 1997).  The Decorah East Side Elementary School consisted of two floors over a raised basement, 
containing a total of twenty classrooms that were arranged so that light came in from one side only (Anderson 1997).  The exterior and interior 
bearing walls consisted of brick over the basement walls and footings composed of local limestone that was also used for window ledges, in the 
entrances, and for the other exterior trim (Anderson 1997).  An entrance was found on each the building's four sides, with two leading only to 
the first door and the other two leading to both the basement and the first floor (Anderson 1997).  Fire escapes and exit doors were installed from 
the second floor at an unknown date (Anderson 1997).  Cast iron and/or steel beams and columns were utilized at numerous locations that 
includes the tower walls which had Romanesque arcades in the belfry, which never had bells, and were accessible from the attic area (Anderson 
1997).  Below the belfries were stone panels that read "Public" and "School," while between the towers were three dormers that were removed at 
unknown date (Anderson 1997).  The roof was a low-pitch, hip roof of timber construction and exposed rafters (Anderson 1997).  The school 
originally had a central heat and steam-powered ventilation system, which was located in the basement, that implemented the "Johnson System" 
of temperature regulation that was a non-electrical thermostatic control system used for each room that became standard in all schools by 1910 
(Anderson 1997).  Two ventilation towers were located on the west side of the school that echoed the larger towers that flanked the main 
entrance (Anderson 1997).  Most of the ceiling surface within the structure was covered with pressed metal in 1916 that was in a variety of 
decorative patterns (Anderson 1997).  In 1922 a large coal bunker was built into the west side of the school, while the initial Decorah Middle 
School was built in 1922 and connected to the west side by a narrow corridor.  The Decorah Middle School received subsequent expansions in 
1935 and the structure still stands today.  The Decorah East Side Elementary School, itself, was approximately 154 feet by 90 feet, but with its 
subsequent additions grew to be a combined facility that was approximately 343 feet by 312 feet (Anderson 1997).  The Decorah East Side 
Elementary School served the Decorah community's public education needs from 1897 until 1964 when an additional high school and primary 
facilities were built north of the downtown area (Anderson 1997).  The structure possessed exceptional integrity in relation to it's original 
condition until it was deconstructed in 2008.  Today, there is no visual evidence of the school outside of the west addition of the Decorah Middle 
School which still stands today.  The level (0-2%), original site location is currently used as a recreational area for the current educational 
structures found to the west and north.  The ground cover is composed of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, a few scattered deciduous trees, and 
concrete sidewalk.  There are also areas of rubber-tile that contain miscellaneous playground/recreational equipment.  Due to the site area's 
residential location, the landform is likely heavily disturbed.  Although there is no existing visual evidence of the Decorah East Side Elementary 
School, there is a limestone block wall commemorating the school's existence at the location.  The south-facing portion of this wall reads 
"Decorah Community Schools," while the east-facing portion of this wall reads "Public School" in stone.  The center of the wall contains a 
plaque that acknowledges East Side School as serving the children of Decorah from 1897 to 1999.
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098-09-01-01 Horgen School
Comments: The Horgen School of Madison Township was originally located on the summit and shoulder (0-3%) of an upland landform west of 
235th Avenue.  Today, the location consists of a standing grove of deciduous trees with thick underbrush and prairie grass. Corn field 
completely surrounds this standing grove of trees.  It is difficult to determine if there are any existing remains at the site location due to the low 
ground surface visibility.  It has been documented that the school had a basement added to it at a later date at this location (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  There is an existing access drive, covered in a combination of gravel and mixed grass, that does not appear to be utilized but does leads 
toward the original school location.  There is a deteriorated fence running adjacent to 235th Avenue where the projected school location is.  The 
Horgen School was moved in the 1960s to the Telford Ansten farm to the southwest to be used as a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).
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098-09-01-02 Tollefson School
Comments: The original location for the Tollefson School appears to be on a small remnant of the summit and shoulder of an upland lobate 
extension that slopes to the north at 3-7% toward a drainage area.  This landform is bisected by Madison Road, with a greater portion of the 
upland summit found to the south.  The plotted location only has a small portion of relatively level landform remaining (1-3% slope) suitable for 
a structure to exist, with the greatest potential being in and/or near the existing ROW.  The landform north of Madison Road appears to have 
been agriculturally developed in the past, but has recently become fallow.  The ground cover consists largely of mixed grass and vegetation 
(invasive plant species).  There are no visible remains of a school once existing at the location, including no evidence of a basement that was 
described as originally existing with the school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There is a gated access drive to the field just east of where the 
school would have likely stood.  The Tollefson School was moved to the Gerald Bakken farm in the early 1960s to be used as a granary (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).
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098-09-01-03 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1875 Andreas, and the 1886 and 1905 plat maps.  There 
is no clearly visible school structure in the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images, which makes precisely locating where the original structure 
once stood difficult.  Based on the plat map depictions (1875, 1905, and 1915), the school was located just northeast of the T-intersection of 
what is currently referred to as Happy Hollow Road and Madison Road.  The investigated site area currently is found on what appears to be 
upland shoulder slope (1-3%) that slopes to the east toward a perennial stream that feeds the Upper Iowa River to the southeast.  The 
investigated location is agriculturally developed and currently composed of corn field with rural residences/farmsteads located to the south and 
east.  There were no observed remains from the existing ROW relating to a structure once existing within the site area, although the depicted 
school location near the T-intersection is somewhat square in appearance and fairly level (0-2%).  It is unknown if this is related to a structure 
once existing at the site area or results from improvements made to the existing roads/ROW's.  Regardless, it seems reasonable enough to 
include as potential evidence of a structure once existing at the site area considering the landform with which it is found.  Both the 1930s and the 
1950s aerial images depict a few older-growth trees along Happy Hollow Road at the plotted site location.  These may be related to a structure 
once existing at the location, although this cannot be substantiated.  The investigated location is considered a potential alternate location to the 
District 1 Horgen School of Madison Township, which was originally located to the northeast along 235th Avenue.  This is based on the close 
proximity of the two school locations within the same township and the fact that they share the same District.  In addition, the Horgen School is 
not depicted in a plat map until 1915.
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098-09-02-01 Knutson School
Comments: The Knutson School is frame structure with a gable roof that is found north/northwest of the T-intersection of 250th Street and 270th 
Avenue.  The east-facing school is currently utilized as a private residence.  The investigated site area rests on what appears to be a small, 
upland lobate extension (knoll) that gently slopes (2-4%) to the west. There is a strong possibility that this landform has been disturbed.  The 
current structure location is relatively flat (1-3%) and consists of manicured lawn and mixed trees lining the west and south perimeters of the 
rural lot.  There is a steel two-stall garage/shed found to the south/southwest of the school, in addition to a small storage shed found to the west.  
The structure appears to have new siding, in addition to a new metal roof.  The east wall also appears to have recently had an enclosed entry-way 
addition over, and to the north, of where the original entrance door was located.  A recently constructed wood porch has also been added to the 
south wall where a bay window was once found toward the center of the structure (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The building has a cement block 
foundation with a full basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Some of the window openings on the structure have been covered and/or reduced 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The brick chimney once located about six feet in from the east wall at the roof peak has since been removed.  This 
chimney was described as appearing to be original to the school structure (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The older shed located in the northeast 
area of the yard is no longer standing and appears to be have been replaced by a garden.
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098-09-02-02 Gilbertson School
Comments: The Gilbertson School was originally located north of 270th Street and just west of its intersection with 270th Avenue.  There are no 
plat map depictions of this school location (1886, 1905, and 1915), but the school is clearly visible standing at its original site in the 1930s and 
1950s aerial images.  The original site area is found on what appears to be a portion of upland shoulder slope (1-3%) that slopes to the south 
toward an upland intermittent drainage that eventually feeds into Ten Mile Creek to the south/southeast.  The site area represents a portion of the 
landform most suitable for containing a structure along 270th Street, as moderately sloping sideslope (5-7%) is found to the east and west.  The 
site area is currently composed of alfalfa, with pasture grass found just to the east that is utilized for beef cattle associated with the 
farmstead/rural residence located to the north along 270th Avenue.  The investigated school located, based on the aerial images (1930s and 
1950s), is actually fairly level (0-2%) although no structure remains were observed.  It appears that recent improvements have been to the 
existing ROW of 270th Avenue directly south of the site area, with extensive disturbances occurring in the form of removed soil.  A new gravel 
access drive was constructed just west/southwest of the site area that leads to two grain silos east of the original school location that are also of 
recent construction.  The Gilbertson School originally faced to the south at the site area before being moved to the Blekeberg Farm just to the 
north in 1964 to be used as a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Although the construction date for this school is unknown, it is likely 
after 1915 since the school is not depicted in any of the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915).  There is a potential alternate location to the 
Gilbertson School found south of Highway 9 along 270th Avenue.  This alternate location shares the same District as the Gilbertson School 
(District 3) and is depicted in all of the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915).
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098-09-02-03 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: This Madison Township school location is based off depictions in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  It is considered to be an 
alternate location to the Tollefson School since it is in the same township with the same district number (2).  The plotted location appears to be 
on a combination of footslope and toeslope west of 270th Avenue that is associated with an upland landform whose summit is located to the 
north.  The landform is steeply sloping (9-12%) toward Ten Mile Creek to the south before the landform levels out at the gently sloping (1-3%) 
footslope.  The relatively flat terrain at the plotted school location represents a good potential for containing a former structure.  The area is 
agriculturally developed with corn field at the site area and soybean field just to the south.  A gravel access drive south of the investigated site 
area leads to farmstead/rural residence located to the west.  There were no observed remains.
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098-09-03-01 Wagner School
Comments: The Wagner School, also known as the Bergan School, was originally located just northeast of the T-intersection of 230th Street and 
270th Avenue prior to being razed.  There are no plat map depictions of this school location (1886, 1905, and 1915), but the school is clearly 
visible standing at its original site in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images.  Originally, 270th Avenue ran slightly to the northeast so that it was 
found north of the school before returning to a northwest running direction as shown in the 1930s aerial image.  But the road was later altered to 
its current position, running slightly to the northwest, as shown in the 1950s aerial image.  The original site area is found on a portion of broad 
upland summit (0-2%) that is currently composed of corn field.  The Wagner School was a frame structure with a gable roof that faced to the 
west and had a small enclosed entrance area with a south facing door (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Three sets of windows were found on the 
south and north elevations, with a set of basement windows beneath these windows (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A chimney was located about 
six feet in from the west edge at the peak of the roof, and a four step entry lead to the entrance door (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Johnson 
investigation (1985-1986) listed the Wagner (Bergan) School as being vacant and in fair condition, indicating that the owners had serious 
interest in keeping the structure.  There appears to be an access drive composed of mowed grass running just south and east of the corn field.  
Older-growth deciduous trees are found at the east perimeter of the site area while younger-growth deciduous trees form the south perimeter 
outside of the mowed grass access drive.  There is an access drive found just north of the south perimeter of the site area composed of younger-
growth deciduous trees that leads from 270th Avenue to the school location.  This access drive appears to be currently utilized for agricultural 
purposes but also correlates with the location of the access drive to the school that is visible in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images.  There were 
no observed remains of a former structure within the access area as viewed from the existing ROW, although this is difficult to determine given 
the dense ground cover.  Based on the dates for the 1980s and 1990s aerial images, the Wagner (Bergan) School appears to have been razed 
sometime between 1982 (4/24) and 1994 (4/19).  However, since the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) lists the school as standing at its original 
site, this would seem to indicate the school was razed sometime between 1982 and 1985/1986.
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098-09-03-02 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: The original location of this school is based solely off of all the available plat maps (1875 Andreas, 1886, 1905, and 1915), as it is 
not present in any of the aerial images which makes defining its precise location difficult.  The current location of this Madison Township school 
appears to be east of 270th and north of a private access drive to a farmstead/rural residence located to the east.  The investigated site area is 
found on a portion of gently sloping (1-3%) shoulder slope onto sideslope (2-4%) of an upland landform that slopes to the south toward an 
intermittent drainage.  There were no observed structure remains at the plat map depicted location (1875 Andrea, 1886, 1905, 1915), although 
the site area does possess potential for containing a former structure given the gentle slope of the landform.  The ground cover consisted of corn 
field at the time of investigation.  The current landowner to the east has heard of a school existing within the investigated site area, but has not 
seen any evidence of this structure himself (personal correspondence 7/9/2012).
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098-09-04-01 White Hill School
Comments: The White Hill School, also known as the Dibbs School, was originally located on the summit (0-2%) of an upland landform that 
was truncated by Highway 9.  The structure was standing at its original site during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), being described as a 
frame gable roof building that faced to the north, with three sets of windows on the west and east walls.  A brick chimney was located on the 
peak of the roof near the north end of the structure, with the school being built with about three courses of block above the ground surface to 
allow light into the basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Additionally, the school had a small enclosed entrance area with a north window and 
a east-facing door (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure was vacant and in fair condition with little to no modern alterations during the 
Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  Today, the original White School no longer exists and has been replaced by a private residence with an 
attached garage and a shed located northwest of the house.  The landform that the school originally located on has since been heavily disturbed 
and largely "carved" out to give a basin-like appearance.  However, a small portion of the original landform appears to still be intact near the 
ROW of Highway 9 where the school appears to have originally been located.  The current ground cover consists of manicured lawn, landscaped 
areas, and gravel access drives/parking areas.  There were no observed remains of the original school structure, although there are heavy 
disturbances throughout the investigated site area related to the construction of the new private residence and associated structures.
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098-09-04-02 Drew School
Comments: It is difficult to determine the precise original location and landform position of the Drew School given the dense deciduous tree and 
underbrush cover throughout the area.  It appears that the structure resided west of 255th Avenue on upland toeslope found to the east of an 
upland drainage area.  The general terrain within the standing grove appears to be fairly level (1-3%), potentially associated with gently sloping 
upland footslope.  There are a few very small "bumps" of disturbed soil covered in dense underbrush that may or may not be associated with the 
school.  The Drew School originally faced the south and had a cement block wall basement with a furnace at the site location.  Although the 
plotted site area appears to be slightly disturbed, it is difficult to precisely determine if any visible remains are present given the very low ground 
surface visibility.  A roll of wire fence of unknown origin was observed at the plotted school location.  In regards to the standing tree grove, a 
large portion of the northern section (approximately one third of the entire grove) of the trees have been removed since the most recent aerial 
photograph (2010).  Mixed grass/vegetation is now present at this location, with a new, large gravel access drive recently being added to where 
the removed trees once stood.  This area of recent disturbance appears to be north of the plotted school site location.  The Drew School was 
moved in the early 1960s to the Drew property located approximately one third of a mile to the north to be used as a gift-antique shop prior to 
becoming a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).
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098-09-05-01 Frana School
Comments: The Frana School, also referred to as the Forester School, was originally located northeast of the T-intersection of 240th Avenue and 
Dry Run Road.  It appears that the structure was found on the shoulder (1-3%) slope onto the gently sloping (3-5%) sideslope of an upland 
landform that slopes to the east and south.  The investigated site area is composed of corn field and appears to be partially disturbed by the 
existing ROW composed of mixed grass.  A fence line running along 240th Avenue has a couple of shrubs/bushes at the site area that do not 
conform with the surrounding vegetation.  Additionally, a few concrete fragments were observed in the ROW along with a couple of limestone 
fragments in the field.  The school building had a stone foundation and full basement at its original location, but these features were not observed 
by this investigation.  The Frana School, which originally faced to the south, was moved approximately one half of a mile to the northeast in 
1974 or 1975.
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098-10-01-01 Hovden School
Comments: The Hovden School is a razed structure that was located just northwest of the T-intersection of 315th Avenue and A46.  The site 
area is found on gently sloping (2-4%) upland sideslope  that increases in slope (3-7%) to the north and west  where an intermittent drainage is 
found that flows west toward the Turkey River.  The actual school location, however, is very level (0-2%) terrain and appears to have potentially 
been artificially-leveled at some point, perhaps in relation to the school's construction.  The site area is presently composed of pasture grass with 
a few scattered deciduous trees.  There are no plat map depictions of a school at the investigated site area, but the Hovden School is visible in the 
aerial images as an east/west facing structure with two privy structures north of the structure.  Based on when the 1960s and 1970s aerial images 
were taken, it would appear that the school was razed sometime between 1964 (7/26) and 1971 (7/29).  This date is likely closer to 1971, since 
the remnants of a foundation area are clearly visible in the 1970s image.  Today, there are still foundation remains where the school once stood.  
Four very shallow wall remnants can be seen that barely extend past the ground surface level, with soil largely filling in and around the former 
foundation.  There is a small portion of the south wall that extends past the ground surface level and appears to consist of concrete.  The north 
and south walls are longer than the east and west walls, suggesting that the structure either faced to the west or to the south.  A small, square 
concrete pad is found near the southeast corner of the foundation that currently has a water pump resting upon it.  This water pump appears to be 
off some antiquity (rusted) and not of recent use.  There is a gravel access drive that leads from A46 directly north of the T-intersection to a 
gated-off portion of the site area.  There is an additional access drive found just to the west that also leads from A46 to the western portion of the 
site area that does not appear to be recently utilized.  This particular access drive corresponds with a former road visible in the 1930s aerial 
image that ran to the north from A46 just west of where the school stood.  The Hovden School has three potential alternate locations based on 
plat map depictions (1875 Andreas, 1886, 1905, and 1915) that are found to the east, southeast, and west.  These school depictions are 
considered potential alternate locations based on their close proximity to where the Hovden School stood.
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098-10-01-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Hovden School)
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1905 and 1915 plat maps.  This investigated site area is 
found just north of A46 in an agricultural field currently composed of corn.  The 1905 and 1915 plat map depictions indicate that the school was 
located just west of a former road that ran to the north from A46.  This former road is no longer present today but is shown in the 1930s and 
1950s aerial images based on a visible tree line.  No structure is visible in any of the aerial images at the plotted school location, although a 
structure does appear just to the west in the 1950s through the 1990s aerial images.  This structure is no longer standing and its purpose is 
unknown, although it was not a school given its absence from the 1930s aerial image.  The site area is found on a portion of gently sloping 
upland footslope (1-3%) that slopes to the northwest/west toward an intermittent drainage that empties into the Turkey River to the southwest 
just across A46.  The site area appears to be very level (0-2%), particularly toward the intermittent drainage to the west and in the vicinity of the 
structure visible in the 1950s through the 1990s aerial images.  This appears to be the result of artificial disturbance as the landscape does not 
conform to the natural progression of the upland landform.  There is a gravel access drive leading from A46 to the site area and it is unknown if 
this is originally associated with the school.  There were no observed remains pertaining to a former structure observed from the existing ROW.  
The investigated site area is considered to be a potential alternate location to the Hovden School, since the plotted school location shares the 
same district number (1) with the Hovden School and both are within a close proximity of one another along A46.  The Hovden School 
represents a unique scenario of a school potentially having multiple alternate locations throughout its existence.  In addition to this investigated 
site area, there is also an 1875 Andreas map school depiction located to the southeast/east across 315th Avenue, and an 1886 plat map school 
depiction located to the east along A46.  All locations are within a close proximity of one another and represent their own unique plat map 
depiction.  The final location of the Hovden School is only visible in the aerial images and is found approximately one half of a mile to the east 
along A46.
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098-10-01-03 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: This investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1886 plat map.  This investigated site area is found just 
northeast of the T-intersection of A46 and a private driveway leading to a farmstead found to the south.  The school location is also plotted just 
east of a fence line that runs to the north that is no longer present today but visible in the aerial images.  The site area is found on a portion of 
gently sloping upland shoulder slope (1-3%) that slopes to the south/southeast toward an intermittent drainage that empties into the Turkey River 
to the south/southwest.  None of the aerial images show a structure at the plotted site location, which makes precisely identifying where the 
potential school structure once stood difficult.  The investigated site area is currently composed of prairie grass with soybean field found just to 
the west.  There are two access drives leading from A46 toward the plotted school location, with one found directly north of the private 
driveway that leads to the soybean field and one to the east that does not appear to be recently utilized.  There were no observed remains related 
to a former structure observed from the existing ROW of A46.  The investigated site area is considered a potential alternate location t the 
Hovden School, since the locations share the same district number (1) and are within close proximity.  The Hovden School represents a unique 
scenario of a school potentially having multiple alternate locations.  In addition to this investigated site area's 1886 plat map depiction, there is 
also an 1875 Andreas map depiction to the south and 1905 and 1915 plat map depictions of school structure to the west that are all in close 
proximity of each other.  The final location of the Hovden School shown only in the aerial images was actually found to the west just north of 
the T-intersection of 315th Avenue and A46.  This evidence taken together would suggest potentially four separate locations of the Hovden 
School.
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098-10-02-01 Beucher School
Comments: The location of the Beucher School is based off plat map depictions (1886, 1905, and 1915) and aerial images.  However, it is 
difficult to determine the precise location of the school since no definitive structure is clearly visible in the aerial images in the forested area 
west of the farmstead/rural residence that still exists today.  An access drive that may have potentially led to the school from Highway 9 is 
visible but is no longer present in the ROW.  The current location is found between what appear to be two small, shallow upland landforms on a 
combination of upland shoulder and sideslope that are gently sloping (1-4%) toward the highway.  The area is composed of pasture grass, 
manicured lawn, and a few scattered trees that are primarily older-growth and deciduous (oak).  There were no observed remains from the 
existing ROW, although immediate access to the site area was not pursued.  Based on the dates of when the 1950s and 1960s aerial images were 
taken, it appears that the Beucher School was razed sometime between 1952 (7/4) and 1964 (7/26).
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098-10-03-01 Lincoln Valley School
Comments: The Lincoln Valley School, also known as the Samec School, was originally located just north of the T-intersection of 335th Avenue 
and Madison Road.  Today, a clearly visible, well-intact foundation remains at the original site location.  This foundation appears to be of 
concrete and faces to the west.  In fact, Steve Johnson documented that the original structure at the location had a poured cement wall basement 
with a cement block foundation (1985-1986).  No cement blocks were observed at the site area, although the concrete wall basement still 
remains that rises approximately 1-2 meters above the ground surface.  The foundation itself appears to have been built "into" the sideslope (3-
5%) of a large upland landform that slopes to the north/northeast at the location.  Clearly visible from the ROW are concrete steps that lead to a 
concrete entrance pad that connects with the main foundation/basement walls.  In regards to the entrance pad, this was likely where the small 
open porch was centrally located on the west elevation as mentioned in the Steve Johnson site form (1985-1986).  This entrance area had 
windows on either side of the door.  Presently, it appears that a portion of the south wall of the basement has collapsed in (and is in a state of 
continued deterioration), with the remaining foundation/basement still relatively intact.  The site area is currently under pasture grass with 
deciduous trees scattered throughout the area.  The Lincoln Valley School was moved in 1965 to Lawler, Iowa to be used as a private residence.
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098-10-04-01 Pleasant View School
Comments: The original location of the Pleasant View School is currently a rural lot of unknown function that is found on the broad summit of a 
relatively shallow, gently sloping upland landform.  The area is north of 230th Street and is currently composed of mixed grass and alfalfa that is 
mowed.  Older-growth deciduous trees line the north and east perimeter of the rural lot with miscellaneous farm equipment/rubble located within 
this perimeter.  A small grain bin/silo is found at the plotted site location today with a natural gas tank located just east of the structure.  There is 
a water pump, appearing to be of some antiquity, perched on a small concrete pad found near where the south-facing school entrance would have 
been.  It is unknown if this water pump was originally associated with the school.  An access drive with a light covering of gravel runs to the 
north into the rural lot just east of the water pump.  There is a relatively "square", level (0-2%) area located adjacent and just north of the water 
pump that rises very slightly in elevation.  This is potentially where the school may have been located, with this area having a curiously high 
proportion of alfalfa growing within the mixed grass cover.  There appears to be a pile of "rubble" consisting of concrete, limestone, and field 
stone found at the edge of the tree line along the north perimeter of the rural lot.  It is unknown if these remains are associated with the Pleasant 
View School.  Based on the dates provided by the 1970s and 1980s aerial images, it appears that the Pleasant View School was razed sometime 
between 1971 (7/27) and 1982 (4/24).
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098-10-05-01 Wemark School
Comments: The Wemark School was originally located north of 230th Street on the summit (0-2%) of a broad, shallow upland landform that is 
gently sloping throughout the immediate area.  However, it appears that this landform has had its landscape modified for agricultural purposes 
(i.e. artificial drainage) outside of the site area, with exposed soil found south of 230th Street.  There are no visible remains at the school location 
outside of a grass-covered access drive that leads directly to the site location.  This access drive appears to coincide with the one original to the 
school that is visible in the aerial images.  Just north of this access drive there is  a slight rise in elevation in the corn field, although it is 
unknown if this is the result of the Wemark School once existing at the location.  The school was described as having a stone foundation without 
a basement, and a well at the site location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There is no clearly visible evidence of this today.  Based on the aerial 
images, there is a high likelihood that the original site area was disturbed due the ROW/improvements of 230th Street.  The Wemark School was 
moved into Decorah in the early 1960s to be used as a private residence and is the only known school of Winneshiek County to be moved into 
the Decorah community for this purpose (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).
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098-10-06-01 Haga School
Comments: The Haga School of Lincoln Township was located on what appears to be the gently sloping shoulder onto sideslope (3-5%) of a 
small upland landform that is currently under a combination of corn field and alfalfa east of W14 (Pole Line Road).  A gravel-covered access 
drive leads to the site location where a relatively level area (1-3%) appears to have been slightly "carved" into the upland sideslope.  This is the 
probable foundation location of where the Haga School was once located.  Outside of this, there were no other visible remains.  The Haga 
School was moved to the Vern Hovden farm to the south in the 1960s where it continues to face west as it did at its original location (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).
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098-10-06-02 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  There is not a visible 
structure in the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images that is definitively a school structure, but this is difficult considering the plotted school 
location is within an existing farmstead.  The lack of a definable school structure in the aerial images (1930s and 1950s) also makes precisely 
locating where the original structure once stood difficult.  Based on the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions, the school was located just 
east of what is currently referred to as W14.  The investigated site area currently is found on what appears to be gently sloping upland sideslope 
(3-5%) that slopes to the north/northeast toward an upland intermittent drainage.  The investigated location is chosen based not only on its 1875 
Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions, but also due to a curious aspect of the farmstead property.  At the approximate plotted school location 
within the property of the farmstead is a standing grove of older-growth evergreen trees that form a line at the north and south perimeters.  The 
aerial images (1930s and 1950s) seem to indicate that evergreen trees completely encompassed the location.  The fact that the evergreen formed 
a perimeter at the location would seem to indicate a structure or structures were located in the center.  However, field investigation of the site 
area only revealed what appears to be a storage shed found at the southeast corner of the site area.  This structure does not seem to appear until 
the 1950s aerial image.  The site area is also encompassed by road with W14 at the west perimeter and a private access drive to the north, east, 
and south which is visible in the aerial images (1930s, 1950s and 1990s).  This access drive is composed of gravel to the north and concrete to 
the south and east.  In addition to the older-growth evergreen trees, the site area is also composed of manicured lawn with no observed structure 
remains from the existing ROW.  The investigated location is considered a potential alternate location to the District 6 Haga School of Lincoln 
Township, which was originally located just to the north along W14.  This is based on the close proximity of the two school locations within the 
same township and the fact that they share the same District.  In addition, the Haga School does not have an 1875 Andreas nor an 1886 plat map 
depiction.  If this investigated school location is indeed an alternate location to the Haga School in terms of where it was originally located, than 
its worth noting that the Haga School was eventually moved back to where it originally stood since the Haga School is currently found on the 
very farmstead where this investigated site area is found.
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098-10-11-01 Ridgeway Independent School Addition
Comments: This investigated structure represents what appears to be an addition to the Ridgeway Independent School, as the building does not 
appear to be depicted in the 1886 and 1905 plat maps.  This school appears in the aerial images in its current location between County Street and 
South Street in Ridgeway, Iowa, with what is considered to be the original Ridgeway Independent School found to the west and attached at their 
east and west walls respectively.  It is not known for certain if the joined structure to the west that is visible in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images 
is the same structure depicted in the 1886 and 1905 plat maps.  Regardless, it appears that the structure was razed sometime between 1964 (7/26) 
and 1971 (7/29) based on the dates for the 1960s and 1970s aerial images.  The structure was replaced by the Ridgeway Elementary School 
which still stands today.  The addition visible throughout the aerial images that continues to stand today is attached to the Ridgeway Elementary 
School at its south wall and toward the southwest corner of it's west wall.  This addition has a square floor plan and appears to be several stories 
high.  It is of red brick construction with what appears to be a concrete foundation.  Seven windows are located along the north wall and one 
window is found near the southeast corner of the structure.  An entrances is found near the northwest corner of the building and an exit is below 
the window found near the southeast corner.  The roof of the building appears to be flat.  While this structure is visible throughout the aerial 
images, it is not known if the addition is original to the Ridgeway Independent School depicted in the plat maps (1886 and 1905).  The building 
appears to be in fair conditions and appears to have had few alterations based on the structures consistent appearance in the aerial images.  This 
would suggest that the structure possess high external integrity in relation to its original condition.  The addition is found on fairly level terrain 
(0-3%) that is likely disturbed due to its residential location.  The ground cover is currently composed of manicured lawn, a few scattered trees, 
concrete sidewalk, and areas of asphalt associated with the Ridgeway Elementary School.  There is a small, square concrete pad directly in front 
of the north wall of the addition that is flanked by two trees to the west and east.  This concrete pad has a singular bolt found on each corner, 
which would seem to suggest that something was originally positioned on it.  A standing flagpole is found just to the west of this feature.  There 
were no other observed remains.  Both this addition and the Ridgeway Elementary School to the west no longer operate as a school and their 
current use is unknown.  Numerous private residences surround the structure, with a playground area originally associated with the school found 
to the south.
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098-10-11-02 Ridgeway Independent School
Comments: The Ridgeway Independent School location is based on 1886 and 1905 plat map depictions of a school structure between South 
Street and County Street in Ridgeway, Iowa.  Aerial images show this school structure with an addition to the east that is still standing today.  It 
is unknown if this addition is original to the Ridgeway Independent School, as it does not appear to be depicted in the 1886 and 1905 plat maps.  
According to the aerial images, it appears that the original Ridgeway Independent School was razed sometime between 1964 (7/26) and 1971 
(7/29), based on the dates of the 1960s and 1970s aerial images.  The 1970s aerial image, in particular, shows the plat map (1886 and 1905) 
depicted school being replaced by the Ridgeway Elementary School that still stands today.  This brick structure no longer operates as a school 
and it is unknown of the buildings current function.  There was no observed evidence of the original Ridgeway Independent School, although it 
is unknown if the structure visible in the 1960s aerial image is original to the plat map (1886 and 1905) depicted school that was replaced by the 
Ridgeway Elementary School.  The investigated site area is fairly level (0-3%) but likely disturbed due to its residential location.  The ground 
cover is currently composed of manicured lawn, a few scattered trees, concrete sidewalk, and asphalt parking areas located north and south of 
the structure.  There is a playground/recreational area found to the south/southeast that appears to have originally been associated with the 
Ridgeway Elementary School.  Numerous private residences surround the structure as well.
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099-07-01-01 Sattre School
Comments: The Sattre School is a brick structure that currently faces the north and is found south of Sattre Ridge Road and west of a private 
driveway.  The building rests on the nearly level summit of a large upland landform.  Mixed grass predominately covers the site area to the north 
and east of the school, with thick underbrush surrounding the entire structure.  Younger growth deciduous trees are along the west and south 
walls of the school, with older-growth varieties located to the west and south.  The structure is of red brick construction with a gable roof and 
basement.  It is difficult to confirm many of the school attributes described by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) due to the thick underbrush 
surrounding the structure.  It is clearly visible that the school is vacant and in poor condition due to continued deterioration.  It is evident that the 
current owner is performing no maintenance on the structure, with the east wall originally described as crumbling by Steve Johnson (1985-1986) 
now completely collapsed.  Due to the rapid deterioration, it is likely the school will soon perish without immediate attention.
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099-07-01-02 Bigler School
Comments: The Bigler is a second generation school of the site area, being built in the late 1930s or early 1940s after the first brick school 
(south-facing) was torn down due to deterioration and poor heating (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Based on the dates of the 1930s and 1950s 
aerial images, it appears that the first school located a short distance to the east toward Old Bridge Road was replaced sometime between 1940 
(9/12) and 1952 (7/4).  This second generation Bigler School was "modernized" by including indoor plumbing and a kitchen for the school 
children (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The current structure is a private residence with an attached one-stall garage to the west-facing wall.  It is 
of cement block construction that appears to have been recently resided along with fresh red shingles.  The roof has been altered on the west end 
with the original chimney-bell tower having been removed and replaced by a cinder block chimney (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The south-
facing, open air entrance has cement steps and its own overhang supported by metal posts.  The residential lot is fenced off on the west and north 
sides from agriculturally developed land.  Evergreen hedges form the east and south perimeters of the lot, along with a few scattered older-
growth deciduous trees.  This lot is found on level (0-2%) upland summit northwest of the intersection of Big Canoe Road and River Road.  A 
shallow, lawn-covered access "path" in the ROW of Old Bridge Road leads to the original location of the first school built on the lot.  
Additionally, there appear to be a few limestone slabs that seem to form a path leading from the Old Bridge Road to the lot at its northeast 
corner.  At the time of this investigation, the residence was being advertised for sale.
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099-07-01-03 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Bigler School)
Comments: The original Bigler School was located closer to the intersection of Big Canoe Road and Old Bridge Road/River Road.  This 
investigated school site represents the location of the first Bigler School that is depicted in the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) and the 1930s 
aerial image.  The structure shown originally faced to the south and was adjacent to the Old Bridge Road and just northwest of its intersection 
with Big Canoe Road.  The site area is found a portion of upland summit (0-2%) and shoulder slope (1-3%), although a portion of the original 
site area may partially disturbed by the exiting ROW of Old Bridge Road.  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn, a few 
scattered older-growth deciduous trees, and evergreens that form the south and east perimeter of the rural residence lot.  There is an access drive 
that appears to be more of a path that extends from Old Bridge Road through the existing ROW to where the first Bigler School stood.  This 
access drive is covered by manicured lawn and does not appear to be currently used for any purpose.  There is a strong possibility that this 
access drive is originally associated with the first Bigler School.  There is also a couple of limestone slabs in the existing ROW of Old Bridge 
Road that lead to the northeast corner of the rural residence lot.  It is unknown what purpose these limestone slabs served or if they are 
associated with the first Bigler School, but appear as if they served as some form of a path.  Judging from the 1930s aerial image, the privy area 
for the first Bigler School was located at the northeast corner of the rural resident lot where the limestone slabs lead to and may represent an 
original feature to the first school.  The first Bigler School was a brick structure that faced to the south, but was torn down due to its 
deterioration and being "cold all the time" (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The second Bigler School was built shortly after just west of the original 
location and is visible in the 1950s aerial image.  The first Bigler School was torn down sometime between 1940 (9/12) and 1952 (8/22) based 
on the dates when the 1930s and 1950s aerial images were taken.  The second Bigler School is still standing today and currently serves as a 
private residence.
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099-07-02-01 Leidahl School
Comments: The Leidahl School is a red brick structure constructed in the 1870s that is located on the gently sloping (1-3%) footslope of a 
steeply sloping upland landform east of Echo Valley Road.  The Leidahl School is one of only two schools which are used seasonally as summer 
residencies (Steve Johnson, 1986).  During the current investigation, ongoing construction/renovations were being made to the east side 
(addition).  The school rests on a combination of manicured lawn and landscaped terrain, with an asphalt entrance to the north of the structure.  
The school itself appears to have been restored/renovated and in excellent condition.  The west-facing entrance has had slight modifications to 
the centrally located entrance door itself, and the removal of a sign that was once located above the door.  The roof appears to be restored and  
reshingled, although the chimney once located near the west-facing entrance being removed.  There is a "bell" located just north of the driveway 
near the school in the lawn that is of an unknown origin, but seems to be from a church or school.  The gable roof originally had no bell tower 
according to the Steve Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  The structure currently appears to be a private residence with additions to the east 
wall of the school.  The school's owner was listed by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) as allowing the building to be used during the 
hunting season in exchange for improvements being made to the roof and soft red bricks.  It is unknown if these are still the current owners.
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099-07-03-01 Locust School
Comments: The Locust School is a one-room structure of rubble ashlar that is of excellent condition and exterior integrity.  The school is found 
northeast of the intersection of Locust and Big Canoe roads on what appears to be the gently sloping (1-3%) shoulder slope of an upland 
landform that sideslopes in all directions .  A standing privy area is found near the northeast corner of the school, along with a playground and 
the St. John's Lutheran Church to the east.  The school itself is south-facing with a centrally located entrance door and an stepped, wooden 
entrance pad below the door.  The east and west walls both have three equally spaced windows, while the north wall has no openings.  The gable 
roof is composed of shingles, with a covered bell platform containing round-arched openings and a small hipped roof is found near the entrance 
(Klimesh. 1978).  A brick chimney is also found near the north end of the school, which appears to have been originally located near the 
entrance end of the structure just behind the bell tower.  The Locust School is one of the earliest school buildings in Winneshiek County being 
built shortly after the village of Locust was first surveyed and settled in 1864 (Klimesh, 1978).  The school was in use every year until it closed 
in 1960, which is a record in Iowa for continuous service for the same building and location.  Several church groups used the school for a 
meeting place prior to the building of their own churches.  The "Locust Lane" post office was originally located west across Locust Road.  The 
village of the Locust is now an unincorporated community, with the school has previously served as museum operating on an appointment basis 
(Klimesh 1978).  It is unknown if this is still the current use of the Locust School.
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099-07-04-01 Pleasant View School
Comments: The Pleasant View School is found west of Middle Sattre Road and rests on the shoulder (1-3%) of a large upland landform that 
sideslopes (3-5%) west of the structure.  Currently, the ground cover around the school includes manicured lawn, landscaped areas, and 
deciduous trees throughout the lot, with older-growth varieties along the south and west perimeters.  The brick structure appears to currently be a 
private residence with a gable roof that faces the east.  The school still has a frame lean-to with a window on either side at the east entrance of 
the school.  However, the roof has experienced alterations in only having a skylight on the south side, and no longer possessing the brick 
chimney that existed at the east end of the roof peak (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There are also substantial additions to the south and north 
walls of the school that possess their own individual east entrances.  In particular, the north addition is advertised as the "Ellickson Studio and 
Gallery," with a two-stall garage at the north end of the addition.  The original integrity of the school still appears to be fair on the exterior and 
the condition good despite the additions.  It is unknown if the owners have continued to re-use the wainscot on the interior and/or saved the old 
blackboards as described by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  In regards to the exterior lot, it is also unknown if the old outhouse is still 
on the grounds.
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099-07-05-01 Pleasant Valley School
Comments: The Pleasant Valley School, also known as the Stone School, is a standing structure found on what appears to be an gently sloping 
(1-3%) upland footslope that leads to an alluvial floodplain of Canoe Creek to the east.  This location is just north of the Middle Sattre Road in 
Pleasant Township.  The site is found on an alfalfa field that had been recently cut at the time of the investigation; with prairie grass to the east 
toward the creek.  Immediately surrounding the school structure is underbrush, younger-growth deciduous trees, and prairie grass.  The structure 
itself is a stone gable roof building that primarily faces to the south (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This stone appears to be limestone, with the 
roof of the school completely collapsed in.  The Pleasant Valley School originally had a central door, with a set of three windows found on the 
west and east walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There is also a covered exterior entrance to the basement on the east side that is slightly off-set 
to the south (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Due to the thick ground cover surrounding the structure, no evidence of this was observed.   At the 
time of the Steve Johnson investigation (1985-1986) the corners of the structure appeared to be settling at different rates.  Again, this was 
difficult to determine due to the thick vegetation surrounding the school at the time of this investigation.  However, Mr. Johnson did indicate that 
this settling may have been the result of a basement being dug for the school at the later date since one did not originally exist (1985-1986).  The 
cinder block chimney and flag pole mentioned in the Steve Johnson report (1985-1986) were not observed due to the roof collapse.  There 
appears to be no upkeep by the property owner of the school and the structure is badly deteriorating, which has drastically affected the condition 
and original integrity.  Despite the school appearing to be vacant at this time, it is in need of stone work.  The Pleasant Valley School was also a 
Norwegian school for a period of time according to presented evidence.
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099-07-05-02 Larson School
Comments: The Larson School was located on the summit (0-2%) of a large upland landform that slopes to the south, located across the Canoe 
Ridge Road from the Young farm in which the school was moved to in the 1950s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The original site area appears to 
be a standing grove of deciduous trees and thick underbrush.  Older-growth deciduous trees are found along the west perimeter where a gravel 
access drive is found running to the north between the corn field and the former school location.  The remaining grove is mostly younger-growth 
deciduous trees and thick underbrush, making surface visibility very low.  There are no visible remains or indications of where the structure 
existed. There is an access path of mowed grass leading through the grove toward the original school location.
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099-07-06-01 Daubney School
Comments: The Daubney School is found west of Pleasant View Road on gently sloping (3-5%) sideslope of an upland landform covered by 
prairie grass to the south, west, and north.  The school is an east-facing stone (potentially of limestone slabs/blocks) building that has been 
stucco over.  This stucco has been scribed over to give the appearance of cement blocks (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The standing grove within 
which the school rests consists of deciduous trees, underbrush, and prairie grass.  A barbed-wire fence separates the school from the ROW along 
Pleasant View Rd.  The Daubney School is described as having a no basement, which is may be a result of it being closed in the late 1930s or 
early 1940s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school continues to be in a deteriorating state, with the roof appearing to be completely collapsed 
in.  A large portion of the red brick chimney is still visible through the centrally located door at the east entrance.  Despite its poor condition, 
some of the original integrity still remains.  However, the owner does not appear to be maintaining the vacant school and immediate repair is 
required or the Daubney School will be completely lost.
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099-07-07-01 Paulson School
Comments: The Paulson School exemplifies the ideal perception of the rural school, retaining excellent condition and integrity.  The school is 
found west of River Road and south of a private access drive, resting on a low alluvial terrace (0-2%) of a perennial stream that feeds Canoe 
Creek to the south.   However, the landform with which the school is found appears to have been potentially artificially "built-up" as it seems to 
be 1.5-2 meters above the immediate surrounding ground level.  An intermittent upland drainage runs northeast to the southwest north of the 
school.  The Paulson School was originally a log building that was later taken down and replaced by a frame building (Mary Helgeson 
interview; Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Two outhouses were located to the northeast and a flag pole located near the entrance, with electricity not 
being wired into the building until the late 1950s (Mary Helgeson interview; Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The two outhouses no longer exist 
today, but the flagpole does.  Currently, the school faces to the southwest, with a concrete bridge going over the intermittent drainage located to 
the north.  The frame gable roof building still retains a stone foundation, along with the brick chimney on the east end of the roof and the bell 
tower on the west end of the roof.  The school is also described as possessing a basement with windows on the north and south elevations (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  The school and the bell tower appear to have been recently resided (white), although the east wall still retains its red color 
that the owners had painted at the time of the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  There is an outbuilding/shed located to the east of the school 
that appears to be used for storage.  The ground cover in the site area includes manicured lawn, landscaped areas around the structures, and 
scattered deciduous trees.  Steeply sloping sideslope with deciduous tree cover is found to the north and east.  Landowner contact was not 
obtained, although the structure did not appear to be used as a residence at the time of the investigation.  It is likely that it still serves as a 
summer home as mentioned during the Steve Johnson investigation (1985-1986).
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099-07-07-02 Richards School
Comments: The original site location of the moved Richards School has been difficult to determine due to discrepancies between the plat map 
depictions (1886, 1905, and 1915) and aerial images.  The current projected school location is based of the fact that the land for the original site 
was purchased from Sam Richards (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school is not depicted in any of the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) and is 
difficult to precisely locate in the aerial images.  Correspondence with the current landowner could not be achieved, and nearby landowners were 
unaware of where the school originally existed.  The investigated site area is found at a rural residence located just east of the T-intersection of 
Beaver Dam Road and Lundy Bridge Road of Pleasant Township.  The location appears to have one time been a functioning farmstead given the 
farm-related outbuildings present and isolated areas of pasture grass.  The investigated site is on portions of upland sideslope that slopes to the 
southeast.  The area appears largely disturbed given the varying slopes (1-9%) and the presence of multiple access drives and outbuildings.  The 
projected Richards School location is covered by a combination of manicured lawn, gravel access drives, mixed trees that are primarily older-
growth, outbuildings, and scattered miscellaneous equipment.  There are no visual indications of a school once existing, although future 
landowner contact may resolve this.  There was an observed pile of limestone slabs and concrete fragments at the driveway entrance near Lundy 
Bridge Road.  It is unknown if these remains are associated with the school that may have existed in the area.  Further investigation is required 
to determine the precise original location of the Richards School that was moved in the late 1950s or early 1960s to the Roger Holkesvik farm to 
be used for corn storage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).
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099-08-01-01 Pot Hollow School
Comments: The Pot Hollow School is a moved structure that was originally located south/southeast of Wagon Road.  The first Pot Hollow 
school was built in 1858 of stone but burned in 1919, with the second Pot Hollow school being moved just west of the Burr Oak School in Burr 
Oak, Iowa in the 1960s  (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The location for the Pot Hollow School is largely based on plat map depictions (1886, 
1905, 1915) and what appears to be a structure present in the 1950s and 1960s aerial images.  However, it is difficult to determine the precise 
location of the school due to the heavy tree cover present in the images and the lack of a definitive building.  The structure appears to have been 
located on a low, gently undulating (0-3%) terrace of a second order stream that feeds into the Upper Iowa River to the south.  The investigated 
site area is composed of pasture grass (for horses) and scattered deciduous trees.  The ROW and the immediate area to the northeast/east consists 
of prairie grass and mixed tree cover with thick underbrush.  The landscape in the plotted school location is somewhat incised due to alluvial 
activity.  A very small "bump" was observed near the plotted school location that appears artificial in its development and has a thin amount of 
scattered limestone in and around it.  These remains may be related to a former foundation area.  Additional remains may also exist within the 
small "bump" itself.    There is a strong possibility that alluvial activity and road improvements/ROW have impacted the original site location.
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099-08-02-01 Brick School
Comments: The Brick School is a razed structure that was originally located just northwest of the intersection of Meadowlark Road and Middle 
Hesper Road.  The investigated site area is currently composed of deciduous trees and thick underbrush, making it difficult to accurately 
determine landform position and if any visible remains exist.  The general site area appears to relatively level (1-3%) despite being located on 
gently sloping upland sideslope (2-4%), and is set at a higher elevation then the Middle Hesper Road to the east.  Correspondence with a nearby 
landowner (Mr. Young; 8/12/2012) indicated that this school was a brick structure that had burned down at an unknown date.  Based on the 
dates for when the 1950s and 1960s aerial images were taken, it appears that some form of disturbance occurs to the structure between 1952 
(7/4) and 1964 (6/27).
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099-08-04-01 Johnson School
Comments: The Johnson School, also known as the Barth School, was originally located west of Middle Hesper Road and south of 325th Street 
and a perennial stream.  The school location appears to be built into the gently (3-5%) to moderately (5-7%) sloping sideslope of a large upland 
landform that is currently under a combination of alfalfa and prairie grass to the west, south, and north.  Prairie grass with a few younger-growth 
deciduous trees compose the immediate school location, with deciduous forest to the west/northwest.  There is a slight rise in elevation at the site 
location that is fairly level (1-3%) and clearly "square" in its form.  This feature represents where the school structure stood and may contain 
potential remains.  Based on the dates of the 1960s and 1970s aerial images, it appears that the Johnson School was razed sometime between 
1964 (6/27) and 1971 (7/31).
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099-08-05-01 Willson School
Comments: The Willson School was one of the last schools to be built in Winneshiek County and was as a second-generation school that was 
described by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) as being constructed in the late 1930s or early 1940s.  This was in relation to an earlier fire 
that destroyed the first Willson School that stood a short distance to the northeast (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The subsequent Willson School 
was constructed after 1940 (9/08) which is when the 1930s aerial image was taken that shows the first Willson School and before 1952 (7/04) 
which is when the 1950s aerial image was taken that shows the second-generation Willson School.  The second school building was a cement 
block gable roof structure that had a centrally located entrance on the west wall and a basement door located off-centered on the south wall 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The entrance door had steps and an open porch with a roof located over the entrance area (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  The school had no cross-lighting and had indoor plumbing along with other "modern" conveniences that were not associated with earlier 
schools (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Willson School was listed as standing at its original location during the Johnson investigation (1985-
1986) and being utilized as the Jehovah's Witnesses Church.  Today, the original school is no longer standing and has been replaced by the 
Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses Church that is a southeast-facing brick structure.  Based on a plaque near the church's entrance, it appears 
that this structure was built in 1994.  The second-generation Willson School appears in the 1950s aerial image and remains through the 1990s 
aerial image that was taken in 1994 (4/19).  This would seem to imply that the current standing structure at the original school location was built 
a short time after the 1990s aerial image was taken.  There were no visible remains of the Willson School, with the site area appearing to rest on 
a portion of gently sloping upland footslope (1-3%) that slopes to the northwest/west toward an intermittent drainage.  However, the location is 
likely disturbed due to the recent construction of the Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses Church.  The investigated site area is composed of 
manicured lawn and scattered trees.  Abundant amount of limestone slabs were observed in landscaped areas in and around the Kingdom Hall of 
Jehovah's Witnesses Church.  A gravel driveway leads from Highway 52 to the church and an associated gravel parking area to the southeast.  
There is currently a concrete pad in front of the church entrance that has an open porch with a roof over it.  A forested area is found to the east 
that contains several trailer homes, with a farmstead/rural residence found to the southeast.
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099-08-05-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Willson School)
Comments: The investigated site area represents the first Willson School that was depicted in the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) as existing 
east of Highway 52.  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that the school burned in the late 1930s or early 1940s.  However, the 
original Willson School is shown in the 1930s aerial image which was taken in 1940 (9/08), while the 1950s historical aerial image taken in 
1952 (7/04) shows the second-generation Willson School.  This would indicate that the original Willson School was razed sometime between 
1940 and 1952.  The investigated site area is found on what appears to be gently sloping upland footslope (1-3%) that slopes to the 
northwest/west toward an intermittent drainage.  However, the landform appears to be disturbed since it is quite level (0-2%) where several 
trailer homes are located and at a slightly higher elevation than where the Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses Church is located to the 
west/southwest.  A gravel driveway leads to where a trailer home rests where the approximate original school location was.  Abundant amounts 
of limestone slabs were observed throughout the area, particularly in landscaped areas around the church and compose several steps with a 
railing that lead from where the church is located up in elevation to where the trailer home is found.  There was also a small pile of bricks of 
unknown origin found at the north fence/tree line.  None of these remains can be definitively associated with the original Willson School.  A 
private residence/farmstead is found to the south/southeast.
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099-08-06-01 Knoke School
Comments: The original Knoke School location was found north of 337th Street on a portion of gently sloping upland shoulder slope (1-3%) and 
sideslope (3-5%).  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) listed the school as standing at its original site, consisting of a frame structure with a 
gable roof that faced to the south.  An entry room with a gable roof was centrally located on the south wall, while the exterior door had three 
small window lights over it (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The chimney was internally built and was located at the peak of the roof at the north 
wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Three sets of windows were found on the east and west walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The foundation 
was of stone, with the school lacking a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The remains of a woodshed were described as existing north and 
east of the school.  The Knoke School is no longer standing at its original location and its current status is unknown, although the structure 
remains standing in the 1990s aerial image.  There were no observed remains were related to the woodshed or the school's foundation.   Trees 
appear to have recently been cleared that were located at the former school location based on aerial images.  There are areas of recent 
disturbance and exposed soil, along with scattered patches of grass.  The investigated site area rests on portions of alfalfa and soybean field.  A 
gravel access drive leads to the school location from 337th Street.

A293See Pg:ID: School Name:

099-08-07-01 Sharp School
Comments: The Sharp School is a razed structure that was originally located just northwest of the T-intersection of 300th Street and 211th 
Avenue.  The investigated site area is located on the level (0-2%) summit of an upland landform that is currently composed of corn field .  A 
rubble pile consisting of limestone slabs (many fragmented) and a few red brick fragments was observed at the edge of the field near 300th 
Street.  These remains appear to be related to a structure and could potentially result from the Sharp School being razed.  Based on the dates of 
when the 1970s aerial and the 1980s aerial images were taken, it appears that the school was razed sometime between 1971 (7/31) and 1982 
(4/24).  A farmstead/rural residence is located just south of 300th Street.

A295See Pg:ID: School Name:

099-08-08-01 White School
Comments: The White School, also known as the Four (4) Mile School, was originally located just northeast of the intersection of Canoe Ridge 
Road and Locust Road.  The plotted location of the school is found on level (0-2%) summit onto gently sloping (1-3%) shoulder slope of an 
upland landform that appears to have been artificially-leveled at some point within the investigated site area (flat; 0-2%).  Currently, this 
location is composed of evergreen trees and manicured lawn that appear to be associated with the Whispering Pines Cabin found just to the 
north.  A farmstead/rural residence is found north of the cabin structure.  There are no visible remains, although the site area is likely further 
disturbed due to a concrete driveway running through the projected school location from Canoe Ridge Road to the Whispering Pines Cabin.  
Based on the dates for the 1960s and 1970s aerial images, it appears that the White School was razed sometime between 1964 (6/27) and 1971 
(7/31).  This date is likely closer to 1971 given the faint appearance of a foundation area at the school location in the aerial image.

A297See Pg:ID: School Name:

099-08-09-01 Turner School
Comments: The Turner School is a razed structure that was originally located just southwest of the intersection of 332nd Street and 218th 
Avenue.  The investigated site area is found on gently (3-5%) to moderately (5-7%) sloping upland sideslope of a landform that slopes to the 
south.  The site area was composed of corn field at the time of investigation.  The plotted school location, however, is fairly level (1-3%) and 
appears to be indicative of once containing a structure.  A gravel access drive leads from 332nd Street to the school location.  Just south of this 
access drive within the investigated site area is what appears to be heavily disturbed and/or eroded soil, with exposed parent material at the 
surface.  It is unknown if this disturbance is related to the school being razed.  Additionally, there is an approximately 5 x 10 meter "bare" spot 
in the corn field at the approximate school location.  Based on when the 1960s and 1970s aerial images were taken, it appears that the Turner 
School was razed sometime between 1964 (6/27) and 1971 (7/31).  A rural residence is found to the east across 218th Avenue.

A299See Pg:ID: School Name:
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099-08-11-01 Springwater School
Comments: The current location for the Springwater School is near the former village of the Springwater, a settlement formed by the Quakers 
that lasted until the mid-1870s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Springwater Cemetery and the Springwater Mill Stone are found to the south 
along, and west of, the Locust Road (W38).  The site area is found on what appears to be an level upland summit (0-2%), although the general 
area appears to be largely disturbed (artificially-leveled) due to property improvements/private residences.   The landform becomes steeply 
sloping sideslope (7-12%) immediately to the east.  The site area consists of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, an asphalt driveway, and mixed 
trees scattered throughout.  The Springwater School itself currently remains a private residence as was first described by the Johnson 
investigation (1985-1986).  It is a cement block hip roof structure that has been sided over with additions on the north and south walls (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  The school also supposedly has a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Although in fair condition, the Springwater 
School has drastically had the original integrity lowered due to extensive renovations in converting the structure into a private residence.  The 
Springwater School is actually the third generation of schools in the immediate area.  The original school was closer to Canoe Creek but later 
burnt down, and the new site was located just south of the current school location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The second generation school 
was a frame structure that also burnt down in the late 1930s or early 1940s and the current Springwater School was subsequently constructed 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

A301See Pg:ID: School Name:

099-08-11-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Springwater School)
Comments: The original Springwater School was located closer to Canoe Creek and was part of the former Springwater Village formed by 
Quakers that only lased until the mid-1870s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This investigated school site represents the second location of the 
Springwater School after the first one burned down.  This school location is depicted in the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) and the 1930s 
aerial image.  The second Springwater School was a frame structure that was located west of Locust Road (W38) and north of the Springwater 
Church and associated cemetery.  The site area is found on a portion of upland shoulder slope (1-4%) that slopes to the southeast toward an 
intermittent upland drainage and to the south toward Canoe Creek.  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, 
and scattered trees that are primarily older-growth deciduous varieties.  It appears that a garage/storage shed is now located at the approximate 
school location, with a private residence and associated garage/shed found just to the south.  Its difficult to accurately determine where the 
school stood, although the site area is likely disturbed to the recent construction activities, as many of the structures/private residences don’t 
begin to appear until after the 1981 topographic map depiction and the 1990s aerial image.  There were no observed remains within the site area, 
but again this is difficult to determine given the recent disturbances in the area.  The second generation frame school of Springwater did not 
originally have a basement, but one was added later (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  No evidence of a subsurface feature was observed.  The second 
Springwater School burned down in the late 1930s or 1940s and the third Springwater School was built just to the north of the investigate site 
area.  This school can be seen in the 1950s and 1990s aerial images and currently is a standing structure that serves as a private residence.

A303See Pg:ID: School Name:

099-09-01-01 Bluffton School
Comments: The original location of the Bluffton School is found northeast of the end of West Ravine Road in Bluffton, Iowa.  The investigated 
site area is on gently sloping upland sideslope that slopes 5-7% north of the location, leveling out to 2-4% at the original school location.  
Although the school was listed as existing on its original site by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), it has since been moved approximately 
25 yards northeast of this location.  The school is raised up and rests on a man-made foundation.  The building now faces to the southwest, 
previously facing the west at its original location.  The structure originally had a basement, but there is no visual evidence of where this existed.  
It is likely that the school was moved due to the construction of the private residence that currently exists near the original site area.  This 
residence is of recent origin, since it does not appear until after the 1990s aerial image.  The original school location is likely heavily disturbed 
due to the construction of this structure.  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn, with a gravel parking area for the private 
residence and a gravel access path leading to the moved Bluffton School from W Ravine Road.  Deciduous trees are found to the south and north.

A305See Pg:ID: School Name:

099-09-02-01 Casey School
Comments: The Casey School is found on a rural lot of unknown use that is located on what appears to be a portion of an upland toeslope 
located northwest of the intersection of the Bluffton and Scenic River roads.  The school is found on a very level portion of the landform (0-2%) 
that is fenced/gated off from the rest of the lot, with a separate shed located just to the north within the enclosure.  A larger, more elongated shed 
is located south of the school that is outside of the fenced area.  The function of these buildings is unknown.  The enclosure with which the 
school and the smaller shed are located consist of mixed grass, with trees lining the northwest corner of the rural lot to the north and west of the 
school.  The remaining ground cover for the lot is a combination of manicured grass and gravel-covered access areas.  The Casey School appears 
much as it did during the Steve Johnson report (1985-1986), being of stone construction that has been stucco over with three side windows on 
the west and east walls, along with an enclosed entry area that covers nearly one-half of the south wall.  However, the brick chimney located on 
the gable peak on the north end of the roof is no longer present.  The school currently faces the southeast and is still of exceptional condition and 
integrity.  It has also been documented that the interior of the school has been previously restored (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The current use 
of the school is unknown, although it appears to still be used for storage as mentioned by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).

A307See Pg:ID: School Name:

099-09-03-01 McCaffrey School
Comments: The McCaffrey School is a razed structure that was originally located north of Hitching Post Road.  The investigated site area is 
located on level (0-2%) upland summit that is composed of manicured lawn and gravel access drives that lead to two private residences found to 
the north and northeast.  The presence of these two residences, along with the gravel access drives, would seem to indicate that the original site 
area of the school has been disturbed.  Older-growth deciduous trees nearly encompass the location, being found to the immediate west, north, 
and east. There were no observed remains of the former school structure.  Aerial images show the school within a densely forested area.  Based 
on the dates of when the 1960s and 1970s aerial images were taken, it appears that the McCaffrey School was razed sometime between 1964 
(6/27) and 1971 (7/31).

A309See Pg:ID: School Name:
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099-09-04-01 Sexton School
Comments: The Sexton School is a razed structure that was originally located northwest of the intersection of 290th Street and W34 (Pole Line 
Road) on the summit (1-3%) of an upland landform composed of recently cut alfalfa at the time of investigation.  The landform slopes to the 
north and south.  A gravel access drive is located just south leading toward the original school location through the ROW that is composed of 
dense, prairie grass.  There were no observed remains, although the school location was difficult to investigate due to its distance away from the 
access drive and the existing wide ROW.  Based on the dates of the 1960s and 1970s aerial images, it appears that the Sexton School was razed 
sometime between 1964 (6/27) and 1971 (7/31).  This may be closer to the 1971 date, as the 1970s aerial image seems to the suggest the 
presence of a foundation area.

A311See Pg:ID: School Name:

099-09-04-02 Possible Alternate Location 2
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1886 plat map of structure located just north of the township line 
of Burr Oak and Bluffton.  There are no clearly visible structures in the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images, which makes precisely locating 
where the original structure once stood difficult.  Based on the 1886 plat map depiction, the school was located just west of what is currently 
referred to as Cattle Creek Road and north of an existing fence line running to the west.  The site area is found on a combination of gently 
sloping upland shoulder slope (1-3%) and moderately sloping upland sideslope (5-7%), although it is difficult to determine the precise landform 
position without visual verification from the aerial images (1930s, 1950s, and 1990s).  The upland landform slopes to the west and northwest 
toward an intermittent drainage that feeds into Cold Water Creek to the northeast, which empties into the Upper Iowa River to the east.  The 
investigated location is currently composed of alfalfa, with a farmstead located east of the site area across Cattle Creek Road.  There were no 
observed remains from the existing ROW relating to a structure once existing within the site area, although the plotted school location near 
Cattle Creek Road and north of the fence line is very level (0-2%).  The 1930s and 1950s aerial images do show a few isolated, older-growth 
trees along the fence line at the plotted site location.  The 1930s aerial image, in particular, seems to very faintly show a square-shaped 
"property" outline at the plotted site location that may be a good indication of a structure once existing at the location.  There is also a faint white 
marking near the northwest corner of the square outline in the 1930s aerial image that may represent a very small structure, perhaps a privy 
area.  However, this can not be substantiated at this point with no visual evidence of this gained during the field investigation of the location.  An 
access drive does lead from Cattle Creek Road toward the site area, but it is unknown if this is originally related to the potential school location.  
The investigated location is considered to be the second potential alternate location to the District 4 Cold Water School of Burr Oak Township, 
although this is difficult to prove since there is only the 1886 plat map depiction of the investigated school location.  The first alternate location 
to the Cold Water School has stronger evidence of being an alternate location given its proximity to the school, its depiction in the 1875 Andreas 
and 1886 plat maps, and its labeling as a District 4 school in the 1886 plat map.  Regardless, this investigated location is considered a second 
alternate location based on being in the same township and district as the Cold Water School, along with the Cold Water School location not 
being depicted in the 1886 plat map.

A313See Pg:ID: School Name:

099-09-04-03 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  There is not a clearly 
visible structure in the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images outside of the farmstead/rural residence to the southeast, which makes precisely 
locating where the original school once stood difficult.  Based on the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions, the school was located just 
west of what is currently referred to as Pole Line Road and just south of a east/west running fence/property line.  The site area is found on very 
gently sloping upland sideslope (1-4%), although the likely school location is very level (0-2%) toward both Pole Line Road and the existing 
fence line.  The investigated location is currently composed of alfalfa that turns to prairie grass toward the Pole Line Road and its existing 
ROW.  Corn field is found just to the north of the fence line and could potentially be part of the original site area since it is difficult to accurately 
locate where the structure once stood without visual verification from the aerial images (1930s and 1950s).  There were no observed remains 
from the existing ROW of Pole Line Road relating to a structure once existing within the site area, but this is difficult considering the landform 
is at a higher elevation than the road.  The investigated location is considered a potential alternate location to the District 4 Sexton School of 
Bluffton Township, which was located just to the south also along and west of Pole Line Road.  This is based on the close proximity of the two 
school locations within the same township and the fact that they share the same District.  In addition, the Sexton School does not have an 1875 
Andreas nor an 1886 plat map depiction.
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099-09-05-01 Henry School
Comments: The Henry School was once located on the sideslope of an upland landform that is currently under combination of corn field with a 
strip of alfalfa leading to the summit of the landform from 310th Street.  This sideslope begins at 5-9% slope after the shoulder that gradually 
levels out to 1-4% near the plotted location, and continues to level out to the southeast toward the intersection of 310th Street and Chimney Rock 
Road where the ground cover is a combination of corn and mixed grass near the existing ROW.  It is likely that the school was built into this 
sideslope.  A gravel access drive leads toward the original school location from 310th Street to the north.  There were no observed remains, 
although this was difficult to determine given the dense ground cover.  Based on the dates for when the 1970s and 1980s aerial images were 
taken, it appears that the Henry School was razed sometime between 1971 (7/31) and 1982 (4/24).
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099-09-06-01 Moore School
Comments: The Moore School was originally located on the level summit (0-2%) and onto the gently sloping shoulder (1-3%) of a large upland 
landform north of 290th Street.  The area is currently under pasture grass with older-growth deciduous trees (mainly oaks) forming the north and 
east perimeters of the original school location.  A gravel access drive leading to the site area is found at the upland summit at the east tree line 
coming from 290th Street.  The Moore School originally faced to the south before being moved in the early 1960s to become an addition to a 
private residence located to the east (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There was an observed scatter of limestone slab fragments throughout the site 
area that may be potential foundation remains.

A319See Pg:ID: School Name:
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099-09-07-01 Bruening School
Comments: The Bruening School was originally located south of 310th Street and southwest of a private driveway that runs to the north.  The 
investigated site area is found on a nearly level (1-3%) portion of gently sloping (2-5%) upland sideslope.  Currently, the location is 
agriculturally-developed and was composed of corn field at the time of investigation.  There were no observed remains of a structure existing at 
the plotted location, although ground surface visibility was very low at the site area.  Several grain bins are found to the northwest across the 
road, and a hog confinement operation to the west.  The Bruening School was moved to the Mayson Mitchell farm in the early 1960s to be used 
as shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

A321See Pg:ID: School Name:

099-10-01-01 Horn School
Comments: The Horn School is a razed structure that was originally located immediately west/southwest of the T-intersection of W14 and Cattle 
Creek Road.  The investigated site area appears to be built into the gently sloping sideslope (2-5%) of a relatively shallow upland landform that 
slopes to the east.  The plotted location is found at a higher elevation than W14, with older-growth deciduous trees forming the west, north, and 
south perimeters.  Within this standing grove is a large metal storage shed and what appears to be a firing kiln.  The area is fenced and gated off.  
A gravel access drive does lead from W14 to the southeast corner of the standing grove that is similar to the location of the access drive visible 
in the aerial images that leads to the school.  There were no observed remains related to a school structure, but this was difficult to determine 
given the low ground surface visibility due to underbrush and mixed grass.  Based on when the 1950s and 1960s aerial images were taken, it 
appears that the Horn School was razed sometime between 1952 (7/4) and 1964 (6/27).  This date is likely closer to 1964 given the faint 
presence of a former foundation area in the 1960s aerial image.

A323See Pg:ID: School Name:

099-10-01-02 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  There are no clearly 
visible structures in the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images, which makes precisely locating where the original structure once stood difficult.  
Based on the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions, the school was located just southwest of the intersection of what is currently referred 
to as 325th Street and W14.  However, the 1875 Andreas and the 1886 plat maps show the intersection actually located just south of where it is 
presently located, with the school depicted north of the 325th Street.  The 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps depict 325th Street actually dipping 
to the south of where the school is plotted.  Since 325th Street is at its present day location in the 1905 plat map, this would seem to indicate that 
alterations occurred to the road at some point.  It is possible that the school depicted in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps was moved due to 
the slight relocation of the 325th Street that appears to now run through, or just to the north, of the original school location.  The investigated site 
area currently is found on what appears to be gently sloping upland toeslope (1-3%) that slopes to the east/southeast toward an upland 
intermittent drainage that eventually feeds the Upper Iowa River to the northeast.  The investigated location is agriculturally developed and 
currently composed of soybean field with a farmstead located to the south.  There were no observed remains from the existing ROW relating to a 
structure once existing within the site area, although the depicted school location near the T-intersection of 325th Street and W14 is rather level 
(0-2%).  It is unknown if this is related to a structure once existing at the site area or results from improvements made to the existing 
roads/ROW's.  There is an access drive leading from 325th Street to the site area.  The investigated location is considered a potential alternate 
location to the District 1 Horn School of Orleans Township, which was originally located just to the north along W14.  This is based on the close 
proximity of the two school locations within the same township and the fact that they share the same District.  In addition, the Horn School does 
not have an 1875 Andreas nor an 1886 plat map depiction.
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099-10-02-01 Morgan School
Comments: The Morgan School was originally located north of 325th Street and east of 333rd Avenue.   This was a frame gable roof building 
that faced to the south and was one of the few schools in the county to have a flag pole on the structure itself (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 
school had a centrally located door with three window lights over it and a cement platform under it, along with a stucco-over brick chimney that 
was found on the north end of the roof (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A set of three windows were located on the west and east walls, while a 
small frame shed was located behind the school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) listed the Morgan School 
as standing at it's original site and in fair condition, being used for storage purposes by the owner.  However, the school is no longer present at 
this location today and the current condition of the building is unknown.  The 1990s aerial image does show the school still standing at the 
investigated site area.  A square plot is fenced-off where the school stood, which is currently composed of prairie grass, underbrush, and  
deciduous trees that line the west and north perimeters.  This square rural lot is fairly level (0-3%) and appears to be on an upland lobate 
extension, or knoll, that extends to the north from across the road.  The school location appears to be artificially-leveled and slightly "built-up," 
as it becomes abruptly moderately sloping (5-9%) to the north and west where pasture grass if found.  There were no observed remains, although 
the isolated grove of trees and the artificially manipulated landform are indicative of a structure once existing at the location.  A farmstead/rural 
residence is found to the north.
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099-10-02-02 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: This investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1886 plat map.  The site area is found just north of the T-
intersection of 325th Street and 328th Avenue, just west of a north/south running fence line.  The site area appears to reside on a portion of 
gently sloping upland sideslope (2-5%) that slopes north toward Minor Creek.  Currently, the site area is composed of corn field with prairie 
grass toward the existing ROW.  There is also a small standing grove of younger-growth trees that are primarily Birch that are just east at the 
intersection.  This is area is curious, as it appears to be disturbed and "built-up."  The location has thick underbrush and mixed grass, with a 
portion of the grove near the intersection having recently been cleared.  The plotted school location is at a lower elevation than where the small 
standing grove is located and it is unknown to what extent the disturbances are at this location.  The historic 1930s and 1950s aerials show a 
bright white object within the site area that does not appear to be a structure.  Judging by the standing trees at the location that primarily are 
Birch, the white depiction in the aerials (1930s and 1950s) may very well be a small quarry that has been filled in.  This could explain why the 
area appears disturbed and at a higher elevation than the plotted school location just to the west.  A large gravel access drive leads from the T-
intersection to the site area.  Scattered limestone was observed, but it cannot be determined if these remains area associated with a structure or 
the potential quarry. Without concrete verification of a structure at the plotted location using the aerial images (1930s, 1950s, and 1990s), it is 
difficult to precisely determine if and where the school may have been located.  The plotted school site is considered to be an alternate location 
to the Morgan School that was originally located just to the west along 325th Street.  Both the Morgan School and this 1886 plat map plotted 
school location share the same District 2, in addition to the Morgan School not having an 1886 plat map depiction.  However, there is strong 
potential that this investigated area may be a incorrectly plotted in the 1886 plat map.  This possibility results from the original location of the 
Morgan School being depicted in the 1875 Andreas and the 1905 and 1915 plat maps.  It would seem unconventional for a school to originally 
exist at the Morgan School site, then be moved to the east where the 1886 plat map depiction is, and then be returned back to the Morgan School 
site for the 1905 and 1915 plat map depictions.  This potential alternate location to the Morgan School may require further investigation in order 
to substantiate its depiction in the 1886 plat map, as no verification can be derived from the aerial images (1930s and 1950s).
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099-10-03-01 Steinmetz School
Comments: The Steinmetz School is a moved structure that was located south of Pole Line Road on gently sloping sideslope (3-5%) of a shallow 
upland landform.  The plotted school location, however, is relatively level (1-3%) toward the existing ROW of 328th Avenue and is currently 
found within a corn field.  A gravel access drive utilized for agricultural purposes leads from the gravel road to where the school once stood.  
There were no visible remains at the site location, even though the building had a full basement with limestone walls (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  The Steinmetz School was moved to Cresco, Iowa in the early 1960s to be used as a private residence (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).
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099-10-04-01 Morton School
Comments: The original site location for the Morton School is found southwest of the gravel road intersection on what appears to be an upland 
summit (0-2%), although the site area is likely largely disturbed (artificially-leveled; 0-2%).  This is primarily due to the recent addition of 
various farm outbuildings at the original school location that include a large storage shed, grain bins/silos (4), and miscellaneous farm 
equipment.  The area is covered with gravel and mixed grass, surrounded by soybean field to the west and south.  There were no visible structure 
remains associated with the school, although this is difficult to determine given the recent development/disturbance of the site area.  The Morton 
School was moved in the early 1960s to the Obed A. Lee farm to the south to be used as a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school 
originally faced to the north with a stone foundation but did not have a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A farmstead/rural residence is 
found to the northeast across the intersection.
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099-10-05-01 Hovey School
Comments: The Hovey School was is a moved structure that was originally found south of 290th Street and west of a north-south running fence 
line.  The school appears to have existed on the somewhat gently to moderately sloping sideslope (3-7%) of a small upland landform composed 
of soybean field at the time of investigation.  However, the landform levels out (1-3%) just south of the access drive leading directly to the 
original site location.  This "level" area is approximately 15 x 15 meters in size and is the likely spot where the Hovey School once stood.  
Otherwise, there were no observed remains.  The school primarily faced north at this location, with a stone foundation but no basement (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  It was moved to the Bernard Livinggood's farm possible in the early 1960s to be used as a chicken house (Steve Johnson 
1985-1986).
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099-10-06-01 Libbey School
Comments: The original location of the razed Libbey School is found on moderately sloping upland sideslope (5-7%) southeast of the T-
intersection of 333rd Avenue and 285th Street.  The sideslope levels out slightly toward the intersection (3-5%) and where the projected school 
location is.  A field (intermittent) drainage is found just to the east of the site area that drains to the south/southeast.  There were no observed 
remains at the plotted school location.  However, there was a small scatter of observed concrete and potential brick fragments located at the 
summit of the upland landform located approximately 8o yards to the south.  It is unknown if these remains are associated with the school.  
Based on the dates of the 1970s and 1980s aerial images, it appears that the Libbey School was razed sometime between 1971 (7/31) and 1982 
(4/24).
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099-10-07-01 Pollet School
Comments: The Pollet School is a razed structure that was originally located west of 318th Avenue and south of 325th Street.  The investigated 
site area is found on a rural lot that was once an operating farmstead as depicted in the aerial images, but only consists of a few outbuildings 
today and may only operate as a satellite farm.  The precise school location is difficult to accurately determine based on the aerial images, since 
numerous structures are present throughout the location.  The site area is found on what appears to be gently sloping (1-3%) upland shoulder 
slope composed of mowed and mixed grass, underbrush, and older-growth deciduous trees that form the south, west, and north perimeters.  The 
southeast corner of the rural lot has an additional area bordered by older-growth deciduous trees to the south, west, and north as well.  This area 
is very level (0-2%) and composed of combination of mowed grass and underbrush.  It is believed this area is the original Pollet School location, 
given the curious tree border within the rural lot and the very level terrain.  There were no observed remains of a former school, although a small 
shed is found just to the northwest that does not conform to the larger farm-related outbuildings located to the west and north.  It is unknown if 
this small shed is related to the Pollet School.  A gravel access drive leads from 318th Avenue to the center of the rural lot.  Based on the dates 
of the 1980s and 1990s aerial images, it appears that the Pollet School was razed sometime between 1982 (4/24) and 1994 (5/9).  However, since 
the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) previously listed this school as razed, this date can be refined to between 1982 and 1985/1986.
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100-07-01-01 Roosevelt School
Comments: The Roosevelt School is a razed structure that was located north of 380th Street on what appears to be a gently sloping (1-3%) 
upland lobate extension to the southwest that becomes moderately sloping (5-7%) to the west.  The actual school location appears to be a 
relatively flat area (0-2%) that would indicate the potential for once containing a structure.  The site area was composed of soybean field at the 
time of investigation.  There were no observed remains pertaining to a former structure, although this was difficult to determine given the low 
ground surface visibility and the school's location away from the existing ROW.  Older-growth trees (oak) are found to the southwest where a 
possible alternate location to the Roosevelt School is found based on plat map depictions (1905 and 1915).  The 1930s aerial image seems to 
show a former foundation area located southwest of the Roosevelt School.  Based on the date of when the 1980s aerial image was taken, and the 
fact that the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) listed the structure as razed, it appears that the Roosevelt School was razed sometime between 
1982 (4/24) and 1985/1986.
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100-07-01-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Roosevelt School)
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1905 and 1915 plat maps.  This location is found west of 
380th Street where the road curves to run in a south/southwest direction.  The site area appears to be on upland sideslope that is gently (3-5%) to 
moderately (5-7%) sloping to the west  The investigated location is composed primarily of deciduous trees with mixed grass and soybean field 
found to the north and northeast.  The site area is fenced off at the north perimeter and the east perimeter along the ROW of 380th Street and 
appears to be a pasture area composed of pasture grass and some underbrush within the forested area.  It is unknown if the original school 
location was extended north past the existing fence line.  Although the site area rests on upland sideslope, the plotted school location seems to be 
fairly level (1-3%) and this fairly level area is faintly square in shape, appearing to be "built" into the upland sideslope.  The soil also appears 
relatively settled and compacted at this location, but this may be a result of livestock activity due to the area being used for what appears to be 
pasture.  There were no other observed remains from the existing ROW.  Although there is no structure visible in the  aerial images, there is 
what appears to be a potential foundation area at the plotted school location that appears as a small "white" square that is faintly visible.  This is 
most distinctive in the 1930s aerial image and may indicate that the structure was moved/razed a short time prior to when the aerial image was 
taken in 1940 (9/08).  It is unknown if the school depicted in the 1905 and 1915 plat maps was moved or razed and further investigation is 
suggested in order to determine this.  The investigated site area is considered to be a possible alternate location to the District 1 Roosevelt 
School of the Highland Township.  This Roosevelt School location is not depicted in any of the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) but is clearly 
visible in the aerial images.  The Roosevelt School once stood north of 380th Street approximately 85 yards northeast of the plat map depicted 
(1905 and 1915) school location.
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100-07-01-03 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  There are no visible 
structures in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images, which makes precisely locating where the original structure once stood difficult.  Based on the 
1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions, the school was located west of and along what today is N Bear Road on gently sloping upland 
sideslope (3-5%) that slopes to the west/northwest toward Bear Creek.  The site area is composed of prairie grass and appears to have at one 
point been agriculturally developed based on the aerial images (1930s, 1950s, and 1990s).  Older-growth deciduous trees and strongly sloping 
sideslopes are found just to the east of the site area across N Bear Road, in addition to what appears to be a private camping area.  There were no 
observed structural remains at the investigated site area.  However, there is an area that is fairly level (1-3%) and somewhat triangular in appears 
along N Bear Road that corresponds with the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map locations of the school.  It is unknown if this is associated with a 
former structure(s) existing at the location, as none appear in the aerial images (1930s, 1950s, and 1990s).  This site area is considered a 
potential alternate location to the District 1 Roosevelt School of Highland Township.  This is based on the close proximity of the two locations 
within the Highland Township and the fact that the Roosevelt School does not have an 1875 Andreas nor an 1886 plat map depiction.
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100-07-02-01 Kjome School
Comments: The original location of the Kjome School, also known as the Rock Springs School, is found west of Highlandville Road on gently 
(3-5%) to moderately sloping (5-7%) sideslope of an upland landform.  This landform slopes to the south toward what appears to be an 
intermittent drainage that empties into North Bear Creek to the east.  However, the actual site area is fairly flat (1-3%) and appears to have been 
artificially-leveled, likely for the school structure itself.  Older-growth deciduous trees form the north and west perimeters of the investigated site 
area that is largely composed of prairie grass and underbrush.  The Kjome School originally faced to the north and had a stone foundation with a 
basement at this location, in addition to a single story addition to the north wall that was later removed (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  However, 
there were no observed remains from the existing ROW related to these features or the school structure itself.  A plaque placed by former 
students of the Kjome School is found at the entrance to the school location that refers to the Kjome School existing in the area.  A mowed grass 
access area leads up to this plaque from Highlandville Road.  A farmstead/rural residence is found just west of the original school location.  The 
Kjome School was moved to the Hesper, Iowa in the 1960s (Steve Johnson 1985-1985).
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100-07-03-01 Grindeland School
Comments: The Grindeland School is a razed structure that was originally located just southwest of the intersection of Locust Road (W38) and 
380th Street (A14) in the Highland Township.  This location appears to be on gently sloping upland sideslope (2-4%), although a relatively level 
(0-2%), "square-shaped" area is found near the intersection that would indicate the potential for once containing a structure.  However, this may 
be related to improvements made to the existing road(s) given the school location's proximity to the intersection that has likely resulted in 
disturbed portions of the site area due to the existing ROW.  The location is currently composed of a combination of corn field and mixed grass.  
There were no observed remains on the ground surface pertaining to a former structure.  Based on the dates for when the 1970s and 1980s aerial 
images were taken, it appears that the Grindeland School was razed sometime between 1971 (7/31) and 1984 (5/22).  A farmstead/rural 
residence is found to the south along Locust Road (W38).
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100-07-04-01 Exey School
Comments: The Exey School is a razed structure that was originally located east of 360th Street where the road splits to the north and south.  
Based on the when the 1970s and 1980s aerial images were taken, it appears that the school was razed sometime between 1971 (7/31) and 1984 
(5/22).  The investigated site area is currently under forest cover with thick underbrush, making it difficult to determine if any remains are 
present.  It appears the school location is found on gently sloping upland shoulder slope (1-3%), although the site area appears to be fairly level 
(0-2%).  A wide access drive covered by prairie grass runs to the west just north of the school location.  A private residence is found to the south.
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100-07-06-01 Sacquitne School
Comments: The location of the Sacquitne School is found west of 360th Street, and east and south of a private access drive covered by mowed 
grass.  This school location is away from the ROW on private property that does not permit trespassing.  This site area cannot be easily seen 
from the existing ROW, making it difficult to determine the precise landform position or if any existing remains are present.   It appears that the 
school location is found on gently sloping upland shoulder slope (1-3%) that is composed of prairie grass with mixed trees to the north.  Some of 
these trees (evergreens) appear to planted at a recent date.  A survey conducted by Bear Creek Archeology near the school location in 2012 
revealed a slight depression where the school likely originally stood.  Galvanized steel and the remains of a brick chimney were observed on the 
surface. The first Sacquitne School was actually dismantled in the 1930s-1940s to increase the size of the building (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  
This school location is believed to be the possible alternate location found just to the northeast across the access drive based on plat map 
depictions (1886, 1905, and 1915) and the 1930s aerial image which seems to show a foundation area.  Based on aerial images, the renovated 
Sacquitne School faced to the east, with a privy area located west of the structure.  The school was moved in 1984 to be used as a private 
residence.
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100-07-06-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Sacquitne School)
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps.  This location is found 
west of 360th Street and north of an unnamed access drive that appears to be a private driveway that leads to a rural residence found south of the 
plotted location.  The access drive is composed of mowed grass and is fenced-off at its intersection with 360th Street near where the plotted 
school location is.  A sign at this intersection indicates that the site area is found on private property with no trespassing allowed.  Therefore, this 
investigation was unable to obtain close inspection from the existing ROW and the precise landform position and location of the school is 
difficult to determine.  It appears the structure was once located on upland sideslope that slopes to the east/northeast toward North Bear Creek.  
The site area appears to be composed of forest that is predominantly deciduous trees with thick underbrush and areas of mixed grass.  Although 
there is no structure visible in the aerial images, there is what appears to be a foundation area that is faintly visible as a "white" square.  This is 
most distinctive in the 1930s aerial image and may indicate that the structure was moved/razed a short time prior to when the aerial image was 
taken in 1940 (9/12).  It is unknown if the school depicted in the plat maps (1886, 1905, 1915) was moved or razed and further investigation is 
suggested in order to determine this.  The investigated site area is considered an alternate location to the District 5 Sacquitne School of Highland 
Township.  This school is not depicted in any of the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) but is clearly visible in the 1930s and 1950s aerial 
images, in addition to being depicted on the 1981 topographic map of the area.  The two locations are considered alternate locations based on the 
fact that they share the same District within the same township and are within close proximity of each other.  In fact, it appears that this 
investigated site area is approximately 80 yards northeast of where the Sacquitne School once stood.
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100-07-11-01 Highlandville School
Comments: The Highlandville School is a east-facing frame structure of excellent condition and integrity within the community of 
Highlandville, Iowa.  The building is located on an flat (0-2%) alluvial terrace north of the South Bear Creek that is composed of manicured 
lawn and a gravel parking area west of the school, along with a gravel access loop drive to the northeast of the school.  Deciduous trees are along 
the South Bear Creek and along a north-south running drainage found to the east.  A trailer park area is found to the east, a campground to the 
south, and the Iowa Wildlife Unit Headquarters to the west.  In relation to the Highlandville School, two privy buildings are found to the north 
of the structure along with a handicap-accessible ramp leading to the entrance.  Over the school entrance in the southwest corner is an off-set 
bell tower and brick chimney.  There are two classrooms within the school, in addition to possessing a full basement (Steve Johnson 1984).  
Originally there was a one room school at the current site area that was removed around the 1890s and replaced by a second school that burnt 
down a few years after opening (Steve Johnson 1984).  Of interesting note is the clearly visible foundation outline in the grass northeast of the 
Highland School within the gravel access loop.  An east-facing structure foundation is visible in the form of brown (dead) grass and warrants 
further investigation.  It is unknown if this may be associated with any of the first two original schools that previously existed at the same site 
(Steve Johnson 1984).  The structure outline in the grass may represent the first Highlandville School, since the second one was in the same style 
of the present school (Steve Johnson 1984), which is not the foundation outline shown in the ground.  The currently standing Highlandville 
School was built in 1911 and closed in 1964 during the reorganization of the local schools (Steve Johnson 1984).  The structure was purchased 
by the Township Board for one dollar and subsequently served as the township hall for the Highlandville community (Steve Johnson 1984).  The 
current function of the school is unknown, although it is likely still used for elections and summer dances as was described by the Johnson 
investigation (1984).
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100-08-02-01 Rotvold School(s)
Comments: This school site found north of W40 in Hesper Township represents a location where two schools were built, both referred to as the 
Rotvold School(s).  The first school was constructed at an unknown date and originally faced to the south, being moved in 1926 to a location 
along Middle Hesper Road (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The second school was subsequently built in 1926 and originally faced to south as well, 
possessing a cement block basement with stairs at the southeast corner (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This second Rotvold School was later 
moved in the early 1960s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The investigated site area for the two Rotvold Schools is found on level summit (0-2%) 
of an upland landform that becomes moderately sloping (5-9%) south of W40.  The site area is currently composed of mixed grass and alfalfa, 
with scattered farm equipment throughout the location.  There were no visible remains from the existing ROW, although there is a small  
"bump" that does not appear to maintained in that it is composed of mixed grass.  There is a strong potential that this "bump" at the original 
school location contains potential structure remains.  A farmstead/rural residence is found immediately to the east.
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100-08-03-01 Kenyon School
Comments: The Kenyon School, also referred to as the Young School, was originally located just southeast of the intersection of 360th Street 
and 198th Street.  There were actually two schools at this location, the first being of red brick construction with an external two-door entry 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The construction date of the first school is unknown, but does appear to be present in the 1930s aerial image and 
facing to the west.  The second school was built in the 1930s by WPA workers (Steve Johnson 1985-1986) and is visible in the 1960s aerial 
image.  This structure had indoor bathrooms with a cement block basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school location(s) is (are) found on 
gently sloping upland sideslope (2-4%) that was composed of soybean field at the time of investigation.  There is a deep depression (sinkhole) 
consisting of underbrush and mixed vegetation (grass) that is just south of the original school location.  There were no observed remains from 
the existing ROW, although the existing depression (sinkhole) has the potential for containing structure remains related to the school(s).  
Farmsteads/rural residences are found to the west and east.
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100-08-04-01 Van Vliet School
Comments: The Van Vliet School is a razed structure that was located south of 350th Street.  The investigated site area appears to be found on 
very gently sloping upland sideslope (1-4%), with the rural lot largely composed of prairie grass.  There is a line of bushes/hedges along the 
west perimeter, with older-growth deciduous trees (oak) along the east and south perimeters of the lot.  An access drive composed of mowed 
grass leads from 350th Street and runs to the south along the west perimeter of the rural lot.  There were no observed remains, although there is a 
slight rise in elevation ("bump") that is level in nature (0-2%), but not natural to the surrounding landscape.  This feature is located toward the 
south perimeter of the rural lot and appears to be where the school was once located, potentially being a former foundation area.  There is a 
strong potential for this level "bump" to contain potential structure remains.  Based on the dates of when the 1970s and 1980s aerial images were 
taken, it appears that the Van Vliet School was razed sometime between 1971 (7/31) and 1982 (4/24).  A structure (outbuilding) also appears in 
the 1980s aerial image in the rural lot west of where the school was located.  This location corresponds where the mowed grass access drive runs 
through, with this structure no longer present today.  A farmstead/rural residences is found to the west.
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100-08-04-02 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  There are no clearly 
visible structures in the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images, which makes precisely locating where the original structure once stood difficult.  
Based on the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions, the school was located just north of what is currently referred to as 350th Street.  The 
site area is found on a combination of gently sloping upland toeslope (1-3%) and low alluvial terrace (0-2%), although it is difficult to determine 
the precise landform position without visual verification from the aerial images (1930s, 1950s, and 1990s).  The upland landform slopes to the 
east toward the Canoe Creek which is adjacent to the site area.  The investigated location is currently composed of a mix of prairie grass and 
water-tolerant grass varieties, with a few older-growth deciduous trees within the site area.  A portion of the site area also appears to be 
composed of agriculturally developed land currently composed of corn field to the west.  There were no observed remains from the existing 
ROW of 350th Street relating to a structure once existing within the site area.  However, the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images do show an 
isolate, small standing grove of trees at the plotted site location.  This may be a good indication of a structure once existing at the plotted school 
location, given the isolated nature of the small grove of trees.  A few older-growth deciduous continue to reside at the site area today.  There is 
also an access drive leading from 350th Street to the plotted school location, but it is unknown if this is originally related to the potential school 
location.  The investigated location is considered a potential alternate location to the District 4 Van Vliet School of Hesper Township, which was 
originally located just to the east.  This is based on the close proximity of the two school locations within the same township and the fact that 
they share the same District.  In addition, the Van Vliet School does not have an 1875 Andreas nor an 1886 plat map depiction.
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100-08-05-01 Darrington School
Comments: The Darrington School is a razed structure that was originally located west of 218th Avenue.  The site area is found on a shallow, 
very level (0-2%) upland landform composed of soybean field at the time of investigation.  It is said that this school location is the site of the 
first Winneshiek County Fair, although evidence is lacking to support this claim.  There were no observed remains of the school, with younger-
growth deciduous trees along the east and south perimeters of the plotted school location.  Based on the dates of when the 1950s and 1960s 
aerial images were taken, it appears that the Darrington School was razed sometime between 1952 (7/4) and 1964 (6/27).  There is a 
farmstead/rural residence located to the south/southeast.
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100-08-06-01 Chase School
Comments: The Chase School is a razed structure that was originally located just northwest of the intersection of Prairie Springs Road and A14.  
The plotted school location is found on nearly level (1-3%) shoulder slope of a shallow upland landform composed of soybean field.  The site 
area is positioned at a slightly higher elevation than both Prairie Spring Road and A14.  The general school location appears to be very level (0-
2%) and "square" in shape, indicative of once containing a structure.  In fact, there seems to be a brown-colored area that is square in shape at 
the projected school location that resembles a former foundation.  There is a debris pile consisting of concrete and red brick fragments next to an 
older-growth oak tree at the south perimeter of the site area along A14.  These remains appear to be related to a former structure and could 
potentially be associated with the former school.  There seems to be Based on the aerial dates of the 1960s and 1970s aerial images, it appears 
that the Chase School was razed sometime between 1964 (6/27) and 1971 (7/31).  A farmstead/rural residence is found to the west.
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100-08-11-01 Hesper School
Comments: The Hesper School location is based of its depiction in the 1886 and 1905 plat maps of Hesper, Iowa.  This location is found north of 
A14 and just northeast of the road's intersection with 190th Avenue.  The site appears to be found on a portion of the level upland summit (0-
2%), although the residential location indicates that the site area is likely disturbed.  According to the National Register of Historic Places 
Inventory Nomination Form (NRHPINF) prepared by Mary Housker (1977), the Hesper School was built in 1872 by Charles Morgan and was 
actually a second-generation school (NRHPINF 1977).  The first school of Hesper, Iowa was built in 1857 across A14 from the current site area 
and was discontinued as a school in 1872 as it was inadequate for the large number of students enrolled (NRHPINF 1977).  The Hesper School 
was subsequently built and started out as a two-story frame building with painted white clapboard that faced to the south (NRHPINF 1977).  The 
aerial images show the Hesper School as a single structure facing the south and surrounded by trees that form the perimeter of the school lot.  
The Hesper School had threes sides with four windows and/or openings each, centered two above the other, with the fourth side having eight 
openings arranged symmetrically with four found at the ground level and four above (NRHPINF 1977).  There was a total of five doors on the 
building, with two found on the south wall, two on the north wall, and one on the west wall (NRHPINF 1977).  A wide set of steps approached 
both south entrance doors where an octagonal tower was located at the peak of the roof that had rectangular windows above vents on each of the 
eight sides (NRHPINF 1977).  The roof of the Hesper School was shingled and the foundation was composed of limestone (NRHPINF 1977).  
Two additions were added to the Hesper School between 1952 (7/04) and 1964 (6/27), as this was the date in which the 1950s and 1960s aerial 
images were taken that the absence then presence of these additions.  These additions are described in the National Register of Historic Places 
Inventory Nomination Form (1977) as consisting of the former Methodist Church of Hesper that was an addition to the west wall, and a second, 
smaller church from the Highlandville area to the north wall.  However, the second smaller addition to the north wall was not a church but in fact 
the Kjome (Rock Springs) School that was moved from along Highlandville Road in Highland Township in the 1960s (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  It is unknown why the north addition to the Hesper School was described as a small church in the National Register of Historic Places 
Inventory Nomination Form (NRHPINF 1977), but photos of the addition included in the form correspond with photos of the Kjome (Rock 
Springs) School after it was moved.  The Hesper School closed in 1969, operating as a school for a span of 97 years (NRHPINF 1977).  Based 
on a correspondence letter between the Division of Historic Preservation of the Iowa State Historical Department and the present landowner of 
the Hesper School at the time of correspondence, the decision  to demolish the school building by the landowner was made in 1978 and the 
building's National Register nomination was no longer resubmitted (NRHPINF 1977).  Today there is a private residence that stands at the 
approximate original location of the Hesper School and is visible in the modern aerial image (2010).  The site area is currently composed of 
manicured lawn, scattered older-growth deciduous trees, and a gravel driveway leading from A14 to the private residence.  It is unknown if this 
driveway is original to the Hesper School entrance.  There were no remains of the school structure observed from the existing ROW of A14, 
although there were a few limestone slabs observed east of the site area that partially exist in the ROW of A14.  These few limestone slabs form 
a short line that start from near the Hesper Friend's Church, that is also found to the east, and run west toward the Hesper School location.  The 
origin of these remains is not immediately known, although they seem to be a short pathway that has been disturbed by the existing ROW.  A 
discussion with a nearby landowner along 190th Avenue indicated that wood from the Hesper School was used to build his residence in addition 
to the current standing residence at the original school site (personal correspondence 8/12/2012).  It is assumed that the landowner was referring 
to the Kjome (Rock Springs) School addition, as the original Hesper School was torn down several decades prior to the construction of the 
current private residences in the immediate vicinity based on aerial imagery.  The current property of owner of the private residence standing at 
the approximate original Hesper School location is also said to have photos of the school (personal correspondence 8/12/2012).
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100-08-11-03 First Hesper School
Comments: The investigated site area represents the mention of the first school of Hesper, Iowa in the National Register of Historic Places 
Inventory Nomination Form (1977) that was prepared by Mary Housker.  The first school building was built in 1857 across the street of where 
the second-generation Hesper School was located (NRHPINF 1977).  The first school of Hesper was found to be inadequate fort he large number 
of students enrolled and was discontinued as a school in 1872 (NRHPINF 1977).  The building continue as a community hall and Grange hall for 
a number of years before being torn down (NRHPINF 1977).  It is difficult to accurately determine where the first Hesper school was originally 
located, as it is not depicted in any of the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) since the structure was discontinued as a school in 1872, and no 
building is clearly shown in any of the aerial images.  The investigated site area is based off of the 1886 plat map depiction of a structure that is 
found south of the second-generation Hesper School approximately where the location is described in the National Register of Historic Places 
Inventory Nomination Form (1977).   This location is found south of A14 and appears to be on a portion of level upland summit (0-2%), 
although the site area is likely disturbed due to its residential location.  Structures are visible throughout the aerial images at the investigated 
location, but none of these are the first school of Hesper since the building was razed prior to any aerial image.  Today, the site area is composed 
of manicured lawn and scattered trees.  A gravel driveway leads from A14 to several outbuildings that appear to be farm-related.  A private 
residence is found to the west near the intersection of A14 and 190th Avenue.  There were no observed remains from the existing ROW that 
could be definitively associated with the original school structure.  Several private residence are found to the east and south east, with the Hesper 
Friend's Church found across A14 to the northeast.
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100-09-01-01 Rollins School
Comments: The Rollins School, also known as the Miller School, is a razed structure that was originally located just northeast of the intersection 
of A14 and Highway 52.  The plotted school location appears to be found on gently sloping (1-4%) upland footslope that was composed of a 
combination of pasture grass and prairie grass at the time of investigation.  The pastured area is currently fenced and the prairie grass is found 
toward the existing ROW, with the immediate location consisting of very gently undulating terrain that may result from previous disturbances.  
Due to the school location's proximity to the existing ROW of a major road, it is likely that the site area is disturbed.  There were no observed 
remains, with farmsteads/rural residences found to the northwest and west/southwest.  Based on the aerial dates of the 1930s and 1950s aerial 
images, it appears that the Rollins School was razed sometime between 1940 (9/8) and 1952 (7/4).
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100-09-02-01 Snell School
Comments: The Snell School was originally located along 258th Avenue, just north of the road's intersection with A14.  The plotted school 
location appears to be on the sideslope of a shallow, gently sloping (2-4%) upland landform composed of corn field at the time of investigation.  
The Snell School faced to the south at its original location and had a block foundation with a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There were 
no observed remains of a former structure and no visible evidence of the area once containing a school outside of an access drive that leads to 
the plotted school location from 258th Avenue.  A farmstead/rural residence is located just to the northwest across the road.  The Snell School 
was moved to a satellite farm in the early 1960s and re-adapted as a farm outbuilding (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

A377See Pg:ID: School Name:

100-09-03-01 Gossman School
Comments: The Gossman School is a razed structure that was originally located just southwest of the intersection of A14 and 279th Avenue. The 
site area is located on gently sloping (1-3%) upland shoulder slope, although the plotted school location is very level (0-2%).  The investigated 
site area has a gravel access drive that leads from 279th Avenue to the school location, which is found at a higher elevation than both A14 and 
279th Avenue.  The site area was composed of corn field at the time of investigation, with a farmstead/rural residence located to the east across 
279th Avenue.  There were no observed remains pertaining to a former structure.  Based on the dates if the 1930s and 1950s aerial images, it 
appears that the Gossman School was razed sometime between 1940 (9/8) and 1952 (7/4).  This razed date is probably closer to 1952, since the 
1950s aerial image seems to still show foundation areas.

A379See Pg:ID: School Name:

100-09-04-01 Cold Water School
Comments: The Cold Water School was originally located south of both Coldwater Creek Road and Cold Water Creek, found on gently sloping 
(1-4%) upland shoulder slope related to a northeast lobate extension of the landform.  This school was listed as originally standing during the 
Steve Johnson investigation (1985-1986), but is no longer present today.  The Cold Water School originally faced to the northeast and was 
actually the second school built at the location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was a frame structure with a gable roof and a stone 
foundation that did not possess a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The entrance door was centrally located, with three sets of windows on 
the east and west walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school had a large and a small room in the interior, with a shed addition to the south 
exterior wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The chimney was located on the south end of the roof at the peak (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 
Johnson investigation (1985-1986) listed the school as being in fair condition at its original site and being used for storage by the owner.  It is 
unknown of the current condition of the Cold Water School.  A metal livestock shed stands near the original location, with the investigated site 
area composed of pasture grass.  West of this shed is a standing grove of planted evergreen trees, with a private residence found further 
west/southwest past the tree line.  There was no observed evidence related to a former school structure.  Based on the dates of the 1980s and 
1990s aerial images, the Cold Water School appears to leave its original location sometime between 1986 (5/22) and 1994 (5/19).

A381See Pg:ID: School Name:

100-09-04-02 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas and the 1886 plat maps.  This location is found 
north of Coldwater Creek Road and just west of its intersection with 278th Avenue.  The site area is found on the level summit (0-2%) of an 
upland bluff that steeply slopes (>15%) to the west and south toward Cold Water Creek that feeds into the Upper Iowa River to the southeast.  
The site area is fenced at its southern and western perimeters where the steeply sloping sideslope of the bluff begins.  Structures are shown at the 
site area in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images, but it is difficult to determine if the original school structure is one of these.  Therefore, the 
original location of the plotted school structure is difficult to determine.  Currently, the site area is composed of manicured lawn with a private 
residence and an associated storage shed in the immediate vicinity.  These structures appears in the 1990s aerial image.  There were no observed 
remains, although the site area appears to be disturbed to some degree based on how level the terrain is (0-2%).  A telephone pole had just been 
added within the site area at the time of the investigation, representing a known area of recent disturbance.  This location is considered one of 
two potential alternate locations of the District 4 Cold Water School of the Burr Oak Township, with the other potential alternate location found 
to the southwest along Cattle Creek Road.  This investigate site area is considered an alternate location based on the close proximity of the two 
locations within the same township, and the fact that they share the same District (4).  The Cold Water School is also not depicted in the 1875 
Andreas nor 1886 plat maps as this investigated location is.  Although this potential alternate location to the Cold Water School is only depicted 
in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps, it is worth mentioning that a structure continues to be depicted at the approximate location in the 1905 
and 1915 plat maps that is not labeled as a school.

A383See Pg:ID: School Name:

100-09-06-01 Underbakke School
Comments: The Underbakke School, also known as the Pierce School, is a moved structure that was originally located just northwest of the 
intersection of 365th Street and 258th Avenue.  The plotted school location is within a fenced-off rural lot that appears to be used for agricultural 
purposes (hay bale storage), and is currently composed of mixed grass and a few scattered deciduous trees.  The investigated site area is found 
on a portion of gently to moderately sloping upland sideslope (3-7%), although the rural lot is fairly level (1-4%) and at a higher elevation than 
365th Street and 258th Avenue.  This rural lot appears to have disturbances, with a small, flat area near the center that slightly rises in elevation 
in relation to the immediate surroundings.  Additionally, the northwest corner of the lot appears to be fenced-off where the school once existed 
as depicted in aerial images.  This area coincides with the former location of the school and may be a former foundation area that contains 
potential structure remains.  However, there were no observed remains from the existing ROW, with a gravel access drive leading from 365th 
Street to the site area.   The Underbakke School was moved in 1963 to be used as a private residence (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

A385See Pg:ID: School Name:
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100-09-07-01 McCabe School
Comments: The McCabe School is a razed structure that was originally located west of 279th Avenue between 370th Street and A18.  The 
plotted school location is found on the level (0-2%) summit of an upland landform covered by prairie grass..  An access drive located just to the 
south marks the shoulder of the upland landform and could potentially be related to the former school.  There were no visible remains, although 
the location has a high potential for previously containing a structure.  Based on the dates for when the 1950s and 1960s aerial images were 
taken, it appears that the McCabe School was razed sometime between 1952 (7/4) and 1964 (6/27).

A387See Pg:ID: School Name:

100-09-07-02 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  There are no visible 
structures in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images, which makes precisely locating where the original structure once stood difficult.  Based on the 
1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions, the school was located east of and adjacent to what is currently known as 279th Avenue.  The site 
area is found on gently sloping upland landform positions (2-7%) onto low alluvial terrace (1-3%) that slope to the south and west.  It is difficult 
to determine the precise landform position without visual verification from the aerial images (1930s, 1950s, and 1990s), which is the why the 
structure may have been located on an upland landform and/or a low alluvial terrace associated with an intermittent drainage found south and 
east of the site area.  This intermittent drainage feeds into the Pine Creek just west of the site area across 279th Avenue.  The site area is 
composed of prairie grass, with deciduous trees found to the south along the intermittent drainage.  The site area appears to have at one point 
been agriculturally developed based on the 1990s aerial image.  The 1930s and 1950s aerial images do not depict this, but rather show the site 
area as a separate lot that possess a fence line to the north.  Although this fence line is no longer present, its curious as to the purpose for the site 
area being fenced off as it does not represent a property line based on the plat map depictions.  There is a mowed field drive just north of the 
investigated site area that runs to the northeast and corresponds with a similar field drive in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images.  There were no 
observed remains from the existing ROW relating to a structure within the site area.  The investigated location is considered a potential alternate 
location to the District 7 McCabe School of Burr Oak Township.  This is based on the close proximity of the two school locations within the 
Burr Oak Township and the fact that they share the same District.  In addition, the McCabe School does not have an 1875 Andreas nor an 1886 
plat map depiction.

A389See Pg:ID: School Name:

100-09-08-01 Lost Nation School
Comments: The Lost Nation School is a standing, east-facing structure found west of 248th Avenue.  This location is found on gently sloping (2-
5%) upland sideslope, with a farmstead/rural residence located just to the north.  The Lost Nation School is a frame structure with a square floor 
plan and a hip roof that has an opening for a chimney (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This chimney penetrates the roof toward the east wall.  The 
school's main entrance has two doors and originally had steps with a small landing leading to it before alterations were made to main entrance 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).   One of the entrance doors to the school is currently boarded off.  The main floor is high off the ground that allows 
for part of the basement to above ground level, with the foundation appearing to consist of concrete blocks.  A basement door is found toward 
the southeast corner of the structure on the east wall that has a window opening just above.  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) listed the 
Lost Nation School as being in fair condition and being utilized as a granary by the owner.  The current use is unknown, although the building 
appears to be vacant.  The school is surrounded by a combination of mowed and mixed grass, thick underbrush, miscellaneous farm equipment, 
wood debris, round hay bales, and a few deciduous trees.  Corn field is found just to the west. The structure itself does not appear to be 
maintained by the current landowner and is in poor condition.  The wood appears to be rapidly deteriorating.  Despite this, the overall integrity 
of the structure remains to be high as there are few alterations to the original condition since the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  Immediate 
repairs are needed or the structure will be lost to deterioration.  Based on the type of roof and the location of the doors, this school appears to be 
of the later period in relation to rural school construction (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

A391See Pg:ID: School Name:

100-09-11-01 Burr Oak School
Comments: The Burr Oak School is a standing structure currently used as a private residence that is found south of 360th Street and east of 
235th Avenue in Burr Oak, Iowa.  The current, standing structure is actually the third generation of the Burr Oak Village schools, with the first 
school consisting of a small stone house utilized in 1859 to 1869 (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The second generation school was built on a hill 
in the east part of town in 1868-1869 and consisted of a two story brick structure (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The present structure was built 
sometime between 1900-1905 and was in use until the early 1960s when the North Winneshiek School District was created (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  The current structure is located in a residential setting with private residences to the west and south.  Although the location is likely 
disturbed due to its urban setting, it appears that the structure is found on the summit and shoulder of a small upland landform with older-growth 
deciduous trees along 360th Street.  The Burr Oak School is a frame structure that faces to the north and originally had two rooms, one for 
higher grades and one for primary grades (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure has a hip roof with a centrally located extension on the 
north wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This north extension has a round opening which may have been for venting (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  
Today, the Burr Oak School appears to be have completely restored and in exceptional condition, with the original door locations and windows 
openings appearing the same in relation to the school's original condition.  This would suggest the structure possessing a high external integrity.  
The current property owners have put new siding on the structure and have reshingled the roof.  Additionally, the owners have slightly altered 
the main entrance and have added a porch to the south-facing side.  A gravel access drive leads from 360th Street to the Burr Oak School.  The 
moved Pot Hollow School is found just to the west along 235th Avenue.

A393See Pg:ID: School Name:
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100-10-01-01 Plymouth Rock School
Comments: The Plymouth Rock school was originally found on a high terrace west of the Upper Iowa River and west of 303rd Avenue.  The 
plotted school location is largely based off of 1886 and 1905 plat map depictions of the school.  However, it is difficult to determine the precise 
location based off of the available aerial images due to the presence of multiple structures in the immediate area that were located to the west and 
north.  The Johnson investigation lists the Plymouth Rock School as originally facing to the west and having a stone foundation with a basement 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  However, based on the plat map depictions (1886 and 1905), there is no structure visible in the aerial photos that 
faces this direction at the location outside of a private residence to the north that still stands today.  The structure selected from the aerial images 
that best corresponds to the plat map depicted location (1886 and 1905) appears to face to the south.  This investigated site area is found on level 
(0-2%) terrain composed of manicured lawn along the gravel road and corn field to the west/southwest.  Immediately west of this location is a 
south-facing concrete foundation related to a structure that is visible in the aerial images but no longer standing today. The existing ROW along 
303rd Avenue to the west runs along the road and ends just before the current plotted school location.  Nearby landowners that were interviewed 
were unaware of the original location of the school.  There were no observed remains pertaining to the former school that could help more 
accurately determine its original location.  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that the Plymouth Rock School was moved, 
possibly in the early 1960s, to the Lawrence Bird farm west of W14 to be used as a chicken house (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  However, the 
structure this investigation focused on based on the plat map depictions (1886 and 1905) and aerial images was moved sometime between 1971 
(7/31) and 1983 (4/24) based on the dates of the 1970s and 1980s aerial images.  Further investigation is suggested in order to more accurately 
determine the original location of the Plymouth Rock School.

A395See Pg:ID: School Name:

100-10-02-01 Kendallville School
Comments: This Kendallville School is a standing brick building found north of County Road A23 and east of 333rd Avenue.  The school has a 
south-facing entrance that has an open wood porch/patio that appears to be of recent addition.  The entrance originally had cement steps (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  On each side of the entrance door is a window, with an open roof stoop over it.  A set of five windows are found on the 
east wall, while the west wall has no openings.  All of the windows of the structure appear to be boarded over.  The main roof of the school is a 
clipped gable and the location of the brick chimney is located approximately six feet from the south edge and off in the west section of the roof 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There is an additional ventilation opening just east of the chimney.  The structure does possess a basement that has 
an exterior door located on the southeast corner of the structure (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Kendallville School is found on the small, 
level (0-2%) summit of an upland landform that slopes to the south, with older-growth deciduous trees along the east, west, and north 
perimeters.  The current structure appears to be a private residence, with a maintained garden just east of the structure.  During the Johnson 
investigation (1985-1986), the school was used as a town hall.  Overall, both the condition and the integrity of this building are exceptional.  The 
Kendallville school was built in 1935 after the original school had burned, with there being considerable controversy prior to its construction due 
to the community wanting the school located farther east toward the Kendallville area (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

A397See Pg:ID: School Name:

100-10-03-01 Lybbert School
Comments: The Lybbert School is a razed structure that was originally located just north/northeast of the T-intersection of 360th Street and 
333rd Avenue.  The plotted school location is found on gently sloping (2-4%) upland sideslope related to a lobate extension to the south, with 
the summit of the landform found to the north.  A small gravel access drive leads from 360th Street toward the site area that may be associated 
with the former school, as it does not appear to be currently utilized.  There were no observed remains related to a structure.  Based on the dates 
of when the 1970s and 1980s aerial images were taken, it seems that the Lybbert School was razed sometime between 1971 (7/31) and 1982 
(4/24).  A farmstead/rural residence is located to the south across 360th Street.

A399See Pg:ID: School Name:

100-10-04-01 Johnson School
Comments: The Johnson School, also known as the Red School, is a moved structure that was originally located south of A14 and east of 333rd 
Avenue.  The structure was constructed in 1902-1903 and originally faced to the north with a stone foundation that lacked a basement (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  The plotted school location is found on a large upland landform that moderately slopes (5-9%) to the south/southeast and 
was composed of corn field at the time of investigation.  It is difficult to determine the precise school location since only a small portion of the 
gently sloping (1-3%) upland shoulder slope exists south of the road suitable for containing a structure, with the summit found north of the road.  
Visible remains were not able to be determined due the existence of wide ROW that has likely disturbed the site, and the lack of an access drive 
at the school location that would allow for closer examination.  However, a gravel access drive is located just to the east where a more stable 
portion of the landform is found.  The school was moved to serve as a home for an Amish family in Fillmore County, Minnesota (Steve Johnson 
1985-1986).  Based on the dates of the 1970s and 1980s aerial images, it appears that the Johnson School was moved sometime between 1971 
(7/31) and 1983 (4/24).  A farmstead/rural residence is located to the northeast across the road.

A401See Pg:ID: School Name:
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100-10-05-01 Webb School
Comments: The Webb School was originally located just northwest of the T-intersection of A14 and 298th Avenue.  The investigated site area is 
found on the gently sloping sideslope (2-4%) of an upland landform that slopes to the east toward Deer Creek.  The location is composed of a 
standing grove of younger-growth deciduous trees with thick underbrush and mixed grass.  Corn field was found to the north and west at the 
time of investigation.  The Webb School was listed as standing at it's original site by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), but is no longer 
present today, and its current condition is unknown.  A red brick foundation does remain that is located near the center of the standing grove, 
with the foundation walls slightly above ground level.  A grass-covered access drive leads to the standing grove from 298th Avenue and it is 
unknown if this is original to the school.  The Webb School was a frame gable roof structure that faced to the south (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).   The school had a set of three equally spaced windows on the east and west walls, with a brick chimney located approximately six feet in 
from the south end of the roof (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There is no evidence of the small shed that existed to the west of the school (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986), but this was difficult to determine given the very low ground surface visibility.  The Webb School was listed as being 
vacant with no apparent up-keep by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  A farmstead/rural residence is found to the south/southeast across 
A14.

A403See Pg:ID: School Name:

100-10-06-01 Todd School
Comments: The Todd School is a razed structure that was originally located north of A18.  The investigated site area is found on gently sloping 
(3-5%) upland sideslope that is currently composed of manicured lawn with a few scattered deciduous trees.  However, the plotted school 
location is rather level (0-2%) with a somewhat "square" indentation that is indicative of containing a former structure.  Outside of this feature, 
there were no other observed remains related to the former school.  A rural residence is found to the east and a farmstead/rural residence is 
located to the southeast across A18.  Based on the dates in which the 1930s and 1950s aerial images were taken, it appears that the Todd School 
was razed sometime between 1940 (9/25) and 1952 (7/4).  This razed date is likely closer to 1952, as there appears to be a remnant of the 
school's foundation in the 1950s aerial image.

A405See Pg:ID: School Name:

100-10-07-01 Easler School
Comments: The Easler School is a razed structure that was originally located east of 318th Avenue.  The plotted school location is found on the 
gently sloping sideslope (3-5%) of a large upland landform that slopes to the west toward a drainage that empties into the Upper Iowa to the 
south/southwest.  There is a gravel access drive that leads from the road to the site area where the landform becomes slightly level (1-3%) near 
former school location.  The site area was composed of corn field at the time of investigation, with a few visible surface remains that consisted 
of scattered pieces of limestone and gravel.  Based on the aerial dates of the 1970s and 1980s aerial images, it appears that the Easler School was 
razed sometime between 1971 (7/31) and 1983 (4/24).  The 1930s aerial image also seems to show an access drive/path leading to from the 
southeast to the school.

A407See Pg:ID: School Name:

100-10-07-02 Possible Alternate Location 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school structure depiction in the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  There are no visible 
structures in the historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images, which makes precisely locating where the original structure once stood difficult.  Based 
on the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions, the school was located just northeast of the intersection of 370th Street and 318th Avenue.  
The site area is found on gently sloping upland sideslope (3-5%), although it is difficult to determine the precise landform position without 
visual verification from the aerial images (1930s, 1950s, and 1990s).  The landform slopes to the west/southwest toward the Upper Iowa River.  
The site area is currently agriculturally developed and composed of corn field at the time of the investigation.  The Fremont Cemetery is located 
just to the west across 318th Avenue, which is the site of the former Fremont Lutheran Church.  The fact that a church did previously exist in the 
immediate area increases the probability that a school once stood at its depicted location.  There were no observed remains from the existing 
ROW relating to a structure within the site area.  However, the landform does become quite level (0-2%) and somewhat square in shape toward 
the intersection, but it is unknown if this is a result of agricultural and/or road improvement activities.  There is what appears to be a shallow 
access drive covered in mixed vegetation/grass leading from 318th Avenue to the site area that does not appear to be currently utilized.  It is 
unknown if this may be originally associated with a structure once existing at the location.  The historic 1930s and 1950s aerial images do show 
what appear to be a few older-growth trees at the plotted school location, that may be an indication of a structure once existing at the site area.  
The investigated location is considered a potential alternate location to the District 7 Easler School of Fremont Township, which was originally 
located just to the north.  This is based on the close proximity of the two school locations within the same township and the fact that they share 
the same District.  In addition, the Easler School does not have an 1875 Andreas nor an 1886 plat map depiction.

A409See Pg:ID: School Name:
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096-08-05-02 Stavanger School (Moved)
Comments: The Stavanger School, also known as the Rogness School, is a frame gable roof structure that faced to the west and had a block 
basement with a set of two windows on the north and south walls at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved in 
the early 1960s to a rural residence approximately one half of a mile to the southwest where it became an addition to a house (Steve Johnson 
1985-1986).  The current site is found south of 110th Street and to the west of the road's T-intersection with W42.  The Stavanger School now 
faces to the east and continues to be an addition to a private residence, receiving extensive alterations subsequent to the Johnson investigation 
(1985-1986).  The school originally had a shed addition to the west wall, now the east wall, that had a south facing entry door with a central west 
windows that was removed when the building was moved (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The entrance door was centrally located to the main 
room and a brick chimney was located on the east wall, now the west wall, that went through the peak of the structure (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  The original outline of the brick chimney on the current west that was described by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) is no longer 
present.  The original east wall entrance of the school has been incorporated into the west wall of the house toward the center.  The original 
house is two stories with an addition to the east wall with a centrally located door that serves as an entrance.  The Stavanger School had a set of 
three windows on the north and south walls that are no longer present, with all the current openings on the building being of new and no original 
openings remaining (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Extensive modifications have continued on the Stavanger School since the Johnson 
investigation (1985-1986) that have drastically altered its appearance.  After the school was moved, despite becoming an addition to a house the 
building was still one story that was an original condition.  Subsequent to the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), the west wall has been 
removed and extended to the west.  The school has also been converted into a two-story structure, with the peak of its gable roof connected at 
the peak of the gable roof of the house.  These extensive modifications do not appear in the 2006 aerial image, which would they suggest they 
are of recent origin.  There are two entrance doors found on the south wall, one near the southeast corner and the other toward the southwest 
corner.  The door found near the southeast corner appears to serve as the main entrance.  There is a bay window of recent addition between the 
doors.  The second floor of the south wall appears to have a set of three equally spaced windows.  The west and north walls were not observed 
by this investigation.  Both the house and the modified Stavanger School addition have recently been re-sided and the associated roofs recently 
re-shingled.  The current site area is composed of manicured lawn, landscaped areas largely along the south walls composed of stone cobbles 
with a few ornamental plants, and scattered older-growth trees throughout the property.  Both entrance doors on the south wall have concrete 
entrances pads in front of them with concrete sidewalks leading to the tem from the gravel driveway.  Numerous farm-related outbuildings are 
found to the south and southeast.  Although both the house and the Stavanger School addition appear to be in excellent condition, the extensive 
alterations done to the original condition of the school have completely destroyed its integrity.

A411See Pg:ID: School Name:

096-10-05-02 Bakula School (Moved)
Comments: The Bakula School is a frame gable roof structure that faced to the south at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 
school originally had three sets of windows on the east and west walls, with the chimney located on the north wall that protruded through the 
peak of the roof (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure was moved in the early 1960s approximately nineteen miles northwest to Cresco, 
Iowa where its current location is found east of 3rd Street West between 6th Avenue West and 7th Avenue West.  This process of moving the 
school entailed transporting it in sections composed of one wall at a time, where the structure was converted into a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 
1985-1986).  The Bakula School now faces to the west and appears much as it did at the time of the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) and still 
is utilized as shop/garage.  The west wall has large garage door opening installed that is slightly off-centered and set toward the south wall.  The 
south wall has one window opening which is located near the southeast corner of the structure.  The east wall has an addition composed of metal 
paneling that encompasses the entire wall.  This addition has a centrally located window on it's east wall, while it appears that the window 
located on the south wall has recently been covered by metal paneling.  The north wall of the Bakula School was not viewed by this 
investigation, but according to the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) consists of two small windows with the third window opening being 
altered into a door.  The current siding of the structure appears to the be the same was described by Steve Johnson (1985-1986).  The current site 
area is composed of manicured lawn to the north and gravel to the south and east of the structure that is related to a gravel-covered ally-way.  A 
concrete path leads from the private residence found to the northwest to the north wall of the school at the northwest corner of the structure.  
Although the Bakula School appears to currently be in fair condition, the extensive modifications the original structure has experienced since 
being converted into a shop/garage has completely destroyed the original integrity.

A413See Pg:ID: School Name:
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096-10-06-04 Navan School (Moved)
Comments: The Navan School, also referred to as the Vrzak School, was originally a frame gable roof structure that faced to the west and had 
stone foundation without a basement at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved approximately one third of a 
mile to the northeast to a location that is just south of Highway 24 and just west of its T-intersection with 336th Avenue.  The Johnson 
investigation (1985-1986) provides two moved dates that include 1932-1933 and the early 1960s.  The 1930s and 1950s aerial images do depict 
a structure that appears to face the north at the moved location and resembles a school structure.  All subsequent aerial images show the structure 
facing to the east.  It is unknown if the Johnson investigation was referring to the Navan School being relocated to its moved location in 1932-
1933 and then being moved to east facing direction in the early 1960s.  The building originally had a set of three windows on the north and south 
walls, with the east wall having a central step chimney located on the exterior (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school had a centrally-located 
exterior door that had a wood platform below and led to an interior coat room that possessed two off-centered doors that lead to the main 
classroom (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) described the Navan School was being in good conditions but 
having the structure's design and integrity completely destroyed due to extensive renovations in converting the building into a house.  This 
investigation had difficulty relocating the moved Navan School due to even more extensive renovations conducted on the structure since the 
Johnson investigation that has rendered the building unrecognizable compared to the Johnson investigation depiction.  It appears that any 
openings present on the structure during the Johnson investigation have been extensively altered, which is why property owner contact may be 
required in order to accurately identify if the building is the original Navan School.  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) shows the north wall 
of the structure as having a garage door located near the east wall, while a an entrance door with a window on either side was located toward the 
west wall.   It appears that all of these openings have been altered, with exception of perhaps the window located west of the entrance door.  The 
north wall now has the entrance door located at the east end near the northeast corner of the building, with a series of four windows located to 
the west that span the entire wall.  The garage door is no longer present, nor is the chimney that was located above the west wall at the roof's 
peak.  The east wall has been extensively altered and now has two-garage doors installed.  The west wall has a large addition that faces the 
north/south that appears to be the current residence portion.  The south wall has a centrally located entrance door and an additional entrance door 
located near the west wall.  Two windows are between these two entrance doors, with three additional windows located west of the centrally-
located entrance door.  Both the large addition and the proposed Navan School structure have been recently resided and reshingled.  The site 
area is currently composed of manicured lawn, a few scattered deciduous trees, and landscaped areas along the north and south walls.  A 
combination of concrete and gravel compose the driveway that leads to the east wall where the garage doors are located.  There is also a concrete 
sidewalk that leads from the driveway and runs along the north wall to the entrance door located near the west wall/addition.  The structure 
appears to be in excellent conditions, but the original integrity and design of the Navan School has been completely destroyed due to extensive 
alterations.  Although the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) listed the school as being converted into a private residence, it now appears that the 
addition serves as the residence while the school portion primarily serves as the garage area.  Again, due to the numerous modification to the 
original condition of the Navan School, further investigation may be required to confirm the moved location of the school.
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096-10-07-02 Holub School (Moved)
Comments: The Holub School, also known as the Bouska School, is a frame hip structure with a ridge roof that faced to the south and had a 
cement block foundation with a basement at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved in the early 1960s 
approximately one and half miles southeast to a farmstead south of 140th Street where it was subsequently modified into a shop/garage (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  The building now faces to the east and rests on a site area composed of manicured lawn and landscaped areas along the 
south and west walls.  A line of evergreen trees are found north the structure along 140th Street.  The Holub School originally had 
approximately five cement steps leading to a centrally located landing at the entrance wall that are no longer present (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  The entrance wall, which is now the east wall, also had an open porch roof and a window on either side of the entry which have been 
removed (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The original openings on the east wall have been replaced by two garage doors with a concrete driveway 
leading up to them.  The west wall is solid while the south wall has a set of five adjoining windows near the southeast corner of the structure and 
a door at the southwest corner which is original to the structure.  The door at the southwest corner of the building actually was the entry to the 
basement and has a small concrete stepped stoop (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A tin/metal pipe extends from the western most window on the 
south wall and appears to be some sort of ventilation/exhaust pipe.  Two light fixtures are also present on this wall near the roof line.  The north 
wall was not viewed by this investigation but according to the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) a centrally located chimney was found on the 
exterior of this wall that is no longer present.  The roof is shingled with an electrical line connection at its peak.  A metal rain gutter system is 
found around the roof's edges.  Playground equipment is found just west of the building that is rusted and appears to be of some antiquity.  It is 
unknown if they are originally associated with the school, as landowner contact was unsuccessful.  The building appears to currently have a 
cinder/cement block foundation.  The Holub School appears to still be used as a shop /garage, with numerous farm-related outbuildings and 
grain bins found to the south and east.  The private residence of the farmstead is found to the southwest with a concrete sidewalk connecting the 
two structures.  The Holub School is in fair conditions but is deteriorating with little to no maintenance being performed by the current owner.  
The original integrity of the school has been lost due to extensive alterations conducted on the structure in modifying it to a garage/shop.
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097-07-03-02 McKay School (Moved)
Comments: The McKay School is a frame hipped roof structure that originally faced to the south/southeast and had a stone foundation with a 
basement at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved in the early 1960s to the Robert O'Hara farm approximately 
one half of a mile to the southwest from its original location.  The current site is found west of 131st Avenue.  The McKay School currently 
faces to the west, with two farm-related outbuildings found to the east and northwest, and the private residence of the farmstead located to the 
southwest.  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn with a few scattered deciduous trees that are of older-growth found in the 
immediate vicinity of the building.  The south wall of the school, originally the east wall, has a set of adjoining windows set near the southeast 
corner of the structure.  The east wall, originally the north wall, has two small windows set toward the roof that are located near the southeast 
and northeast corners respectively.  The north wall, originally the west wall, has no windows.  The current south, east, and north walls remain in 
their original condition.  The west wall, originally the south wall entrance of the McKay School, has been extensively altered by the inclusion of 
a garage door opening near the northwest corner of the structure.  An entrance door opening is found south of the garage door opening near the 
southwest corner of the structure and it is unknown if this original to the school.  There was originally a small entry area that was divided into a 
central hall with a coat room on either side designated for boys and girls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The McKay School also originally had 
press metal ceilings and wainscot rooms (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The hip roof has a small deck at its peak, with a projecting dormer 
centrally located on the west wall.  There is rusted metal trim found at the edges and ridges of the hip roof.  A chimney is found on the roof near 
the northeast corner of the structure that appears to be composed of concrete.  It is unknown if the existing chimney is original to the building.  
The school currently sits on what appears to be a combination of soil and cinder/cement blocks toward the east wall.  The McKay School was 
described as being used as a shop/garage by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), but it no longer appears to used as such with the garage and 
entrance doors removed.  The building is largely vacant, with miscellaneous equipment/tools found along the west wall area that appear to be 
associated with the garden area to the west.  The McKay School is in poor conditions and is deteriorating with little to no maintenance being 
performed by the current owner.  The structure requires immediate repairs to prevent the school from being totally lost.  It is unknown what the 
future plans for the building are, as landowner contact was unsuccessful.  The west wall possesses poor original integrity due to the introduction 
of a garage door.  The remaining walls, however, possess a high integrity as they retain their original openings/condition.
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097-08-06-03 Springfield Norwegian School 1 (Moved)
Comments: The Rovang School has multiple names that include the Greg School House, the Old Norwegian Log School, and the Trollhaugen 
School.  The school was originally an west-facing structure found east of Middle Ossian Road southwest of the former town of Nordness in the 
Springfield Township.  The building was moved to the Luther College Museum in the 1920s where it was preserved and used as a public and 
parochial school until sometime between 1917 and 1926 (Steve Johnson 1990).  The Rovang School now serves as a museum exhibit that is a 
part of the Vesterheim Museum's outdoor division.  The location is found in a residential portion of Decorah, Iowa east of North Mill Street and 
north of the Vesterheim Museum.  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn with a few scattered deciduous trees.  Several 
buildings associated with the Vesterheim Museum outdoor exhibit are found to the north and south, while private residences are found to the 
west.  The Rovang School continues to the face the west and rests on a foundation that appears to be limestone slabs.  The walls of the structure 
are composed of hand-hewn logs that have been painted white.  A centrally located entrance door is found on the west wall that has a wooden 
platform with a small hand rail.  Both the north and south walls have a set of two centrally located windows.  The east wall is solid with no 
openings.  The gable roof is composed of what appears to be wood shingles.  The red brick chimney is centrally located on the east wall and runs 
up the interior through the peak of the roof.  The Rovang School is very well preserved and is in fair condition.   The integrity of the building in 
relation to its original condition is excellent, with very few alterations.  The interior appears to have been restored as best as possible to its 
original appearance.  Two rows of six desks run down the north and south walls, with the teacher's desk positioned along the east wall.  This east 
wall contains a blackboard and a portion of the chimney that exits through the roof.  A wood stove/furnace is found at the northwest corner of 
the building that has a pipe that runs along the ceiling to the chimney positioned on the interior center of the east wall.  Numerous items related 
to the what the original Norwegian would have possessed are found inside and include prayer books, skis, and a sled.
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097-09-02-02 Phillips School (Moved)
Comments: The Phillips School, also known as the Kubik School, is a frame structure with a gable roof that faced to the east at its original 
location and did not have a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved around 1960 to its current location on a farmstead 
south of 195th Street where it was converted into a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The building currently faces to the north and is 
surrounded by numerous farm-related outbuildings, with the private residence of the farmstead located to the southeast.  The site area is 
currently composed of mowed grass, scattered miscellaneous farm equipment, and gravel access driveways to the west, east, and north.  The 
Phillips School originally had a set of four windows on the east wall (originally the south wall) that were replaced by a garage door near the 
southeast corner and sliding doors that run for the remaining length of the structure.  The west and south walls are solid, which is original to the 
school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The current entrance area on the north wall originally had an addition that covered about two-thirds the 
width of the building that was removed after the school was moved (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A centrally located entrance door is found on 
the north wall, with a window located toward the northwest corner of the building.  These appear to be the original locations of these features.  A 
door was installed above the original entrance door to allow access for storage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The internal brick chimney goes 
through the peak of the roof near the south wall and it is unknown if this is original to the school.  The roof is beginning to visibly "sag" toward 
the middle.  The Phillips School is in fair condition but is deteriorating and the current owner does not appear to be maintaining the building.  
The alterations done the north and east walls have lowered the original external integrity of the school.  The building appears to still be used as a 
garage/shop, but seems to be largely used for storage today.
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097-09-05-04 Bouska Log Cabin (Moved)
Comments: The Bouska Log Cabin, also known as the Martin Bouska Log Cabin Schoolhouse, was built as two separate structures in 1854 that 
were joined together in 1861.  The log cabin was of European style architecture, while the school was a simple shed of logs, mud, and sod.  The 
school had to be numbered and dismantled prior to being reattached to the log cabin house.  The Bouska Log Cabin was closed as a school in 
1866 where it subsequently served as a private residence to Wenzel Kopet after the Bouska family moved to Crawford County, Wisconsin.  In 
1993, the Bouska Log Cabin was moved approximately two kilometers west to its new location in Spillville, Iowa behind the Bily Clocks 
Museum and Antonin Dvorak Exhibit.  The structure was dedicated to Martin Bouska and his family in 1994.  The Bouska Log Cabin currently 
faces to the east and has a centrally located entrance door that leads to an entrance hallway.  To the left (south) of this hallways represents the 
school addition.  To the right (north) of this hallway is a sixteen by sixteen foot room that served as the bedroom, dining room, and sitting room.  
The walls of this room were chinked with clay and whitewashed.  The original cabin was constructed of whole logs running the length of the 
cabin that were eleven logs high with dovetailed corners.  When the school was added on, the downstairs walls were plastered in an authentic 
Bohemian style with split willow twigs nailed to the logs, and clay mud put over and between them.  The plaster was subsequently whitewashed 
when dry.  The schoolhouse was six logs high that were split with an axe and chinked with mud.  The interior was painted and stained with a 
walnut stain, while the walls were all whitewashed and accented with blue and yellow paint.  After the Bouska Log Cabin was moved in 1993, 
restoration of the structure began that continues today.  The logs were replaced with the same type of wood from the same time period.  These 
logs were hand hewn with mud and chinking applied in a traditional manner.  The interior spaces were all whitewashed and painted as they 
originally were, with a all the windows reinstalled.  The structure is planned to be furnished in the original style as close as possible, with school 
portion currently containing long wooden planks for desks that are set on tree stumps for support with information plaques on the walls.  The 
wood siding of the structure seen today is original to the when the buildings were originally constructed.  The roof is constructed of wood 
shingles with a red brick chimney found toward the center of the structure just right (north) of the entrance hallway that exits the roof on the 
west-facing side near the peak.  Two windows are found the west wall with one at the entrance hallway and one to the north on the log cabin 
portion of the structure.  The location of the window at the entrance hallway on the west wall appears to be found in an area that may have 
served as an original door opening.  The east wall has one window found on the school addition that is south of the main entrance.  The north 
wall has two windows that are centrally located one above the other.  The entire structure appears to rest on a limestone block foundation.  The 
Bouska Log Cabin is found west of South Main Street and south of School Street in Spillville, Iowa.  The legal location for this site is T97N 
R9W Section 19 SW of NW of SE.  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn with a landscaped areas largely along the west wall.  
A few scattered deciduous trees are found to the west and south.  A concrete sidewalk leads to the main entrance from South Main Street and the 
Bily Clocks Museum/Antonin Dvorak Exhibit.  The Bouska Log Cabin continues to serve as a museum exhibit that is part of the Bily Clocks 
Museum/Antonin Dvorak Exhibit.
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098-07-01-02 Ryan School (Moved)
Comments: The Ryan School is a frame structure with a hip roof with a ridge that had a red tile foundation with a basement at its original 
location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved in the early 1960s approximately three hundred yards to the south where the it was 
used as a goat shed (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The moved site area is south of West Ridge Road.  The building currently faces the east as it 
did at its original location and is within a remote, forested area (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The site area is fenced off with a system of gates in 
the immediate vicinity that would seem to correspond with the school being used as goat shed within a pastured area.  The school appears to 
currently be vacant, but landowner contact was unsuccessful.  The site area is composed of deciduous trees, mixed grass, and underbrush.  The 
building is located a short distance from the existing ROW of West Ridge Road, so only the west and south walls of the structure could be 
observed.  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicates that a group of four windows were located on the north wall, while the east wall had 
a centrally located entrance door with a window on either side.  The Ryan School is mentioned as having a short entry hall into the main room 
with a small room on either side (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  It is unknown if the north and east walls remain as described during the Johnson 
investigation (1985-1986).  The west wall was also described as originally having two windows that were replaced by two garage doors on the 
wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  It does not appear that these garage doors currently exist, with the wall appearing solid with a large 
hole/opening located at ground level at the northwest corner of the structure.  The school was originally converted into a garage after it was 
moved, before being used as a goat shed (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The south wall is solid with no openings and this original to the structure.  
The roof appears to be the same as it was during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  It is unknown of the current use of the Ryan School, 
although it appears to be vacant.  The building is in poor condition and is quickly deteriorating.  Immediate repairs and maintenance is required 
before the structure is totally lost.  This investigation cannot comment on the current integrity of the structure due its location away from the 
existing ROW, but based on the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) the integrity and design are high due to its original condition.
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098-07-03-02 Baker School (Moved)
Comments: The Baker School is a frame gable roof structure that originally faced to the west with a stone foundation and associated basement 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved in the early 1960s to a farmstead where it was used as a storage shed (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  The current site area is north of 155th Avenue.  The building currently faces to the south, with the site area composed of mowed and 
mixed grass, underbrush, and scattered miscellaneous farm equipment surrounding the school.  Deciduous and evergreen trees are found to the 
west and north of the structure.  The school is found just northwest of the private residence, with farm-related outbuildings to the east.  The 
Baker School has a centrally located entrance door on the south wall that leads to an entry room that has its own window on the east and west 
walls.  Both the east and west walls have a set of four equally spaced windows, with the three located closest to the north wall being part of the 
main room of the structure (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A window is located just above the entrance door in the doorway, with the door itself 
removed from its hinges and within the building.  Above the entrance area is a small light fixture and above this near the peak is a small 
ornamental window.  There is also a plaque that reads "Iowa Standard School" found at above the window at the entrance door area.  The school 
appears to have a power line connection currently.  According to the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), the trap door for the basement stairs is 
found in the southwest corner of the structure, while two off-centered, interior doors led to the main room from the entrance area.  The chimney 
was centrally located along the interior partition wall and went through the roof's peak (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  It appears that the portion of 
the roof where the chimney opening was originally located has been covered by a piece of tin/metal siding.  The roof itself is composed of slate 
and is beginning to collapse in.  A rain gutter system is found along the east wall.  The north wall was not able to be viewed by this 
investigation.  The building appears to still be used for storage purposes.  The overall condition of the Baker School is poor and in a 
deteriorating state.  The current owner does not appear to be performing any maintenance of the building and it is in danger of being destroyed.  
Despite this condition, the school has little to no alterations done to the original design since being moved and this gives the building excellent 
original integrity.
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098-07-04-02 Rocksvold School (Moved)
Comments: The Rocksvold School is a frame gable roof structure that originally faced to the west and had a stone foundation with a basement 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved in the early 1960s approximately two hundred yards to the west across Glenville Road to 
the John O'Hara farm where it  was converted into a two stall garage and shop (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The building currently faces to the 
south and appears to have a concrete foundation.  The Rocksvold School originally had three equally spaced windows on the east and west walls 
that are still present today.  However, the window located near the northeast corner of the building has been converted into a door.  The 
remaining windows appear to have been replaced since the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  The south wall has had two garage doors 
installed that have gravel driveways leading up to them.  This wall was originally the entrance to the school that had an off-centered door and an 
off-set window, with the entry door leading into the coat room (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school had chimney located centrally in the 
partition wall at the original site that had a door to either side of it (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The chimney is no longer present with the 
structure and the previously shingled roof has been recently replaced by metal/tin siding.  The walls of the structure have also been recently 
resided.  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn with landscaped areas along the north and east walls.  Numerous farm-related 
outbuildings are found to the west and south of the structure, while the private residence of the farmstead is located to the east.  The overall 
condition of the building is excellent and is well-maintained by the current owner.  Unfortunately, the original integrity of the Rocksvold School 
has been severely damaged due to extensive alterations done to the south wall and the northern most window on the east wall.  The building 
appears to still be used as a garage/shop.
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098-08-02-02 Guttormson School (Moved)
Comments: The Guttormson School is a gable frame building that originally faced to the west and was supported by a stone foundation with a 
basement at its original location along Madison Road (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  During the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), the school 
was described as being in fair condition with little alterations being conducted on the structure that was being utilized for corn storage.  The 
school was subsequently moved approximately two hundred yards across Madison Road to the north where it is currently located just south of a 
private residence and west of a farm-related outbuilding.  This move occurred at a recent date, as the school appears standing at its original 
location in the 2010 aerial image.  The Guttormson School is currently being restored with very few alterations to the original integrity of the 
structure.  The school is thought to have had steps and a landing to enter the building originally, which no longer exist with it (Steve Johnson 
1985-1986).  All openings appear to remain original to the school, with structure currently facing to the east at its moved location.  There is a 
centrally-located entry door that has a window on each side and window directly above the entrance door.  There is also an additional window 
located above the entrance toward the peak of the gable roof.  A set of five windows are set toward the center of the south wall, while the north 
wall has two windows set toward the west wall of the school.  The west wall, itself, has no window openings.  The shingles on the roof appear to 
be original to the school prior to when it was moved.  The chimney that was originally located approximately five feet from the peak of the 
entrance end of the structure has been removed.  The Guttormson School currently is raised up at its original location on what appears to be a 
concrete foundation that contains a basement that is of recent construction.  The new foundation for the school appears to have an entrance to the 
basement set below the west wall, with a large window found on the north and south walls of the foundation that are set toward the west wall.  
The entrance door has an open, wood porch in front of it that is of recent construction.  The entire school structure has been recently resided and 
all the windows have been replaced.  The entire building is surrounded by exposed, disturbed soil that has resulted from ongoing 
restorations/construction.  Pasture grass is found to the west and south, while manicured lawn and scattered trees are found to the east and north.  
A gravel road east of the school leads to the private residence, while an area of pasture grass associated with the farm-related outbuilding is 
found to the east.  Due the restorations, which are ongoing, the Guttormson School is in excellent condition and still possesses a high degree of 
external integrity due to the minimal amount of alterations to its original condition.  The current owner plans on turning the school into a 
destination venue (personal correspondence 10/27/2012).
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098-08-05-02 Clay Hill School (Moved)
Comments: The Clay Hill School is a frame gable roof structure that faced to the south at its original location where it had a stone foundation 
that lacked a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved in 1962 approximately one half of a mile to its current location west 
of Locust Road.  The Clay Hill School was initially moved to Wonder Cave to be used as an office and a historic site for several years until its 
closing in the late 1970s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Clay Hill School is actually one of two schools in Winneshiek County to be moved 
and used for commercial use (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  After the closing of Wonder Cave, the school has sat vacant and appears to continue 
to do so today.  The structure currently faces to the east with a centrally-located door on the east wall that has a stepped wooden entrance pad.  
At the school's original location, the structure had an enclosed entry room that was about two-thirds the width of the building and had a gable 
roof with both the exterior and interior door in a straight line (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There was also a window on either side of the entry 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Neither the entry room nor the associated windows are currently present with the school.  The Clay Hill School 
also had an external brick chimney that went through the peak at the north wall (now west wall) at its original location that is no longer present 
with the building (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Both the north and south walls have a set of three equally spaced windows that are original to the 
school.  The middle window of the north wall, however, has been altered and appears to have an entry door addition that is now boarded up to 
match the current siding of the structure.  The west wall of the school was not able to be viewed by this investigation.  The Clay Hill School 
appears to be well-preserved and maintained.  The building has a rain gutter system with the roof recently being metal/tin sided.  The siding of 
the school appears to either have been recently replaced or recently painted white.  In addition to its exceptional conditions, the Clay Hill School 
retains high original external integrity despite the few alterations conducted on the structure since being moved and converted into an office for 
Wonder Cave.  The site area is currently composed of a combination of mowed and mixed grass, with scattered bushes surrounding the school.  
The current location is set in a portion of forested area that is largely composed of deciduous trees.  A private residence with a few associated 
outbuildings are found to the east.  The current owner has indicated that her husband attended the school and has photos (personal 
correspondence 8/22/2012).  She also seems willing to correspond regarding any information associated with the school.
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098-08-08-02 Bruvold School (Moved)
Comments: The Bruvold School, also known as the Ronglien School, is a frame gable roof structure that originally faced to the west and did not 
have a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved in the late 1950s approximately a half mile to the south to the Ivan W. 
Haugen farm where it was converted into a granary (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Bruvold currently faces to the east and is surrounded by 
numerous farm-related outbuildings, with a private residence located to the southeast.  At its original site location, the school had a shed addition 
installed at the entrance that is still present with the structure.  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that lap siding is found inside 
this addition that appeared to be weathered on the wall which entered into the main classroom.  The entrance to this addition has a centrally 
located door with a window on either side.  There is also a centrally located door inside the addition that leads to the main room (Steve Johnson 
1985-1986).  The school originally had a stepped chimney that is no longer present that was located on the wall opposite of the entrance (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  There were originally three windows located on both the north and south walls.  When the school was moved, these 
windows were closed off and a door was cut into both the north and south walls.  Above each of these doors is a small window.  The south wall 
has two openings cut into the structure that appear to be small doors that are located toward the roof on either side of the door.  A door was also 
cut above the entry addition that was used for filling the structure with grain during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  The west wall has 
no openings and appears as it originally did.  The Bruvold School was originally white but was painted red after it was moved (Steve Johnson 
1985-1986).  The red paint has largely worn off.  The building appears to rest on a relatively weak foundation that appears to consist of concrete 
blocks found at the corners and center of the south and west walls.  The south wall appears to rest on the ground.  There is open air space 
underneath the building.  A new tin roof was recently installed on the main room, while the entrance addition remains shingled.  The current 
owner, who's father moved the school, wanted to put steel siding on the whole structure but cannot afford it (personal correspondence 
8/22/2012).  The Bruvold is still used for grain storage (personal correspondence 8/22/2012) and rests on a site area composed of mowed/mixed 
grass, scattered miscellaneous farm equipment, and a gravel driveway that runs north of the building.  The Bruvold School is in poor conditions 
and is quickly deteriorating.  The owner has expressed interest in saving the building but cannot currently afford to maintain it (personal 
correspondence 8/22/2012).  The structure is in danger of being razed by the current owner due to its deteriorating conditions (personal 
correspondence 8/22/2012).  Despite the alterations done to the north and south walls, in addition to the door inserted above the entrance 
addition, the structure still possess fair integrity in relation to its original condition.
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098-09-01-04 Tollefson School (Moved)
Comments: The Tollefson School is a frame gable roof structure that originally had an entry hall with two small rooms to either side (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  To the right was the internal stairs to the basement and to the left was the coat room (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 
interior portion wall had a central chimney with the two doors off-centered to the rooms (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The brick chimney went 
all the way to basement that was original to the school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Tollefson School was moved in the early 1960s 
approximately one half of a mile northeast to the Gerald Bakken farm yard where it was used as a granary (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The site 
area is currently composed of mowed grass with scattered miscellaneous farm equipment surrounding.  Numerous farm-related outbuildings and 
grain bins are found to the north, east and south, with the private residence found to the south/southwest.  The Tollefson currently faces to the 
east and appears to continue to be used as a granary.  When the school was initially moved, the original windows located on the east and west 
walls in sets of three were filled but still visible (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Today, the entire Tollefson School has been recently covered by 
tin/metal siding and this includes the roof.  The roof consists of white tin/metal siding and the walls of the school are covered by red tin/metal 
siding.  It is unknown if the original school design/architecture remains underneath.  A portion of the school currently sits on a cinder block 
foundation that is underneath the south and north walls.  This foundation appears to be weakly assembled and currently deteriorating.  There is 
open-air space beneath the school in between the cinder block foundation areas that is likely associated with granary purposes.  The east wall 
entrance has been altered to include a sliding door that is centrally located with a window/door opening located just above.  It is unknown if the 
opening above the sliding door is original to the school or an addition related to the structure being used as granary.  The west wall has also been 
altered to include centrally-located sliding door.  The north wall has a small opening near the northwest corner that operates as a hinged door 
that is latched.  It is unknown if this is an original window opening or a recent alteration done to the structure for granary purposes.  The south 
wall currently has no openings and its is unknown if the original window openings still exist with the structure.  A small grain bin is located near 
the northeast corner of the school.  Abundant fragments of concrete/cement, limestone, and red brick with "Kbros" inscriptions were observed on 
the ground surface surrounding the structure.  It is unknown if these remains are original to the school.  The current owner of the Tollefson 
School has taken great measures to preserve the structure that include residing the exterior walls and roof, and it appears that the building is still 
used for farm-related purposes.  Despite its preserved condition, the original external design of the school can no longer be seen and this 
unfortunately results in a greatly lowered integrity.
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098-09-01-05 Horgen School (Moved)
Comments: The Horgen School is a gable roof frame structure that originally faced to the east and did not originally contain a basement until 
one was added at a later date (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved to the Telford Ansten farm in the early 1960s to used as a 
shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Today this location appears to be a satellite farm that is not currently resided at, although this cannot 
be certain since landowner contact attempts were unsuccessful.  The site area is found north of Madison Road and northeast of the its T-
intersection with Happy Hollow Road.  At it original location, the Horgen School had a wood shed attached to the structure at a later date that 
was used as an entry area (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This entry area was removed when the school was moved, as was the original chimney 
that was located four feet in from the east wall that went all the way to the basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  When the Horgen School was 
first moved to the Ansten farm it faced to the west.  After removing the entry area that covered nearly two-thirds of the gable end, the entrance 
door was changed to a window and the original window was covered up (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The east wall, which originally was the 
west wall that had no openings, was altered by the installation of a door toward the southeast corner of the structure and a garage door toward 
the northeast corner (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There is currently a concrete pad in front the door that now serves as the entrance and a 
concrete driveway to the garage door.  A set of three equally spaced windows are found on the north and south walls that are original to the 
school.  The window on the west wall is located near the southwest corner of the building.  The school appears to rest on a cinder block 
foundation.  The roof is composed of tin/metal siding with a rain gutter system installed only on the south wall of the structure.  The school 
appears to be in the process of being repainted white, with the east, west, and south walls being freshly painted and only a small portion of the 
north wall being painted.  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn to the south, east, and west.  Underbrush, mixed grass, and 
scattered miscellaneous farm equipment is found to the north of the building.  The Horgen School appears to be in fair conditions, with the 
structure being well-maintained.  The school seems to still be used as a shop/garage, with a visible power line connection near the peak of the 
east wall.  The extensive alterations done to the west and east walls have lowered the original external integrity.
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098-09-02-04 Gilbertson School (Moved)
Comments: The Gilbertson School is a frame gable roof structure that originally faced to the south (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was 
moved in the early 1960s to the Blekeberg farm approximately 350 yards north of its original location. The current site is found west of 270th 
Avenue and northwest of the road's T-intersection of 270th Street.  The Gilbertson School now faces to the west and was converted into a 
shop/garage after it was moved (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The west wall, originally the south wall, had a garage door installed off-center 
toward the northwest corner.  This wall originally had a centrally located entrance door with a window to either side (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  The chimney is longer present with the structure, but was originally located about eight feet from the entrance door that went through the 
roof peak and had a large two by three foot heat register in front of it (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The south entrance wall, now the west wall, 
also had an open stoop over the entrance door that was removed after the school was moved (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The east wall, 
originally the north wall, is solid and this is original to the school and at one point held the blackboards on the interior side (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  The north and south walls, originally the east and west walls, have a set of three equally spaced windows set toward the east (originally 
north) wall.  These window openings are original to the school except for the window opening located near the northeast corner that has been 
converted into an entrance door.  The Gilbertson School appears much as it did during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), with the inside 
gutted-out and the building still being used as a shop/garage.  The current site area is composed of a combination of manicured lawn and gravel 
associated with the driveway found to the west and north.  Numerous farm-related outbuildings are found to the east, southwest, and 
north/northwest, with the private residence located to the northeast.  The private residence is currently rented out by the owner (personal 
correspondence 8/19/2012).  The landowner also declined to have the structure due its current condition (personal correspondence 8/23/2012).  
The structure is deteriorating with the windows largely broken out, but the overall building is in a relatively fair condition.  The east and south 
walls still appear as they did prior to the school being moved, but the alterations on the north and west walls have drastically lowered the 
original integrity.
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098-09-04-03 Drew School (Moved)
Comments: The Drew School is a frame gable roof structure that originally faced to the south at its original location where it had a cement block 
wall basement with a furnace and interior basement steps in the southwest corner (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A small coat room was found 
beyond the central exterior door that had access to main room where a large floor register was located on the central north end (Steve Johnson 
1985-1986).  The Drew School was moved approximately a half of a mile to the north in the early 1960s to be used initially a gift-antique shop 
before being converted into a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This locations if just south of Highway 9 and southwest of its 
intersection with 255th Avenue.  The Drew School currently faces to the north and has had alterations done to the entrance wall (now the north 
wall) since being relocated.  A garage door was installed toward the northeast corner of the structure, while an entrance door was installed 
toward the northwest corner.  A small concrete entrance pad is found in front of the entrance door.  Although the original chimney is no longer 
present on the school, the original opening for the chimney is still present at the peak of the gable roof at the south wall.  The Drew School 
originally had a set of three equally spaced windows on the east and west walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The original windows locations are 
still present on the building, but the window openings have been extensively altered on both walls.  The school appears to have recently been 
resided with tin/metal siding that is white on the walls and red at the structure corners.  The roof is in poor condition and deteriorating.  The 
building appears to currently sit on a cinder block foundation.  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn with gravel surrounding 
the structure along the walls.  Scattered trees are found throughout the immediate area, with two outbuildings located to the north/northwest and 
the private residence location to the northeast.  The current property owner's father actually was responsible for the moving the Drew School and 
converting it into the shop/garage (personal correspondence 8/19/2012).  The building is no longer used as a garage and is only used as a shop 
for some light woodworking and approximately twice a year for tanning hides (personal correspondence 8/19/2012).  The Drew School is in 
danger of being torn down by the current owner due to its lack of utilization and its deteriorating state (personal correspondence 8/19/2012).  In 
fact, the current owner has recently taken the building off of his insurance (personal correspondence 8/19/2012).  The Drew School is currently 
in poor condition and in a deteriorating state with no maintenance being performed by the owner.  The original external integrity is low due to 
the extensive alterations done to the window openings and the original entrance wall (now the north wall).  However, the original internal 
integrity of the building is fair due only minor alterations occurring.  The original floor is still present but in poor condition and deteriorating.  
The blackboard used to exist along the current south wall but has been removed (personal correspondence 8/19/2012).
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098-09-05-03 Frana School (Moved)
Comments: The Frana School, also known as the Forester School, is a frame gable roof structure that was that originally faced to the south and 
had a stone foundation with a full basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved approximately one-fifth of a mile to the 
northeast to be used for storage on a farmstead (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Frana School currently faces the north and is found on a 
farmstead located east of 240th Avenue and northeast of the roads T-intersection with Dry Run Road.  The site area is currently composed of 
manicured lawn, mixed grass along the structure's walls, and scattered trees that are primarily deciduous.  Numerous farm-related grain bins and 
outbuildings are found to the north and east of the school, with the private residence of the farmstead located to the northwest.  The building has 
a central door with a window on either side.  According the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), once you enter the central door the basement 
stairs are found to the right and the left contains an open area where coats were hung.  An off-center door to the left entered into the main room 
and it seems that the internal entry into the main room may have been two doors, with one closed off and made into a bookshelf possibly due to 
the introduction of the basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A set of three equally spaced windows are found on the east and west walls.  The 
Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that the original chimney was located on the partition wall and went through the roof peak, but that 
a later one was added that was located on the exterior wall opposite the entry and also ran through the peak.  The south wall was not able to be 
viewed by this investigation.  The Frana School appears to be still be used for storage purposes, with furniture such as table and chairs located 
within the structure.  However, this cannot be confirmed as several attempts to contact the current landowner were unsuccessful.  The overall 
condition of the building is poor and in a rapidly deteriorating state.  The current owner does not appear to be performing any maintenance on 
the school.  The foundation could not be viewed by this investigation, but it does appear as if the ground beneath the east wall is 
settling/sinking.  The east wall, itself, has begun to slouch and this is most evident at the northeast and southeast corners of the structure.  The 
building does appear to be in danger of being destroyed in the near future.  This is unfortunate, as the Frana School possesses a high original 
integrity.  Very few alterations have occurred to the original design of the building and it appears much as it originally did.
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098-10-03-02 Lincoln Valley School (Moved)
Comments: The Lincoln Valley School, also known as the Samec School, is a frame hip structure with a ridge roof that originally faced to the 
west with a poured cement wall basement and a cement block foundation at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was 
moved in 1965 approximately twelve miles to the southwest to the Jacksonville Township in Chickasaw County, Iowa.  This moved location is 
found just west of the T-intersection of Quinlan Avenue and B22/V46, and west of Saude, Iowa.  Today this location appears to be a satellite 
farm, with the Lincoln Valley School continuing to be utilized as a private residence as initially described by the Johnson investigation (1985-
1986).  At the school's original location, the structure had a small open porch centrally located on the west elevation with windows on either side 
of the door that was removed when the school was moved (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There was also a set of steps which led to the open porch 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure currently faces to the south at its moved location and appears much as did during the Johnson 
investigation, although the building is in a state of deterioration.  The school has been raised higher above the ground than its original site, with 
one of the windows on the east wall being filled in (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure had a set of five windows on the south wall at its 
original location that do not appear to be present on the structure and have likely been filled in (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The exterior 
chimney that was originally centrally located on the east with a set of two windows on either side of it was moved to the south roof area (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  Today, both the south and east walls have two window openings that set near the corners of the structure, while the north 
wall has no openings.  The north wall does have what appears to a filled in opening near the center of the wall that does not appear to be an 
original opening.  The west wall has an extension from the center that has a centrally located window, with an addition at the northwest corner of 
the structure that is covered by metal paneling with its own foundation.  The roof of the entire school structure appears to have recently been 
replaced by metal paneling, while the entire foundation area appears to be covered by a form of spray-foam insulation.  The Johnson 
investigation (1985-1986) indicated that the owner had enclosed the open porch and moved the entry to the south wall where a number of the 
window were filled in.  This south entrance has four concrete steps leading to the entrance door, with a window on either side and the moved 
external chimney to the east.  There is an external entry to the basement found east of the main entrance that has its own east-facing entrance 
door and a window on the south wall.  The original integrity of the Lincoln Valley School has been lowered due to several external alterations, 
with the structure itself in a state of deterioration.
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098-10-05-03 Wemark School (Moved)
Comments: The Wemark School is a frame structure with a gable roof that had a stone foundation without a basement at its original location 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved to East Street in Decorah, Iowa in the early 1960s to be used as a private residence (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  The Wemark School had an addition on the front of the building that covered about two-thirds of the width of the building 
and served as a coat/entry area (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This entry room was moved with the building but is no longer present today.  The 
original brick chimney of the school was located in the center of the opposite wall to the entrance area and run up the wall through the peak of 
the roof (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This chimney appears to still be present with the structure on the current north wall.  The window locations 
present on the school during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) appear to be the same today.  The Wemark School originally had a set of 
three windows on the west and east walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Since the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), the structure has had a one-
stall garage attached to the south wall.  This garage addition is two stories and connects to the gable roof of the house.  A asphalt driveway leads 
from East Street to the garage, while a concrete sidewalk leads from the driveway to the east entrance of the house.  A small open porch is over 
the entrance door that has its own gable roof that connects to the main gable roof of the house.  Both the garage addition and the house appear to 
have recently been reshingled and resided a tan/light brown color.  The foundation appears to have been stucco-over.  The site area is composed 
of manicured lawn, a few trees that are largely older-growth deciduous, and landscaped areas along the east, west, and north walls that largely 
consists of small landscaping pebbles and ornamental plants.  The Wemark School is still used as a private residence.  The overall structure is in 
excellent condition, but the overall original integrity has been lost due to the extensive renovations/alterations done in converting the school into 
a house.
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098-10-06-03 Haga School (Moved)
Comments: The Haga School represents an exceptional structure with unusual architecture as it is the only schoolhouse in Winneshiek County 
that exists with a double entry (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The type of schoolhouse architecture was common in the county in the 1870s and 
1880s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  At its original location, the school faced to the west and had a cement landing in front of both doors (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  There was a small entry room through each entry door that was designated either for girls or boys, with each entry room 
having access to the main classroom (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Haga School originally had a basement, a cement block foundation, and a 
brick chimney that was located on the east wall that went through the roof peak (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved to the 
Verne Hovden farm in the 1960s where it was used for corn storage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Haga School remains standing at its 
moved location which is east of W14 (Pole Line Road) on a farmstead/rural residence.  The site area is currently composed of mowed grass with 
scattered trees throughout the farmstead/rural residence.  Related farm outbuildings surround the school, with the private residence located to the 
south/southwest.  A gravel access drive is found just south of the building.  The structure continues to face to the west, although a few 
subsequent alterations have occurred since the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  The original set of three equally spaced windows on the 
north and south walls remains, although they are boarded up.  The poles also remain along these walls that were used to prevent any bulging 
during its use for corn storage.  The opening near the center of the roof with which corn was inserted through remains covered by a sheet of tin 
siding.  The east wall was not able to be viewed during this investigation.  The most alterations have occurred to the west wall, in particular the 
entrance areas.  It appears that the entrance door near the southwest corner of the building has been extensively altered and widened, replaced by 
two sliding doors.  The original character of this entrance door/area has been completely lost.  This is significant based on the Johnson 
investigation (1985-1986) indicating the school should be reviewed for National Register status based on the rare double entrance architecture of 
the building.  It is unknown how the recent alterations to the entrance area affect this recommendation.  The small ornate window centrally 
located above the entrance doors still remains.  It should be noted that the Haga School is in danger of being torn down by its current owner.  
However, the same owner would also consider possibly saving the school based on his interest in antiques.  Contact should be made with this 
individual to determine the future plans for this structure considering its unique architecture in respects to Winneshiek County history.  The 
current owner is Dan Klemish who purchased the property 13 years ago.  The Haga School appears to be currently used as a shop/storage area.  
Despite the alterations to the entrance area, the school still possesses high original external integrity.  The condition is fair to poor, with the 
structure in a state of deterioration.
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099-07-05-03 Larson School (Moved)
Comments: The Larson School, also known as the Young School, was originally a frame gable roof structure that faced to the south at its 
original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The entrance had a centrally located door with a window on either side and a cement landing with 
steps on the three sides (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Both the west and east walls had a set of three windows while the north wall had no 
window openings (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Larson School had a stone foundation without a basement at its original location (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved in the 1950s across the road to the Milton Young farm as the structure had been vacant prior to the 
reorganization of the early 1960s (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Minor alterations occurred to the structure after being moved in order to the 
convert the building into a cattle shed.  The window size was reduced, with center windows filled in and two small windows installed on the 
south upper story (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The front entrance door was enlarged, with the school subsequently facing the north after being 
moved (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).    An exterior stairs with a central door and a window on either side was added for a chicken coop (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  The entire school was painted red from its original white appearance (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Despite these relatively 
minor modifications, the Johnson investigation still considered the original design and integrity to be exceptional although he condition of the 
building was deteriorating at the time (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Based on personal correspondence with the current property owner, who is 
also the son of Milton Young, the Larson School was torn down approximately 30 years due to old age and deterioration (8/12/2012).  Mr. 
Young also indicated that when the school was moved to the property that it was "lowered" with the first floor being turned into a chicken house 
(8/12/2012).  The moved site location is currently composed of manicured lawn and few bushes with no observed evidence of the original 
Larson School.  A few farm-related outbuildings are found to the east/southeast, with the Young residence found to the northeast.
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099-07-07-03 Richards School (Moved)
Comments: The Richards School was a frame gable roof structure that was constructed in two stages at it original site, with the large main room 
first followed by a large addition to the south entrance wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Also located at the south wall was a cement porch that 
covered the entire width of the structure with three steps leading to the porch landing (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The main room had three sets 
of windows on the eat and west walls, with a bell tower located on the roof above the entry area (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There was also an 
exterior brick chimney located on the wall opposite to the entry room (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  A partial basement with a furnace was added 
later on to the school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Richards School was moved to the Roger Holkesvik farm in the late 1950s or early 1960s 
to be used for the storage of corn (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Richard's School faced to the north at its moved location, with the owner 
doing little to alter the original appearance of the structure (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  However, the owner did introduce an external second 
floor stairs and enclosed the window openings that lowered the original integrity and design of the school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 
Johnson investigation (1985-1986) also indicated that the Richard's School was in need of repairs and that the owner was not performing any 
maintenance of the building.  The Richard's School is no longer standing at its moved location, along with no remains of the former farmstead 
that used to exist at the location.  Currently, the site area is composed of corn field where the projected location of the Richard's School was, 
with a combination of prairie grass and a small standing grove of deciduous trees with thick underbrush to the west where the farmstead used to 
exist.  There were no observed remains relating to the school or the former farmstead, although the soil did appear to be disturbed where prairie 
grass was found.  It is unknown what the current status of the Richard's School is.  The 1990s aerial image taken in 1994 (4/22) shows what 
appears to be the farmstead and the Richards School.  However, both the farmstead and the school are absent from the 2006 aerial image.  This 
would seem to indicate that the Richards School was either moved or razed sometime between 1994 and 2006.  Further investigation is 
suggested in order to determine the current status of the school.
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099-08-01-02 Pot Hollow School (Moved)
Comments: The Pot Hollow School is a frame gable roof structure that originally faced to the west and was signification based on its window 
arrangement of having all the windows on one wall rather than the previous cross-lighting style (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure was 
moved in the 1960s during the school reorganization and was used for awhile as a wood shop for making wood pallets (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  The structure continues to stand today at its moved location which is east of 235th Avenue and southeast of the roads T-intersection with 
360th Street in Burr Oak, Iowa.  The Pot Hollow School currently faces to the north in an area composed of manicured lawn and a few scattered 
trees, with landscaped areas around the structure.  The former Burr Oak Village School is found just to the east on the same block.  The Pot 
Hollow School was actually moved to Burr Oak, Iowa after the closing of the Burr Oak Village School and is one of two schools in the county 
to be used as a school at its original and moved locations (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The entrance has a centrally located door with a window 
on either side.  An open porch covers the entrance area that has a concrete pad below the door.  The south wall has a window located near the 
southeast corner of the structure, with what appears to be a small, attached outhouse toward the southwest corner.  The west wall has no window 
openings with a portion of what appears to be a cinder block chimney near the center of the wall.  Based on the Johnson investigation (1985-
1986), the chimney appears to have been located where the interior wall partition existed.  The east wall has a set of five adjoining windows, 
with a small window located near the northeast corner of the structure.  A air conditioning unit is found in between.  The Johnson investigation 
(1985-1986) indicated that based on the window arrangement, it appears that there was a continued interior entry room that no longer exists.  
The foundation with which the school currently sits on also appears to be of cinder block.  The condition of the Pot Hollow School seems to 
currently be fair, with the condition being documented as good during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  The original integrity of the 
structure remains high due to the minimal alterations done to the school that include changing the entry area and the chimney location.  The 
building appears to have recently been painted, with the siding red and the window trim white.
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099-09-01-02 Bluffton School (Moved)
Comments: The Bluffton School is a frame building that originally faced to the west (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Johnson investigation 
(1985-1986) indicated that the school appeared to be a later built architectural type based on the lack of cross-lighting and the fact that the west 
wall had split levels of the two doors.  The Bluffton School was standing at its original location during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) 
but has recently been moved to a short distance to the northeast.  The moved distance appears to be less then 25 yards and is likely the result of 
the construction of a private residence located to the west/southwest of the school's current standing location.  The 1990s aerial image taken in 
1994 (4/19) shows the Bluffton School at its original location, while the 2006 aerial image shows the school at its moved location.  Therefore, 
the school was moved sometime between 1994 and 2006.  The moved location is found just northeast of the end of West Ravine Road in 
Bluffton, Iowa.  The site area is currently compose of manicure lawn with scattered deciduous trees to the north and south.  A gravel driveway 
leads from the end of West Ravine Road to the moved school structure.  The Bluffton School originally had a foundation of cement blocks that 
is no longer present (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There was also an enclosed small addition to the west wall that covered about two-thirds of the 
width of the structure (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This addition is no longer present but can be clearly seen where it was located in relation to 
the school since the area of the wall that possessed the small addition is bare (no siding).  The area of the wall that possessed the addition now 
has a centrally-located entrance door on the west wall with a window on either side.  The window toward the southwest corner of the structure 
has been boarded up, along the what appears to have been a window above the entrance door.  The southwest corner of the school originally had 
a second door that lead to the basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This door appears to be have been boarded up as well and may no longer 
exist.  The Bluffton School originally had a brick chimney located on the east end of the gable roof at the peak (Steve Johnson 1985-1986) that 
is longer present.  The south wall still possess the original set of six adjoining windows that are centrally located on the wall.  The east wall was 
not able to be viewed by this investigation, although the Johnson investigation indicated that this wall and the north wall have no windows 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The building presently sits at a significantly higher elevation than ground level at its moved location.  The current 
foundation appears to be cinder block that is covered by plywood in areas.  The Bluffton School was used as a town hall at its original location 
during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  The current use is unknown, although it appears that it used for storage by the current owner.  
The structure is in a fair to poor condition and appears to be in a deteriorating state.  However, based on the school being moved and not 
destroyed during the construction of the nearby residence, indications would be that the current owner wants to preserve the structure.  The 
Bluffton School retains fair original external integrity despite the renovations it has undergone since being moved that include the removal of the 
enclosed addition on the west wall and the original chimney.
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099-09-06-03 Moore School (Moved)
Comments: The Moore School is a frame gable roof structure that faced to the south at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 
school was moved in the early 1960s to Donald Casey's property (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This location is found east of Bluffton Road and 
southeast of the roads intersection with Scenic River Road.  The Moore School currently faces to the east and currently serves as private 
residence that is rented out by the owner who lives to the east along Scenic River Road.  There is a large addition to the west wall and the 
southwest portion of the south wall.  This addition faces to the south and serves as the main entrance to the residence.  There is also a small 
addition to the center of the east wall of the school that was described by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) as being 6.17 by 8.92 feet in 
size and originally having a door that faced the west with a window across from it in the addition.  This addition currently has no openings, with 
a window located north of the addition on the east wall of the school near the northeast corner.  The north wall of the school has a small centrally 
located window, while the south wall has a window located near the southeast corner of the school outside of the large addition.  Prior to being 
moved when the Moore School faced to the south at its original location, the east wall was solid while the west wall had found windows 
adjoining each other (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Additionally, there was a central, internal brick chimney at the north wall that had a window 
to either side of it.  Neither the original windows nor the chimney are currently present with the structure.  The building had new siding on it 
during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) which has subsequently been replaced a type of siding that gives the school and its additions the 
appearance of a "log cabin."  The roof of the school and the additions has been replaced by metal/tine siding.  Both the roof siding and the log 
cabin siding appear to be off recent addition.  The current foundation appears to be of concrete/cinder block.  The present site area with which 
the Moore School is found consists of manicured lawn with a few scattered deciduous trees throughout the rural lot.  Both the school and the 
additions are surrounded by landscaped areas with a gravel driveway leading from Bluffton Road to the south entrance of the large addition.  A 
few scattered outbuildings are found to the east and south of the school that appear to be associated with a former farmstead.  The Moore School 
is in excellent condition but has poor external integrity due to the substantial renovations done to the original design when the school was 
converted into a private residence after being moved.
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099-09-07-02 Bruening School (Moved)
Comments: The Bruening School is a frame gable roof structure that faced to the east at its original location with a stone foundation that did not 
contain a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The interior of the school also contained a small coat closet in the northeast corner (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  The Bruening School was moved in the early 1960s to the Mayson Mitchell farm east of Scenic River Road to be used as 
a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school currently faces to the south with multiple farm outbuildings to the east and south, along 
with the private residence located to the north.  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn and scattered older-growth trees to the 
west and north, while gravel, mixed grass, and miscellaneous farm equipment composes the site area to the south and east.  The building has 
received multiple alterations since being moved and converted into a shop/garage.  The south wall currently has a centrally located garage door 
installed.  This location originally had the centrally located entrance door to the school (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Bruening School had a 
brick chimney that was centrally located on the west wall and ran through the peak of the roof at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  This chimney is no longer present.  A door was later added to the left of the internal chimney at the school's original location when the a 
10 by 12 foot woodshed was attached to the south half of the west wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Now the north wall of the school, evidence 
of this door can still be seen although it is now boarded up.  Both the west and east walls still possess a set of three equally spaced windows 
original to the building.  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that the hard wood floor of the school was removed after being moved 
and raised up with four foot block walls.  While the current foundation of the school appears to be less than four feet in depth, it does appear to 
be composed of cinder blocks.  There is an addition to the west all that is enclosed except for its south wall.  This addition is composed of a 
wood frame with tin/metal siding that extends onto the west facing portion of the school roof.  The Bruening School still possess fair original 
external integrity despite the alterations made to the south wall that was originally the entrance.  The condition appears to be fair, although the 
building is quickly deteriorating with little to no maintenance being performed by the current owner.  The structure still appears to be used as a 
garage/shop although the property is currently rented out by the owner (personal correspondence 8/22/2012).
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099-10-03-02 Steinmetz School (Moved)
Comments: The Steinmetz School was originally a frame structure with a gable roof that faced to the north (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The 
school also originally had a full basement with limestone walls, a central brick chimney on the south wall that went through the peak, and a 
centrally located entrance door with a low platform and concrete steps (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The windows were originally found on the 
east and west walls in sets of three (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Steinmetz School was moved to Cresco, Iowa in the early 1960s to be used 
as a private residence (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This area is found east of 2nd Street SE in a residential portion of the Cresco, Iowa.  The 
legal location for the moved location is.  The site area currently consists of manicured lawn, landscaped areas around the building, and a few 
deciduous trees.  The Steinmetz School has received extensive alterations since being converted into a private residence that have resulted in a 
very poor original integrity.  The structure was made into a two story house with two dormer windows installed on the roof (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  The structure appears very similar today as it did during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), with very few subsequent alterations.  
The window locations appear to remain the same, including the two dormer windows.  The siding appears to have possible been replaced, but of 
the same material as was on the building during the Johnson investigation.  The one stall garage remains that is attached to the south wall toward 
the southeast corner of the building with a concrete driveway leading up to it from 2nd St SE.  The east wall was not visible from the existing 
ROW, but there appears to be a wood fence that encloses the residential lot connecting to the northeast corner of the building.  The structure 
appears to rest on a cinder block foundation.  The overall building appears to be in fair condition.
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099-10-04-02 Morton School (Moved)
Comments: The Morton School is a frame gable roof structure that faced to the north at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  At its 
original location, the school had a stone foundation but no basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) 
indicated that the building did appear to one time have an interior partition about five inches from the north exterior wall that had two doors off-
centered which entered into the main room.  The Morton School was moved in the early 1960s to the Obed A. Lee residence where the structure 
was converted into a shop/garage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn with landscaped areas 
around the school and scattered trees throughout the farmstead/rural residence.  A gravel access/parking area is east of the structure, with the 
private residence located just to the south.  The current owner's mother is actually Mrs. Obed A. Lee who attended the school at its original 
location.  The Morton School currently faces the south, with major alterations done to the east wall that include installing a large sliding garage 
door where two window openings were originally located.  An original window of the east wall still remains near the northeast corner of the 
structure.  Three equally spaced windows set toward the northwest corner that are original to the school still remain on the west wall, with the 
center window boarded up.  The south wall remains largely unaltered as well, with a centrally located entrance door.  Both the door and the 
window located just above it have been boarded up.  There also appears to be a light fixture above the boarded entrance door and its associated 
window.  The north wall was not able to be viewed during this investigation, although the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that the 
west, north, and south walls of the school had very little alterations done to them.  The original chimney to the structure still exists today and is 
found on the south wall at the peak, being built on the interior of the wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Despite the alterations done to the east 
wall, the Morton School still retains fair integrity in regards to its original external design.  The condition appears to be fair for the structure, 
although it is in a state of deterioration.  The Morton School continues to be used as a shop/garage.
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099-10-05-02 Hovey School (Moved)
Comments: The Hovey School, also known as the Linderbaum School, is frame gable roof structure that originally had a stone foundation 
without a basement (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that the school was moved to the Bernard 
Livinggood farm possibly in the early 1960s.  However, this investigation was able to determine through correspondence with the current 
property owner that the school was at its moved current location when he purchased the farm in 1957 (personal correspondence 8/18/2012).  The 
1950s aerial image taken in 1952 (7/04) does not show the school on the Bernard Livinggood farm.  Therefore, it would appear that the Hovey 
School was moved to the farm in sometime between 1952 and 1957.  The school is found at the end of a dead-end road known as 318th Avenue.  
The building remains standing and faces to the north as it did at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The building appears to have 
recently been restored and is well-preserved.  The roof was shingled during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) but has now been recently 
replaced by tin/sheet metal siding.  The school original had an internal, stepped brick chimney that was located on the gable peak opposite  to the 
entry door (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This chimney does not appear to be externally present to the structure.  There were also the remains of a 
bell tower near the front of the building (Steve Johnson 1985-1986) but these are no longer present as well, likely due to the roof's recent 
renovation.  Both the west and east walls have a set of three equally spaced windows that are set toward the south wall.  This windows are 
currently covered.  The entrance door on the north wall is centrally located with a window just above it.  The entry door originally opened into a 
hallway which the spanned the entire width of the structure and had two off-centered doors which entered into the main classroom (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  Both the north and west walls appear to have been freshly painted white.  The south wall was not observed during this 
investigation, but the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that no windows were found on this wall.  The Hovey School appears to sit on 
a cinder block foundation that is surrounded by manicured lawn to the north and west, and prairie grass to the south and east.  There are 
landscaped areas along the north and west walls, with a few deciduous trees found just to the west.  A private rural residence is found to the 
north of the school, with a few outbuildings found to the north and east.  The Hovey School appears to be in excellent condition and in a well-
preserved state.  Only minor alterations have occurred to the structure which has resulted in the school maintaining a high original external 
integrity.  It is unknown what the current use of the Hovey School is, although it does not appear to used as a chicken house as described during 
the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).
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100-07-02-03 Kjome School (Moved)
Comments: The Kjome School, also known as the Rock Springs School, was originally a frame gable roof structure that had a single story 
addition to the north wall along with a stone foundation and basement at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The north wall 
addition had a centrally located exterior that had a small window on either side of it with a single-west facing window (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  The main room had a set of size equally spaced windows found on the east wall, while two windows were found on the west wall near 
the corners of the structure (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The south wall had a walk-out basement door and a centrally-located brick chimney on 
the exterior at the south gable elevation (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The north end of the east wall also had a door leading to the basement 
(Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Kjome School was moved to Hesper, Iowa where it became a north addition to the original Hesper School.  
This north addition appears to have originally been mislabeled by the National Register of Historic Places Inventory Nomination Form prepared 
by Mary Housker (1977) for the Hesper School.  The nomination form lists the north addition as a small church moved from the Highlandville 
area, but based on pictures associated with the nomination form, this addition was actually the Kjome School moved from the Highland 
Township.  The school was moved to northeast of the of the intersection of A14 and 190th Avenue in Hesper, Iowa where it was owned by the 
Hesper Friend's Church at the time of the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  The Kjome School continued to be utilized as a school for about 
ten years after being moved before becoming vacant and used as storage (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  When the school was moved, the original 
entry addition was removed which damage the original integrity and design even though the structure was still in fair condition during the 
Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  Despite the Hesper School being deconstructed in the 1970s, the Kjome School remained standing until a 
private residence appears in the 1990s aerial image at the approximate moved location.  Although the current condition of the Kjome School is 
unknown, indications are that the structure was razed at an unknown date.  A nearby landowner along 190th Avenue indicated that the wood 
from the school was used to build his residence and the current private residence that stands at the approximate moved location (personal 
correspondence 8/12/2012).  Additionally, the owner of the private residence at the approximate moved location is said to have photos of the 
original school (personal correspondence 8/12/2012).  However, it is unknown if the school being referred to by the property owner is the Kjome 
School, the Hesper School, or a combination of both.  The investigated site area is very level (0-2%), though likely disturbed given its residential 
location.  The ground cover is currently composed of a combination of manicured lawn, landscaped areas associated with the private residence, 
and scattered trees that are primarily deciduous.  There were no observed remains of the Kjome School, although if the structure was indeed 
utilized in the construction of the nearby private residences, then the physical evidence would be seen in them.
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100-07-06-04 Sacquitne School (Moved)
Comments: The Sacquitne School is a clipped gable roof structure that had an east entry at its original site which it retains today (Steve Johnson 
1985-1986).  The school was moved in 1984 (Steve Johnson 1984) to it current site that is east of Lannon Hill Road.  The school continues to be 
used as the private residence of Steve and Laura Demuth as was initially documented by the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  There 
Sacquitne School remains to be an east-facing structure with entrances at the east wall and southwest corner.  With the southwest entrance, this 
door initially led to the cement block basement of the school at its original site (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The owners have put a small 
addition at the southwest entrance that serves as an entry way with a window on its west wall.  A set of five windows are found at the south 
elevation that were originally the only source of light for the school (personal correspondence 8/22/2012).  The Johnson investigation indicated 
that the old windows were replaced with thermo-panes (1985-1986).  The east wall has a window on either side of the entrance door and window 
just above.  These windows were installed by the owner.  The school originally had an external brick chimney that was slightly off-center to the 
right on the west wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This chimney was removed when the school was moved and the owners ran up windows 
where the chimney had been (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  It appears there are currently four windows on the west wall at varying locations.  
There is also a large addition to the north wall that did not originally have windows.  It is unknown the purpose of this addition, but it appears to 
have been added at recent date, perhaps when at the same time the southwest entry way was added.  The school was initially painted a dark 
green color and brown shingle roof installed when it was first moved (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The roof appears to  be the same, with solar 
panels that appear to have recently been installed located on the south facing portion of the roof above the set of five windows.  Both the walls 
and additions have been resided with plastic siding of a light brown color.  The interior of the structure has received renovations since being 
moved that largely consist of opening up the ceiling (personal correspondence 8/22/2012).  Outside of this major renovation, the frame of the 
structure retains its originally integrity (personal correspondence 8/22/2012).  The floor is also original but has been refinished (personal 
correspondence 8/22/2012).  The school originally had a blackboard that ran the whole length of the north wall, but this was gone when the 
structure was moved (personal correspondence 8/22/2012).  The Sacquitne School remains to be in excellent condition since becoming a private 
residence, although the original integrity has been altered due to internal and external renovations.
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100-08-02-02 Rotvold School(s) (Moved)
Comments: This particular Rotvold School represents the first-generation at the original site located approximately a half mile to the northeast 
and north of W40.  The school was moved in 1926 to its current location east of Middle Hesper Road where it was converted into a hog house.  
This particular Rotvold School was a small frame structure with a gable roof that originally faced to the south.  The south wall had a central 
entrance door and the Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that the building had an internal entry room that was four to five feet in 
depth.  The south wall also had a gable roof addition that was centrally located (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The north wall was solid, while the 
east and west walls each had a set of two centrally-located windows (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  After the school was moved, a metal roof was 
installed that left no indication of the original chimney location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The current landowner indicated that this Rotvold 
School was used as a hog house up until the late 1980s (personal correspondence 8/12/2012).  The building had to be torn down six to seven 
years ago due to deterioration and the fact that the building had become unsafe to enter (personal correspondence 8/12/2012).  A large metal 
shed was constructed in 2006 adjacent to and south of the moved site location of the school.  The site area is currently composed of gravel with 
isolated areas of mixed grass.  There were no observed remains of the Rotvold School.  An associated far-related outbuilding is found north of 
the site area, while a private residence is found to the southwest.   This particular Rotvold School was described by the Johnson investigation 
(1985-1986) as being in a deteriorating conditions but possess good original integrity and design.
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100-08-02-03 Rotvold School(s) (Moved)
Comments: This particular Rotvold School is a second-generation structure that was built in 1926 and was originally located approximately six 
miles to the northwest and north of W40.  The school was moved in the early 1960s to its current location that is on a farmstead south of Paint 
Creek Road at the end of a private gravel driveway.  The second Rotvold School is frame hip structure with a ridge roof that originally had a 
cement block basement with stairs in the southeast corner (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure faces to the south same as at its original 
location and has been extensively modified to become a house.  The south entry had an open stoop with a centrally located door and a window 
on either side (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The open stoop has been replaced by a much larger one that spans the entire south wall.  It is 
unknown if the window opening east of the door is original, while the window opening west of the door has been extensively altered.  A set of 
four equally spaced located toward the north wall were found on the east and west walls originally (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The original 
windows on the east wall have been removed with a large open porch now located along this wall and the south wall entrance area.  A large 
addition that appears to be of recent addition is now located along the west wall, with the original windows appearing to be completely lost.  The 
Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that there was a room on either side of the short hallway upon entering the school, with the one on 
the right divided into an area for the basement stairs and closet.  The roof appears to have recently been reshingled, with a cinder block chimney 
found at the roof ridge that relates to the southeast corner of the structure.  Two dormer windows of recent addition have been added to the west 
and east sides of the roof.  Both dormer windows are approximately two-thirds the width of the structure.  Large limestone slabs lead from the 
private driveway toward the southeast corner of the building up to the open porch.  The site area is currently composed of manicured lawn and 
exposed soil that seems to indicate recent disturbances in the area.  A few older-growth evergreen trees are found near the west wall of the 
structure.  A large metal shed is found west of the house and a few farm-related outbuildings are found to the south/southeast.  The second 
Rotvold School is still a private residence that is in excellent condition.  However, the extensive alterations done to the structure since being 
moved have largely destroyed the original integrity and design of the school.
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100-08-03-02 Kenyon School (Moved)
Comments: The Kenyon School, also known as the Young School, was originally built by WPA workers in the 1930s as a frame hip 
schoolhouse with a ridge roof and a cement block basement  (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  This was a second generation school, with the first 
being of red brick construction (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Kenyon School originally had four or five windows on the east wall and no 
window openings on the south wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The south wall appears to now a set of two windows near the southwest corner, 
with the entrance door located near the southeast corner.  Above the south entrance door is a sign that reads "Hesper School 3."  The west wall 
had one window that was somewhat off-centered (Steve Johnson 1985-1986), but this does not appear to be present today.  The north wall does 
have a window located near the northeast corner of the structure, with a opening in the cement block foundation below this window.  The 
Kenyon School was moved to 107 West North Street in Calmar, Iowa in the 1960s to be used as the office for the Pavlovec Construction 
Company, the only school of the county which was moved and made into commercial use (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school continues to 
stand today, but property owner contact was unsuccessful during this investigation.  It is unknown of the current function of the structure, 
although it appears to be possible be used for storage.  A garden area is found east of the structure, with areas of concrete/asphalt found to the 
south and west.  Manicured lawn and a few outbuildings are found north of the structure that are associated with the private residence to the 
south.  The overall condition of the school appears to be good, although the east wall of the structure was not in view.  The external integrity of 
the Kenyon School is poor due to the multiple alterations done since being moved.
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100-09-02-02 Snell School (Moved)
Comments: The Snell School was originally a frame structure with a hip-ridge roof and an open entry porch leading into the building (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  The school faced to the south with a window on either side of the centrally located door and a set of six windows on the 
north wall and a set of two windows on the west wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The foundation was of rough textured cement block with a 
basement and brick chimney that protruded the roof where the hip met the ridge lines (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school had two rooms 
and a design above the main entry area that consisted of a rising sun with its rays on a roof projection (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Snell 
School was moved to a satellite farm northwest of Dry Creek Road in the early 1960s to be used as a farm outbuilding (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  The Snell School is longer standing at its moved location, with its current status unknown.  The 1990s aerial image seems to depict the 
school on the satellite farm facing to the north, as described during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  This building is no longer visible in 
the modern aerial image (2010).  The likely location where the school was moved to on the satellite farm appears to consist of a small "bump" 
that appears to be disturbed and unnatural to the surrounding landscape.  It is unknown if any potential remains are contained within this small 
feature, as it was composed of mixed grass at the time of investigation.  A few storage sheds/farm outbuildings and grain bins are found to the 
northeast of this location.  At the time of the Johnson investigation (1985-1986), the Snell School was described as being in good condition and 
possessing moderate integrity given only the porch with cement steps had been removed.
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100-09-06-02 Underbakke School (Moved)
Comments: The Underbakke School, also known as the Pierce School, originally had an enclosed entrance on the south wall and a set of five 
windows on the north wall that were closed off (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There was also one window on the west wall, with an internal 
chimney found on the east gable peak (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved in 1963 to its present site to be used as a private 
residence and has received multiple subsequent alterations (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The current location of the Underbakke School is north 
of 365th Street.  The site area is composed of manicured lawn, landscaped areas, and scattered deciduous trees.  The structure currently faces to 
the south and has a central entrance door with a stoop that remains the same it was during the Johnson investigation (1985-1986).  There is large 
window east of the entrance door and a smaller window to the west.  The window to the west appears to have been closed-off and now contains 
an air conditioning unit.  After the school was moved, a north lean-to was added (Steve Johnson 1985-1986) that was not able to be viewed by 
this investigation.  The Johnson investigation  (1985-1986) also indicated that the east wall of the structure had a one-stall garage added to it 
after it was moved.  This garage appears to have been expanded to two-stalls, with a gravel driveway leading to it from 365th Street.  The 
original chimney of the school was removed at the time of moving (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The Underbakke School continues to be  private 
residence and appears to be in fair condition.  However, the extensive alterations the structure has experience since being moved have drastically 
lowered its original integrity.
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100-10-01-02 Plymouth Rock School (Moved)
Comments: The Plymouth Rock School was originally located in the former town of Plymouth Rock and was a frame gable roof building that 
faced to the west (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure had a stone foundation and an internal brick chimney on the gable end opposite to 
the entry door (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The door between the entry area and the main room was centrally located, with a set of three 
windows found on the north and south walls (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  There was no basement with the Plymouth Rock School at its original 
location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school was moved to the Lawrence Bird in the early 1960s to be used as a chicken house (Steve 
Johnson 1985-1986).  There was some difficulty in accurately locating where the Lawrence Bird farm originally was, since the farmstead no 
longer exists today.  Interviews were conducted with surrounding landowners, in particular Joe Gaul the son of Dwain Gaul whom Steve 
Johnson had originally interviewed (1985-1986), in order to determine the moved location of the school and the location of the Lawrence Bird 
Farm (personal correspondence 8/22/2012).  It appears that the Plymouth Rock School was moved just west of W14 and north of the Upper Iowa 
River.  A long gravel access drive leads to the former Lawrence Bird Farm that is far removed from the existing ROW.  Attempts to contact the 
existing landowner for the moved school location were unsuccessful (8/22/2012).  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that after the 
Plymouth Rock School was moved from its original location, that it was set northwest from the other structures of the Lawrence Bird Farm and 
facing to the east.  The moved location for this investigation is based on a 1990s aerial image of the Lawrence Bird Farm that does depict an east-
facing structure that is likely the moved school found northwest of the other buildings found on the farm.  The modern aerial image (2010) of 
this location show the farm largely removed, with only two buildings found at the northeast and southeast corners of the former farm.  It appears 
that the site area is composed of grass and trees that form the west and north perimeters of the rural lot that is surrounded by agriculturally 
developed land.  However, due to the site area being far removed from the existing ROW, the current ground cover and the existence of any 
potential remains of the former school are unknown.  Indications from nearby landowners are that the structure was razed/no longer exists 
(personal correspondence 8/22/2012), and the modern aerial image (2010) would seem to confirm this.  Further investigation may be required in 
order to more accurately determine the current state of the Plymouth Rock School.  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) did document the 
school as being in deteriorating condition and in need of repair since becoming a chicken house, but that the original integrity and design of the 
building was good few alterations were done to the structure after being moved that effected its original condition.
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100-10-04-02 Johnson School (Moved)
Comments: The Johnson School, also known as the Red School, is a frame structure with a gable roof that faced to the north with a stone 
foundation that lacked a basement at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The structure also had a bell tower on the roof near the 
front and an attached flag pole at its original location (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  Based on aerial images, the Johnson School was moved 
sometime between 1971 (7/31) and 1983 (4/24) to the Canton Township in Fillmore County, Minnesota.  The building was moved a distance of 
approximately twelve mile to the northeast by the Amish to an Amish farmstead which still exists today, as does the school.  The moved location 
is found east of Deer Road and approximately one and a half miles northeast of the town of Lenora, Minnesota.  The Johnson School is the only 
known school from Winneshiek County to be moved out of the state of Iowa (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  The school is currently faces to the 
south and is attached to the south wall of what appears to be an addition to the east wall of the main residence.  This addition to the main 
residence with which the school is joined to appears to be a wood shed, but this was not confirmed.  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) 
described that a woodshed was attached to the south wall at a later date that went across the wall two-thirds of the "way beginning" at the 
southeast corner.  The entry to the attached shed was on the east with a window on the south wall (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).  It is unknown if 
this is in reference to the school at its original location or moved location, as the current addition with which the school is joined to encompasses 
the entire north wall (originally the south wall) of the structure. The Johnson School is set on a concrete block foundation that appears to the 
contain a basement.  The foundation has a centrally located entrance door with a window on either.  The west wall of the foundation also has one 
window near the center, while the east has two windows set near the corners of the structure.  The original entrance door to the school is off-
center to the east on the south wall that was originally the north wall.  This door is currently boarded up and does not appear to be currently 
utilized.  A window is found west of the door, while an additional window is set above toward the peak the gable roof.  There were two sets of 
windows on the east and west elevations, but these appear to have altered to a smaller size after the school was moved (Steve Johnson 1985-
1986).  In addition, the window on the west wall near the northwest corner of the structure has been altered into a door opening.  There also 
appears to be a small window near the northwest corner of the school where the structure is attached at its north wall to the addition of the main 
residence.  The Johnson investigation (1985-1986) indicated that the school appeared to have had a pair of windows off-center between the 
internal brick chimney, with one of these windows being made into a door at a later date that connects the two rooms.  A chimney still runs out 
of the peak of the gable roof toward its center, while the roof itself consists of metal (tin) paneling.  It appears that the original wood siding of 
the school has been replaced by more modern (plastic) siding, although exposed wood can still be seen along the window and door(s) openings.  
It is unknown of the current use of the Johnson School, although it appears to utilized for storage.  The site area is composed of manicured lawn 
with pasture grass to the east and a garden area found to the southwest.  In addition to the addition to the north wall and the main residence 
found just to the northwest, several farm-related outbuildings are found to the west.  The Johnson School appears to be in fair condition, but the 
numerous alterations the structure has experienced has greatly lowered its original integrity.

A489See Pg:ID: School Name:

1875 Andreas School Location

096-07-01-02 Bloomfield Andreas School 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 
1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  This particular school 
depiction has multiple discrepancies.  The 1875 Andreas map depiction seems to have school being location along the Yellow River, yet just east 
of a T-intersection in the road and south of the section line (Section 16) of the Bloomfield Township.  However, this location would not be likely 
today, since the Yellow River is currently found north of the both the T-intersection and the section line (Section 16) of the Bloomfield 
Township.  The 1886 plat map depicts a structure not labeled as a school found just east of the T-intersection and just north of the section line 
(Section 16), but not along the Yellow River.  No structure near the 1875 Andreas map school location is depicted in either 1905 or 1915 plat 
maps.  Based on the available evidence, this investigation is determining the projected school location as being just southeast of the T-
intersection of 140th Street and Centennial Road, while at the same time being south of the section line (Section 16) of the Bloomfield 
Township.  Additionally, this location is found both west and south of the Yellow River.  An intermittent drainage is found to the south that 
empties into the Yellow River just to the east.  The investigated site area is found on combination of gently sloping sideslope (3-5%) and 
footslope (1-3%) of an upland landform that slopes to the east toward the Yellow River.  There is also the potential for the school location to 
exist on a portion of level (0-2%) alluvial terrace associated with both the Yellow River and the intermittent drainage.  The investigated is 
currently composed of a combination of corn field and prairie grass, with a small grove of deciduous trees found to the east.  There were no 
remains observed from the existing ROW, although the precise location of the plotted school is largely unknown as no structure is clearly visible 
in any of the aerial images.  The Pleasant Ridge School is located approximately one mile to the north along Centennial Road and is depicted in 
the 1905 and 1915 plat maps, but not the 1875 Andreas map.  It is unknown if the investigated site area represents a potential alternate location 
to the Pleasant Ridge School.

A491See Pg:ID: School Name:
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096-08-06-02 Military Andreas School 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 
1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  The 1886 plat map 
does depict a structure at the 1875 Andreas map location, but does not label the structure as a school.  Both the 1905 and 1915 plat maps depict a 
structure located to the east near a perennial stream that appears to be a separate structure to the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions.  It 
is anticipated that the 1905 and 1915 plat map depictions are referring to an existing farmstead/rural residence found southeast of the 
investigated site area.  In addition to this farmstead/rural residence, an additional one is found to the west and several grain bins to the south.  No 
structure is clearly visible at the projected school location in the aerial images outside of the existing farmsteads/rural residences to the west and 
southeast.  The investigated site area is found east of 180th Avenue on what appears to be portions of level upland summit (0-2%) and gently 
sloping shoulder slope (1-3%), with the landform moderately to strongly sloping to the east and west.  The projected school location was 
composed of corn field at the time of investigation.  There were no remains pertaining to the a former structure observed from the existing ROW 
of 230th Street, although the projected school location was not immediately visible due to ground cover and location.  The Nesvik School was 
located approximately one mile to the east along 167th Avenue and is depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, but not the 1875 Andreas 
map.  It is unknown if the investigated site area represents a potential alternate location to the Nesvik School.

A493See Pg:ID: School Name:

096-08-07-02 Military Andreas School 2
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 
1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  No structure is 
depicted at the projected site area in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, and no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  
However, all the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) and aerial images do show a farmstead located to the west/southwest across the road.  This 
farmstead is still present today, but appears to be a satellite farm composed of numerous farm-related outbuildings and grain bins.  The 
investigated site area is located east/southeast of 202nd Avenue and south/southwest of a perennial stream that feeds into Dry Branch Creek to 
the southeast.  Due to the existing landscape at the investigated site area, there are two likely landform positions where the school may have 
been located.  Immediately south/southwest of the perennial stream is flat alluvial terrace (0-2%) composed of a combination of a mowed and 
mixed grass, scattered deciduous trees, and scattered miscellaneous farm equipment.  A gravel access drive leads from 202nd Avenue to the 
potential school location, with the landform at a lower elevation than the existing road.  It is unknown of the current use of this rural lot, as the 
area has been largely cleared of trees likely for previous agricultural purposes.  However, the current ground cover would suggest that the area is 
largely vacant and potentially used for storage of miscellaneous farm equipment.  There were no observed remains pertaining to a former 
structure, although it was difficult to do this due to the ground cover.  Immediately south/southwest of this area is steeply sloping sideslope 
(>15%) composed of deciduous trees and thick underbrush that leads to up to a high upland bluff.  The summit of this bluff to the 
south/southwest would present high potential for containing a former structure based on the stability of the landform.  However, this area could 
not be examined by this investigation due to the landform position being at a much higher elevation than the existing ROW of 202nd Avenue 
with no immediate access.  The summit of this bluff was composed of corn field and it is unknown if any potential remains exist.  The Massman 
(Meyer) School is located approximately one half of a mile to the northeast along 202nd Avenue and is depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 
plat maps but not in the 1875 Andreas map.  It is unknown if the investigated site area(s) represents a potential alternate location(s) to the 
Massman (Meyer) School.

A495See Pg:ID: School Name:

096-10-06-03 Jackson Andreas School 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 
1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  No structure is 
depicted at the projected school location in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, and no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  
The investigated site area is located north/northeast of Highway 24 and an existing railroad on what appears to be a combination of very gently 
sloping (1-3%) to nearly level (0-2%) footslope and toeslope associated with a shallow upland landform.  This landform slopes to the east 
toward an intermittent drainage and was composed of corn field at the time of investigation with area of deciduous trees found to the south, east, 
and northwest of the projected school location.  There were no observed remains pertaining to a former structure, although a small, very shallow 
"bump" was observed within the investigated site area.  It is unknown if this faintly visible feature is natural to the landform or is associated with 
a former structure.  A school depicted in the 1886 plat map was found over one half of a mile to the south along 330th Avenue, while the Navan 
School was located approximately three-quarters of a mile to the southwest that was depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps.  None of 
these two school locations have an 1875 Andreas map depiction and it is unknown if the investigated site area represents a potential alternate 
school location.

A497See Pg:ID: School Name:

097-08-03-02 Springfield Andreas School 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 
1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  No structure is 
depicted at the projected site area in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, and no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  
However, the 1886 plat map does depict a stone quarry just west of the project school location.  The investigated site area is located west of 
185th Avenue and northwest of the roads T-intersection with W42.  A private gravel access drive is found south of the depicted location that 
leads to a farmstead found to the west.  The investigated site area is located on gently sloping upland sideslope (2-5%) that is composed of a 
combination of soybean field and alfalfa.  There are two small (shallow), relatively level (1-3%) "bumps" west and east of one another at the 
depicted school location that appear natural to the upland landform but could represent potential structure locations.  There were no structure 
remains observed from the existing ROW of 185th Avenue.  The Lee School is found just over one kilometer to the west and is depicted in the 
1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps but not the 1875 Andreas map.  It is unknown if the investigated site area represents a potential alternate 
location to the Lee School.

A499See Pg:ID: School Name:
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097-10-02-04 Sumner Andreas School 2
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 
1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  No structure is 
depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, and no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  The investigated site area is just 
west of the T-intersection of 210th Street and 325th Avenue, and is found on a combination of gently sloping footslope (1-3%) and nearly level 
toeslope (0-2%) of an upland landform that slopes to the south and east toward intermittent drainages.  There is a small, somewhat shallow 
"bump" found at the projected school location that is relatively isolated.  It is unknown if this "bump" is man-made or natural to the surrounding 
upland landform.  The investigated site area is currently composed of a combination of corn and soybean field with no observed remains related 
to a former structure.  There is a gravel access drive that leads to the projected school location that appears to be utilized for agricultural 
purposes.  It is unknown if the investigated 1875 Andreas map depicted school location is related to several schools depicted approximately a 
third of a mile to the west in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps.  These particular depictions appear to be related to the Herold School that is no 
longer standing today.

A501See Pg:ID: School Name:

097-10-05-02 Sumner Andreas School 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 
1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  No structure is 
depicted at the projected site area in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, and no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  An 
existing farmstead/rural residence is found just to the southeast which is depicted in the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) and shown in the 
aerial images.  The 1875 Andreas map actually depicts the school along a former road and just southwest of the confluence of Wonder Creek 
and an unnamed perennial stream.  This former road is depicted in all of the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) and runs just south/southwest of 
the existing farmstead/rural residence from 293rd Avenue northwest to 183rd Street.  This former road is faintly visible in the 1930s and 1950s 
aerial images, but is difficult to clearly view.  Due to its location away from the existing ROW, the project school location cannot be closely 
investigated.  It would appear that the site area is found on a combination of gently sloping upland footslope onto alluvial terrace associated with 
Wonder Creek and/or the perennial stream to the east/northeast.  The ground cover also appears to be a combination of prairie grass and forest 
cover with pasture grass to the southwest based on the modern (2010) aerial image.  Again, these conditions cannot be accurately determined 
without closer examination.  It is unknown if any existing evidence of a former structure remain at the projected site area.  There is what appears 
to be a former road directly south of an east/west running fence line that runs toward the projected school location from 293rd Avenue.  This 
former road is covered by mixed grass and is likely originally associated with agricultural purposes.  The Huber School was located 
approximately one mile to the northwest along 303rd Avenue and has depictions in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, but not in the 1875 
Andreas map.  It is unknown if the projected school location represents a potential alternate location to the Huber School.

A503See Pg:ID: School Name:

098-08-05-03 Decorah Andreas School 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 
1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  The 1886 plat map 
does depict a structure at the Andreas map location, but does not label the structure as a school.  Both the 1905 and 1915 plat maps also depict a 
structure just south/southwest of the investigated site area which appears to correspond with an existing farmstead/rural residence.  The aerial 
images do not show a structure at the plotted school location.  The investigated site area is found east of Locust Road/W38, with existing 
farmsteads/rural residences found to the west and south/southeast.  There is also a private residence found just north of the investigated site area 
that does not appear until after the 1990s aerial image.  The plotted school location appears to be found on an east/west running fence line that is 
composed of soybean field to the south and pasture grass to the north.  The investigated site area is found on a portion of gently sloping 
sideslope (2-5%) of an upland landform that slopes to the north/northwest.  There were no observed remains pertaining to a former structure 
observed from the existing ROW.  There is a gravel access drive that leads from Locust Road/W38 toward the plotted school location that 
appears to be used for agricultural purposes since this feature does not appear until the 1990s aerial image.  The Clay Hill School was originally 
located approximately one half of a mile to the southeast along Clay Hill Road and is depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps but not the 
1875 Andreas map.  It is unknown if the investigated site area represents a potential alternate location to the Clay Hill School which was moved 
to a location approximately 250 yards northwest of the projected 1875 Andreas map school location.

A505See Pg:ID: School Name:

098-09-05-02 Madison Andreas School 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack precision associated with 
1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  No structure is 
depicted at the project site area in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, and no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  The 
investigated site area is located east of 240th Avenue with a gravel access drive leading from the road to the projected site area that is currently 
used for agricultural purposes.  This access drive is visible in all of the aerial images and is unknown if it is originally associated with a former 
structure/school.  The investigated site area appears to be located on an upland lobate extension to the northeast that is gently sloping (1-4%).  
The landform becomes moderately sloping (5-9%) to the north and east where the landform slopes toward an intermittent drainage.  The 
projected school location is currently composed of a combination of corn field and alfalfa.  There were no remains pertaining to a former 
structure observed from the existing ROW of 240th Avenue.  The most stable landform position for potentially containing a structure is found on 
the upland lobate extension to the northeast, particularly near 240th Avenue.  The White Hill (Dibbs) School was located just over a half of a 
mile to the north and is depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps but not he 1875 Andreas map.  It is unknown if the investigated site area 
represents a potential alternate location to the White Hill (Dibbs) School.

A507See Pg:ID: School Name:
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098-10-01-04 Lincoln Andreas School 2
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 
1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  The 1875 Andreas map 
actually depicts the school south of a former road that ran from 315th Avenue near its intersection with A46 to the southeast before abruptly 
running to the northeast to A46.  No structure nor the former road are depicted at the projected site area in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps 
that is clearly labeled as a school.  However, these plat maps do depict  an unusual L-shaped parcel around a structure that roughly corresponds 
with the school location depicted in the Andreas map.  Aerial images consistently show what appears to be a private residence at the 
approximate school location, with outbuildings to the south/southwest.  The investigated site area is located south of A46 and appears to be an 
existing farmstead located on upland sideslope (3-7%) that slopes to the east/southeast toward an intermittent drainage.  A private residence is 
found at the end of a paved/asphalt driveway, with several outbuildings surrounding that appear to be farm-related.  The site area is currently 
composed of manicured lawn and scattered trees, with areas of pasture grass and additional trees that are largely deciduous found to the south 
and east.  There were no observed remains that could be definitively associated with a former school, although it was difficult to closely examine 
the site area given the presence of the existing private residence and numerous farm-related outbuildings.  There was also no observed evidence 
of the former road depicted in the 1875 Andreas map.  Several locations of the Hovden School are found to the north and northwest along A46 
that do not have an 1875 Andreas map depiction.  It is unknown if the investigated site area represents an additional alternate location to the 
Hovden School.

A509See Pg:ID: School Name:

098-10-04-02 Lincoln Andreas School 3
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 
1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  The 1886 plat map 
does depict a structure at the 1875 Andreas map location, but does not label the structure as a school.  Both the 1905 and 1915 plat maps depict a 
structure located to the west that represents a farmstead that exists today.  No structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  However, 
there is a curious access drive that runs at and/or adjacent to the projected school location from 230th Street to the northwest to the farmstead.  
The 1930s and 1950s aerial image show the access drive running in a straight line to the northeast at or adjacent to the projected school location.  
The 1960s and 1970s aerial images, however, show an access drive running from 230th Street to the projected site location before running to the 
west and then curving to the north toward the farmstead.  This access drive/road is no longer present in the 1990s aerial image.  No access drive 
was observed by this investigation leading from 230th Street to the projected school location, with the landform at a slightly higher elevation 
than the existing road.  It is unknown what this access drive/road represents as no clearly definable structure is present in the aerial images, but is 
worth mentioning since the access drive/drive begins at 230th Street where the projected school location is.  The investigated south area is north 
of 230th Street and just west of the road's T-intersection with 335th Avenue, and appears to rest on gently sloping (2-4%) upland sideslope.  This 
landform slopes to the east toward an intermittent drainage and is somewhat level (1-3%) at the project school location.  The site area was 
composed of soybean field at the time of investigation.  There were no remains pertaining to a former structure observed from the existing ROW 
of 230th Street.  The Pleasant View School was originally located just over one kilometer to the east along 230th Street and is depicted in the 
1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps but not the 1875 Andreas map.  It is unknown if the investigated site area represents a potential alternate 
location to the Pleasant View School.

A511See Pg:ID: School Name:

098-10-05-02 Lincoln Andreas School 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 
1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurate determine.  No structure is depicted 
at the projected site area in 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps.  A small structure is visible in the 1930s aerial image at the investigated school 
location that is no longer present in the 1950s aerial image.  It is unknown if this structure is the school depicted in the 1875 Andreas map.  The 
investigated site area is found north of 230th Street and just east of the roads intersection with 307th Avenue.  The site area appears to reside on 
a portion of a small upland lobate extension that is bisected by 230th Street.  This upland landform extends toward the north, with the summit of 
the landform found to the southwest.  The portion of the upland lobate extension north of 230th Street is fairly level (1-3%) and gently slopes (2-
4%) to the northwest toward what appears to be a perennial stream and to the southeast toward an intermittent drainage.  The site area was 
composed of corn field at the time of investigation.  The were no remains pertaining to a former structure observed from the existing ROW and 
it unknown of the current condition of the structure visible in the 1930s aerial image.  The Wemark School was originally located just over a half 
of a mile to the east and is depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps but not he 1875 Andreas map.  It is unknown if the investigated site 
area represents a potential alternate location to the Wemark School.

A513See Pg:ID: School Name:
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099-07-04-02 Pleasant Andreas School 2
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 
1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and land form position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  The 1875 Andreas 
map appears to show the school just west of, and along, a former road that ran from Spring Creek Road north to Sattre Ridge Road.  This former 
road is depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps as well, but is not shown in any of the aerial images.  The 1886 plat map does depict a 
structure near the 1875 Andreas map location, but does not label the structure as a school.  Neither the 1905 nor 1915 plat maps depict this 
structure.  Additionally, no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  A faintly visible trail and/or agricultural access drive is show 
in the aerial images that leads toward the plotted school location.  The 1930s, 1950s, and 1990s aerial images show this trail/access drive leading 
from an existing farmstead/rural residence found to the west, while the modern (2010) aerial image shows this trail/access drive leading from a 
rural residence located to the northwest where the Pleasant View (Matter) School is found.  The purpose of this trail/access drive is unknown, 
nor is it known if it is associated with the 1875 Andreas map depicted school.  The projected school location is found east of Middle Sattre Road 
and north of Spring Creek Road, and is far removed from the existing ROW.  The plotted school location cannot be easily viewed and therefore 
it is unknown what the precise landform position is, or if any remains related to former structure exist.  It appears that the plotted school location 
is found on an upland landform that slopes to the east/southeast toward an intermittent drainage.  This landform appears to have been previously 
agriculturally developed, but is currently composed of a combination of prairie grass and forested areas.  Closer examination of the site area is 
required in order to more accurately document this plotted school location.  The Pleasant View (Matter) School is currently located 
approximately three quarters of a mile to the northwest along Middle Sattre Road, and is depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, but not 
the 1875 Andreas map.  It is unknown if the projected Andreas school location represents a potential alternate location to the Pleasant View 
(Matter) School.

A515See Pg:ID: School Name:

099-07-06-02 Pleasant Andreas School 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 
1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  Neither the 1886, 
1905, and 1915 plat maps depict a school at this investigated location but do depict a structure to the west/southwest that appears to be a 
farmstead/rural residence that still exists today.  There is no structure clearly visible in any of the aerial images that can be definitively identified 
as a school.  However, the 1930s aerial image seems to show a small, square-shaped lot within an agricultural field with an isolated tree.  This is 
less definitive in the 1950s aerial image, although the isolated tree appears to remain.  This is a curious feature, as it would seem to indicate that 
a former structure was at this location.  The plotted school location is found west of found west of Pleasant View Road and is difficult to view 
from the existing ROW.  Therefore, it is unknown if there are any existing remains.  The location appears to be located on sideslope of an upland 
landform that slopes to the west toward an intermittent drainage, but this cannot be accurately determined without closer investigation.  The 
current ground cover appears to be a combination of corn field and alfalfa, with a forested area found directly south that is largely composed of 
deciduous trees.  The Daubney School is located approximately one half of a mile to the south along Pleasant View Road and is depicted in the 
1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, but not the 1875 Andreas map.  It is unknown if the depicted 1875 Andreas map school location represents a 
potential alternate location to the Daubney School.

A517See Pg:ID: School Name:

099-09-02-02 Bluffton Andreas School 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 
1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  No structure is 
depicted in the 1886, 1905, or 1915 plat maps and no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  The investigated site area is found 
south of Scenic River Road and potentially west of a fence line that runs from the road to the south and appears to coincide with plat map 
depictions (1886, 1905, and 1915) in relation to property boundaries.  The projected school location appears to be located on very level (0-2%) 
alluvial terrace associated with a perennial stream found to the west and south that eventually empties into the Upper Iowa River to the east.  The 
investigated site area was composed of alfalfa at the time of investigation, with corn field found east of the fence line.  Prairie grass and scattered 
trees are found along the fence line and the existing ROW of Scenic River Road.  An gravel access drive leads from the road to the site area that 
appears to be primarily utilized for agricultural purposes and cannot be clearly associated with a potential structure once existing at the location 
based off of aerial images.  The investigated site area is found at a lower elevation than Scenic River Road.  A rural residence is found to the 
southwest of the projected school location and one to north across Scenic River Road.  There were no remains pertaining to a former structure 
observed from the existing ROW of Scenic River Road.  However, there was a very small, very shallow "bump" at the projected school location 
that appears to extend to the east into the corn field.  It is unknown if this feature is a natural to the existing landscape or if it may represent a 
former structure location with potential remains.  The standing Casey School is located approximately one half of a kilometer to the northeast 
along the Bluffton Road.  This school is depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps but not the 1875 Andreas map.  It is unknown if the 
investigated site area represents a potential alternate location to the Casey School.

A519See Pg:ID: School Name:
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099-09-03-02 Bluffton Andreas School 3
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 
1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  No structure is 
depicted at the projected school location in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, and no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  
The 1875 Andreas map does depict the school south and east of a former road that runs to the west from Highway 52 and diverges to the 
northwest and southwest at the school location.  This former road is not depicted in any of the historic plats maps (1886, 1905, and 1915), but 
portions of it are faintly visible in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images where it appears to be utilized for agricultural purposes.  Both the 1930s 
and 1950s aerial images show portions of this road leading from a farmstead located to the east/northeast and then abruptly running to the 
southwest at the approximate school location.  There is also a triangular-shaped grove of trees at where the school is depicted in the 1875 
Andreas map.  It is difficult to determine if this small grove represents a former structure location.  Neither the former road nor the triangular 
grove of trees at the projected school location is present today.  The site area is over a half mile west of Highway 52 and cannot be closely 
examined due to its location and inaccessibility.  It is unknown if there are any existing remains related to a former structure, or what the precise 
landform position of the project school location is.  The site area does appear to be in an upland setting largely composed of corn field with a 
few scattered deciduous trees, with heavy forest cover to the west and south.  Several rural residences are found to the east/northeast at the 
location of the farmstead present in the 1930s and 1950s aerial images.  The McCaffery School was located approximately one mile to the 
northeast along Hitching Post Road and this location is depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, but not in the 1875 Andreas map.  It is 
unknown if the projected site area represents a potential alternate location to the McCaffery School.

A521See Pg:ID: School Name:

099-09-06-02 Bluffton Andreas School 2
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 
1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  No structure is 
depicted at the projected school location in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, and no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  
The investigated site area is located west of 253rd Avenue and southwest of the T-intersection of Scenic River Road and 253rd Avenue.  The 
investigated site area appears to be found on a combination of upland summit (0-2%) and gently sloping shoulder slope (1-3%).  This upland 
landform slopes to the east and south toward an intermittent drainage.  Although it is difficult to accurately determine where the projected school 
stood, it would seem that the most stable landform position is located a fair west of the existing ROW prior to upland landform sideslope (5-
7%).  It is anticipated that the projected school location is also found south of an existing west/east running fence line.  There is also a gravel 
access drive covered by mixed grass that runs along and to the south of this fence line toward the investigated site area.  This access drive is 
visible in the aerial images and appears to be originally associated with a farmstead/rural residence that previously existed to the southwest.  
This farmstead/rural residence is depicted in the 1905 and 1915 plat maps and visible in the 1930s aerial image.  The projected school location is 
currently composed of soybean field.  There were no remains pertaining to a former structure observed from the existing ROW, however the 
projected school location is far removed from 253rd Avenue.  The Moore School was located nearly three quarters of a mile to the 
south/southwest along 290th Street and is depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps but not the 1875 Andreas map.  It is unknown if the 
investigated site area represents a potential alternate location to the Moore School.

A523See Pg:ID: School Name:

099-10-02-03 Orleans Andreas School 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 
1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  No structure is 
depicted at the projected school location in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, and no structure is clearly visible in any of the aerial images.  
The investigated site area is located just northeast of the intersection of Highway 139 and 335th Street and is found on what appears to be 
combination of level upland summit (0-2%) and gently sloping upland shoulder slope (1-3%).  The investigated area is currently composed of 
prairie grass and a small grove of younger-growth deciduous trees.  An outline composed of mowed grass forms the perimeter of the small grove 
of trees and the entire field composed of prairie grass.  This field appears to have previously agriculturally developed based on the aerial 
images.  A rural residence is found just to the east along 335th Street.  There was no observed indication of where a structure may have been 
located but a small pile of fieldstone was observed at the fence line corner near the intersection of 335th Street and Highway 139.  This 
fieldstone largely consists of limestone, much of which appears to be worked with numerous cobbles having sharp edges with relatively flat 
sides.  It is unknown if these remains are associated with a former structure, potentially a foundation, although they do appear to be introduced.  
The Kendallville School is located approximately one mile to the north along County Road A23 that is depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat 
maps but not the 1875 Andreas map.  It is unknown if the investigated site area represents a potential alternate location to the Kendallville 
School.

A525See Pg:ID: School Name:
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100-07-02-02 Highland Andreas School 1
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 
1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  The 1886 plat map 
does depict a structure at the approximate 1875 Andrea plat map location, but does not label the structure as a school.  Both the 1905 and 1915 
plat maps depict a structure, but it is located slightly east of the 1875 Andreas and 1886 plat map depictions.  This appears to represent a 
separate structure and corresponds to the location of a standing private residence associated with an existing farmstead.  The aerial images show 
this farmstead/rural residence at the projected site area and it is difficult to determine if a school structure is shown among the numerous farm-
related outbuildings.  The investigated site area is found west of the intersection of Highlandville Road and North Bear Road, and just east of a 
standing tree line that is largely composed of older-growth evergreen trees.  The farmstead/rural residence is bordered to the west, north, and 
east by evergreen trees, with alfalfa field found to the north and east.  Within the lot containing the farmstead/rural residence the ground cover 
consists of manicured lawn, scattered trees, a gravel access drive, and numerous farm-related outbuildings.  There is a vacant area near the 
southwest corner of lot that is void of any structures and is considered to be the likely location of the school/structure depicted in the 1875 
Andreas and 1886 plat maps.  Just west of this area outside of the tree line is open land composed of prairie grass.  The investigated site area is 
found on a combination of level (0-2%) upland summit and gently sloping (1-3%) upland shoulder slope.  There were no observed remains 
related to a former structure, although this is difficult to accurately determine given the lack of precision associated in determining 1875 Andreas 
map depicted locations.  The Kjome (Rock Springs) School was located nearly three quarters of a mile to the north along Highlandville Road 
and is depicted in the 1886, 1905, and 1915 plat maps, but lacks an 1875 Andreas map depictions.  It is unknown if the investigated site area 
represents a potential alternate location to the Kjome (Rock Springs) School.

A527See Pg:ID: School Name:

100-07-04-02 Highland Andreas School 2
Comments: The investigated site area is based off of a school depiction in the 1875 Andreas map.  Due to the lack of precision associated with 
1875 Andreas map depictions, the exact location and landform position of the school is difficult to accurately determine.  The 1886 plat map 
does depict a structure at the 1875 Andreas map location, but does not label the structure as a school.  However, the way the structure is depicted 
with a border in 1886 plat map would seem to suggest that the structure bears special representation.  Both the 1905 and 1915 plat maps do not 
depict a structure at the projected school location.  No structure is clearly visible at the investigated site area in any of the aerial images outside 
of the existing farmstead located to the northeast across the road.  The projected school location is found east of Locust Road and east/southeast 
of the T-intersection of 370th Street and Locust Road.  The investigated site area is found on a combination of nearly level upland summit (0-
2%) and gently sloping shoulder slope (1-4%), with the landform sloping to the northeast/east toward an intermittent drainage.  The site area was 
composed of corn field at the time of investigation with no remains pertaining to a former structure observed from the existing ROW.  However, 
it was difficult to accurately investigate the site area due to the projected school location being found at a higher elevation than the existing 
ROW of Locust Road.  In addition, Locust Road was modified to run in a primarily northeast/southwest direction rather than in a east/west 
direction north of the investigated site area as depicted in the plat maps (1886, 1905, and 1915) and aerial images.  It is not until the 2006 aerial 
image that Locust Road is shown as it appears today.  The alterations conducted to the road seem to have now running through or right near the 
projected school location.  This would insinuate the strong possibility that the original site area has been disturbed and possibly destroyed.  Both 
the Grindeland School and the Exey School are located approximately one mile to the north and southeast respectively, and both schools are 
depicted in the 1905 and 1915 plat maps but not the 1875 Andreas map.  It is unknown if the investigated site area represents a potential 
alternate location to either the Grindeland School or Exey School.

A529See Pg:ID: School Name:
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Original School Location

ID School Name Landowner Information

096-07-01-01 Pleasant Ridge School NAA1

096-07-03-01 Oak Hill School NAA3

096-07-04-01 District 4 Bloomfield School NAA5

096-07-06-01 Knudsvig School NAA7

096-07-07-01 Crossroads School NAA9

096-07-08-01 Mundt School NAA11

096-07-08-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 NAA13

096-07-09-01 Dahmes School NAA15

096-07-10-01 Blumhagen School NAA17

096-07-11-01 Castalia School NAA19

096-07-11-02 Moneek School NAA21

096-07-11-03 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Moneek 
School)

NAA23

096-08-04-01 Collins School NAA25

096-08-05-01 Stavanger School NAA27

096-08-06-01 Nesvik School NAA29

096-08-07-01 Massman School NAA31

096-08-09-01 District 3 School Military Township NAA33

096-08-11-01 Ossian Town Independent School NAA35

096-09-01-01 Festina School NAA37

096-09-01-02 District 2 School Washington Township NAA39

096-09-01-03 District 1 School Washington Township NAA41

096-09-01-04 Unknown School Washington Township NAA43

096-09-01-05 District 1 School Washington Township NAA45

096-09-02-01 Fort Atkinson Public School NA; see the Iowa Site Inventory Form and the Preliminary National 
Register Nomination Staff Evaluation Form (PNRNSEF) prepared in 1991.

A47

096-09-02-02 St. John Nepomucene Catholic School NAA49

096-09-03-01 District 3 School Washington Township NAA51

096-09-04-01 District 4 School Washington Township Yes; a discussion with a nearby landowner revealed that the current owner 
of the property where the school was once located has indicated that a 
school did once exist back in the wooded area but that no foundation or 
additional remains exist today (personal correspondence 7/16/2012).

A53

096-10-01-01 Herold School NAA55

096-10-02-01 Jack School NAA57

096-10-03-01 Possible Alternate Location 1 NAA59

096-10-04-01 Wichman School NAA61

096-10-05-01 Bakula School NAA63
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096-10-06-01 Navan School NAA65

096-10-06-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 NAA67

096-10-07-01 Holub School NAA69

096-10-08-01 Hageman School NAA71

096-10-11-01 Jackson Junction School NAA73

097-07-02-01 Pagin School NAA75

097-07-02-02 Frankville Norwegian School 1 NAA77

097-07-03-01 McKay School NAA79

097-07-04-01 Birdsell School NAA81

097-07-05-01 Centennial School NAA83

097-07-06-01 Hyde School NAA85

097-07-07-01 Bakke School NA; see Steve Johnson's interview (1985-1986) with Esther Hill, a former 
teacher at the school.

A87

097-07-08-01 Monson School NAA89

097-07-11-01 Frankville School NA; see the site form prepared by Mary Klimesh (1978).A91

097-08-01-01 Red Oak School Yes; the current owner is the chief deputy sheriff of Winneshiek County 
Greg Torgrim, and he currently rents the school out as a residence to a 
fellow police officer (personal correspondence 7/11/2012).

A93

097-08-01-02 Springfield Norwegian School 2 NAA95

097-08-01-03 Branhagen School Yes; an interview with the current owner/resident of the Branhagen 
farmstead was able to reveal information regarding the original school 
location (personal correspondence 8/22/2012); see the Steve Johnson Iowa 
Site Inventory Form (1990).

A97

097-08-02-01 Broghammer School NAA99

097-08-03-01 Lee School NAA101

097-08-04-01 Knutson School NAA103

097-08-04-02 Springfield Norwegian School 3 NAA105

097-08-05-01 Nerlie School NAA107

097-08-06-01 Nordness School NAA109

097-08-06-02 Springfield Norwegian School 1 NAA111

097-09-01-01 Lee School NAA113

097-09-02-01 Phillips School NAA115

097-09-05-01 Ryant School NAA117

097-09-05-02 Bouska Log Cabin NA; see the Marilyn L. Wolfe National Register of Historic Places 
Registration Form (NRHPRF) and the National Register Nomination 
Review Form (NRMRF), both prepared in 1993.

A119

097-09-05-03 Possible Alternate Location 1 NAA121
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097-09-06-01 Conover School Yes; the current landowner bought the deed for his current residence 
approximately 23 years ago and bought the separate deed to the school 
approximately one to three years later from the South Winneshiek School 
District (personal correspondence 8/21/2012).  The owner took great 
lengths to clear the thick underbrush in the site area, in addition to 
restoring the school's roof and interior (personal correspondence 
8/21/2012).  The current owner converted the school to a 
game/entertainment room to be used primarily by his children (personal 
correspondence 8/21/2012).

A123

097-09-07-01 District 7 School Calmar Township NAA125

097-09-07-02 Calmar Norwegian School 1 NAA127

097-09-11-01 Calmar Public School NAA129

097-09-11-02 Czech Parochial School and Convent NAA131

097-09-11-03 St. Wenceslaus School NAA133

097-09-11-04 Spillville Village School NA; information contained in this form is based off of information 
gathered from the local Spillville Public Library and Community Center, 
the head librarian, and a knowledgeable local resident (personal 
correspondence 8/21/2012).

A135

097-09-11-05 Old Spillville Catholic School NAA137

097-09-11-06 St. Aloysius Catholic School NAA139

097-09-11-07 Calmar Norwegian School 2 NAA141

097-09-11-08 Possible Alternate Location 1 NAA143

097-09-11-09 Spillville School Possible Alternate 
Location 1

NA; discussions with a few local residents indicate no knowledge of a 
school once existing in this location (personal correspondence 8/21/2012).

A145

097-09-11-10 First Public School of Spillville NAA147

097-10-01-01 Anderson School NAA149

097-10-01-02 Sumner Norwegian School 2 NAA151

097-10-01-03 Possible Alternate Location 1 NAA153

097-10-02-01 Herold School NAA155

097-10-02-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 NAA157

097-10-02-03 Sumner Norwegian School 1 NAA159

097-10-03-01 Praska School NAA161

097-10-03-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 NAA163

097-10-04-01 Huber School NAA165

097-10-05-01 Polansky School NAA167

097-10-06-01 Bouska School NAA169

098-07-01-01 Ryan School NAA171

098-07-02-01 Drake School NA; Harvey Houck is said to have a school book dealing with the Drake 
School (Steve Johnson 1985-1986).

A173

098-07-03-01 Baker School NAA175
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098-07-04-01 Rocksvold School NAA177

098-07-05-01 Lee School NAA179

098-07-05-02 1915 Index Map Potential School NAA181

098-07-06-01 Lynne School NAA183

098-07-06-02 First Norwegian School NA; see the Iowa Site Inventory Form Evaluation Sheet reviewed by Steve 
Johnson in 1990 (5/20).

A185

098-07-07-01 Sheggrud School NAA187

098-07-08-01 Renass School NAA189

098-08-02-01 Guttormson School NAA191

098-08-03-01 Moore School NAA193

098-08-04-01 Freeport Village School Yes; an interview with one of the property owners at the original school 
location indicated that the Freeport Village School was located between 
her residence and the adjacent residence to the west (personal 
correspondence 8/22/2012).  The interviewed property owner was unaware 
of what happened to the school or its present condition (personal 
correspondence 8/22/2012).

A195

098-08-04-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 Yes; an interview with one of the property owners at the original school 
location indicated that the Freeport Village School was located between 
her residence and the adjacent residence located to the west (personal 
correspondence 8/22/2012).  The interviewed property owner was unaware 
of what happened to the school or its present condition (personal 
correspondence 8/22/2012).

A197

098-08-05-01 Clay Hill School NAA199

098-08-06-01 Hamre School NAA201

098-08-07-01 Hjelle School NAA203

098-08-08-01 Ronglien School NAA205

098-08-09-01 Viste School NAA207

098-08-10-01 Blout School NAA209

098-08-11-01 West Side Elementary School NA; see the National Register of Historic Places Registration Form 
prepared by David C. Anderson (1996).

A211

098-08-11-02 Decorah Middle School NA; see the National Register of Historic Places Registration Form 
prepared by David C. Anderson (1997).

A213

098-08-11-03 Decorah East Side Elementary School NA; see the National Register of Historic Places Registration Form 
prepared by David C. Anderson (1997).

A215

098-09-01-01 Horgen School NAA217

098-09-01-02 Tollefson School NAA219

098-09-01-03 Possible Alternate Location 1 NAA221

098-09-02-01 Knutson School NAA223

098-09-02-02 Gilbertson School NAA225

098-09-02-03 Possible Alternate Location 1 NAA227

098-09-03-01 Wagner School NAA229
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098-09-03-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 Yes; the current landowner has heard of a school once existing in this area 
but has not seen any evidence of the structure himself (personal 
correspondence 7/9/2012).  This landowner also attended the Wagner 
(Bergan) School that was located to the southwest along 270th Avenue 
(personal correspondence 7/9/2012).

A231

098-09-04-01 White Hill School NAA233

098-09-04-02 Drew School NAA235

098-09-05-01 Frana School NAA237

098-10-01-01 Hovden School NAA239

098-10-01-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Hovden 
School)

NAA241

098-10-01-03 Possible Alternate Location 1 NAA243

098-10-02-01 Beucher School NAA245

098-10-03-01 Lincoln Valley School NAA247

098-10-04-01 Pleasant View School NAA249

098-10-05-01 Wemark School NAA251

098-10-06-01 Haga School NAA253

098-10-06-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 NAA255

098-10-11-01 Ridgeway Independent School Addition NAA257

098-10-11-02 Ridgeway Independent School NAA259

099-07-01-01 Sattre School NAA261

099-07-01-02 Bigler School NAA263

099-07-01-03 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Bigler 
School)

NAA265

099-07-02-01 Leidahl School NAA267

099-07-03-01 Locust School NA; the current owner of the Locust School is unknown.A269

099-07-04-01 Pleasant View School NAA271

099-07-05-01 Pleasant Valley School NAA273

099-07-05-02 Larson School Yes; the son of Milton Young currently lives on property where Larson 
School was moved and was able to reveal where the school was originally 
located and the fact that it had been razed (personal correspondence 
8/12/2012).

A275

099-07-06-01 Daubney School NAA277

099-07-07-01 Paulson School NAA279

099-07-07-02 Richards School NAA281

099-08-01-01 Pot Hollow School NAA283

099-08-02-01 Brick School NAA285

099-08-04-01 Johnson School NAA287

099-08-05-01 Willson School NAA289
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099-08-05-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Willson 
School)

NAA291

099-08-06-01 Knoke School NAA293

099-08-07-01 Sharp School NAA295

099-08-08-01 White School NAA297

099-08-09-01 Turner School NAA299

099-08-11-01 Springwater School NAA301

099-08-11-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Springwater 
School)

NAA303

099-09-01-01 Bluffton School NAA305

099-09-02-01 Casey School NAA307

099-09-03-01 McCaffrey School NAA309

099-09-04-01 Sexton School NAA311

099-09-04-02 Possible Alternate Location 2 NAA313

099-09-04-03 Possible Alternate Location 1 NAA315

099-09-05-01 Henry School NAA317

099-09-06-01 Moore School NAA319

099-09-07-01 Bruening School NAA321

099-10-01-01 Horn SchoolA323

099-10-01-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 NAA325

099-10-02-01 Morgan School NAA327

099-10-02-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 NAA329

099-10-03-01 Steinmetz School NAA331

099-10-04-01 Morton School NAA333

099-10-05-01 Hovey School NAA335

099-10-06-01 Libbey School NAA337

099-10-07-01 Pollet School NAA339

100-07-01-01 Roosevelt School NAA341

100-07-01-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Roosevelt 
School)

NAA343

100-07-01-03 Possible Alternate Location 1 NAA345

100-07-02-01 Kjome School NAA347

100-07-03-01 Grindeland School NAA349

100-07-04-01 Exey School NAA351

100-07-06-01 Sacquitne School NAA353
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100-07-06-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 (Sacquitne 
School)

NAA355

100-07-11-01 Highlandville School NAA357

100-08-02-01 Rotvold School(s) NAA359

100-08-03-01 Kenyon School NAA361

100-08-04-01 Van Vliet School NAA363

100-08-04-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 NAA365

100-08-05-01 Darrington School NAA367

100-08-06-01 Chase School NAA369

100-08-11-01 Hesper School Yes; the nearby landowner along 190th Avenue indicated that portions of 
the former school were used to build his residence and the current 
residence near the original school location (personal correspondence 
8/12/2012).  Additionally, the owner of the residence at the approximate 
original location has photos of the school (personal correspondence 
8/12/2012).  It is unknown if the school indicated is the Kjome School or 
the original Hesper School.  Also, refer to the National Register of Historic 
Places Inventory Nomination Form prepared by Mary Housker (1977) that 
appears to have incorrectly labeled the Kjome School as a small church 
moved from the Highlandville area that was an addition to the Hesper 
School.

A371

100-08-11-03 First Hesper School NA; see the National Register of Historic Places Inventory Nomination 
Form prepared by Mary Housker (1977).

A373

100-09-01-01 Rollins School NAA375

100-09-02-01 Snell School NAA377

100-09-03-01 Gossman School NAA379

100-09-04-01 Cold Water School NAA381

100-09-04-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 NAA383

100-09-06-01 Underbakke School NAA385

100-09-07-01 McCabe School NAA387

100-09-07-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 NAA389

100-09-08-01 Lost Nation School NAA391

100-09-11-01 Burr Oak School NAA393

100-10-01-01 Plymouth Rock School NA; nearby landowners did help locate the moved location of the 
Plymouth Rock School and seem to indicate that the structure is no longer 
standing (personal correspondence 8/22/2012).

A395

100-10-02-01 Kendallville School NAA397

100-10-03-01 Lybbert School NAA399

100-10-04-01 Johnson School NAA401

100-10-05-01 Webb School NAA403

100-10-06-01 Todd School NAA405

100-10-07-01 Easler School NAA407
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100-10-07-02 Possible Alternate Location 1 NAA409

See Pg
Moved School Location

ID School Name Landowner Information

096-08-05-02 Stavanger School (Moved) Yes; the daughter of the current property owner indicated that a school was 
incorporated as an addition to the house and allowed for photographs to be 
taken of the structure (personal correspondence 8/21/2012).

A411

096-10-05-02 Bakula School (Moved) NAA413

096-10-06-04 Navan School (Moved) NAA415

096-10-07-02 Holub School (Moved) NAA417

097-07-03-02 McKay School (Moved) NAA419

097-08-06-03 Springfield Norwegian School 1 (Moved) NA; see the Iowa Site Inventory Form Evaluation Sheet prepared by Steve 
Johnson (1990).

A421

097-09-02-02 Phillips School (Moved) Yes; the current landowner granted permission for photographs to be taken 
of the building (personal correspondence 8/21/2012).

A423

097-09-05-04 Bouska Log Cabin (Moved) NA; see the Marilyn L. Wolfe National Register of Historic Places 
Registration Form (NRHPRF) and the National Register Nomination 
Review Form (NRMRF), both prepared in 1993.

A425

098-07-01-02 Ryan School (Moved) NAA427

098-07-03-02 Baker School (Moved) Yes; the current landowner allowed permission for photographs of the 
structure to be taken (personal correspondence 8/22/2012).

A429

098-07-04-02 Rocksvold School (Moved) NAA431

098-08-02-02 Guttormson School (Moved) Yes; the current owner of the Guttormson School who had the structure 
moved granted permission for photos to be taken (personal correspondence 
10/27/2012).  The owner plans on turning the school into a destination 
venue (personal correspondence 10/27/2012).

A433

098-08-05-02 Clay Hill School (Moved) Yes; the current landowner's husband actually attended the Clay Hill 
School and has photos of the school (personal correspondence 8/22/2012).

A435

098-08-08-02 Bruvold School (Moved) Yes; the current owner's father actually moved the Bruvold School to its 
current location and converted it for grain storage (personal 
correspondence 8/22/2012).  A new tin roof was installed by the current 
owner several years ago, and he wanted to put steel siding on the entire 
structure but could not afford to (personal correspondence 8/22/2012).  The 
current owner does not want to lose the building but cannot afford to 
maintain it, and is considering razing the structure due its deteriorating 
state (personal correspondence 8/22/2012).

A437

098-09-01-04 Tollefson School (Moved) Yes; photograph permission was granted for the structure (personal 
correspondence 8/23/2012).

A439

098-09-01-05 Horgen School (Moved) NAA441

098-09-02-04 Gilbertson School (Moved) Yes; the current landowner declined to have photos taken of the school due 
to its current condition (personal correspondence 8/23/2012).

A443
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098-09-04-03 Drew School (Moved) Yes; the current landowner's father actually was responsible for moving 
the Drew School and converting it into a shop/garage (personal 
correspondence 8/19/2012).  The current owner, however, is considering 
tearing the structure down and has removed the building off of his 
insurance (personal correspondence 8/19/2012).  This is due to the poor 
condition of the structure and the fact that the current owner only uses the 
building sparingly (personal correspondence 8/19/2012).

A445

098-09-05-03 Frana School (Moved) NAA447

098-10-03-02 Lincoln Valley School (Moved) Yes: the current property landowner granted permission for photographs to 
be taken of the school (personal correspondence 10/24/2012).

A449

098-10-05-03 Wemark School (Moved) Yes: the current landowner was unaware that the house was originally a 
rural school, but was pleased to learn this (personal correspondence 
8/23/2012).

A451

098-10-06-03 Haga School (Moved) Yes; the moved Haga School is in danger of being torn down by the 
current landowner, although he may consider saving it due to his interest in 
antiques (personal correspondence 8/19/2012).  The current owner is Dan 
Klemish (563-419-6017) who purchased the property 13 years ago.

A453

099-07-05-03 Larson School (Moved) Yes; the current property of the moved school location is actually Milton 
Young's son who indicated that the Larson School was razed 
approximately 30 years due to deterioration (personal correspondence 
8/12/2012).  He indicated that his great grandfather purchased the farm in 
1918 and his father, Milton, actually attended the Larson School and was 
responsible for moving the school to the property (personal 
correspondence 8/12/2012).  Mr. Young actually attended the Larson 
School, the Young School, the Daubney School, and the Pleasant Valley 
School, while his mother attended the Brick School (personal 
correspondence 8/12/2012).

A455

099-07-07-03 Richards School (Moved) NAA457

099-08-01-02 Pot Hollow School (Moved) NAA459

099-09-01-02 Bluffton School (Moved)A461

099-09-06-03 Moore School (Moved) Yes; current resident rents the property from the owner who lives to the 
east along Scenic River Road (personal correspondence 8/22/2012).

A463

099-09-07-02 Bruening School (Moved) Yes; the current landowner rents out the property and granted permission 
for photos to be taken of the school (personal correspondence 8/22/2012).

A465

099-10-03-02 Steinmetz School (Moved) NAA467

099-10-04-02 Morton School (Moved) Yes; the current property owner's mother, who would be Mrs. Obed A. 
Lee, attended the school (personal correspondence 8/18/2012).

A469

099-10-05-02 Hovey School (Moved) Yes; the current property owner indicates that the Hovey School was 
present on the farm when he purchased it in 1957 (personal 
correspondence 8/18/2012).

A471

100-07-02-03 Kjome School (Moved) Yes; a nearby landowner indicated that the wood from the school was used 
to make his residence found to the northwest along 190th Avenue and the 
current private residence that stands at the approximate moved location of 
the Kjome School (personal correspondence 8/12/2012).  Additionally, the 
owner of the residence at the approximate moved location has photos of 
the school (personal correspondence 8/12/2012).  It is unknown if the 
school indicated is the Kjome School or the original Hesper School.  Also, 
refer to the National Register of Historic Places Inventory Nomination 
Form prepared by Mary Housker (1977) that appears to have incorrectly 
labeled the Kjome School as a small church moved from the Highlandville 
area.

A473
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Moved School Location

ID School Name Landowner Information

100-07-06-04 Sacquitne School (Moved) Yes; the current landowner has photos of the school being moved and was 
very cooperative in providing information and allowing access for 
photographs (personal correspondence 8/22/2012).

A475

100-08-02-02 Rotvold School(s) (Moved) Yes; the current landowner indicated that the school was used as a hog 
house up until the late 1980s, but had to be torn down six to seven years 
ago due to deterioration and safety hazards (personal correspondence 
8/12/2012).  A large metal shed was constructed in 2006 adjacent to, and 
south of, the moved location of the first Rotvold School (personal 
correspondence 8/12/2012).

A477

100-08-02-03 Rotvold School(s) (Moved) NAA479

100-08-03-02 Kenyon School (Moved) NAA481

100-09-02-02 Snell School (Moved) NAA483

100-09-06-02 Underbakke School (Moved) NAA485

100-10-01-02 Plymouth Rock School (Moved) NA; the current landowner could not be reached, but a few of the 
surrounding landowners interviewed did indicate that they had purchased 
eggs from the Lawrence Bird Farm in the past and new where the structure 
was location(personal correspondence 8/22/2012).  Indications by the 
interviewed landowners are that the Plymouth Rock School is no longer 
standing (personal correspondence 8/22/2012).

A487

100-10-04-02 Johnson School (Moved) Yes; the current landowner granted permission for photographs to be taken 
of the structure (personal correspondence 10/24/2012).

A489

See Pg
1875 Andreas School Location

ID School Name Landowner Information

096-07-01-02 Bloomfield Andreas School 1 NAA491

096-08-06-02 Military Andreas School 1 NAA493

096-08-07-02 Military Andreas School 2 NAA495

096-10-06-03 Jackson Andreas School 1 NAA497

097-08-03-02 Springfield Andreas School 1 NAA499

097-10-02-04 Sumner Andreas School 2 NAA501

097-10-05-02 Sumner Andreas School 1 NAA503

098-08-05-03 Decorah Andreas School 1 NAA505

098-09-05-02 Madison Andreas School 1 NAA507

098-10-01-04 Lincoln Andreas School 2 NAA509

098-10-04-02 Lincoln Andreas School 3 NAA511

098-10-05-02 Lincoln Andreas School 1 NAA513

099-07-04-02 Pleasant Andreas School 2 NAA515

099-07-06-02 Pleasant Andreas School 1 NAA517

099-09-02-02 Bluffton Andreas School 1 NAA519

099-09-03-02 Bluffton Andreas School 3 NAA521

099-09-06-02 Bluffton Andreas School 2 NAA523

099-10-02-03 Orleans Andreas School 1 NAA525
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ID School Name Landowner Information

100-07-02-02 Highland Andreas School 1 NAA527

100-07-04-02 Highland Andreas School 2 NAA529
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Appendix D
(Google Earth Interface)



Google Earth© Interface 

1. Make sure Google Earth© is installed prior to using the DVD. 
. Ensure that “Allow access to local files…” is checked off under the “General” tab on the 

“Options” screen (available from the “Tools” menu). 

2. Open the DVD and double click the file “Winneshiek County Schoolhouses.” 

3. An image of the Earth appears that rotates to the continent of North America and zooms into 
Winneshiek County, Iowa with all schoolhouse location pins visible on the screen. 

4. The “toolbar” is displayed across the top of the screen that contains icons pertaining to the 
Google Earth© application.  These icons are not directly related to the use of the Winneshiek 
County Schoolhouse file. 

5. The bottom of the screen displays locational information pertaining to the satellite imagery used 
in Google Earth©, with coordinate and elevation data displayed near the bottom right-hand corner 
of the screen. 

6. The top right-hand corner of the screen contains navigation tools that control how the image is 
displayed: 
.  “Click to look around”: the top navigation tool; allows user to rotate/tilt the image in all 

cardinal directions depending on which portion of the icon is clicked.  The image can be 
rotated by clicking and dragging the “halo” that surrounds the icon.  Clicking the “N” 
symbol on the “halo” resets the image to north. 

. “Click to move around”: below the top navigation tool; allows for navigation in all 
cardinal directions over the image terrain depending on which portion of the icon is 
clicked. 

. “Street view”: below the “Click to move around” tool; this icon appears as an orange 
“human” that allows the image to enter “street view.”  Clicking and dragging this icon to 
a desired location allows for a “street view” of the location.  An “exit ground-level view” 
icon appears at the top right-hand portion of the screen once the image is in “street view.” 

. The “slider” tool: the bottom navigation tool; allows for zooming in and out on the 
image.  Dragging the slider or clicking the positive (+) and negative (-) icons allow for 
more controlled zooming. 

. The “pan” tool: hovering the mouse over the Google Earth© image displays a small 
“hand” tool, which is used for panning across the image.  Left-clicking and holding the 
mouse on the image itself allows for the image to be “grabbed” and dragged in any 
direction.  Additionally, right-clicking and holding the mouse allows for zooming and 
rotating of the image depending on where the mouse is dragged on the screen (i.e. 
dragging north/south allows for controlled zooming, while dragging east/west allows for 
“slow” zoom and rotation). 

. “Scrolling”: the “scroll” attribute found on the mouse also allows for zooming in and out 
of the image.  Additionally, double clicking any portion of the image allows for 
controlled zoom of the screen.  Double left-clicking of the mouse allows for zooming in, 
while double right-clicking of the mouse allows for zooming out. 



. The “Back To Google Earth” Button: returns the user to the map interface. 

7. The left side of the screen displays the table of contents under the name “Places.” 

8.  “My Places” and “Temporary Places” are the main layers within the table of contents which 
contain the “Winneshiek County Schoolhouses” layer. 
. Clicking the small box farthest left of the layer name controls the maximize/minimize 

attribute of each layer; a negative sign (-) indicates that the layer is maximized and the 
attributes are displayed, while a positive sign (+) indicates that the layer is minimized and 
only the layer name is displayed. 

. The larger box just left of the layer name enables the display of the attributes within each 
layer.  Clicking inside this display box produces a check mark which indicates that the 
data contained within the layer is displayed on the Google Earth© image.  Both the “My 
Places,” “Temporary Places,” and the “Winneshiek County Schoolhouses” layers are 
checked by default when opening the Google Earth© application, and subsequently 
display the selected data on the image. 

9. There are five additional layers under the “Winneshiek County Schoolhouses” layer that include: 
“Township,” “Condition,” “Location Type,” “Inventoried Status,” and “Imagery Year.” Each 
layer contains all the schoolhouse locations investigated by this survey, but organizes the data 
according to different attributes. 
. “Township”: contains a total of 20 layers that include all of the townships of Winneshiek 

County.  Each township layer contains all school locations that exist within that particular 
township.  Schoolhouse locations can be displayed for all townships at once, or be broken 
down by individual townships and/or individual school locations using the display box 
next to the layer name.  This layer is displayed by default when the Google Earth© 
application is opened. 

. “Condition”: data within this layer is organized based on the current condition of the 
school.  This is broken down into several classification layers that include: “Moved,” 
“Razed,” “Standing,” and “Unknown.”  Moved school locations are displayed with a blue 
pin, razed school locations are displayed with a yellow pin, standing school locations are 
displayed with a red pin, and unknown school locations are displayed with a white pin. 

. “Location Type”: organizes schoolhouse data based on three “Location Type” layers that 
include: “1875 Andreas School Location”, which is composed of school locations based 
strictly on depictions only visible on the 1875 Andreas map; “Moved School Location”, 
which displays those locations where schools have been moved; and “Original School 
Location”, which displays all locations based on plat map depictions (1886, 1905, and 
1915) and any other previous documentation of original schoolhouse locations (i.e. Steve 
Johnson [1985-1986]; site forms provided by Berry N. Bennett). 

. “Inventoried Status”: schoolhouse data is separated into two layers referred to as 
“Inventoried” and “Not Inventoried.”  Those schoolhouse locations within the 
“Inventoried” layer include structures with previously documented site inventory forms, 
which are generally those schools that were currently standing or moved during the Steve 
Johnson investigation (1985-1986) and/or were included within the site/structure forms 
provided by Berry N. Bennett.  Those schoolhouse locations which have razed structures 



and/or represent possible alternate, unknown, and/or 1875 Andreas locations are included 
under the “Not Inventoried” layer as they do not possess previous documentation and/or 
associated structure forms. 

. “Imagery Year”: schoolhouse data is organized based on the last time a school or 
schoolhouse location is visible prior to disappearing from a plat map depiction or an 
aerial image.  The layers under “Imagery Year” are classified into the available plat maps 
(“1875,” “1886,” “1905,” and “1915”) and aerial images (“1930s,” “1950s,” “1960s,” 
“1970s,” “1980s,” “1990s,” and “2010”) used by this investigation. 

10. Double-clicking any schoolhouse name within the table of contents produces a pop-up 
window that links directly with the selected schoolhouse location on the Google Earth© 
image.  This pop-up window contains the school name, a portion of the comments section 
under “Description:” which is derived from the presentation layout, and a field photo of the 
schoolhouse or schoolhouse location.  Several hyperlinks are also present within the pop-up 
window that include: “Full Comments,” “Full Report,” “Site Inventory Form,” “Archive 
Images,” “Audio,” “Submit,” and “Directions: To Here – From Here.” 
. “Full comments”: found at the end of the “Description” section, this links to the full 

comments section for the schoolhouse/schoolhouse location in the presentation layout. 
. “Full Report”: connects to the full presentation layout produced by this investigation for 

the schoolhouse/schoolhouse location. 
. “Site Inventory Form”: this produces any site inventory form previously documented for 

the schoolhouse and/or schoolhouse location.  These are largely derived from the Steve 
Johnson investigation (1985-1986). 

. “Archive images”: displays any applicable historic images pertaining to the schoolhouse.  
This feature is removed in the DVD format. 

. “Audio”: connects to any audio clips pertaining to the schoolhouse, such as interviews 
with former teachers and/or students.  This feature is removed in the DVD format. 

. “Submit”: produces a web page for contributing any applicable data regarding the 
schoolhouse/schoolhouse location.  This email form includes the following fields: 
“Name” (include contributor identification), “Email” (insert email address), and 
“Information” (where information can be typed-in).  Below these fields are several 
“check-off” boxes for “Photographs” and “Interview” for additional data submission.  
There is also an “Upload A File:” field with a “Choose File” icon for data inclusion of a 
separate file.  At the bottom of the email form are icons to “Submit” the email or “Reset” 
the email form.    This feature is removed in the DVD format. 

. “Directions: To Here – From Here”: this hyperlink requires an internet connection for 
obtaining Google Earth directions to the schoolhouse/schoolhouse location. 

11. Once the user wishes to exit the Google Earth© application, select “Exit” under the “File” 
menu at the top left-hand portion of the window.  One may also click the small box with an “X” 
found at the top right-hand corner of the window.  Once closed, a Google Earth© pop-up 
window will appear that asks if the user would like to save any unsaved items to your “My 
Places” folder.  Select “Discard” in order to avoid duplication of layer files once the Google 
Earth© application is opened again. 



12. Some computers have experienced problems loading the PDF files in Google Earth's internal 
browser.  If you experience problems with the schoolhouse hyperlinks, please go to the "Tools" 
menu in Google Earth and select "Options".  On the "Options" screen click the "General" tab 
and select (check mark) the "Show Web Results in External Browser".  Then close and re-open 
the Google Earth file. 



Uncheck This Box
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